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Foreword

Ten years after the publication of Food Polysaccharides and Their Applications, a second

edition, revised and expanded, has been assembled with the purpose of bringing a modern

view of this fascinating and important subject to chemists, food scientists, and interested

students. Abundant in nature, and a rich source of biomass, polysaccharides are vital sources

of nutrition for humans and animals in the form of cereals and grasses, not only as essential

bulk foodstuffs but also as additives used in lesser amounts. The numerous chemical deriva-

tives of commercial polysaccharides, and many of the untreated polymers themselves, show

remarkable and sometimes unique properties as thickening, stabilizing, gelling, and emulsi-

fying agents. These features are enhanced by blending polysaccharides of different type, or by

mixing them with protein or other noncarbohydrate food constituents. Studies of the rela-

tionships between the molecular structures and conformations of carbohydrate polymers and

their properties, functionalities, and applications have been materially assisted in recent years

by the development of advanced microscopic and spectroscopic techniques, not to mention

the dramatic effects of applying computer technology in controlling and analyzing a remark-

able output of information both at the experimental level and in retrieval from the world’s

literature.

Many issues of importance are involved in the supply and utilization of polysaccharide

products, commencing with the desperate famine situation faced by whole continents. The

need to increase the supply of starch, cellulose, and to a lesser extent of so-called nonstarch

polysaccharides, is paramount. The desirability or otherwise of genetic engineering to en-

hance yield and improve physical properties is a matter for debate, and health aspects that

involve the part played by dietary fiber in combating a variety of serious medical conditions

require much further research. Modern biosynthetic probes have assisted in elucidating the

complicated pathways involved, and have enabled many types of structural modifications to

be made in order to obtain superior products. An ongoing consideration of increasing

importance, as new sources of food polysaccharides and new types of chemical derivative

are introduced, is that approval for their use should be gained from the numerous regulatory

bodies, whose criteria differ from country to country.

The publication of a comprehensive second edition of Marcel Dekker, Inc.’s 1995 edition

is welcomed on account of the rapid advances made in these and other areas of food science.

An impressive number of eminent authors from a spread of countries and institutions have

made their contributions, and the editorial function has been greatly strengthened by the

appointment of Professors Glyn O. Phillips and Peter A. Williams of the North East Wales

Institute, Wrexham, U.K., scientists well known for their organizing of successful conferences

every second summer, and the publication of the proceedings under the title of Gums and

Stabilizers for the Food Industry.

This excellent book deserves all the success attained by its predecessor.

Professor Pieter S. Steyn

Senior Director, Research, University of Stellenbosch, South Africa

Past President, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
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Preface

All of the observations made in the preface to the first edition of Food Polysaccharides and

Their Applications regarding the physical and chemical properties of polysaccharides remain

valid today, 10 years after its publication. Polysaccharides have always been the world’s main

bulk source of food, starch for humans and cellulose for animals, and the development of new

derivatives for use as food additives of enhanced value, many of them patented, continues

steadily. In recent years, however, there have been dramatic advances in the availability of

sophisticated, computer-based methods of analysis and a corresponding increase in the

understanding of molecular structures and conformations of polysaccharides, and of the

influence of structure on functional properties and polysaccharide interactions with other

food components. Bioengineering technology has likewise become increasingly sophisticated

with the result that detailed knowledge of the biosynthetic pathways and manipulation of the

genes and enzyme systems involved has led the way to higher yields and better polysaccharide

output. More is now known of the nutritional value and disease-preventing properties of

polysaccharides of various kinds. This new volume adequately reflects the changes that

are taking place, and blends well with the many excellent books on all aspects of food

science and technology currently being published by CRC Press, Food Carbohydrates (edited

by S. W. Cui) in particular.

We are grateful to (the late) Dr. Iain Dea for recognizing the importance of having a

single-volume source of information on the production, chemical and physical properties,

nutritional value, and technological features of all the main classes of polysaccharides

consumed as food. This led in 1995 to the publication by Marcel Dekker, Inc. New York,

of Food Polysaccharides and Their Applications, which has been reprinted twice (and placed

on-line), followed by the commissioning of a second edition to be revised and enlarged. Work

on this was begun with the addition of several new authors and in 2004 the responsibility for

production was taken over by Taylor and Francis/CRC Press at Boca Raton, Florida. For the

second edition, professors Glyn O. Phillips and Peter A. Williams joined professor Alistair M.

Stephen as coeditors. Their personal contacts with eminent food scientists and wide experi-

ence as organizers of the Wrexham Conferences and as editors of the proceedings, published

as Gums and Stabilizers for the Food Industry, have been of great advantage. The resulting

volume, which is hoped to be both informative and useful, contains extensive additional

reference entries, descriptions of new polysaccharide products, and a broader approach to

food processing and technology.
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Editors

Alistair M. Stephen was educated at the South African College School and the University of

Cape Town, where he gained the degrees of B.Sc. with distinction in chemistry and physics (in

1940) and M.Sc. in the first class (in 1941). After a spell as research officer at the newly

established Leather Industries Research Institute in Grahamstown, East Cape, he received the

University of Cape Town Ph.D. degree (1947) and the Oxford University D.Phil. (1949), with

Sir Robert Robinson, PRS. as his supervisor. He then spent 2 years at the National Chemical

Research Laboratory in Pretoria, and the following 36 years on the staff of the chemistry

department at the University of Cape Town (senior lecturer 1957–1962 and professor of

organic chemistry 1962–1987). After official retirement from his teaching post he continued

his long-time interest in carbohydrate chemistry and other organic chemistry topics, and has

concentrated on writing. The bulk of his research has been on plant gum exudates and

bacterial capsular polysaccharides, involving structural determinations, applications of chro-

matography, and spectroscopic methods of analysis; another long-term project, commenced

in the early 1950s, concerned the preparation and physicochemical study of various types of

iminium salts.

Professor Stephen was, from 1974 to 1987, head of the department of organic chemistry at

UCT, and from 1965 to 1982 director of the CSIR Carbohydrate Chemistry Research Unit

located at Cape Town. With the collaboration of many research students and his colleagues

he published extensively in the scientific literature (ca. 200 titles), and apart from authoring

chapters in books and encyclopedias, Professor Stephen who edited the first edition of the

present volume in 1995, placed on the web during 2004 an illustrated book on advances in

carbohydrate chemistry research. From 1980 to 1986, he was the South African representative

on the board of the International Carbohydrate Organization responsible for arranging

biennial carbohydrate symposia, and was from 1966 to 1984 a member of the advisory

board of Carbohydrate Research. Gold Medallist of the South African Chemical Institute in

1986, he has been actively involved on committees of the institute, the local section of the

Royal Society of Chemistry, and related scientific bodies. His career brought him into

professional contact with many eminent organic chemists in different parts of the world,

research fellowships held at Edinburgh, Minnesota, Harvard, and the University of British

Columbia providing the means of a long-standing and fruitful collaboration.

Glyn O. Phillips is chairman of Research Transfer Ltd. and Phillips Hydrocolloids Research

Ltd., and a consultant to numerous industrial companies and research institutes. He was

technical adviser to the International Atomic Energy Agency. Formerly executive principal of

the North East Wales Institute of Higher Education (NEWI), he was professor of chemistry

at the University of Salford and is professorial fellow at NEWI where the ‘‘Glyn O. Phillips

Hydrocolloids Research Centre’’ is located. He is the chairman of The Cellucon Trust, and

the Gums and Stabilizers Conference Organizing Committee, and is editor of the journals,

Food Hydrocolloids, Advances in Tissue Banking, and the International Journal of Cell and

Tissue Banking.

Peter A. Williams graduated in Chemistry at NEWI and was awarded a Ph.D. by the

University of Salford in 1981. He is currently professor of polymer and colloid chemistry

and the director of the Centre of Water Soluble Polymers at NEWI.
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He is a founding member of the Food Hydrocolloids Trust and the Gums and Stabilisers

for the Food Industry series of conferences which have been held at NEWI since 1981. He has

published over 160 scientific papers and edited over 30 books and is editor-in-chief of the

international journal Food Hydrocolloids.

He has received significant funding from National Research Councils and Industry to

support his research work which has concentrated on the characterization, solution, and

interfacial properties, and applications of a broad range of polysaccharides and synthetic

water-soluble polymers. This has included the following:

. Physicochemical characterization, particularly the determination of the molecular mass

and molecular mass distribution of polymers using gel permeation chromatography and

asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation
. Solution properties, including the viscosity and viscoelastic properties of polymer sys-

tems, polymer conformation (polysaccharide coil–helix transitions), cation binding to

polyelectrolytes, and gelation mechanisms
. Adsorption of polymers at surfaces, notably the determination of adsorption isotherms,

and the configuration of polymers adsorbed at interfaces, and their influence on the

stability and rheological properties of concentrated suspensions and emulsions
. Phase behavior in polymer mixtures, notably how phase separation processes can be

exploited to produce novel gel structures for food and other applications.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The aims of this work on food polysaccharides are to describe (a) their sources, biosynthesis,

molecular structures, and physical properties, (b) their production and uses in food formu-

lations, indicating how chemical and physical properties relate to texture and functionality,

(c) the effects of cooking and the interactions between food polysaccharides and proteins,

lipids, sugars, and metal ions, (d) analytical methods for food polysaccharides, including

identification and quantitative determination, which have improved dramatically in scope,

sensitivity, and precision, and (e) their nutritional and ecological considerations, with em-

phasis on genetic engineering of food crops. Legislative aspects were dealt with in the first

edition (by the late Dr. D.M.W. Anderson). The book is intended for, on one hand, food

scientists and technologists, and students of the subject, to provide a fundamental coverage of

the sources, analysis, structure, and function of polysaccharides in relation to their applica-

tion for food use and, on the other, for polysaccharide chemists and biochemists, to indicate

the potential of these substances in the food industry [1,1a]. As the balance between scientific

description of polysaccharides and their technical or trade aspects varies, there is a concurrent

variety in style and in modes of expression among the chapters.

1.2 POLYSACCHARIDES

Among food polysaccharides, starch-derived products outweigh all others, and the remainder

are collectively known as nonstarch polysaccharides (NSPs) [2]; the term hydrocolloids often

includes both categories [3,3a]. Starch occupies a unique position, because this natural

polysaccharide is second only to cellulose in availability and is without doubt the world’s

chief source of food carbohydrate [4,4a]. The bulk is consumed without prior separation from

the accompanying nutrient material in the form of protein, fat, fiber, and minerals, but,

nevertheless, the quantity isolated in a pure form greatly exceeds that of all other NSPs. All

these substances have been subjected to much scientific and technological study, and research

is intensified as new potential developments unfold.
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The molecular structures of food polysaccharides, which are generally obtained from

units and the main features of the polysaccharide structures), though polysaccharides usually

occur in complex mixtures. Several monosaccharide units are incorporated in polysacchar-

ides, D-glucose predominating, but the types of intersugar glycosidic linkages are relatively

TABLE 1.1
Constituent Monosaccharide Unitsa in Food Polysaccharides

Unitb Formula Polysaccharide

o

o

o o
o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o
o

o

o
o

o

o

o
o

o o

o
o

o
o

o

o

o

o
o o

o
o

α-D-Glcp

β-D-Glcp

β-D-GlcpA

β-D-Galp

α-D-Galp

β-D-GlcN

Galactomannans

Plant gums; agars;
    xyloglucans; pectins

Acacia and other gums;
    pectins

Chitosan

Cellulose; modified cellulose; 
    xyloglucans; β-D-glucans of mixed
    linkage type; xanthan; glucomannans

Starch; hydrolysates of starch;
    modified starches

NH2

Plants gums; pectins;
    arabinoxylans

O

O

O

O

O

α-β-L-Araf
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TABLE 1.1 (continued)
Constituent Monosaccharide Unitsa in Food Polysaccharides

Unitb Formula Polysaccharide

o o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

oo

o
o

o
o

o
o o

o

α-L-Rhap

α-L-GulpA

3,6-Anhydro-α-L-Gal

3,6-Anhydro-α-D-Gal

α-L-Fucp

β-D-Fruf

Xyloglucan; pectins

Carrageenans

Agar

Alginates

Pectins; plant gums

O

O
O

O
O

O

o o

o

o o

o
o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o

α-D-GalpA Pectins; some plant gums

continued
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are branched; as the degree of ramification increases there are corresponding changes in such

physical properties as water solubility, viscosity, and gelling behavior. The hydroxyl groups

that predominate in all polysaccharides are sometimes partially derivatized by esterification

and present as acetate, sulfate or phosphate, or are etherified.

If there are uronic acid residues (e.g., D-galacturonic) present in the polysaccharide, some of

these units may be methyl-esterified and the others associated with mono- or divalent cations.

Hydroxyl groups on certain sugar units are substituted by pyruvate ketals. In chitin, the

nitrogen-containing unit 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-b-D-glucose (N-acetylglucosamine) is the main

constituent of the polysaccharide; on de-N-acetylation, either biologically or by chemical

TABLE 1.1 (continued)
Constituent Monosaccharide Unitsa in Food Polysaccharides

Unitb Formula Polysaccharide

o
o
o

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

oo

o
o

o

o

o

β-D-Manp

α-D-Manp

β-D-ManpA

α-D-Xylp Xyloglucans

Xanthan; gum ghatti

Galactomannans;
   glucomannans; xanthan

Alginates

β-D-Xylp

aOxygen atoms involved in intersugar linkages, within the polysaccharides, designated thus:
—
O —; — O

indicates free hydroxyl.
b
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treatment, the basic substance chitosan is formed. Particularly in view of the enormous

numbers of insects globally the quantity of chitin in the biosphere may rival that of starch.

Polysaccharides are normally isolated from plant material or processed food mixtures by

hot water extraction, and are precipitated from solution on addition of ethanol or acetone [6].

Dimethyl sulfoxide is an important alternative solvent, and N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide is

particularly effective. Purification and testing for homogeneity (or at least for the absence of

TABLE 1.2
Sources and Structures of Food Polysaccharides

Polysaccharide Main Sources

Molecular

Structurea

Starch (amylose) Cereal grains, tubers Essentially linear (1! 4)-a-D-glucan

Starch (amylopectin) Cereal grains, tubers Clusters of short (1! 4)-a-D-Glc chains

attached by a-linkages of 0–6 of

other chains

Modified starches Corn kernels Cross-linked starch molecules; some C-6

oxidized; acetates

Maltodextrins Corn and potato starches Acid- and enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysates,

Mw < 4000

Carboxymethylcellulose Cotton cellulose HO2CCH2-groups at 0–6 of linear

(1! 4)-b-D-glucan

Galactomannans Seeds of guar, locust bean, tara a-D-Galp groups at 0–6 at (1! 4)-b-D-

mannan chains

Carrageenans Red seaweeds (Gracilaria, Gigartina, and

Eucheuma spp.)

Sulfated D-galactans, units of (1! 3)-b-D-

Gal and (1! 4)-3,6-anhydro-a-D-Gal

alternating; pyruvate and Me groups

Agars Red seaweeds (Gelidium spp.) As for carrageenans, anhydrosugar units L

Gum arabic Stem exudate of Acacia senegal Acidic L-arabino-, (1! 3)- and (1! 6)-b-

D-galactan, highly branched with

peripheral L-Rhap attached to D-GlcA.

Minor component a glycoprotein

Gum tragacanth Astragalus spp. Modified, acidic arabinogalactan, and a

modified pectin

Pectins Citrus, apple, and other fruits Linear and branched (1! 4)-a-D-

galacturonan (partly Me esterified and

acetylated); chains include

(1! 2)-L-Rhap, and branches D-Galp,

L-Araf, D-Xylp, D-GlcA

Alginates Brown seaweeds (Macrocystis,

Ascophyllum, Laminaria, and

Ecklonia spp.)

Linear (1! 4)-b-D- mannuronan and

-a-L-guluronan

Xanthan gum Xanthomonas campestris Cellulosic structure, D-Manp (two) and

GlcA-containing side chains, acetylated

and pyruvylated on Man

Chitin, chitosan Invertebrates, lower forms of plants;

shells of Crustaceans

Inulins Chicory, Jerusalem artichokes

aAbbreviations for usual forms of the sugar units: D-glucopyranose, D-Glcp; D-galactopyranose, D-Galp; 2-amino-2-

deoxy-D-glucose (D-glucosamine), D-GlcN; D-glucuronic acid, D-GlcA; D-galacturonic acid, D-GalA;

D-mannopyranose, D-Manp; D-mannuronic acid, D-ManA; L-arabinofuranose, L-Araf; D-xylopyranose, D-Xylp;

L-rhamnopyranose, L-Rhap; L-fucopyranose, L-Fucp; D-fructofuranose, D-Fruf; L-guluronic acid, L-GulA.
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suspected impurities) are carried out by the application of a variety of chromatographic and

electrophoretic methods in combination. The products are ideally colorless and tasteless

powders or flakes, which char when heated or when in contact with concentrated sulfuric

acid. The neutralized forms of acidic polysaccharides normally give significant ash values,

and it is a general characteristic that ~10% of water is retained by polysaccharides when

exposed to the air.

The presence of N, S, or P in a polysaccharide sample provides an indication of its origin

is covalently bonded to carbohydrate, might be the origin. The molecular mass of these

polysaccharides and glycoproteins ranges from ~10,000 to 108 and samples are normally

polydisperse, as shown by gel-permeation (size, or steric, exclusion) chromatography [7]. The

process of dissolving a polysaccharide may require disruption of the organized structure, as in

the case of granular starch, or the use of enzymes, which liberate the polysaccharide from

encrusting material, but may in so doing cause depolymerization. Solubility is affected by the

pH, cations, or the complexing agents present. Solutions are normally highly viscous; this

property is influenced, among many other factors, by molecular size, shape, and conform-

ation; and many food polysaccharides form gels. The rheological properties of food polysac-

charides are critically important.

Polysaccharides, in general, respond positively to the qualitative Molisch test, giving a

blue-violet coloration at high dilution when a solution treated with 1-naphthol is layered with

concentrated sulfuric acid. This type of reaction forms the basis of an efficient, quantitative,

semimicro analytical method if phenol is used instead of 1-naphthol. There are a large

number of related colorimetric assays for carbohydrates in general and for specific classes

(pentoses, hexoses, uronic acids, amino sugars, etc.) [8]. Mineral acid causes hydrolysis of

oligo- and polysaccharides, and also dehydration at the monosaccharide level giving substi-

tuted furan-2-aldehydes that react with phenols, aromatic amines, or amino acids to produce

chromophores. Some polysaccharides, notably starch, which form a characteristic blue-black

complex with periodide ion, may be detected or stained with specific reagents. A valuable

modern approach is to characterize the polysaccharides by immunological (ELISA) proced-

ures [8a–c], using increasingly sophisticated methodology to improve throughput and sensi-

tivity [8d–f], and scope. Numerous chiroptical and spectroscopic measurements (especially
1H- and 13C-NMR) and many other analytical techniques are applicable to food polysac-

charides in solution, in the form of solid samples or in mixtures. The biogenetic pathways

leading to different polysaccharides are well understood, particularly now that the genes

encoding for the synthases have been extensively identified and exploited [8g–i]; and the

isolation of enzymes capable of degrading the macromolecules has led to the development

of a wide range of industrial applications and has enabled molecular structures and reaction

molecular structure brought about by using purified enzymes; later chapters deal with the

biosynthesis of the polysaccharides named in the title.

The identification of polysaccharides [10] almost invariably requires acid hydrolysis and

quantitative analysis of the monosaccharides and uronic acids released using combinations of

gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS), high-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC), capillary zone electrophoresis, and chiroptical methods. In addition, supercritical

fluid chromatography (SFC) is applicable to oligosaccharides and glycoconjugates. Column

effluents are monitored by refractive index increments or colorimetric, amperometric, and

fluorimetric procedures. Biochemical sensors incorporating enzymic systems impart a high

level of selectivity and sensitivity to the detection process. Partial breakdown of the polysac-

charides to oligosaccharide mixtures by chemical or enzymatic techniques enables sequences
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pathways to be elucidated [9]. Additionally, Chapter 2 now contains a section on the bio-

synthesis of starch, Chapter 5 on cellulose, and Chapter 6 a detailed account of the changes in

and possible identity [cf. 6a], though plant glycoproteins, in which protein (detectable by UV)



of constituent sugar units and their anomeric forms to be determined, but the most important

single method is methylation analysis, which quantifies all the modes of linkage of the sugar

residues in the polysaccharide. Noncarbohydrate appendages are normally characterized by

infrared (IR) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopies.

Although starch consists only of a-D-glucosyl units, joined by (1! 4)- or (1! 6)-linkages,

the molecular structures of each major constituent (amylose and amylopectin) defy precise

definition; therefore it is obvious that, because of the wide differences in composition,

morphology, and properties, starch is not an entity [11]. The chain lengths of the essentially

linear component (amylose) are variable, and there are side chains, resulting from the action

of branching enzymes [12,12a,b]. The Hizukuri cluster model for amylopectin [13,13a] reveals

the complexity of the arrangement of short (1! 4)-linked chains in the polysaccharide; and the

relative alignments of amylose and amylopectin within the well-ordered granular structure,

for example, remain the subject of much research employing a wide variety of techniques. The

reason for this effort lies in the technical importance of starch and the fundamental need to

correlate molecular structure with rheological properties. A standard technique in structural

investigations of starch, now used for over 10 years, is the use of transgenic plants [13b].

The distribution of a-D-galactosyl units attached at O-6 to (1! 4)-linked b-D-mannan

chains in different galactomannans [14,14a–c] is similarly correlated with the gelling proper-

ties of this polysaccharide group [14d–f] in association with other polysaccharides. In the

bacterial and plant gums [5,15] there is far greater complexity of molecular structure, where

the main chains are uniform, but with variations possible in the relatively complex side chains.

This is so even in the case of the bacterial polysaccharides, the mode of biosynthesis of which

is conducive to an orderly structure based on repeating units of a group of different sugar

units. The discernment of the levels of structural order in the plant gums is more difficult,

though for gum arabic this has been made possible to some degree by the application of the

Smith degradation technique, and for gum karaya by methods developed by Aspinall to

define the molecular environments of the high proportion of uronic acid units in the pectin-

type molecule. The extent of branching of the gums underlies their relatively low viscosity in

solution.

1.3 APPLICATIONS AND USES

Food polysaccharides comprise starches on the one hand, and starch derivatives together with

numerous so-called NSPs on the other [16–18,18a]. The latter group of hydrocolloids,

together with a small proportion of starch and noncarbohydrate substances such as lignin

issues as the molecular biology of plant cell walls, the intrinsic nutritional value of different

polysaccharides, their effects on other major energy-providing substances, and their safety in

for the

available energy for food polysaccharides range from ~1 kJ g�1 (low-calorie food) to

~17 kJ g�1 for starches and ~3 kJ g�1 for ‘‘dietary fiber,’’ though a much higher value has

been indicated in a report from the FAO, Rome [24f]. These polysaccharides are now

employed in increasing quantities (although usually at low levels of incorporation) in food

technology, as thickeners, binders, stabilizers, emulsifiers, and suspending and gelling agents.

In a review of hydrocolloids (other than starch) employed by the industry, Trudso [25]

indicated the world consumption of the various types of polysaccharides to be in the

descending order: galactomannans (guar and locust bean gums), carrageenans and agars,

gum arabic, pectins (predominantly high-methoxyl), alginates, carboxymethyl-cellulose, and

xanthan gum. The quantity of starch used relative to the other hydrocolloids was about 5 to 1

in the U.K. [26] in the year 1990, a figure that could be higher elsewhere in Europe. The NSPs
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and indigestible protein, constitutes dietary fiber [18b] (see Chapter 18). Such complicated

use have been widely debated (see Refs. [19–24,24a–e] and Chapter 19). Values



were, however, of greater monetary value (by a factor of ~8) on a weight basis. The gums

arabic and tragacanth are quoted as forming a large but fluctuating proportion of the many

types of hydrocolloid used in Western Europe [27], where sales of hydrocolloids have

exceeded two billion dollars in a year.

The sources and functions of hydrocolloids were reviewed [26], and an interesting forecast

of food trends in an affluent society was made [28]. Starch dominates world markets but the

range of other polysaccharides employed (Table 1.3) is increasing. Over the past 30 years the

food industry has developed an enormous range of convenience foods, but a scientific

understanding of the roles of the hydrocolloids used has not kept pace adequately with

innovations and changes in technology. As the food manufacturing industry is highly com-

petitive, the supply of products can be maintained economically only if they are safe and

attractive, or where there is a perceived value for money. Product novelty as well as consist-

ency is required, and any widening of the gap between development of new processed

foodstuffs and an understanding of underlying chemical and physical principles could be

counterproductive.

The major food sectors that use hydrocolloids are confectionery, dairy, dessert, pet foods

and meat products, ready-to-eat (RTE) meals, bakery, sauces, and food dressings [27,28a].

Fat replacers, incorporating starch and other polymeric substances, are accepted as food

products of major importance [29,30].

1.4 SCOPE OF THIS BOOK

In this book, 13 chapters are devoted to individual food polysaccharides, classified according

to molecular structure, beginning with native and modified starches and starch hydrolysates

properties, rheology and analysis of the polysaccharides, and their functions in processed

distinctive aspects of the utilization of food polysaccharides, namely mixed polysaccharide

reactions and the role of protein–polysaccharide complexes in emulsification; the relationship

TABLE 1.3
Hydrocolloids: Functions and Food Applications

Hydrocolloid Function Application

Guar and locust bean gums Stabilizer, water retention Dairy, ice cream, desserts, bakery

Carrageenans Stabilizer, thickener, gelation Ice cream, flans, meat products,

dressings, instant puddings

Agars Gelation Dairy, confectionery, meat products

Gum arabic Stabilizer, thickener, emulsifier,

encapsulating agent

Confectionery, bakery, beverages, sauces

Gum tragacanth Stabilizer, thickener, emulsifier Dairy, dressings, confectionery, sauces

Pectins Gelation, thickener, stabilizer Jams, preserves, beverages, confectionery,

dairy

Alginates Stabilizer, gelation Ice cream, instant puddings, beverages

Xanthan gum Stabilizer, thickener Dressings, beverages, dairy, bakery

Carboxymethyl-cellulose Stabilizer, thickener, water retention Ice cream, batters, syrups, cake mixes, meats

Methyl cellulose Gelation, stabilizer, water retention Fat reducer, bakery

Modified starches Stabilizers, emulsifiers Bakery, soups, confectionery
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(Chapter 2 through Chapter 4), and proceeding to the major NSPs (Chapter 5 through

Chapter 14). In general, each chapter covers the sources of supply, chemical and physical

foods. Then follow a number of chapters (Chapter 15 through Chapter 18) on important



between polysaccharide rheology and in-mouth perception, phase behaviour and the nutri-

engineering debate the book concludes with a practical survey and concise summaries of

modern standard work [30a,b], and in all the chapters on individual polysaccharides. The

current, complicated situation regarding legislation and safety control of foods containing

different polysaccharides is briefly mentioned in this chapter.

physical nature of the granule, the analysis of raw and processed material for starch content,

the course of gelatinization, and some of the technical uses of this most abundant of

are also given in this chapter. Notwithstanding the vital importance of native starch as a

dietary source of carbohydrate, the physical (particularly rheological) characteristics of starch

dispersions militate against their usefulness in food applications. The various modifications

introduced by substitution (sometimes resulting in cross-linking), partial hydrolysis, or partial

oxidation with hypochlorite to form carboxyl groups that enhance hydrophilicity, or physical

Each type of modification affects the properties, notably the solubility and stability of sols,

which govern the use of starch dispersions in food processing. Modified starches can thus be

tailored to match specific requirements. The important criterion that the effect of modification

upon such nutritional aspects as digestibility and caloric value should be minimal has been

shown, by in vitro and in vivo studies, to be met by the products discussed in this chapter. The

revised version includes the preparation of new starch esters, and improved techniques for

production of acid-converted and oxidized starches. Pyrodextrinization affects the nutritional

properties, and the relationship of this process to resistant starch formation is also shown [30c–i].

Of the starch products just mentioned the most extensively used are the hydrolysates,

quality control that is demanded of manufacturers of these syrups are listed, and the

industrial processes of acid conversion, enzyme liquefaction, and acid–enzyme or multiple-

enzyme conversion are described, as is hydrogenation of syrups. Properties such as sweetness,

hygroscopicity, and viscosity, which govern the usefulness of starch syrups in the food

industry, are discussed together with their unique applications in a variety of foods. Cyclo-

dextrins, derived from starch by enzyme action, are included. Among the many new refer-

ences given in the revised chapter are those relating to IR and NMR spectrometric methods of

analysis as applied to maltodextrins, the properties and uses of starch-degrading enzymes,

There are other glucans of importance, the NSPs from agricultural sources that are vital in

nutrition as dietary fiber [31–34]. Included are the (1! 3)(1! 4)-linked b-D-glucans present

in large quantities in cereal grains [5,29], especially oats [35,36], barley, and other plant

sources [37], and the glucomannoglycan containing b-D-glucose and b-D-mannose residues,

known as Konjac mannan [38–40,40a–c]. In this linear polysaccharide, the degree of acetyla-

tion of the sugar units in the raw material or in partially de-O-acetylated derivatives affects

profoundly the solubility and flow properties of the hydrocolloid [41]. The food applications

of Konjac are extensive and include synergistic interactions with other biopolymers [41a–c].

Cellulose is an even more abundant polysaccharide than starch, the major component

of plant cell walls, but its use in food is limited by its insolubility. However, as for starch, the

physical and chemical modifications of the structure of cellulose, the b-(1! 4)-linked

analogue, have been made to yield products with a range of properties that make them

valuable additives in the food industry. Rheological and other characteristics, such as surface

activity, water-binding capacity, and the tendency to thermal or solute-induced gelation, of
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tional importance of NSP as dietary fiber. After chapter 19, which introduces the genetic

methods of polysaccharide analysis (Chapter 20), a topic that is dealt with extensively in a

carbohydrate foods (Chapter 2). Key references to the extensive literature on the subject

processes, such as heat treatment, spray-drying, or drum-drying, are reviewed in Chapter 3.

which are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The methods of analysis employed in the rigorous

Chapter 1 is followed by a review of the sources of native starches, the chemical and

and the ever-expanding list of food applications of starch hydrolysates [cf. 30c, j].



physically modified celluloses (microfibrillated and microcrystalline) and the cellulose deriva-

tives permitted in foodstuffs (methyl, carboxymethyl, hydroxypropyl, hydroxypropyl-methyl,

edition, the remarkable resurgence of interest in cellulose on account of its availability is

accompanied by the appearance of many reviews [e.g., 41d] and a wealth of new structural

and analytical information. The most outstanding progress within the decade, however, has

been in the identification of the gene family encoding for cellulose synthase [8l] and the

accompanying understanding of the biosynthetic schemes involved in the remarkable

channeling of the bulk of terrestrial organic carbon into cellulose formation [41e]. Prospects

for improvements in the quality of cotton fibers, wood pulp, and tuber crops are good,

and forms of cellulose more amenable to chemical modification are sure to be developed.

Nutritional and health aspects of cellulose as affecting both animals and humans have also

been considered in the revised chapter.

Examples of the tailoring of celluloses to meet the requirements of particular classes of

food products are cited and explained in this chapter. The chemically related (arabino) xylans

book is on food products and food technology, it should be mentioned that the greatest

proportion of polysaccharides consumed in the earth’s biosphere, cellulose, and hemicellu-

loses, form essential components of animal nutrition, the problem of breaking b-linkages

overcome by ruminants, usually by microbiological action. It is furthermore of interest that

there is a very large and growing patent literature on food applications of modified celluloses,

old and new.

In contrast to the bulk use of starch as a food, the b-(2! 1)-linked polymer of

are increasingly recognized as this chapter makes clear. Although widespread in nature,

particularly in the Gramineae and Compositae, inulin is generally not found in any appre-

ciable concentration. In tubers of the Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus), however,

inulin occurs to the extent of >50% by weight, and this unusual polysaccharide, found also in

chicory (Cichorium intybus L.) constitutes a basic food ingredient in Europe, America, and the

Far East [41f,g, and references given in Chapter 10]. Methods of analysis have been reviewed

[42], and sensitive methods for the quantitative analysis of fructo-oligosaccharides have been

developed [43]. The present utilization of inulin as a gelling agent, low-calorie fat substitute,

and nondigestible, dietary fiber constituent amounts to ca. 1 g per person per day in the

United States. With sucrose solutions containing minerals, peptone, and yeast extract as

media, Bacillus polymyxa produces a levan that can be purified by re-precipitation with

ethanol, and which forms aqueous solutions at a concentration of 15% that exhibit good

flow properties. As for inulin, hydrolysis with acid affords D-fructose [44], and being furano-

sidic, the intersugar linkages in each polysaccharide are sensitive to acid. The major industrial

source of high-fructose syrups is, however, corn starch treated successively with a-amylase,

glucoamylase, and immobilized glucose isomerase [45]. The glucose counterpart of bacterial

levan, consisting essentially of (1! 6)-linked a-D-glucopyranosyl units, is dextran, which

has potential use in food as a bulking agent [1]. Another glucose polymer, produced chem-

ically by thermal, acid-catalyzed condensation, is the highly branched and randomly linked

‘‘polydextrose’’ [46,46a], and a fructoglucan has been synthesized similarly [47].

The seed galactomannans are extremely important ingredients in food preparations.

While unsubstituted mannans are insoluble, these polysaccharides give solutions of consid-

erable viscosity, act as emulsifiers, and interact effectively with other polysaccharides to form

products with physical properties that are better suited in some respects to the requirements

of food technologists. According to the distribution of the pendant a-D-galactopyranosyl
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and ethylmethyl being the most widely approved) are discussed in Chapter 5. In this second

of cereals play a vital role in nutrition (see Chapter 18 and Ref. [32]). As the emphasis in this

D-fructofuranose, inulin (Chapter 10), is as yet little used, but its valuable food properties

gels (Chapter 15). The isolated galactomannans can be modified enzymatically to give new



groups, the b-D-mannan chain is exposed to interact with other molecules to different extents.

Guar and locust bean gums are obtained from plants cultivated for the purpose, and find

and other cell-wall storage polysaccharides in seeds, the authors broke new ground describing

in detail the biosynthetic pathways leading to the polysaccharides, which have functionalities

that suit the needs of the plant itself; modification of the synthetic steps operating in the

leguminous plant, however, may well yield many new and valuable products for food

technology, and the indication of approaches to the genetic control of galactomannan

structures in this chapter is a most significant advance. Seed xyloglucans, which

have structural patterns similar in some respects to those of the galactomannans, also have

properties of potential use in foods, though only tamarind gum has hitherto been exploited

commercially (see below). In xyloglucans, a cellulosic backbone is substituted at O-6 by

a-D-xylopyranosyl residues, some carrying b-D-galactopyranosyl substituents at O-2. New

information on the natural functions of cell-wall polysaccharides of seeds in relation to their

molecular structures, biosynthesis, and enzymatic hydrolysis is presented in the revised

Chapter 6 by Gidley and Reid. The principal aim is to illustrate how this research may well

lead to biotechnologies able to produce functionally improved polysaccharide additives. As

predicted 10 years ago, transgenic plants are now able to give rise to more suitable products as

a consequence of altered molecular structure.

Agars and the carrageenans, from algal sources, present a very different molecular

structural pattern from the polysaccharides thus far described; they are effectively modified,

information on the variations encountered has made it possible to devise a system of

nomenclature that has the particular merit of being compact [48a]. In the modified galactans,

every second galactose unit may be converted biologically into the 3,6-anhydro derivative,

and appears therefore as a cyclic ether that can alter the conformation of the chain. Interest in

food uses continues particularly in Japan, with some emphasis on jellies and yokan. The agars

differ materially from carrageenans in that the anhydrosugar (but not the unmodified hexose

unit) is in the L-form, whereas both polysaccharides differ in optical rotation, [a]D being

negative and positive, respectively. The glycosidic bond of the anhydrosugar is acid-labile,

and the sensitivity of the reducing end-group generated on hydrolysis is such that precautions

must be taken in the assay of such units; depolymerization by methanolysis or reductive

hydrolysis is preferred.

Like carrageenans, agars are algal polysaccharides that have found wide application in the

food industry because of their ability to form thermoreversible gels. In the

chemical composition of these galactans, which carry methoxyl, sulfate, and pyruvate sub-

stituents in variable proportions and are polydisperse, is discussed in relation to its effect on

the viscosity and gelling properties of agar sols. As for carrageenans, the mechanism of

reviewed in the light of experimental evidence, mainly from x-ray diffraction studies. It now

appears that the influence of OMe groups at the 2-position has a destabilizing effect on gel

formation. The food uses of agars, many of them unique because of the high melting points

and thermal stability of agar gels, are explained in terms of this and other functional

properties of these unusual polysaccharides.

The importance of carrageenans in the food industry derives mainly from the ability of

k- and i-carrageenan to form elastic gels in the presence of certain cations (Kþ and Ca2þ are the

usual counter-ions in k- and i-carrageenan gels, respectively). Despite extensive research, the

molecular basis for the conformational transitions in solution that result in aggregation and

gelation is as yet imperfectly understood, but the recent use of techniques such as NMR has

resulted in someprogress. The current bodyof evidence on structure–function relationships and
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numerous applications in the food industry. In Chapter 6, which deals with galactomannans

Chapter 7,

gelation of agars is not clear (cf. Chapter 8), with the various models that have been proposed,

linear galactans that are esterified to a considerable extent as acid sulfates [cf. 48]. Sufficient



the general mechanisms by which the molecular environment influences the gelation of carra-

Alginates, which are derived from brown seaweeds and also occur in capsular polysac-

charides of soil bacteria, are linear polysaccharides composed of uronic acid units. Both

b-D-mannuronic and a-L-guluronic acids are constituents, the latter produced by C-5 epimer-

ization of the mannuronan chains induced by an epimerase located in several algae and

Azotobacter vinelandii. The monomers are obtained on acid hydrolysis only under severe

conditions, and the glycosidic bonds are resistant. Partial acid hydrolysis and the use of

specific degrading enzymes show that blocks of either mannuronic or guluronic acid units are

present in the alginates. It is the latter type that confers special gel-forming properties and, in

system are discussed. The binding of polyvalent cations, particularly Ca2þ, is promoted by

the 1C4 conformation of the guluronate blocks, and there are important viscosifying effects in

solution as a result. External factors (pH, ionic strength, high temperatures, reducing agents,

or irradiation) affect the solubility and stability of alginates, and may limit their applicability

in food. Bioengineering approaches are made to the large-scale production of the C-5

epimerase, which will enable the molecular and consequently functional properties of algin-

ates to be controlled at will.

The pectins (pectic substances) are also acidic polysaccharides, obtained commercially [49]

from fruits (apple, citrus), but present universally in plant cell-wall matrices [50,51,51a,b]. The

linear chains comprise a-D-galacturonic acid units, partly O-acetylated, in sequences that are

interrupted, possibly at regular intervals, by a-L-rhamnopyranosyl units that provide centers

of relative hydrophobicity; other units (L-arabinose, D-xylose, D-galactose, and

D-glucuronic acid) are bound covalently in side chains attached particularly to the rhamnose

residues, and affect the physical properties of the pectin. The complex oligosaccharide

released enzymatically from sycamore cell walls and from numerous other plant sources,

and rhamnogalacturonan-I (RG-I), and a second oligomer in a smaller amount from inter alia

sycamore and rice cells (RG-II), have been the objects of intense study by modern techniques

[51c–g]. The gelling behavior of the pectins is their most vital property and in this character-

istic high-methoxyl and low-methoxyl pectins differ. The less-esterified polysaccharides react

with divalent (or multivalent) cations such as calcium, giving solutions of increasing viscosity

and then gelling as salts containing such cations are added. If sufficient amounts of the uronic

acid units are esterified, as they are in many natural pectins, gelation is induced by addition of

water-soluble compounds such as sucrose (which effectively increases the polysaccharide

concentration) and the gradual introduction of acidity (by hydrolysis of D-glucono-

1,4-lactone). Amidation (CO2Me! CONH2) brings about marked improvements in rheology.

The importance of pectins [26,52] in producing confectionery, jams, and jellies can hardly be

extremely wide coverage, ranging from the formation and distribution of pectic substances in

cell walls, methods of isolation and analysis, molecular and conformational structure, viscos-

ity and gelling properties, and stability to the conditions of their use in various food systems.

Pectin is now finding application as a component of fat replacers, though the heterogeneity of

pectic substances precludes any facile definition of their digestibility and bioavailability, and

impedes description of their functionality [52f ]. The current Chapter 11 (by new authors)

provides a comprehensive review of sources, properties, and applications, and pays special

attention to viscoelastic aspects of pectin systems and the mechanism of gelation. The

interaction of pectin with other polymers such as alginate is also reviewed.

When hydroxyl groups of the cellulosic main chain of polysaccharides are substituted by

sugar units, and the extensive hydrogen bonding that governs their conformation is thereby
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geenans is reviewed in Chapter 8, with some food applications, and a general revision, included.

a comprehensive review (Chapter 9), the structure–function relationships of the alginate

overestimated (Chapter 11). The chapter in the first edition (it was Chapter 10 then) offers an

disrupted, physical properties undergo progressive changes (cf. Chapter 5, in which the effects



of etherification are noted). There is an increase in water solubility, and rheological properties

are altered in a manner favorable to the incorporation of the branched derivatives into

processed foods. Xyloglucans, the biological and structural aspects of which are discussed

sometimes as amyloids, because of their resemblance to starch in their color reactions with

iodine in solution, the major sources of xyloglucans for the food and agricultural industries

are rapeseed and tamarind (Tamarindus indica L.) seed [53]. Tamarind polysaccharide stains

blue with iodine, forms mucilaginous solutions from which the polysaccharide is not precipi-

tated by Ca2þ, and gels strongly with sugar over a wide pH range. This dextrorotatory

xyloglucan [54] is an excellent, stable substitute for pectins in jams and confectionery, and

in other applications where stabilizers are required. Other xylose-containing mucilages, some

acidic, are obtained from seeds of several Plantago species and are bulk laxatives; quince

mucilage contains a cellulosic core substituted by sugars such as D-Xyl and D-Gal, and

has found a use in ice cream. Okra mucilage from pods of Hibiscus esculentus, an acidic

polysaccharide mixed with protein, produces stringiness when dispersed in water and is used

as a bodying agent, to impart viscosity and smoothness (the ‘‘okra effect’’) [55]. Mucilages

and related acidic polysaccharides are described in a third edition of a standard, major

work [56].

Of far greater significance are the bacterial polysaccharides produced in liquid culture

from bulk nutrients using selected microorganisms. These have the special advantage of a

reproducible chemical structure, biosynthesized from activated, repeating sequences of

several types of sugar units linked in a specific manner. The physical properties of these

polysaccharides are correspondingly subject to less than normal variations and certain

bacterial polysaccharides are now examined to an increasing extent as potential additives

for the food industry. At present, xanthan gum (from Xanthomonas campestris) is the only

such polysaccharide approved generally; gellan gum (from Pseudomonas elodea) is less

chain of xanthan gum is substituted at O-3 on alternate Glc residues by side chains

consisting of the aldobiouronic acid moiety b-D-GlcA-(1–2)-a-D-Man with a second

D-Man b-linked to O-4 of the uronic acid. The trisaccharide unit may be pyruvylated at

O-4,6 of the exterior Man and acetylated at O-6 of the interior. Gellan gum is linear with

4-linked b-D-GlcA and a-L-Rha interspersed regularly in a four-unit repeat structure by

3-and 4-linked b-D-Glc. Two types of acyl groups, L-glycerate (on O-2) and acetyl (some-

times on O-6) are joined to the 3-linked Glc [58]. Closely related in structure are numerous

products from Alcaligenes [59].

The structures, functional properties, and applications of xanthan and gellan gums are

and the broad range of gels formed by gellan under various conditions are properties valued

by the food industry [59a-f]. The various molecular models that have been postulated

to account for these properties, and for the formation of strong and weak gels by mixtures

of xanthan with galactomannans and Konjac mannan are reviewed critically in the light of

experimental evidence. The importance of gellan is reflected in an issue of a food journal

devoted to the subject [57].

Among other polysaccharides of bacterial origin that have potential as thickening and

suspending agents is acetan (from a strain of Acetobacter xylinum), which has an acetylated

pentasaccharide side chain (comprising L-Rha-, b-D-Glc, a-D-Glc, and the aldobiouronic

moiety present in the side chains of xanthan gum) attached at O-3 of alternate Glc residues

in a cellulosic backbone, and resembles xanthan in conformation [60a,b] and rheological [61]

properties. Curdlan is a (1! 3)-linked b-D-glucan [62,63,63a], while other bacterial polysacchar-

ides of industrial interest are more complex and contain several types of sugar units.
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in Chapter 6, are of natural origin, and are integral components of plant cell walls. Known

discussed in detail in Chapter 12. In particular, the thixotropy shown by xanthan dispersions

widely accepted, though having FDA approval (see Refs. [56a,b,57]). The cellulosic main



Comparable in molecular complexity with the branched, bacterial polysaccharides are

exudates [5,64] formed by cutting or otherwise damaging the bark of trees and shrubs, or by

fungal attack, of which the gum from Acacia senegal (gum arabic) is by far the most widely used

[64a]. This polysaccharide has excellent rheological characteristics, combining a relatively low

described for this and other commercial gum exudates [64] and food products containing these

substances. Their complex molecular structures are discussed in detail, concentrating upon the

gums from several Acacia species [64b,c]. A wide range of physical properties is exhibited by

these polysaccharides, which have vastly differing molecular masses and in which the propor-

tions of uronic acid present (GlcA and its 4-methyl ether) vary. Acacia gums are all highly

branched arabinogalactans with L-Rhap and uronic acid substituents. A. senegal gum has a

glycoprotein component in addition. Gum tragacanth [64d] contains an arabinogalactan and

an acidic pectin-like polysaccharide. Sterculia and Cochlospermum gums are modified pectic

substances, containing GlcA as well as GalA units. Gum ghatti (from Anogeissus latifolia)

contains arabinogalactan-type assemblies of neutral and acidic sugar units joined to a

backbone of alternating (1,4)-linked b-D-GlcA, and (1,2)-linked a-D-Man residues [64e].

Large numbers of different plant taxa produce gums on injury, the molecular structures of

which are dependent on the source, but the supply is generally erratic and not easy to control.

The wisdom of incorporating gums other than gum arabic in foodstuffs has been questioned,

but the wide range of rheological properties exhibited by those described here is impressive [cf.

some respects to be beneficial. In the second edition, an overview is given in Chapter 13 (by

Williams et al.) of the structural characteristics and properties of the major tree gum exudates

that are used in the food and related industries. The present view of gum arabic as an

arabinogalactan–protein complex (AGP) is explained, a fraction of high molecular mass within

the gum consisting of a polypeptide chain with branched-carbohydrate blocks attached; these

resemble the wattle-blossom structure typical of AGPs in general. There remains a debate as to

the size of the blocks and the conformation of the molecules in solution.

In contrast to most of the other polysaccharides discussed in this book, chitin and the de-

N-acetylated derivative chitosan [66–68] have, despite their abundance, found little applica-

tion as additives in the manufacture of foods. However, the use of chitosan (a basic polymer)

by some Japanese manufacturers as a texturizing, emulsifying, foaming, gelling, or coating

agent, and the antimicrobial, hypo-cholesterolemic, and hypolipidemic effects that have been

demonstrated by laboratory studies of this polysaccharide, justify its inclusion [68a]. In this

book the structure, physical and chemical properties, and physiological effects of chitin

and chitosan are reviewed. Emphasis is placed on some unique properties, such as a tendency

to form complexes with heavy metals, and the formation of gels or insoluble precipitates by

chitosan in the presence of particles or molecules bearing multiple negative charges. These

properties could affect, favorably or adversely, the adoption of chitosan as a food additive. In

derivatives, the chitosans. Substantial contributions to knowledge of the varied properties of

these substances, particularly solubility, molecular weight distribution, viscosity, ion-binding

capacity and stability, have been included. The stage is set for the adaptation of chitosans to

an expanding range of food application by chemical means such as controlled hydrolysis,

to develop films and gels and to exploit the beneficial dietary effects that are now investigated

The synergistic interaction of certain polysaccharides, which results in increased solution

viscosity and often in the production of firm gels, is of vital importance in the food industry,

because of the improvement in mouthfeel and texture imparted to products incorporating

such mixed polysaccharide systems [69]. During the last 30 years, much research has been
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viscosity with stabilizing and emulsifying properties. In Chapter 13, analytical methods are

this second edition (Chapter 14) details are provided for the isolation and production of chitin

65]. Recognized as sources of dietary fiber, the physiological properties of plant gums appear in

[cf. 68b–d].



directed at elucidating mechanisms involved in these interactions between polysaccharides,

current state of knowledge regarding mixed polysaccharides used in the food industry was

discussed in depth. The well-known interactions of galactomannans, such as locust bean

gum and tara gum, and the glucomannan Konjac, with the galactan derivatives

agarose, carrageenan, and furcellaran, and with xanthan gum, and also the more recently

discovered interactions between alginates of high guluronic acid content and highly esterified

pectins, were described. In addition to studies by classical methods, the use of optical

rotation and measurement of the rheological properties of gels, information gained from

the application of x-ray diffraction, 13C-NMR and ESR spectroscopy, and differential

scanning calorimetry, were reviewed, highlighting the importance of instrumental methods

in mechanistic studies of polysaccharide interactions. of the present edition

continues this theme.

Not only do the interactions between polysaccharides, but also those between polysac-

charides and proteins govern the functionality of mixed systems in foods. It is emulsion

stability, in particular, that is affected by such interactions. In Chapter 15 of the first edition,

the effects of protein–polysaccharide mixtures, interacting either weakly through short-range

forces, like hydrogen, van der Waals, or hydrophobic bonding, or strongly through electro-

static forces between charged molecules or covalent linkages between protein and polysac-

charide moieties, were reviewed. Rheological factors and thermodynamic considerations that

affect the stabilization of oil-in-water emulsions by protein–polysaccharide systems, and the

tendency of these emulsions to flocculation or creaming, were discussed and novel methods

presented for the preparation of covalently linked protein–polysaccharide conjugates, which

have excellent properties as emulsifying agents. In Chapter 15 of this edition, Van Aken

examines the influence of polysaccharides on emulsion stability, pointing out that although

they can reduce the rate of creaming of emulsion droplets by increasing the viscosity of the

aqueous continuous phase, polysaccharides can also lead to flocculation through volume

exclusion effects. The so-called depletion flocculation occurs at very low polymer concentra-

tion (<0.1%). The chapter also considers the formation of soluble and insoluble complexes

between oppositely charged polysaccharides and proteins and their potential to influence the

stability of emulsions, as well as novel approaches to forming covalent complexes, through

the Maillard reaction for example, with the same end in view.

It is clear, from all the chapters dealing with specific classes of polysaccharides, that the

usefulness of these polysaccharides in the food industry is governed very largely by their

rheological properties [69a]. In Chapter 16 of the first edition, the general concepts of

polysaccharide rheology, as applied to gels, solutions of disordered polysaccharides, and

the intermediate case of xanthan ‘‘weak gels,’’ were drawn together in masterly fashion by

the introduction of ‘‘power law’’ relationships found to be applicable to all types of polysac-

charides. Thus, a rationale is found, not only for the dependence of viscosity on concentration

and shear rate, but also for the correlation of viscosity with organoleptic properties such as

perceived thickness and mouthfeel. The effect of texture on intensity of flavor and taste is

similarly rationalized, and correlated with relative concentration for ‘‘random coil’’ thick-

eners and with yield stress for gels. The enduring importance of these conclusions to the food

aspects in relation to the physico-chemical.

polysaccharides interact with other, major cell components, body components, and biological

fluids. These include proteins and lipids in particular and there are important consequences of

such interactions in nature and in the context of gastronomy. This discussion conducted at a

fundamental level, highlights the need for much future research.
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but the subject remains controversial. In the first edition of this work in Chapter 14, the

Chapter 15

industry cannot be overemphasized [69b]. Chapter 16 of the present work elaborates sensory

A new chapter (Chapter 17) covers in depth the crucial question as to the manner in which



There is a continuing awareness of the beneficial effects of fiber in the diet [70], both in the

maintenance of health and in the prevention or amelioration of a number of diseases,

including not only those affecting the gastrointestinal tract, such as colorectal cancer and

of the current body of information on dietary fiber, including a collection of the molecular

structures and botanical distribution of the polysaccharide types concerned [70a] is, therefore,

timely and important to nutritionists and those concerned with preventive medicine, as well as

to the food industry. The field is beset with problems, as there is no general agreement

as to the range of polysaccharides covered by the generic term ‘‘dietary fiber’’; there is

consequently an element of uncertainty in the analysis of foods for this component [18b].

The difficulty is discussed with candor by the author. On the positive side, the contri-

butions of recent studies to our understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the bene-

ficial effects of dietary fiber on the gastrointestinal tract, and in the modification of

carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, are comprehensively reviewed, and strip the subject

of some of its mystery.

While it is implicit in a volume of this nature that the nutritional aspects of the ingestion of

polysaccharides are of the utmost importance, the significance of the subject is too wide for a

general review impinging on foodwebs as they pertain to human and animal nutrition.

Rather, aspects of the topic such as enzymic breakdown and energy provision are included

in chapters on individual polysaccharides and in essays dealing with analysis, emulsification,

mouthfeel, digestion, and fiber. The analysis of the carbohydrate content of foodstuffs and

the drawing up of databases to assist in regulating nutrition proactively have been important

topics of research for many years with a view to improving health, and possibly approaching

choice as to whether to support genetic engineering approaches or not.

The presence of polysaccharide additives in foods, at low concentrations, and sometimes

as mixtures, presents unique problems to the analyst who is required to determine these for

purposes of quality control and meeting the stringent legal requirements imposed by most

countries. When, indeed, is a food additive not to be regarded as a food? Chapter 18 of the

first edition contained an analysis scheme of general applicability. A combination of specific

colorimetric tests with quantitative spectrophotometric and GLC analysis, and examination

by IR and NMR, is necessary for complete identification and quantifying of the isolated,

purified polysaccharides. Measurement of optical activity remains a powerful criterion of

identity. In view of the rapid development of computer-driven instrumentation applied to

high-performance liquid chromatography and spectrometry, the application of electrochem-

ical devices including biosensors for detection and analysis, and the emerging potential of

For basic information on the regulatory aspects of polysaccharides in the food industry the

reader is referred to Anderson’s masterly chapter in the first edition [70k]. The situation

changes constantly [71,71a] while new political groupings are established, and as the search

for different natural and derived polysaccharides for use as additives in processed foods in

developed countries is ever on the increase. The trend will undoubtedly continue as under-

standing of the underlying principles of food science expands, and as customer demand

increases in volume and becomes more sophisticated. Emphasis is placed on the effects of

diet on health, and there will be a growing need to monitor the long-term results of introducing

new polysaccharides into food preparations and to legislate accordingly. The burgeoning use of

food additives based on modified starches and hydrocolloids, as low-calorie fat replacers in the

diet, generally highlights the need for adequate control using suitable regulatory procedures

[72–74,74a–c], as well as a careful analysis of the consequences [75]. The position has been
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inflammatory bowel diseases, but also diabetes and atherosclerosis. The review (Chapter 18)

the ultimate goal of famine alleviation [70b–i]. Chapter 19 sets out the factors governing a

in Chapter 20.

immunological assays, a concise review of the contemporary literature is now included [cf. 70j]



comprehensively covered [70k] with respect to the bodies responsible for regulating the use of

food additives and for the maintenance of safety levels. Principles of safety evaluation and the

methodologies of assessing toxicity are dealt with in general terms, and there is a special note on

the evaluation of hydrocolloids with emphasis on the plant gum exudates.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

Starch is among the most abundant of plant products, a major food reserve providing a bulk

nutrient and energy source, often at low cost, in the diet of man. Although normally referred to

in the singular, as in this article, there are in fact numerous starches that differ according to their
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origins and modes of preparation; genetic modification of source crops complicates the

issue further. As with so many definitions, the concept of starch is ultimately very difficult to

define comprehensively; there are many starches differing in granular morphology, molecular

weight and composition (degree of branching of the polysaccharide macromolecules), and

physicochemical properties, that it is remarkable that a single appellation has sufficed for

many decades.

Starch, therefore, is a subject that dominates the literature from many scientific view-

points, for example, its botanical distribution and function, production and marketing,

molecular structure, and its role in nutrition and food processing. Physicochemical challenges

include the complex molecular organization of starch as laid down in granular form in the

plant, and the solution properties of starch. As far as this book is concerned only limited

coverage will be attempted of the extensive world literature on the subject, contained in

books, encyclopedias, reviews, society and conference proceedings, and journals. Sources,

analysis, rheological properties, and some commercial food applications of starch are dis-

cussed in this chapter; the analytical section includes reviews in depth of physicochemical

methods applicable to the granule in its native and gelatinized states (x-ray diffraction,

differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectros-

copy). It is customary today to employ several different methods of instrumental analysis

whenever the characterization of a starch sample is required. A wide range of modified

starches and derived products are considered in the two chapters that follow. For reasons

that will become apparent, native starch, though relatively easy to isolate by wet milling, is

not ideal for the formulation of stable, nutritious, palatable, and hence marketable food

preparations. The importance of starch from the point of view of the present chapter lies in its

utility as an essential and renewable source of large quantities of native and modified

products for use in the food industry [1–12,12a–g].

As a chemical substance, starch (amylum) is by no means uniform, but a mixture of

polysaccharides [13,14] which, in one sense, are remarkably uniform in composition, and are

polymers of glycosidically linked units of a-D-glucopyranose (Glcp) in the 4C1 conformation

(Ay), is 1 (axial) to 4 (equatorial), a bonding arrangement that produces a helical twist to the

molecule. The second and more abundant polysaccharide, however, is amylopectin (Ap). This

molecule consists of shorter chain lengths (degree of polymerization [DP] 10–100, average 25)

of a-(1! 4)-linked Glc units attached glycosidically by a-linkages to O-6 of Glc within

similar chains. The macromolecule is a ramified structure in which three types of chains

have been distinguished, A (outer), B (inner), and C (the main chain) [15]. Modern termin-

ology [13] refers to outer or inner short chains as S, and inner long chains as L. In reality there

are limitless possibilities for the structures of individual amylose and amylopectin molecules,

owing to the varying chain lengths in each and the multiplicity of branching patterns

allowable for amylopectin.

In native starches, molecules of amylose, amylopectin, and limited amounts of water are

organized in micelles within a durable, morphologically identifiable, microscopic structure

called the granule [16–18]. The biochemical pathways leading to granule formation in each

species of plant are under genetic control at several stages of the process; the selection of the

sugar substrate, its rate and mode of incorporation into a starch polysaccharide, and the

process of association all leading to a partly crystalline or amorphous structure [19–22; see

transgenic plants are used to study the genetic features involved in starch production, with the

emphasis on characterizing the specific effects of genes on the structure of the starch granule

[23,24]. It is at the ultrastructural level [25–27] that the greatest challenges are presented to
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(Scheme 2.1). The interunit linkage that predominates, and is essentially exclusive in amylose

Section 2.3]. A powerful modern approach is based on genetic engineering, the resulting



the cook, scientist, and food technologist. At this point, disruption or melting of the ordered

structure (gelatinization) is generally a prerequisite for starch utilization [28–39]. While starch

is generated in the chloroplasts of every growing green leaf, major practical sources are the

amyloplasts of cereal grains, roots, and tubers.

2.2 BOTANICAL SOURCES AND MODES OF OCCURRENCE

Since the earliest times, cultivation of plants containing high proportions of starch for food

has been of the utmost importance to mankind. On a global scale, the first step has often been

the clearing of the land of trees and other vegetation for cultivation. Success in raising crops,

or failure due to floods, droughts, disease, or mismanagement, has resulted in the rise, fall,

migration, or resettlement of entire population groups. In part, these changes were caused by

a daily starch intake for each person of the order of 200 g. The situation is still one of flux as

methods of cultivation, development of new crops, and the processing of starch products

undergo change. The monetary and humanitarian value of starch has ensured a vast and

continuing input of research into its sources and technological development. Cereal grains,

legume seeds, tubers, and certain fruits contain 30 to 85% starch (dry basis, db). Of the starch

manufactured, about one half is eaten, generally after some form of physical or chemical

modification. Principal sources of starch tend to be concentrated where climatic, harvesting,

and marketing conditions are favorable, and traditional patterns maintained to a large extent.

The ad hoc planting of crops, especially mutants, does occur, particularly for industrial

purposes; recent decades have seen a dramatic increase in the development of transgenic
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SCHEME 2.1 Illustrating inter-Glcp bonds in branching region of amylopectin (Ap). Conformational
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detail of amylose (Ay) helices in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5.

plants (Chapter 19).



At the same time, studies of the effects of environmental conditions, such as growth

temperature [40–42] and water stress [43], have continued as there are clear indications that

the physical qualities of starches are affected thereby [43,44]. Planting and harvesting dates

[45] influence both the starch molecular structure and the pasting and gelatinization proper-

ties of sweet potato, and even diurnal and nocturnal variations bring about changes in the

composition of starch extracts from tobacco leaves [46].

Vast tracts in temperate regions are planted with wheat (Triticum vulgare), the grains of

which, when milled and sifted to remove husk, yield microscopic flour particles composed of

starch and gluten (in excess of 108 tonnes a year). By kneading a flour and water dough,

starch granules can be separated. The water used contains low levels of sulfur dioxide to

inhibit fermentation and to promote the liberation of the polysaccharide [47]. The starch

undergoes several washing and centrifuging steps before air-drying at ~4578C. The final

product [48; M.J. Wolf ] is a white powder, insoluble in cold water, with a density of ~1.4

units. Residual protein, lipid, and ash (1 to 2% combined) play various roles in the physical

characteristics and processing behavior of the starch; on acid hydrolysis, the starch is con-

verted almost quantitatively to D-glucose. Enzymes achieve a similar conversion. Among

other cereals, starches from the abundant crops barley (Hordeum vulgare) [49] and oats

(Avena sativa) [50] have been well described.

Like wheat, maize (Zea mays L.), or corn, has been subjected to genetic manipulation.

Success in this field has been described as ‘‘one of the outstanding genetic achievements of our

time’’; this theme is developed in Section 2.3. The starch content of the kernel is about 75%,

with an approximately 1:3 ratio between amylose and amylopectin (Table 2.1). In high-amylose

maize, however, the ratio may be higher than 7:3, whereas in waxy maize the amylose content is

negligible. Maize is largely used as stock feed but nevertheless supplies the bulk, by far, of the

world’s starch production (~20,000 tonnes per annum and increasing rapidly). Maize starch

the occurrence within the endosperm of regions that differ in hardness (floury and horny, the

latter requiring adequate steeping in the SO2-containing liquor). Effective methods for extract-

ing starch of good quality from maize, by mild alkaline treatment, have been developed [52]

requirements as to gelatinizing or gelling properties. A specific native or modified maize starch

is selected according to the properties required in an application.

TABLE 2.1
Some Typical Amylose–Amylopectin Mass Ratiosa for Starches

Starch Source Amylose Amylopectin

High-amylose corn 50–85 15–50

Corn 26 74

Waxy corn 1 99

Wheat 25 75

Rice 17 83

Cassava 17 83

Tapioca 17 83

Potato 21 79

aDetermined by complexation with Bu-1-OH, gel chromatography of enzymatically

debranched starch, affinity chromatography on Sepharose-bound concanavalin A, or

quantitative precipitation of amylopectin fraction with Con A solution.
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[50a] is manufactured by traditional wet-milling processes [32; cf. 51], which take into account

(cf. Section 2.7.2.6). The starch isolated underlies all manner of food products with differing



Rice (Oryza sativa L.) in Asia and to some extent in Africa [52a,b], and the drought-

resistant sorghum (Sorghum bicolor Moench) in Africa, are cultivated in very large quantities.

The starch content is particularly high, up to 88% in rice and variable in sorghum [53],

of which high-tannin varieties are encountered. The amylose content of rice is a significant

factor that affects its eating quality [54,55], and the molecular structure of the amylopectin, as

with starches generally, has an important influence on the physical properties such as

viscosity, pasting behavior, and gelatinization [56]. The content of amylose in rice decreases

with grain size, and is very low in waxy rice. Apart from rice being the staple diet for countless

millions of people, the cereal is also used as a constituent of many processed foods [57].

Potato (Solanum tuberosum) starch, from the subterranean tuber, is a variable commodity,

sensitive to variety, climate (which varies from subtropical to cool temperate), and agricul-

tural procedures. A long history of blight and beetle attack on the plant has had far-reaching

sociological consequences. Potato starch, however, is at present second only to maize and

comparable to wheat in terms of quantity produced and is especially popular in Europe. The

tubers are washed well and cut into small pieces, milled, and blended in water acidified with

sulfur dioxide, and screened (200 mm) to allow the passage of small suspended particles [48;

A.H.A. de Willigen]. Starch granules settle, and after slurrying with water and centrifugation,

a product with very low noncarbohydrate content is obtained in about 95% yield (db).

Commercial milling is a shredding process using rotating ‘‘rasps’’ or hammer mills.

The phosphate associated with the amylopectin fraction may be of some functional

significance, through its interaction with cations in solution. Genetic engineering has recently

increased the starch content of the potato by 20%, as well as yielding numerous beneficial

results. Research has focused on the rate-limiting step, involving adenosine diphosphate

glucose pyrophosphorylase (ADPGPP), of starch biosynthesis, which also requires the action

of starch synthase and branching enzymes (BEs). The enzyme ADPGlc pyrophosphatase

competes with the starch synthase ADPG (1,4-a-D-glucan 4-a-D-glucosyltransferase;

E C.2.4.1.21) for the substrate ADPGlc, and so markedly blocks the synthesis of starch

where it is found (both in and out of barley endosperm plastids, for example) [58,59]. At

the same time, beneficiation of potato starch sources, by increasing the amylose content

through inhibiting the BEs, leading to amylopectin, is a practical approach. These consider-

ations are discussed in detail in the next section (Section 2.3), where the general applicability

of information gained by working on cereal, tuber, leaf, or unicellular sources is considered in

Other tuber starches, many of them from tropical plants, include those from sweet potato

[45,61,62] and cassava (Manihot esculenta), known also as manioc or tapioca [63–66]; both are

important for food use, particularly the latter which is consumed on a vast scale. Cassava

too has been investigated through the genes coding for the main starch enzymes that are

cloned and characterized, leading to modified plants yielding further improved starch [69].

Sago (from stem piths of Metroxylon sagu and from the sugar palm Arenga pinnuta)

[69a,b], yams (Dioscorea) [69c], taro (from corms of Colocasia antiquorum or esculenta (L.)

Schott.) [70–72], and arrowroot (from tubers of Maranta arundinacea), are limited but

important sources for other processed starches [13].

Advantageous features have been described [73] for high-amylose pea (Pisum sativum L.)

starch, another target for extensive genetic studies (see Among fruits the

quantities of starch deposited are not usually very high, though the plantain (Plantago spp.)

and chestnut (Castanea vulgaris Lam.) [74] are known and reliable sources; kudzu starch from

Pueraria hirsuta, a wild vine, has been well studied [75] as has acorn starch [76]. In addition to

the algal Floridean starch [76a], there are many other vascular plants that remain to be

assessed [77]; culled bananas have proved to be an invaluable source [77a].
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Section 2.3).

terms of the control exercised by genetic and enzymatic influences [cf. 60].

shows high starch content (86%), high productivity [cf. 67], and useful properties [68]. This



In any general laboratory procedure [48; N.P. Badenhuizen] for the isolation of starch

from plant tissues, enzymatic activity must be minimized by working at low temperatures and

with the addition of inhibitors such as mercuric chloride. The homogenized mass is passed

through a wide-mesh filter. Granules are then isolated by gravity separation or by centrifu-

gation. Centrifugation is essential if the granules are small (as for maize; wheat and cassava

granules may be larger, and those from potato up to ten times as large. Wheat and barley

starches [78] have a bimodal size distribution [79]). Granules are generally purified by re-

suspension in 0.1 M sodium chloride, shaken in the presence of toluene, and allowed to settle

as sediment. Starches may be purified further by extraction of fatty substances with organic

solvents; if detergent is used, structural changes may result [79a]. A case has been made out

for modifications in the standard procedure for isolating barley starches in the light of the

2.3 MOLECULAR STRUCTURES OF AMYLOSE AND AMYLOPECTIN,
AND BIOSYNTHETIC ASPECTS

Starch from most commercial sources contains two structurally distinct molecules in the

normal ratio of about one amylose to three amylopectins. As outlined in Section 2.2, wide

variations are possible, as a consequence of genetic and other influences, for each species of

origin. Amylose isolated from natural sources is essentially a linear (1! 4)-linked a-D-glucan,

but is nevertheless branched to a small extent (~10 branch points per macromolecule). It may

be synthesized in vitro by the action of potato phosphorylase (ubiquitous in plant extracts) on

ADP glucose and glucose-1-phosphate, which yields truly linear products of chain length

up to and greater than 2500 [13,81]. Amylopectin is a multiply branched macromolecule (mol.

wt. 106 and above; polymolecular) produced by transglycosylation of various lengths of

(1! 4)-linked chains of a-D-Glc to O-6 of existing chains. A branch-on-branch structure

forms that has been the subject of intense chemical and physical investigation since the 1930s

[82–85]. At the branch points are a-(1! 6)-linkages, synthesized under the action of

Q-enzyme. These linkages are cleft using pullulanase (EC 3.2.1.41; amylopectin 6-glucanohy-

drolase) and isoamylase (EC 3.2.1.68; glycogen 6-glucanohydrolase), and a-(1! 4)-linked

chains of various lengths result. Methylation analysis [86,87] has been the traditional method

of establishing ratios between nonreducing ends, chain units, branch points, and reducing end

units in whole, degraded, and fractionated starch preparations. Furthermore, the technique is

an invaluable indicator of the presence of other modes of linkage, such as (1–3), in starch

specimens. Extensive periodate oxidation studies [88] of these polysaccharides have afforded

information inter alia on proportions of nonreducing end groups [89] and the possible

existence of anomalous linkages.

The most powerful methods for probing fine structure rely on the use of different enzymes

[90], purified, and in many instances crystalline. For example, b-amylase (EC 3.2.1.2; 1,4-a-D-

glucan maltohydrolase), from the sweet potato or bacterial sources, is an exo enzyme as it

attacks the a-(1 ! 4)-linked chains from their nonreducing ends, liberating maltose. This

process continues until the third glucose unit from a branch or the reducing end is reached.

The so-called b-amylolysis limit for amylose preparations (isolated after precipitation with

butan-1-ol or thymol) ranges from a low value of 73% for rice and 82% for wheat to a high of

95% for Manihot starch. Hence, the earlier description of amylose from plant sources used the

expression ‘‘essentially linear.’’ From 30 to 90 mol% of the amylose may be completely

unbranched, but deviations from linearity have long been recognized [82,91,92]. a-(1! 6)-

Branches in varying small proportions are present; a debranching enzyme (DBE) can be

used to overcome the barrier to degradation of the amylose so that small oligosaccharides are
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formed [93,94]. Some of the stubs attached at O-6 are quite short (see below), and retrograd-

ation may also inhibit depolymerization. The DP of fractionated amylose is variable with its

source (~200 to 20,000), and Mw will differ from Mn

molecules are attacked similarly from their nonreducing ends until a b-limit dextrin (at 55

to 60%) is obtained. The distributions of the lengths of stubs remaining attached to O-6

positions at this stage reflect the proportions of odd and even lengths of A and B chains; the

b-amylolysis limit indicates the extent of branching [94]. The presence of phosphate ester

groups in amylopectin, and to a lesser extent in amylose, can prevent a DBE from causing

complete degradation. Granules as such are not attacked by b-amylase.

a-Amylase (EC 3.2.1.1; 1,4-a-D-glucan glucanohydrolase) has widespread occurrence in

human saliva, plants, and microorganisms [96]. The enzyme acts in a random endo manner on

(1! 4)-linkages on both starch fractions. From amylose, glucose and maltose are produced;

from amylopectin the product is an a-limit dextrin of variable composition, depending

on both enzyme and starch source. Degradation stops short of branch points by at least

one glucose unit. The effectiveness of enzymatic breakdown depends on whether the starch

is truly dispersed, partly gelatinized, or suspended as intact granules (Section 2.4), and not all

a-amylases (family 13 glycosyl hydrolases) are the same [97,98]. On the contrary, over 20

different reaction specificities are found in the family, with a corresponding variety

of products and their industrial applications. In vivo, a-amylase and many other starch-

converting enzymes are involved in the breakdown of starch [90]. DBEs from microorganisms

show endo activity toward amylopectin (no action on amylose proper), requiring two or three

glucose units in the branch at O-6 to bring about detachment of the side chain by pullulanase

or isoamylase, respectively [99].

Amyloglucosidase or glucoamylase (EC 3.2.1.3; 1,4-a-D-glucan glucohydrolase) from

molds (e.g., Aspergillus niger) acts exo to release glucose from nonreducing ends irrespective

of whether the glucosidic linkage is (1! 4) or (1! 6), or even (1! 3). This lack of specificity

ation of starch to glucose, however, the ancillary action of heat-stable a-amylase is required.

End-product inhibition and other factors influencing the successful commercial production of

glucose have recently been considered [62]. On the other hand, the partial hydrolysis of starch

from different sources to give bulking agents of reduced energy yield is the subject of many

recent patents; mild acid hydrolysis and the combined action of a-amylase and glucoamylase

are employed, and free glucose is removed before marketing [103]. In vivo, a-amylase and

many other enzymes are involved in starch degradation [90].

Although the principles of biosynthesis [103a] have long been understood, and com-

mented on above, it has been the introduction of genetic engineering techniques that has led

to a burst of activity in the development of transgenic plants able, by virtue of directing

antisense RNA against the expression of enzymes in the normal biosynthetic pathway,

to produce starches of altered composition and modified physico-chemical properties

[18,104,105,105a;

food processing industry.

In the conversion of sucrose [106–108] via a series of enzymically controlled steps in

the storage organs of plants to yield starches [109,110], ADPGPP conversion of glucose-1-

where the activity of glycolytic enzymes influences starch production in different ways

[112,113], a pathway employing UDP (uridine diphosphate) [114] leads also to the generation

of ADPGlucose, which has then to cross into the plastid for subsequent polymerization and

phate, and in some cases glucose-6-phosphate, into the plastids, where transformation to

ADPGlucose occurs [20,117–119]. Within the plastid of antisense potato tubers, interference
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Chapter 19]. These developments are having profound effects on the

for each sample [cf. 95]. Amylopectin

adds to the practical usefulness of the enzyme [100,101; cf.102]. To ensure complete degrad-

phosphate and ATP in plastids to ADPGlucose is an initial key step [cf. 111]. In the cytosol,

transformation steps [115; cf. 116]. Hexose phosphate transporters can carry glucose-1-phos-



with ATP function adversely affects the external appearance of the tubers [120]. ADPGlc

pyrophorylase action has been studied in the monocellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

as a useful model for corresponding processes in plastids of higher plants [121–124]. As an

example of the result of reduced activity of this enzyme, less amylose is produced in potato

tubers, the amylopectin formed has shorter chains, and granule dimensions are less [105,125–

127]. In developing pea embryos mutations reduce starch synthesis through enzymes on the

sucrose to ADPGlc pathway, and this substrate is preferentially utilized by the amylopectin-

synthesizing isoform of starch synthase, leading to a lowered amylose content. On the other

hand, it is the granule-bound isoform of starch synthase that leads to increased amylose

formation as opposed to amylopectin [128].

A number of starch synthases in different isoforms [20,21] lead to amylose by glucosyl

transfer, from the nucleoside diphosphate sugar, to the nonreducing ends of growing a 1! 4-

linked chains within plastids. In this manner, both amylose and amylopectin molecules are

enlarged. These enzymes, in granule-bound or granule-unbound form, have been studied

extensively in all types of starch producers [129–134], including the model unicellular alga

[135,136].

BEs, also in various isoforms, catalyze simultaneously the in-chain fission of such chains

and transfer of the reducing end-group to O-6 of amylose-like chains, so generating a 1! 6

branch points [21]. Their importance in governing the amount and fine structure of amylo-

pectin is therefore paramount, as illustrated for maize [137], wheat [138], barley [138a], potato

[139,140], pea [141,142], and a plant that has lately become prominent in genetic studies,

Arabidopsis [143–145]. In these studies, the availability of maltooligosaccharides for use as

substrates is a factor [146]. At the same time, degradative processes occur to some extent:

DBEs transfer short linear chains released from O-6 of amylopectin molecules to water

instead, D-enzyme may catalyze the cleavage of one a 1! 4-linkage within amylose and

form a new attachment at O-4 of a separate chain [147–149], and various starch hydrolases

(previous paragraphs) may operate [150–152]. Thus, insight into the precise modes of enzyme

action involved has resulted in the genetic manipulation of plants whereby the activities of

individual enzymes have been curtailed, with resulting changes in the amylose and phosphate

content of starches, and in amylopectin fine structure [153–155,155a]. The cluster model of

should certainly be made to the review of Myers et al. [21] for a detailed discussion of the

factors operating in the transformation of preamylopectin [155] to the granular stage. Modi-

fications in composition and structure such as those stemming from genetic manipulation

result in altered gelatinization behavior, and are vital in starch technology.

Physical forces are implicated in the formation of stable double helices in amylose chains

blocklets that are 100 nm in length reveal concentric lamellae that are alternately crystalline

and amorphous, in the granule [20,156]. Additionally, the fiber axis of amylose has been

shown, in potato starch, to be aligned radially at edges of the grain [157]. Using the technique

of small angle x-ray microfocus scattering, a fluid picture of the starch granule has emerged,

trates the wider picture envisaging all the granular components.

2.4 ORGANIZATION AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE

OF THE STARCH GRANULE

The importance of native starch as composed of granules with a modest degree of structural

order, and an integrity that resists attrition in its isolation, is implicit in the preceding

introductory sections. Although there are clearly differences in ultrastructure, depending on
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amylopectin proposed by Hizukuri (Figure 2.2; [162]) applies at this point, and reference

involving the lamellae as these undergo helix! coil transitions [158–160]. Figure 2.3 illus-

of adequate length (see Section 2.4), and at a tenfold higher order of magnification oval



plant source [161], a general model [25,26,27,162,162a] has unfolded, which is a sphero-

crystalline assembly of disk-shaped amylopectin molecules [163] radially directed and with

nonreducing ends outermost [14,26,104,164–167]. Associated amylose chains in the form of

left-handed extended helices, and radially oriented lipids [14,164,168,169] are arranged tan-

gentially, particularly in the outer regions. Up to 1% of monoacyl lipids, not easily extracted

into organic solvents, occur in cereal starches and, together with some protein, are involved in

granule organization and properties [170]. Water is also an integral component of granule

structure [170a], and participates in the all-important hydration process that takes place

during gelatinization and subsequent granule swelling and dissolution [171].

Chemical heterogeneity in starch granules was demonstrated over 60 years ago by Schoch

[172], who by using butan-1-ol, was able to form amylose complexes that separated from the

amylopectin, which remained in solution — an old technique that has been revisited [173].

Iodine titration methods (potentiometric and amperometric) were developed to determine

the amount of amylose in solution. A somewhat simpler procedure measures the absorbance

of the blue color formed by the interaction of amylose and the tri-iodide ion [48; T.J.

Schoch]. A colorimetric method based on sorption of Congo red has also been proposed

to determine amylose content [48; B. Carroll and H.C. Cheung]. Many physicochemical

methods [93], based on viscosity and diffusion, sedimentation, light scattering, and osmo-

metry, have since been developed to characterize the component molecules of starch solu-

tions, and today there are commercial kits available to determine amylose/amylopectin ratios

[174]. Procedures for the fractionation of starch include the selective extraction of amylose

by warm water [13], total dispersion of the granule and complexation of the amylose

component with butan-1-ol, pentan-1-ol or thymol, salting out of solutions, or column

mode of inclusion of guest molecules of many kinds, even hydrocarbons, to form complexes

with starch [174a–d].

Microscopic examination [19] of the granule has been long established as a rapid, efficient

method of identifying starch type, and an important one. Suitability of a starch for specific

purposes in the food industry may well be dependent on the size and morphology of the native

or swollen granule [17]. Starch suspended in a drop of water on a microscope slide, when

treated with iodine–KI or Congo red and viewed at a magnification of 500�, has a charac-

teristic shape and size distribution that varies greatly with the plant source. If polarized light

is used a typical birefringence cross is observed as two intersecting bands (the Maltese cross).

The sign of birefringence is positive, meaning that the highest refractive index and conse-

quently the molecular orientation (based on the direction of the light path whether normal to

or parallel to the pyranosyl rings) are along the radius of the spherulite. Radial orientation of

amylopectin was established for waxy starches, and of amylose by iodine staining; for the

iodine complexes, light is absorbed when the plane of polarization is parallel to the helix axis

[165]. Loss on heating of birefringence (and therefore molecular order) is a basis for deter-

mining gelatinization temperatures [175]. Light microscopy of heated, dilute suspensions of

different starches has not only aided the characterization of their cooking and paste proper-

ties, but has also been a means of grouping the cereals according to source, and has revealed

Many physicochemical and enzymatic techniques have been applied to the study of gran-

ules and their behavior when hydrated and gelatinized [13,178,179]; these are elaborated in

Section 2.7.2.10. During gelatinization, the ordered crystalline regions undergo melting, per-

mitting granule swelling (molecular hydration) and the development of increasing viscosity.

It should be noted that as a rule, starches preserve their integrity on long storage, but for potato

starch, for example, there is absorption or desorption according to the relative humidity,

especially when the temperature is high, and gelatinization behavior may change [180].
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affinity chromatography (see, Section 2.7.2.7). An interesting and very old theme is the

surface properties of the grains (as shown also by SEM) [176; cf. 177].



Crystalline order in granules has been studied in depth by x-ray methods on the basis of

intensities and Bragg reflection angles/d-spacings; powder diffraction patterns of native starch

are designated as A (cereal unless the amylose content exceeds 40%), B (tuber, genetically

modified maize), or C (root, bean) types [181,181a,b]. Patterns have been shown to charac-

terize botanical sources and to reflect growth conditions [13,181,182]. The structures repre-

sented by the B and C patterns change with heat and moisture treatment of the granular

polysaccharides [183]. The sharpness of diffractograms depends on the water content of the

granule [181,184,185]. As granule crystallinity is preserved after the leaching out of amylose

(Section 2.7.2.6), such order is viewed as residing in the amylopectin component. Clearly,

amylose must contribute in starches that are composed mainly of this fraction; x-ray evidence,

however, indicates that such starches are poorly crystalline [14,26,181]. Lengths of the outer

chains (26,36, and 28 units) reportedly distinguish the A, B, and C patterns [186]. Relatively

disordered granules undergo more extensive swelling, while amorphous ball-milled granules

swell in water at room temperature (H.F. Zobel, unpublished data).

Other starch patterns known as V-types are normally associated with the amylose

fraction. V-type amylose is a single stranded, left-handed helix, with six glucose units per

turn. If water is located between helices the structure is expanded and the pattern is desig-

nated V-hydrate (Vh); if water is absent the structure is anhydrous or Va [181]. Complexation

with iodine and small organic molecules affords a means of isolation [174a, 187]. Helices pack

in anti-parallel, orthorhombic unit cells each containing two single chains. In contrast to V-

type, B-type structures have been described as having a right-handed chirality [cf.

and reviews in depth the current situation regarding the power of x-ray measurements in

probing starch structure and properties [190].

Quantitative measurements have been made (by NMR techniques) of ratios of double to

single helices, from which it has been deduced that not all of the former are involved in

definite crystalline regions [191–193]. Details of the manner in which NMR measurements

correlate with structural information afforded by x-ray diffraction follow in the section on

techniques (Section 2.7.2.11). It has been shown that in free solution, the left-handed helix is

somewhat more stable conformationally than its right-handed counterpart, but the shift from

solution to the solid state in granule formation does not appear to be constrained by this fact.

Granted the partially crystalline nature of starch, the early concept of the fringe micelle

remains a rational model. While the model was originally developed around and for natural

polymers, it was subsequently used to explain the properties of synthetic polymers [14]. Very

early reviews [194, and references therein] indicated that crystalline regions were intercon-

nected by filaments of the large amylopectin molecule, the malleability of the granule and the

loss of this property upon acid treatment both supporting the connecting link hypothesis.

Such a model (Figure 2.1) depicts a bundle of molecular chains (a micelle) as a set of broad

lines, with molecules arranged in a three-dimensional lattice, yielding radially oriented

crystallites from 5 to 10 nm in size. The interconnecting molecules are in the amorphous

FIGURE 2.1 Fringe micelle in native and swollen granules. (Adapted from K.H. Meyer’s original

concept.)
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81;

188,189]. The section on analytical techniques (Section 2.7.2.9) elaborates this summary,



phase, so that a network extending throughout the granule is formed. The crystalline micelles

within the amylopectin fraction impart water insolubility and the consequent high viscosity of

hot pastes. The amorphous phase provides sites for water imbibition, plasticization of

granules, chemical reactivity, and reorganization in processes where starches are annealed.

Amorphous regions, as revealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scan-

ning electron microscopy (SEM) of thin sections, occur in concentric shells, alternating with

crystalline regions. The periodicity is of the order of 1 mm for maize starch granules, and in

addition appropriate treatment permits the observation within the most crystalline shell of

radial spacings of ~7 to 10 nm, which correspond to the average spacings of branch-point

clusters in radially oriented amylopectin molecules [13,165,182,195,196]. Penetration of the

[197] is relatively rapid [13,165], TEM studies showing clearly the effects of progressive

hydrolysis and many detailed aspects of the organization of components of the granule.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has emerged as a unique probe for structure at another

level [162a,197a], with fine particles observed in individual blocklets [197b,c] by using cut

sections; CSL microscopy is another useful technique [197d], using which the presence of

The amylopectin structure [83,198] shown in Figure 2.2 is that of Hizukuri [162], one of

the latest based on the grape cluster (racemose) hypothesis of Nikuni [199]. Chains of about

15 DP in the form of clusters are believed to be the site of granule crystallinity; chains from

one or more amylopectin molecules intertwine into double helices that pack into the lattice.

Branch points can actually foster a double-helix formation [26,200–202]. If the repeat distance

for glucose residues in a helix is 0.35 nm, crystallite size is calculated to be about 5.3 nm in

the axial direction, providing a basis for crystallinity as seen in this model and not in Meyer’s.

granules, with amylopectin molecule shown in Figure 2.2 as the backbone structure and of

length equal to the width of a growth ring on the granule. Double helices are shown in clusters

that can give the three-dimensional crystalline packing revealed by x-ray diffraction. The

A-chain segments form double helices with other A chains or with branched B chains; B2 and

B3 chains connect two and three clusters, respectively. The single reducing end group (F)

terminates a (unlabeled) C chain.

Amylose is mainly located in amorphous regions, close to the lipids of the granule but

with as yet insufficient association in common starches to yield a detectable V-structure. The
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B3
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FIGURE 2.2 Hizukuri model for amylopectin. (From Hizukuri, S., Carbohydr. Res., 147, 342, 1986.

With permission.)
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The schematic model (Figure 2.3) suggests a possible molecular disposition in ordinary maize

amorphous phase [cf.196a,b] by chemical reagents (e.g., acid or periodate ion) and enzymes

protein in channels within maize starch granules was demonstrated [197e; cf. 197f].



fact that a V-structure can form when maize granules are annealed, however, is in favor of the

dispositions shown in Figure 2.3 [14,181,203]. A similar, but independently derived model,

was proposed by Blanshard [204]. Although both amylose and amylopectin form the same

crystal structures, it is not known whether they are incorporated into the same crystallite.

Indirect chemical and physical evidence does, however, suggest that the properties of potato

relative to maize starch may be explained on the basis of mixed as opposed to separated

crystals in the two starches [26].

2.5 STARCH GELATINIZATION AND RETROGRADATION

Light microscopy and TEM are powerful techniques for examining the critically important

gelatinization process that occurs when starch granules in general are heated in water to 908C
or above (Section 2.7.2.5). During this process [204a] irreversible changes (breaking of

hydrogen bonds, water uptake, swelling, melting of crystallites or double helices, birefrin-

gence loss, and solubilization), take place, which generally are accompanied by increasing

viscosity. As the starches are heated, amorphous regions become more mobile and this effect

can sometimes be detected as a glass transition. During the melting stage, at a higher

temperature, a measurable endothermic transition is shown. DSC provides a convenient

methodology for measuring these events, and particle size analysis has more recently been

introduced [205].

The temperature range within which gelatinization occurs varies with the type of starch as

glycerol, dimethyl sulfoxide, and ethan-1,2-diol, these temperatures may be much higher; as

regards the amylose component, the conformational changes at molecular level that occur in

dimethyl sulfoxide–water mixtures have been studied in detail [206,206a]. As the water

content increases to 60% or more, the iodine response attains its maximum value, while the

helices become more relaxed and a random coil conformation is assumed.

Gelatinization temperatures are lowered by alkali salts and raised by some salts [207] and

sugars, particularly sucrose [208–210], and are influenced by surfactants or by application of

A
Amylose

Amylose

Fatty acid

Amylopectin

A

B1

B1

B1

B1

B3

B2

A

A

φ

FIGURE 2.3 Proposed molecular arrangements within maize starch granules. (From Zobel, H.F.,

Developments in Carbohydrate Chemistry, Amer. Assoc. of Cereal Chemists, St. Paul, MN, 26, 1992.

With permission.)
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shown in Table 2.2, even within sources [205a], and there are significant solvent effects. In



range must be taken into consideration. Likewise, the preparation by extrusion [217,217a],

drum-, or spray-drying of pregelatinized starches to be used in processed foods requires an

understanding of the thermal characteristics of the process in which the bulk of the granules

are modified. In effect, thermal conditions are used to control contact time between the starch

and water to ensure that the dry product obtained finally swells in cold water. Enthalpies are

higher for A- and B-type starches than for others in which the crystalline and double-helical

orders are lower [27,218,219].

The processes of gelatinization and retrogradation [220–223,223a–c] are opposite, with the

latter generally implying concentration (aggregation) and ordering of essentially linear starch

chain segments. This may happen with the starch either in the hydrated swollen granular form

or in solution. Aggregation is observed on storage of materials either dilute or with a high

starch content. Textural changes become apparent, and the phenomena of hardening

and effects described as staling occur during retrogradation [223d]. Macroscopic obser-

vations using mechanical methods are employed to quantify the retrogradation process [224],

and various changes may be detected at the molecular level by x-ray diffraction measurements,

gelatinization and gelation have been followed using electron spin resonance spectroscopy

(ESR) to measure the microviscosity of the water phase [231]. Surprisingly, spin-probe mol-

ecules were found to be insensitive to the aggregation and recrystallization that occur in the

ageing of starch gels [232]. Correlation of the complementary results obtained by x-ray and

DSC methods is sometimes difficult. Earlier discussions of starch gelation and retrogradation

were based largely on aged systems in which crystallization had so progressed as to be

detectable by both x-ray and DSC methods; a double-helical starch conformation was the

presumed precursor. This premise has since been confirmed by 13C crossed polarization magic-

angle spinning (CP MAS) NMR investigations of the molecular state of amylose solutions

forming gels or crystalline structures, and there is no apparent reason why the principles

(elaborated in Section 2.7.2.11) should not apply to starch as a whole. The gelatinization

properties of different starches (wheat, rye, barleys, waxy maize, pea, and potatoes), having

amylose contents ranging from 1% (waxy maize) to 37% (high-amylose barley), have been

correlated with the molecular characteristics of the amylose and amylopectin components

[233]. Furthermore, mixtures of certain abundant starches have been studied (by DSC) for

TABLE 2.2
Range of Values for Temperatures of Gelatinization of Some Starches

Temperature (8C)

Source Initiation Midpoint Completion

Corn 62 67 72

Waxy corn 63 68 72

Wheat 52 58 64

Potato 50 60 68

Rice 66 72 78

Manihot 61 66 71

Source: From Stitt, M., Annu. Rev. Plant Physiol. Plant Mol. Biol., 46, 341, 1995 and

Snyder, E.M., Starch: Chemistry and Technology (Whistler, R.L., BeMiller, J.N., and

Paschall, E.F., eds.), 1984, pp. 661–675. With permission.
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other treatments [211–216; cf. 79a,216a]. When granular starch is isolated, the gelatinization

and by DSC and NMR [225–230,230a] (see Section 2.7.1.10 and Section 2.7.1.11). Starch



gelatinization and retrogradation behavior, with the conclusion drawn that in general the

individual starches behaved independently [234,235].

In starch solutions the onset of retrogradation is accompanied by the development of

turbidity, thus leading within a matter of hours or days to precipitation in dilute preparations.

The cause is aggregation of amylose molecules. The tendency of amylopectin to undergo such

a change [236] is inherently less in dilute solutions. In concentrated solutions, linear segments

do form helices that subsequently crystallize surprisingly well [H.F. Zobel, unpublished data].

Thus, the amylose/amylopectin ratio [237,238] of the starch profoundly affects the rate of

observable retrogradation [239], which is also influenced by the molecular size distributions

[240,240a] of the components (rapid for chain lengths in the range of 75–100), temperature

than starch. The rate and extent of retrogradation are conveniently measured by iodimetric

determination of amylose [48; T.J. Schoch] in samples taken before and after the onset of the

process.

2.6 SOLUTION PROPERTIES

The dispersal of starch and gel formation follows well-established procedures; a slurry in

water is made at ambient temperature and then poured with stirring into the required

volume of water at ~808C. The suspension is autoclaved at pH 6–7 for several hours at

1208C and centrifuged while hot to remove undissolved material; slow cooling allows the

gel to form. Alternatively, a starch paste may be dissolved in cold alkali and neutralized

within 15 min. Hot starch dispersions gel by re-association of starch molecules, when

cooled and set at 208C for 2 h or more. The gels are tested with standard measuring

equipment [248–250] for gel deformation behavior (rigidity) and yield point (gel strength).

These parameters are determined as functions of temperature, concentration, and other

variables [249, 250].

Starch gels generally comprise a complex system of partly gelatinized granules in a matrix

of amylose, so that the observed rheology is dependent on the origin of the starch [251–253],

characteristics of the degraded granule, and the proportions of interacting constituents

[13,254–257]. Amylopectin [258] has high water-binding capacity and undergoes less retro-

gradation, thus forming clear gels that are soft and flow well. Amylose undergoes gelation at a

faster rate and, depending on concentration, at higher temperatures than amylopectin

[259–262]. When gels are formed at high starch concentrations the granules are liable to be

swollen to a lesser degree, and gel strength therefore rises with the concentration.

Retrogradation causes changes in the amylopectin component that increase the firmness

starch gels prepared at high concentration have shown that ageing produces more profound

effects with potato than with wheat starch. Gelling behavior varies greatly with the physical

and chemical treatment applied to the starch, and is dependent upon the type and concen-

tration of additives, such as modified cellulose and other hydrocolloids that may be present

[264,264a]. The need for modifying starch, for example, by cross-linking, to obtain products

having brought about dramatic improvements. These include the controlled use of degrading

enzymes and thermal treatment [265,266].

Pregelatinized starches are manufactured, by cooking and drying, for incorporation into

convenience foods and subsequent dispersal in water to give viscous pastes [266a]. Absence of

the polarization crosses on examination under the microscope is an adequate test, although

mild alkaline extraction [267] or treatment with a-amylase, which digests the pregelatinized

starch, can also be used to indicate the presence of intact granules in the product. The enzyme
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with better flow properties is discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, modern technology

and pH changes, and the presence in the solution of solutes [241–246; cf. 247,247a–c] other

of a gel; a specific example is bread staling [cf. 263]. Stress–strain measurements made on



test is furthermore a means of determining the extent of retrogradation that may have

occurred during preparation of the pregelled material.

2.7 ANALYSIS OF STARCH

2.7.1 INTRODUCTION

References were made in Section 2.1 through Section 2.4 to the nondestructive and hydrolytic

methods of analysis that were incidental to describing the starch granule and its component

The identification and analysis of starch [268,268a,269], a major component of agricultural

and food products, are given prominence in this section. Modern spectroscopic methods and

other appropriate techniques are treated at length and with detailed literature coverage.

Starch content is sometimes expressed as such by difference after subtraction of the propor-

tions of other known, stated components of the analyte (protein, lipid, ash, moisture, and

soluble carbohydrates etc.), but this obviously evades the issue.

2.7.2 GENERAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS

An early monograph [48] provides an indispensable source of reference to the methodology of

starch extraction and analysis, as understood at the time. Major developments have since

occurred in the areas of chromatographic separations and spectroscopic analysis (particularly
1H and 13C NMR). More recent advances include mass spectrometry [270,270a,b], which by a

simple measurement of 13C to 12C ratios can differentiate starches from C3 and C4 sources

[271], and the incorporation of starch enzymes into biosensors; the rapid increase in the

number of sensitive methods for glucose determination, produced on hydrolysis of starch, has

2.7.2.1 Isolation and Extraction

The purpose may be to assay starch in a botanical or agricultural sample, or in a processed

food, or to characterize the granule in a purified starch sample. If the latter, identification at

the macroscopic level and molecular structural determination are required.

The extraction of starch from a plant or food source is usually carried out by autoclaving

or boiling in an inert atmosphere in water at neutral pH, with salts added to assist the release

from protein and other substances, or by employing mixtures of dimethyl sulfoxide and water

(up to 15%) under milder conditions. Methods for the dispersal of starch for chiroptical

measurements or as a preliminary to forming gels have been described in Section 2.6.

Undissolved starch can be determined gravimetrically; if, however, cellulose and other fibrous

components are present, the starch is leached out with alkali. Granular starch is isolated by

processes that remove incrusting substances by dissolving them; the relatively high density

and cold-water insolubility of the starch facilitate fractionation on this basis. Accompanying

nonstarch polysaccharides, for example, from cereals, are usually water-soluble, but the

establishment of their presence or that of insoluble fibrous material in the isolated starch

requires careful investigation.

2.7.2.2 Color Reactions

The usual preliminary test for starch is to add iodine in potassium iodide solution

[272,272a], and the amylose content of the sample can be determined directly by measuring

the quantities of free and bound iodine by electrochemical or photometric methods. The
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polysaccharides, and in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 analyses of derived products are discussed.

been spectacular (see Section 2.7.3.2).



absorption of the amylose–iodine complex at 630–680 nm can also be used as a quanti-

tative measure; as an alternative to this method, DSC (Section 2.7.2.10) has recently been

shown to be effective in the analysis of amylose, especially if the amylose content exceeds

70% [272b]. High results are obtained if the accompanying amylopectin contains particu-

larly long unbranched glucan sequences [54]. On the other hand, lipid-containing amylose

chains (such as those from cereal starches) are incapable of binding iodine in addition, and

thorough extraction of lipid with hot aqueous ethanol under N2 is necessary to counteract

this effect. The iodine reaction was used to measure the relative proportions of amylose in

the sol and helical forms [273; cf. The affinity of Congo red for polysaccharides

forms the basis of an alternative colorimetric analysis for starch, but this relies on

adequate standards for comparison and has obvious disadvantages. If the starch is of

known derivation, an estimate of the total starch content of samples can be deduced from

and amylopectin complexes with iodine at six different wavelengths, a procedure has been

developed to estimate total starch and its two constituents simultaneously [275]. It should,

however, be noted that if the amylopectin chains were to be unusually long in a starch

sample, the apparent amylose content would be inflated [276]. Comprehensive spectro-

scopic studies of amylose and Rose Bengal have been made [277,278]. The conventional

test for carbohydrate using anthrone and sulfuric acid has been adapted to microscale,

repetitive measurements [278a], such as monitoring size exclusion chromatography (SEC)

2.7.2.3 Moisture and Ash

Although apparently trivial, the accurate and meaningful estimation of moisture and ash is, in

fact, important and is not easy to achieve. There are obvious implications in the animal feed

industry, for example, in knowing these quantities accurately. From the economic point of

view, as well as in the formulation of balanced diets, it is essential to be certain of the

polysaccharide content, which should be expressible on a moisture- and ash-free basis. Starch

in an air-dried condition retains of the order of 10% of water without any dramatic change in

appearance, but this is clearly subject to fluctuations according to the humidity and ambient

temperature. Reference to AOAC standard methods is recommended.

The usual procedure for moisture determination is to dry the ground starch sample (gram

amounts) to constant mass in vacuo at 1208C, the loss due largely to water. Alternatively,

azeotropic distillation with toluene may be employed, or, more directly, Karl Fischer titration

using a stabilized reagent in a commercial, automatic aquameter, with standard substances

(hydrates) of accurately known composition as calibrants.

The ash content of starches, reflecting the mineral content, is determined as residue in a

platinum dish after ignition in a muffle furnace at 5258C until carbon-free. For sulfated ash

determinations, ignition is undertaken after moistening samples with aqueous sulfuric acid.

Atomic absorption spectroscopy is the standard technique for determining the elements

present in residues after conversion to chlorides.

2.7.2.4 Chiroptical Measurements

Although not a good method for identification, the measurement of optical activity of starch

solutions may be used to advantage in determining concentration. Amylose and amylopectin

have similar rotations, with [a]D values approximately þ2008 in water, þ1638 in 1 M NaOH

solution, and þ1758 in dimethyl sulfoxide. Obtaining clear solutions may be difficult, but

special adaptations of the polarimetric apparatus (angle of setting of the polarizer is involved)

may be used to achieve satisfactory results with turbid dispersions [48; R.J. Dimler and
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the quantity of amylose found (Table 2.1). Better, by measuring spectra of the amylose

effluents (see Section 2.7.2.7).

274].



B. Carroll]. The dried sample is extracted with ether, ethanol–water mixtures, and methanol,

and it is customary to make up the solution for polarimetric measurement in aqueous calcium

chloride with uranyl acetate or Carrez’s solutions I and II (zinc acetate and potassium

ferrocyanide) added to precipitate residual protein. Centrifugation is required. Accompany-

ing nonstarch, b-linked D-glucans (mentioned in Section 2.7.2.1) may cause difficulty in

assessing the meaning of the rotation measurement.

The use of spectrophotometric polarimeters enables optical rotatory dispersion or the

related circular dichroism curves to be obtained for starch solutions, and to be used as probes

for molecular order–disorder transitions. The lack of a suitable chromophore (such as the

carboxyl group present in acidic polysaccharides) is a handicap, as measurements at very low

wavelengths are needed, and the practical difficulties are thereby increased. The circular

dichroism of complexes of helical amylose with organic substances has, however, been

investigated [279].

2.7.2.5 Gelatinization and Retrogradation

Starch gelatinization was investigated with reasonable success using methodology developed

for synthetic polymers to study the effect on melting of plasticizers and diluents [181,225,280].

As equilibrium conditions do not prevail, thermodynamic findings have a limited theoretical

basis. The methodology, which employs the Flory–Huggins expression, has been used to

compare the thermal responses of different starches and to indicate melting behavior in the

presence of sugars and other water-soluble components. One consequence has been

an estimate of the melting point of perfect starch crystals, viz. 1688C for potato, 1818C for

Section 2.7.2.10) provides a semimicro method for observing the behavior of starch from

small samples, or even from single grains or seeds. Samples are heated at a controlled rate

(typically 108C min�1) in the presence of an excess (1:3, starch/water ratio) or limited

quantities of water [225,280]. The major changes are due to disordering of the amylopectin

structure. A single endotherm is usually obtained if an excess of water is present; under these

conditions a second endotherm may appear if there are substantial amounts of amylose

associated with granular lipids. Cooling results in slow retrogradation of the amylopectin,

and re-association of the lipid complex. If excess lipid is added to the sample, enthalpy

measurements may be correlated with amylose content [281]. The glass transition tempera-

ture, which does not necessarily precede gelatinization immediately, is highly sensitive to the

quantity of water present [282–284].

Qualitative observation of film forming and gelatinization can be made by forms of light

microscopy [284a,285], and electron microscopy has proved to be a particularly valuable

important developments of microwave heating and extrusion cooking have necessitated

intense study of the behavior of starch under these conditions [29–31,288–290], the various

modes of energy input having very different effects. NMR spectroscopy is also employed as a

means of observing changes at the molecular level (Section 2.7.2.11), and the dynamics of the

process have been probed by small-angle light scattering [291].

There are many variations of the standard procedures for measuring the viscosity of

colloidal starch and starch pastes, of which the Brabender Visco-amylograph is best known

[48; R.J. Smith]. With a programmed heating and cooling cycle, viscosity measurements

using the torsion principle give values, in arbitrary Brabender units, which are invaluable

in making comparative determinations of pasting behavior [292]. Thermal properties and

molecular weight distribution as well as pasting behavior were considered in a more recent

paper [292a].
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probe [286,287] for following the course of disintegration of the granule (see Section 2.5). The

wheat, 1878C for maize, and 1978C for waxy maize [cf. 280a]. DSC (discussed also in detail in



2.7.2.6 Separation of Amylose and Amylopectin

not the same in granules from different sources. Standard procedures for separating the

two types of polysaccharides, which are based on gross differences in the molecular shapes

and dimensions of the two macromolecules, are consequently not always completely effective

(0.2 M NaOH) and stirred gently at 258C enables a fraction to be isolated, though not in

high yield, by addition of sodium chloride, neutralizing with dilute hydrochloric acid, and

allowing amylopectin gel to settle. The amylose is precipitated from solution by addition

of butan-1-ol to saturation, and the complex formed is allowed to settle and is then centri-

fuged. Recovery of solid amylose from the complex, dissolved in water, is effected by

bubbling nitrogen through the solution, kept close to 1008C, to remove the butan-1-ol [48;

L.L. Gilbert et al.].

The process of complexation with butan-1-ol, pentan-1-ol, thymol, nitromethane and

other polar organic liquids having limited water solubility represents a general method for

the isolation of amylose, but the product is not necessarily homogeneous with respect to

linearity of the glucan or its DP [187,188].

Quantitative precipitation of amylopectin from solution is brought about by the addition of

concanavalin A [293] (a basis for affinity column chromatography), which, reacting with

terminal a-D-Glc groups, differentiates this polysaccharide from amylose in which the propor-

tion of end group is minimal and insufficient to produce even a turbidity. Enzymatic estimation

[294–297] of the total a-D-glucan in solution (using amyloglucosidase and a-amylase, followed

by glucose oxidase) [101,298], before and after precipitation of amylopectin, provides a measure

of the amylose in the starch sample. For waxy maize, potato, rice, and wheat, the estimation of

the proportions of amylose agrees with measurements based on iodine-complex formation, but

a significantly higher value is found for high-amylose pea starch [293,299]. This indicates a less

clear-cut distinction in the molecular shapes and molecular weight range of the amylopectin and

amylose components than is usual, notably in potato starch.

In practice, the food manufacturer chooses to use high-amylose or waxy maize starches

for blending purposes and to achieve the desired rheological performance, rather than to

fractionate the polysaccharide components from available raw material. The separations

described above and in the following section are, however, useful for fundamental studies

of the properties and behavior of starch solutions prepared by enzyme catalysis. Good

synthetic methods are available for amylose with any desired chain-length distribution [300].

2.7.2.7 Chromatography

While thin layer chromatography (TLC) is feasible, gel-permeation chromatography (size-

exclusion chromatography, SEC) is used on an analytical or small preparative scale using any

combination of commercial SEC media, including cross-linked agarose or dextran, and the

semirigid polymers now in widespread use, to measure the molecular weight distribution

(MWD; from 5 � 108 downwards) of starch solutions, or to effect a broad separation of the

amylose and amylopectin components [51,301–308]. The very considerable polymolecularity

(wide molecular weight range) characterizing starch polysaccharides is readily shown by this

technique. The compounds are eluted with water made slightly alkaline, aqueous salt solu-

tions, or water–DMSO mixtures [309–312]. Calibration of the columns is best effected by

using narrow-range fractions of the starch polysaccharides, characterized with respect to

molecular weight by independent methods; commercial dextrans may be employed by default.

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) systems with LC injector, RI detector,
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Amylose–amylopectin ratios are variable (Table 2.1) and their modes of association are

(see, however, Section 2.7.2.7). Leaching of amylose from starch suspended in dilute alkali



and columns particularly suited to the gel-permeation chromatography of starches and

degraded products, are available [306]. A general colorimetric method for total carbohydrate

(such as phenol–sulfuric acid) may suffice for monitoring column output, but a more

sophisticated approach is to employ high-performance gel chromatography with low-angle

laser light scattering (LA-LLS) detection [206a,313] or enzymatic hydrolysis and estimation

by means of a biosensor of the glucose produced [312]. An approach applicable on a

microscale to the estimation of amylose/amylopectin ratios makes use of iodine-stained starch

and capillary electrophoresis [313a]. The separation of amylose and amylopectin from one

another has been achieved on a two-column system with dimethyl sulfoxide as mobile phase

of iodine complexes (between 530 and 680 nm) obtained postcolumn [90], and the chain

lengths of amyloses (from 10 to 80) can be estimated simply from lmax of the spectra of iodine

complexes. The products of debranching of amylopectin separated by SEC have provided

essential information concerning the structure of this molecule [162]. Working on the MWD

of debranched starches that approximate to linearity of structure, using SEC, a universal

calibration based on Mark-Houwink parameters was successfully employed [313b,c,d]. The

scope of the SEC technique has been illustrated [313e]: starch derivatives may equally be

analyzed by this versatile method [314,314a].

2.7.2.8 Infrared Spectroscopy

Measurement of the absorption [315,316] of thin starch films is useful for comparison

purposes, especially if in addition the starch sample is pyrolyzed and analyzed by GLC

with IR detection. The process of retrogradation has been followed by IR and Raman

spectroscopies [317,318]. Agricultural feed mixtures analyzed for starch content by near-IR

reflectance spectroscopy gave results that correlated with slower, conventional methods [319;

[320], and near-IR (1100–2500 nm) reflectance spectroscopy has been used [321] in the

analysis of starch and cell-wall polysaccharides in lucerne (alfalfa), and applied to the rapid

analysis (i.e., within seconds) of foods [322,323]. IR has been used in estimating the degree of

substitution of acetylated starch [323a].

2.7.2.9 X-Ray Measurements of Starch Structure and Gelatinization

2.7.2.9.1 X-Ray Diffraction and Starch Types
The Crystalline structures of native, granular starches give x-ray patterns that fit the three main

types A, B, and C [181], as summarized in Section 2.4; amylose gives characteristic V-patterns.

While the V-pattern is not routinely found in common starches, it has been detected together

with A, B, and C structures in starches from maize mutants containing 40% or more of amylose,

and of one or more recessive genotypes such as amylose extender (ae), sugary (SU1, SU2), and

dull (du) [181]. Another x-ray structure, the E-pattern [324], is associated with starches extruded

under a variety of conditions of moisture and temperature, and may be obtained when starches

containing amylose and associated polar lipids are extruded at ca. 13% moisture and 1858C.

The structure reverts to V- when E-samples are conditioned at 30% moisture content; accord-

ingly, Ve would be a simplifying designation. The center-to-center distance between helices in the

E-structure exceeds that of the V-structure by 0.12 nm.

2.7.2.9.2 Other Factors Affecting Crystalline Structure
Crystalline structures formed by evaporation of water, or by precipitation of gelatinized and

amorphous starch [324a], are temperature dependent and are not necessarily the same as that
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[310,311; cf.311a]; amylose content can be measured in parallel by determining the absorption

cf. 319a]. Protein–starch mixtures have been analyzed by the powerful technique of FT-IR



of the native. B-types form at about 308C, C-types at near 508C, and A-types at 75 to 858C
[181]. Aged starch gels prepared from dilute as opposed to concentrated aqueous solutions

give B-type rather than A-type, and the same applies to those prepared in water and not

alcohol–water solutions [193]. X-ray structures are also affected by the use of aqueous

solutions of organic acids and various salts [193], and highly crystalline B- and A-starches

form from small chain fragments (down to a DP of about 10) [165]. Aged or dried amylose

starch gels can show a V-structure, in addition to B-, A-, or C-structure, if a complexing agent

is present.

2.7.2.9.3 A Detailed Analysis of Granular Structures Revealed by X-Ray Methods
X-ray patterns of native starches depict broadened diffraction lines and an underlying band

of amorphous (noncrystalline) scattering. These features reflect both the partial crystallinity

of granules and diffraction from small or imperfectly organized crystallites [26,165]. Crystal-

linity estimates range from about 15% in high-amylose maize starch to 40% in regular or waxy

linity, by ball milling for example, can result in reduced gelatinization temperatures. In

contrast, increased gelatinization temperatures and narrow DSC endotherms have been

determined for annealed rice starches that correspondingly show altered x-ray crystallinity

and lower enthalpy values [328].

When heat–moisture treated, native B- and C-structures can be converted to A-structure

[181,184,185,329]. Transition of A-structure to other crystal forms occurs only when the

original structure is destroyed and then allowed to recrystallize. Amylose-bearing starches

containing natural or added polar lipids may also develop V-structures under these condi-

tions, as noted earlier [181]. Formation of V-structure in these instances is evidence that the

amylose fraction is primarily in the amorphous regions of the granule. Thermal transitions

in granular V-structures are dependent on the moiety within the helix [330]; polar lipids

such as fatty acids [330a] can cause granules to resist dispersion in water at temperatures

below 100 to 1208C. After starch has been defatted with a water-soluble alcohol, any

V-structure that results is readily retrograded to B-structure on addition of water at room

temperature [181].

2.7.2.9.4 Techniques
The availability of large, well-defined starch crystals has made crystallographic structure

determination, though of longstanding, a continuing process. Thus, structure refinements

have depended on new developments in the preparation and handling of samples as well as

in data analysis. The latter category includes theories on molecular modeling and packing,

and the development of sophisticated computer techniques [25,201,331–334,334a–c,335]. It

is important to note the advantages of molecular dynamics simulations over x-ray and

NMR approaches in defining such complex and variable structures as those of starch

[334a].

An early proposal for a crystal unit cell for starch was that of Rundle et al. [336] who

utilized x-ray powder data, and crude fiber diagrams. These pseudo single crystal patterns

were made by stretching moist amylose fibers. As in the case of cellulose fibers, their x-ray

diagrams reflected a three-dimensional molecular ordering, within crystallites, that permitted

structural analysis. Subsequently, the preparation of highly oriented fibers by Senti and

Witnauer [337] resulted in patterns with numerous well-resolved x-ray reflections from

the respective crystal planes. Their technique included stretching narrow amylose triacetate

strips followed by de-O-acetylation in alcoholic potassium hydroxide to form an alkali–

amylose structure. Immersion in alcohol–water mixtures gave a V-structure. Humidification
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maize and 45% in dasheen (taro) starch [26,325,326; cf. 327]. Reduction in granule crystal-



of either the alkali-amylose or V-fibers resulted in A-, B-, or C-forms. A simpler method for

preparing fibers employed films cast from amylose dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide which,

upon stretching, gave an oriented VDMSO structure [338]. Conversion to V-structure or

to another polymorph followed the conditioning steps described above. The challenge in

such procedures is to maintain fiber integrity as specimens are always under tension. Never-

theless, oriented amylose fibers have been the key to unraveling starch crystal structures.

Kreger [339], on the other hand, obtained a fiber diagram from a single starch grain of an

orchid (Phajus grandifolius) tuber using a micro-x-ray camera, and from this he established a

radial orientation in the granules for both crystallites and molecular chains. The proposed

structure was the B-structure, with a spiral single chain containing three glucose residues

per repeat period.

2.7.2.9.5 Postulated Structures
A number of structures have been proposed for the A- and B-polymorphs [340,341]; differ-

ences often centered around fiber repeat distances and agreement in density values, between

the projected unit cell and native starch. Bond lengths and bond angles determined by

analysis of single sugar crystals, together with computer modeling, provided the means for

fitting glucose-residue conformations into experimental fiber repeat distances

[201,331,334,342]. The issue of density was resolved by Kainuma and French who proposed

double helices as a means of packing more starch into an experimental unit cell [343]. Thus,

structures proposed by Wu and Sarko [188,189,344] for A- and B-starch, that postulated

right-handed, parallel-stranded double helices packed antiparallel to one another, received

wide acceptance. The unit cell packing for A-polymorph was orthorhombic with eight

molecules of water per cell. For B-polymorph, packing was hexagonal and the cell contained

36 molecules of water. In addition, the helices in B-polymorph were clustered around a central

column of water; in A-polymorph the center was filled with a starch helix. Questions regard-

ing crystal structure remained, however, on such matters as the amount of and role of water,

the handedness (chirality) of helices, parallel vs. antiparallel molecular arrangements, and the

packing of helices in the unit cell.

Imberty et al. [200,201,340,341,345,346] addressed each of these issues and proposed

revised A- and B-structures. Working on the A-structure, data from electron diffraction of

micron-sized crystals and x-ray diffraction of highly crystalline powders and of fibers were

combined [201,340], and those from powder diffraction intensity maxima were deconvoluted

to individual peaks. The proposed structure was a face-centered monoclinic lattice with unit

(lower diagram) shows an (a,b) plane projection of the A-structure. The cell contains

12 glucose residues in two left-handed double helices with four water molecules located

between the helices. The c-axis is parallel to the helix axis. Parallel-stranded helices are

packed in a parallel mode (Figure 2.4, upper diagram). Such packing results in all

chains having the same polarity and is in agreement with biochemical data that argue

for a parallel molecular arrangement [165]. The repeating molecular chain unit in the

cell is a maltotriose moiety with a-(1! 4)-linked glucose residues in the 4C1 pyranose

conformation.

Figure 2.4 (upper diagram) also shows a double helix for the A-structure that is stabilized

by O-2 to O-6 hydrogen bonding and a sixfold symmetry repeating in 2.14 nm. The helix

cavity is 0.35 nm, which does not allow for water inside the helix; the outer dimension is about

1.03 nm. The apparent troughs and crests result in a close-packed structure by allowing the

helices to nestle together.
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cell dimensions a¼ 2.124, b¼ 1.172, c¼ 1.069 nm (the fiber axis), and v¼ 123.58. Figure 2.4



For B-starch, the proposed structure was a hexagonal unit cell with

dimensions of a¼ b¼ 1.85 nm, c¼ 1.04 nm (the fiber axis) [201,341]. The cell contained 12

D-glucopyranose residues in the 4C1 conformation, which were linked a-(1! 4). Cell sym-

metry called for the repeating unit to be a maltose molecule, which contrasted with the

maltotriose unit in A-starch. Molecular segments in helices were parallel-stranded and helices

were packed parallel to one another. Like the proposed A-structure, such arrangements are

FIGURE 2.4 Crystalline A-structure for starch. Upper: double helices arranged along their fiber

axis. Lower: an (a,b) plane projection of the unit showing helix packing, water molecules, and

hydrogen bonding. (From Imberty, A., Chanzy, H., and Pérez, S., Macromolecules, 20, 2634, 1987.

With permission.)
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(Figure 2.5)



compatible with the view that granule growth is by apposition, or outward [165]. A projection

on to the (a,b) plane is shown in Figure 2.5 (lower diagram).

The proposed B-unit cell contained 36 water molecules (27% w/w), positioned between

helices in a structured environment. Both this structure and the one by Wu and Sarko

[189] emphasize the role of water in relation to B-crystallinity and to the interhelical (100)

a

a

b

b

c

FIGURE 2.5 Crystalline B-structure for starch. Upper: two double helices along their fiber axis and

an adjacent water column. Lower: an (a,b) plane projection of the unit showing nearby helices and

the center channel of organized water molecules. (From Imberty, A., and Pérez, S., Biopolymers, 27,

1205, 1988. With permission.)
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B-structures and absence of the (100) reflection. The diffraction intensity of this innermost

spacing of 1.57–1.60 nm is directly related to moisture level. Collapse of the structured water

in B-structure, combined with repositioning of helices, appears to explain the well-known

B- to A-structure transformation in potato starch caused by heat–moisture treatments.

This transition has been computer-modelled by Pérez and coworkers [201,334].

Findings on the A- and B-forms of amylase and starch are reinforced by work on model

crystalline compounds, for example, the crystal structure of methyl a-maltotrioside � 4H2O

was established by direct methods, from almost 2300 reflections. The experimental evidence

reveals a regular left-handed fragment of an amylose-type chain. The structure is stabilized by

hydrogen bonding of hydroxyl groups within the chain with water molecules or hydroxyl

groups on neighboring chains [347]. The authors suggested that such bonding leads to the

extended chain found in the model compound and in A- and B-amylose; otherwise, if

intramolecular hydrogen bonding were to occur between contiguous residues, the compact

helix of the V-form would be the preferred conformation.

A prototype for amylose double helices is that of the antiparallel left-handed helix found

in crystals of p-nitrophenyl a-maltohexaoside complexed with polyiodide [348,349]. Struc-

tural information at atomic resolution levels is thus available for verification of modeling

based on fiber diffraction data.

Reports on the three-dimensional structures of V-amyloses, from fiber analysis, have

indicated single helices, showing a repeat comprising six glucose residues of about 0.8 nm

[331,333,350]. Left-handed helices are packed hexagonally with two chains per unit cell. For

V-hydrate (Vh) the crystallographic unit is an orthorhombic cell with a-, b-, and c-axes 1.37,

2.37, and 0.8 nm, respectively. Anhydrous V (Va) is a similar structure without water between

the helices. Micron-sized single crystals of Vh amylose have provided confirmatory crystallo-

graphic data and morphological information [351,352]. An interesting finding by Brisson et al.

[352] is that Vh crystals from alcohol–water solution show a cell symmetry that differs from

those formed in DMSO. V-structure and other amylose structures have been reviewed by

Sarko and Zugenmaier [333; cf. Smectic state structures [355], gelated starch

degradation [244a], and biological aspects [181b] have recently been investigated using x-ray

measurements.

2.7.2.10 Differential Scanning Calorimetry

When applied to starch, differential thermal analysis techniques provide quantitative meas-

ures of the heat flow associated with gelatinization; endothermic peaks are indicative of

melting [356–359]. For detection of phase transitions in starches, DSC methods have the

advantage of being independent of granule birefringence. This is an important consideration

when birefringence is due to molecular orientation in amorphous regions or is absent because

of crystallites being small and randomly oriented.

Application of DSC to starch has prompted greater interest, and has resulted in new

insights into the nature of gelatinization, granule structure, and starch properties

[181,358,360–372]. For example, after initial hydration in an excess of water [13], starches

commonly show loss of organized structure over temperature ranges from about 60 to 908C
[373]. Comparable studies show that these losses precede major changes in granule swelling,

solubilization, and viscosity development [48,358,374,375].

Additionally, DSC methodology has significantly advanced research on starch-based

materials by providing a convenient means of characterizing amorphous fractions therein

through glass transition temperature (Tg) measurement. A review of glass transitions by

Levine and Slade covers theory, practice, and the literature in a very comprehensive manner
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reflection [cf. 346a]. For example, x-ray patterns of dry potato starch show less-ordered

353,354].



[376]. Their closing statement is worth paraphrasing: we can ‘‘expect even greater growth

and interest in this area because of questions remaining to be answered and promises of

technological advancement.’’ For starch, in particular, this area is important in low-moisture

systems and in processes involving annealing; see subsequent discussion.

Enthalpy, or heat of gelatinization (DHG), calculations from DSC data provide a measure

of the energy required to disrupt structure in native or modified starches

[181,357,360,361,375,377]. Values for DHG range from about 1.5 to 7.5 cal g�1, with 3 to

5 cal g�1 being quite typical. Given this narrow range, standard procedures for instrument

operation and sample handling are needed to develop useful enthalpy data [378].

A pivotal publication on the use of DSC for starch gelatinization studies was that of

Donovan [360], which illustrated a complex relationship between starch gelatinization tem-

perature, moisture content, and gelatinization pattern. For example, potato starch gelatin-

ization in excess water (61% w/w) takes place over a relatively narrow range (60 to 758C); a

single endotherm appears on the DSC trace, peaking at 668C. At about 52% water, a higher

temperature endotherm (70 to 858C) begins to appear as a shoulder on the 668C peak. At

about 35% moisture, the first endotherm is practically absent and the second endotherm

dominates the trace, peaking at about 928C. As moisture content decreases, this secondary

peak continues to increase in melting temperature. Donovan labeled the 668C endotherm G

for gelatinization and the higher temperature endotherm M1 for melting. The designation M2

was given to melting endotherms generated by fatty acid complexes of amylose [379].

Regardless of nomenclature, the G endotherm represents crystallite melting. Evidence of

this fact was acquired by taking x-ray patterns of starches undergoing gelatinization [203].

Samples for x-ray analysis were sealed in tubes, containing starch or water mixtures compar-

able to those used by Donovan for DSC analysis [360]. For each mixture, a steady loss of

pattern intensity (crystallinity) was observed as samples were heated through specific tempera-

ture ranges. The observed losses of structure suggested that crystallites with varying degrees of

order or perfection were undergoing melting. Recrystallization within the time frame between

G and M1 peaks was eliminated as a factor in the appearance of biphasic-type endotherms.

Use of a simple numbering system identifies the endotherms without connotations on

gelatinization or melting [368]. Otherwise, a practical or functional distinction between G and

M can be made, namely, that samples showing either a solitary G peak or only the M peak

can be considered as having gel-like or plastic melt-like consistencies, respectively.

Starch gelatinization in water systems containing added sugars, salts, glycerol [379a], and

alcohol (which essentially compete for the water present) is also amenable to DSC method-

ology [362,380]. In this context, the effect of maltose and glucose on wheat starch gelatiniza-

tion was predicted [cf. by applying principles incorporated in the Flory–Huggins

equation [382,383]. While both sugars fit the theoretical model, the sugar of smaller molar

volume, glucose, gave the better fit. The author (Lelievre) concluded, however, that crystal–

liquid transitions in starch are analogous to those observed in other polymers, confirming

earlier work [356]. Application of the Flory–Huggins expression can be used to predict

melting behavior in practical applications [370], and to compare various starches [384,385].

Changes in DHG on heat–moisture treatment or annealing of starches are difficult to

predict; on the other hand, gelatinization temperatures commonly increase [328,367,371,

380,386–390]. That the two fractions are subject to change is probably a major factor in

accounting for the response of the various starches to heat–moisture or annealing conditions;

increase in order within an amorphous amylose fraction could result in an increase in enthalpy

as well as gel temperature. On the other hand, if during annealing the amylopectin-based

crystallites are partially disordered, a decrease in enthalpy could result. X-ray crystallinity and

DSC studies in parallel should help to clarify the course of annealing in granular starches

[390a]. The range in degrees of molecular order (or disorder) found in these starches, however,
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can give rise to a variety of physicochemical and functional properties [390–394,394a].

Accordingly, DSC analysis is suggested as a method of pinpointing the type of annealing

treatment required to develop specific gel and texture properties, or can be used to monitor

product variation to reveal processing conditions that may anneal or temper the starch

[380,389].

Annealing (excess to intermediate water content) occurs at temperatures below Tm but

above Tg [371,394–396]; presumably, the same holds true for heat–moisture (low moisture)

treatments as the starch chains must be free to move. An experimental design based upon Tg

would appear to be warranted in producing annealed and heat–moisture-treated starches. In

particular, moisture content in the region of 20% or less seems most appropriate, as a wide

margin between Tm and Tg in more dilute systems makes it difficult to regulate gelatinization

through temperature control. Definitive glass transition temperatures have been reported in

the range of about 13 to 20% moisture for wheat starch [282]. The effects of acid and defatting

treatments on natural and annealed starches have been thoroughly tested by DSC [396a,b].

Amylose–lipid complexes (V-structure) have been identified in native cereal starches

(ordinary maize, oat, rice, and wheat) by endotherms showing peak temperatures of about

95 to 1108C [181,330,358,361,367,371]. In contrast with the other forms of starch, recrystal-

lization of the V-type occurs within a short time frame as the gelatinized (melted) starch is

cooled. The behavior of high-amylose starches is not always clear, as starch gelatinization and

melting temperatures of complexes can overlap [361,367]. The melting of a complex, however,

does seem to explain the upper endotherm shown for a 70% high-amylose starch [361], as B-

plus V-structures are evident by x-ray diffraction [181]. Temperatures of the order of 1008C or

higher may be required for significant crystallization of V-forms to occur [203].

Studies on isolated amylase–lipid complexes provide insight into the thermal behavior of

these materials [330,361,379,397,398,398a]. Model complexes have exhibited exotherms on

cooling after melting [397]. Metastable behavior was evident in their melting, recrystallization

to a form of higher melting point, and re-melting during the course of an analysis

[368,397,398]. Peak melting temperatures, in an excess of water, can range from about 82 to

1408C depending on heating conditions and the lipid complexed. Dilute systems melt at lower

temperatures than more concentrated (10% as opposed to 40%, for example), and annealing

can shift melting temperatures from the range of 95 to 1058C to that of 115 to 1308C. Model

compounds investigated include amylose complexes with various monoglycerides, fatty acids,

and emulsifiers, and the consequences of the defatting of starch have been discussed [330a,

399,399a]. The effects of amylose–lipid complexes on thermally processed starches have been

assessed [399b].

Complexing between amylopectin and surfactants or emulsifiers is evidenced by a de-

crease in DSC endotherm area when retrogradation is allowed in the presence of complexing

agents [400]. An interaction such as this would help to explain the role of emulsifiers as anti-

to be the major factor in firming and staling. Proof of the formation of a complex with

amylopectin was established by x-ray diffraction [402]. The formation of an amylose–lecithin

complex and measurement of its melting enthalpy are the basis of a method for determining

the amylose content of starch [281]. The broad subject of the inclusion complexes of starches

with numerous classes of organic compound and of metals has been extensively studied, the

association not necessarily involving helices — glucose units may suffice. With such guests as

hydrocarbons, the lower the polarity the better the association, amounts up to 7% by weight

being attained [174a,b,295a].

Applications of DSC to starch include also the determination of the course of retrograd-

ation, its retardation, and the re-dispersion temperature [368,403–405]. A common DSC

application of this type is to bread staling [368,400,402,406]. Starch fractions undergoing
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staling agents in bread [cf. 213] as crystallization of the amylopectin fraction [401] is believed



retrogradation are identified by characteristic endotherms and their location on the DSC

trace. Retrograded and crystallized amylopectin gives a broad endotherm that peaks at about

45 to 558C. Endotherms indicative of retrogradation also develop when starch gels undergo

freeze–thaw tests [361,404]. Melting of retrograded amylose (A-, B-, or C-form) occurs at

about 1208C, or higher.

DSC measurements are now applied to a number of very different agricultural processes,

from identification of starch properties in bulked corn kernels to the decomposition of starch

in the soil [407,408].

2.7.2.11 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

2.7.2.11.1 General
Meaningful interpretations of 1H and 13C NMR spectra of starch in the gelatinized state [409]

and in solution [410] were made more than a decade ago [411]. An important advance in

starch analysis was that of using solid state 13C NMR [191,412] together with techniques of

cross-polarization, magic-angle spinning (CP MAS), and signal decoupling. These method-

ologies [413] permit the assignment of chemical shifts (d values) to granular and acid-modified

starches, gels, and samples isolated during the making and staling of bread [414–417]. The

determination of relaxation times (T1 and T2) allows solid to be differentiated from liquid

[418], and thus the mobility and microenvironment of water molecules in the granule can be

determined [419,420,420a,b]. The sharpness of 1H and 13C spectra correlates with the amount

of water absorbed by starch specimens [421], and other nuclides have been used to follow the

hydration process [422] and water mobility in partly hydrolyzed starch [423], and starch

lyzed starches as well as the raw materials. The effects on freezing of polyol–water solutions

have been probed by NMR [425].

2.7.2.11.2 Applications of NMR to Investigation of Granular Structure
A review [426] describes the increasing application of NMR studies to cereal carbohydrates in

general and to starch in particular, made possible by the technical advances in equipment and

computing capability. As a spectroscopic method, high-resolution NMR spectra of granular

starches and gels afford information on short-range molecular order. Such information not

only contrasts with but also supplements that of longer range crystalline order determined by

x-ray diffraction. In starches, this provides a probe that can determine the level of double

(ordered) and single (amorphous) helices. Double helices are known to be an integral part of

any crystalline order; their presence, apart from a crystalline registry, has hitherto been a

matter of speculation. NMR measurements of total double-helical content are, therefore, to

be considered as representing molecular order [191]. The porosity of granules has been

With the advances cited earlier, improved spectral resolution has made it possible to

assign chemical shifts (d values) that distinguish A- and B-crystalline structures. In addition,

signal multiplicities at C-1 reflect their twofold and threefold symmetries, respectively. Hence,

the structural repeating units along the c-axis have been identified as maltotriose and maltose

[191,427], in agreement with x-ray analysis [340,341]. Structural accord has also been dem-

onstrated between NMR and x-ray data for V-amyloses [428].

Therefore, Gidley and Bociek [191] blended the spectra of highly crystalline A- and B-

structures and amorphous samples to match (within 2%) those of selected granular starches.

Ratios of molecular order to disorder were thereby determined, the percentages of order

being found to be: high-amylose starch 38, maize 42, rice 49, potato 50, and waxy maize 53. No

measure of molecular (helical) order was less than the crystalline level, that for potato being in
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mixed with sucrose [424]. Chapter 4 includes a discussion of NMR applied to partly hydro-

investigated using NMR [see 429].



fact much higher. Literature [26,191,325,326] values for the ranges of crystallinity (%) for

these starches are: 15–25,38–40,38–39,25–28, and 38–40. Except for maize starch, therefore, the

trend is toward a higher level of double helices than can be accounted for by crystallinity — it

is twice as much, for example, in the case of potato starch. In this series of starches, which

contain between 0 and 70% amylose, waxy maize shows the highest degree of molecular order.

The results agree with the postulate that granular order resides mainly in the amylopectin

fraction; high-amylose starch by the same token shows the lowest helical order [427].

2.7.2.11.3 NMR as a Probe of Gelatinization and Retrogradation
The enthalpic input for gelatinization is presumed to be related to the disruption or melting of

organized structures [13,27,181,357–361,429,430]. This structural origin of gelatinization

enthalpies (from DSC measurements) was investigated by Cooke and Gidley

[27,426,431,432] using CP MAS NMR. Their novel approach was to calculate predicted

enthalpies for 100% crystallinity and for 100% molecular order in several granular starches,

and to compare the results with the values of 35 and 34 J g�1 measured for highly crystalline

A- and B-structures. From their results the authors suggested that double-helix melting,

rather than loss of crystallinity, could be primarily responsible for gelatinization enthalpy.

However, if the basis for calculation is the set of higher crystallinities derived from hydrated

and not dry starches [26,325,326], the enthalpy data can be explained by either category of

order. Some moisture is preferred for crystallinity measurements as crystallites in dry starches

are poorly defined, making it difficult to distinguish crystalline and amorphous regions.

Equilibrations of samples in an atmosphere of 55–85% relative humidity for 24–48 h is

recommended as a means of enhancing the crystalline structure of starch.

increasing temperature, together with the x-ray crystallinity, enthalpy, and birefringence

values of waxy maize starch in an excess of water. Structural changes during gelatinization

were thus compared. A summary of percentage structure losses as determined by each

technique is given in Table 2.3. Each data set is based on samples isolated according to loss

of birefringence as it occurred at specific temperatures. Clearly, the initial changes in granule

structure are those indicated by loss of birefringence. They precede crystallite melting and are

interpreted as probably involving amorphous chain segments. Considerable loss of birefrin-

gence also occurs while higher levels of order are retained. Reductions in crystallinity,

molecular order, and enthalpy indicate generally similar levels of change over the temperature

range studied. Thus, for waxy starch at least, the authors concluded that the phenomenon of

loss of helical order as opposed to crystalline is not resolved, making it impossible to decide

TABLE 2.3
Structure Losses (%) as Revealed by Different Techniques,

Using 10% (w/v) Waxy Maize Starch Suspensions

Technique Effect of Increasing Temperaturea

Birefringence 10 50 70 90

X-ray crystallinity 3 24 35 71

Molecular order 14 24 38 62

Enthalpy by DSC 14 24 41 77

aTemperatures range from 60 to 788C, at 1.258C min�1.
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In another experiment [432; cf. 433,434], molecular order was measured, stepwise with



which event comes first during gelatinization [432]. The low value of 62% for loss of molecular

disordering of double helices at the highest temperature employed (788C).

Cooke and Gidley [431] extended their interesting use of multiple techniques for following

gelatinization to include starches from wheat, maize, potato, and manihot (tapioca). The

starches were pretreated by heating in an excess of water, and isolated at selected tempera-

tures ranging from about 50 to 718C. The results for potato starch indicated a possible loss of

crystalline order before that of molecular order and enthalpy. For the other starches crystal-

line and molecular order appeared to be lost concurrently with the gelatinization process

introduced during the isolation step.

Early discussions of starch gelation and retrogradation were based largely on aged systems

containing developed crystalline structures that could be detected by x-ray or DSC. For either

event to occur, a plausible precursor structure is that shown by a double-helical starch conform-

ation. This premise has been confirmed by 13C CP MAS NMR investigations on the molecular

state of amylose solutions as gels or crystalline structures are formed. Amylose gels were found to

contain structured double-helical ‘‘juncture zones’’ and mobile amorphous single chains. Thus,

the proposed model for amylose gelation was based on rigid junction zones connected by flexible

single chains. In dilute solution, amylose precipitated as double helices aggregated into a crystal-

line lattice of the B-type [416]. Although these findings are based on amylose solutions, there is no

apparent reason why the same principles should not apply to starch as a whole [434a].

2.7.2.11.4 NMR Measurements on Gels
Welsh et al. [435] used a variety of techniques to characterize interchain association in starch

gel systems. Gel development was followed by measurements of rigidity modulus (G’) and

molecular changes by high-resolution NMR, spin–spin T2 relaxation times, and DSC meas-

urements. Amylose gels prepared in water at 1508C and analyzed after cooling were stronger

than neutralized gels prepared by dissolution in alkali. Urea at 6 M concentration was

observed to inhibit gel formation completely. Starch gelatinization was monitored by 13C

NMR spectra that showed increasing definition of carbon resonances and a sharpening of the

spectral assignments. In a more recent study using proton NMR, the addition of sugars and

sugar alcohols has been shown to affect both the ice melting temperature and the production

of a solid glass component during the freezing of corn starch gels [435a].

In a study of ageing in waxy maize starch gels, Wu and Eads [436] used 1H cross-relaxation

and high-resolution NMR techniques. The interaction of solid components with the liquid

phase was investigated by conducting cross-relaxation experiments, from which complex line

shapes were obtained. The resulting spectra were interpreted as reflecting solid-like polymer

fractions with different mobilities. In experiments with gels containing 25 and 40% (w/w) of

starch, three motional states were detected, viz. (i) rigid segments, components of which

corresponded to a highly associated or crystalline state of the polymer, (ii) mobile or liquid-

like segments, (iii) chain segments with intermediate mobility, which component corresponds

possibly to unassociated or partially associated chains in polymer-rich regions. While not

claimed as such, viewpoints discussed here would suggest the possibility of double-helical

segments. A clear understanding of these various states and their mobilities should eventually

provide a molecular basis for modeling the textural and rheological qualities of starch.

Pulsed NMR methodology measures the spin–spin relaxation time (T2) of water and

starch protons [426,437–440]. A decrease in T2 indicates lower chain or water mobilities,

that is, molecular chains become more rigid or free water becomes bound [439]. An increase in

T2 characterizes a system that is becoming more mobile or liquid-like. The instrumentation,

compared to other NMR devices, is less complex and is relatively simple to use, making it
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order (Table 2.3) may be fortuitous, but is interesting as it could indicate a resistance to the

[cf. 432]. Their conclusions were tempered by noting the possibility of structural modification



suitable for analytical control purposes. The methodology is readily applicable to studies of

suspensions are monitored prior to and through gelatinization, relaxation times at first

decrease as water is absorbed into the granules and on to the starch. As gelatinization occurs,

T2 increases as chain mobility becomes the dominant factor rather than hydration [437]. In

the gel state, progression of molecular aggregation during ageing has been followed as a

function of temperature, concentration, and starch source [440].

A T2 study of wheat starch gels, starch fractions, bread, and gluten emphasized the binding

in bound water like that of the starch gels, while amylose curiously showed no change in the

state of water on storage. The authors concluded that the reduction in water mobility was not

the result of retrogradation but was concurrent with it. Starch gels (55% w/w) aged at

temperatures ranging from�5 to 378C showed changes in T2 that were temperature-dependent.

Within the first 10 h of ageing, T2 dropped abruptly, and was significantly lower for the gel

stored at 378C. The data indicated a marked increase in bound water compared to the other gels.

Of interest here is the earlier work of Colwell et al. [441] in which gels aged at elevated temp-

eratures (32 and 438C) developed firmness at a much slower rate than gels aged at lower

temperatures; the authors concluded that crystallinity in this case was less a factor than at

lower temperatures. While starch crystallization can be impeded by temperatures of about

508C, the NMR data here suggest that the binding of water may be a contributing factor. One

possibility would be that the additional water may interfere with the formation of double helices

and ultimately of crystallites. Gluten, on the other hand, showed more binding of water than

did starch but the level of binding did not change with ageing as it did in starch [439]. The

decrease in crystallinity upon gelation of wheat starch and the kinetics of subsequent retro-

gradation have been further studied by 13C CP MAS NMR spectroscopic techniques [417].

Amorphous regions are unaltered by these processes, so it was concluded that they correspond

rice and wheat starch systems has been described in recent studies [223a,441a].

2.7.2.11.5 Single Helices
NMR spectra of single helices depict conformations similar to V-type structures; a single C-1

peak (no multiplicity) appears, indicating a sixfold helix, in agreement with the hexagonal

packing determined by x-ray diffraction. Interestingly, these spectra show the same chemical

shifts independently of the presence or absence of a complexing agent. Correspondence

between 13C CP MAS spectra of crystalline complexes, amorphous amylose or starch pre-

parations, the amorphous phase of granular starch, and amylopectin indicates the pervasive

nature of V-like conformations [427,428]. The identification of such conformations suggests

the potential presence or development of amylase–lipid complexes in starch granules. These

NMR findings complement discussion elsewhere (Section 2.7.2.9) on amylose and lipid sites

in maize granules and ways by which V-structure can develop.

2.7.3 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

In this section, the main classical techniques, applicable in most cases to the determination of

molecular structures of polysaccharides in general, are outlined. In this respect, starch is a

relatively uncomplicated system, owing to the uniformity of the monosaccharide units and

their modes of linkage. The use of enzymes has proved to be the most effective method of

controlled degradation to identifiable, constituent fragments. Granule structure, however,

presents problems of a unique kind [441b].
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starch undergoing swelling [438], gelatinization, or retrogradation [cf. 223a]. When starch

of water during the ageing of these materials [439; cf. 420a,b]. Amylopectin showed an increase

to branching regions of the amylopectin component [cf. 416]. The retrogradation behavior of



2.7.3.1 Hydrolysis by Acid

Mild treatment with mineral acid, usually HCl, has long been an accepted method for

rendering starch more amenable to processing, and marketable products (Lintner [442] and

Zulkowsky starches; dextrins, fat replacers) with the desired viscosity ranges are obtained

thereby [442a]. The production of syrups containing glucose and malto-oligosaccharides for

and various forms of TLC and HPLC are the usual analytical techniques. Complete hydroly-

sis by acid to yield glucose, followed by estimation of the glucose produced, is a standard

procedure for determining total glucan; other information [443,443a,444] is required to assess

the quantity of starch or starch product present. The presence of lipid-complexed amylose

inhibits the hydrolysis process [445].

2.7.3.2 Enzymatic Hydrolysis

The fermentation and baking industries depend on the application of yeasts and other sources

of amylases for the degradation of starch. Maltodextrins having molecular weights of various

ranges, which may include the monomer, are thereby obtained (Chapter 4) [442a,446,447].

The glucose produced [448] provides the substrate for the production of ethanol, many other

organic liquids of low molecular weight, and very large numbers of pharmaceutical products,

notably antibiotics. The use of purified enzymes is indispensable (Section 2.3) in the deter-

mination of the molecular structure of isolated starch, and suitable mixtures for the total

breakdown of starch (or more strictly, a-D-glucan) samples to give glucose are employed

analytically. Methods for analyzing the glucose content of hydrolysates are extremely

numerous, as the reference to Analytical Abstracts (Royal Society of Chemistry, U.K.) will

readily show. Rapid analysis of starch solutions at 30 mM concentration has been achieved on

immobilized amyloglucosidase, by use of a flow injection system coupled to a glucose oxidase

sensor with a silver electrode [295]. Among other variants of this approach, a co-immobilized

three-enzyme system comprising thermostable a-amylase, amyloglucosidase, and mutarotase

(EC 5.1.3.3), with glucose oxidase (EC 1.1.3.4) on a glass surface, is used with a different

electrode assembly (palladium and gold-modified graphite) to assay the hydrogen peroxide

colorimetric measurement of the extent of reduction of ferricyanide [294]. The production and

applications of enzyme-treated, resistant starch [449–452] are mentioned in Section 2.8, and

2.7.3.3 Methylation Analysis

This classical method of structural analysis [86,87] is well adapted to the study of amylopec-

tin, with the Haworth procedure using stepwise additions of dimethyl sulfate and concen-

trated aqueous alkali to the polysaccharide solution being satisfactory, given adequate

samples of starch. Any of the other standard methods [455–459] may be applied if less

polysaccharide is available. The chloroform-extracted product is treated with silver oxide

suspended in boiling methyl iodide as often as is needed to complete the etherification process

(as many as six treatments, if necessary). The absence of alcoholic hydroxyl is established by

IR in the range 3700–3000 cm�1. Under-methylation could represent a serious source of error

in assessing the structural significance of the subsequent analysis.

The per-O-methyl derivative is hydrolyzed by boiling in mineral acid (1 M H2SO4) or

aqueous trifluoroacetic acid (2 M) for 6–10 h under N2, and the acid is then removed (as
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which there is a growing demand is described in Chapter 4. Gel-permeation chromatography

dietary fiber (see Chapter 18).

formed [296; cf. 297]. Earlier methods used an automated system for glucose estimation by

the use of enzymes is inherent in certain methods for the analysis [cf. 453,454,454a–c] of



insoluble BaSO4 or by co-distillation with methanol, respectively). The resulting syrupy

mixture of 2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methylglucose from nonreducing terminals, 2,3,6-tri-O-methylglu-

cose from chain units and the reducing end, and 2,4-di-O-methylglucose from branch points is

then analyzed, usually by GC of derived methyl glycosides (which give more than one peak

for each methylated sugar) or alditol acetates [460–462]. Quantifying of the components

requires the use of calibrants and considerable analytical skill and care. Mass spectrometry

of the alditol acetates gives a definite identification of the methylation patterns [463],

this being important if other tri- and di-O-methylated glucoses are also present in the

hydrolysis mixture. The proportions of the respective types of linkage in the starch sample

are then deduced from the results of the methylation analysis. Anomalous linkages, (1! 3)-,

for example, may reflect the presence of b-(1! 3)(1! 4)-D-glucans in the starch. The values

obtained by this method for the degree of branching of the sample (of the order of 4 to 5%)

are clearly averages, (ideally) with no branch points in the amylose component. Amylose is

methylated preferentially in the granule, within which the amorphous regions are most

susceptible to attack [464].

The hydrolysis step may advantageously be replaced by methanolysis, yielding methyl

glycosides directly, but should in any event be monitored with care in the light of the intrinsic

susceptibility of reducing sugars to decomposition by prolonged heating with aqueous acid

[443,460,465].

2.7.3.4 Periodate Oxidation

Much of the early work on periodate oxidation of polysaccharides was performed on starch,

all the units of which are open to attack, with the formation of 1 mol of formic (methanoic)

acid for each nonreducing end group, and (theoretically) one of formate ester at the reducing

end. Smith degradation (NaBH4 reduction and cold H3O
þ hydrolysis of the periodate-

oxidized product) affords 1 mol of glycerol from the nonreducing end group and 1 mol of

erythritol from each chain unit (by glycolaldehyde–acetal fission) and the reducing end

(provided that the formate ester is not hydrolyzed during the oxidation process, in which

event a second mol of glycerol is produced). Smith degradation of amylopectin on the other

hand furnishes one glycerol for each nonreducing end group, branch points also yielding

erythritol [88,89,91,466]. The degradation has been modified to determine both amylopectin

and amylose [51].

2.7.3.5 Reducing Power and Average Chain Length

There are many methods for determining reducing end groups and hence average molecular

weight [54,467], and if measurement follows enzymatic debranching, the degree of branching

and therefore of nonreducing ends can be determined. From this value and that of the

b-amylolysis limit, the respective lengths of external (to branch point) and internal chains

regard. The methodology for determining average chain lengths (CL) and A:B chain ratios is

described in a study of amylopectin samples from different varieties of maize by Yun and

Matheson [469]. This led to the formulation of a tiered structure for the molecule; further

detail appears in Refs. [468,470].

2.8 NATIVE STARCHES IN FOOD TECHNOLOGY

Cereal kernels may be flaked, rolled, or puffed to make ready-to-eat (RTE) products, or they

may be milled into flours (containing about 75% of starch), which represent an enormous
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follow [93; cf. 468]. GPC (SEC) using modern techniques affords vital information in this



volume usage in breads, pizzas, and other baked products. Disruption of the granule is

generally the first step in converting native starch into useful products, and practically all

of the hundreds of starches that are marketed as such are thus modified or derivatized in some

way [471–478]. Precooking, pregelatinization, and various physical and chemical treatments

(according to the manufacturers’ recipes) give products [478a] that are major outlets for the

very large quantities of starch that are isolated from plant sources, which are both widely

diverse and renewable. Of the nearly 100 products listed in a commercial catalogue selected at

random, it is difficult to find more than a few that are not (from the trade description)

changed by physical or hydrolytic treatment [217a], or derivatized chemically [475]. The uses

of partial hydrolysates in the food industry and in pharmaceutical preparations are extremely

the starch to suit the application for which each is claimed to be a superior article. The form

of refinement that is carried out sometimes involves partial removal of water and further

milling, with the purpose of incorporating the (dried) starch in dusting powders and dry

mixes, such as packet soups, custard powders, cocoa, and high-fat products. Cold water

swelling (CWS) starches that hydrate and disperse almost instantaneously are now on the

market; these are made variously by such treatments as heating in aqueous ethanol, contact

After cooking and cooling, the starch imparts an initial high viscosity consequent upon

granular swelling, water imbibition, and solubilization; any subsequent change is immaterial

if the heated product is consumed at once. Starches from different sources show individual

patterns of viscosity development that are influenced by concentration, other substances

present, and the pattern of heating and cooling rates. The manifold properties desired include

those of thickener, binder, stabilizer, filler, and gelling agent, but the rheology of native starch

solutions is in general not satisfactory, viscosity changes occurring with time after heating has

brought about an initial very steep rise in viscosity; syneresis takes place after cooling and gel

formation, and the effects of freezing followed by thawing can be disastrous [481]. It is for this

reason, failings in consistency and clarity, and the fact that raw starch (particularly from roots

modification and improvement are virtually mandatory in the preparation of processed foods

is justified by the decided advantages gained thereby. In terms of dietary fiber analysis,

was shown in the case of certain legumes to be altered favorably by germination (though total

book describe the generally favorable digestibility of the plurality of starches from many

sources, and the meaning of resistant starch is explained; the effects of modification are
�1 for fully digested and intestine-

absorbed starch may be used [490,491], though the validity of incorporating both factors is

still under discussion [492]. The physiological properties of starch following processing have

degraded, particularly by enzymes, has been referred to; the end product, enzyme-resistant

starch, provides a low-energy (calorie) bulking agent with desirable food applications

[265,266,495–501,501a]. It is the caloric content of sugars and starches that is of most concern

in the management of diabetes [502].

Granule swelling and rupture are diminished even by very low levels of cross-linking

(using the bifunctional reagents phosphoryl chloride and adipic anhydride), with cooked

pastes formed from the derivatives being more robust and viscous. The effect is enhanced

by increasing the degree of cross-linking, but at the same time energy input requirements

are increased. Typical applications are in soups, sauces, gravies, and pie-fillings. Gelled,
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numerous [479 and Chapter 4]. The manufacturer’s recipe in every case is designed to modify

starch content was reduced) [486]. Reviews [487–492] and the discussion in Chapter 17 of this

outlined in Chapter 3. A working value of about 16 kJ g

with ethanolic alkali, or immersion in polyhydric alcohols [cf. 480].

and tubers) is indigestible and often not pleasant to the taste [31; cf. 482] that the processes of

from starches of normal (as opposed to genetically modified) origin [cf. 483]. The added cost

however, starch is differentiated into digestible [484; cf. 453,485] and indigestible; this ratio

also been considered [493; cf. 494]. The concept of utilizing starches that have been partially



hydroxypropylated starches [475] in which starch chains are kept separate while the substitu-

ent groups retain water to some degree, resist syneresis. Modified starch results from repeti-

tive syneresis [503]. Lower gelatinization temperatures and increased resistance to

retrogradation result when the starch is esterified, a combination of cross-linking and acet-

ylation producing modified starch with excellent gelling characteristics, useful in baby foods

and pie-fillings. Low gelatinization temperature and viscosity, clarity, and soft gel texture are

attributes of hypochlorite-oxidized starches used in breading and related applications (see

The use of modified starches [504a,b] is generally controlled by government regulation, a

complex issue in view of the growing emphasis on fat replacers, products less nutritive but

with similar taste and mouth feel to the genuine article [505–507]; small starch granules can

serve the same purpose, replacing up to 50% of the fat in frozen desserts [507a]. Novel

pharmaceutical properties of starch derivatives are exemplified by the 3,5-dinitrobenzoate,

which finds application in cases of renal failure on account of its ability to sequester creatinine

A standard way to attain desirable end-use properties in native starches is by genetic

genes, for example, yields waxy maize and high (>50%) Ay starches, and there is interest in

other genotypes [508]. Lowered gelatinization temperatures are achieved when maize mutants

involving both the ae and either the dull (du) or sugary-2 (su2) genes provide the starch

source. Maize starches of the duh (h, horny) or the dusu2 genotypes are claimed to exhibit

thin–thick canning starch attributes, while wxsh1 (shrunken-1) and wxsu2 genotypes exhibit

freeze–thaw stability. Other promising mutants under development include wxdu, wxsh2,

wxfl1 (fl-1, floury-1), and aedush1. Starches of these various genotypes are of particular

interest owing to claims that starch utility can be equal to that of a chemically modified

starch. An early report characterizing the properties of starches isolated from maize geno-

types is that of Sandstedt et al. [509], and many others have followed since then

[161,250,251,257,469,510–516].

In contrast to waxy starch, gels of ordinary maize (27% amylose) are firm, while those

from amylomaize starch (50 to 70% or greater amylose content) form high-strength gels in

addition to gelling rapidly. One drawback to these starches is that they require elevated

temperatures to be cooked-out and swollen, and such temperatures are obtained in pressure

cookers, retorts, extruders, or deep-fat fryers. Modified amylomaize starches reduce oil

pickup in fried foods and moisture migration in breaded and other products, owing to their

good film-forming property. When used in confections, amylomaize starches cause rapid

formation of individual pieces, and ensure maintenance of their shape. Molds for making

confections such as gum drops are generally made from unmodified maize starch. Varying

amounts of amyloses are released into the solution when nonwaxy granules are heated. These

molecules can then associate with other food ingredients, or each other, to give grainy gel

textures, surface skins, or increased gel rigidity; such properties can be moderated by adding

any one of a variety of agents known to complex with the amylose fraction. Monoglycerides

and sodium 2-stearoyl lactate are well-known examples.

Pregelatinized or instant starches are made using a drum or spray dryer to gelatinize and

dry the resulting pastes in one operation. Extruders may be used for gelatinization, but drying

requires an additional processing step. In general, pregelled materials show properties reflect-

ing those of the source starch, whether native or modified. These starches develop viscosity

and set to gels when slurried in cold water (or milk) in contrast with the heating required for

granular starches. Pregels, however, generally show less viscosity, and set more slowly into a
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Chapter 3). Partially hydrolyzed starches (dextrins and maltodextrins with DP 5–20) have low

[507b]. Mixed interactions of starch with other polymers are discussed in Chapter 14 and

solution viscosities and excellent film-forming properties as described in Chapter 4 [cf. 504].

Chapter 15 [cf. 507c,d].

variation (cf. Section 2.2). Exploitation of the recessive waxy (wx) and amylose extender (ae)



gel than pastes of their granular counterparts. Control of particle hydration is the key to both

the manufacture and use of these starches. During their manufacture, water must be removed

quickly after gelatinization, to minimize the tendency to retrograde, which interferes with re-

hydration and viscosity development [517]. To redisperse these materials uniformly, a suitable

particle size, size distribution, and order of ingredient mixing are factors that generally require

attention. These starches find applications in convenience foods where instant reconstitution

is desired, and their incorporation into cake mixes results in moist cakes of high volume (due

to air entrapment). Humidification of a pre-gel can introduce a measured level of aggregation

and retrogradation which, when other ingredients are added, can result in a pulpy texture.

Thin-boiling starches are granular starches that are partially acid-hydrolyzed. The molecular

degradation that occurs results in starches with low viscosities at high temperature, that cook

out more completely in high sugar concentrations, and that also quickly setback in paste form

[504]. These properties make them ideal for casting molten gum candy mixes into depression

molds made from regular, granular starch. In conclusion, it is as well to remark that, despite

the negative aspects of starch retrogradation discussed above, and measures taken to prevent

some of them [518], the phenomenon may, in some circumstances, be considered as a natural

means of modifying to advantage the consistency and texture of foods [519].

Apart from the consumption of starch-containing agricultural products, the two major

outlets of native starch not in a purified form are undoubtedly in fermentation (of grain) and

baking (of milled flours). For information on these topics, which are of immense concern

from the viewpoints of nutrition and commerce to the whole of the world’s population,

specialist works should be consulted.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

Doubtless because of the overwhelming preponderance of starch as a nutritional polysac-

charide, its universal availability, and the global importance of the food industry, prodigious

research and developmental efforts have been made since an early date towards producing

modified derivatives of improved performance and value. In the first edition of Food Poly-

saccharides, Chapter 3 dealt fully with advances made in the second-half of the 20th century,

some advances made even 50 years earlier, and references to this earlier work were given there

in full [1]. The present revised chapter omits most of the earliest references, but includes new

products, improved techniques of preparation and methods of technical evaluation, and

discusses nutritional and safety aspects.

The use of regular starch in foods is limited by its physical and chemical properties. The

granules are insoluble in cold water, requiring cooking to achieve dispersion. In addition, it

has long been known that the granules of some starch types such as those of potato are only

partially digested, though the small proportion not degraded before cecal entry may enjoy

advantages in common with other components of dietary fiber.

Very often, the viscosity of cooked native starch is too high for use in certain applications.

In addition, the rheological characteristics of some dispersed starches, such as potato,

tapioca, or waxy starch, impart a gummy, cohesive texture to foods thickened by them,

destroying their palatability. Most native starches also have a marked tendency to lose their

viscosity and thickening power on cooking, particularly in the presence of acidic foods or

when retorted. Dispersions of amylose-containing starches such as corn and wheat tend to

form rigid, opaque gels on cooling, i.e., the gels retrograde. On storage, the gels may also lose

their water-binding properties, resulting in syneresis or water separation. On the other hand,

dispersions of waxy starches, which have very little amylose, form soft gels as linear segments

of the amylopectin tend to associate in time. Prolonged storage at, near, or below their

molecular basis of gel formation).

Modified starches are designed to correct one or more of the shortcomings mentioned

earlier, which limit the usefulness or prevent the utilization of native starches in food

applications. This chapter discusses the various types of modified starches, showing how

they overcome the disadvantages of native starches, and indicating how they are used in the

food industry. It should be kept in mind that most of the modified food starches were

developed before 1980 and that the nature and levels of treatment have been more or less

frozen in order to comply with the regulations set by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) [21 CFR 172.892], the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO),

and other groups. The processes described later are still valid. With a few exceptions, most of

the newly developed modified starches have been designed for nonfood use because of the

costs associated with the safety studies necessary to clear them for use in foods. A limited

number of aspects of starches modified by acid or derivatized by etherification are discussed

in Chapter 2. In addition to numerous general reviews [3–18b], reference is made in the

present chapter to some of the patents that have emerged concerning the food uses of

modified starches.

3.2 CONVERTED STARCHES

One of the first shortcomings of native starches to receive the attention of starch technologists

was that associated with the high viscosities that characterized the dispersions formed when

native starches were cooked and dispersed in water. These high viscosities are associated with

high molecular weight of the amylose and amylopectin molecules in the starch granule and
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the ability of the granule when heated in water to swell to many times its original volume,

imbibing large volume of water when the temperature exceeds its gelatinization point. Con-

verted starches were developed to weaken the starch granules and degrade the starch mol-

ecules so that the granules would no longer maintain their integrity on swelling in water. In

this way, it was possible to produce modified starches, which because of their lower viscosity

could be dispersed at increasingly higher concentrations than native starch.

In the starch-conversion process, the primary attack is the hydrolysis of a-D-(1!4)-

glucosidic linkages in the amylose and amylopectin components of the starch. In addition,

scission of some a-D-(1!6) linkages may occur. By degrading its molecular components, the

granule is so altered that its ability to swell and absorb large volume of water is weakened

or destroyed. In addition to decreasing the size of the starch molecules and the viscosity of

the starch dispersions, the conversion process may also modify other characteristics

of starch sols.

It should be noted that normally the conversion processes are applied to starch having the

granular form. The completely converted starches retain the outward appearance of the

granule, and they are marketed as dry powders or aggregates. An important aspect of

present-day starches is, however, the need for rapid solubilization, and various methods,

any form of analysis of the starch (e.g., microscopic [20], chromatographic, enzymatic, or

spectrometric [21–23] ) that requires the polysaccharide to be dispersed must be taken into

Commercial converted starches may be classified into three broad categories determined

by the method of degrading or hydrolyzing the starch: acid conversions or acid-modified

starch, oxidations or oxidized starches, and pyroconversions or dextrinizations. Each of the

converted starch will yield products that may vary widely in the properties depending on the

method used in the conversion process.

3.2.1 ACID CONVERSIONS

It was demonstrated 130 years ago that dispersed starch was hydrolyzed by acid to form

sugars, and that even the granular form was partially dissolved by keeping in cold aqueous

hydrochloric acid. Shortly after, Lintner [25] developed a highly degraded, acid-modified

potato starch (Lintner starch) by exposing an aqueous suspension of potato starch granules to

mineral acid over a period of several days. This is used as an indicator (starch–iodine

complex) in iodometric titrations and has received much attention [26–30], as described later.

The commercial acid-modified or converted food starches owe their origins to work

by Bellmas in Germany and Duryea in the United States at the turn of the century (1900).

Bellmas and Duryea described in their patents the use of dilute acids to convert starch in the

granular form at temperatures of 50–608C over a period of 0.5 to 14 h.

Today, acid-converted food starches are manufactured by heating a concentrated aqueous

slurry having roughly 36–40% solids at about 40–608C in the presence of up to a maximum of

7.0% hydrochloric acid or 2.0% sulfuric acid and agitating for several hours. When the desired

viscosity or fluidity (reciprocal of viscosity) or degree of conversion is reached, the slurry is

neutralized, and the granules are recovered by washing, dewatering by filtration or centrifu-

gation, and drying the resulting filter cake. The dried starch may then be pulverized or left in a

coarse (pearl) form.

The degree of conversion is determined empirically by measuring the fluidity of the hot

paste. However, the fluidity of acid-converted or acid-fluidity starches was determined

initially on the alkali-peptized starch. Typically, 5 g of the dry starch was wetted with 10 ml

distilled water in a beaker and then 90 ml of 1.0% sodium hydroxide solution (at 208C) was
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added while stirring until a total of 3min had elapsed. The mixture was allowed to stand for

27 min at 258C. The dispersion was then poured into a glass funnel with a glass tip standard-

ized to deliver 100 ml of distilled water at 258C in 70 s. The alkali fluidity was determined by

measuring the volume (ml) of the alkali dispersion running through the funnel in 70 s.

This method has been replaced by some companies with a test based on measuring the

fluidity of a cooked dispersion at elevated temperatures under controlled conditions. The

measurements are translated into fluidity values that correlate roughly with the original

alkaline fluidity scale. The fluidity scale ranges from 0 to 90. The zero value might be equated

to raw cornstarch, which requires about 15 parts of water per part of starch compared to 2

parts of water per part of starch for a fluidity value of 90.

The pattern of acid hydrolysis that occurs in the manufacture of acid-fluidity starches is

moderated by the granule structure, porosity, and fine structure [27]. For dispersions of

amylose (a-D-[1!4]-linked anhydroglucose units) and dextran (a-D-[1!6]-linked anhydro-

glucose units), it appears that the (1!4)-linkage is more susceptible to hydrolysis than (1!6).

Wolfrom et al. [31] showed that disaccharides containing a-D-(1!4) linkages hydrolyzed

more readily than those containing a-D-(1!6) linkages. This does not appear to hold true for

granular starches because the linear segments containing a preponderance of a-D-(1!4)

linkages are involved in the formation of crystallites, which decrease the availability of such

segments to acid attack. On the other hand, the amorphous regions that contain the a-D-

(1!6)-branch points are more accessible to acid attack. In earlier experiments, the degree of

polymerization (DP) of the amylose fraction of a 20 fluidity sample was found to be 525

compared to 480 for cornstarch, while that of the amylopectin fraction dropped from 1450 to

625. A small increase in the apparent amylose content based on iodine affinity during the

initial stages of hydrolysis took place, indicating that the amorphous regions of the granule were

most likely to be attacked first by the acid. According to present-day views, the amylopectin

branch points and the amylose fraction form part of these amorphous regions of the granule.

Thus, an attack on the branch point would create linear chain segments that could appear as

‘‘apparent’’ amylose and account for the observed increase. At the same time, any initial

attack on the amylose fraction would not render it incapable of reacting with iodine.

In the more advanced stages of acid hydrolysis, when the acid starts attacking the

crystalline regions of the granule, there is a gradual increase in solubles, which leach from

the granule. This results in processing problems during recovery of the acid-converted starch

by filtration or centrifugation and significant yield losses, and limits the extent to which

granular starch may be converted by acid hydrolysis. With a few exceptions, most acid-

hydrolyzed starches are limited to the 20–80 fluidity range. In a detailed study, Jayakody and

Hoover [27] showed that the extent of hydrolysis, on the 8th day of treatment with 2.2 M HCl

at 358C, was dependent on the amylose and amylose–lipid (explained later) content, the

granule size, and surface porosity. Thereafter, up to 15 days, structural differences depended

on amylopectin content, the distribution of the a(1!6) linkages between amorphous and

crystalline regions, and more subtly the degree of packing of double helices within crystallites

The properties of acid-converted starches vary according to the base starch type and

processing; the lintnerization of amylose-free starches of A- and B-types have been compared

[28], and the effects of increased phosphorylation (before and after annealing) have been

described [29]. All are characterized by weakened granules that no longer swell, imbibing

large volume of water in the way native starches do, but develop radial fissures and disinte-

grate on heating in water; the higher the fluidity, the greater the fissuring and collapse of the

granule.

While in general, there is a weakening of the granule during acid conversion, Leach

and Schoch [32] noted that the Kofler gelatinization temperature of 80 fluidity cornstarch is
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69–798C compared with 62–728C for unmodified cornstarch. They also noted that 80-fluidity

cornstarch is more resistant to gelatinization in cold alkali than unmodified cornstarch. The

authors speculated that this is caused by a retrogradation within the granule by ends of

hydrolyzed molecular chains within the micellar organization. It should be noted, however,

that even though the gelatinization temperature has been raised, the granules fragment and

dissolve once the gelatinization temperature is exceeded.

The hot-paste viscosity of acid-converted starches is considerably lower than that of

unmodified starches. As a result, acid-converted starches may be dispersed at higher concen-

trations than unmodified starch. The concentration at which the starch may be dispersed

increases as the fluidity rises.

The hot sols are fluid and more Newtonian in behavior than the hot pastes of unmodified

starch. On cooling, the sols of acid-converted starches from corn, wheat, sorghum, etc., cloud

and form opaque gels. Those of acid-converted waxy starches such as waxy cornstarch are

much more stable, remaining relatively clear and fluid. Sols of acid-converted tapioca starch

in the lower fluidity range remain clear and fluid when cooled. However, the high-fluidity

types when cooked at high concentrations form opaque gels on cooling. Acid-converted

potato starches tend to form opaque gels.

While the gelling tendency of acid-converted cornstarch and high-amylose cornstarch can

be utilized in candies such as gum drops, the instability of the cooled sols limits their

usefulness in applications requiring greater sol stability. Molecular weight measurements

and gelling properties of various acid-modified starches have been recorded [33], while

NMR, which identifies the melting transition and demonstrates the first-order kinetics of

lintnerization, is a suitable technique for study [26].

3.2.2 OXIDIZED STARCHES

There are two broad classes of food starches treated with oxidizing agents. These are bleached

starches, which are exposed to treatments with certain specified oxidizing agents at very low

levels, and oxidized or ‘‘chlorinated’’ starches, prepared by treatment with hypochlorite.

3.2.2.1 Bleached Starch

Bleached starch is treated with low levels of oxidizing agents such as peracetic acid or

hydrogen peroxide at a maximum of 0.45% active oxygen, sodium hypochlorite at 0.82%

maximum available chlorine, sodium chlorite (maximum 0.5%), potassium permanganate

(maximum 0.2%), or ammonium persulfate (maximum 0.075%). FDA also allows the use of

chlorine as calcium hypochlorite but not to exceed 0.036% of dry starch. At these levels the

role of the oxidizing agent is primarily that of a bleach, directed toward removing or

bleaching the colored impurities associated with the starch. Relatively little chemical modi-

fication of the starch takes place in the bleaching step.

3.2.2.2 Oxidized or Hypochlorite-Treated Starch

The term chlorinated starch, widely used to identify these conversions, is a misnomer since the

starches are not chlorinated but simply oxidized with hypochlorite. The production of modified

food starch by oxidation with hypochlorite is normally based on the use of sodium hypochlor-

ite. Treatment involves slowly adding to a suspension of granular starch in water a solution

of sodium hypochlorite in water, up to a maximum of 5.5% available chlorine, the amount

varied to suit the desired degree of conversion. Normally the hypochlorite solution used

will be alkaline; neutral or acidic pH or elevated temperatures promote conversion of hypo-

chlorite to chlorate, which is not effective in converting starch. After all of the hypochlorite
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solution has been added and the desired degree of conversion (as measured by fluidity or

viscosity measurements on cooked spot samples of the starch) has been reached, the pH is

adjusted to neutral or slightly acidic; any excess hypochlorite is destroyed by the addition of a

reducing agent such as bisulfite, and the starch granules are washed, dewatered, and dried.

Since the oxidation is exothermic, care must be taken to avoid excessive temperature

increase. This is particularly true in making highly oxidized starch, where considerable heat

can be generated. Under such conditions, it is necessary to start with cooled starch milk or

else to cool the suspension during reaction. Otherwise, the temperature may rise to a level

where the oxidized starch will be partially solubilized and swollen, resulting in excessive losses

of solubles and problems in washing and dewatering the starch granules.

The pH at which the starch is oxidized is a factor controlling the course of oxidation.

Acidic and neutral pH favor oxidation of some starch hydroxyls to keto groups, and at high

pH carboxyl groups are produced. Since carboxyl groups impart hydrophilic properties,

provide steric bulk, (which interrupts the linearity of the molecules), and impart a charge to

the molecules, retrogradation and association tendencies are minimized. As a result, oxida-

tions are normally carried out under conditions of mild to moderate alkalinity. When

oxidations take place under alkaline conditions, the carboxyl groups that are formed will

neutralize some or all of the excess alkalinity. If this is allowed to occur, the course of the

oxidation may be changed.

On the basis of the rate at which the concentration of the oxidant decreases with time, the

rate of oxidation decreases with increasing pH from 7.5 to 10, but above pH 10 it appears to

level off. The concentration of the starch, granule structure, temperature, and type of starch

also influence the rate of hypochlorite disappearance. The functional groups formed during

oxidation appear to be distributed throughout the granule, indicating that the hypochlorite

penetrates deeply [34].

Hypochlorite attacks the starch molecules in the granule randomly. Some idea of the

possible pathways can be obtained from investigations of the bromine oxidation of starch

paste in neutral solutions. Four possible types of oxidation have long been recognized:

1. Oxidation of primary hydroxyls at the C-6 position to carboxyl, forming uronic acids.

2. Oxidation of secondary hydroxyls to ketone groups.

3. Oxidation of the glycol groups at C-2 and C-3 to aldehydic groups, with rupturing of

the linkage between C-2 and C-3, and subsequent oxidation of the aldehydic to

carboxyl groups. This is characteristic of periodate, which forms intermediate cyclic

esters.

4. Oxidation of aldehydic end groups to carboxyl groups, probably insignificant until the

starch has been severely degraded.

In the production of oxidized food starches, the relative roles of these possible pathways

vary. The carboxyl content of oxidized food starches may range up to 1.1%, which corres-

ponds to the level found in the most highly oxidized type having roughly a 90 fluidity.

Oxidized starches are produced in a wide range of fluidities, which increase with the level

of oxidant or hypochlorite. Oxidized starches cover roughly the same fluidity range as acid-

converted starches. When heated in water, they form clear fluid sols. On cooling, however, the

sols made by cooking oxidized starch are more stable or resistant to thickening and forming

gels or pastes than their acid-converted counterparts. The difference is very marked on corn,

wheat, and potato types, but much less pronounced in waxy starch and tapioca types,

particularly in the low-fluidity range [33a].

The difference in stability of sols may be partly attributed to deeper, more uniform

penetration of the granule by the converting agent [34]. A major factor, however, is probably
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the carboxyl groups introduced into the molecules. These interrupt the linearity of the

amylose and linear sections of the amylopectin so that their tendency to associate and

form gels is reduced. In addition, the hydrophilicity of the carboxyl group and its anionic

charge, particularly at higher pH, should promote hydration and minimize intermolecular

association.

The extent but not the rate of starch digestion is lessened by oxidation [35]. However,

oxidized starches comprise an improved excipient for the dissolution of certain drugs [36],

and are used very extensively in the paper and textile traders, inter alia on account of

sequestration, copper for example [37]; the oxidation method followed in this reference is

conventional sodium hypochlorite treatment in conjunction with the free radical 2,2,6,

6-tetramethyl–1-piperidinyloxy (TEMPO) and sodium bromide.

3.2.3 PYROCONVERSIONS OR DEXTRINIZATIONS

It should be made clear at the outset that the types of dextrin described here are quite

dissimilar from the well-characterized a- and b-limit dextrins formed by the action of a-

dextrins generated by branching enzymes [38]. Acid conversions and oxidations or hypo-

chlorite conversions are conducted on aqueous suspensions of granular starch. Since the

starch granules are recovered by dewatering through filtration or centrifugation, the extent to

which the starch may be converted or solubilized is limited by the yield losses and difficulties

associated with dewatering the starch slurry.

Pyroconversions or dextrinizations overcome this limitation because they are run on dry,

normally powdered starch. Since the products are not recovered from aqueous suspensions,

they may be extensively solubilized and degraded during processing.

In its broadest sense, dextrinization and the term dextrin may refer to any method for

degrading starch and to the product of such degradation, regardless of the method used in the

process (e.g., heat, acid, enzyme) on granular or peptized starch. In this chapter on modified

food starch, the process and products are used in a more restrictive sense to cover the process

of converting or degrading essentially dry starch in the granular form by heat with or without

adding hydrochloric acid up to a maximum of 0.15%, or orthophosphoric acid or sulfuric acid

to a maximum of 0.17%.

Three broad classes of products can be produced by pyroconversions or dry-heat treat-

ment of starch. These are white dextrins, yellow or canary dextrins, and British gums. The

type of product will depend upon the level of acid or pH to which the starch is exposed and

the conditions and equipment used in the conversion process.

3.2.3.1 Dextrinization Process

The starch may go through four stages in the pyroconversion or dextrinization process. These

are acidification or pretreatment, predrying, heating or pyroconverting, and cooling. They

may constitute four individual processing steps or may be combined into as little as two steps,

depending upon the type of product and the nature of the equipment.

3.2.3.1.1 Pretreatment
Usually, the pretreatment step for food dextrins involves acidification of the starch with

hydrochloric, sulfuric, or orthophosphoric acid. The acid may be introduced by addition to

an aqueous slurry of starch, which is followed by dewatering, drying, and pulverizing, or

commercial dry starch powder may be sprayed with an atomized mist of dilute acid with

continuous agitation. Dilute hydrochloric acid lends itself to the spraying process because of
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its volatility, which promotes uniform distribution. The nonvolatile orthophosphoric and

sulfuric acids should be added to an aqueous slurry to facilitate distribution.

The pH to which the starch is adjusted will vary according to the type of product and

degree of conversion desired and the conditions and equipment used in the conversion. The

starch is degraded by a combination of acid and heat. Low pH permits degradation to occur

with the generation of minimal amount of heat. In general, for a given degree of degradation,

as measured by viscosity, white dextrins require a lower pH and thus a greater amount of acid

than yellow dextrins or British gums; the latter are prepared at the highest pH.

Dilute hydrochloric acid is the most commonly used acid for making food-grade dextrins.

While it is normally sprayed as an atomized mist onto starch powder, gaseous hydrogen

chloride has long been used to acidify starch. While some claim a more uniform acidification

with gaseous hydrogen chloride, the author has found that a properly designed atomizing

system apparently acidifies starch as uniformly as gaseous hydrogen chloride. The latter

would be preferable in the acidification of pregelatinized starch, which would swell and

form clumps if acidified with aqueous acid.

In some cases, as in the production of certain British gums, the conversion may be made

without addition of any acid.

3.2.3.1.2 Predrying
After the starch powder has been acidified, it is predried. This does not always constitute an

independent step.

Acidified starch may contain the original equilibrium moisture of the starch (about 10–

22%, depending upon the starch source) plus traces added in the pretreatment step. Moisture

present in the starch together with acid will promote hydrolysis during heating. This can have

an adverse effect on the properties desired, in yellow dextrins in particular. As a result,

predrying the starch to 2–5% moisture or less under conditions favoring the removal of

moisture with minimal hydrolysis is often essential. This may be done in a separate operation,

where the starch is dried by heating the agitated starch powder and exposing it to a rapid flow

of air. Predrying is sometimes done in a vacuum at relatively low temperatures to minimize

hydrolysis. Predrying, as previously implied, is essential in the manufacture of yellow dextrins

and some highly converted British gums. It is not critical in white-dextrin production, where

acid hydrolysis is sometimes necessary to promote conversion at low temperatures with

minimal color development. Since most British gums are made with little or no added acid,

predrying is not necessary for them.

3.2.3.1.3 Pyroconversion
Normally, the actual conversion is carried out in vertically or horizontally mounted cookers

equipped with gear-driven agitators. These may be heated by steam- or oil-heated jackets or

by direct flame. Normally, jacketed vessels are preferred since the process may create

considerable amount of dust, which could be ignited by a spark. Capacities may range from

a few hundred to several thousand pounds. The design of the jacketed cookers is critical. The

units should permit precise control of the temperature throughout the heating cycle, and

uniform, efficient sweep agitators are necessary to ensure thorough mixing and uniform heat

distribution. Care must be taken to prevent localized overheating and charring to minimize

the danger of dust explosions. Provision must also be made for controlled and adequate

airflow to remove moisture and vapors during the conversion.

The temperatures and times of conversion vary widely depending upon the desired

product, pH, starch type, and nature of the equipment. Temperatures may vary from about

100 to 2008C, and cooker times from minutes to many hours. As a general rule, white dextrins

are converted at relatively low temperatures and short cooker times, and yellow dextrins and
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British gums require higher temperatures and longer reaction times. The design of the cooker

has a major influence on temperature and cooking times.

During dextrinization, as the moisture content of the dextrin will range from 5% down to

a few tenths of a percent, the powder will dust extensively. Provision must be made to control

the dusting or the atmosphere in the cooker. The equipment must be carefully grounded

(earthed) to prevent static buildup and the danger of dust explosion through sparks.

A variation in equipment involved the use of a continuous stainless steel belt carrying a

thin (about 64–128 mm thick) layer of starch. The bottom of the belt was heated by direct gas

flame. Since the starch was in thin layers, no agitation was necessary. Cooker times were very

short (under one half hour) and the temperature was relatively high (up to 2308C). The system

produced high-quality yellow and white dextrins, but throughput was limited.

Vacuum conditions have been used to facilitate removal of moisture at low temperatures

and conversion in inert or reducing atmospheres. A heated spiral tube conveyor has been used

to convert starch. Conversion in a fluidized bed using heated gas to suspend the starch and

dextrinize it has also been practiced. Further details on conversion techniques may be

obtained from the early literature [39].

3.2.3.1.4 Cooling
At the desired conversion stage, as measured by the viscosity, color, or solubility, the

temperature may be anywhere from 100 to 2008C or more. The dextrin is often in an active

state of conversion so that it is imperative to stop the degradation as quickly as possible. This

is usually done by dumping the hot dextrin into a jacketed cooling mixer or conveyor. In the

case of white dextrins at low pH, the acidity is sometimes neutralized to stop the conversion.

At this stage, the moisture content of the dextrin is often extremely low, particularly with

yellow dextrins and British gums. Such products tend to lump on mixing with water. To

prevent this and minimize moisture absorption after packing, the dextrin may be humidified

to a moisture content of 5–12% or more.

3.2.3.2 Chemical Changes during Conversion

Three major types of reactions may take place during dextrinization. The relative role of each

in the process will vary with the type of conversion [39].

3.2.3.2.1 Hydrolysis
During predrying and initial stages of conversion when there is a significant amount of

moisture present, hydrolysis is the predominant reaction. It involves acid-catalyzed scission

of a-D-(1!4)- and a-D-(1!6)-glucosidic linkages. While this occurs, there is a continual

decrease in molecular weight and viscosity of the cooked dispersions of the dextrin in

water, and an increase in reducing end groups, reflecting scission of glucosidic bonds. In

addition to moisture, low pH promotes hydrolysis. The reaction is therefore predominant

in the production of the less converted white dextrins. It may also occur extensively during the

predrying phase in yellow-dextrin production.

3.2.3.2.2 Transglucosidation
This involves the hydrolysis or rupture of the a-D-(1!4)-glucosidic linkage and recombin-

ation of the aldehydic groups on the ruptured fragment with free hydroxyls on other

fragments or molecules to produce branched structures. Early methylation studies showed

that the corn British gum contained one nonreducing end group for every 12 anhydroglucose

units (AGU) compared to one for every 24–30 AGU in starch. The extent to which

amylose, amylopectin, and amylodextrin (composed essentially of short, linear molecules)

were digested by b-amylase was decreased after dextrinization, indicating that branching was
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occurring. Through studies of dextrins made from amorphous amylopectin, granular

and retrograded cornstarch, amylose, and amylodextrin, it was concluded that those

portions of the molecule involved in crystallite formation undergo the greatest change on

dextrinization.

When amylose at pH 6.7 and 2.2% moisture is heated at 1758C, there is a sharp fall in the

DP and viscosity and a rise in reducing value during the first hour, indicating that the

glucosidic linkages are hydrolyzed. There is also a decrease in the extent of hydrolysis by b-

amylase. On continued heating, the DP, viscosity, and reducing values show relatively little

further change, while the extent of hydrolysis with b-amylase and linear polymer content

continue to decrease with time. This suggests that, after an initial hydrolysis, there is an

exchange of relatively labile (1!4) linkages for more stable (1!6) linkages, leading to

branched structures; the preparation of corn British gums and canary yellow dextrins was

also studied with the conclusion that the primary reaction in British gum manufacture is

transglucosidation. The products constitute the celebrated starch-based adhesives.

3.2.3.2.3 Repolymerization
Catalytic amounts of acid at high temperatures have been shown to polymerize glucose

latter stages of production of yellow or canary dextrin, the reducing values start to fall. There

is also a slight increase in viscosity and a decrease in the amount of yellow dextrin that will

dissolve in a 90% ethanol solution in water. There may be a polymerization of small molecules

into large, branched structures.

It is probable that hydrolysis is the predominant reaction in the production of lightly

converted white dextrins and in the early stages of manufacture of more highly converted

white dextrins. For yellow dextrins, hydrolysis predominates in the initial predrying stage,

followed by transglucosidation and, in the very advanced stage of conversion, possibly by

repolymerization.

3.2.3.3 Properties of Dextrins

White dextrins, British gums, and yellow dextrins have physical properties covering a very

wide range. The granules superficially resemble starch granules; however, those of yellow

dextrins and the more degraded British gums disintegrate in cold water, forming solutions.

Depending upon the extent of conversion, white dextrins show varying degrees of solubility in

water at room temperature. For the same degree of conversion, white dextrins are the least

soluble. British gums are much more soluble than white dextrins, and yellow dextrins are also

much soluble, partly because they are highly converted. While showing varying degrees of

solubility in water at room temperature, all dextrins are generally cooked or heated in water

for complete dispersion. The viscosities cover a wide range, depending upon the type and

degree of conversion. Lightly converted white dextrins and British gums will be cooked at

relatively low maximum concentrations (25%), while highly converted British gums and white

dextrins can be dispersed at concentrations of 50–55%. Yellow dextrins can be dispersed in

hot water and used at concentrations of up to about 70%.

The stability of the solutions of cooked dextrins varies widely. White dextrins, particularly

the less converted types, will set to firm pastes after cooking and cooling. The more converted

types show greater stability. British gums form cooked solutions that are much more

stable than their white-dextrin counterparts having comparable hot viscosity. The most stable

solutions are those formed by cooking yellow dextrins. As a general rule, the lower

the viscosity and darker the color of a given conversion, the greater the stability of its cooked

solutions.
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[cf. 40], yielding a product (polydextrose) with bulking and sweetening properties. In the



The color of pyroconversions may range from white to dark brown, depending upon the

type and degree of conversion. For the same degree of conversion as reflected in viscosity,

white dextrins have the lightest color. British gums and yellow dextrins are the darkest,

ranging from tan to brown. In general, within each type, the further the conversion, the

darker the color, and the higher the solubility.

The reducing value or dextrose equivalent (DE) of dextrins rises steadily as the conversion

With yellow dextrins, there is a steady rise during the early stages of conversion, while the

product is still fairly white; however, in the later stages, when the dextrin approaches 100%

solubility, the color darkens and the decrease in viscosity starts to level off, while the reducing

value reaches a peak and then starts decreasing with continued conversion. The reducing

value for white dextrins may range up to 10–12% depending upon the type and degree of

conversion. Yellow dextrins have reducing values of about 1–4%, and those of British gums

are even lower.

The film properties of dextrins are important factors in governing their usage as binders,

adhesives, and coatings; in fact, the adhesive properties of dextrins (gums), often in combin-

ation with other types of chemicals, are of considerable industrial importance. Films prepared

from sols of unmodified starch have higher tensile strength than those made from white

dextrins, British gums, or yellow dextrins. For a given type of conversion, the more extensive

the degree of conversion, the lower the tensile strength of its films. The advantage of dextrins

is that they can be cooked at much higher concentrations than unmodified starch. As a result,

films formed from their sols contain higher proportions of solids so that they dry faster, can

form thicker films, and have faster tack and greater ability to stick to surfaces shortly after

application. These advantages correlate with the extent of conversion and increase from white

dextrins, through British gums, to yellow dextrins.

As noted before, in the manufacture of most white dextrins, the predominant reaction

is hydrolysis. As a result, the degree of branching in corn white dextrins is minimal — about

2–3% [39] — so that linear molecules predominate. This is reflected in the limited stability of

corn dextrin pastes. In British gums, which rely primarily on heat for conversion, hydrolytic

reactions are minimized and transglucosidation predominates to produce highly branched

structures. The degree of branching in corn British gums may range up to 20–25% [40]. As a

result, British gums are dark in color and the molecules have less tendency to associate.

Cooked dispersions of British gums are relatively stable.

With yellow dextrins, which utilize catalytic amount of acid and high temperatures,

hydrolytic reactions predominate initially, followed by transglucosidation and possibly repo-

lymerization. The degree of branching is approximately 20%.

The quality of a dextrin can be governed by the base starch used in the dextrinization

process. Waxy starches, which are essentially free of amylose, will yield more stable white

dextrins than cornstarch or one of the other starches containing appreciable levels of amylose.

However, in British gums where transglucosidations predominate, the additional degree of

branching found in waxy starches is of minor significance. The base starch plays a significant

role in yellow-dextrin quality. Solutions of yellow dextrins from cornstarch are characterized

by a tendency to set back or paste in the absence of shear. They are thixotropic in behavior

and this property is associated with a minor quantity of linear material complexed with fatty

acids (0.65%) present in regular cornstarch. Waxy cornstarch, which contains minimal levels

of linear material (amylose) and lower levels of fatty acids, does not contain this fatty acid–

amylose complex; consequently, its yellow dextrins are not thixotropic. Tapioca and potato

starches contain appreciable levels of amylose; however, they lack the fatty acids to form the

complex, and solutions of yellow dextrins made from these starches do not show thixotropic

behavior.
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proceeds for white dextrins (see Chapter 4 with which this section has much in common).



3.2.4 APPLICATIONS OF CONVERTED STARCHES

3.2.4.1 Acid-Converted Starches

Acid-fluidity cornstarches are used primarily in applications requiring a lower viscosity and

higher concentration than is possible with unmodified cornstarch. It has been shown that

during acid conversion of cornstarch, the hot-paste viscosity dropped at a much more rapid

rate than the strength of the gel formed from its sol. The combination of low-viscosity (high-

fluidity) with a reasonable gel strength afforded by acid-converted cornstarch makes possible

the use of such starches, in the 60 fluidity range, in the manufacture of gum candies.

In the preparation of gum candies, a hot solution of sugar, flavoring, starch, and other

ingredients is cast or poured into molds. On extended cooling (often several days), the sol sets

to a gel and the finished gum candies are recovered. By the use of acid-converted cornstarch

of about 60 fluidity, it is possible to obtain a fluid, easily pourable hot sol comprising sugar,

flavoring, starch, etc., and also to obtain a rigid gel on cooling and ageing. High-amylose acid-

fluidity starch gels more rapidly than that from regular cornstarch; as a result, its use permits

faster production rates. Other applications may be in formulated foods where the high

viscosity of cornstarch rules out its use and a lower viscosity product that can be used at a

higher concentration is desired.

3.2.4.2 Oxidized Starch

Use of oxidized starches is primarily limited to formulated products where the instability of

acid-converted starches is objectionable. They also are used in starch batters and in breaded

foods, where they improve adhesion of the batter to fish and meat [41]. While economics may

be a drawback, gum confections made with hypochlorite-oxidized starch have longer shelf

life, better gelling characteristics, increased clarity, better taste, and quicker drying charac-

3.2.4.3 Dextrins

Pyrodextrins [41b] as a class are used as binders, coatings, and adhesives [42]. The selection of

the type and degree of conversion is determined by the requirements of the specific applica-

tion as regards the concentration of sol, color, film strength, ability to be moistened, tack, etc.

[43,44]. Typical application areas include use as binders for sugar in pan-coating confections

and drugs, surface coating of baked goods to impart gloss, etc. Highly soluble British gums

and yellow dextrins also find use as diluents or carriers for active food ingredients such as

flavorings, spices, colorants, etc. Here high solubility is essential to allow rapid dissolution in

water. The pharmaceutical industry has used white dextrins as slowly assimilable carbohy-

drate nutrient sources in the manufacture of antibiotics by fermentation. Yellow corn dextrin

is also used in the encapsulation of water-insoluble flavorings and oils. The process involves

slowly adding the flavoring or oil to a cooked solution of the dextrin while vigorously

agitating in a homogenizer. When the flavoring or oil has been emulsified, the system is

spray-dried to yield a dry powder in which the flavoring or oil is entrapped.

3.2.5 NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS

Acid-converted or acid-modified food starches represent an intermediate stage in the normal

digestion of starch in the human body, and therefore have often been regarded as normal

constituents of food. Dextrins are also seen as similar to intermediates in normal digestion,

and as analogous to products formed in the baking and toasting of bread; for this reason too,
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teristics than those made from acid-converted starch [cf.41a].



they may be considered as normal food constituents, useful as binders, and for their ability to

retain flavor and color [13]. However, pyrodextrination alters nutritional features. Modern

emphasis on the importance in the diet of resistant fiber has prompted many investigations

into the status of dextrinized starches as modifiers of nutritional properties. A large increase

in indigestible starch results from heating at 1408C for 3 h in the presence of catalytic HCl

[45], and other effects of processing have been shown [46,47]. Starch-derived dietary fiber may

be manufactured [48]. Thermochemical modification may also lead to a product suitable as a

‘‘fat replacer’’ [49]. However, the sought-after flattening out of a blood glucose versus time

indigestible dextrin is added to a nutritious starch in the diet according to the work of Wolf et

al. [50]. Both dextrinization and oxidation of starch had been shown [35] to limit the extent of

digestion, but not the rate. In general, most modifications reduce digestibility to an extent

depending on the degree of substitution (DS), but it was pointed out [1] that for example

oxidized starch, in the ranges specified for modified food starch, there is little difference in

digestibility as compared with unmodified starch.

3.3 CROSS-LINKED STARCHES

The purpose of cross-linking in the preparation of modified food starches is to reinforce with

chemical bonds the hydrogen bonds responsible for granule integrity. When native starches

are heated in water above the gelatinization temperature, the hydrogen bonds holding the

granules intact weaken, permitting the granules to swell tangentially and irreversibly to many

times their original volume while imbibing water [51]. As this occurs, the granules lose their

birefringence, the viscosity increases initially, and the dispersion becomes clear. On continued

cooking, the swollen granules collapse and fragment, releasing molecules, aggregates, and

fragments. The viscosity drops and the sol develops a cohesive, rubbery texture unsuitable for

food systems.

The extent and manner in which these changes occur depend upon a number of factors.

Root and waxy starches swell to a higher degree and give a higher viscosity than cereal

starches such as those of regular maize or wheat. They also show a greater drop in viscosity on

continued cooking and a greater tendency to develop cohesive rubbery textures. The acidity

of the cook also exerts a marked effect. Acidic conditions accelerate the initial swelling,

reduce the peak viscosity, increase the extent of viscosity breakdown, and decrease the

ultimate viscosity. High temperatures, such as those encountered during retorting, and

shear also promote these changes. Additives such as sucrose, dextrose, or other water-soluble,

hydroxyl-containing molecules will, if present in sufficient concentration, exert an inhibiting

action on the swelling of the granules [51,51a,b].

Cross-linked starches were developed to minimize or prevent granule rupture during the

cooking process, thus providing starches that give better ultimate viscosity and a short,

noncohesive, paste texture, in contrast to the cohesive, gummy textures associated with

unmodified starch dispersions.

The two types of cross-linked food starches are distarch adipates and distarch phosphates,

the former having a wide, hydrophobic spacer, and the latter ionic charge. Adipates are made

by treating an aqueous slurry of granular starch with an adipic–acetic mixed anhydride under

mildly alkaline conditions [52,53]. Since acetic anhydride is also present during the reaction,

some acetate groups will be introduced and the level depending on the amount of acetic

anhydride present in the mixed anhydride. After the desired level of treatment has been

reached, the slurry is neutralized and the starch is washed thoroughly, dewatered, and dried

been modified [55,56].
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graph, as illustrated in Chapter 18 for the addition of a hydrocolloid, does not occur when

[54]. This type of starch derivative is very widely used (see Section 3.5), and its preparation has



The other type of cross-linked starch is distarch phosphate. This is made by treating an

aqueous slurry of starch granules under alkaline conditions with either phosphorus oxychlor-

ide or sodium trimetaphosphate. In each case, after the desired level has been reached, the

The reagents used for cross-linking are destroyed through reaction with the hydroxyls on

the starch or hydrolysis by the water and alkali. The reaction byproducts, i.e., adipate,

acetate, or phosphate salts and sodium chloride, are largely removed by washing.

The extent of cross-linking that occurs in modified food starches is controlled by regula-

tion [59]. In the preparation of distarch adipate, treatment is limited to 0.12% of adipic

anhydride by weight of starch. The free and combined adipate in the starch is generally

below 0.09%. In the preparation of distarch phosphates, treatment is limited to a maximum of

1% of sodium trimetaphosphate by weight of starch or up to 0.1% phosphorus oxychloride;

the free and combined phosphate, calculated as phosphorus, must be no more than 0.04% by

weight for distarch phosphate made from cereal starch other than wheat, 0.11% for that made

from wheat, and 0.14% for that made from potato starch.

The limits set by regulation reflect the maximum treatment or cross-linking levels neces-

sary to achieve the properties desired in food applications, and are very low. In most

products, there may be only one cross-link in every 1000–2000 or more AGU. The level is

low because relatively few cross-links are required to have a profound effect on the rheo-

logical properties of the cooked starch and the manner in which the starch behaves during the

cooking cycle as such and in the presence of acids.

This is demonstrated in Figure 3.1, which shows the effect of only one cross-link in 1330

AGU on the behavior of waxy cornstarch when aqueous suspensions are cooked at 6%

concentration in a Brabender viscograph. Under neutral and acidic conditions (pH 3), the

viscosity of raw (unmodified) waxy cornstarch rises rapidly above the gelatinization tempera-

ture to a peak and then drops rapidly on continued heating. This drop corresponds to the

rupturing and collapse of the swollen granules. Acidic conditions aggravate the breakdown in

viscosity. With only one cross-link per 1330 AGU (anhydra-glucose units), the behavior of

the starch is altered drastically. Under neutral conditions, the swollen granules maintain their

integrity and do not reach maximum hydration. When cooked in acid, they develop and

maintain granule integrity and viscosity to a much greater extent than raw waxy cornstarch.

Cross-linked waxy
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FIGURE 3.1 Effect of mild cross-linking on viscosity of waxy cornstarch and raw waxy cornstarch under

neutral and acidic conditions. (From Wurzburg, O.B., Handbook of Food Additives, 2nd ed. (T.E. Furia,

Ed.), CRC Press, Cleveland, 1972. With permission.)
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starch is recovered as described above [54, cf. 57, see also 58].



The effect of cross-linking (one cross-link per 1330 AGU) is to give a cooked product that

has a short, salve-like, palatable texture, whereas the raw, waxy cornstarch is gummy, cohesive,

swollen granule to rupture and lose viscosity. While one cross-link per 1330 AGU eliminates the

peak in viscosity of waxy cornstarch, there are lower levels where the viscosity will equal the

peak value and then level off. As the level of cross-linking increases above one per 1330 AGU,

there will be a progressive increase in the granules’ resistance to swelling. Eventually, as the level

of cross-linking rises far above the level permitted by regulation, the starch granuleswill become

resistant to gelatinization under neutral conditions.

Through variations in the extent of cross-linking, a wide range of modified food starches

can be tailored to meet the demands of a broad variety of food applications, involving

processing temperatures ranging from mild cooking to the high temperatures associated

with retorted foods and aseptic processing. Likewise, cross-linking may be varied to

provide optimal viscosity under a wide range of acidities [51,54]. It also increases the

resistance of the swollen granules to shear so that the viscosity of cross-linked starch

dispersions does not break down under mechanical agitation as does that of dispersions of

unmodified starches.

3.3.1 FOOD APPLICATIONS FOR CROSS-LINKED STARCHES

Cross-linked as well as cross-linked and stabilized starches are extensively used throughout

the food industry to thicken, stabilize, and texturize food systems. They also play an import-

ant role in suspending other food ingredients to provide nutritionally uniform foods. They are

used in the preparation of pie fillings, bread [60], puddings, baby foods, soups and sauces [61],

gravies, salad dressings, etc., and for retorted foods and aseptic processing. These starches not

only play a major role in terms of the properties of the final product, lessening retrogradation

[58], but are also an important factor in facilitating processing and storage.

3.3.2 NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS

While cross-linking enhances the strength of the swollen granule, it has little effect on the

ability of amylases to attack such granules (within 10 s), and since the level of cross-links is

extremely low there is little detectable effect on the digestibility and nutritional value of

starch. In vitro studies have shown that distarch adipates and distarch phosphates cross-

linked within the limits set by regulation approach native starches in digestibility. In vitro

digestibility with amyloglucosidase of waxy maize starch treated with 0.15% adipic acid in a

1:3 adipic–acetic mixed anhydride was 98% that of unmodified waxy cornstarch [60], even

though the level of adipic treatment was 20% higher than the maximum used in making

distarch adipate for food use. In vitro digestibility by amyloglucosidase of waxy cornstarch

cross-linked with 0.035, 0.070, and 0.100% phosphorus oxychloride ranged from 98 to 96%

that of unmodified starch [60]; in vitro digestibility by pancreatin of cornstarch or potato

starch treated with 0.05 or 0.1% phosphorus oxychloride was likewise similar to that of

unmodified starch.

In vivo studies of acetylated distarch adipate made by treatment with a mixed anhydride

containing 0.2% adipic acid and 5.5% acetic anhydride in an adipic–acetic mixed anhydride

indicated that the caloric value was equal to that of the control over a 28-day period. In this

case, the level of adipic acid in the treatment was 67% higher than the maximum used in

making distarch adipate food starch [62,63]. Caloric values of distarch phosphates made by

treating waxy cornstarch with 0.03 or 0.1% phosphorus oxychloride and milo starch with

trimetaphosphate were comparable to that of unmodified control starch [62,63].
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and elastic [cf. 1,137]. The cross-links, by toughening the granule, decrease the tendency of the



Body weight gains of 3-day-old Pitman–Moore miniature pigs, fed for 25 days on

formulated diets containing as 24% of the calories acid-hydrolyzed waxy cornstarch cross-

linked with 0.08% phosphorus oxychloride, were similar to those fed the control starch. There

were no statistically significant differences in organ weights expressed as percentage of body

weight, or in blood or urea chemistry [62,64].

Since the level of cross-linking is extremely low, a tagged study using acetylated distarch

adipate made with 14C-labeled adipic acid was run on the rat. After 25 h, 70.5% of the activity

of the labeled starch was recovered in the respired air. Most of the balance was recovered in

the feces and the rest in the urine [62,63]. From this, it would appear that the bulk of the

adipate cross-link is hydrolyzed during digestion.

When fed to rats, starches that resist enzymic attack in the stomach and upper intestine

may be subjected to microbial attack in the cecum, causing flatulence and enlargement of

the cecum. Distarch phosphate made in accordance with treatment levels permitted in

modified food starches did not cause cecal enlargement when fed at 16% dietary level [65].

From this and other studies, it is reasonable to conclude that starches cross-linked within the

levels permitted by regulation are comparable to unmodified starch in digestibility and

nutrition.

3.4 STABILIZED FOOD STARCHES

This category of modified food starches covers those modifications made by reacting some of

the hydroxyl groups on the starch molecules with monofunctional reagents to introduce

substituent groups. In most instances, the primary purpose of this type of treatment is to

stabilize the amylose against retrogradation and the amylopectin fraction against intermo-

lecular association. Specific functional properties may also be introduced through some

substituent groups.

Amylose present in starch dispersions is very susceptible to retrogradation, which is

caused by intermolecular association between hydroxyls on adjacent molecules. Retrograd-

ation is responsible for the tendency of cornstarch cooks to become opaque and form rigid gel

structures on cooling. Whereas amylopectin present in starch dispersions normally is not

prone to retrograde as is amylose at room temperature, it tends to develop intermolecular

associations between linear segments of its branches if stored at low temperatures for an

extended time or if frozen. This phenomenon may be responsible for loss of clarity, gelling,

and loss of water-holding capacity (syneresis) of amylopectin-containing sols during

freezing or storage at low temperature. The linearity of the amylose and portions of the

branches in amylopectin is considered to be the major factor causing retrogradation (staling)

or intermolecular and interbranch association [66–68]. Through the introduction of substitu-

ent groups onto amylose and branches of amylopectin by reaction with monofunctional

reagents, the linearity can be interrupted and the molecules and branches can be sterically

hindered so they can no longer approach each other closely enough to establish such

association [69].

The four major types of modified food starches prepared by reacting starch with mono-

functional reagents are starch acetates, starch monophosphates, starch succinate and

sodium octenyl succinate, and hydroxypropyl starch ether. In all but the monophosphates,

the substituent group is reacted with starch granules in aqueous slurries. The reactions are

such as acid hydrolysis or subsequent dextrinization or on cross-linked starches.

Byproducts are removed by washing. The monophosphates are made by reaction on dry

starch.
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usually performed on unmodified starch, in combination (see Section 3.5) with conversions



3.4.1 STARCH ACETATES

Food-grade starch acetates, which were the first stabilized, modified food starches made

commercially, are limited to those prepared by esterifying granular starch with either acetic

anhydride or vinyl acetate. In the former case, an aqueous suspension of granular starch is

treated with acetic anhydride under mildly alkaline conditions (Figure 3.2) [70,71]. Care must

be taken to maintain the pH at 8–9.5 for optimal reaction efficiency. High pH and elevated

temperatures promote hydrolysis of the anhydride and starch acetate. Usually a 3% sodium

hydroxide solution is the preferred alkali. Much stronger concentrations are apt to gelatinize

the starch.

An alternate approach for the preparation of starch acetates, acetylation with vinyl

acetate, involves treating an aqueous suspension of granular starch under alkaline conditions

(pH 7.5–12.5) with vinyl acetate, the alkali acting as a catalyst. Reaction efficiencies of

65–70% were observed when sodium carbonate was used at pH 9–10 and temperatures of

25–428C for 45–60 min. The reaction occurs with liberation of acetaldehyde, which can be

removed by washing [72].

By regulation, the amount of acetic anhydride or vinyl acetate used to make food starch

acetates cannot exceed that necessary to introduce 2.5% acetyl groups on an anhydro basis.

This corresponds to a DS approaching 0.1. Most commercial products contain significantly

lower levels of acetyl groups. The tendency of cornstarch cooks to set to a rigid gel is

significantly reduced at a DS of 0.0275 and almost eliminated at 0.05 DS. As well as

decreasing the tendency of cornstarch to form gels on cooling and ageing, acetyl substitution

decreases the opacity of the cooled starch sols; the higher the substitution, the greater the

clarity. However, this does not have as pronounced an effect on the sol stability of root

starches, such as potato and tapioca (cassava), or of cereal waxy starches.

In addition to stabilizing the starch against retrogradation and intermolecular association,

acetyl substituents weaken granule structure slightly so that swelling and gelatinization can

take place at lower temperatures. These effects are demonstrated by a Brabender visco/amylo/

graph analysis that shows pasting temperatures and peak viscosities. For example, cornstarch

containing 1.8% acetyl pastes at a temperature 68C lower than its unmodified counterpart and

reaches its peak viscosity at a temperature 108C lower [72].

Acetylation plays a particularly important role in the case of high-amylose starches (55–

70% amylose), where cooking at 90–1008C does not disperse these starches, and temperatures

of about 1608C are required. Acetylation, on the other hand, lowers gelatinization tempera-

ture enough to permit cooking under milder and more economical conditions.

STOH + CH3C + NaOH

O

O

O

OO

CH3C

STOC    CH3 + CH3C    ONa + H2O

FIGURE 3.2 Acetylation of starch (ST) with acetic anhydride under mildly alkaline conditions.
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While starch acetates are fairly stable chemically under mildly to moderately acidic

conditions and perform well in most foods, the acetate groups are sensitive to alkaline

hydrolysis. At pH 11, starch acetate (1.8% acetyl) is completely deacetylated for 4 h at 258C
[72]. High-processing temperatures at neutral or slightly alkaline pH will tend to promote

some deacetylation.

Acetylation plays an important part in stabilizing cornstarch, acid-converted corn-

starches, and acid-converted waxy, tapioca, or potato starches. However, its major role is

in the stabilization of cross-linked root-type starches. While cross-linking strengthens

the starch granule, modifies the texture of dispersed or cooked starch, and minimizes

viscosity breakdown during prolonged cooking or high-temperature cooking under acidic

conditions or by mechanical shear, it does little toward stabilizing the dispersed root-type

starch against intermolecular association; acetylation of the modified starch is widely utilized

to achieve this.

Cross-linked root-type starches are widely used in food because of their texture, clarity,

and tolerance to acid, heat, and shear. However, in spite of their known stability, their sols or

dispersions develop undesirable properties when exposed to storage at low temperatures or

freezing; they lose their ability to hold water and, as a result, synerese. At the same time, their

sols become opaque and form gels, losing their salve-like texture. This is believed to be caused

by intermolecular association between linear segments of the amylopectin as well as, in the

case of tapioca and potato, the amylose fraction. This phenomenon can be minimized or

eliminated through the introduction of acetyl groups into the molecules. In this way, the

linearity of the amylopectin branches or amylose is sufficiently disturbed to sterically

prevent the linear segments from approaching one another closely enough to permit hydrogen

bonding.

3.4.1.1 Applications

Acetylated cornstarch is used as a replacement for cornstarch in applications where resistance

to gelling is desired. As noted before, high-amylose starch acetates find use in the manufac-

ture of gummed candies. However, most of the applications for acetylated starches center

around acetylated cross-linked starches, particularly waxy corn, tapioca, and potato. These

products are extensively used throughout the food industry in a large variety of foods

including baked goods, canned pie fillings, canned cream-type corn, sauces, retorted soups,

foods processed by continuous sterilization instead of by conventional retorting, frozen foods

[73], baby foods, salad dressings [74], and snack foods.

3.4.1.2 Nutritional Aspects

In vitro enzymic digestibility studies indicate that acetyl substituent groups interfere with the

extent to which amylases digest acetylated starches [75]. The in vitro digestibilities with

amyloglucosidase of acetylated cornstarches containing 1.50 and 2.41% acetyl levels were

84 and 69% that of unmodified cornstarch [63]. Other studies indicate reduced digestibility of

starch acetates when exposed in vitro to pancreatin and porcine mucosal enzymes [63].

While in vitro enzyme studies provide an indication of the susceptibility of a starch to

digestion by specific amylases, they do not provide a reliable measure of in vivo digestibility.

The digestion and absorption of starches and modified starches is an integrated rather than

sequential process. It also involves exposure to alkaline conditions during the digestive

process, which could promote hydrolysis of the acetate groups.

Caloric value studies on acetylated starches as well as acetylated and cross-linked starches

have indicated no significant difference between acetylated starch and its unmodified
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counterpart. It appears that acetylated starches having an acetyl content within the limits set

by regulation are comparable to unmodified starches.

3.4.2 STARCH PHOSPHATES (MONOESTER)

These monosubstituted modified starches are phosphate esters of starch in which only one

starch hydroxyl is esterified by phosphoric acid to form the monoester, in contrast to the

distarch phosphates discussed previously, in which two starch hydroxyls are esterified with

the same phosphoric acid moiety (cross-linked starch).

The phosphate groups may be introduced onto starch to form the monoester by reaction

of granular starch with water-soluble ortho-, pyro-, or tripolyphosphates in the dry state with

heating, or by adding the phosphate to an aqueous slurry of granular starch, adjusting the pH

if necessary, mixing, then filtering, and drying the impregnated starch. The dried starch may

then be pulverized and heat reacted at ca. 120–1708C to effect the phosphorylation. The

heating may be done in conventional dextrinizing equipment, fluidized bed reactors, or

rotating drums containing heated tubes. Modified wheat starch prepared using sodium

tripolyphosphate was found by 31P-NMR spectroscopy to be esterified mainly at the primary

positions (O–6), with lower levels of substitution at O–3 and some at O–2 [76].

An alternate approach to impregnation of the starch in an aqueous slurry is to spray a

solution of the phosphate salt onto dry starch; this is followed by blending, drying, and

heating as above to 120–1708C to effect phosphorylation. The pH at which the impregnated

starch is heated is critical and usually within the range of 5.5–6.0 for orthophosphates. Low

pH causes hydrolysis of the starch, resulting in thinning and drowning, while high pH

increases the chances of cross-linking through formation of distarch phosphates [77,78].

Starch monophosphates for use as modified food starches may be made by treating starch

with mono- or disodium orthophosphate or sodium tripolyphosphates to a residual phos-

phate content, calculated as phosphorus, not to exceed 0.4% [59]. Since native potato starch

contains 0.07–0.09% phosphorus and wheat starch 0.055%, the upper limit for phosphoryl-

ated potato or wheat starch may range up to 0.5%. The reaction of starch with sodium

orthophosphate or tripolyphosphate proceeds as shown in Figure 3.3. Monophosphate

groups stabilize starch not only by sterically interfering with the linearity of the amylose

and branch segments of the amylopectin but also by imparting anionic charges (which repel

one another) to the starch molecules, transforming them into anionic polyelectrolytes.

O

O

OSTOH + NaO

+ Na3HP2O7

STOH + NaO

NaO

NaO

NaO

NaO
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FIGURE 3.3 Phosphorylation of starch with disodium orthophosphate or sodium tripolyphosphate.
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Starch monophosphates form dispersions that have higher viscosities, greater clarity, and

better stability than their unmodified counterparts [77]. Monophosphate substituent groups

lower the gelatinization temperature of starch markedly. At 0.07 DS, which is considerably

higher than found in modified food starch, the starch monophosphate gelatinization tem-

perature is lowered to the point where the starch swells in cold water [71].

Aqueous dispersions of starch monophosphate are stable at low temperatures and to

freezing [77]. They are, however, polyelectrolytes and, as such, are sensitive to hard water and

interact with polyvalent cations.

3.4.2.1 Applications

Phosphorylated starch and phosphorylated distarch phosphates may be used as thickeners

and stabilizers for food systems. They provide fairly clear, stable dispersions suitable for use

in thickening food systems having improved freeze–thaw stability [77]. However, because of

their anionic character and sensitivity to polyvalent cations, they work best in foods that are

salt-free or acidic, though phosphorylated starch (and dextrin) has the capability of increasing

the solubility of calcium phosphate [78]. Phosphorylated starch oligosaccharides too have

important applications [79].

Caution must be observed since the literature contains a number of references to patents

covering phosphorylated starch products for use in various foods; however, many of these

involve the use of products containing phosphate groups at levels above those permitted by

regulation for modified food starches in all countries, with the possible exception of Japan

3.4.2.2 Nutritional Aspects

As mentioned above, the allowed upper limit of phosphorus in food monostarch phosphates

is some five times what is present in native potato starch [59]. A study of 32P-labeled starch

phosphate indicated that the phosphate moiety is metabolized in a manner similar to that of

inorganic phosphate [63]. In vitro pancreatic digestibility of phosphate distarch phosphate

from potato starch by pancreatin and porcine intestinal amylase was reduced compared to

unmodified starch. In general, however, in vivo studies showed that rats as well as minipigs fed

the phosphorylated distarch phosphate had weight gains comparable to those experienced by

animals fed unmodified starch, indicating that the in vivo digestibilities of the test starch and

control are comparable.

3.4.3 STARCH SUCCINATE AND SODIUM OCTENYL SUCCINATE

A type of modified starch, which is a lightly substituted starch half-ester of sodium octenyl

succinate. It is prepared by treating an aqueous suspension of starch with octenyl succinic

anhydride in accordance with the patent of Caldwell and Wurzburg [82] covering substituted

polysaccharide materials. Starch succinate [37,58,83–85] and the related, unsaturated maleate

[86] have attracted recent attention.

Reaction is carried out by slowly adding up to 3.0% octenyl succinic anhydride to a

suspension of granular starch while maintaining the pH at about 7.0 or higher and agitating

maximum level of treatment for this type of modified food starch is 3.0% by regulation.

The maximum DS is about 0.02, which corresponds to one octenyl monosuccinate substituent

group for about every 50 AGU. The reaction may be performed on native, acid-converted, or

bleached starch, or the modified native starch may be subjected to acid conversion, bleaching,

or dextrinization in order to modify its viscosity and other properties.
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vigorously. The reaction proceeds as shown in Figure 3.4, where R is an octenyl moiety. The

(see Refs. [80,81]).



Starch octenyl succinate half-ester may be present either as the sodium salt, i.e., starch

sodium octenyl succinate, or as the acid, depending upon the pH. As with substituents such as

acetates or phosphate, the octenyl succinate half-ester substituent interrupts the linearity of

the amylose and branched portions of the amylopectin, stabilizing the starch dispersions

against gelling or pasting; they show increased viscosity, and exhibit slightly lower gelatin-

ization temperatures [87].

The combination of the hydrophobic octenyl group with the carboxyl or sodium carbox-

ylate group contributes new functionality to the starch, namely, the ability to stabilize oil-

in-water emulsions [13]. In addition, the carboxyl group provides a site for reaction with

A free-flowing, water-repellent starch powder can be produced by esterifying an aqueous

suspension of granular starch with 2% octenyl succinic anhydride to form the half-ester —

starch sodium octenyl succinate — and then reacting the carboxylate ion with aluminum

sulfate to form starch aluminum octenyl succinate. If the resulting product is then filtered,

washed, dewatered, and dried, it will form a free-flowing, water-repellent dusting powder and

dehydrating agent.

3.4.3.1 Applications

Starch sodium octenyl succinate products having a broad range of viscosities are used for the

stabilization of oil-in-water emulsions in food and pharmaceutical applications. They find use

in the stabilization of flavor or clouding oils in emulsion concentrates for use in the prepar-

ation of nonalcoholic beverages [87]. Cold water-soluble, low-viscosity types made by spray

drying or drum drying low-viscosity starch sodium octenyl succinate are effective replace-

ments for gum arabic in the preparation of emulsion concentrates of flavors or spray-dried

flavors, and clouding agents for use in the preparation of beverages [87]. High-viscosity

modifications are effective stabilizers for use in heavy mayonnaise-type salad dressings, to

keep the oil from separating.

Other areas of application include use as emulsion stabilizers in coffee whiteners, and in

hypoallergenic infant food formulas [88]. The rate at which encapsulated oils such as vitamin

A are released by moisture can also be retarded by using the octenyl succinate half-ester of

amylose.

3.4.3.2 Nutritional Aspects

Starch sodium octenyl succinate derivatives of waxy cornstarch and acid-hydrolyzed waxy

cornstarch showed in vitro digestibilities that ranged from 83 to 98% of the values of the

unmodified counterparts, depending upon whether glucoamylase, pancreatic a-amylase, or

human salivary amylase was used. The highest relative in vitro digestibility (98%) was

obtained with human salivary amylase.

STOH  +  C     C     R  +  NaOH STO            C     C     R  +  H2O

N aO            C              CH2

O 

O H

C     CH2

O

O

O H

FIGURE 3.4 Reaction of starch with substituted succinic anhydride (octenyl succinic anhydride).
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polyvalent cations such as aluminum [cf. 37].



An in vivo caloric availability study on rats fed either 2.74 g of a basal diet or the basal diet

supplemented with 1.5 or 3.0 g of cornstarch, 1.5 or 3.0 g of starch sodium octenyl succinate,

or 0.75, 1.5, 3.0, or 4.5 g of sucrose for a 4-week period showed that the weight gains of the

test animals were similar to those fed cornstarch [89]. The above and subsequent feeding

studies at feeding levels ranging up to 30% of the diet indicated that rats fed starch sodium

octenyl succinate showed growth rates comparable to those fed unmodified starch. On the

basis of these observations, it appears that the nutritional value of starch sodium octenyl

succinate is comparable to that of unmodified starch.

3.4.4 HYDROXYPROPYLATED STARCHES

The hydroxyalkylation of cellulose and starch pastes or dispersions under alkaline conditions,

and of granular starch suspensions, has been known for many years. Food-grade hydroxypro-

pylated starches may be prepared by reacting a concentrated (40–45%) aqueous suspension of

starch granules with propylene oxide in the presence of sodium hydroxide (0.5–1.0% of the dry

weightof the starch), added to the rapidly agitated starch suspensionasa3–7%solution inwater.

To minimize or prevent gelatinization or swelling of the starch granules, the reactions are

normally performed in the presence of sodium sulfate, added directly to the aqueous starch

slurry prior to the addition of sodium hydroxide. Depending upon the desired DS, the

amount of propylene oxide added to the starch suspension may range up to 10% of the dry

weight of the starch. The reaction should be conducted in a closed, sealed tank. An inert

atmosphere is recommended because of the low flash point of propylene oxide. Reaction

temperatures usually range from 38 to 528C, and the reaction proceeds for 24 h. Below 388C,

the rate of reaction is very slow, but there is serious danger of swelling the starch granule at

temperatures above 528C [90].

The reaction proceeds as shown in Figure 3.5. The hydroxypropylation appears to take

the reaction, the excess sodium hydroxide is neutralized, the pH is adjusted, and the hydroxy-

propylated starch is recovered and purified by washing, dewatering, and drying.

Most hydroxypropylated starches used in the food industry are sold as hydroxypropylated

distarch phosphate. Such products require a subsequent treatment to introduce phosphate

cross-links after the hydroxypropylation reaction. The waxy barley derivative phosphorylated

by POCl3 in alkaline sodium sulfate showed superior freeze–thaw stability to those formed

from waxy maize and tapioca starches [92].

The level of propylene oxide or level of hydroxypropyl substitution as well as the level of

phosphorus in the cross-link and the purity of hydroxypropylated or hydroxypropyl distarch

phosphate are controlled by regulation. The process limitation set by the Food and Agricul-

ture Organization of the United Nations is 10% maximum propylene oxide [93,94].

3.4.4.1 Applications

Hydroxypropyl starch, particularly hydroxypropylated distarch phosphate, expands the

functionality of modified starches significantly. Acetylation and phosphorylation stabilize

STOH  +  NaOH

STO — CH2 
CH — CH3  +  NaOH

OH

STONa  +  H
2
O

STONa  +  H2C — CH — CH3  +  H2O— —

O

FIGURE 3.5 Hydroxypropylation of starch.
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place primarily on the secondary hydroxyl at the C-2 position [89, cf. 91]. After completion of



starch or cross-linked starches through the introduction of ester linkages. These are effective

stabilizing groups for use in foods processed and stored under acidic or mildly acidic

conditions (pH 5–6). However, they are sensitive to partial hydrolysis in foods processed

and stored at high temperatures. The hydroxypropyl groups are linked to starch through

ether linkages, which are chemically more stable than ester linkages, particularly at pH> 6.0,

at high temperatures, and during the long retort times associated with processing high-pH

foods such as cream soups, retorted milk-based puddings, etc.

Another advantage of the hydroxypropylated products is that, generally, they have a

higher level of substitution than products stabilized with ester linkages. Thus they may have a

DS of up to 0.2 compared to about 0.1 for acetates. This extra level of substitution contributes

to greater low-temperature stability, making them particularly suitable for application in

foods where storage stability at low temperatures must be maximized, as in frozen foods. The

gelatinization behavior of hydroxypropyl wheat [95], potato [96], and rice starches [97,98] has

been measured and the applicability of the products assessed, including the effects of cross-

linking when this is incorporated into the modification process.

In addition to applications based on the direct use of hydroxypropylated starches in food

systems, hydroxypropyl starch may be used as a raw material in the production of starch

hydrolysates with lower caloric values than sucrose or regular starch hydrolysates, and with

noncariogenic properties. Kesler et al. [99] described the use of hydroxypropyl starch having a

substitution of 5–40% hydroxypropyl groups by weight as a raw material for making starch

hydrolysates having a DE of 1–30%, fermentable equivalent (FE) of 5–35%, and capable of

forming a fluid aqueous syrup at a solid concentration of at least 60%. Subsequently Quarles

and Alexander [100] patented the production of a hydroxypropyl starch hydrolysate contain-

ing more than 15% by weight of polymers having DPs in the range of 2–6 and DE values from

~20 to 45. The products of this invention are reduced-calorie bulking agents with improved

water-holding properties and freeze–thaw resistance, for use with high-intensity artificial

sweeteners.

3.4.4.2 Nutritional Aspects

Hydroxypropylation of starch reduces its in vitro digestibility, the extent depending upon the

DS. The hydroxypropyl substituent, because of its ether linkage, is not susceptible to hy-

drolysis during digestion [62]. Those anhydroglucose segments containing hydroxypropyl

moieties are mainly excreted in the feces as hydroxypropyl maltose, dihydroxypropyl mal-

totriose, and dihydroxypropyl maltotetraose [101]. At abnormally high dietary levels, it

appears that the rate of digestion is slowed when the DS is high. However, in foods containing

hydroxypropylated starch or hydroxypropylated distarch phosphate, the amount of the

modified starch in the food seldom exceeds 5–6%, so that the actual daily intake should be

well below 1%. The latter derivative reduces Zn and Fe absorption, but not that of Ca and Mg

[102], to an extent dependent on the DS.

Miniature pigs fed hydroxypropylated cross-linked starch at about 25% dietary level for

25 days showed growth comparable to pigs fed the control starch [64]. Studies on rats in

which hydroxypropyl distarch phosphate was fed for 90 days at dietary levels of 5, 10, and

25% showed that growth and efficiency of food utilization at 5 or 10% level were comparable

to that for rats fed control starch [63]. From these and other experiments, it appears that at

the dietary levels used in foods, hydroxypropylated starches approach unmodified starches in

nutritional value; on the other hand, digestibility may be reduced by coating with nondiges-
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3.5 AUXILIARY AND ALTERNATIVE MODIFICATION

The functionality of cross-linked, stabilized, and stabilized cross-linked food starches may be

further enhanced by auxiliary modifications. These may involve combination of conversions

such as acid conversion or pyroconversion with cross-linking or stabilization treatments in

order to lower the viscosity of the modification, permitting usage at higher concentrations.

Other combinations included the bleaching of cross-linked, stabilized, or stabilized cross-

linked starches in order to meet rigid microbiological standards regarding thermophilic

organisms for modifications used in retorted foods.

The properties of cross-linked, stabilized, and stabilized cross-linked starches may

be modified further through treatment with enzymes capable of degrading or rupturing the

a-D-(1!4)- and a-D-(1!6) linkages between glucosyl residues. Cross-linked starches may be

treated with enzymes such as b-amylase to shorten the external branches of the amylopectin

fraction and thus increase the freeze–thaw or low-temperature stability of starch thickeners

for pie fillings, puddings, etc. [103]. Stabilized modified food starches, such as partially

hydrolyzed starches containing substituent groups like sodium octenyl succinate half-esters,

may have their external branches partly digested by b-amylase to improve the stability of their

dispersions to ageing [104]. Auxiliary treatments of modified starches with endo-a-(1!6)-

glucohydrolases, such as pullulanase or isoamylase, may be used to remove the outer

branches of amylopectin and form short-linear segments from the branches. The approach

lowers the viscosity and improves the set time for the fluidity starches used in making jelly

gum candies [105]. It also produces starches having lubricating, fat-like textures, and ther-

mally reversible gels [106]. Such products are possible caseinate replacements in imitation

cheeses [107].

In addition, extensive use is made of techniques to weaken or destroy the crystalline

structures responsible for the integrity of the granule. The primary objective is to produce

modified food starch that will swell in cold or tepid water or milk, eliminating the need to cook

the modified starch. Products of this type are widely used in cold-water-dispersible dry mixes

for making desserts, puddings, and pie fillings. They also find use in food formulations

designed for microwave cooking. Such products are prepared by swelling the starches by

heating with water and drum drying or spray drying the swollen granules to yield a dry product,

which swells on agitation in cold water or milk, forming a dispersion of modified starch.

Drum drying is the most widely used technique for making pregelatinized or cold-water

swelling modified food starches. Basically, it involves passing cooked or partially cooked

starch over heated cylinders or between heated cylinders to dehydrate or cook and dehydrate

the aqueous starch mix, giving a dried starch film, which is removed from the metal surface by

means of a knife blade and then pulverized to yield a pregelatinized or cold-water swelling

starch.

The cylinders or drums may be heated by steam or a heat exchanger. While the basic

principle is simple, there is a great deal of art and know-how associated with the design of

drum dryers and their use. There are a multiplicity of configurations possible in the arrange-

ment of drums, feed rolls, knives, etc. [71].

The starch may be fed to the drums in the form of a moist filter cake, a slurry of starch

granules in water, or as a cooked paste produced by gelatinizing a high-solids starch slurry in

a heat exchanger or high-temperature jet cooker; solids may range up to 44% if the starch is

fed as a slurry or cake. Under such conditions, the drum system serves to swell the granules as

well as dry the resulting dispersion. With starch that has been precooked, the drum dryer

simply dehydrates the gelatinized starch.

Spray drying has also been used to produce pregelatinized starches. Normally this requires

precooking the starch before spray drying. This may be done by means of high-temperature
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continuous cookers. However, it requires operation at lower solids content than drum drying

and is more costly.

An improved spray-drying method overcomes some of the problems associated with the

solids viscosity limitations of the precooked starch feed by introducing an aqueous slurry of

granular starch into a set of atomizing orifices. The atomized slurry then contacts high-

pressure steam in an outer chamber of the same nozzle, which has dual atomizing chambers.

The steam cooks the starch while it is in an atomized state. Further improvements in the

economics of spray drying have been made by feeding a moist cake of ungelatinized starch,

comprising 75% starch and water, into an exhaust pipe containing a hot exhaust gas stream

from a sonic pulse jet combustion engine that atomizes the starch cake. The mix is maintained

in the exhaust pipe for a time sufficient to gelatinize and dry the atomized starch, and the

pregelatinized powder is then recovered [108,109].

Another approach to improving the dispersibility of pregelatinized starches is to agglom-

erate the fines by exposure to a fine mist of water. Normally this would introduce another

process step. However, a continuous process for producing agglomerated spray-dried starch

has been developed by aligning two or more spray cook nozzles in the drying tower so that

their spray patterns intersect. The point of intersection must be distant enough from the

nozzles to avoid clumping and close enough that the fine particles will adhere and build up

agglomerates [110].

Spray-dried starches are characterized by spherical particles, whereas drum-dried

starches, depending upon the configuration and type of dryer, may give flat particles if the

thin sheets are formed on the drum or cubical particles if thick sheets are formed. The type of

particle produced by the drum drying and subsequent grinding and sifting operation is critical

in its effect upon the manner of dispersion of the material on mixing with water.

The production of readily dispersible pregelatinized starch is a complex art involving

classification by particle size, use of additives, ageing, humidifying, etc. Very fine, thin

particles tend to hydrate rapidly, causing lumping, while coarse particles hydrate more slowly

but are apt to produce grainy dispersions [71]. Drum drying the starch with sugar, fat, or salt

reduces lumping tendencies. Ageing of the dried powders may also have beneficial effects on

mixing properties.

In addition to conventional mechanical approaches, cold-water swelling properties can also

be imparted to starch by heating granular starch at temperatures that destroy granular

crystallinity in the presence of a variety of materials that inhibit the actual swelling of the

granule. A number of patents have been issued covering these approaches. Perhaps the most

pertinent in terms of cold-water swelling is that modified food starches involve hydroxypro-

pylation of cross-linked granular starch in an ethanol–water or propanol–water mix at tem-

peratures above 1008C. The resulting product, after purification, shows cold-water swelling

properties [111].

Freeze–thaw-stable flavoring compositions suitable for soft drinks have been patented

in which a variety of extruded starch derivatives involving modification methods in

pairs are shown to be comparable with gum arabic in their efficiency. To the essential

oil, acetylated or hydroxypropylated distarch phosphate or acetylated distarch adipate is

added as an encapsulating or emulsifying agent [112]; the resulting emulsion does not

separate after four or more freeze–thaw cycles. An encapsulating coating has similarly been

prepared from acetylated oxidized starch [113], and another dual-modified food starch for

use in retort food processing by oxidation of a waxy or root starch followed by hydroxyalk-

ylation [114].

In modern times, the availability of analytical techniques applicable to polymers gener-

ally, and in the present instance to modified starches, has resulted in a broadening of the

range of ether and ester derivatives of some industrial importance. Their application to foods
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is, of course, limited by safety constraints, only those having relatively low DS are likely to be

the most successful in the quest for approval.

In the early 1990s, numbers of cationic starches (counterparts of anionic starch succinate

monoesters) having short-alkyl branches terminating in NR2 and NR3
þ groups were prepared

using reagents with epoxy- or halogen-reacting centers [12]; they were found to show de-

creased gelatinization temperature, increased paste viscosity, and good paste stability on

account of like-charge repulsions. Used particularly in the paper industry, new products of

this type with both low and high degrees of substitution have been described [115,116].

Of a long series of papers on derivatized starch, the first two [117,118] describe a mild,

controlled tosylation using graded quantities of tosyl chloride in N,N-dimethylacetamide/

LiCl to give products with DS from 0.4 to 2. O–2 is esterified most rapidly than O–6 and O–3

(contrast tritylation at the primary hydroxyl group). In a similar way, gelatinized starch in

LiCl/DMA gives the carboxyl esters, the oleyl, palmitoyl, lauroyl, capryloyl, and butyryl,

when the acyl chlorides are used [119], and this type of derivative has been put to food use

[120]. Hydrophobic modifications of varied molecular structures have been patented [121]

and an aromatic acid analogue evaluated [122].

Although carboxymethyl starch was regarded as a nonfood substance [22], its applied

properties have been discussed [123], and as far as the use of carboxymethyl starch in films or

food product coatings is concerned, animal studies indicate that they are safe [124].

3.6 CONCLUSION

The importance of modified starches in the food industry can hardly be exaggerated, as the

quantities of raw material and relative simplicity of the processes employed to bring about

TABLE 3.1
Properties and Applications of Modified Starches

Process Function/Property Applicationa

Acid conversionb Viscosity lowering Gum candies, formulated liquid foods

Oxidation Stabilization; adhesion gelling, clarification Formulated foods, batters, gum

confectionery

Dextrinsb Binding, coating, encapsulation; high

solubility

Confectionery, baking (gloss), flavorings,

spices, oils, fish pastesc

Cross-linking Thickening, stabilization, suspension,

texturizing

Pie fillings, breads, frozen bakery products,

puddings, infant foods, soups, gravies,

salad dressings

Esterification Stabilization, thickening, clarification;

combined with cross-linking; alkali

sensitive

Candies, emulsions, products gelantinized at

lower temperatures

Etherification Stabilization; low-temperature storage Soups, puddings, frozen foods

Dual modification Combinations of properties Bakery, soups and sauces, salad dressings,

frozen foods

a

replacers.’’ Additional applications [128]: in processed cheese [129] and other dairy products [130], low-fat spreads

[131], frozen puff pastry [132], soft and long-lasting bread [133], soups [134], and special dietary formulations

[135,136].
b

c
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See Chapter 4.
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significant improvements in functionality are reflected in the large tonnages already pro-

duced. The versatility of starch as a substrate for chemical reactions is such that there is

considerable opportunity for future developments, especially for dual or multiple modifica-

tions. The main obstacle lies in the problem of obtaining legislative approval for the use of

described in this chapter and an indication of trends as reflected in patents.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

Starch hydrolysates are available in a wide variety of compositions, from high molecular

weight products, which are virtually tasteless, to crystalline dextrose (D-glucose), a monosac-

charide with about 60% of the sweetness of sucrose. Enzymes are employed to produce starch

from syrups with a preponderance of maltose or glucose and to isomerize some of the glucose

in high-glucose syrups to fructose, so as to enhance sweetness. There is also a developing

market in hydrogenated starch hydrolysates.

The hydrolysis of starch to sweeteners by mineral acid was discovered in 1811 by the

chemist G.S.C. Kirchoff working in Europe, and this generated a good deal of interest. At

that time, during the Napoleonic wars, the British blockade of France was preventing the

import of cane sugar, whereas potato starch was in adequate supply. A number of starch-

based sweetener plants were set up, mainly for the preparation of sugars for brewing and

distilling, but the end of the war, and the continuing development of beet sugar, rendered

most of these operations obsolete.

Around the middle of the 19th century there was renewed interest in starch hydrolysates

because of their textural characteristics, and the production of corn syrup (glucose syrup)

reached significant quantities in Europe and the United States toward the end of the century.

Since then, the size and stable price of the corn (maize) crop in the United States has

provided an economic incentive to create new markets for starch hydrolysates. The introduc-

tion of starch-degrading enzymes made possible a much wider range of products; the com-

mercial availability of glucose isomerase led to the manufacture of a range of fructose syrups

directly on a very large scale, competitive with sucrose, and newer enzyme developments have

resulted in the commercial production of cyclodextrins, a class of materials with unique

properties.

European manufacturers have been involved in many of these developments, but political

and economic disincentives have limited the introduction of fructose syrups. Much attention

has been given recently to the manufacture of products based on wheat or potato starch.

As described in maltodextrins and malto-oligosaccharides are hydrolysis

products of starch produced by general acid catalysis or specific enzymatic action [1–9,9a–c].

The bulk of the interglucose residues in these important commercial products from an

abundant raw material are accordingly a-D-(1! 4)-linked, the DE (dextrose equivalent,

based on reducing power conferred by the single reducing end group; an inverse measure of

the number of anhydro a-D-Glc units, molar mass 162 per molecule) as an important

analytical characteristic [10,11]. For DE < 20 the term maltodextrin is used; and for

DE> 20 the term used is corn syrup solids. Many chromatographic and electrophoresis

techniques have been developed for determining the molecular weight distribution of samples
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of malto-oligosaccharides, in particular; the carbohydrate may be derivatized or not, column

types and chromatographic modes vary, and there are numerous detection methods, some of

which are highly sensitive. The latter fact enables very small samples to be used, aiding

resolution. Small proportions of branch points (1!4,1!6)-linked, or (1!6) linkages in linear

chains may accompany the predominantly (1!4)-linked products of starch hydrolysis [12];

such factors as inter alia the relative amylose and amylopectin (Ap) proportions in the raw

material, the fine structure of the Ap component, modes of chemical and enzymatic hydroly-

sis, and methods of product isolation introduce considerable differences at the molecular level

[13,14]. The botanical sources of the maltodextrins are of primary importance in determining

the structure [14a,b].

4.2 ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Most of the analytical procedures used for evaluating starch hydrolysates have been pub-

lished by the Corn Refiners Association [15], and a number of these are reproduced in the

Handbook of Sugars by Pancoast and Junk [16]. Brief notes on the more important procedures

are given below.

In recent years, short-chain glucose oligosaccharides and polymers derived from starch,

referred to variously as gluco-oligosaccharides or more specifically as malto-oligosaccharides

and maltodextrins have been the subject of intensive study by chromatographic methods of

various kinds. These include planar and different modes of column chromatography

[17,18,18a,b], with or without [19] precolumn derivatization [20], and electrophoresis [21],

with silica as the supporting media and numerous adaptations thereof, even glass [22] and soft

or rigid gels. The eluting liquids range from aqueous salt solutions to various water–organic

solvent mixtures and detection methods [23] with the use of refractive index or polarimetric

monitoring to colorimetric and fluorogenic processes or the use of biosensors. The scale of

working may be preparative or analytical on a microscale, resolutions of oligomers in

mixtures greatly improved as a rule when very small samples are employed.

4.2.1 DEXTROSE EQUIVALENT

As starch is progressively hydrolyzed (converted), additional reducing end groups on the

molecules are exposed, with the reducing monosaccharide dextrose (D-glucose) as the final

product, in theory. Thus the reducing power of the product is a measure of the degree of

starch breakdown. The DE is defined as the reducing power, measured in a specific way and

calculated as dextrose, and expressed as a percentage of dry substance.

The test is carried out using a semiempirical copper titration, and the exact procedure

(Method E-26 [15]) must be followed. By definition the DE of dextrose is 100, but since the

reaction is not entirely stoichiometric, other saccharides do not correspond exactly to the

nondestructive method to replace the traditional alkaline Fehling-solution reduction titration

procedure, namely with the use of near infrared (NIR) calibration. Very good correlation has

been found for a wide range of oligosaccharides [24a]. DE is an important parameter, as

sweetness and viscosity are some of the properties influenced by DE values. The measurement

of kinetic aspects could be compared using Fourier transform (FT)–Raman spectroscopy

[24b]. The conventional measurement of glucose by enzymatic and colorimetric means may

also be replaced by a mass spectrometric approach [24c].

In carbohydrate chemistry and polymer work generally, the degree of polymerization

(DP) expresses the number of monometric units per molecule of the analyte; in the present

instance, the particular case of a-D-Glc units linked (mainly) in the (1!4) mode has
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traditionally been treated in the manner described, so that DE and DP have inversely related

meanings [12]. The use of chromatographic methods to determine the distribution of molecu-

lar species by number (or mass) is described in detail below.

The acid hydrolysis of starch results in essentially random splitting of the molecular

chains, so that the product, at any particular degree of hydrolysis, has a statistically consistent

composition, defined by the DE. However, if enzymes are employed at any stage in the

conversion, the composition for a given DE will depend on the specificities of the particular

enzymes employed.

In spite of this limitation, the DE value is commonly used to characterize products in the

range of 5–85. Where appropriate, a qualification such as ‘‘acid enzyme’’ or ‘‘high maltose’’

may be added. For products containing more than 90% glucose (dry basis) or those contain-

ing fructose, the DE is not a sensitive measure of quality, and alternative techniques are used

(see below).

Since the specific optical rotation ( [a]D) of starch is about þ2038 whereas that of dextrose

E-58). The osmotic properties of a syrup, depending on the number of molecules present in a

given mass, can be employed in a similar way, and a commercial instrument for measuring

DE based on freezing point depression has been developed [25]. Any such procedure must be

calibrated against the DE measured in the conventional way. Viscosity characteristics are

likewise related to DE [25a].

4.2.2 BAUME/SOLIDS CONTENT

Traditional glucose syrups are sold on the basis of ‘‘commercial Baume,’’ a density measure-

ment that is related for a given DE to the solids content. The test is simple in principle, carried

out with a precision hydrometer calibrated on the Baume scale, because many syrups are

extremely viscous, and the measurement must be made on warm syrup, with precautions to

avoid surface evaporation, and the result corrected to a standard temperature (see Ref. [15],

Method E-8).

This procedure is clumsy and time-consuming, and most manufactures now infer the

Baume by measurement of the refractive index and reference to standard tables [16,26].

Tables prepared using special oven-drying procedures are also provided to give the moisture

content from the refractive index. Fructose syrups are sold on a solids basis, determined only

by using this technique. The more viscous syrups cannot be handled easily on a sensitive

TABLE 4.1
Dextrose Equivalents of D-Glucose and Its Oligomers

Theoretical Observed

Monosaccharide 100.0 100.0

Disaccharide 52.6 58.0

Trisaccharide 35.7 39.5

Tetrasaccharide 27.0 29.8

Pentasaccharide 21.7 24.2

Hexasaccharide 18.2 20.8

Source: From Nutritive Sweeteners from Corn, 4th ed., Corn Refiners

Association, Washington, D.C., 1986.
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refractometer at 208C, and therefore tables have also been prepared for measurements at

458C. Solid hydrolysates and cyclodextrins are not as difficult to handle as syrups, and oven-

Methods F-34 and F-32).

4.2.3 SACCHARIDE DISTRIBUTION

The amounts of the lower molecular weight carbohydrate components of syrups are routinely

determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The Corn Refiners Asso-

ciation method (Method E-61 [15]) employs a prepacked column and a deionizing guard

precolumn. Solutions are prepared containing about 10% of dry substance and are externally

deionized if the samples contain much ash.

Most carbohydrates with a DP up to 4 (DP 4) are readily separated and measured by

this technique. However, sucrose, maltose, and isomaltose are not easily separated from one

another and require supplementary procedures such as gas–liquid chromatography (GLC).

HPLC and GLC are also used in the analysis of hydrogenated syrups [27], and HPLC is

used in the analysis of cyclodextrins [28]. As mentioned above, the carbohydrate distribution

of glucose syrups prepared by acid conversion may be inferred from the DE, and tables are

available [26].

As summarized in a recent review [29], simple application of planar chromatography has

enabled malto-oligosaccharides up to DP 7 (on paper) or 10 (thin-layer chromatography [TLC]

on silica gel) to be separated, a limit of 20 (on Kieselguhr) reached in single runs. By fourfold

development on high-performance silica plates, an upper limit of 26 was achieved. Operating

on a microscale, separations and quantitative analysis were achieved using TLC [30].

Column chromatographic methods (earlier, using cellulose or charcoal-Celite) have been

developed rapidly [31], HPLC on an aminophase bonded to microparticulate silica using

acetonitrile–water enabling resolution up to DP 30 to be carried out within 50 min [32].

Column variants include different types of amino groups. Ion-moderated partitioning in-

volves the use of cation exchangers with Ca2þ and Agþ counterions and water as eluent,

though here the resolution is not as effective. Reversed-phase HPLC using peracetylated

maltodextrin samples on C18-bonded silica, eluting with aqueous acetonitrile, permitted the

separation of specimens up to DP 35 in 2.5 h [33]. Dedicated columns (e.g., Dextropak,

Waters), operated under radial compression, are available, and there is merit in using columns

in which the C18 phase is bonded to a vinyl alcohol copolymer and eluting at an alkaline pH

[34]; oligomers are eluted in order of increasing chain length. Hydrophilic interaction chro-

matography on size-exclusion columns with pulsed amperometric detection (PAD) has been

applied [35,36]. Detection methods include modifications of light scattering [37] and mass

spectrometry [38,39,39a]. The level of detection has been lowered dramatically by the use of

fluorogenic reagents [40] after separations by capillary electrophoresis or liquid chromato-

graphy on microbore columns. As for all aspects of organic chemistry, the application of

NMR spectroscopic methods of analysis to starch hydrolysates has given profound insights

4.2.4 COLOR

The traditional method of evaluating the color of glucose syrups uses visual comparison with

standard Lovibond colored glasses (see Ref. [15], Method E-18). The syrup is viewed at a 5-in.

depth, which permits direct measurement in suitable sample bottles.

Such a procedure is rapid and convenient but requires some visual skill. Most manufac-

turers have therefore adopted one of the spectrophotometric procedures. For glucose syrups,
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color is defined as the absorbance as measured at a wavelength of 450 nm, with the

measurement on syrup that has been heated for 1 h in a boiling water bath is used as a

measure of color stability (see Ref. [15], Method E-20).

Fructose syrups are widely used as alternatives to sucrose, and methods of color meas-

urement developed for use with sucrose are commonly employed. These involve measurement

of the spectrophotometric absorbance at 420 nm, with turbidity correction by filtration [41] or

by using the absorbance at 720 nm [42].

4.2.5 ASH

The mineral content of glucose hydrolysates can be determined by burning off the organic

matter. This is normally done in the presence of sulfuric acid because of the volatility of

chlorides.

The ash content of acid-converted products, typically around 0.3%, is mostly due to

sodium chloride, and the chloride ash may be approximately calculated from the sulfate

ash by multiplying by 0.85 (see Ref. [15], Method E-6).

Products that have been demineralized by ion exchange have ash contents typically less

than 0.05%. The improvement in quality so achieved is largely due to the removal of

nitrogenous and other reactive impurities, with the incidental removal of ash.

4.2.6 SULFUR DIOXIDE

Sulfur dioxide plays an important part in the production of starch from corn, although little

or none is carried forward into the hydrolysates. It has been the practice to improve the color

stability of many syrups by adding sulfur dioxide (usually in the form of bisulfite) to finished

products. However, for some applications, such as canning, the permissible levels are very

low, and recent clinical work has demonstrated that some people are unusually sensitive to

sulfur dioxide. Its use is therefore likely to be more restricted in the future.

The reference method for the determination of total sulfur dioxide is the Monier-Williams

distillation procedure (see Ref. [15], Method E-66). This is somewhat laborious, and most

manufacturers have adopted as routine approximate procedures using iodometric titration.

A pH change at low temperature is used to liberate bound sulfur dioxide.

4.2.7 MICROBIOLOGICAL TESTS

Most syrups have a solids content greater than 70% and are not particularly hospitable to

microorganisms, but for some purposes microbiological standards may be set. The specifica-

tions applied are usually those of the National Soft Drinks Association or the National

Canners Association [16].

4.2.8 MISCELLANEOUS

Numerous other test procedures, such as those for silica or trace metals, are applied to

starch hydrolysates routinely, according to the intended application of the product (see

Ref. [15]).

The physical chemistry of maltodextrins and the gels [43,44] formed from them has been

studied by methods similar to those applied to starch; these include spectroscopic techniques

(CD [45], IR [46], and NMR [12,47–53]). Much is known about the further effects of the

various types of amylase [54–56].
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4.3 PRODUCTION METHODS

Starch, gelatinized by heat, may be hydrolyzed by acid, enzyme, or by a combination of

the two, depending on the properties required in the product. The key to good conversion

is uniformity of treatment so as to minimize residual traces of long-chain molecules, which

tend to reassociate, giving a hazy product — part of the phenomenon of retrogradation.

Uniformity is particularly difficult to achieve with indirect heating, as the high viscosity of

gelatinized starch impedes heat transfer. However, several types of proprietary equipment are

effective.

4.3.1 TYPES OF STARCH

In the United States, most hydrolysates are based on starch from common corn (maize),

which is in plentiful supply at a stable price. For the production of low DE nonhazing syrups,

enzyme liquefaction or an acid–enzyme process can be employed (see below) or, for products

with DEs of 5–10, waxy cornstarch may be used. This starch, as it lacks amylose, does not

exhibit the retrogradation phenomena typical of common cornstarch.

In parts of the world where corn is not readily available, other starches may be used.

Wheat and rice starch have characteristics generally similar to those of common corn. Starch

from root crops (potato, sago, cassava, sweet potato) behaves in a similar way to that of waxy

corn; in this case the stability to retrogradation is not due to the absence of amylose but to

some characteristic of the amylose that inhibits its reassociation. This may be due to the

extreme size of the amylose molecules or to the fact that they are complexed with impurities.

Alkali-modified cassava starch is a good source of maltodextrins of DE 20–23 [57]; the whole

subject of production and the usefulness of the products has been reviewed [58].

The source of starch, provided certain minimum purity standards are attained, does not

have much effect on the quality of hydrolysates with DEs of >30. However, the high level of

phosphorus (up to 0.1%) in potato starch significantly enhances the buffering capacity of

glucose syrups made from it. This may result, for example, in the pH of a candy boil being

lower than expected, with consequent excessive inversion of the sucrose present.

4.3.2 ACID HYDROLYSIS (CONVERSION)

A partial hydrolysis of starch is readily carried out by treatment with acid at high tempera-

ture. Modern installations utilize continuous-flow pressurized reactors in which the acidified

starch is maintained at a temperature of 135–1508C for 5–8 min. Hydrochloric acid is usually

used, at a concentration of 0.02–0.03 M in a starch slurry of about 238 Baume (40% dry

substance).

Conversion equipment is designed, as far as practicable, to maintain turbulent flow, in

order to promote uniformity of treatment. Older converters were heated by direct steam

injection, but the consequent dilution is a disadvantage. Indirectly heated converters, such as

these require high feed pressures (300–400 psig) because of the close clearances between

heating surfaces.

volume of recycled, already gelatinized material. The nonuniformity of treatment so intro-

duced is minimized by keeping the DE low in the recycled portion. This type of equipment

uses a conventional centrifugal pump and is readily adapted for enzyme liquefaction.

For a given quality of starch slurry, the degree of hydrolysis is essentially a function of pH,

temperature, and residence time [59]. Mechanical disruption of molecules may play a

small part.
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that shown in Figure 4.1, have been developed to minimize evaporation cost, but many of

One popular design (Figure 4.2) avoids high pressure by gelatinizing the starch in a large
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Measurement of pH (range 1.6–2.0) is not a very sensitive means of controlling acid

addition, so this is normally done volumetrically or by conductivity measurement, with the

pH value used as a check. Acid addition is kept constant for a particular range of products,

with due regard to any ash limitations imposed by product specifications.

Since residence time is normally fixed by the required production rate, adjustment of DE

is carried out by varying the reaction temperature. In some cases the range of a particular

converter may be varied by adding or subtracting modules of residence time (often just

lengths of baffled pipe).

A back-pressure valve maintains sufficient pressure in the converter to avoid two-phase

flow. After the residence time the product is discharged to the atmosphere and cools to the

appropriate boiling point. It is then neutralized to about pH 4.8, at which point the insoluble

impurities flocculate and may be removed by centrifugation or filtration. For a straight, acid-

converted syrup the clarified product is then treated with decolorizing carbon (powder or

granular) and evaporated to final density (80–83% dry substance).

Conversion of starch in this way by acid is widely used and is a low-cost process, but has

the following limitations:

1. Products with DE of less than 30 are likely to produce a dextrin haze (a type of

2. The hydrolysis is accompanied by many side reactions involving polymerization and

destruction of sugars, which limit the attainable DE to about 85 (90 if starch slurry

containing 18% dry substance is employed).

3. The composition of the product is fixed for a given DE, with dextrose predominating at

higher DE.

4. At DE above ~55, the side reactions impart an unpalatable bitter taste to the product.

4.3.3 ENZYME LIQUEFACTION

Some bacterial amylases, in the presence of starch substrate and a certain amount of

calcium and at optimum pH, are only slowly inactivated at 1058C. At this temperature, the

granules of most starches are essentially completely swollen, and if the starch is well dispersed

the enzyme will act on it to break the molecular chains in a more or less random manner,

causing a marked reduction in viscosity. Continued action (dextrinization) produces oligo-

saccharides of low molecular weight but very little dextrose, and the DE attainable is limited

to about 25.

For many purposes, liquefaction of the starch in this way is preferable instead of acid.

Low-DE products made with enzymes have less tendency to retrograde, less dextrose, and a

lower viscosity than the corresponding acid-converted materials, and side reactions are of

little importance. Thus, enzyme liquefaction is used for the manufacture of stable low-DE

syrups, as well as to provide a substrate for a variety of secondary enzyme reactions.

Enzyme liquefaction is most commonly carried out by jet-cooking the starch at 105–1078C
in the presence of an enzyme derived from Bacillus licheniformis [61]. After a few minutes, the

temperature is reduced to 958C by flash-cooling, and the reaction is continued for an hour or

so. In some cases, after preliminary liquefaction with a small amount of enzyme, the mixture

is heated to 145–1508C and flash-cooled to 958C to ensure complete dispersion. The remain-

der of the enzyme is then added to complete dextrinization.

If a very low DE is made as a substrate for further enzyme reaction, the saccharifying

enzyme treatment must be commenced promptly after appropriate pH and temperature
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retrogradation) on storage (see Ref. [60] ).

adjustments, to avoid the risk of retrogradation (see Section 4.3.4).



4.3.4 ACID–ENZYME AND MULTIPLE ENZYME CONVERSION

Partial starch hydrolysates, prepared by acid or liquefying enzyme, may be further treated by

one or more enzymes to give a wide variety of products. When it results in the formation of

sugars of low molecular weight, this further step is known as ‘‘saccharification.’’

With the exception of those involved in large-scale manufacture of fructose syrups [62],

most such processes are carried out batchwise with agitation in simple tanks, with means

for pH and temperature control. If the substrate hydrolysate has a DE of greater than 20,

the proteinaceous impurities may conveniently be removed by filtration before the sacchari-

fication step, but in many cases the enzyme reactions are carried out on dirty substrate and the

impurities are removed later when the viscosity is lower. Insoluble impurities do

not significantly affect most enzyme reactions, but must be removed before decolorization.

Most saccharification reactions must be terminated by destroying the enzyme. This is

usually done by raising the syrup temperature, which is desirable in any case for later

purification steps, but may be achieved rapidly, if necessary, by acidifying the product. At a

pH outside the normal range, most enzymes are rapidly inactivated, and the pH can then be

returned to normal.

Enzyme treatments may be carried out using one or more of the following enzymes under

appropriate conditions of temperature and pH. Since the optimum conditions for a particular

enzyme frequently depend on the organism from which it is produced and may change over

the years, data sheets from enzyme suppliers are the best source of such information.

A combination of enzymes is found to be the most efficient [62a].

The concept of resistant starch is inseparable from that of enzymatic hydrolysis; structural

enzyme action have been given recently [62b–d]. Starch-converting enzymes and their roles in

biosynthesis are discussed extensively in Chapter 2 [62e].

4.3.4.1 Bacterial a-Amylase (Bacillus subtilis; EC 3.2.1.1) [63]

This is a liquefying enzyme producing a more or less random splitting of the starch molecules,

but its temperature resistance is not as high as that of the enzyme used in conjunction with jet-

cooking. The B. subtilis enzyme can be used in a multistage liquefaction process, but its main

application is for destarching. For this purpose it is employed to treat (at about 858C) acid-

converted syrup of low DE to reduce the tendency to retrograde [64].

Bacterial amylases cannot attack, or even get close to, the (1!6) linkages of starch

saccharides, and therefore small branched limit dextrins accumulate. The factors influencing

the inactivation of a-amylase are clearly of great importance from the practical viewpoint

[64a,b]. Methods for determining activity have been discussed [64c].

4.3.4.2 b-Amylase (EC 3.2.1.2) [65]

This enzyme, derived from malted barley, produces the disaccharide maltose by the splitting

of two glucose units at a time from the nonreducing end of starch saccharides. It is employed

in the manufacture of high-maltose syrups, but because of its cost its use tends to be restricted

to specialized applications.

b-Amylase is also inhibited by (1!6) linkages, so that small-branched dextrins

accumulate in the product, limiting the maltose content achievable to 50–60% (dry

basis, d.b.).
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and physicochemical aspects were described in Chapter 2, and physiological implications in

Chapter 18. Further insights into the production and analysis of this residual product of



4.3.4.3 Fungal a-Amylase (EC 3.2.1.1) [66]

This is a random splitting enzyme but has temperature resistance much lower than that of the

bacterial enzymes. Continued action of the enzyme on starch saccharides results in the

accumulation of maltose, and it is used in the preparation of high-maltose syrups. As might

be expected from the different modes of action, the proportions of residual higher sugars in

products made with fungal a-amylase differ from those in products made with b-amylase.

Fortuitous blends of fungal a-amylase and amyloglucosidase are available (these were the

original fungal amylases) and are still used in the preparation of syrups of DE 62 and 70.

However, the use of the separate enzymes provides flexibility, which may be advantageous in

some cases.

When fungal a-amylase is used in conjunction with amyloglucosidase, the blending and

timing are quite critical to avoid excessive glucose levels. The fungal enzyme is producing

maltose but is inhibited by the (1!6) linkage in starch saccharides, and therefore its substrate

becomes exhausted. The amyloglucosidase, on the other hand, if allowed to continue reacting,

will breakdown the maltose that has been formed to glucose.

4.3.4.4 Amyloglucosidase (Glucoamylase; EC 3.2.1.3) [67]

This enzyme, usually derived from the mold Aspergillus niger, catalyzes the stepwise hydro-

lysis of starch saccharides by removing individual glucose units from the nonreducing end of

the molecules. As mentioned above, it is used in conjunction with fungal a-amylase to prepare

syrups of DE 62 and 70. By itself, or with a debranching enzyme, it is used to prepare syrup

containing 90–95% glucose (d.b.) from an initial enzyme-liquefied product of 10–15 DE.

High-glucose syrup has application in the manufacture of crystalline dextrose and as an

intermediate in the manufacture of high-fructose syrups.

Amyloglucosidase also catalyzes reverse reactions, for example, transferring glucose to the

6-position of another glucose molecule to give isomaltose. The composition of the final

product adopts an equilibrium that depends on the solid content of the substrate. The reverse

reactions are relatively slow, so that the reaction achieves a peak glucose level before

declining. For maximum glucose content it is necessary to inactivate the enzyme at the correct

point, but with normal enzyme dosage (48- to 72-h treatment) the peak is fairly flat. A modern

approach to glucose production employing Aspergillus awamon as enzyme source has recently

been described [67a].

4.3.4.5 Pullulanase (EC 3.2.1.41) [68]

This is a debranching enzyme that splits the (1!6) linkage of the larger starch saccharides

(tetrasaccharides and above). This action complements that of amyloglucosidase, which splits

(1!6) linkages very slowly, and the combined action is more efficient than that of amylo-

glucosidase alone. A proprietary blend of amyloglucosidase and pullulanase is available [69].

Pullulanase may also be used in conjunction with b-amylase to produce very high levels of

maltose. In this case the pullulanase breaks up the limit dextrins, providing additional substrate

for the b-amylase. Over 80% of maltose (d.b.) may be obtained from an enzyme-liquefied

substrate of low DE. Technical developments allow hydrolysis to proceed continuously [8].

4.3.4.6 Isomerase [70,71]

This enzyme, available in immobilized form for use in packed beds, promotes the partial

conversion of glucose to fructose and is widely used in the manufacture of fructose syrups.

The usual substrate is the high-glucose syrup (90–95% d.b.) prepared using amyloglucosidase.
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The feed syrup must be well purified, using carbon and ion-exchange chromatography (IEC),

to avoid premature inactivation of the enzyme. A small amount of magnesium is required as

an activator.

The reaction reaches equilibrium (depending on the temperature) at about 50% conversion

of glucose to fructose, so that a syrup with 95% glucose (d.b.) could result in a product

with 47.5% fructose. For practical reasons equilibrium is seldom attained, and the

‘‘first-generation’’ syrup high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS–42) has been standardized at 42%

fructose (d.b.).

Higher levels of fructose (90–97% d.b.) are manufactured using large-scale chromato-

graphic separation techniques [72], with the recycling of the rejected glucose stream for

reisomerization. Small amounts of enriched fructose syrup are sold at 90% fructose

(HFCS–90), but most of it is blended with HFCS–42 to produce a syrup containing 55%

fructose (HFCS–55), which is a satisfactory replacement for sucrose syrup. Syrups with

90–95% fructose (d.b.) are employed in the manufacture of crystalline fructose [73].

4.3.4.7 Cyclodextrin Glucosyl Transferase (CDGTase) [74]

Although cyclodextrins (Schardinger dextrins) have been known for a long time, their

commercial applications have been promoted only quite recently. The CDGT enzyme, usually

derived from Bacillus macerans, produces cyclic structures, containing six, seven, or eight

glucose residues, by action on an enzyme-thinned starch hydrolysate of low DE. The action

probably takes place on the linear amylose molecules and on the outer branches of the

amylopectin. The transglycosylation activity of CGTase is now used to couple starch hydro-

lysates to sucrose, for example, to generate products with novel functionalities [74a].

Commercial production procedures are not published, but can include selective precipi-

tation of one or more of the cyclodextrins with chemicals and crystallization.

4.3.4.8 Other Applications of Enzymes

The process of generating new types of product just mentioned has been reviewed [74b], and a

particular example, in which one or two phosphoryl groups become attached to glucose

oligomers of DP up to 6, warrants attention [74c]. These derivatives are useful calcium

carriers when added to foods.

4.3.5 HYDROGENATION [27]

The hydrogenation of glucose to prepare sorbitol (D-glucitol) has long been established, but

the application of hydrogenation to other starch-based products has been developed recently,

with much of the work carried out in Europe and Japan.

Much interest has centered around the hydrogenation of syrups containing relatively high

levels of maltose [75]. Production procedure involves hydrogenation under pressure in the

presence of nickel catalyst, as for the production of sorbitol [76]. It is self-evident that

hydrogenation products of maltose and higher oligomers of D-glucose contain unmodified

glucosidic residues and are therefore, diabetically, sources of glucose.

4.3.6 PURIFICATION

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to give details of the procedures involved in the

purification of the various starch-derived products mentioned above. These include:

1. Filtration, using diatomaceous earth filter aids

2. One or more stages of treatment with activated carbon (powdered or granular)
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3. One or more stages of evaporation

4. Ion-exchange demineralization (separate bed and mixed bed)

5. Large-scale chromatographic separation (for fructose enrichment)

6. Crystallization and drying (for crystalline dextrose and fructose and for cyclodextrins)

Those procedures that have particular relevance to the manufacture of fructose syrups are

reviewed in detail in Ref. [62].

4.4 TYPES OF PRODUCTS

Some sweeteners have been allocated standards of identity by the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration [77], but the listing is incomplete and lacks detail. Most of the products

mentioned earlier in this chapter have been defined by the Corn Refiners Association for

commercial purposes, and this classification, where relevant, is adopted in the following list.

General classifications of sweeteners are as follows [24]:

1. Corn syrup (glucose syrup): The purified, concentrated aqueous solution of nutritive

saccharides obtained from edible starch and having a DE of 20 or more.

2. Dried corn syrup (dried glucose syrup): Corn syrup from which the water has been

partially removed. (This product is called ‘‘corn syrup solids’’ by some manufacturers.)

3. Dextrose monohydrate: Purified and crystallized D-glucose, containing one molecule of

water of crystallization.

4. Dextrose anhydrous: Purified and crystallized D-glucose without water of crystallization.

5. Maltodextrin: A purified, concentrated aqueous solution of nutritive saccharides

obtained from edible starch or the dried product derived from said solution and having

a DE of less than 20.

6. HFCS: A purified, concentrated aqueous solution of nutritive saccharides obtained

from edible starch and having a portion of the glucose isomerized to fructose.

Other products derived commercially from starch but not yet formally defined include:

7. Fructose (crystalline): Purified and crystallized D-fructose (levulose).

8. Cyclodextrins: Purified and crystallized products consisting of a, b, or d cyclic dextrin

[6, 7, or 8 glucose residues, respectively, linked (1!4)].

9. Hydrogenated products: Purified sugar derivatives obtained by the catalytic hydrogen-

ation of starch hydrolysates.

4.5 PROPERTIES

4.5.1 MALTODEXTRINS AND SYRUPS

For functional purposes these products are further classified as follows:

Maltodextrins (DE <20): Most of these products are supplied in dried form. They are

almost tasteless.

Type I corn syrups (DE 20–38): This group consists of viscous syrups of low sweetness and

low hygroscopicity.

Type II corn syrups (DE 38–58): These syrups have a wide range of composition, depend-

ing on the hydrolysis technique employed in their manufacture, and are intermediate in

properties.
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Type III corn syrups (DE 58–73): This classification covers those nonfructose syrups with

the maximum sweetness and fermentability that can be obtained without crystallization

of the product under normal storage conditions.

Type IV corn syrups (DE> 73): These are the corn sugar syrups and other high-glucose

syrups.

Fructose syrups (HFCS): These are not classified by DE but are produced in a range of

fructose contents, typically 42, 55, and 90% (d.b.). The nonfructose portion of such

syrups is mostly glucose.

Hydrogenated syrups: This is a relatively new group of products, which are not further

classified. It includes syrups made by hydrogenation of high-maltose syrups in the range

of 50–90% maltose (d.b.). The physical properties of hydrogenated syrups, except for the

specific rotation, are not appreciably different from those of the syrups from which they

are derived. Chemically, they are more stable than the corresponding glucose syrups,

because the aldehyde groups have been eliminated by conversion to alcohol groups. This

results in loss of reducing properties and loss of the ability to undergo the Maillard

(browning) reaction with nitrogenous products.

The characteristic properties of these products are briefly covered in the following sections.

4.5.1.1 Composition and Nutritive Value

The carbohydrate composition and other data for a typical range of products are given in

nutritive value of each syrup is comparable to that of an equivalent amount of glucose [78].

Yeasts readily ferment fructose, glucose, and maltose (the DP1 and DP2 fractions), so that

the fermentability of any syrup may be calculated from the composition. Some yeasts also

slowly ferment maltotriose (DP3). High-fructose syrups, although principally used for sweet-

ness, also provide very high levels of fermentable sugars. Hydrogenation reduces the ferment-

ability of glucose syrup, but below DE 70 some degree of fermentability is retained,

presumably due to hydrolysis of the longer molecular chains.

4.5.1.2 Sweetness

This property is difficult to measure reliably, being affected by the concentrations at which

comparisons are made, as well as by temperature, pH, and the presence of other flavoring

materials.

Sweetness values relative to sucrose have been established under certain conditions as

At threshold concentrations, a syrup of DE 25 was found to have a relative sweetness of

21%, and there was a steady increase to 58% at DE 64, above which there was little change to

glucose at 61% [79]. The comparisons can therefore be used only as a general guide.

Hydrogenation of maltose to maltitol increases the relative sweetness, at threshold con-

centration, from 43 to 68%, which justifies the interest in hydrogenating high-maltose syrups.

The sweetness quality of maltitol is particularly palatable, and a maltitol syrup prepared from

90% maltose syrup is used as a tabletop sweetener in Japan.

4.5.1.3 Molecular Properties

Those properties of syrups that relate to the number of molecules present, such as osmotic

pressure and effect on freezing point, are increased at higher DE. This has important practical
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Table 4.2. The various glucose polymers are readily broken down in the body, so that the

given in Table 4.3 [16].

For further details see Ref. [26].

consequences in the manufacture of ice cream (see Section 4.6.6).



TABLE 4.2
Composition of Typical Starch Hydrolysis Products

DE Typical

Approximate% Carbohydrate (d.b.) at Degree

of Polymerization

Approximate

Viscosity (cp)

Product Manufacturing Method

Initial Acid

(enz.) Final Baume

%Dry

Substance 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 38˚C 49˚C

Maltodextrins E 5 Solid 95.0 0 1 1 1 97

E 10 Solid 95.0 1 4 6 5 84

E or A/E 10 15 Solid 95.0 1 3 8 6 82

Corn syrups A/E 15 22 41.5 76.0 2 6 8 84 30,000 8,000

A/E 22 28 42 77.4 3 8 9 80

A (Alt.) 28 42 77.4 10 9 8 7 7 6 53 19,000 6,000

A 36 43 79.9 14 12 10 9 8 7 40 30,000 9,000

A 42 43 80.3 20 14 12 9 8 7 30 15,000 5,000

A (Alt.) 42 44 82.2 20 14 12 9 8 7 30 50,000 14,000

A 55 43 81.2 31 18 12 10 7 5 17 9,000 3,000

A/E (HM) 22 42 43 80.3 7 40 15 7 2 2 27 15,000 5,000

A/E (HM) 22 48 43 80.7 8 52 15 1 2 2 20 12,000 4,000

E (VHM) (10) 80

E (VHM) (1) 90

A/E 42 62 43 81.8 36 31 14 4 3 3 9 6,000 2,000

A/E (Alt.) 42 62 44 83.6 36 31 14 4 3 3 9 19,000 6,000

A/E 42 70 43 82.5 47 27 5 5 4 3 9 5,000 2,000

A/E (Alt.) 22 70 43 82.5 40 40 6 5 9

Dextrose syrup A/E 10 95 74 (Max.) 93

Dextrose syrup E (10) 98 74 (Max.) 96 110 70

Dextrose syrup

(acid)

A (low d.s.) 90 75 85

Corn sugar syrup A 85

(Max.)

83 70 5 4

Fructose syrup

HFCS–42 E (42% fructose)

Made from

— 71.0 94 6 75 40

HFCS–55 E (55% fructose) 98 DE — 77.0 96 4 250 110

HFCS–90 E (90% fructose)

Dextrose syrup

— 80.0 98 2 520 220

A, acid conversion; HM, high maltose; E, enzyme conversion; VHM, very high maltose; A/E, dual conversion.

Source: From Fitten, M.G., Starch/Stärke, 31, 381, 1979.
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The low osmotic pressure exhibited by syrups of low DE and maltodextrins diminishes

their effectiveness in inhibiting microbiological spoilage. Since these products are very vis-

cous, they cannot be handled at high density, and consequently such products are normally

dried during manufacture.

Corn syrup of DE 55 has about the same average molecular weight as sucrose, and

therefore has similar osmotic properties.

4.5.1.4 Hygroscopicity

All corn syrups are hygroscopic (attract moisture) under some conditions. The extent of

hygroscopicity increases with increasing DE, since it is a molecular property inversely related

to the vapor pressure of the syrup.

In general, uptake of moisture is discouraged by the inclusion of a syrup of low DE

in a food or confectionery product, and drying out is discouraged by the use of a syrup

of high DE as a humectant. The effects are complicated by the influence of viscosity

and skin formation, which tend to stabilize the moisture content [80]. Fructose syrups are

very hygroscopic because of the high solubility of fructose and the low viscosity of its

solutions.

Hydrogenation reduces the hygroscopicity of corn syrups, but not to a major extent [75].

4.5.1.5 Viscosity

Many of the applications of maltodextrins and glucose syrups depend on the textural

characteristics of the hydrolysates, which are attributable to the presence of higher sacchar-

ides. As would be expected from their composition, syrups of low DE have high viscosity,

which contributes chewiness and mouthfeel to food products.

As well as varying with the DE, the viscosity of a syrup is critically dependent on the

concentration of substance and the temperature. Charts showing these relationships are

available in Ref. [29], and approximate figures for the more important syrups are given in

TABLE 4.3
Sweetness Values

Sweetener Type Relative Sweetness (%)

Sucrose 100

Fructose 150–170

Glucose 70–80

Acid-converted syrup, DE 30 30–35

Acid-converted syrup, DE 36 35–40

Acid-converted syrup, DE 42 45–50

Acid-converted syrup, DE 54 50–55

Dual-converted syrup, DE 62 60–70

High-fructose syrup, 42% fructose 100

High-fructose syrup, 55% fructose 100–110

High-fructose syrup, 90% fructose 120–160

Source: From Pancoast H.M., and Junk, W.R., Handbook of

Sugars, 2nd ed., AVI Publishing, Westport, CT, 1980.
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4.5.2 FRUCTOSE (CRYSTALLINE)

For many purposes the most economical form of fructose is the 90% fructose syrup men-

tioned earlier. However, when a solid product is required or if there is some objection to the

other sugars present, the extra cost of the crystalline product may be justified.

The D-fructose prepared from a starch hydrolysate is identical to the naturally occurring

monosaccharide and is the sweetest of all natural sugars. It crystallizes with difficulty as

anhydrous needle-shaped crystals. Hydrated forms can also be prepared, but conditions of

crystallization are normally adjusted to obtain the anhydrous product [73].

Fructose crystallizes in the b-D-pyranose form and is quite hygroscopic, particularly at

relative humidity above 60%. When dissolved in water it mutarotates to a furanose–pyranose

equilibrium, as shown by the change in optical rotation. The major physical properties are

given in Table 4.4.

4.5.3 CYCLODEXTRINS

Cyclodextrins, or Schardinger dextrins, are cyclic compounds derived from starch by enzyme

action [80a]. The most readily available product, b-cyclodextrin, is composed of seven

glucopyranose units connected by (1!4) linkages, but cyclodextrins containing six and

eight glucose units have been characterized, with properties as shown in Table 4.5. Because

of the cyclic structure these compounds do not have a reducing end group and they are more

stable than the common dextrins to breakdown by acid, alkali, or enzymes.

TABLE 4.4
Properties of b-D-Fructopyranose

Formula C6H12O6

Molecular weight 180.16

Melting point 102–1058C
Density 1.60 g/cm3

Caloric value 3.8 kcal/g

Solubility in water (208C) 78.9%

Specific rotation (10%) �1358! 928

TABLE 4.5
Properties of Cyclodextrins

a b g

Number of glucose units 6 7 8

Molecular weight 972 1135 1297

Diameter of cavity (Å) 5–6 8 10

Depth of cavity (Å) 7–8 7–8 7–8

Specific rotation (degrees, 258C) 150.5 162.0 177.4

Solubility in water (g/100 ml, 258C) 14.5 1.85 23.2

Water of crystallization (%) 10.2 13.2–14.5 8.1–17.7

Crystal form Needles Prisms Prisms
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The presence of the cavity within the cyclic structure confers unique properties on

cyclodextrins. The cavity size, and the fact that the lining of the cavity is relatively

nonpolar, permits the formation of crystalline inclusion complexes with a wide variety of

organic and inorganic molecules. This property may be applied for volatilization control,

stabilization of labile chemicals, solubility enhancement, and various selective absorption

processes [80b].

4.6 APPLICATIONS

The range of properties produced by the various techniques of hydrolysis and associated

processes allows starch-derived products to be used in a wide variety of food applications [81,

4.6.1 GENERAL

Perhaps the most diversified application of maltodextrins in the food industry lies in their

formulation in fat replacer recipes, where many of their important functional properties are

made use of [82,82a]. These properties include bulking, crystallization prevention, promo-

tion of dispersibility, freezing control, and binding (of flavorings, pigments, and fats). The

technical and trade literature abounds with examples, and dozens of patents have been

filed (and are available in abstract form in volumes of Chemical Abstracts covering the past

few years) on food applications, such as the following: fat replacers and bulking, encapsu-

lation of flavors, and colorants (such as Natural Yellow 3, curcumin), in bakery and

confectionery, beverages, dairy, desserts, and meats and gravies. Miscellaneous references

[83–92] are typical of those covering many special aspects of the widespread use of what are

in effect bulk chemicals of increasing value.

Among a host of applications for hydrolysates noted in the past 6 years, the following

may be mentioned: French fries, fried snacks and other foods, frozen foods, cooked rice

products, noodle-like preparations, milky paste foods, jelly compositions, food glazes and

films [92a], hard candy, in poultry and pig feeds, pet foods, preoperative food supplements,

alertness bars, liquefied weaning foods, and the very important functions of fat substitution

and the imparting of a creamy and vinegar-suppressing mouth feel in foods and beverages.

Sweeteners of relatively low caloric value are important, and in this respect hydrogenated

starch hydrolysates have a significant role to play [92b].

Maltodextrins are cheaper than gum Arabic and may form a partial substitute in encap-

sulation [85] and confectionery [90]. Corn syrups vary according to their pretreatment

before formulating [93], and sometimes it may become necessary to authenticate foodstuffs

for the very reason that the low cost of corn syrups may cause them to be used inappropri-

ately [94].

The syrups of lower DE and maltodextrins are used where viscosity or chewiness is needed

with little sweetness. This includes stabilization of semimoist products such as pet foods,

pastry fillings, and some dairy products.

4.6.2 CONFECTIONERY

Corn syrups with DEs of 40–50 fulfill a traditional role in confectionery. Those with DEs at

the lower end of this range are used principally for controlling the crystallization of sucrose.

The products of higher DE are used in candy centers, marshmallows, gumdrops, and nougats,

and in caramels they react with nitrogenous ingredients (the Maillard reaction) to give the

characteristic color and flavor.
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4.6.3 BAKING

Syrup with a DE of 62 and fructose syrups are widely used in baked foods (bread, rolls, and

buns) for humectancy and to provide fermentable sugars, which serve as yeast food. These

types of syrup are low in viscosity, which makes them easy to use and permits easy extensi-

bility of the wheat gluten. Also, the reducing sugars contribute to the brown crust coloration.

These sweeter syrups also function in whipped cookie fillings, cupcake creams, and similar

products because of their humectancy and viscosity.

The range of hydrolysates having higher DEs and the fructose syrups provide sweetness

and varying degrees of mouthfeel. Thus, for soft drinks, where sweetness and low viscosity are

required, fructose syrup (usually HFCS–55) finds general application. For canning fruits, a

fructose syrup is usually blended with corn syrup of DE 62 to provide optimum sweetness and

mouthfeel. These products function similarly in catsups and other sauces, and the reducing

properties help to maintain the characteristic color of tomato products.

Many foods that formerly contained invert sugar are now made with the more economical

fructose syrups. These include icings, sauces, salad dressings, peanut butter, and other

products.

Syrup of DE 42 is used in table syrups, jams, and jellies, where additional texture is

required, with mild sweetness, and in processed meats, where it helps to stabilize the fat–water

emulsion and inhibit oxidative degradation.

Midrange syrups (DE 50–55) are used extensively in icings to control crystallization and

produce a smooth texture. They also help to prevent the icings from sticking to packaging

material. Powdered dextrose and syrups of lower DE may also be used to adjust sweetness.

Although the use of a-amylase is not very effective in preventing the onset of retrogradation

of rice bread, which is prone to this effect, CGTase is better; however, b-amylase is more

generally useful, because the resulting shortening of the linear outer chains of the amylopectin

component retards staling [94a,b].

4.6.4 DAIRY FOODS

Corn syrups and corn syrup solids are used to give texture to ice creams and improve shelf

life. Fructose syrups can replace part of the conventional sucrose [94c], and high-maltose

syrup reduces sweetness, when this is desired. As mentioned earlier, the corn syrups of higher

DE and fructose syrups have a more marked effect in depressing freezing point, and corn

4.6.5 DRY MIXES

Dry beverage, baking, and sauce mixes require a lower moisture level than the use of corn

syrups would permit. Dry syrup solids (DE 20–40) maltodextrins and dextrose are therefore

employed, offering low-moisture solids and bland flavors. The maltodextrins are almost

tasteless and are used extensively in coffee whiteners. Crystalline fructose may be used

where natural sweetness is required with minimal added calories, as in certain dietetic

products, but it makes such products more hygroscopic.

4.6.6 ENCAPSULANTS

Maltodextrins of DE 5–10 are used as encapsulants and bulking agents for flavorings. The

cyclodextrins, now available in commercial quantities, also have many potential applications
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of this type (see Section 4.5.3).

syrup of DE 28 is often selected to minimize this effect [cf. 94d].



4.6.7 PHARMACEUTICALS

Dextrose has a long history of use as an intravenous nutrient, and glucose syrup provides an

oral nutrient that can be well tolerated because of the lack of excessive sweetness [95].

Experimental work has shown that syrups of low DE can be used to carry calcium and

other nutrients into the lower digestive tract [96]. The effects of administering glucose syrups

of different DEs upon blood glucose and serum lipid concentrations have been reviewed [97].

An interesting application of cyclodextrins is in the enhancement of the solubility of

certain drugs, which become included in the cavity of the hydrophilic molecules.

The application of fructose as a sweetener for use by diabetics has received much study,

and it appears to have a limited application for this purpose.

4.6.8 MISCELLANEOUS

Starch-derived products find many other uses, such as in brewing [97a] and breakfast foods.

An extensive list of the major applications can be found in Ref. [24].

4.7 CONCLUSION

Although a very old process, the conversion of starch by hydrolysis to give intermediate

products of considerable versatility in the formulation of food compositions is still a major

industry in terms of bulk and value. A prominent subset of the category of modified starches,

hydrolysates enjoy the same advantages of abundance of starting material and ease of

transformation into a variety of products having different molecular weights, and conse-

quently viscosity, sweetness, hygroscopicity, and gelling behavior. Currently incorporated

with other polymeric substances into fat replacers, starch hydrolysates are very diverse with

respect to the types of food application and indeed in many other usages. Standard [15] as well

as general [12,31,47,48] methods of analysis and preparation [98] are available. Synthetic

polyglucose, polyfructose, and mixed-sugar polysaccharides may prove competitive, and

these are derived from natural carbohydrate materials, the monosaccharides, which are as
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Cellulose is the world’s most abundant naturally occurring organic substance, rivaled only by

chitin. It has been estimated that nature synthesizes from 100 to 1000 billion (1011 to 1012)

metric tons of cellulose every year [1–3]. It is therefore not surprising that humans have made

use of cellulose on a vast scale in the paper, mining, building and allied industries, and as a

source of bioenergy. This applies to cellulose in its natural state, isolated, or as a source of raw

material for modification into products having different properties from those of pure

cellulose. Wood pulp is the main source of processed cellulose, the bulk of which is converted

to paper and cardboard, and about 2%, amounting to just over 3 million tons, into regener-

ated fiber and films or chemical derivatives [3].

(probably a small fraction of 1%) in comparison with that of the animal world, it is symptom-

atic of the importance attached to human existence and activity that the emphasis in this

chapter and book is upon human beings’ adaptation of natural food resources for their own

use and enjoyment. Regarding cellulose, the major carbohydrate nutrient for herbivores,

including insects, enzymatic approaches to modification could change radically the value and

applicability of this abundant polysaccharide to human nutrition [4]. As it is, cellulose performs

production of processed animal feed based on the normally inaccessible lignified cellulose

sources, whereby degrading enzymes are used to enrich the cellulose and related carbohydrate

polymers and render them acceptable to both ruminants and nonruminants [5–8]. Such pro-

cesses may continue to the sugar level, and it is of interest that sugarcane bagasse may serve not

only as a source of paper and industrial ethanol, but also as animal fodder [9,10].

Given that cellulose has been a natural part of the world’s diet since time immemorial, and the

excellent toxicological profile enjoyed by it and its ether derivatives (which constitute the only

food-allowed group of modified celluloses), it is not surprising that these materials have found

wide acceptance within the food industry. Most of this chapter is concerned with their applica-

tions. A brief account is given (considering the vast literature on the subject) about the occur-

rence, biosynthesis, analysis, and properties of cellulose. This leads to a description of the salient

to bring them into a state of solution or dispersion for practical use. An overview of regulatory

the basis of Section 5.4. The reader is referred to the first edition of this book for a list of key

manufacturers of cellulosics, and to additional references describing earlier work [11].

5.2 CELLULOSE

5.2.1 OCCURRENCE AND ISOLATION

Cellulose is the major building block of the cell wall structure of higher plants [12]. Cellulose

constitutes 40–50% of wood, 80% of flax, and 90% of cotton fiber. Green algae also have
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a critical function as dietary fiber (see Chapter 18). Nevertheless, there has been a surge in the

aspects is given inAppendix 2,whereas details concerning the applications of these products form

features of physically and chemically modified celluloses, and in Appendix 1 to the methods used



cellulose in their cell walls, as do the membranes of fungi. Cyanobacteria [13] represent a

primitive source, and bacterial cellulose is well described [14]. Acetobacter xylinum can

synthesize extracellular pellicles of cellulose from glucose. Simple marine animals such as

tunicates deposit cellulose in their cell walls [15].

Commercial purification of cellulose is centered on cotton linters and wood pulp, in the

first case because of the high cellulose content and, in the second, the relative abundance and

ease of harvesting of wood and straw. Cellulose in the natural state is difficult to purify due to

its insolubility in commercial solvents. Because of their high polarity, amine oxides are used

successfully in a variety of applications, e.g., N-methylmorpholine-N-oxide hydrate as solvent

in the Lyocell regeneration process [3]; 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone/LiCl as a system that

is used as solvent in a food product application [17]. Isolation of cellulose in a pure form

usually involves alkaline pulping to remove waxes, proteins, and — in particular from wood —

lignins. Pulps for cellulose ether production often undergo extra alkali extraction steps; these

are carried out to remove low-molecular-weight polysaccharides and so-called hemicelluloses,

as well as to raise the pure (alpha) cellulose content [2,18].

5.2.2 STRUCTURE

One of the certainties in cellulose science is that cellulose is an aggregate of linear polymers of

D-glucopyranosyl residues in the chain form, which are linked together entirely in the b-1,4

configuration [3,19] (Figure 5.1), chemical and enzymatic hydrolyses, acetolysis, methylation

studies, NMR and x-ray analysis affording ample proof of this. Cellulose is an isotactic b-1,4-

polyacetal of 4-O-b-D-glucopyranosyl-D-glucose (cellobiose), as the basic unit consists of two

units of glucose b-1,4 linked [2]. The b-1,4 diequatorial configuration results in a rigid and

linear structure for cellulose. The abundance of hydroxyl groups and concomitant tendency

to form intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds results in the formation of linear aggre-

gates. This contributes to the strength shown by cellulose-containing structures in plants and

also to the virtual insolubility of cellulose in common solvents, particularly water.

As a glucan, cellulose may be analyzed, after enzymatic removal of starch, by hydrolysis in

a concentrated aqueous solution of H2SO4, dilution with water, and anthrone assay [20].

Cellulose has a characteristic CP/MAS 13C NMR spectrum [21], and functional groups in

derivatives are readily identified by 1H NMR [22]. The last reference describes the first

application of NMR to the end-group determination of molecular weight of a cellulose

derivative. Other standard methods of spectroscopic analysis are readily applied [23–25].

Molecular size of polymer molecules can be conveniently described in terms of degree of

polymerization (DP), which is an average value of the number of monomer units. By various

physical techniques (intrinsic viscosity measurement [26,27], light scattering, etc.) the DP of
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can be used in the analytical steric (size) exclusion chromatography (SEC) mode (see Section

5.2.2) instead of the more common dimethylacetamide (DMA)/LiCl [16]; and an amine oxide



cellulose from various sources can be estimated. A number of examples are given in Table 5.1.

Much attention has been given to molecular weight distribution measurements of cellulose and

derivatives using various adaptations of SEC [16,28–30], andby these techniques, informationwas

obtained about the semiflexible chain structure of cellulose in alkaline urea solution [31], and the

effects of oxidation [32] and heat [33]. Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), hydroxymethylcellulose,

and more complex derivatives have been analyzed similarly, employing various stationary phases,

elution systems, and detectors devised to improve the reliability of the method [34–38].

In the solid state, highly ordered crystalline areas are interspersed between less-ordered

amorphous zones. These amorphous zones are regions in which the hydroxyl groups are more

readily available for reaction than in the more highly ordered crystalline areas, which are less

reactive [12,39–41]. Cellulose reactivity is thus dependent on the source of cellulose and the

conditions of isolation and purification.

In the native state cellulose is in the form known as Cellulose I, which has a unit cell

containing two cellulose molecules in line with the b-axis, but arranged countercurrently to

each other [42]. A lattice structure known as Cellulose II is obtained after mercerization [43],

i.e., treatment with sodium hydroxide, in which the c-axis is lengthened and the a-axis

shortened. Other forms of cellulose have been described, but a description of these is outside

the scope of this chapter. More specialized discussions are readily available [2,3,44].

Early work employing electron microscopy showed that the linear cellulose molecules are

bound together (through hydrogen bonding and other electronic forces) into long threadlike

bundles called microfibrils. In certain areas, these microfibrils have the chains arranged in

stacked layers. These areas are then sufficiently organized in regular fashion to form discrete

crystalline regions known as crystallites [45] and at a higher level of organization, micro-

tubules [46]. Microfibrils are not necessarily the only mode of organization of cellulose chains,

as in wheat straw the highly oriented crystalline lamellae are arranged perpendicularly to the

tangential direction with respect to the annual rings [47]. A great deal of work has neverthe-

less been done on the detailed structure of microfibrils, with early reviews by Delmer [48] and

of Marchessault and Sundararajan [12]. The article by Klemm et al. [3] admirably summarizes

the various structural levels of cellulose from data derived by crystal analysis using x-rays to

fiber morphology (microfibrils and microfibrillar bands), which includes the crystallites and

amorphous regions, and to the structural design of plant cell walls in which the cellulose is

accompanied by various lignin, hemicellulosic, and pectic components.

Different techniques have been used to establish many facets of cellulose formation

and structure apart from the biosynthetic routes discussed in Section 5.2.3. The effects of

glucomannan and xylan on the cellulosic structure of A. xylinum were defined using NMR

and electron diffraction [49], and the behavior of microfibrils when attacked by cellulases, by

x-ray [50]. Periodic disorder along ramie microfibrils was demonstrated by small-angle

neutron scattering [51], and the ultrastructure of iodine-treated wood (fluorescent markers

TABLE 5.1
Degree of Polymerization of Cellulose

from Various Sources

Source DP

Purified cotton 1500–300

Cotton linter 6500

Spruce pulp 3300

Aspen pulp 2500
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are also used) by light microscopy [52] ). Improved activated carbon results from retaining the

microfibrillar structure of the pyrolyzed cellulose [53].

5.2.3 BIOSYNTHESIS

For a compound as abundant and important in nature as cellulose, the uncovering of the fine

details of its biosynthesis has proved remarkably difficult. A number of general articles

introduce the observations that follow [14,42,54–60].

The substrate uridine diphosphate glucose (UDP-glucose) splits off glucose to form a lipid–

pyrophosphate–glucose, and from this a lipid–pyrophosphate–cellobiose derivative. The cello-

biose unit is then detached and forms the end part of a water-soluble, short-lived polymer based

on glucose. The enzyme complex responsible for these transformations functions on plasma

membrane surfaces. As they are formed, the chains undergo hydrogen bonding to form the

partially crystalline microfibrils. The absorbing question as to how cellulose has become by far

the main source of organic terrestrial matter has been approached in the basic reviews by Delmer

and coworkers [61,62] on the roles of genes and catalytic proteins in the biosynthetic pathways

leading to cellulose. One aim of such fundamental studies has been to improve cellulose quality

and its suitability for applied purposes, and parallels work on starch in some respects (see

has led to successful cultivation of improved cotton [56,65], better pulp quality in Eucalyptus [66]

and poplar [67], and the modulation of cellulose content of tuber cell walls in transgenic potatoes

[68]. Numerous biochemical aspects have been pursued, such as the requirement of the N-glycan

processing enzyme a-glucosidase [69] for cellulose biosynthesis, and factors in the alignment

of cellulose in microfibrils, the patterns of which govern the direction of cell wall expansion

[70,71].

5.2.4 CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Cellulose is a hygroscopic material, insoluble but able to swell in water, dilute acid, and most

solvents. Solubility can be achieved in concentrated acids [72] but at the expense of consid-

erable degradation through acetal (glycosidic) hydrolysis. Alkali solutions lead to consider-

able swelling and dissolution of hemicelluloses present.

The chemical reactions of cellulose are dictated by its polymorphic nature. The less-

ordered amorphous regions are more reactive than the ordered crystallite regions, initial

chemical reaction takes place on the less-ordered surfaces of the fibrils. Little or no effect is

observed on the impenetrable crystalline structure.

Caustic alkaline solutions penetrate cellulose by swelling and by subsequent capillary

attraction, which allows entry into the regions between the crystallite zones. Consequently,

the crystallite zones are disrupted. This process, often termed mercerization [43], is used to

(>1508C) cellulose undergoes hydrolysis in basic media, and oxidation may also occur.

Microbiological degradation occurs via enzymatic hydrolytic cleavage of the b-1,4-glucosidic

link [72a]. Substituted cellulose ethers are for steric reasons less exposed to this process, and their

relative stabilities may be considerably greater. It is also known that, as expected, amorphous

cellulose is more susceptible to enzymatic hydrolysis than more highly crystalline cellulose [3,73].

Partial degradation of natural cellulose using multicomponent, degrading enzymes leads to

products having certain practical advantages, including enhanced solubility [73a].
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Chapter 1 and Chapter 2). The critical discovery of genes from Arabidopsis encoding for cellulose

activate cellulose for cellulose ether production (see Section 5.3.1.1). At higher temperatures

synthase in 1996, of which ten true and eight weaker subdivisions have been reported [63, cf. 64],



5.2.5 PHYSICALLY MODIFIED CELLULOSES

5.2.5.1 Microfibrillated Cellulose

The preparation of this material has been disclosed in a patent from the ITT Corporation [74].

Essentially, a slurry of cellulose is passed through a small orifice under conditions of

high shear and at a great pressure differential. This treatment disrupts the cellulose into

microfibrillar fragments [45]. The assay for microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) is described in

the Food Chemicals Codex (FCC) [75] and involves titration by ferrous ammonium sulfate of

a potassium dichromate and sulfuric acid-treated solution of the cellulose. The assay specifies

at least 97% cellulose.

MFC has considerably more water-retention capability than normal-grade materials and

is considerably less prone to precipitation in the cupriethylenediamine residue test (cuene

test). The change in DP with respect to the pulp feed stock is kept at a minimum during

microfibrillation. Suspensions of MFC are shear thinning (pseudoplastic), exhibit slight

thixotropic behavior, and apparently do not suffer a viscosity drop on heating. Electrolyte

tolerance is also on a par with that of other commonly used cellulosics.

5.2.5.2 Microcrystalline Cellulose

Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) is produced by treating natural cellulose with hydrochloric

acid to dissolve the amorphous regions of the polysaccharide, leaving behind the less reactive

crystalline regions as fine crystals. As with MFC, the viscosity of dispersions of this product is

both pH and heat invariant. A number of varieties are available — powdered, bulk-dried

colloidal, spray-dried colloidal (with CMC), and spray-dried with sweet whey [76]. MCC

dispersions have been shown to exhibit both thixotropic and pseudoplastic behavior [77].

MCC can be assayed in a manner similar to MFC by employing the ferrous ammonium sulfate

titration technique; other determinations, including loss on drying and residue on ignition, can

be accomplished as described in the FCC [75]. The assay specifies not less than 97% cellulose.

Particles may be approximately 1 mm in length, and the technique used for dispersion is

in the commercial product. Purified cellulose powders for use as dietary fiber (Section 5.5.2), of

average fiber length varying from 25 to 120 mm, are essentially unmodified [78]. Many import-

ant industrial food applications have been listed [45,79] and patents registered [80–82].

5.3 CHEMICALLY MODIFIED CELLULOSE DERIVATIVES

Despite the wide variety of cellulose derivatives that have been made, notably acetate and

nitrate esters [3,22,83–86], only a few of the cellulose ethers find application (and are

approved for use) in foodstuffs [87,88]. The most widely used cellulose derivative is sodium

CMC [89,90]; other ethers have unique and interesting properties, however, which ensure

their inclusion in a widening array of products. Thus, for example, methylcellulose (MC) and

hydroxypropylmethylcellulose (HPMC) find uses as a result of interfacial activity and their

ability to form gels on heating.

Although a number of cellulose ethers are available, they are all made in essentially the

same manner. Naturally, individual suppliers have their own technologies, but the production

process can be broken down into the generation of alkali cellulose, alkylation or hydroxy-

alkylation, and finally product purification. Alkylation specifically at primary alcohol sites

requires a more elaborate synthetic procedure [91].
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5.3.1 THE MANUFACTURE OF CELLULOSE ETHERS

5.3.1.1 Preparation of Alkali Cellulose

Alkali cellulose is most commonly produced by slurrying, spraying, or otherwise mixing

chemical cellulose chip, pulp, or sheet with aqueous sodium hydroxide solution (35–60%

w/v). Inert organic solvents may be used as slurry media. This mixture is then held for a

predetermined time at a controlled temperature and pressure to ensure complete reaction and

to control the viscosity of the final product through an ageing process. Alkali cellulose is quite

readily degraded by air oxidation; thus the quantity of oxygen present in the alkalization

reaction and the type of cellulose used have a crucial influence on the DP of the final product

and hence its viscosity in solution [2].

Although in theory it would be possible to produce alkylcelluloses by the use of potent

alkylating agents such as diazomethane, the heterogeneous nature of the cellulose leads to

variations in the availability and reactivity of the hydroxyl groups. Treating the cellulose with

caustic alkaline solution disrupts hydrogen bonding between and within the polymeric

strands, making the majority of the hydroxyl groups available for modification, with the

C2 and C6 hydroxyl sites typically more reactive than the C3 site [83]. Additionally, sodium

hydroxide acts as a catalyst in the Williamson etherification reaction.

For high-viscosity products, cotton linters are utilized under strictly controlled conditions

in order to minimize oxidation. These linters have an extremely high DP and a high

a-cellulose content (>99%). Other products with lower viscosity requirements are made

from a variety of wood pulps.

The preparation of alkali cellulose takes place as follows:

RcellOH
����!NaOH

RcellOH �NaOH

RcellOH �NaOH ��!RcellONaþH2O

5.3.1.2 Alkylation and Hydroxyalkylation of Alkali Cellulose

As industrial production processes make use of alkyl chlorides (Williamson ether synthesis)

for the alkylation step and epoxides (oxiranes) for hydroxyalkylation, this chapter will deal

only with these routes.

5.3.1.2.1 Alkylation
In the Williamson ether synthesis, a nucleophilic alkoxide ion reacts with an alkyl halide to

give an ether and a salt. Thus, the alkali cellulose slurry reacts with methyl chloride to give

MC and sodium chloride. In a similar manner sodium monochloroacetate is used to produce

sodium CMC.

The preparation of MC and CMC takes place as follows:

RcellOHþ CH3Cl
����!NaOH

RcellOCH3 þNaClþH2O

RcellOHþ ClCH2CO2Na
����!NaOH

RcellOCH2CO2NaþNaClþH2O

5.3.1.2.2 Hydroxyalkylation
Hydroxyalkylation of cellulose is carried out by treating alkali cellulose with an epoxide.

Propylene oxide is used to prepare hydroxypropylcelluloses (HPCs), ring opening at the
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primary carbon leading to a product containing a secondary alcohol function within the ether

moiety introduced.

The preparation of HPC proceeds as follows:

O OH
NaOH

RcellOH + CH3CH   CH2 RcellOCH2CHCH3 + NaOH

For the production of mixed alkylhydroxyalkylcelluloses, alkylation and hydroxyalkyl-

ation can be carried out either sequentially or concurrently. An important factor in the

hydroxylation reaction is that a new hydroxyl group is generated and is available for further

reaction. The effect of this will be considered later in the discussion.

The properties of the resulting cellulose ethers are a complex function of the molecular

weight average of the polymer and the types and level of substitution. It is here that the skill of

the manufacturer comes into play to produce useful products consistently.

5.3.1.3 Product Purification

Because byproducts are generated in these reactions, purification is required to meet the food

and other premium application standards. Byproducts include alcohols, alkoxides, ethers, and,

in the case of CMC production, glycolic acid and its salts. Generally, the thermal gelling

and hot water-insoluble products such as MC and HPC, respectively, are purified by hot

water washing and filtration procedures. Cold and hot water-soluble products such as CMC

are purified by washing with solvent systems such as aqueous ethanol or acetone. The purified

products are then dried, and their particle sizes are modified by suitable means. Finally, they

are analyzed for premium application compliance and are packaged.

5.3.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF CELLULOSE ETHERS

Besides the type of substituents carried by the cellulose backbone and the viscosity of the

cellulose ether in aqueous solution (normally quoted for a 1 or 2% solution w/v), these

products are described by the degree of substitution (DS) and the molar substitution (MS)

level. Molecular weights and distributions are now readily accessible [28,34–36,38].

5.3.2.1 Degree of Substitution

Each anhydroglucose unit in the cellulose molecule has three hydroxyl groups available for

derivatization. Thus, if all of these hydroxyl groups were substituted, the product would be

said to have a DS of 3. If an average two out of three of these groups were reacted, then the

block reactive hydroxyl groups; reagents that allow further chain growth are characterized

by MS.

5.3.2.2 Molar Substitution

Derivatization of a reactive hydroxyl group with propylene oxide generates on a one-for-one

basis a replacement hydroxyl site for further reaction. Thus, as the reaction continues, chain

extension occurs. Oxyalkyl substitution is thus described by the MS level, i.e., the number of
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DS would be 2, and so on (Figure 5.2). The term DS is reserved for those substituents that



moles of alkylating agent per mole of anhydroglucose in the chain (Figure 5.3). The ratio of

MS to DS gives the average chain length (DP) of these side-chain substituents.

5.3.3 SODIUM CARBOXYMETHYLCELLULOSE

acid or its sodium salt or mixtures thereof. The sodium salt is the most common for food use,

as the free acid form is insoluble in water. In this discussion, for convenience, the term CMC

will be used to refer sodium CMC. In the United States the term ‘‘cellulose gum’’ is often used

for food-grade CMC [45]. CMC is assayed by determining the sodium chloride and sodium

glycolate percentages [75] and subtracting these from 100%. The FCC specifies that the assay

be at least 99.5% CMC. The principle of SEC has been applied to the characterization of

CMCs [34,92–94].

CMC was initially developed in Germany as a gelatin substitute. The real drive for its

commercial usage was the discovery in 1935 that CMC could improve the efficacy of laundry

detergents. Food-grade CMC was introduced by the Hercules Company in 1946 [95] and since

then it has become the dominant cellulose ether in terms of its total usage. It was estimated

that in 1983 the consumption rates in the United States, Western Europe, and Japan were

22,200, 93,000, and 17,200 metric tons, respectively, with about 5% of CMC production used

by the food industry, or about 6,600 metric tons per annum globally [96].
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CMC (Figure 5.4) is an anionic, linear, water-soluble polymer that can exist either as the free



5.3.3.1 Effect of DS on Solubility

Commercially, CMC is available in the DS range 0.4 to 1.5. As the interchain association of

adjacent hydroxyl groups is the most important determinant of solubility, the DS of CMC

(and other cellulose ethers) has a profound effect on the physical properties of solutions. At

low DS the bulk of the etherification has occurred in the amorphous and the crystalline

surface regions of the cellulose. This gives a product with a high residual degree of chain:chain

association and resultant poor water solubility. Thus, CMC with a DS < 0.3 is only soluble in

alkali. At higher DS, the interchain associations are more disrupted, yielding partially soluble

material. As the DS approaches 0.7, the crystalline regions have been sufficiently disrupted to

yield highly water-soluble material. Above a DS of 1.0 the relative concentration of unreacted

hydroxyl sites is so low that little or no interchain association occurs. In the United States,

CMC for food use is limited to DS � 0.95 [97].

5.3.3.2 Solution Rheology

Because CMC and other cellulose ethers are produced by controllable reactions, it is possible

to tailor desirable property features into the polymer. Characteristics such as solution

viscosity, thixotropy, and pseudoplasticity can be controlled by varying the amount of

chain oxidation (molecular weight control), DS, and uniformity of chemical substitution.

As discussed earlier, the viscosity of the final product is a function of the molecular weight

of the polymer. Since the viscosity of a given solution and the concentration of the cellulosic

required to achieve this may be significant factors in the choice of product used, CMC is

offered in a range of viscosity grades. Typically, manufacturers of food-grade material offer

products giving 1% aqueous solution viscosities from 20 to 4000 mPa.

Solution viscosities are affected by temperature. As is generally true with cellulose ether

solutions (with the notable exceptions of MC and HPMC), the viscosity decreases with

As with most polyelectrolytes, the pH of the environment will also affect the viscosity of a

CMC solution, though in general little effect is observed between pH 5.0 and 9.0. Below pH

4.0 the free acid is substantially produced, which can cause precipitation of the polymer (see

The effect of solutes such as salts or polar nonsolvents on viscosity can be marked and is

dependent on order of addition. In general, if the solute is added to a prepared solution of

CMC then the viscosity drop is minimized compared to the situation in which the CMC is

added to the solute in solution. For brine this is probably due to an immediate ionic

interaction between the salt and the polymer carboxylate group, effectively shielding the
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increasing temperature (Figure 5.5) linearly on a semilog plot.

Figure 5.6). Above pH 10 viscosity decreases and cellulose degradation becomes important.



anionic charge and substantially inhibiting hydrogen bonding between the anionic site and

To avoid the problem of reduced viscosity in these situations, it is recommended that the

CMC be dispersed in water first and allowed to hydrate. Following polymer hydration, the

salt is added to the desired concentration. The probable reason this is effective is because as

the CMC hydrates, it collects water molecules around itself; these dipoles orient with respect

to the anionic carboxylate groups, partially satisfying and partially shielding them from the

cations that are added later. In general, monovalent salts form soluble salts of CMC;

therefore, the solution properties such as haze, viscosity, and clarity are relatively unaffected

CMC, and therefore the solution quality decreases. The effect of trivalent cations is generally

to precipitate the polymer. Examples of inorganic cations that are incompatible with CMC

solutions are aluminum, chromic, ferric, ferrous, silver, and zinc.

The interactions of this anionic polymer are not limited to inorganic salts. The carboxylate

can also interact with proteins, as long as the pH of the food system is greater than the

isoelectric point of the protein. In such a case, ionic interactions between the anionic CMC

chain and the cationic protein chains generate a higher viscosity than is otherwise expected.

displays very little interfacial activity except when ionically driven.

Another fundamental characteristic of many aqueous polymer solutions is pseudoplasti-

city: solutions that tend to lose viscosity with increasing shear rate are said to be pseudoplastic.

For CMC, pseudoplasticity generally decreases with increasing DS. At DS greater than or
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FIGURE 5.5 Effect of temperature on viscosity of CMC solutions. Commercial grades of CMC

produced by Hercules.
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water molecules (see Figure 5.7).

at low to moderate salt levels [cf. 81]. Divalent cations generally form less soluble salts of

This synergistic activity is well-known and described in the literature [3,45, cf. 24]. CMC



equal to 1.0, CMC forms solutions with very little interchain association and that exhibit little

or no hysteresis loop during increasing and decreasing shear.

Thixotropy is a time-dependent change in viscosity at constant shear rate. For CMC,

thixotropic rheology is a result of the interchain hydrogen bonding between adjacent areas of

relatively unsubstituted anhydroglucose units. In CMC, which has relatively large regions of

unsubstituted hydroxyl groups on the rings, there is a strong tendency for the chains to
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develop interchain hydrogen bonds, resulting in a gel-like network. Conditions that allow for

large regions of the chain to escape substitution favor products that will yield thixotropic

solutions. Generally, the tendency for this to happen is much greater at the lower DS.

Typically, a DS of 0.7 affords a substitution pattern heterogeneous enough to produce

carboxyl-rich and carboxyl-poor regions. As the substitution on the chain increases or

becomes more uniform, the tendency for interchain association to occur decreases. Commer-

cial manufactures take advantage of this to produce nonthixotropic CMC. Nonthixotropic

CMC is available today at DS as low as 0.7. This material has a high degree of uniformity in

substitution.

5.3.4 METHYLCELLULOSES

MCs comprise a family of cellulose ethers in which methyl substitution occurs with or without

additional functional substituents. Thus besides MC, this category includes methylhydroxy-

ethylcellulose (MHEC), which is allowed in the European Economic Community (EEC) (up

to 5% hydroxyethyl substitution permitted under the MC specification), and HPMC. MC, the

first cellulose ether to be made, was first described in 1905. Since then, intensive development

by The Dow Chemical Company, Hercules Inc., and Hoechst AG inter alia has led to the

availability of a wide range of the above cellulose ethers of food-grade quality. The MCs are

assayed by determining their substitution percentages, as described in the FCC [75].

The usefulness of these nonionic cellulose ethers is essentially based on four key attributes:

efficient thickening, surface activity, film-forming ability, and, probably of greatest interest to

the food technologist, the ability to form thermal gels that melt upon cooling.

5.3.4.1 Solution Rheology

The solution behavior of the nonionic MC family is markedly different from that of the ionic

CMC. The effect of pH is especially reduced, and the temperature-dependent rheology is

much more complex. When dissolved in water these gums give clear, smooth-flowing solu-

tions that are pseudoplastic and nonthixotropic [98,99]. The pseudoplastic behavior of MC is

a function of molecular weight, with MCs of higher molecular weight exhibiting greater

but is rather a factor of the molecular weight of the polymer. In the graph the four gums have

the same molecular weight but differing degrees of substitution.

The curves showing the effect of polymer concentration on solution viscosity are com-

5.3.4.2 Thermal Gelation

Aqueous solutions of MC and HPMC (at >1.5 wt%) form gels when heated, then on cooling

return to the solution state at their original viscosity. The temperature at which this gelation

begins and the texture of the gel formed are dependent on the type and substitution level of

the gum. For example, the commercially available MC and HPMC products have gel

temperatures ranging from 50 to 858C and gel strengths varying from firm to weak [100], as

with no anticipated loss of properties.

Thermal gelation is affected by a number of polymer-dependent characteristics. The most

important determinant of gel strength is the concentration of methyl groups and the methyl:

hydroxypropyl ratio. As the methyl concentration increases, the gel formed on heating
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shown in Table 5.2. MC gel becomes fluid upon heating and the solution that eventually

pseudoplasticity as shown in Figure 5.8.

DS does not affect the rheology of MC and HPMC solutions as exemplified in Figure 5.9,

parable to those for CMC, with the curves for HPMC (Figure 5.10) illustrative of the class.

forms regains its initial viscosity (see Figure 5.11). This process may be repeated continuously



becomes firmer. Conversely, as the hydroxypropyl substitution increases, the gel becomes

softer. The most probable explanation involves dehydration followed by hydrophobic asso-

ciation of the chains. At temperatures greater than the thermal gel point (TGP), the vibra-

tional and rotational energies of the water molecules increase, exceeding the ability of

the weak hydrogen bonding to orient the dipolar water molecules around the polymer

chain. The energized water molecules then tend to disengage from the fragile envelope of

ordered water surrounding the chain. The dewatered hydrophobic polymer segments then

begin to associate with each other. As the temperature or the time at which high temperature

increases, the hydrophobic interactions increase in number, producing an ever-firmer gel due

to the increasing formation of cross-links.
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The addition of hydroxypropyl groups to MC always tends to diminish the rigidity of the

gel and increase its critical thermal gelation temperature. Hydroxypropyl substituents are

more hydrophilic than methyl groups, and hence are better able to retain water of hydration

when exposed to heat. Because they hold on to their water more tightly, the temperature

needed to drive the substituent groups apart is correspondingly greater than with MC alone.

Furthermore, the equilibrium association between water and HP substituents tends to pro-

duce a more hydrophilic gel than is possible with MC.
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FIGURE 5.10 Effect of concentration on viscosity of hydroxypropylmethylcellulose. Note: Numbers

on curves represent viscosity types.

TABLE 5.2
Thermal Gelation Properties of MC and HPMC

Viscosity

Range (mPa)

Gel

Texture

Nominal

Gel Point (˚C)

Degree of Methyl

Substitution (DS)

Degree of Hydroxypropyl

Substitution (MS)

MCa 15–4000 Firm 50 1.6–1.8 —

HPMCb 3–4000 Semifirm 60 1.63–1.85 0.1–0.3

HPMCc 50–4000 Semifirm 65 1.0–1.8 0.1–0.2

HPMCd 3–100,000 Soft 85 1.1–1.4 0.1–0.3

aMethocel (trademark of Dow Chemical Company) A.
bMethocel E.
cMethocel F.
dMethocel K.

Source: From Dow Chemical Co., Form No. 192-976-586, 1986.
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The strength of the gel increases with increasing molecular weight until a maximum

strength is reached at about Mn 40,000. This corresponds to a 2% solution viscosity of

about 400 cps as determined by the ASTM Methods [101]. Further increases in molecular

weight do not increase the gel strength. In addition, the molecular weight has no effect on the

thermal gel temperature. This indicates that gel formation is essentially dependent on polymer

chemistry and thermal kinetics and not on inherent viscosity contributions due to molecular

weight [87].

A final point of interest in this discussion is the tendency of MC and HPMC to concen-

trate at air–water and oil–water interfaces. Like thermal gelation, this pronounced surfactant

behavior is the result of substitutional heterogeneity in the polymer. The concentrations at the

interface of dilute solutions of MC can be as high as several weight percent. At the interface of

dilute solutions, one expects and can find very resilient gels [102]. This can lead to, among

other things, foam stabilization, emulsion stability, and positive effects on crumb structure,

dough rising, and baking, etc. These topics are discussed later in the text.

5.3.4.3 Solute-Induced Gelation

In addition to thermal gelation, MC and HPMC also gel upon the addition of sufficient

coagulative cosolute. Solutes in this category are phosphate, sulfate, and carbonate salts. The

action of these salts tends to strip water molecules away from the polymer via disruption of

the hydrogen-bonding forces. This is analogous to the effect of thermal energy as a hydrogen

bond disruptor. The net result is that certain polymer segments have an insufficient attraction

to the electrolyte solvent, partially dehydrating the chain and allowing the formation of the

hydrophobic interactions.

A number of salts (e.g., trisodium polyphosphate and sodium sulfate) have been found to

be most effective for lowering the gelation temperature. MC is more sensitive in this respect
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FIGURE 5.11 Effect of temperature on viscosity of methylcellulose (gelation of a 2% aqueous solution

of methylcellulose; heating rate 0.258C/min). (Methocel A-type material courtesy Dow Chemical Co.)
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than are the various HPMCs. Firm gels can be formed at room temperature by adding 3%

trisodium polyphosphate to a 2% solution of MC. The use of salts to form gels with nonionic

cellulose ethers is presently investigated. The opportunities that room temperature gel for-

mation present to food formulators are obvious. A magnetic resonance probe has been

developed for the mapping of temperature profiles in gels [103].

5.3.5 ETHYLMETHYLCELLULOSE

Ethylmethylcellulose (EMC) is manufactured by only one supplier worldwide [11,104]. The

product has an ethyl DS of 0.3 and methyl DS of 0.7. Rheology, salt tolerance, pH stability,

etc. are in line with those of MC. Instead of gelling, however, EMC precipitates from aqueous

solution when heated above 608C; re-solution occurs on cooling.

5.3.6 HYDROXYPROPYLCELLULOSE

There are two manufacturers of HPC. Food-grade quality HPC is available in six viscosity

ranges, all at an MS of about 4 [11]. As is the case with MC and HPMC, this ether exhibits

considerable surface activity — for example a 0.1% aqueous solution of HPC has a surface

tension of 43.6 dyn/cm [105]. HPC differs from MC and HPMC in that it does not gel

thermally but, similarly to EMC, precipitates from aqueous solution above 458C. Addition-

ally, HPC shows a markedly lower tolerance to dissolved electrolytes; thus, while MC, CMC,

and HPMC are all soluble in 10% aqueous NaCl solution, HPC is insoluble. HPC has

long been known to show a greater degree of solubility than either MC or HPMC in polar

organic solvents [105]. HPC is assayed using the hydroxypropyl determination included in

the FCC [75].

5.4 APPLICATIONS IN FOODS

Cellulose and its physical and chemical derivatives have long been used in fabricating

formulated foods. The physically modified celluloses are useful in many products where

bulk properties are desirable [106]. This would include reduced- or low-calorie foods, flavor

oil imbibers, or flowable products such as artificial sweeteners and flavor packets. The use of

these cellulosics is generally due to their rheology, controlled water interaction, and textural

attributes, and not to solubility or other chemical properties. Hence, MCC and finely ground

cellulose perform a valuable bulking role in low-calorie foods. Five important roles for the

chemically modified cellulose derivatives in foods are the regulation of rheological properties,

emulsification, stabilization of foams, modification of ice crystal formation and growth, and

water-binding capacity.

The applicability of cellulose derivatives for specific food applications can be determined

from their physical and chemical properties. When a choice is to be made, a number of

parameters must be considered: (a) the chemical structure of the polymer; (b) the molecular

weight of the polymer; (c) the presence of other active ingredients in the food matrix; (d) the

processing operations to which the food will be subjected; and (e) the physical properties,

including fiber dimension of the polymer.

Arguably, the most important factor is the chemical structure of the cellulose derivative.

For physically modified celluloses [107], this generally refers to the crystalline or amorphous

nature of the product. For ethers, there are a number of substituent groups and a range of

substitution patterns allowed by regulation that affect the rheological and surface-active

properties of the derivative. For instance, addition of carboxylic acid moieties to the cellulose

chain increases the hydrophilicity, whereas addition of alkyl residues such as methyl or ethyl
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increases the hydrophobicity of the polymer chain. By increasing hydrophilicity, the polymer

is better able to hydrate in the presence of other water-soluble species such as sugars. By

increasing the hydrophobicity, a polymer may be produced that is also a surfactant, thus

conferring on the chain a host of interesting physicochemical characteristics.

The molecular weight of the polymer is readily manifested in solution viscosity; as

molecular weight decreases, solution viscosity decreases. For many of the derivatives dis-

cussed herein, the most important property is viscosity; for some, however, the most important

characteristic is film-forming or surface activity. In such cases products of low molecular

weight might better serve the application.

The inclusion of other active ingredients in the product also plays a crucial role in food

formulation. The presence of proteins, simple carbohydrates, and some starches is important

in the choice of cellulose derivatives. For example, in products with high salt concentrations,

CMC does not build up viscosity to the same extent as when salt is absent, and therefore

more CMC is required to overcome the effect of salt. Similarly, because CMC is ionic, it can

interact with certain proteins. Interfacially active MC and its derivatives can also interact with

proteins through hydrophobic–hydrophilic mechanisms.

Transient environmental modifications such as changing temperature can have a pro-

found influence on gum selection. Because the solubilities of some cellulose ethers are affected

by temperature, systems can be designed to yield widely divergent rheological profiles under

different processing regimes. For instance, MC interacts strongly with other MC chains at

elevated temperatures. This can sometimes cause firming in a product upon heating.

Finally, the physical properties of the derivatives are important in the context of the food

product and its processing. In some cases, it is necessary to deliver the polymer in a powdered

form by dry blending. In others it may be more efficient to use a granular material.

In this section, we shall describe classes of food products and include formulations that

specifically reference the various cellulose derivatives and provide chemical and physical

explanations for their functions. Typical food applications for cellulose and its derivatives

are shown in Table 5.3.

5.4.1 FISH/MEAT

Protein-based foods frequently need stabilizers for increased shelf life during ambient or frozen

storage. These products generally have sufficient binding capacity to preserve structural

TABLE 5.3
Commercial Food Uses for Cellulose and Its Derivatives

Cellulose/Cellulose Derivative Food Applications

Hydroxypropylcellulose Whipped toppings, mousses, extruded foods

Hydroxypropylmethylcellulose Whipped toppings, mousses, baked goods, bakery fillings, icings, fried foods,

sauces, dressings, frozen desserts, reduced-fat foods

Methylcellulose Sauces, soups, breads, tortillas, fried foods, restructured (matrix) foods,

reduced-fat foods, foams

Methylethylcellulose Whipped toppings, mousses, egg white substitute

Microcrystalline cellulose Dressings, sauces, baked goods, beverages, whipped toppings, reduced-fat foods

Powdered cellulose Breads, cookies, pastries, pasta, imitation cheeses, cereals, canned meats

Sodium carboxymethylcellulose Frozen desserts, baked goods, dressings, sauces, syrups, beverages,

extruded foods, animal foods, reduced-calorie foods
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integrity during storage, but gums may be added to provide primary binding in special products

or secondary benefits for quality improvement.

Seafood processors can use cellulose derivatives to allow fabrication of novel, value-added

seafood products. Extruded shrimp or fish nuggets may be produced that take advantage of

fish pieces, shrimp bits, or whole shrimp that are too small to be otherwise useful. By

incorporating a small amount (0.6–2.0%) of MC, the products have good cold extrusion

and forming characteristics and also high-temperature stability. High-temperature stability is

crucial because these products are generally deep-fried and would lose their integrity in the

Unique red meat products can be formulated using cellulosics. For example, patties can be

formed from chopped corned beef, sauerkraut, and cheese using MC (0.6%) as a binder. This

formulation allows cold-forming of what is normally a nonbinding mixture, but also prevents

loss of product integrity during frying due to its thermally gelling nature.

Trends in industry toward reducing the fat content of meats to promote a more healthy

consumer diet have presented new opportunities for cellulosics. In particular, the film-

forming characteristic of the interfacially active MCs, combined with the variety of viscosities

that can be achieved with these products, offers the possibility of mimicking the texture of

lipids in these fat-reduced systems.

Batters for deep-frying are an important family of products associated with processed

meats. Cellulosics are an integral part of many batter formulations. These polymers contribute

viscosity and thermal gelation to improve processing control and batter quality. Cold viscos-

ity is a crucial quality-control indicator. Batters that are too fluid fail to enrobe a product

sufficiently; conversely, those that are too viscous cause inappropriately high coating levels. A

further benefit of using a thermally gelling cellulosic in a batter is the production of a

relatively oil-insoluble barrier during frying. By gelling, MC and HPMC generate a water-

holding gel that prevents oil ingress during frying, with a reduction of up to 50% oil

absorption in selected batters.

5.4.2 SAUCES, GRAVIES, SOUPS, AND SYRUPS

Sauces, gravies, soups, and syrups represent a broad range of fluid food products that are

generally stabilized using hydrocolloids, including cellulose derivatives. The physically modi-

fied celluloses can help to maintain structural integrity during freezing. In addition, they can

substantially reduce the caloric content of the food by replacing carbohydrates or fats.

Chemically modified derivatives are often used in these products to increase the efficiency

of water binding and reduce the problem of syneresis on thawing. They can provide fatlike

mouthfeel and viscosity in systems containing reduced levels of fats and oils. Additionally,

some cellulose ethers are used in conjunction with other stabilizers as emulsifiers in fluid

systems that contain fat. The ability of cellulose ethers such as HPC, HPMC, and MC to

accumulate at oil droplet interfaces and prevent oil droplet coalescence is important in many

of these products to prevent oiling-off during storage. In general, sauces and gravies also

include starches to provide bulk viscosity and desirable sensory characteristics.

Fruit fillings and table syrups, especially low- or reduced-calorie products, can make good

use of cellulosics. CMC is particularly effective in these applications as it is an efficient

thickener in systems where the concentration of soluble solids is quite high (45–60%) and,

like most chemically modified cellulosics, it produces transparent solutions, required in this

product category.

Sauces, gravies, fillings, and cream soups are similar in that most of them take advantage

of starches for viscosity control. However, a drawback to using starches exclusively for

rheology control is that they generally do not maintain viscosity over a wide temperature
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range and many of them are not freeze–thaw stable. Cellulosics have long been used to boost

the performance of these products, especially those that are held for long periods at elevated

temperature as in a food-service operation or those that are frozen. Recent work in our

laboratory has shown that low molecular weight MC interacts with modified starches to yield

systems with rheological properties that are quite stable over wide temperature ranges. This is

in contrast to starches alone, which lose viscosity as temperature increases, and MC alone,

which gels at temperatures in excess of 508C. The specific nature of this interaction is not

known but may be due to intergranule bridging or hydrophobic interactions between the MC

and the modifying groups on the starch granules.

5.4.3 EMULSIONS

Two important emulsified food categories are salad dressings and whipped toppings, the

former oil-in-water emulsions, the latter, foams of oil-in-water emulsions. Both types require

certain fundamental chemical and physical properties that are obtainable by the use of cellulose

derivatives. Pourable salad dressings are typically oil-and-water emulsions with oil concen-

trations ranging from 10 to 50%. In these systems it is important to prevent the flocculation

and coalescence of oil droplets that would lead to rapid phase separation. Cellulose ethers

contribute to emulsion stability by concentrating at the oil–water interface, imposing a barrier

of hydrated polymer around each droplet.

In low-calorie salad dressings, emulating the mouthfeel of higher-oil dressings can be a

greater challenge than stabilizing the low level of oil that is present. The surface-active

cellulose derivatives can provide the film-forming property and slip that is characteristic of

oils, and can also be selected to optimize the viscosity needed to achieve the appropriate

texture in these products.

Dry mix salad dressings pose unique challenges to food formulators. In these commod-

ities, a dry mixture of stabilizers, spices, and flavors is packaged for consumer use. The

consumer is the end processor of the emulsion and requires an easily formulated and easily

processed product for domestic use. The use of HPMC and MC is advantageous because they

offer rapid hydration and emulsification under the relatively low shear conditions that are

encountered in home preparation. The rapid interfacial migration of cellulose ethers contrib-

utes to rapid stabilization of the emulsion and ease of use for the consumer.

Nondairy whipped toppings, whipped desserts, and mousses are foams of oil-in-water

emulsions. These products pose special concerns and constraints because the bubble wall is

thin, relatively weak, and unsupported. This is in contrast to the surface of an oil droplet in a

dressing, which is supported from inside by a mass of oil. In these systems, two requirements

exist. The first is a physical stabilization of the liquid within the interstitial regions of the

foam. The second is a strengthening of the cell wall, accomplished by the use of gums and

other ingredients in the mix.

For whipped toppings, structural integrity between the foam cell walls and in the inter-

stitial areas can be achieved by using a physically modified cellulose derivative such as MCC.

MFC was a unique physically modified cellulose derivative, which also provided stability in

whipped toppings; its current commercial status is unclear. The rheological role played by

MFC in these applications is that of imparting yield-point properties that result in structuring.

Cell wall integrity can be achieved by using cellulose ethers that accumulate at interfacial

surfaces. Examples often used in whipped toppings are HPC, MC, HPMC, and MEC, and

MC is used to stabilize foams [109]. In the case of the methyl derivatives, the polymer

concentrates at the interfaces and undergoes gelation, as the concentration at the interfacial

boundary is substantially higher than that of the bulk phase (usually less than 1%). This

surface gel confers stability on the bubble cell wall, resulting in a more resilient and stable
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product. Furthermore, whipped products usually have an additional storage burden as they

must survive frozen storage. The use of chemically modified cellulose derivatives can reduce

syneresis, a severe quality defect, during repeated freeze–thaw cycling.

Cellulosics have been used frequently in emulsified food products. The most common

prepared emulsions are salad dressings, in which the two cellulosics most used are HPMC and

MCC. HPMC is incorporated in pourable and dry mix salad dressings for emulsification,

rheology control, and improved organoleptic properties. HPMC, since it is a surface-active

agent, migrates to the oil droplet–water interface and establishes a hydrated polymer barrier

at the interface. This prevents oil droplet coalescence and subsequent development of an oil

slick on the emulsion surface. In addition, since the additive accumulates at the droplet

interface and prevents large droplets from forming, the refractive index of the droplet changes

and the color is lighter than it would be otherwise. This is an advantage in creamy dressings.

Finally, HPMC increases the viscosity of the product and improves organoleptic properties,

ameliorating the otherwise ropy mouthfeel and gelatinous appearance of pourable dressings.

In contrast to their employment in pourable dressings as surfactants, cellulosics can also

be used in high-viscosity, spoonable dressings. MCC assists in the manufacture of full- and

reduced-calorie products by increasing the viscosity of the interstitial continuous phase and

contributing bulk to reduced-calorie formulations.

5.4.4 BAKED GOODS

There are a number of beneficial uses for cellulose and cellulose derivatives in baked products.

Breads require a certain strength-to-volume ratio to allow good formation, cell structure,

even texture, and high eating quality. Typical white pan breads achieve most of their volume

and textural quality from gluten, the most abundant protein in wheat flour. However,

variations in the quality and quantity of flours from various wheats affect product quality.

Additives have long been used to correct this.

High-fiber and variety of diet breads, buns, and rolls generally contain reduced quantities

of flour as a means of decreasing the caloric value; as a result, they require special reformu-

lation to provide loaf structure and baked quality comparable to products containing wheat

flour. High-fiber breads make use of several cellulose derivatives. Usually a physically

modified product such as MCC or cellulose flour is used as a partial replacement for wheat

flour and consequently some of the nutrient energy of the flour. However, physically modified

celluloses generally have little functionality in baked goods, and, therefore, certain compon-

ents must be modified to yield a product of suitable quality. Dough rheology is affected when

physically modified celluloses replace part of the flour because the water demand and mixing

qualities change. The baking qualities of reduced wheat flour breads are usually inferior and

must be compensated for by other functional ingredients.

The use of MC and HPMC returns to the bread the functionality lost due to the lowered

wheat flour concentration. These cellulose ethers provide an elastic mass during proofing and

baking that traps CO2 and allows the bread to rise and maintain adequate volume. Breads of

this type have been patented and are widely available in the U.S. retail trade.

In providing structure to breads and rolls, the thermally gelling derivatives are very useful.

Since MC and HPMC are interfacially active and form elastic gels at elevated temperatures,

they can impart added dough strength and uniformity through make-up, proofing, and

baking, and lead to an even, consistent crumb structure in the final baked product [110].

The properties of surface activity and gelation with heat also increase moisture retention and

tolerance to the changing environmental conditions of today’s automated bakeries. This

improves the production of bread from typical wheat flours as well as baked goods with

very low wheat protein levels or specialty breads made from other grains, such as rice,
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sorghum, and barley, which contain no gluten [111,112] and to which as much as 3% of the

cellulosic may be added.

As well as acting as a loaf volume enhancer, cellulosics can be used as bulking agents in

the production of high-fiber breads. Since cellulose is nondigestible, the physically modified

derivatives can easily be used at substantial concentrations as a supplementary fiber source.

Sweet baked goods, such as cakes, can also be improved by the inclusion of cellulosics

albeit at lower levels. Like breads, cakes need elasticity and some structural integrity to trap

the gases produced for leavening action. Thermally gelling cellulosics can perform well in

achieving these requirements. Increased cake volumes have been demonstrated with MC and

HPMC as well as with CMC, with the CMC-induced volume generated through a viscosity

quality and cake heights have been observed with the use of HPMC and MC [114]. In the

sensory evaluations associated with this study, textures were identified as moist without

excessively chewy.

Cellulosics also play a role in improving the texture of fat-reduced snack cakes by

providing batter thickening, moisture retaining, and film-forming properties in these products

[115,116]. In addition to a functional contribution, physically modified cellulosics can be used

as a bulking agent for production of cakes with reduced nutrient energy. This application is

expected to grow dramatically as heat-stable, low-calorie sweetening compounds (see Ref.

glazes sometimes use cellulosics, especially CMC and HPMC, at low levels to improve texture

[118]; CMC has been demonstrated [90] to enhance flavor perception and have some effect on

sweetness. HPMC improves low shear flow properties in icings, facilitating spreading, pro-

viding favorable mouthfeel, and improving resistance to icing runoff.

5.4.5 FROZEN DESSERTS

Frozen desserts frequently include hydrocolloids such as cellulosics, gelatins, starches, and

carrageenans. The cellulosics are often used to control ice crystal growth and to modify

rheology [119]. A number of formulations are available that include a variety of cellulosic

materials. This is especially true for some whipped frozen products that take advantage not

only of the ability of a gum to modify rheology but also to entrain air.

The trend toward replacing fat in food systems has a strong presence in the frozen dessert

industry. Cellulose derivatives can produce textures in low-fat or fat-free frozen desserts that

are similar to the mouthfeel associated with products containing higher fat levels.

5.4.6 EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES: BARRIER FILMS

Barrier films, such as those described by Fennema and coworkers [120–123], take advantage

of cellulose derivatives as film substrates in complex systems for water vapor transmission

control, the concept being expanded, in principle, to reduce oil uptake [124–127]; these films

are especially formulated for frozen prepared foods to prevent migration of water from areas

of high relative humidity to areas of low relative humidity and to preserve the textural

qualities associated with fresh prepared products. In this technology, films are produced by

casting in successive stages. First a film of HPMC is formed; this is overlaid with a sprayed

coating of a triglyceride, and then coated with a thin layer of beeswax. These films when

finished are 2–5 mm thick, unnoticeable in a fabricated product, and are excellent water vapor

barriers at temperatures below the melting point of the wax and fat. However, a unique

property of these films is that at temperatures in excess of 658C, the hydrated HPMC film gels

inhibit moisture migration. This reduces such migration from areas of relatively high water
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[117] ) are developed and formulated into processed baked goods. Finally, bakery icings and

contribution. In cake mixes formulated for microwave baking [cf. 113], improved eating



activity to areas of low water activity. As an illustration, the concept could be applied to

frozen pizza, with a film incorporated between the crust and the sauce and thus preventing

moisture migration during storage and home preparation. Other types of membrane, such as

developed [128].

5.5 NUTRITIONAL EFFECTS OF CELLULOSE DERIVATIVES

Any food component can affect the nutritional density or quality of the diet in a number of

ways. The most obvious is as a nutritious component of a food. An example of this is the use

of vitamins and minerals to fortify ready-to-eat cereals. A second way is as a functional

additive, without which food could not be produced, distributed, or accepted by consumers;

CMC added to ice cream improves the mouthfeel and reduces the growth of ice crystals

during frozen storage. A component could also have an impact on the nutrient density of

foods as a nonnutrient replacement, reducing the caloric load and making a wider variety of

products available to consumers; examples are the use of gums in the formulation of low-oil

salad dressings and cellulose in making low-calorie breads.

None of the cellulosics are of value as nutrient sources since humans lack the digestive

enzymes necessary to generate the b-1,4-linked glucose monomers. This fact is the basis for

much of the utility of these products in food, with cellulose and its derivatives playing

important functional and bulking agent roles. The use of CMC, for example, enables ice

cream to retain more of its initial quality during frozen storage than control samples. This

functional role is crucial to modern production and distribution systems and ultimately

permits more efficient use of raw materials, flexibility in handling and storage, and conser-

vation of food resources. Physically modified celluloses are especially important as bulking

agents in formulated foods, cellulose flours, and MCC are widely used as partial replacements

for flour and other nutrient materials in breads and some desserts.

5.5.1 DIETARY FIBER

Dietary fiber plays a significant role in gut physiology and nutrient absorption and has come

under very close scrutiny in recent years. In spite of its importance in our diet and for our

well-being, there is still much debate and confusion over the specific definition of dietary fiber,

fiber (crude) referred to the residue of plant material that was indigestible in acid and alkali.

This definition, based on a method of analysis, limited crude fiber to cellulose, hemicelluloses,

and lignin and is a dated term that has fallen out of favor because of its limited chemical

and inadequate biological usefulness. Today the term dietary fiber refers to a much broader

group of compounds. Most researchers and interested observers define dietary fiber as

ingested material that is resistant to digestion in the gastrointestinal tract of humans. The

components that make up dietary fiber are cellulose, hemicelluloses, lignins, pectins, gums,

mucilages, waxes, monopolysaccharides, and undigestible proteins. Chemically modified

cellulosics such as CMC, MC, HPMC, HPC, and EMC, being indigestible but soluble, fall

under the same umbrella [129–131].

There are two types of dietary fiber: soluble and insoluble. The insoluble materials form a

bulky mass and speed transit time through the gastrointestinal tract because of their bulk;

cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin fall into this category, so that cellulose flour, MCC, and

MFC are included. Among the soluble dietary fibers are the pectins, gums, natural and

derived, and mucilages. All of these have the ability to hold water and thereby increase the

viscosity of the food bolus. Reference to gums as soluble dietary fiber was once confined to
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which has come to represent many things to many people (see Chapter 18). Originally,

those formed by cross-linking cellulose with diepoxides (cf. HPC manufacture), have been



those of vegetable origin, such as gum Arabic, guar gum, and locust bean gum; today,

however, there is wide acceptance of the inclusion of chemically modified celluloses in this

category. All gums increase the water content of the stool, but may do so in different ways.

The natural gums, not based on b-1,4-glucan backbones, are all fermented to a substantial

degree, thereby losing their innate water-binding ability and promoting high bacterial cell

contents in the stool. This increased bacterial cell mass carries with it roughly 80% water and

is resistant to dehydration [130]. The water-soluble cellulosics, on the other hand, are resistant

to digestion and retain their molecular integrity and water-binding ability even in the colon.

The increased moisture content in the stool associated with derivatized cellulosics is therefore

to a large extent due to the water of hydration of the polymers. There is a beneficial dietary

effect in that the rate of diffusion of glucose is lessened in the presence of such viscous fibers

as MC [132,133].

5.5.2 WATER-HOLDING CAPACITY

Cellulose and its derivatives vary widely in their water-holding capacity. Cellulose and

physically modified celluloses generally tend to imbibe very little water because of their

relative insolubility and tendency to aggregate together through strong hydrogen bonding.

Chemically modified celluloses, on the other hand, are water soluble as a result of the

inclusion of substituent groups (methyl, carboxymethyl, or hydroxypropyl) and when in a

food product tend to retain high moisture contents in the stools after ingestion.

5.5.3 METABOLISM

The metabolism of cellulose and its derivatives has been studied extensively; as dietary

fiber components, they are very unreactive and nonfermentable. Marthinsen and Fleming

[134] in early work evaluated the response of rats to feeding with xylan, pectin, cellulose,

and corn bran by investigating the excretion of gases following administration of the

purified substances as dietary components. Breath gases were monitored to determine the

extent of fermentation occurring in the large intestine. Increased fermentation in the colon

was indicated by elevated gas excretion levels. The authors found that diets containing cellulose

and corn bran generally caused gas excretion levels that were not significantly different from

those of the fiber-free controls. This indicates the relative nonfermentability of cellulose [135]

and is supported by the work of Fleming and coworkers [136–138], who studied the effect of

fiber on fecal excretion of volatile fatty acids (VFA). The concentration of VFA in excreted

feces was found to be less for cellulose-containing diets than for the control diet. Higher levels

of VFAs or SCFAs (short-chain fatty acids) in the colon are associated with health benefits, and

MCFAs (medium-chain fatty acids) that are more readily absorbed by the colon may be of

The chemical derivatives of cellulose are also known to be safe for use in foods. Like

cellulose, they are indigestible. No significant radioactivity accumulates in the organs of rats

fed with radiolabeled MC, HPMC, HPC, and CMC, and no chronic or subchronic toxicity to

test animals fed up to several percent of the diet was noted. One beneficial effect of water-

soluble cellulosics in the diet is their very efficient water retention, promoting large, bulky

stools. It is not necessary to review the safety and toxicology of these products in this chapter;

our purpose to state that the cellulose derivatives allowed for food use have been reviewed

Canada, Australia, and many others.
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assistance when small-bowel function is impaired [139,140] (see Chapter 18).

and approved by the food regulatory agencies in the United States, the countries of the EEC,

the interested reader may refer Refs. [141,142] for comprehensive reviews. It is sufficient for



5.6 CONCLUSION

Although cellulose is universally present in foodstuffs of plant origin and contributes to

human nutrition as a source of dietary fiber, relatively little is processed or submitted to

chemical modification in order to provide additives for use in the food industry. Powdered

a-cellulose and MCCs increase viscosity and provide bulk in the baking, dairy, and meat

industries, especially when fat reduction is required. The range of permitted ethers, of which

CMC in salt form predominates, adds the useful rheological properties of enhanced viscosity,

thixotropy, and pseudoplasticity, thereby extending the uses of cellulosics to include inter alia

confectionery and frozen desserts. The remarkable stability of cellulose and its derivatives

under physiological conditions, the diversity of chemical functionality of the polysaccharide,

and above all the abundance of the raw material will doubtless result in considerable

expansion of the technological development of food cellulosics.

The cultivation of transgenic plants is adding a new dimension to the production of

cellulose-derived substances aimed at improved technical performance in fibers, pulps, and

edible foodstuffs. Of passing interest to food aspects of cellulosics is the development of novel

derivatives to extend the important range of analytical uses of purified cellulose and of CMC

and diethylaminoethyl (DEAE)-cellulose, for example, as stationary phases in planar and

column chromatography [143,144], and for other purposes [145].

Technical appendices appended below offer information on the practical handling of

cellulosics and on the regulatory status of these products. The first edition of Food Polysac-

charides and Their Applications [11] gives more information on sources of supply, and includes

references to the earlier literature.

APPENDIX 1: DISPERSION–DISSOLUTION OF CELLULOSE
AND CELLULOSE ETHERS

MICROFIBRILLATED CELLULOSE

ITT Rayonier Inc. has supplied MFC in three forms under the Nutracel trademark: a 4% paste

in water; a granular product 25% MFC, 75% water; and a powder 80% MFC, 50% sucrose. The

paste is readily dispersible in water or a number of water-miscible organic solvents. Medium

shear mixing is needed to obtain the maximum viscosity and water retention. The granulated

and powdered products require high shear mixing to allow the product to swell fully in aqueous

systems. Dry blending the MFC with other ingredients before adding to the wet mix is often

advantageous. The current commercial status of MFC is unclear.

MICROCRYSTALLINE CELLULOSE

MCC, as supplied by FMC Corporation under the Avicel and Micro-Quick trademarks, is

available in three basic forms: bulk dried, spray dried (both with the addition of CMC as a

dispersant), and dried with sweet whey. The bulk-dried material requires homogenization at

132 bar (2000 psi) after premixing to achieve full water uptake and viscosity. Spray-dried

material requires high-speed agitation, whereas the spray-dried whey-containing product

disperses and swells in water through the action of simple agitation.

CELLULOSE ETHERS (CMC, EMC, HPC, HPMC, MC)

Food-grade cellulose ethers have a tendency to lump if incorrectly added to water or aqueous

solutions. The key to successful solution preparations is to disperse the cellulose ether
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particles, then hydrate them in an even manner leading to lump-free, clear solutions. Four

basic methods are used:

1. Vortexing: The cellulose ether is added into the vortex of rapidly stirred water. A

balance has to be struck here between a rate of addition slow enough to allow the

particles to separate and wet-out, yet fast enough to prevent interference in this process

by viscosity build-up. Method 1 is most suitable for CMC and HPC.

2. Nonsolvent dispersion: The cellulose ether is dispersed in a water-miscible solvent.

Water is added (or vice versa) with stirring. The mixture will gradually clear and a

solution will be obtained. Method 2 is most suitable for HPMC and MC.

3. Dry blending: The cellulose ether is blended with a nonpolymeric, dry material at a

ratio approximately 1 part cellulosic to 7 parts of other ingredient. The mixture can

then be added to or mixed with water. Method 3 is suitable for all cellulosics.

4. Hot–cold aqueous dispersion: A number of cellulose ethers are not soluble in hot water.

Approximately one third of the total water is heated to approximately 908C for MC

and HPMC, 708C for EMC, or 508C for HPC. The cellulose ether is added with

stirring, then the balance of cold water is added — stirring is continued until a solution

is obtained. Method 4 is most suitable for MC, EMC, HPC, and HPMC.

The above four methods are generalizations, as certain cellulose ethers are more or less

soluble, depending on, for instance, DS for CMC and the ratio of hydroxypropoxyl to

methoxyl substitution for HPMC.

The manufacturers of celluloses and cellulose ethers produce a wide variety of literature

covering the properties of their products and copies are readily available.

APPENDIX 2: REGULATORY STATUS OF CELLULOSE AND CELLULOSE
ETHERS IN FOOD APPLICATIONS

A full discussion of this subject is beyond the scope of this chapter. Companies intending to

use cellulose or its approved derivatives are urged to check that, first, the product is allowed

within the foodstuff group in question and that, second, the grade of product to be used meets

in full the criteria of purity set either internationally or nationally. As a source of sound

advice and data, the authors highly recommend the excellent service provided to members by

the Leatherhead Food Research Association, Leatherhead, U.K., on regulatory issues and

other subjects throughout the spectrum of food science.

EUROPE — THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY

The EEC is striving to harmonize food regulations throughout its member states. Essentially

the EEC Scientific Committee for Food reviews the data or the various additives for food and

then assigns to them an E number and sets purity criteria. Member states then decide whether

to allow the use of these E derivatives and set limits on use quantity and application.

Confusingly, some additives only have numbers, but are under review for E status. It is a

real dichotomy within certain European states that E-numbered compounds, reviewed as to

their suitability for food use, are often viewed by the public and in particular by a number of

pressure groups as potentially harmful. The opposite opinion is often held about generally

impure and often totally untested natural ingredients, usually sold under the guise of health

foods.
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Celluloses and cellulose ethers fall under regulations stemming from EEC directive 74/329/

EEC and its amendments — covering emulsifiers, stabilizers, thickeners, and gelling agents.

Cellulose and cellulose ethers have the following E numbers:

E460 (i) Microcrystalline cellulose

E460 (ii) Powdered cellulose

E461 Methylcellulose

E463 Hydroxypropylcellulose

E464 Hydroxypropylmethylcellulose

E465 Ethylmethylcellulose

E466 Carboxymethylcellulose

NON-EEC COUNTRIES

Each of these has its own food regulations. In general, however, cellulose and its derivatives

are widely accepted. Those products having wide regulatory approval (FDA, USP, EEC,

etc.), such as MC and CMC, tend to be more frequently used.

United States

Food additives are regulated in the United States by the Food and Drug Administration and

the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). Of the chemical derivatives, only MC and

sodium CMC are generally recognized as safe (GRAS). The specific approval is listed in the

U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 21; MC under 21 CFR 182.1480 and CMC

under 21 CFR 182.1745. The other cellulose derivatives of importance — HPC, HPMC,

MEC, and EC — are approved under Part 172 of Title 21 of the CFR. The compounds and

their specific approvals are HPC, 172.870; HPMC, 172.874; MEC, 172.872; and EC, 172.868.

There are other specific approvals for cellulose derivatives such as those that define their use

in Adhesives and Coatings for Food Use (21 CFR 175.300) or specific food products such as

Artificially Sweetened Fruit Jellies (21 CFR 150.141).

The USDA has regulatory authority over meat products in the United States. The

approvals for cellulosics in meats are different than those for other food products. For red

meats, sodium CMC is approved as an extender or stabilizer in baked pies and MC is

approved as an extender or stabilizer in meat and vegetable patties, both according to

9 CFR 318.7. For poultry products, both CMC and MC are approved as extenders and

stabilizers according to 9 CFR 381.147. Finally, in addition to these approvals for CMC and

MC, HPMC is listed in the USDA Standards and Labeling policy book as an appropriate

ingredient when used in a manner consistent with the policy book’s regulations.

Canada

In Canada, CMC, MC, HPMC and HPC, and MEC are listed on the Food and Drugs Act

and Regulations as food additives that may be used as emulsifying, gelling, stabilizing, and

thickening agents.

Australia

In Australia, sodium CMC, HPMC, and MC have been approved for inclusion in the Food

Standards Regulations under Section A10, group 1, and referencing modifying agents.

Japan

In Japan, MC and sodium and calcium CMC have approval for food use. The materials must

meet specifications for the Japanese Pharmacopeia or the Japanese Food Codex.
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Other Areas

For all other areas not listed specifically, the formulator should determine the approvals and

regulated limits for various cellulosic derivatives for foods.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

Much of the new information assembled in this chapter is based on biological research into

the cell wall storage polysaccharides (CWSPs) of seeds, namely, their natural functions in

plants in relation to their molecular structures, the biochemical mechanisms of their biosyn-

thesis, and the enzymatic mechanisms of their hydrolytic breakdown.

In the context of a book on food polysaccharides and their applications and aimed in part

at the food scientist, this chapter takes an application-oriented approach, inasmuch as the

essential molecular features of galactomannans and xyloglucans are described and their food

uses summarized and tabulated. Polysaccharide technology (particularly the very important

synergism with other structural types such as alginates and modified celluloses of bacterial
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origin) is covered in other chapters within this book (Chapter 9 and Chapter 12) and in



excellent reviews published elsewhere [1,2,2a]. The principal aim of this chapter is to highlight

seeds of plants as a source of polysaccharide macromolecules with actual and potential

application in the food industry and to illustrate how modern research (much of it funded

by the food industry itself) into the biochemistry and the molecular and cell biology of seed

polysaccharide storage in plants is likely to lead to novel and environment-friendly biotech-

nologies to provide functionally improved gums for the future.

6.2 THE CELL WALL STORAGE POLYSACCHARIDES OF SEEDS

In many seeds, the cell walls of the storage tissues (whether endosperm, cotyledons, or perisperm)

are massively thickened and contain large deposits of polysaccharide, which are mobilized after

germination. These are the CWSPs of seeds [3–4a]. The CWSPs are very similar in structure

to individual hemicellulosic or pectic components of the normal plant cell wall matrix. CWSPs

are food polysaccharides in the sense that they contribute significantly to the intake of dietary

they are prepared from seed sources in a relatively pure form and used in the food industry as

ingredients, usually as thickeners or stabilizers or to impart special rheologies to food products

[1,2]. The principal CWSPs used in thisway are the galactomannans (guar gum, locust bean gum)

and the xyloglucans (tamarind seed polysaccharide), although there is undoubted potential for

the exploitation of others.

6.2.1 NATURAL DISTRIBUTION AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURES

CWSPs are present in greater or lesser amounts in the seeds of most plant species, although

they do not always form the principal bulk carbohydrate reserve [4]. When they do, the

quantities stored are large, and commercial exploitation is feasible. The present discussion

will be limited to the species that contain large deposits of CWSPs.

All seeds contain a living embryo, derived from the double fusion of one pollen nucleus and

one embryo sac nucleus. Under suitable conditions, the embryo will germinate and undergo

seedling development. Most seeds contain other tissues, such as maternally derived protective

tissues (testa+ pericarp) and an endosperm. The endosperm is derived from the fusion of the

second pollen grain nucleus with a number (usually two) of the other nuclei of the embryo sac.

In many seeds the endosperm undergoes only limited development following fertilization and

is resorbed by the embryo during the formation of the seed. In such seeds (exalbuminous or

nonendospermic seeds), notably those of some legumes and crucifers, the bulk food reserves

are stored within the embryo itself, usually in specially adapted cotyledons. In other seeds

(albuminous or endospermic seeds), the endosperm develops alongside (but differently from)

the embryo. In many seeds, notably those of the grasses, the endosperm accumulates bulk

storage reserves during seed formation, which are mobilized after germination for absorption

by the developing seedling. CWSPs of some structural types appear to be located exclusively in

seed endosperms, whereas others are typically found in storage cotyledons.

The endosperms of seeds from several plant taxonomic groupings contain CWSPs with

structures based on the (1! 4)-b-D-mannosyl linkage [4]. Palm seed endosperms, for example,

those of the date (Phoenix dactylifera) and the vegetable ivory nut (Phytelephas macrocarpa),

have extremely thick cell walls, which are composed almost entirely of linear, (1!4)-b-D-

mannan, very lightly substituted (~4%) with single-unit (1!6)-a-linked D-galactosyl residues.

Mannans are not restricted to the Palmae or even to the monocotyledons; mannans have

been reported as CWSPs in the endosperms of umbelliferous seeds [5]. The endosperms of

leguminous seeds always have thickened cell walls with massive deposits of galactomannans

(though not all legumes have endospermic seeds) [6]. These molecules are similar in overall
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structure to the mannans, but are much more heavily substituted with galactose (30–96%

substitution). Some seed galactomannans [5a], notably those from guar (Cyamopsis tetrago-

noloba), carob, or locust bean (Ceratonia siliqua), and tara (Caesalpinia spinosa), are widely

used commercially. Seeds from several monocotyledonous genera including Iris, Endymion,

and Asparagus contain glucomannans [7], which are linear (1!4)-b-linked polysaccharides

with both mannosyl and glucosyl residues. They are again localized in the cell walls of the

endosperm. Although not a seed source, the tuber of the Amorphophallus konjac plant is a

commercial source of glucomannan in which it is present in a partially acetylated form [7a].

Several other potential commercial sources of mannan-based CWSPs are under investigation,

reflecting the widespread distribution and recognized value of this family of polysaccharides

[4b,5b,7b,c].

In general, the isolated polysaccharides are characterized by conventional polysaccharide

methodology, which includes partial and total hydrolysis catalyzed by acid, methylation analysis,

and periodate oxidation techniques, chemical methods that are discussed elsewhere in this book

methods (particularly 13C) are used to characterize mannose-to-galactose (M:G) ratios and to

obtain some (limited) information on galactose distribution (fine structure) of galactomannans

[7d]. The use of degradative enzymatic processes, especially in determining fine structure [2] and

in the modification of galactomannans and xyloglucans for practical purposes, is elaborated in

Section 6.4.

Detection and analytical methods for galactomannans are described in Chapter 18. A

specific enzymatic/colorimetric method for the analysis of food-grade products has been

published [7e], and the use of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), which is

practically universal in carbohydrate estimations, has been described [7f].

The extraction of galactomannans from seed involves milling, extraction with cold and

hot water, and precipitation with an alcohol (ethanol for research purposes, 2-propanol

industrially). Purification is effected by means of complex formation with Cu2þ or Ba2þ

ions, and fractionation of the complexes may be possible. M:G ratios are determined by the

general methods given above, and molecular weight distributions by size exclusion chroma-

tography or other standard procedures (osmometry, light-scattering). In practice, these values

vary widely (e.g., from 105 to >106). Specific rotations are more or less predictable on the

basis of M:G [2].

The cotyledonary cell walls of species from a very wide range of taxonomic groups within

the Dicotyledones contain large deposits of a CWSP known as xyloglucan and, mainly in the

older literature, as ‘‘amyloid’’ [3,4]. The best characterized seed xyloglucan [8] is that from

cotyledons of the tamarind seed (Tamarindus indica), which is a well-known commercial seed

gum. The seed xyloglucans are based structurally on a (1!4)-b-linked D-glucan (cellulosic)

backbone, substituted by single-unit, (1!6)-linked a-D-xylopyranosyl side chains, some of

which are further substituted by D-galactopyranosyl residues linked (1!2)-b. It is now known

that the pattern of xylosyl substitution of the glucan backbone is remarkably regular [9]. If

galactose substitution is disregarded, the inner xyloglucan core of the molecule consists

largely of glucose4xylose3 repeating units (I):

Xyl α1

Glcβ1 4Glcβ1 4Glcβ1 4Glc
6

66

Xylα1
I

Xylα1

→ → →

↓ ↓

↓
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The repeating pattern is not perfect, as witnessed by the detection in tamarind xyloglucan of a

xylose:glucose ratio slightly greater than 0.75 [8] and of a small proportion of smaller

subunits, probably with the composition glucose3xylose2 [10]. The pattern of galactose

substitution also deviates greatly from random. The xylose residue attached to the glucose

residue remote from the reducing end of the subunit (Xyl ) is never galactose substituted.

The other two xylose residues may carry galactose substituents, but the galactose units are

not equally distributed between them. The distribution in the xyloglucans is different from

other species and has even been shown to differ slightly, but significantly, between two

natural populations of the same species growing in different environments [11]. A structurally

similar xyloglucan has also been shown to be the basis for the thickening properties of

the seed flour from a leguminous plant, Detarium senegalense [11a], used traditionally in

West African foods. Not all seed xyloglucans share such similar detailed structures. Xyloglu-

can from cotyledons of Hymenaea courbaril, for instance, has structural blocks based on

glucose5xylose4 in addition to glucose4xylose3 [11b].

The contents of the thickened cotyledonary storage cell walls of many species from the

leguminous genus Lupinus are mobilized to a large extent after germination. The cell walls

before germination consist mainly of (1!4)-b-linked D-galactan and arabinose-containing

polymers. After germination, the galactan and most of the arabinose-rich material are mobil-

ized from the wall, leaving a residue enriched in galacturonic acid, rhamnose, and glucose [12].

6.2.2 CELL WALL STORAGE POLYSACCHARIDES IN RELATION TO THE STRUCTURAL

POLYSACCHARIDES OF NONSEED CELL WALLS

There is a clear relationship between the molecular structures of the CWSPs in storage cell

walls of seeds and individual noncellulosic structural components of the secondary and

primary cell walls of vegetative plant tissues. The seed storage mannans, galactomannans,

and glucomannans all bear a marked structural resemblance to the well-characterized gluco-

mannan and galactoglucomannan hemicelluloses of angiosperm and gymnosperm woods.

These are based on a linear (1!4)-b-linked backbone, which carries some single-unit

a-galactosyl branches linked only to mannose [13]. In woody tissues, the gluco- and galacto-

glucomannans are secondary cell wall constituents and are found in close association with

cellulose and lignin. In the storage cell walls of seed endosperms very little cellulose is present,

and there is no lignification. Many primary cell walls contain measurable levels of mannose

residues, consistent with the presence of mannans, although little detail on polymeric struc-

tures is available. A galactoglucomannan secreted by suspension cultured cells of Nicotiana

plumbaginifolia has, however, been characterized in detail [13a]. This consists of a glucoman-

nan backbone with branches of both single-unit galactose and di-galactose attached to the

6-position of many backbone mannose residues [13a].

The seed xyloglucans are quite similar in molecular structure to the xyloglucans that are

the principal hemicellulosic components of the primary cell walls of dicotyledonous and

nongraminaceous monocotyledonous plants [14]. The main structural difference between

the two groups of xyloglucans is the presence of a structural feature in primary cell wall

xyloglucans that is absent from the xyloglucans of seeds. In primary cell wall xyloglucans, a

galactosyl residue attached to the xylose residue nearest to the reducing end of the structural

subunit may carry a (1!2)-a-linked L-fucosyl residue. Fucose-containing oligosaccharide

fragments, which could be derived from the enzymatic hydrolysis of xyloglucan in primary

cell walls, have been shown to be powerful regulatory and signaling molecules in plants [15].

The postgerminative enzymatic hydrolysis of seed xyloglucans does not involve the produc-

tion of such molecules, as the seed xyloglucans are devoid of fucose residues. In primary cell

walls xyloglucans bind very strongly to cellulose [16], and it has been hypothesized that a
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single xyloglucan molecule may form a bridge between two cellulose microfibrils, thus form-

ing a network [17–19]. The controlled loosening of the cellulose–xyloglucan network may be

an important feature of the regulation of elongation growth. Most of the xyloglucan in

primary cell walls can be extracted only with concentrated solutions of sodium or potassium

hydroxide. This is believed to be a consequence of the tight binding of xyloglucan to cellulose. By

contrast, the xyloglucan present in the storage cell walls of seeds, which contain very little

cellulose, is easily extractablewith hot water.However,when tamarind seed xyloglucan is present

at the point of cellulose biosynthesis (during fermentation of the cellulose-producing bacterium

gluconaceto-bacter Xylinum formerly Acetobacter Xylinum) cross-linked cellulose–xyloglucan

networks are formed that bear a remarkable ultrastructural and molecular similarity to de-

pectinated primary plant cell walls [19a]. The ability of tamarind xyloglucan to bind to cellulosic

substrates such as paper and cotton is also exploited in commercial applications [33].

The galactan CWSP of lupinseed cotyledonary storage cell walls corresponds in structure

[20] to the linear b-galactan component of the pectic substances of plant primary cell walls

[21]. The arabinose-rich material, which is also mobilized from the lupin walls after germin-

ation [12], may be similar in structure to the arabinan and arabinogalactan components of

pectin. In primary cell wall pectin, galactan, arabinan, and arabinogalactan are present as

side chains attached to a rhamnogalacturonan backbone [21]. The galacturonic acid and

rhamnose-rich material remaining after CWSP mobilization in Lupinus [12] suggest strongly

that the mobilized galactan and arabinose-rich polysaccharides may also originally have been

attached to a rhamnogalacturonan core.

On the basis of structural evidence alone, it is reasonable to infer an evolutionary link

between the CWSPs of seeds and individual noncellulosic polysaccharides of nonseed primary

or secondary cell walls. Further evidence, based on the similarities of the enzymes involved in

wall have, in the course of evolution, been adapted to a storage role in the seeds of different

species. Yet, it is not immediately obvious why such adaptations may have occurred. Com-

plex wall polysaccharides do not offer any apparent advantage over intracellularly stored

starch, oil, or protein as a source of nourishment for a developing seedling. Perhaps the

reason for the adaptation and retention of CWSP has little to do with special nutritive

properties but relates to their properties as materials. Today’s industrial applications

of CWSP are based upon the exploitation of their rheological properties. It is not unrea-

sonable to suppose that the same properties are important in the germinative strategies of

seeds; evidence is accumulating that they are. Structure–biological function–commercial

functionality relationships are examined in the following section.

6.2.3 BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS

All CWSPs have a common biological function. They are storage polysaccharides, contrib-

uting to the seed’s package of survival rations to enable the newly germinated embryo to

develop rapidly to the point where a fully autotrophic existence can be established. Typically,

a seed contains more than one type of bulk food reserve, but the quantitatively most

important element is usually oil, protein, or carbohydrate in the form of starch or one of

the CWSPs [22]. Oil, protein, and starch are all stored intracellularly in the cytoplasm. The

CWSPs, on the other hand, are stored outside the cell in the cell wall or extracellular matrix.

The properties of cell walls determine to a very large extent the rheological characteristics

of plant tissues [23], and endosperm or cotyledonary tissues of seeds are known to have

bulk properties that reflect those of the CWSPs they contain. There is clear evidence that

such properties form part of the seed’s equipment for successful germination and seedling
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CWSP breakdown and in cell wall turnover, is presented elsewhere in this chapter (see Section

6.4.2.1 and Section 6.4.2.3). Different noncellulosic macromolecular components of the cell



establishment [24]. Different CWSPs influence tissue properties in different ways, and it is our

contention that the selection of different CWSP structural types in the course of plant

evolution has been influenced more by rheological than by nutritional factors.

The mannan and glucomannan CWSPs of seed endosperms are essentially linear molecules,

which, as a result of their cellulose-like (1!4)-b-linked D-(gluco)mannan backbone, will tend

toward self-association, insolubility, and crystallinity. X-ray diffraction studies have shown

that the mannans and glucomannans in storage cell walls have a degree of crystallinity [25]. The

endosperm tissues that contain them are very hard even after imbibition, and there can be little

doubt that this property stems from the thick, crystalline (gluco)mannan-rich cell walls. The

anatomy of such seeds affords protection of the embryo from mechanical damage by the hard

endosperm, and this may be a significant factor contributing to successful seed dispersal [24].

Mannans and glucomannans have not been extracted from seed sources and used in a

pure form for commercial purposes. Yet, the entire tissue of the hard endosperm of the very

large seed of the palm Phytelephas macrocarpa (the ivory nut) has been used in a way similar

to ivory for the manufacture of small decorative items such as buttons. It is possible that the

most important use of mannan in the food industry is as a constituent of coconut. This is the

comminuted endosperm of the seed of the coconut palm, which has been reported to contain

mannan [26]. It is not clear to what extent mannan forms the molecular basis for the attractive

texture of the ingredient.

As outlined above, the seed galactomannans have a (1!4)-b-linked D-mannan backbone,

which carries single-unit (1!6)-a-linked D-galactopyranosyl branches:

αα α
β β β β

- - - - - -  Man1→4Man1→4Man1→4Man1→4Man1→ - - - - - - 

α α

Gal1 Gal1 Gal1

6 6

666

Gal1
II

Gal1

↓ ↓ ↓

↑ ↑

In structure II, all the mannosyl residues in the backbone are shown with a galactosyl side

chain attached. In nature, however, this is not the case. The galactomannans from different

leguminous taxonomic groupings differ in their degrees of galactose substitution and M:G

ratios between 1.1:1 (high galactose) and approximately 3.5:1 (low galactose) are encoun-

tered. The M:G ratio is genetically controlled in a given species. In general, low-galactose

galactomannans are obtained from the seeds of species belonging to the more primitive

Leguminosae-caesalpinioideae and medium- to high-galactose galactomannans from the

more advanced Leguminosae-faboideae.

In the dry, unimbibed state, the galactomannan-rich endosperms of leguminous seeds are

hard and compact. In many cases they are brittle, with a glassy appearance. The endosperm,

which is interposed anatomically between the embryo and the testa or seed coat, adheres in

the dry state to the testa, but it can often be separated mechanically from the much more

friable embryo. When the seed is struck, the embryo shatters while the endosperm, with testa

attached, remains in large pieces. Thus, the earlier literature occasionally suggests (incor-

rectly) that galactomannan is associated with the testa. The commercial preparation of guar

gum involves a facile mechanical separation [27] of the seeds into splits (endospermþ testa)

and grits (embryo). It is possible that the glassy endosperm has a role in protecting the

embryo from mechanical damage prior to imbibition. It certainly cannot do so after imbibi-

tion, as water uptake by the seed is accompanied by the hydration and softening of the

galactomannan-containing endosperm cell walls [28].
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The high degree of galactose substitution of the (1!4)-b-D-mannan backbone in galacto-

mannans is clearly sufficient to prevent the chain aggregation that leads to insolubility and

crystalline order in the mannans and glucomannans. During seed imbibition, water readily

enters the galactomannan-containing endosperm cell walls, which swell greatly. In the case of

the seed of fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graecum), it has been demonstrated experimentally

that the water-imbibing capacity of the endosperm-localized galactomannan provides a

mechanism to protect the germinating embryo from desiccation if drought follows seed

imbibition [28]. In fenugreek, the endosperm tissue is composed almost entirely of galacto-

mannan and accounts for about 30% of the dry weight of the seed. After full hydration of the

seed, the endosperm contains about 70% of the imbibed water. This is located between the

germinating endosperm and the external environment. Should the hydrated seed be exposed

to dry conditions, most of the imbibed water can be lost from the endosperm, but little or no

change in the water potential of the endosperm tissue occurs until most of the imbibed water

has been removed from it. Thus the enclosed embryo is protected from drought stress during

this time. The water-buffering action of the endosperm has been attributed entirely to the

properties of the galactomannan [28]. The relevance of this galactomannan-based drought-

avoidance mechanism to the germinative strategy of the fenugreek seed is clear. On the other

hand, it has been demonstrated that galactomannan has no special nutritional importance to

the germinated seedling apart from constituting a portion of the total energy reserves present

in the seed [28]. Clearly, the galactomannan of fenugreek is a dual-purpose macromolecule.

Before and during germination it is the molecular basis of a drought-avoidance mechanism to

help ensure survival of the embryo under adverse conditions; after germination it is mobilized

as a food reserve for the developing seedling.

The investigation of the overall relevance of galactomannan to the germinative strategy of

the fenugreek seed was possible because it is relatively easy to separate the galactomannan-

containing endosperm (with testa adhering) from the embryo of the newly imbibed seed and

to study each in isolation. The endosperm consists almost entirely of galactomannan, whereas

the other bulk reserves of the fenugreek seed are contained within the cotyledons of the

embryo [28a,29]. To carry out similar experiments on seeds that store xyloglucans as their

CWSPs would be difficult, as such seeds are nonendospermic. All the bulk reserves of such

seeds are stored within the cotyledonary storage parenchyma, an individual cell having a thick

xyloglucan-containing wall and reserves of oil and protein within the cytoplasm. Yet, xylo-

glucans and galactomannans are very similar in their interactions with water, and it seems

likely that xyloglucans may also have a role in the water relations of seed germination.

6.3 COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONALITIES AND FOOD APPLICATIONS

Both the galactomannans and the xyloglucans of seeds are exploited commercially. The

galactomannans from the seeds of fast-growing guar (guar gum), in particular, and carob

The principal uses of galactomannans are in dairy products (in thickening desserts, and

particularly in sorbets, ice creams, and low-energy fat substitutes), fruit-based water gels,

powdered products (desserts and hot milk puddings), bakery goods (icings and cake mixes),

dietary products, coffee whiteners, baby milk formulations, seasonings, sauces and soups,

tinned meats, and frozen and cured meat foods. This broad range of applications reflects a

number of different functional characteristics including high solution viscosity (guar), stabil-

ization of frozen systems (guar and locust bean gum), and mixed gel formation with other

polysaccharides and proteins (locust bean gum).

Locust bean gum (LBG) is totally soluble when warmed at 808C in water, hence its use as

a pseudo-plastic thickener, but LBG also has the very important property (discussed in
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elastic, very cohesive, and relatively free from syneresis. As a stabilizer for ice cream, either

galactomannan (LBG or guar) is excellent when used in conjunction with carrageenan or

xanthan. In sorbets, lack of fatty matter is compensated by the hydrocolloids mentioned, with

suitable texture obtained by the combination of polysaccharides chosen. Similar mixtures that

include LBG are used in water gels, which form solutions when warmed and are highly

recommended for the sauces that accompany prepared meat, fish, and other seafood prod-

ucts. The low energy of the hydrocolloids named is claimed to be a vital property in health

foods, diet products, and products intended for diabetics.

Guar gum, which does not gel with xanthan, is used in similar food applications [29a]. In

powder form guar is characterized by its whiteness and the properties of rapid wettability

(hydration) and development of high viscosity. The moisture content of commercial speci-

mens of the galactomannan should not exceed 13%, nor should there be >8% of other

components. The stability of guar with heating is a function of particle size [29c]; as for

most polysaccharides, storage should be at room temperature in dry conditions away from

heat and, certainly, direct sunshine. The properties desired should be maintained for at least a

year. Two hours after preparation of a 1% solution in water at 258C, the viscosity has been

specified at 2800–3800 cps (Brookfield RVF Viscosimeter, No. 3 spindle, 20 rpm) or higher

(4500). The viscosity of LBG solutions is an order of magnitude less. Antioxidant systems

have been shown to be beneficial [29d], as has chemical derivatization [29e]. By interacting in

a Maillard-type reaction, galactomannan has been demonstrated to improve the qualities of

lysozyme is used) as a bactericidal agent. They have other applications, including the

improvement of the wet strength of paper [30], the waterproofing [31] of explosives, and the

delivery of drugs [32]. LBG, which is obtained from the seeds of the carob tree (Ceratonia

siliqua), is a low-galactose galactomannan (M:G¼ 3.5:1). C. siliqua is attributed taxonomic-

ally to the Leguminosae-caesalpinioideae, tribe Cassieae. Guar gum is a medium-galactose

TABLE 6.1
Food Applications of Seed Galactomannansa

Food Use

Dairy Thickener for cream and milk desserts; stabilizer in sorbets, ice cream; in processed

cheese, moisture retention and flavor enhancement; fat substitutesb

Diabetic products Coffee whiteners, baby milk formulations

Bakery products Icings and cake mixes; improver of bread quality

Powdered products Desserts and hot milk puddings

Jellied products Hot water soluble, fruit-based water gelsc

Seasonings Sauces (to accompany meat and seafood dishes) and syrups

Cured meats Frozen and tinned meats (including pet foods)d

Beverages Thickener

aIn total, the use of guar exceeds that of LBG by a factor of about three. In some applications

(dairy, pet foods) LBG has comparable value.
bNutritive values of these and other nonstarch-based hydrocolloids have been set out [29b] and are discussed in

constituents.
cEnzyme-modified and mixed with carrageenan.
dGels with alginate and Caþ2 ions.
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Chapter 18 of this book with additional cautionary remarks. Dietary fiber may increase the digestibility of other food

Chapter 8, and Chapter 12) of synergy with k-carrageenan and xanthan, forming gels that are

proteins [29f,g] (see also Ref. [29h]) in various ways, as antioxidant, emulsifier, and (when



galactomannan (M:G¼ 1.6:1). It is obtained from the seeds of the guar plant or cluster bean

(Cyamopsis tetragonoloba), a herbaceous plant classified within the Leguminosae-faboideae,

tribe Indigofereae.

The only seed xyloglucan that is exploited commercially at present is obtained from the

seed of the tamarind tree (Tamarindus indica). Known as tamarind gum or tamarind seed

polysaccharide, this material has a long tradition of food applications [33]. In Europe and the

United States its use has lapsed, probably due to the increased production of the galactoman-

nan gums, and it does not currently have clearance for food use. In Japan it is used in food

products. The food uses of guar, locust bean, and tamarind gums are generally dependent

upon their solution properties, including their interactions in the dissolved state with other

molecules. Although soluble, galactomannan and xyloglucan polymers are prone to self-

association and binding with other polymers under a range of circumstances. In some cases,

this is driven by differences in polymer chemistry as discussed below. However, changing the

solvent environment can also cause polymeric associations, and hence rheological and textural

changes, to occur. For example, during freezing, the formation of ice from solvent water causes

a major increase in the effective concentration of solutes, resulting in the cryogelation of, for

example, LBG [34b]. Co-solutes can also have a major influence on solution and aggregation

properties of galactomannans as exemplified by sucrose [34c]. A range of rheologies can be

obtained depending on sucrose concentration and thermal history. This has obvious relevance

to the widespread use of galactomannans in frozen desserts such as ice cream, although the

complex emulsion microstructure in such products means that caution should be used in

extrapolating too readily from solution state to food product [34d].

In the seeds that contain them, these polymers are prevented from dissolving in water and

escaping from the seed by constraints imposed by the tissue structures of the seed and

probably to some extent by the availability of water. They remain in place and water enters

the cell walls. When tissue structures are broken down mechanically, the gums can be

extracted easily from the flour or tissue pieces using hot water. It should be emphasized

that the ease of extraction of these molecules can also be attributed to the virtual absence

from storage cell walls of cellulose or of any other macromolecules with which the CWSP

might otherwise interact. Studies of the interaction between mannan-based polysaccharides

and bacterial cellulose have shown that a wide range of composite microstructures can be

generated, reflecting a diversity of interaction mechanisms [34e]. It is not only the low

galactose galactomannans that interact with cellulose (see below). When cellulose is deposited

into a solution of guar gum, an interpenetrating network is formed that contains cellulose

fibers and a network of aggregated guar gum, with no evidence for direct interaction between

guar gum and cellulose [34e]. This is an extreme example of the promotion of chain associ-

ation through changing solvent conditions (see above). It is interesting that a co-extensive

cellulose network appears to promote guar gum aggregation more than either concentrated

sugar solutions or freezing.

Although guar gum and LBG are both legume-seed galactomannans, they are not iden-

tical in molecular structure. In particular, the degree of galactose substitution of the mannan

backbone is considerably higher in guar (M:G¼ 1.6:1) than in LBG (M:G¼ 3.5:1) (see

above). Nor are they equivalent with respect to their commercial functionalities. Both are

bean interacts more strongly with other polysaccharides than does guar gum [34]. Some of

these interactions, such as those with carrageenan and with xanthan [34a], lead to useful

rheologies (gel formation, limited syneresis) that could not be achieved using guar gum [2].

Evidence is accumulating that interaction effects of LBG (but not guar gum) with other

polysaccharides such as cellulose [34e], xanthan [34f,g], k-carrageenan [34h], and agarose

[34h,i] are due to direct molecular association between the two polymer types. Similar, but
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effective viscosifiers (though in this respect guar is greatly superior) (see Ref. [29c]), but locust



usually more extreme, effects are found for the less substituted konjac glucomannan [34e,g,h],

consistent with a critical role for unsubstituted mannan backbone segments in forming

interchain associations. The superior interactive properties of LBG are clearly linked to its

lower degree of galactose substitution, and in general galactomannan gums with lower

degrees of substitution have stronger interactive properties than higher-galactose gums. Yet

differences have been observed between galactomannans with identical degrees of substitu-

tion. This has been attributed to differences in the fine structure involving the statistical

distribution of galactose residues along the backbone of the molecule, as synergistic inter-

actions are favored by a higher frequency of longer stretches of contiguous, unsubstituted

mannose residues [35]. Although commercial functionality is linked to galactose content

and distribution, no link has yet been established between galactose content and biological

function. It may be significant that leguminous taxonomic groups that are considered to be

primitive have galactomannans with lower degrees of substitution, and that those species

within the more advanced tribes of the Leguminosae-faboideae that are endospermic have

galactomannans with high degrees of substitution. The mannan-type hemicellulose poly-

saccharides of nonseed cell walls are galactose substituted, but only to the extent of a few

percent. They would therefore have the potential to interact by molecular binding with

cellulose or possibly other wall components. In seed storage cell walls, which contain little

or no cellulose or other polysaccharides, mixed molecular interactions are not relevant,

whereas the hydrophilic properties of the galactomannan molecule are important. This

may explain partially the apparent evolutionary trend toward higher degrees of galactose

substitution. The establishment of a link between CWSP structure on the one hand and

the functional properties of CWSPs on the other offers the possibility of upgrading the

latter by modifying the former. To achieve structural modification, chemistry can be

contemplated, but it would be difficult to achieve the necessary (almost certainly subtle)

changes in an economically viable commercial process. Also, the CWSPs are viewed as

natural food ingredients, and any improvement technologies should not compromise their

wholesomeness. Biotechnological approaches need not necessarily suffer from these disad-

vantages. Examples of such approaches, actual and potential, are discussed in the next

section.

6.4 SEED POLYSACCHARIDE METABOLISM AND ENZYME-BASED
BIOTECHNOLOGIES

A direct in vitro approach to the upgrading of polysaccharides is the development of bior-

eactor systems for the use of enzymes to effect suitable changes to the structure of the

molecule. This approach has been applied successfully to lower the galactose content of

galactomannan gums, thus improving their functional properties as food ingredients (see

genetic engineering and conventional breeding techniques to alter the pathways of CWSP

metabolism in the plant in the hope of obtaining new varieties with designer CWSPs. This

section summarizes the progress that has been made toward understanding the biochemical

mechanisms underlying both the biosynthesis and postgerminative metabolism of the most

important food CWSPs and underlines how the work is applied to develop new technologies

to obtain better seed gums.

The elucidation of the pathways of CWSP metabolism may also be viewed in a wider

perspective. If, as has been argued above, the CWSPs of seeds have resulted from the

amplification in the course of evolution of single hemicellulosic or pectic components of the

normal plant cell wall, then the pathways of formation and breakdown of CWSPs should
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Section 6.4.1.2). A less direct, but ultimately more satisfactory approach would be to use



reflect, qualitatively if not quantitatively, the enzymatic mechanisms of polysaccharide

turnover operative in the normal wall. Wall-turnover processes resulting in the structural

modification of noncellulosic components are known to be important, for example, in the

control of elongation growth in plants. Yet, the plant cell wall is so complex that it is difficult

to purify the many polysaccharide-acting enzymes present in plants or to associate them with

the metabolism of any given wall component. The isolation and study of the (usually

membrane-bound) enzymes that catalyze the biosynthesis of complex cell wall polysacchar-

ides have proved to be particularly difficult. This section summarizes the progress that has

been made toward an understanding of the processes of cell wall polysaccharide biosynthesis

and turnover in the cells of vegetative cell walls by treating the CWSPs as model systems. As

such they are particularly attractive, offering the high-level biosynthesis of a single cell wall

polysaccharide during seed development and a coordinated program of enzymatic hydrolysis

during postgerminative mobilization.

6.4.1 GALACTOMANNAN MOBILIZATION

The galactomannan CWSPs present in the endosperms of leguminous seeds are mobilized

after germination [4a]. The time course of the process has been followed in the case of several

species [6], and it is very clearly a postgerminative event. This is not unusual. The bulk

reserves of oil, protein, and polymeric carbohydrates present in seeds are usually mobilized

after germination, whereas the process of germination itself appears to be fueled by minor

reserves of low molecular weight carbohydrates present in the embryo itself [22]. The absolute

rate of galactomannan mobilization is faster in the case of small seeds and slower in the case of

the larger ones. Yet, this reflects simply the relative rates of seedling development from larger

and smaller seeds. Where the overall pattern of reserve utilization in a galactomannan-

containing seed has been studied, the mobilization of galactomannan from the endosperm

occurs in step with that of the other bulk reserves from the cotyledonary storage cells [29].

There is general agreement that the mobilization of galactomannan occurs by a hydrolytic

process and that the enzymes involved are synthesized within the endosperm itself rather

than by secretion from the embryo [6]. The cytochemical and physiological aspects of

galactomannan mobilization have been closely documented in the case of the seeds of the

fenugreek and carob (locust bean) plants [36,37]. Fenugreek (Trigonella foenum-graecum)

and carob (Ceratonia siliqua) are, respectively, species from one of the more advanced tribes

of the Leguminosae-faboideae and the more primitive Leguminosae-caesalpinioideae, and their

seeds differ greatly in the degree of tissue specialization within the endosperm. The carob seed

has a relatively simple endosperm. The walls of most cells are massively thickened with

galactomannan deposits (M:G¼ 3.5:1), which occupy most of the space within the endo-

sperm. Yet, each cell retains a living protoplast and appears to be capable, after germination,

of secreting galactomannan-degrading enzymes into the wall space [37]. The fenugreek

endosperm is more complex. Two distinct tissues are discernible, namely, the storage tissue

that occupies most of the endosperm and an aleurone layer, one cell thick, which is interposed

between the storage tissue and the testa. The storage tissue of the fenugreek endosperm

consists almost entirely of galactomannan deposits, the cytoplasm of each cell having been

reduced to a small nonliving remnant during the process of galactomannan deposition [38].

After the germination of the fenugreek seed, it is the living cells of the aleurone layer that are

responsible for the production of galactomannan-degrading enzymes and their secretion into

the galactomannan-filled storage cell walls [36]. The identification and concerted action of

these enzymes in galactomannan mobilization are described below, followed by a description

of their use, in isolation, for the structural modification and functional upgrading of galacto-

mannan gums.
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6.4.1.1 The Enzymatic Mechanism of Galactomannan Breakdown

Pioneering studies of galactomannan mobilization in fenugreek, guar, and carob showed

clearly that the breakdown of the polysaccharide was a hydrolytic one, involving the action of

three enzyme activities, a-D-galactosidase, endo-b-D-mannanase, and b-D-mannosidase [6].

A report of a b-mannosyl phosphorylase in the fenugreek seed [39] could not be confirmed

[40]. By separating the endosperm from the embryo of ungerminated seeds and incubating the

endosperms alone, it was demonstrated that the hydrolytic activities are generated within the

endosperm itself and, in the case of fenugreek, that it is the cells of the aleurone layer that

secrete them [6]. Later studies on guar indicated that one of the three enzymes, the

b-mannosidase, was not synthesized after germination but was present in an active state in

the endosperm tissue of the resting seed [41]. Further work on the development of fenugreek

and guar has confirmed that b-mannosidase activity accumulates in the endosperm of guar

during late seed development but is absent from the developing fenugreek endosperm [42].

The reason for this difference between the two species is not clear, but the results emphasize

that seed development and seedling development should be regarded as one continuous

process interrupted by desiccation and germination.

The best characterized of the seed galactomannan-degrading enzyme systems is that of the

guar seed, from which all three enzymes have been purified to apparent homogeneity [43,44].

The germinated guar seed contains multiple a-galactosidases, of which only one is endosperm-

localized [45] and is clearly the enzyme involved in galactomannan breakdown in vivo.

Significantly, this enzyme is, in the pure state, able to cleave the a-galactosyl side chains

from polymeric galactomannans. In this respect it differs from the other a-galactosidases in

the guar seed, and indeed from most other a-galactosidases reported in the literature. This

property, which is also found for coffee bean a-galactosidase, and almost certainly shared by

other galactomannan-degrading legume seed endosperm a-galactosidases, has led to its use in

dase is a single polypeptide (Mr¼ 40,500), and its full amino acid sequence has been deduced

from a cDNA clone obtained from a guar endosperm library [46].

The endo-b-mannanase from the guar endosperm is a small polypeptide (Mr¼ 41,700)

[41]. Like other mannanases from germinated legume seeds, it appears to be a true mannanase

in that it acts on unsubstituted mannans and manno-oligosaccharides, and its hydrolytic

action on galactomannans is hindered by galactose substitution. The inability of legume seed

b-mannanases [47] to hydrolyze relatively highly substituted galactomannans, such as those

from fenugreek or guar, underlines the importance of the ability of the a-galactosidase to

strip galactose residues from the intact polymer and explains the observation of very high

levels of a-galactosidase activity during galactomannan mobilization in vivo in high-galactose

species such as fenugreek [40]. The substrate–subsite binding requirement of the guar

b-mannanase has been well characterized and differs significantly from that of the well-

characterized fungal endo-(1!4)-b-D-mannanase from Aspergillus niger [48].

The biological function of the b-mannosidase from the germinated guar seed endosperm is

apparently to hydrolyze the manno-oligosaccharide end products of endo-b-mannanase

action to free mannose. The purified enzyme (Mr¼ 59,000, a mixture of isoelectric forms)

has a greater affinity for higher manno-oligosaccharides than mannobiose and has also been

termed an exo-b-D-mannanase [44].

It has been shown experimentally that there is only a very slight accumulation of

(galacto)manno-oligosaccharides in the endosperm during galactomannan mobilization in

fenugreek seeds in vivo [49]. This indicates either that the production or availability of the three

galactomannan-acting hydrolases in the endosperm is sufficient to allow a smooth conversion

of the polysaccharide to its constituent monomers or that higher (galacto)manno-oligomers
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the enzymatic upgrading of guar galactomannan itself (see Section 6.4.1.2). The a-galactosi-



are taken up by the embryo. A study, using model systems, of enzyme interaction in

galactomannan breakdown and sugar uptake by the embryo has shown clearly that there is

little uptake of oligosaccharides by the embryo, although mannose and galactose were

absorbed rapidly [44]. The production of the a-galactosidase and the endo-b-mannanase

must therefore be closely coordinated, with excess activity of the b-mannosidase.

6.4.1.2 Improvement of Galactomannans by Enzymatic Modification

As mentioned above, leguminous seeds from different taxonomic groupings have galacto-

mannans with different degrees of galactose substitution of the (1!4)-b-linked D-mannan

backbone. It has been shown experimentally that the functional properties of galactomannans

in mixed polysaccharide systems are related to their degrees of galactose substitution [2].

Galactomannans from different botanical sources may have identical degrees of galactose

substitutions but may differ in the statistical distribution of galactose residues along the

mannan backbone, those distributions that give a more irregular blocklike distribution of

galactose substituents favoring mixed polysaccharide interactions [35]. This experimental link

between the degree and pattern of galactose substitution, on the one hand, and commercial

functionality, on the other, provided a sound scientific basis for the design of a biotechnology

to upgrade galactomannans by the enzymatic hydrolysis of galactose residues from the

mannan backbone of the molecule.

Early reports suggesting that it was possible to remove selectively the galactose residues

from high-polymeric galactomannans using a-galactosidases of fungal or bacterial origin have

not been confirmed, and it seems likely that the enzyme preparations used were contaminated

with endo-b-D-mannanases. These would have degraded the polymer to lower molecular

weight fragments that acted as substrates for the a-galactosidases. The a-galactosidase from

the endosperm of germinated guar seed itself is, on the other hand, capable of stripping galactose

residues from galactomannan substrates without any requirement for simultaneous depolymer-

ization of the mannan backbone [43]. Small-scale experiments in the use of a legume endosperm

a-galactosidase to modify guar galactomannan in solution have yielded a series of galactose-

depleted gums with galactose contents ranging downward from the native value to about 3% [50].

Galactose contents of less than 11% led to precipitation of the product polymer from solution.

Clearly, a galactose content of approximately 12% or greater is necessary to overcome the

tendency of the unsubstituted mannan backbone to self-associate. Interestingly, a similar galact-

ose content has been found to adopt a mannan-I type ordered structure in the dry state (as found

for naturally very low galactose galactomannans) by solid state 13C NMR [50a]. The function-

alities of the galactose-depleted polymers in mixed polysaccharide systems improved with

decreasing galactose content, equaling those of LBG at comparable galactose contents [50].

To use guar endosperm a-galactosidase in a bioprocess to improve galactomannan gums

is scientifically feasible. It is also attractive in that the enzyme originates from a food-allowed

plant organism. To extract it from guar seeds in sufficient quantities to modify galactoman-

nans on a commercial scale is clearly not viable economically. A bioprocess to upgrade the

functionality of guar gum by direct enzymatic modification has nevertheless been described

[51]. The process is dependent upon the production of large amounts of enzyme by the

heterologous expression in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae — a food-allowed organism) of

a cDNA copy of the gene encoding the guar endosperm a-galactosidase [46]. The process

itself [51] involves the use of concentrations of the substrate galactomannan that are so high

that they may be considered as hydrated solids rather than solutions. Thus the costs of

removing water from the modified product galactomannan are considerably reduced relative

to those that would accompany a process carried out in dilute solution. The ability of the guar

galactosidase to catalyze the modification of galactomannans under relatively low-water
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conditions is unusual, but it could be predicted from a knowledge of the conditions under

which the enzyme acts in vivo. When it is secreted from the aleurone cells of the guar seed, it

initiates the hydrolytic breakdown of galactomannan molecules present in the cell wall in the

form of a hydrated mass rather than a solution.

There is generally a clear differential in price between locust bean and guar gums. This

reflects to some extent the superior qualities of LBG. It may also reflect the current limits on

the supply of LBG. Guar (or cluster bean) is an annual plant. Thus crop production can easily

be increased in line with demand. On the other hand, LBG is produced from the seeds of a

slow-maturing subtropical tree, and current supplies cannot easily be supplemented in the

short to medium term. In addition, whereas LBG applications are almost exclusively in food

products, the major use of guar gum is in the petrochemical and other nonfood industries

which use guar gum and derivatives in applications requiring high viscosity coupled with

tolerance to shear and high temperature. This spread of end uses makes guar a more attractive

crop, particularly due to the convenience of an annual growth cycle. The long-term economic

viability of the bioprocess to upgrade guar galactomannan is dependent upon market forces.

At present it represents an excellent example of the practical application of the results of

research into the biochemistry of galactomannan mobilization and modern gene technology.

6.4.2 XYLOGLUCAN MOBILIZATION

The only xyloglucan to be used in the food industry is that from the seed of the tamarind tree.

The tamarind seed, in common with most other xyloglucan storing species, is nonendospermic,

and the polysaccharide is present in the thickened cell walls of the cotyledonary cells. The

ultrastructural morphology of xyloglucan mobilization in the cotyledons of the germinated

tamarind seed has been described before [52]. The biochemistry of xyloglucan mobilization was

studied using the nasturtium seed (Tropaeolum majus) [53], the cotyledons of which store large

amounts of a xyloglucan comparable in structure (and the ultrastructural aspects of its

mobilization [M. Stronach, M. Edwards and J.S.G. Reid, unpublished]) to that of the tamarind

seed. The nasturtium seed is more convenient to study xyloglucan mobilization, as the seeds are

small and they germinate quickly, reliably, and uniformly; in each of these respects they differ

from tamarind. The study of the enzymatic mechanism of xyloglucan mobilization has led to

the identification and purification of a number of hydrolytic enzymes of novel specificity. Their

properties and their complex interactions in the process of postgerminative xyloglucan mobil-

ization are described below. The purification of these enzymes has allowed their use in isolation

to modify the structures of xyloglucans, and the structural and functional modification of

tamarind gum is described. The novel specificities of the enzymes involved in seed xyloglucan

breakdown have also influenced current thinking concerning the processes of xyloglucan modi-

fication and turnover that may take place in plant primary cell walls. It is generally accepted that

interactions between xyloglucan and other polysaccharides, notably cellulose, are important in

determining the mechanical properties of plant tissues. Yet, there is little understanding of how

the various structural features of xyloglucan structure contribute to these interactions. By cloning

and sequencing the genes encoding the xyloglucan-degrading enzymes from the nasturtium seed

and the application of modern transgenic technologies, it is now realistic to envisage xyloglucan

modification in planta with a view to exploring the effect of xyloglucan modification on plant

mechanical and other properties. Progress in this area is reviewed.

6.4.2.1 The Enzymes of Xyloglucan Breakdown

The complete hydrolytic breakdown of a seed xyloglucan molecule would theoretically

require a minimum of four enzymatic activities: a b-D-galactosidase to remove the terminal

(1!2)-linked galactosyl residues, an a-D-xylosidase to remove terminal, nonreducing
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(1!6)-linked xylosyl residues, an endo-(1!4)-b-D-glucanase to cleave internal linkages in the

glucan chain, and a b-D-glucosidase to complete the hydrolysis of small oligoglucan frag-

ments. A comprehensive study of xyloglucan mobilization in the nasturtium seed was carried

out. The enzymes that catalyze the breakdown were identified [53], and all four were purified

to homogeneity and characterized. The (1!4)-b-linked D-glucan backbone of the xyloglucan

molecule is cleaved in an endo fashion by an enzyme that shows absolute specificity for

xyloglucans and which was initially called a xyloglucan-specific endo-(1!4)-b-D-glucanase

[54]. Full characterization of the action of this enzyme has shown that its action is primarily

one of transglycosylation, and the determination of its amino acid sequence has shown that it is

quite unrelated to any known endo-(1!4)-b-D-glucanases. Thus it has been more appropriately

named a xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase [10]. Terminal b-galactosyl residues are removed

from the xyloglucan molecule and from its derived oligosaccharides by a b-galactosidase of

unusual substrate specificity [55]. The xylose and glucose residues are liberated as the free

monosaccharides by the concerted action of the transglycosylase, the b-galactosidase, a

b-glucosidase, and an enzyme of novel specificity, which has been purified, characterized,

and named a xyloglucan oligosaccharide specific a-xylosidase, or exo-oligoxyloglucan xylohy-

drolase [56]. The transglycosylase, the b-galactosidase, b-glucosidase, and the specific

a-xylosidase are described individually in the following discussion prior to the presentation

of a model for xyloglucan breakdown in vivo by the cooperative interaction of all four enzymes.

6.4.2.1.1 The Xyloglucan endo-Transglycosylase
This enzyme was detected in nasturtium cotyledon extracts by its ability to catalyze a rapid

decrease in the viscosity of tamarind seed xyloglucan due to the endo-depolymerization of the

molecule [53]. This property also enabled its purification to homogeneity [54]. It is well known

that the endo-(1!4)-b-D-glucanases (often incorrectly called ‘‘cellulases’’) of fungal, bacterial,

and plant origin will catalyze the endo-depolymerization of xyloglucans [9]. Although the

cellulases recognize and cleave unsubstituted (1!4)-b-linked D-glucan chains, their action on

seed xyloglucans is limited by the high degree of substitution of the glucan backbone.

Furthermore, the essential regularity of the pattern of substitution of the backbone restricts

the number of glycosyl linkages cleaved within the cellulosic backbone of xyloglucans to those

linking together the Glc4Xyl3Gal0–2 subunits of the molecule. Thus the hydrolysis products

obtained from tamarind xyloglucan are a heptasaccharide A (Glc4Xyl3), two octasaccharides

B1 and B2 (Glc4Xyl3Gal), and a nonasaccharide C (Glc4Xyl3Gal2) (structures III, IV, V, and

VI, respectively) plus very small amounts of a saccharide of lower molecular weight (probably

Glc3Xyl2) originating from imperfections in the repeating structure of the xyloglucan.

Xyl 

Glc Glc Glc Glc Glc Glc Glc Glc

Glc Glc Glc Glc Glc Glc Glc Glc

Xyl Xyl

Xyl Xyl

Gal

Gal
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Gal Gal
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Xyl Xyl Xyl

Xyl Xyl Xyl Xyl

↑ ↑ ↑ ↑

↑ ↑

↑↑ ↑↑
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↑
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↑
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↑
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The products of endo-depolymerization of tamarind xyloglucan by the nasturtium enzyme

include the hepta-, octa-, and nonasaccharides A, B1 and B2, and C as minor products. The

other products are all oligomers of A, B, and C units ranging from a mixture of dimers, which

have been fully characterized, up to quite high polymers [10]. It is now clear that the hydrolytic

action of the nasturtium enzyme is associated with, and a consequence of, a highly specific

xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase activity [10]. Xyloglucans or xyloglucan oligosaccharides are

cleaved specifically between repeating units, probably to form a glycosyl donor–enzyme com-

plex and a free potential glycosyl acceptor site (Equation 6.1). The donor–enzyme complex may

either be hydrolyzed, thus effectively catalyzing the endo-hydrolysis of the initial substrate

(Equation 6.2), or it may undergo a transglycosylation reaction in which the donor moiety is

transferred to the nonreducing terminal of a specific glycosylacceptor (Equation 6.3).

Potential glycosyl
acceptor

Glycosyl donor–enzyme
complex

Xyloglucan substrate showing
possible chain-cleavage site

Donor–enzyme complex A potential acceptor Transglycosylation product

(6.2)

Xyl Xyl

Xyl Xyl XylXyl

. . . Glc→Glc→Glc→GlcEnzyme  +  H2O → . . . Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc  +  Enzyme
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

↑ ↑

Xyl

Xyl Xyl Xyl Xyl

GalGal

Xyl XylXyl XylXyl XylXyl

Gal Gal

. . . Glc→Glc→Glc→GlcEnzyme  +  Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→ . . .      . . . Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→ . . .  +  Enzyme    (6.3)
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

↓

↓ ↓ ↓

↓

↓

↑ ↑

↑ ↑

↑ ↑

Gal Gal

Xyl Xyl Xyl Xyl Xyl Xyl

Xyl Xyl

Xyl Xyl

. . . Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→ Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→ . . .  +  Enzyme       . . . Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc Enzyme  +  Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc→ . . . (6.1)

↓

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

↓

Xyl
↑

Xyl
↑ ↑ ↑

↑
↑ 

 

↑

↑ 

The hydrolysis reaction is apparently slow relative to transglycosylation and is significant

only under conditions where the availability of suitable acceptor chain ends is low [10]. The

nasturtium endo-transglycosylase cleaves the xyloglucan molecule at most of the sites cleaved

hydrolytically by endo-(1!4)-b-glucanases. Yet the recognition patterns of the two enzymes

are quite distinct. The glucanase recognizes only the glucan backbone of the molecule,

whereas the transglycosylase recognizes side chain features both of the donor and the

acceptor [54a]. The significance of nonseed tissues of xyloglucan endo-transglycosylases is

discussed in Section 6.4.2.3.

The molecular characteristics of the transglycosylase have been studied, including its pri-

mary sequence, its secondary structure, and aspects of its folding pattern [57]. It is a relatively

small polypeptide (Mr¼ 31,000). The amino acid sequence contains no potential N-glycosyla-

tion sites. The coding sequence of the cDNA is immediately preceded by a putative signal

sequence, which is presumably responsible for the direction of the enzyme to the cell wall. On

comparing the xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase sequence with other recorded sequences, no

significant homology with any endo-(1!4)-b-D-glucanase was found, confirming that the

transglycosylase belongs to a new and completely different class of enzymes [57]. A low overall
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degree of homology was found between the transglycosylase sequence and the sequences of

bacterial lichenases [(1!3,1!4)-b-glucanases] attributable to high homology over two short

sequences. Although the action of the two enzymes is not similar, it is possible that they have

aspects of their catalytic mechanism in common. It is interesting to note in this context that no

significant homology was detected between the transglycosylase and lichenases of plant origin.

There was a high degree of homology between the xyloglucan transglycosylase and a develop-

mentally regulated gene of unknown function (Meri 5 [58]) in Arabidopsis [57]. This was the first

indication of the wider biological significance of enzymes with xyloglucan endo-transglycosyla-

tionactivity, a field that has subsequently grown in importance, as discussed later in this chapter.

In common with its primary structure, the secondary structure of the xyloglucan endo-transgly-

cosylase is highly unusual. By direct measurements on the purified protein using circular

dichroism, it was estimated that there were no regions of a-helix in the molecule and that 66%

was b-sheet. The same values were arrived at by computer-assisted prediction of the secondary

structure of the enzyme from the amino acid sequence [57]. As far as we are aware, no other

enzyme has been reported to have zero a-helix. Although the correct molecular weight of the

protein (as deduced from the amino acid sequence) ismeasurable bydenaturingmethods suchas

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, attempts to obtain the mo-

lecular weight of the native enzyme using size exclusion chromatography always give very much

lower values [54]. This must indicate a very compact three-dimensional structure for the folded

enzyme, probably dictated by its unusual secondary structure. In vivo, the transglycosylasemust

penetrate the polymeric network of the storage cell wall; thus a compact structure may be

advantageous.

6.4.2.1.2 The Xyloglucan Oligosaccharide-Specific a-Xylosidase

or exo-Oligoxyloglucan Xylohydrolase
This enzyme was purified to homogeneity by assaying its ability to release D-xylose from

tamarind xyloglucan that had previously been partially depolymerized by the xyloglucan

endo-transglycosylase [56]. It is not a general a-xylosidase, as it will not catalyze the hydroly-

sis of simple a-xylosides such as p-nitrophenyl-a-D-xyloside. Nor is it active against the

disaccharide isoprimeverose (a-D-Xyl-(1!6)-D-Glc), which contains the xylose!glucose

linkage present in xyloglucans. The catalytic action of the enzyme from the germinated

nasturtium seed is to hydrolyze selectively from xyloglucan oligosaccharides the un-

substituted xylosyl residue attached to the backbone glucose residue remote from the redu-

cing end of the oligosaccharide [56]. Its action on the oligosaccharide A (Glc4Xyl3) is as

follows:

Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc  +  H2O → Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc  +  Xyl (6.4)

Xyl

Xyl Xyl
↓ ↓

Xyl
↓

↑
Xyl

↑

There appears to be no upper limit to the molecular size of an oligosaccharide substrate for

the enzyme, and the smallest molecule that will act as a substrate is the trisaccharide shown in

structure VII (C. Fanutti, M.J. Gidley and J.S.G. Reid unpublished).

Xyl

Glc→Glc

VII

↓
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The enzyme has not been observed to release xylose from nondepolymerized tamarind

xyloglucan. This is not surprising, as each molecule would have only a maximum of a single

xylose residue susceptible to hydrolysis by the enzyme, and any xylose released would not be

detectable using current assay methods.

The nasturtium enzyme is heavily glycosylated [56], the glycoenzyme having an apparent

molecular weight of 85,000. The glycosyl substituents are predominantly, if not exclusively,

O-linked (C. Fanutti et al., unpublished), probably to serine and threonine. The full molecular

structure of this enzyme has recently been described [56a]. It is a large protein containing

more than 900 amino acid residues and shows homology both to a putative a-xylosidase from

Arabidopsis [56b] and to a family of a-glucosidases. Consistent with this homology, enzyme

activity was found against several a-(1–4) and a-(1–6)-linked glucosides [56a].

6.4.2.1.3 The Nasturtium Seed b-Galactosidase
This enzyme is a general b-galactosidase in that it will catalyze the hydrolysis of low molecular

weight b-galactosidases, including xyloglucan oligosaccharides. It is unusual in that it will

catalyze the hydrolysis of the terminal nonreducing b-galactosyl residues from polymeric

tamarind xyloglucan [55,59]. Only one other b-galactosidase source that is apparently able to

do this has been described [55a]. The practical application of this enzyme in the modification of

xyloglucan structures in vitro is described below. The enzyme has an apparent molecular weight

of 97,000 (SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) and exists in several isoelectric forms,

which can be separated. The full structure of the molecule is under investigation.

6.4.2.1.4 The Nasturtium Seed b-Glucosidase
This enzyme has been purified to apparent homogeneity and the corresponding cDNA cloned

and sequenced [59a]. It catalyzes the release of single-unit glucose from a number of b-linked

glucosides including (1!3), (1!2), and (1!6)-linked residues in addition to the expected (1!4)

linkages. The closest sequence homology was found to be to a barley b-glucosidase (or b-D-

glucan exo-hydrolase) with a similarly broad substrate specificity and a known role in cell wall

polysaccharide breakdown [59b]. Extensive transglycosylation action was found when cello-

oligosaccharideswere used as substrates, but notwith xyloglucanoligosaccharides [59a].Action

of nasturtium a-xylosidase on oligoxyloglucans III–VI produces potential substrates for the

b-glucosidase.Unlike thea-xylosidase, theb-glucosidase exhibits selectivity for those (terminal-

xylose-depleted) oligosaccharides derived from structures III and V but not IV and VI, that is,

galactose substitution adjacent to the nonreducing terminus blocks enzyme action [59a].

6.4.2.1.5 Enzyme Interaction in Xyloglucan Mobilization
On the basis of the specificities of the enzymes described above, it is possible to build a basic

model of the mechanism of xyloglucan mobilization in the storage cell walls of the germinated

nasturtium seed.

The key enzyme in the mobilization process is the xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase. It

alone is capable of cleaving the cellulosic backbone of the xyloglucan molecule. Its action on

the high-polymeric xyloglucan in the cell wall would initially be one of hydrolysis, as no

suitable glycosyl acceptors would be available. The progress of hydrolysis would, of course,

generate chain ends for transglycosylation. Thus, in the absence of the other exo-acting

hydrolases, a state of transglycosylation near equilibrium would become established, and

endo-depolymerization of the xyloglucan would essentially come to a standstill. At the very

high xyloglucan concentrations present in the hydrated cell walls, we estimate that the

amount of depolymerization achieved in the presence of the endo-transglycosylase alone

would not be great. The presence of the enzyme would, however, labilize the cell wall in

the sense that any process that either removed xyloglucan chains from the wall or reduced

their degree of polymerization would trigger further depolymerization by the action of the
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endo-transglycosylase. The combined action of the other exo-acting hydrolases provides a

mechanism for the progressive shortening of xyloglucan chains by stepwise depolymerization

from the nonreducing ends.

Experimentally it is observed that the process of xyloglucan mobilization from nasturtium

storage cell walls proceeds rapidly and smoothly [53] and that xyloglucan oligosaccharides of

low molecular weight do not accumulate in vivo. Thus the nonreducing chain ends generated

by the hydrolytic action of the transglycosylase must be subject to rapid shortening by the

other, exo-acting hydrolases. The b-galactosidase is known to act both on the polymeric

xyloglucan and its derived oligosaccharides. In vivo it could remove galactose residues from

all available substrates, irrespective of their molecular sizes. Acting in concert, the a-xylosidase

and the b-glucosidase would catalyze the depolymerization from the nonreducing end

of oligoxyloglucans of any chain length (Figure 6.1). It is appropriate to question the

Polymeric xyloglucan

↓  endo-transglycosylase

xyloglucan oligosaccharides of various chain lengths, 
including structures III and VI

Gal
↓

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
     Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc            ←          Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc

↑

               III                                 VI

Xyl Xyl
↑

↑

Gal 

↓a-Xyl ↓a-Xyl

Gal 
↓

Xyl Xyl 
↓ ↓

     Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc             ←       Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc
↑ b -Gal ↑

Xyl Xyl 

↑
Gal 

↓ b -Glc

Xyl
↓ ↓

     Glc→Glc→Glc                      →         Glc→Glc→Glc 
↑ a-Xyl

Xyl
↓ b -Glc

Xyl
↓

      Glc→Glc                           ←               Glc→Glc
a-Xyl

↓b -Glc

     Glc (x2)

   Xyl

Xyl Xyl XylXyl

b -Gal

FIGURE 6.1 Enzyme interactions in the postgerminative hydrolysis of xyloglucan in nasturtium coty-

ledonary cell walls.
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relationship between this proposed enzymatic depolymerization mechanism (presented

within the storage cell wall [52]. The latter is characterized by the appearance in the cell wall

next to the cytoplasmic boundary of areas that stain much more lightly than the rest of the

wall, their expansion, and their final coalescence. It is reasonably assumed that these are the

areas of xyloglucan depletion. Yet, work ongoing in our laboratory on the subcellular

localization of the xyloglucan-degrading enzymes is not consistent with the localization of

the endo-transglycosylase to these lighter areas. Light microscopic immunolocalization stud-

ies suggest the appearance of this molecule in the wall next to the cytoplasmic boundary and

its rapid diffusion throughout the whole wall [60]. This observation would support our

proposed wall-labilizing role for the transglycosylase and is consistent with its very compact

structure, which would enable it to penetrate the wall network. By contrast, the exo-enzymes

are large molecules, which would not be expected to diffuse freely in the wall. Our working

hypothesis, which is tested at present, is that the exo-acting enzymes are present in the lighter

areas of the storage cell wall where they catalyze the intensive depolymerization of endo-

transglycosylase-generated oligoxyloglucan chains to galactose, xylose, and glucose.

6.4.2.2 Modification of Tamarind Gum

There are close structural similarities between the seed xyloglucans and the galactomannans.

Their respective (1!4)-b-linked glucan and mannan backbones are structurally very similar,

and they are similarly decorated with (1!6)-a-linked substituents — galactopyranose in the

case of the galactomannans and xylopyranose in the case of the xyloglucans. In the xyloglu-

cans, some of the xylosyl substituents are further substituted by galactose residues linked

(1!2)-b. Furthermore, the overall biological functions of the galactomannans and the seed

xyloglucans are probably identical. With regard to commercial functionality in the food

industry, the xyloglucan from the tamarind seed is potentially applicable as a viscosifier,

but its properties, particularly in mixed polysaccharide interactions, offer no advantages over

those of guar gum. Nevertheless, the world market price of tamarind flour is usually com-

petitive with that of guar flour, indicating that a bioprocess to upgrade the tamarind

polysaccharide might be commercially viable.

As it has been demonstrated that galactomannan gums of high galactose substitution

undergo mixed polysaccharide interactions less readily than low-galactose galactomannans,

an enzymatic bioprocess has been developed to reduce the degree of galactose substitution of

substituted (75%) compared to the mannan backbone of guar gum (62%). By simple analogy

with the galactomannans, it might be expected that the selective removal of side chains from

the xyloglucan molecule might bring about an improvement in its interactive properties. To

achieve this enzymatically would require the hydrolytic cleavage of a-xylosyl and b-galactosyl-

(1!2)-a-xylosyl residues from the backbone of the intact polysaccharide, and there are no

known enzymes that are capable of achieving this, even in germinated xyloglucan-containing

seeds. On the other hand, the b-galactosidase purified from the germinated nasturtium seed is

capable of removing terminal nonreducing galactosyl residues from the intact xyloglucan

polymer [55]. The action of this purified enzyme on polymeric xyloglucan is to modify side

chain structure without altering the overall degree of substitution of the glucan backbone of

the molecule. When solutions of tamarind seed xyloglucan are treated with this enzyme,

galactose residues are liberated smoothly from the polymer with little change to the viscosity

of the solution until about 50% of the available galactose residues have been released. At this

point a dramatic increase in viscosity is observed, culminating in the formation of a gel. The

gel is thermo-irreversible (up to 1008C) and can be broken down by mechanical agitation to
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give a precipitate of the galactose-depleted xyloglucan [59]. Both the interactive properties of

xyloglucans with intermediate degrees of substitution and the pattern of action of the

b-galactosidase have been studied, and the results will be published elsewhere. The action

of a b-galactosidase from Aspergillus oryzae has also been shown to cause gelation of

tamarind seed polysaccharide [55a]. Gelation was first noticed when between 30 and 35% of

the galactose residues had been released. Following removal of 45–50% of galactose residues,

gel melting occurred above 1008C. Between 35 and 50% galactose removal, two reversible sol–

gel thermal transitions were found. Thus, on cooling from high temperature, the galactose-

depleted polymer went from a sol to a gel, and at a lower temperature went from a gel to a sol

[55a]. Above 50% galactose removal, these transition temperatures were above 1008C and

close to 08C, respectively, and so have little practical application, but in the intermediate

regime of 35–50% galactose removal, this unusual behavior for polysaccharides is intriguing.

By strict analogy with the galactomannans, it appears surprising that the xyloglucan

molecule was insolubilized without the removal of any xylosyl residue to expose the glucan

backbone. Yet, the xylose-substituted (1!4)-b-linked D-glucan backbone is not entirely

equivalent to the galactose-substituted mannan. The glucan chain in tamarind xyloglucan

has been shown to be conformationally very much stiffer than the mannan chain in galacto-

mannans [8]. Also, a xylopyranosyl residue is sterically different from and less hydrophilic

than a galactopyranosyl residue. It is possible that the xylose-substituted glucan chain is, in

contrast to the galactose-substituted mannan one, self-interactive and that the function of the

outer b-galactosyl residues is to maintain solubility. On the other hand, the highly regular

repeating structure of the xyloglucan molecule may have to be considered in contemplating its

solubility and its interactive properties. A regular Glc4Xyl3 repeat pattern dictates that one

side of the glucan chain will carry twice as many substituents as the other, assuming a twofold

cellulose-like helical conformation for a potential aggregated form of the glucan backbone.

However, the existence of a small number of Glc3Xyl2 units within the tamarind xyloglucan

molecule would have the effect of periodically switching the higher degree of substitution to

the opposite side of the backbone (Figure 6.2). If the tendency to self-interaction of the less

substituted side of the xyloglucan backbone is greater than that of the more substituted side

(or even the contrary), then the formation of junction zones and hence a gel network is

possible.

We await with interest the discovery of enzymes with the specificity necessary to allow the

selective cleavage of the unsubstituted xylose residues from the xyloglucan molecule.

6.4.2.3 Toward the Modification of Xyloglucans in Planta

As discussed elsewhere in this chapter, the CWSPs of seeds are almost certainly the result of

the evolutionary adaptation of a normal noncellulosic component of the plant primary or

secondary cell wall. In the case of the xyloglucans, the evidence for such a relationship has

become exceptionally clear.

X          X          X           X          X                       X                       X                      X           X          X          X 
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓     ↓

….G →G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G→G.... 
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
X                       X                       X           X          X          X          X          X  X                       X 

FIGURE 6.2 Effect of Glc3Xyl2 subunits (highlighted) on xyloglucan structure. A perfect repeating

structure consisting of Glc4Xyl3Gal0�2 subunits would lead to higher xylose substitution on one side of

the glucan backbone than on the other. The effect of a Glc3Xyl2 unit is to switch the higher substitution

to the opposite side. Galactosyl substituents on xylose are not shown.
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Xyloglucans were found some years ago as extracellular polysaccharides in plant cell

cultures [61] and were subsequently shown to be the major hemicellulosic (i.e., noncellulosic,

nonpectic) component of the primary cell walls of dicotyledonous and some nongraminac-

eous monocotyledonous plants [14]. The xyloglucans of plant primary cell walls share the

main structural features of the storage xyloglucans. They have the same xylose-substituted

(1!4)-b-linked D-glucan backbone, most of which is composed of the Glc4Xyl3 repeating

structure. As in seed xyloglucans, two of the xylose residues within this feature may be

substituted further by galactose residues linked 1!2,b. The main structural difference be-

tween the seed and primary cell wall xyloglucans is the presence in the latter of a further layer

of substitution. Primary cell wall xyloglucans (except those from solanaceous species) appear

invariably to have L-fucose residues attached 1!2,a to the galactose residue attached to some

of the xylose residues nearest to the reducing end of the subunit. The principal fucose-

containing structural unit in primary cell wall xyloglucans is shown in structure VIII:

Fuc

Gal

Xyl

Xyl

Glc→Glc→Glc→Glc

↓

↓

↓
Xyl

↓

↑

VIII

Additionally, some primary cell wall xyloglucans have minor structural features or irregular-

ities, which are absent from those seed xyloglucans that have been subjected to detailed study.

The xyloglucans of the primary cell walls are very tightly hydrogen-bonded to cellulose [16]

and can be extracted from the cell wall matrix only with very concentrated alkali metal

hydroxide solutions. The ease of extraction of xyloglucan from storage cell walls almost

certainly reflects the absence of cellulose in such walls. The close association of xyloglucan

with cellulose in muro has encouraged the idea that xyloglucan–cellulose interaction may

contribute to maintaining cell wall integrity. Specifically, the bridging of more than one

cellulose microfibril by single xyloglucan chains has been proposed [17–19]. Furthermore,

xyloglucan metabolism has been associated with the phenomenon of elongation growth in

plants. Evidence for a functional role of xyloglucan in mediating cell wall mechanical

properties has come from studies of composites of tamarind xyloglucan and bacterial cellu-

lose [19a–d]. Under small-deformation conditions (static), it is cellulose alone that provides

the mechanical structure, irrespective of whether it is cross-linked by xyloglucan or not [19b].

Under uniaxial tensile conditions (stretching) that may be said to mimic elongation growth,

the presence of xyloglucan cross-links leads to a greater extensibility and reduced strength

[19b,c]. Under biaxial tensile conditions (bulging) that may be said to mimic turgor pressure

acting on a cell wall, xyloglucan cross-links result in a dramatically weaker structure that

creeps (expands) under constant applied pressure [19c]. Taken together, these results suggest

that xyloglucan cross-linking provides an important means of controlling cell wall mechanical

properties, allowing for cell extension or expansion without compromising inherent strength.

Furthermore, a known catalyst of tissue elongation under applied load (expansin) catalyzes

an analogous enhancement of uniaxial extensibility in composites of cellulose with tamarind

xyloglucan [19d].

It is widely accepted that the process of elongation growth in plants, whether auxin

induced or not, is controlled at the level of the yielding of the primary cell wall to the turgor
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pressure of the cell [23]. Thus a cell wall modification process is critical to the regulation of

growth. The term ‘‘wall loosening’’ has been given to the process that allows the normally

rigid cell wall to extend in a controlled way. The breaking of internal linkages within the wall

polymers is an obvious necessity in such a process, but must occur in a very tightly controlled

fashion to prevent the loss of wall integrity. Xyloglucan turnover has been associated with

elongation growth [62], and variations in the level of endo-(1!4)-b-D-glucanases (cellulases)

have been associated with the turnover of xyloglucan [63]. In vitro the xyloglucan oligosac-

charide Glc4Xyl3GalFuc (VIII), which could possibly be generated by the action of a cellulase

on xyloglucan in the wall, is a potent inhibitor of auxin-induced elongation growth in pea

stems [15]. Recently, attention has returned to an earlier suggestion [17] that the controlled

breakage and reformation of internal linkages within the cell wall during elongation growth

might be achieved by the action of a transglycosylase enzyme, specifically one that would

bring about the breakage and re-formation of the hypothetical xyloglucan bridges between

cellulose microfibrils. An assay system that detects the incorporation of radiolabeled xylo-

glucan oligosaccharides of the Glc4Xyl3 group into polymeric xyloglucan has been used to

infer the presence of a xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase in a number of different plant

tissues [64], and has been extended to show that the mode of xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase

action from a wide range of plant sources is similar in that they all select and cleave

xyloglucan substrates at random [64a]. At the same time as the isolation of the nasturtium

seed enzyme [10,57], a pure xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase was isolated from the cell wall

fluid of elongating mung bean stems [65]. The action, sequence, and properties of this enzyme

are similar to those of the xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase from the nasturtium seed.

Subsequently, a large family of xyloglucan endo-transglycosylases has been identified based

on either enzyme activity or homologous gene sequences [65a]. With more than 20 putative

versions in the Arabidopsis genome, it is clear that this activity plays an important role in

the normal life of plants [65a,b]. The nasturtium seed enzyme is, however, unusual in having

hydrolysis as a competitive reaction to transglycosylation. The hydrolytic function is critical

to the mobilization of xyloglucan in germinating nasturtium seeds, but is not essential in the

primary cell wall as there are other cellulases available to perform this function if required. It

will be interesting to determine the molecular basis for this important difference in specificity

between nasturtium seed and other sources of xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase.

An enzyme with a very similar mode of action and an apparently identical molecular

weight to the nasturtium seed xyloglucan oligosaccharide-specific a-xylosidase has been

isolated from auxin-treated pea seedlings [66], and a gene showing high homology has been

identified in Arabidopsis [56b]. Thus it is now clear that the mechanism of xyloglucan turnover

occurring in the primary cell walls of plants involves a group of enzymes with the same novel

and interesting specificities as those responsible for postgerminative xyloglucan breakdown in

seeds.

Although a direct experimental link between xyloglucan transglycosylation and elonga-

tion growth has not yet been established, it is clear that xyloglucan is a very important

component of the plant primary cell wall. To obtain direct experimental evidence for the

role of xyloglucan in the organization and properties of the plant cell wall, it would be

desirable to modify its structure in a controlled way in vivo. As detailed above, specific

xyloglucan-modifying enzymes are now available. Given the structures of the genes encoding

them, it is feasible to use modern genetic technologies to alter the levels of these activities in

muro to achieve this. A cDNA encoding the nasturtium endo-transglycosylase has already

been cloned and sequenced [57], and similar studies are now carried out with respect to the

other xyloglucan-degrading enzymes from nasturtium and other tissues. First results of

modulating xyloglucan endo-transglycosylase activity via gene manipulation showed small

but significant effects on xyloglucan molecular weight for reductions of up to 56% of
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endogenous activity [67a]. Experiments of this type may seem remote from the theme of food

polysaccharides. They are not. Xyloglucans are major components of the primary cell wall in

vegetables and fruit. Hence the controlled alteration of their structures in the wall at appro-

priate stages of plant development may lead to improvements in fruit or vegetable quality.

Pioneering studies on the use of gene technology to alter the structure of pectin in tomato cell

walls at a critical stage of the fruit-ripening process have already demonstrated the potential

of this approach [67].

6.4.3 POLYSACCHARIDE BIOSYNTHESIS AND THE PROSPECT OF DESIGNER GUMS

With the exception of the galactomannans, which are discussed in this section, the biosyn-

thesis of CWSPs in developing seeds has received little attention. Yet, it is the biosynthetic

process that largely determines the fine molecular structure of a complex polysaccharide, and

hence its rheological and interactive properties. It is clear that an understanding of the

biochemical mechanisms of CWSP biosynthesis, including their regulatory aspects, may

eventually permit their manipulation, and the prospect of transgenic plants to yield gums

structurally tailored for specific industrial purposes.

It was emphasized earlier in this chapter that the galactomannan CWSPs from legume

seed endosperms all have a (1!4)-b-linked D-mannan backbone, which carries single-unit

D-galactosyl side chains linked 1!6,a to backbone mannose, that the degree of galactosyl

substitution of the backbone is different in the seeds of species from different taxonomic

groups within the Leguminosae, and that galactomannans with identical degrees of galactose

substitution from different species may differ in the statistical distribution of galactose

substituents along the backbone. The relationship between galactose content and statistical

distribution on the one hand and commercial functionality on the other has also been high-

lighted. This section summarizes current knowledge of the enzyme systems responsible for

catalyzing galactomannan synthesis in the endosperms of developing legume seeds and the

mechanisms responsible for determining the degree and pattern of galactose distribution in

the galactomannan product.

Much of the earlier work on galactomannan biosynthesis was done on fenugreek. This

species has a galactomannan with a very high degree of galactose substitution (M:G¼ 1.1:1)

and the highly specialized endosperm morphology described in Section 6.4.11. The time

course of galactomannan deposition is known [68], and there is no change in M:G ratio

in vivo during that time. Membrane-bound enzymes from the developing endosperm are

capable of catalyzing the synthesis in vitro of labeled galactomannan from GDP-14C-mannose

and UDP-galactose [69]. More recently, a comparative study of galactomannan biosynthesis

in vitro has been carried out using membrane-bound enzyme preparations from developing

endosperms hand-dissected from developing fenugreek and guar seeds [70]. Both enzyme

preparations are qualitatively similar in their action. When supplied with GDP-14C-mannose

alone, they catalyze very efficiently the formation of an unsubstituted (1!4)-b-linked

D-mannan. When UDP-14C-galactose is the only substrate, only a trace of labeled polysac-

charide is formed, and it contains only glucose residues. Yet, when mixtures of GDP-mannose

and UDP-galactose are supplied, the product is a galactomannan of the legume seed type.

The enzyme systems are not responsive to added primer molecules, indicating that they

elongate partially formed (galacto)mannan molecules already present at the site of synthesis.

Galactomannan biosynthesis therefore involves the interaction of two enzyme activities: a

GDP-mannose-dependent (1!4)-b-D-mannosyltransferase and a specific UDP-galactose-

dependent galactosyltransferase. In the absence of the UDP-galactose substrate, the

mannosyltransferase can catalyze the synthesis of unsubstituted mannan, whereas the

galactosyltransferase is dependent upon the simultaneous action of the mannosyltransferase.
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The galactosyltransferase cannot bring about the galactosyl substitution of unsubstituted

mannan previously deposited at the site of synthesis by mannosyltransferase action. Thus the

galactosyltransferase is able to transfer galactosyl residues only to the newly transferred

mannosyl residue at or near the nonreducing end of a growing mannan chain [70]. This

interaction of the two enzymes is almost certainly the result of their relative spatial organ-

ization within the membrane.

Although in vivo the fenugreek seed contains a high-galactose galactomannan

(M:G¼ 1.1:1) and guar a medium-galactose galactomannan (M:G¼ 1.6:1), the in vitro inter-

action of the two biosynthetic glycosyltransferases is such that some adjustment of M:G ratio

in synthesis products is possible [70]. When saturating concentrations of both UDP-galactose

and GDP-mannose were used, both the fenugreek and the guar enzyme systems formed low-

galactose galactomannans in vitro (M:G ~ 3.5–5:1). When the rates of mannosyl transfer

relative to galactosyl transfer were adjusted downwards by decreasing the GDP-mannose

substrate concentrations, higher degrees of galactose substitution were achieved. Interest-

ingly, in vitro degrees of galactose substitution were obtained that approached, but did not

exceed, the respective in vivo values for each species. This suggested that the control of M:G

ratio might reside ultimately at the level of the specificities of the galactomannan-synthesizing

glycosyltransferases themselves.

The comparative study of galactomannan biosynthesis in developing legume seed

endosperms was extended to include a third species, Senna occidentalis (formerly called

Cassia occidentalis). This species, referred to here simply as ‘‘senna,’’ is classified within the

Leguminosae-caesalpinioideae and forms a low-galactose galactomannan in vivo (M:G¼ 3.5:1).

Before describing the results of these studies, it is pertinent to explain briefly the enzymatic

fingerprinting procedure used to characterize labeled galactomannan polysaccharides

formed in vitro from GDP-mannose and UDP-galactose. The analysis makes use of a pure

preparation of the well-characterized endo-(1!4)-b-D-mannanase from Aspergillus niger,

the substrate–subsite binding requirement of which has been described [48]. The optimum

substrate–subsite binding requirement of this enzyme is a stretch of five (1!4)-b-linked

D-mannosyl residues, although mannotetraose is nonetheless hydrolyzed slowly. Thus the

products of digestion of an unsubstituted (1!4)-b-mannan are mannobiose and manno-

triose, usually accompanied by some mannose. Galactomannans are also hydrolyzed by this

enzyme, but its action is restricted by galactose substituents. Galactose substitution at

positions 2 or 4 of the recognition sequence blocks hydrolysis, whereas substituents at

positions 1, 3, or 5 do not [48]. An obvious consequence of this is that galactomannans with

low degrees of galactose substitution are degraded extensively by this enzyme, whereas high-

galactose galactomannans are scarcely attacked. A second, less immediately obvious conse-

quence is that only certain oligosaccharides are possible products of the exhaustive digestion

of a galactomannan by this enzyme. These have been identified and characterized [48], and

labeled in vitro galactomannan products involves their exhaustive digestion using the A. niger

mannanase, their separation by thin layer chromatography, and the quantitative estimation

of each by digital autoradiography of the thin-layer chromatograms [71]. This methodology

can show beyond a doubt that a given in vitro product is a galactomannan, and it can confirm

a M:G ratio determined by other methods. More importantly, the digital autoradiographic

analysis generates quantitative data on the relative amounts of the various oligosaccharides

released, thus providing a fingerprint containing information about the distribution of

galactose residues along the backbone of the parent galactomannan.

The experimentally determined cooperative interaction of the two transferase enzymes has

been modeled via a computer algorithm in which it is assumed that the ease of substitution of

the galactosyl-acceptor mannose residue at or near the nonreducing terminal of the growing
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mannan backbone may be affected by the existing state of substitution of the nearest neighbor

and second-nearest neighbor mannose residues on the mannan chain [71,72]. From a bio-

chemical viewpoint this is reasonable. It assumes that the galactosyltransferase may be able to

differentiate to some extent between the following substrates:

Gal Gal

GalGal

 
Man→Man→Man→   Man→Man→Man→   Man→Man→Man→   Man→Man→Man→

Substrate 0.0 Substrate 1.0 Substrate 0.1 Substrate 1.1

↓ ↓

↑ ↑

Mathematically, it is a second-order Markov chain assumption, namely, that there are four

different probabilities of galactose substitution at the acceptor mannose residue. The P00

probability refers to the probability of obtaining galactose substitution at the terminal

mannose when neither the nearest neighbor mannose nor the second-nearest neighbor man-

nose is substituted (substrate 0,0 above), while the P10 probability refers to galactose substi-

tution at the nearest neighbor but not at the second-nearest neighbor (substrate 1,0 above),

etc. Given four independent values of P01 to P11, the computer algorithm will simulate

galactomannan biosynthesis according to the experimental model. In addition, it will simulate

the complete hydrolytic breakdown of the hypothetical galactomannan molecule by the

Aspergillus mannanase and predict the relative amounts of the allowed product oligosacchar-

ides that ought to be released. By the experimental enzymatic fingerprinting of labeled

galactomannan products formed in vitro, the M:G ratio of the galactomannan can be

obtained as well as the relative amounts of allowed oligosaccharide products. Consequently,

it is possible to feed experimental data into the computer program and obtain calculated

values of the four probabilities P00 to P11. This was done for at least 15 individual in vitro

galactomannan products formed by the fenugreek, guar, and senna enzyme systems, respect-

ively. Naturally the numerical values of the four probabilities are dependent on the M:G ratio

for each individual product, but they were compared by scaling P00 in each case to 1.00.

Interestingly the scaled values for fenugreek, guar, and senna were all similar, but each group

Man
Mannose 

Gal 
↓

Man→Man→Man

Man→Man→Man Man→Man→Man→Man→Man

Mannotriose A specific galactosyl-
mannobiose  

Gal Gal 
↓ ↓

↑
Gal 

A specific galactosyl-
mannotriose  

A specific digalactosyl-mannopentaose

Man→Man 
Mannobiose

Man→Man

FIGURE 6.3 Oligosaccharide products up to DP ¼ 7 of hydrolysis of galactomannans using the

Aspergillus niger endo-b-mannanase. No other products of DP ¼ 7 are possible. Higher oligosaccharides

with specific are also produced. (From McCleary, B.V., Nurthen, E., Taravel, F.R., and Joseleau, J.-P.,

Carbohydr. Res., 118, 91, 1983. With permission.)
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differed significantly from the others (see Table 6.2). This was clear evidence that the initial

second-order Markov chain assumption was reasonable and showed that the transfer specifi-

cities of the galactomannan-synthesizing enzymes from fenugreek, guar, and senna were

different [72]. Table 6.2 shows probability values scaled for comparison. By definition a

probability cannot be greater than unity. Thus by re-scaling all the probability sets so that

the highest value in each case was ascribed the value 1.00, it was possible to obtain a computer

prediction of the maximum degree of galactose substitution obtainable from each enzyme

system. The results (Table 6.3) showed close agreement between the predicted and in vivo M:G

ratios in the case of fenugreek and guar [72]. In the case of senna there was a discrepancy

between the predicted M:G ratio (1.85+ 0.1:1) and the observed in vivo ratio (3.3+ 0.25:1).

A detailed study of galactomannan deposition in senna, however, has shown that the

galactomannan deposited in the endosperm during early seedling development has a M:G

ratio very close to the predicted value and that this ratio increases dramatically during late

endosperm development to the ratio characteristic of the mature seed [42]. The time course of

the change correlates exactly with the activity in the endosperm of a developmentally

regulated galactomannan-active a-galactosidase activity. No change in M:G ratio could be

detected during galactomannan deposition in fenugreek and guar, and the developing endo-

sperms had very low and constant a-galactosidase activity [42].

TABLE 6.2
Scaled Probabilities ( P00 to P11) Obtained Using Fenugreek,

Guar, and Senna Data Sets

Biosynthetic

Enzyme System

Scaled Probabilities

P00 P10 P01 P11

Fenugreek 1.00 1.18 + 0.2 1.89 + 0.5 1.85 + 0.8

Guar 1.00 1.58 + 0.2 1.04 + 0.1 0.76 + 0.5

Senna 1.00 1.39 + 0.2 0.43 + 0.3 0.31 + 0.2

P00 is given the value 1.00 and other values are scaled proportionally.

TABLE 6.3
Comparison of Observed Degrees of Galactose

Substitution in Legume Seed Galactomannans with Upper

Limiting Values Computer-Predicted from In Vitro

Biosynthetic Systems

Plant Species

% Galactose Substitution

Observed Predicted

Fenugreek 89–92 87 + 8

Guar 62–67 68 + 5

Senna 29–33a

45–48þb 54 + 3

aGalactomannan from mature seeds.
bGalactomannan from seeds during early endosperm development [42].
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On the basis of current evidence it must be concluded that the M:G ratio of the primary

product of galactomannan biosynthesis in all species is determined by the transfer specificities

of the galactomannan-synthesizing glycosyltransferases. In some species, possibly only those

producing low-galactose galactomannans, a process of controlled postdepositional removal

of galactose from the primary product is superimposed. We speculate that this may be the

case for LBG, where it has been demonstrated that there is a heterogeneity of M:G ratio

between individual polymer chains [2]. This either reflects variation in the primary biosyn-

thetic product or, more likely, varying extents of post-synthetic a-galactosidase action on a

well-defined primary product.

To test the hypothesis that variation in the primary biosynthetic galactomannan structure

between species is determined by the specificities of the glycosyltransferases involved, isolated

genes and purified enzymes are required. This is now feasible as demonstrated by the molecular

characterization of fenugreek galactosyltransferase [73]. By correlating themembrane-associated

proteins in developing fenugreek seeds with the deposition of galactomannan, a putative biosyn-

thetic protein was identified. Based on protein sequence information, a full length cDNA was

cloned, with galactomannan galactosyltransferase activity demonstrated following expression in

the yeast Pichia pastoris [73]. Together with a fucosyltransferase involved in xyloglucan biosyn-

thesis [74], this was the first glycosyltransferase of noncellulosic cell wall polysaccharide synthesis

to be described. The tight temporal control of extensive galactomannan synthesis in the seed

system was an important factor in this breakthrough, once more illustrating the power of seed

CWSP systems as models for more complex plant cell walls.

With the identification of fenugreek galactomannan galactosyltransferase, experiments

investigating enzyme activity in vitro and in vivo became possible. In vitro, it was shown that

the detergent-solubilized enzyme transferred galactose (from UDP-galactose) to specific sites

within manno-oligosaccharides of chain length 5–8 [75]. All results were consistent with a

principal enzyme recognition sequence of six mannose residues with transfer of galactose to

the third mannose residue from the nonreducing end of the sequence [75]. To test the ability of

the fenugreek galactosyltransferase to increase the galactose content of a plant galactoman-

nan, advantage was taken of the previously unrecognized presence of a low galactose

galactomannan in tobacco seeds [76]. In a series of transgenic experiments, fenugreek galac-

tosyltransferase was expressed constitutively in tobacco plants. This resulted in an increase in

measurable galactosyltransferase activity in membrane fractions, and the production of

endosperm galactomannans with a significantly higher galactose content (M:G ratio 7.5:1;

cf 20:1 in wildtype) [76]. An M:G ratio of 7.5:1 reflects a much lower galactose content than

mannan synthase–galactosyltransferase complex in fenugreek, in contrast to the presumed

nonspecific incorporation of heterologous enzyme in the tobacco system [76].

The characterization of fenugreek galactomannan galactosyltransferase has also allowed

the isolation of cDNAs encoding galactomannan galactosyltransferases from other legumin-

ous species including guar and Senna occidentalis [77]. Comparison of galactose substitution

patterns produced by enzymes from fenugreek, guar, and senna in vitro (using isolated

membrane systems) and in vivo (in transgenic plants) should shed light on the role of

galactosyltransferases alone in determining the fine structure of galactomannans.

Research into galactomannan biosynthesis is now at an exciting stage. The identification

of the genes encoding galactosyltransferases has opened up the molecular study of galacto-

mannan biosynthesis, allowing the design of genetic strategies to manipulate galactomannan

structure in the plant itself. A first proof of principle of this approach is the increased

galactose content of galactomannan from transgenic tobacco as described above [76]. As an

example of decreased galactose content via the transgenic route, galactomannans from the

model legume species Lotus japonicus have been studied. Seeds from this plant contain a
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galactomannan with a relatively high galactose content (M:G ratio 1.2–1.3:1) synthesized at a

specific developmental stage, at which time a gene similar to fenugreek galactomannan

galactosyltransferase is expressed [78]. A cDNA encoding a protein closely similar in sequence

to fenugreek galactomannan galactosyltransferase has been reverse transcribed from RNA

isolated from Lotus endosperms actively synthesizing galactomannan. This cDNA has been

cloned, shown to encode a functional galactosyltransferase, and used in transgenic experi-

ments in sense, antisense, and sense–antisense orientations. The results showed that the

galactomannans in seeds from many of the transgenic Lotus lines were significantly less

galactose-substituted than those from control lines. The transgenic seeds contained galacto-

mannans with M:G ratios up to 6:1 [78]. This compares very favorably with an alternative

route of expressing Senna a-galactosidase [42] in guar plants [79] that resulted in a modest

increase of M:G ratio from ca. 1.6:1 to ca. 1.8:1 [80].

6.5 CONCLUSIONS

One of us, in a review of CWSPs in seeds written 20 years ago [4], made some recommenda-

tions as to the direction that future work in the field should take. These have been realized.

Research into the enzymatic breakdown of CWSPs in germinated seeds is already the basis of

biotechnologies to improve industrial polysaccharides, and prospects for further applications

are good. Progress has been made toward an understanding of the mechanisms and regulation

of cell wall polysaccharide biosynthesis. Furthermore, data obtained from the study of the

CWSPs has had a positive impact on our understanding of the enzymatic mechanisms of

processes of polysaccharide modification and turnover that occur in the cell walls of vegeta-

tive plant tissues. In the first edition of the current chapter written 10 years ago, our

recommendation was for increased application of the techniques of modern molecular biol-

ogy, particularly to the problem of polysaccharide biosynthesis, and of the genetic approach

to the detailed study of the expression of polysaccharide-active enzymes in plants. Our

prediction was that transgenic plants providing designer CWSPs and other polysaccharides

would soon become a reality. Progress in the last 10 years has certainly lived up to these

expectations, and provides the basis from which to extend the detailed knowledge gained of

seed CWSPs both to commercial polysaccharide biotechnologies and to a full description of

cell wall polysaccharide synthesis and consequent functional performance.
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7.1 OCCURRENCE AND BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION

The word ‘‘agar’’ refers to members of a class of galactan polysaccharides that occur as

intercellular matrix material in numerous species of red seaweeds (marine algae of the class

Rhodophyta). They serve a function in the structure of the plant analogous to, but differing

from, that of cellulose in land plants. Whereas land plants require a rigid structure capable of

withstanding the constant pull of gravity, marine plants need a more flexible structure to

accommodate the varying stresses of currents and wave motion. They have adapted accord-

ingly by developing hydrophilic, gelatinous structural materials that have the necessary

pliability. Humankind, with its aptitude for turning nature’s inventions to its own purposes,

has put agars to use as gelling agents in a host of food and industrial applications, an activity

that goes back 350 years and continues to this day [1–3a].

Agar-yielding species (agarophytes) are found in the families Gracilariaceae, Gelidiaceae,

Agarophytes are usually harvested from wild growth. Although mariculture of carrageeno-

phytes (particularly Eucheuma spp.) has achieved substantial commercial importance, this

has not been the case for agarophytes. Only Chile has succeeded in commercial cultivation of

an agarophyte [4]. Environmental factors, particularly water temperature, are critical to

successful transplantation and cultivation [5].
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TABLE 7.1
Algae Yielding Agar

Name Location Remarks

Acanthopeltis japonica Japan S

Carpoblepharis flaccida South Africa T

Gelidiella acerosa Japan, India P

Gelidium amansii Japan P

Gelidium arborescens Southern California T

Gelidium capense South Africa T

Gelidium cartilagineum United States, Mexico, South Africa P

Gelidium caulacanthum New Zealand S

Gelidium corneum South Africa, Portugal, Spain, Morocco P

Gelidium coulteri Mexico T

Gelidium crinale Japan S

Gelidium devaricatum Japan S

Gelidium japonicum Japan S

Gelidium liatulum Japan P

Gelidium lingulatum Chile P

Gelidium nudifrons California, USA T

Gelidium pacificum Japan P

Gelidium pristoides South Africa P

Gelidium pteridifolium South Africa T

Gelidium pusillum Japan S

Gelidium sesquipedale Portugal, Morocco P

Gelidium spinulosum Morocco S

Gelidium subfastigiatum Japan S

Gelidium vagum Japan S

Gracilaria confervoides South Africa P

Gracilaria compressa (et al.) Canada S

Pterocladia capillacea Egypt, Japan, New Zealand P

Pterocladia densa Japan S

Pterocladia lucida New Zealand P

Pterocladia nana Japan S

Pterocladia tenuis Japan S

Suhria vittata South Africa T

P, primary commercial value; S, secondary commercial importance; T, tertiary commercial importance.

Source: FromLi, Z., Shi, S.,Huang, J.,Xu,Z., Lee,W.,Guo,Y., andZhang,X.,Chem.Abstr. 119, 23192,

1993; Furneaux, R. H. and Miller, I. J., Bot. Mar. 29, 3, 1986; Lahaye, M. and Yaphe, W., Bot. Mar. 32,

369, 1989; Goff, L. J., Moon, D. A., and Coleman, A. W., J. Phycol. 30, 521, 1994; Chirapart, A., Ohno,

M., Ukeda, H., Sawamura, M., and Kusunose, H., J. Appl. Phycol. 7, 359, 1995; Pontevida, H. B. and

Hurtado-Ponce, A. Q., Bot. Mar. 39,123, 1996; Montano, N. E., Villanueva, R. D., Romero, J. B.,
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7.2 MANUFACTURE

Agars, which exist in algae as gels at the temperature of the natural environment, are

recovered from algae by extraction with water at temperatures above the melting points

of their gels. As the art of agar manufacture in the Far East is an ancient one, a variety of

methods for its extraction have developed over the centuries, with details generally regarded

as trade secrets. A great deal of the more modern literature on the food applications of agars

is in fact of Oriental origin [6–8]. Extraction may be accomplished under acidic, or basic

conditions, the choice governed by the type of agarophyte and the qualities desired in the

yield of agar, whereas basic treatment modifies the structure of the galactan chain to enhance

extraction aids for the more resistant agarophytes [26,27]. Sequestration of iron, leading to a

lighter colored product, is a further advantage of this treatment [28,29]. Agar is recovered

from the gelled extract by freezing. On subsequent thawing, much of the water and dissolved

salts separate, leaving a concentrated agar gel. This is then dried. As an alternative to

the freeze–thaw process, squeezing the gel in a press will force water out to concentrate the

gel [30].

Steam explosion, a technique used in the pulping and textile industries, has recently been

studied as a means for the extraction and modification of industrial polysaccharides,

including agars [31,32]. The agarophyte (Gracilaria spp.), which had been previously soaked

in a solution of sodium carbonate, was heated in an autoclave to 140–1908C for 15–120 s and

then subjected to rapid decompression (1–2 s). The exploded alga was then extracted with

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The recovered agar was similar in chemical composition to that

obtained by conventional NaOH treatment except for higher nitrogen and 6-O-methyl-p-D-

galactose contents, but was somewhat lower in melting temperature, gel strength, and

apparent modulus of elasticity, though comparable to commercial agars. Bleaching with

NaClO/H2O2 carried out first in dilute alkali and then acid may produce a favorable product

with respect to gel strength and whiteness [33], and the mode of drying is important, as

the products of spray-drying and of extrusion-drying differ markedly with respect to the

rheological and gel-forming properties [25,34]. Storage of an agarophyte for up to 6 months

under favorable conditions of temperature and humidity did not affect adversely the quality

of the extracted agar [35].

7.3 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND COVALENT STRUCTURE

Agars are linear polysaccharides made up of alternating b(1,3)- and a(1,4)-linked galactose

residues. Thus the repeating units are disaccharides. The (1,4)-linked residues are commonly,

but not invariably, present as the 3,6-anhydride. Agars differ from carrageenans, the other

important class of red seaweed polysaccharides, in that the (1,4)-linked residue in agar is the

L-enantiomer, whereas in carrageenans it is the D-enantiomer. The (1,3)-linked residues are

ide, [a]D �15.98, released on chemical hydrolysis of agars [4-O-(b-D-galactopyranosyl)-3,

6-anhydro-a-L-galactopyranose, termed ‘‘agarobiose’’]. The alternative disaccharide struc-

ture, obtained enzymatically (using b-agarase) with preservation of the acid-labile glycosidic

bonds of the anhydrosugar units, is 1!3-linked and has a galactosyl unit at the reducing end;

the disaccharide is termed neo-agarobiose, and has a melting point of 207–2088 and [a]D
þ34.48. In practical terms, the reducing-end anhydrosugar unit of agarobiose is so labile

that the unit is normally preserved by reduction (to agarobiitol) or conversion to an acetal
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D-galactose in both agars and carrageenans. Figure 7.1 shows the structure of the disacchar-

product. A combination of basic pretreatment, which improves the gel strength (see Section

7.4.5) [22], followed by acidic extraction may be used. Acidic extraction is said to improve the

the gelling properties of the extract [23,24, cf. 25]. Polyphosphates have been employed as



(the di-O-methyl acetal has a melting point of 1628C). The linearity of the agar chain is

substantiated by the production and identification of both agarobiose and neo-agarobiose

oligomers using a- or b-agarases, respectively [36].

Variants of the fundamental polymeric structure result from substitutions on the hydroxyl

groups of the sugar residues and from the absence of the 3,6-ketal linkage. Substituents are

commonly either anionic (sulfate, pyruvate, or uronate) or nonionic (methoxyl). By 1994,

sufficient information was available to permit a proposal to adopt a nomenclature system on

the basis of chemical structure [37], using the alternating disaccharide motif in agar expressed

as symbols G for 3-linked b-D-galactopyranosyl, L for 4-linked a-L-galactopyranosyl, and LA

for its 3,6-anhydro counterpart. Methoxyl (M) and sulfate (S) groups are numbered

according to the carbon at which they are located, whereas pyruvylidene (P) requires no

such numbering, as it is always 4,6 (unlike the situation for bacterial polysaccharides). The

expression — G4S-LA-G — thus suffices for a particular fragment of an agar chain. Branch-

ing monosaccharide residues if present are denoted in square brackets following the number

indicating position. The prototype galactan, agaran, carries no substituents: this logically

requires the term ‘‘carrageenan’’ to refer likewise to the corresponding galactan, though in

practice it is common for this class of polysaccharide to include anhydrosugar residues.

Whatever nomenclature is favored, agarans and carrageenans clearly denote the respective

DL- and DD-galactan structures, which normally occur in extracts from distinct seaweed

species; the existence, however, of block copolymers (hybrid molecular types) in some

carrageenophytes (e.g., Gymnocongrus) has been indicated by exhaustive fractionation of an

extract from G. torulosis [38]. As reported in this reference, the term ‘‘porphyran’’ expresses

an idealized DL-polymer (a nongelling agaran) that is 6-O-sulfated on the L-galactose unit.

Characteristically, agars are lightly sulfated. Pioneering work by Araki [39] on the agar

from Gelidium amansii showed it to be composed of two major fractions: agarose, a neutral

polymer, and agaropectin, a sulfated polymer. Subsequent work has shown that agar does not

comprise only one neutral and one anionic polysaccharide but is, in fact, a complex mixture of
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FIGURE 7.1 Basic disaccharide moieties of agars (agarobiose) and carrageenans (carrabiose).
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polysaccharides. These range from a virtually uncharged molecule (the unsubstituted polymer

of agarobiose) to various charged galactans, some rich in ester sulfate, others in pyruvate,

which occur as the ketal across positions 4- and 6- in the (1,3)-linked galactose residues [4,6-

O-(I’-carboxyethylidene)-D-galactose]. It is evident, therefore, that the old picture of agar as

composed of two well-defined polysaccharides — agarose and agaropectin — is no longer

appropriate. Depending on the source of the agar and the fractionation scheme used, two or

logical grade agar, were able to obtain a pyruvate-rich fraction and a sulfate-rich fraction, in

addition to essentially neutral agarose, by using a DEAE Sephadex column. Izumi [44], using

a Dowex I� 2 column and a commercial grade of agar, isolated four fractions. He did not

report pyruvate values but found as much as 20.4% sulfate (as SO4
2�) in the sulfate-rich

fraction. This is an untypically high value, though the South African agar from Suhria vittata

with ca. 20% sulfation yielded a nongelling fraction having ca. 47% [10]; the highest

sulfate content found by Duckworth and Yaphe was 7% SO 4
2� [40]. Pyruvate levels (in the

ionic fractions) ranged from 0.02 to 0.97%; for one species of Gelidium the agar contained

5.7% [41].
13C-NMR studies on oligosaccharides obtained by enzymic treatment of agars from

several Gracilaria species indicate that sulfate, when present, occurs at C-4 of the (1,3)-linked

sugar units or C-6 of the (1,4)-linked units [11,45,46]. The latter are precursor units, capable

of conversion by desulfation, either by enzymic (during biosynthesis) [47,48] or alkali-

catalyzed (during agar manufacture) means to the 3,6-anhydride. Methoxyl, when present,

occurs at C-6 of the (1,3)-linked units or C-2 of the (1,4)-linked units [49]. The former is more

frequently encountered, with up to 77% substitution reported [50–52]. Up to 95% substitution

with methoxyl has been reported [50,53]. Reports of 4-O-methyl groups indicate that these are

not substituents on the agarose backbone structure, but occur on pendant L-galactose groups

6-O-linked to a (1,3)-linked unit of the chain. Up to 18% substitution at this position has been

found [50,51,54–56]. Di-O-methylated units in agars have recently been reported from a

number of species in the Gracilariaceae family [50].

Although the above studies were carried out on agars from the Gracilariaceae family

and methoxyl content has been suggested as accounting for certain desirable properties of

Gracilaria agars [57–59], the agar from Gelidium madagascariense has also been reported to

contain a 6-O-methylated fraction [60].

Xylose has been recognized as a component sugar in agars for a long time [61], but has

received little attention with regard to its structural role. Recent studies indicate that it is

present in proportions of up to 18% as single xylopyranosyl side groups on the polymer

backbone in agars from Curdiea flabellata and Melanthalia abscissa of the Gracilariaceae

family [50].

It has been noted that, other than precursor sulfate, substitution occurs only at C-4 and

C-6 of the (1,3)-linked units and C-2 of the (1,4)-linked units, positions that do not affect a

helical conformation of the polysaccharides, though aggregation of helices and thus gelation

may be influenced [62]. Substitution at C-3 apparently never occurs, a situation that is also

characteristic of carrageenans [63].

The complex fine structure of the agar polysaccharides is still an active field of research

[64]. The polysaccharides themselves are analyzed chromatographically [65,66], and enzymic,

immunological, 13C-NMR [36], and, more recently, gas chromatography/mass spectrometry

[67] techniques have proved to be powerful tools for structural investigations. Fragmentation

analysis is of fundamental importance, as for all heteroglycans, for example, employing

drosugars in particular. The latter method is equally effective using sulfated or nonsulfated

agars [72,73].
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more fractions can be obtained. Duckworth and Yaphe [cf. 40–43], working with bacterio-

partial methanolysis [68, cf. 69], or reductive hydrolysis [70,71], to protect acid-labile anhy-



7.4 ANALYSIS AND PROPERTIES OF AGARS

7.4.1 ANALYTICAL METHODS

In commercial practice, agars are identified and characterized chemically chiefly by their optical

rotation, low sulfate content, and the presence of 3,6-anhydro-L-galactose (3,6-AG). Polarimetry

is used to distinguish agars from carrageenans, agars having negative rotations and carrageenans

positive ones. Rotations are measured on 1.5% (w/v) solutions after filtration through 0.45-mm

membranes. Agarose and k-carrageenan standards are run along with the samples for compari-

son. Typical rotations [a]D areþ53.68 for k-carrageenan and�23.48 for agarose [74]. Carragee-

nans and agars from different sources will vary in rotation, but values generally will be positive

and negative, respectively; there are noticeable differences revealed by electron microscopy [75].

Total sulfate can be determined by mineralizing the sample with hot concentrated nitric

acid, destroying excess HNO3 by dropwise addition of formaldehyde solution to the hot

digest until red fumes of nitrogen oxides are no longer evolved and determining sulfate in the

colorless digest gravimetrically as barium sulfate. As the sulfate content of agars is low, a

large sample (approximately 2 g) should be digested. Alternatively, the micromethod of Jones

and Letham [76,77] may be used.

3,6-AG is determined colorimetrically at 555 nm with resorcinol–HCI (Seliwanoff

reagent) in the presence of acetaldehyde by the method of Yaphe and Arsenault [77,78].

Color development is related to 3,6-AG content by a calibration curve prepared with known

3,6-AG standards. These may be prepared from 3,6-AG diethyl mercaptal [79] or agarobiose

dimethylacetal [80]. The mercaptal is demercaptallated prior to preparing the standards,

whereas the dimethylacetal can be used directly. Unfortunately, neither of these compounds

is available commercially, and their preparation (from agar), while not difficult, is tedious. As

acceptable alternatives, well-purified agarose or fructose can be used. 3,6-AG develops 92%

of the color developed by an equimolar amount of fructose. The galactose moiety interferes to

a minor extent (galactose develops about 1% of the color of 3,6-AG with the Yaphe–

Arsenault reagent). This can be corrected for by a separate determination of total hexose

with phenol–sulfuric acid (Dubois reagent) [81] or by iterative calculation using a galactose

correction factor. Colorimetric assay of the agars themselves [82] is an established procedure.

An excellent survey of the proportions of different components of three commercial agars has

been made [83] by a chromatographic procedure, and the wide variations in sugar-unit

composition of different fractions recorded. Another study [84] shows variations in 3,6-AG

content for agar samples obtained from Pterocladia capillacea using different aqueous

extraction conditions, and indicates the interrelationships between this property, [h] value,

and certain rheological and thermal characteristics of the agar fractions.

Infrared and NMR (1H and 13C) spectra yield useful information on the composition of

agars. For infrared analysis, transmission spectrometry of dried films of the polysaccharide is

preferred, but KBr pellets or reflectance spectroscopy of powdered samples are usable. Agars

are characterized by the presence of a peak at approximately 936 cm�l in the infrared region

due to 3,6-AG, a peak at 890 cm�l due to unsubstituted galactose, and to the diminution or

absence of sulfate peaks at 805, 820, 830, 845, and 1250 cm�l [77]. Infrared does not distin-

guish between D- and L-enantiomers. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),

however, is a powerful tool for locating the position of agar in the cell walls of native seaweed

material [85,86]. Tables of NMR resonances for agars and carrageenans have been compiled

by Myslabodski [88]. Fine structure is determined by successive partial reductive hydrolysis,

mass spectrometry and NMR procedures [88a].

A compendium of recently developed chemical methods for structural characterization of

red algal galactans has been published by Stevenson and Furneaux [89].
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7.4.2 MOLECULAR WEIGHT

Both synthetic polymers and naturally occurring polysaccharides are polydisperse, meaning

that in general they do not have sharply defined molecular weights, but rather average mole-

cular weights representing a distribution of molecular species nearly identical in structure but of

varying chain length. Various types of average molecular weight, such as number-average (Mn)

and weight-average (Mw), are defined. Agars, being polysaccharides, are polydisperse.

Examination of samples of commercial agaroses by aqueous size-exclusion chromatography

(SEC) and low-angle laser light scattering (LALLS) has indicated a range of molecular weight

(Mw) between 80,000 and 140,000, with polydispersity lower than 1.7. Molecular weights

correlated well with intrinsic viscosities, the Mark–Houwink relationship:

[h] ¼ 0:07M1:72

where [h] is in mL/g [90–92]. These values agree well with the early observations of Hickson

acterized agar polymers, extracted from Gracilaria dura under various conditions, by SEC

and LALLS and reported molecular weights (Mw) in the range of 176,000 to 420,500 with

polydispersities from 1.90 to 3.34 [95,96].

A high molecular weight is generally desirable for functionality (gel strength in the case of

agars). Whereas carrageenans, which have a high content of half-ester sulfate, are susceptible

to autocatalytic depolymerization in acidic media, agars, having little sulfate, are relatively

stable under similar conditions. By analogy with carrageenans, acid-catalyzed depolymeriza-

tion of agars would be expected to follow pseudo-zero-order kinetics and to be a function of

anhydrogalactose content. However, no data on rate constants or activation energies appear

to have been published.

7.4.3 SOLUTION PROPERTIES

Agars require heating above their gel melting points (typically 858C or higher) to bring them

into aqueous solution. They then form sols, which can be cooled to much lower temperatures

before setting to gels. Once the gel has set, reheating to the higher temperature is required to

melt it. This ‘‘gelation hysteresis phenomenon’’ (i.e., difference between melting and gelling

temperature) is useful for many applications.

Viscosity of the sol is markedly dependent on the seaweed species from which the agar is

extracted and on the extraction conditions employed. Data on viscosities of sols of agars and

agarose [97] from various sources and at several temperatures and concentrations have been

reported. In common with sols of many other linear polymers, their viscosities increase

exponentially with concentration [98]. Their low viscosities, compared with those for carragee-

nans, can be ascribed to the lack of charged groups on the polysaccharide chain. This results in a

less hydrophilic molecule with a more flexible, less extended chain, which offers less resistance

to flow. Secondary and tertiary structures, however, may develop with time at temperatures

approaching the gelling point and persist on reheating to higher temperatures. As a conse-

quence, if an agar sol is cooled, held at a lower temperature, and then reheated to the original

temperature, it will exhibit a higher viscosity than that originally observed at this temperature.

If the sol is maintained at the higher temperature, gradual breakdown of the aggregated

structure occurs and viscosity declines to nearly its original value. Thus, the viscosity of an

agar sol depends on its history. This phenomenon has been termed ‘‘viscosity hysteresis’’ [23].

The sol–sol transition from a less to a more ordered state preceding gelation leads to an

increase in viscosity with time and has been studied by rheological methods [97,99–101], light

scattering [102], and photon correlation spectroscopy [103].
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and Polson [93] from sedimentation and diffusion experiments [cf. 94]. Murano et al. char-



Considered as a function of temperature, viscosity of an agar sol increases at a slow rate as

the sol is cooled. The rate increases as the sol–gel transition is approached and becomes very

rapid with the onset of gelation. Both the slow and the rapid regimes are closely approximated

by linear functions of temperature. Two physically meaningful transition points can be

defined. The point at which the slow (high-temperature) curve, which characterizes the

viscometric behavior of the sol state, starts to depart from linearity has been termed the static

(or isothermal) gelling temperature. An agar sol, if held at this temperature, will, in time, set to

a gel. The point at which the rapid (low-temperature) curve, which characterizes the visco-

metric behavior of the gel state, starts to depart from linearity has been termed the dynamic

gelling temperature. It is close (within 0.58C) to the gelling temperature as determined by

withdrawing a thermometer from a test tube containing 1.5% agar sol undergoing cooling at

the rate used to define the two curves (Figure 7.2) [97].

Hayashi et al. [104] employed fluorescence polarization to study the sol–gel transition of

agarose. Three critical points were detected on varying concentration at room temperature;

these correspond, respectively, to the concentrations at which (a) the agarose is in uniform
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solution, (b) junction zones form, and (c) the gel network is completed. Likewise, three

transition points — T1, T2, and T3 — were observed on varying the temperature. T1 and T3

are the gel point and melting point; T2 was interpreted to be the coil–helix transition

temperature.

The viscosity of an agar sol at 458C is relatively constant from pH 4.5 to 9.0 and is not

greatly affected by ionic strength within the pH range 6.0 to 8.0 [105].

7.4.4 MECHANISM OF GEL FORMATION

Gel formation may be thought of as a special case of precipitation or crystallization from solu-

tion. Where the solute is a linear, solvophilic macromolecule, it may separate from solution

as an extended network, which entraps the solvent to produce a seemingly homogeneous

body — a gel. Agars require heat to bring them into solution. On cooling, the hot solutions

set to gels. Unlike the anionic carrageenans, agars, the gelling components of which are

essentially neutral polymers, require no specific counterions or other additives to induce

gelation. According to the pioneering work of Rees [106], carrageenans forming aqueous

gels do so because of the association of the molecular chains into double helices, which then

aggregate to form a network capable of immobilizing the water. Gelation of agarose is

assumed to occur by a similar mechanism [107]. Evidence for double-helix formation has

been adduced from x-ray diffraction patterns of fibers of agarose [108,109] and i-carrageenan

[110]. For agarose, molecular models in agreement with the x-ray data indicate that only

double helices containing coaxial threefold chains of pitch 1.90 nm are sterically accept-

able. Double helices containing either right- or left-handed chains are acceptable, but com-

parison of diffracted intensities, as well as optical rotation data, indicates a left-handed

orientation [109]. There is compelling evidence that the demonstrated double-helical structure

of agarose fibers is also present in gels [111], though this concept has been further explored in

recent years [112,113]. An alternative model for polystyrene gels involving aggregation of

single helices has been proposed [114], and later x-ray studies of agarose show that ingle

helices having axial advances of 0.888–0.973 nm are formed under particular drying or

gelation conditions [115].

Jiminez-Barbero et al. [116] at about the same time modeled solvent effects on the

conformational stability of agarobiose and neo-agarobiose and predicted that their polymer,

agarose, in the solid state, would form a left-handed threefold single helix. Braudo et al.

[117,118] considered hydrogen bonding to be the primary mechanism involved in agarose

gelation. In the appropriate temperature range, hydrogen bonding forces double-helix for-

mation, but evidence has been offered to indicate that gel structure develops at temperatures

above this range.

At temperatures above the gelling point of the sol, thermal agitation overcomes the

tendency of the agarose or carrageenan to form helices, and the polymer exists in solution

as random coils. One model for gelation in carrageenan systems postulates that on cooling the

polymer chains associate into double helices, interrupted by irregularities [ (1,4)-linked gal-

actose 6-sulfate or 2,6-disulfate units]; the double helices interlink to form relatively small

domains. This occurs regardless of the counterions present and does not directly lead to

gelation. For gelation to occur, the domains must aggregate to form a three-dimensional

network [119]. Formation of the network in this manner alleviates the topological difficulty

associated with the winding up of helices in an extended network.

It is tempting to assume that the gelation of agarose likewise involves aggregation of

domains, albeit without cationic mediation. Anions, however, do affect gelation, either

weakly stabilizing or destabilizing the gel. The effect follows the lyotropic series; thus,

NaCI weakly stabilizes the gel, whereas NaBr, NaNO3, and NaSCN destabilize increasingly
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in that order [120]. These results were shown to be consonant with a weak preferential

adsorption of anions to agarose. Osmotic dehydration of agar gels has been aimed at reducing

solute uptake [121].

Although gelling is generally conceded to involve aggregation, details of the mechanism

are still unclear. Minute calcium sulfate crystals, on to which agarose has been adsorbed,

appear to be present in agarose solutions. It has been argued that these act as nucleation

centers to promote gelation [122]. Spinodal demixing, a separation of a homogeneous sol into

regions of differing concentration, has been proposed as the mechanism leading to the two

coils-to-double helix transition [123]. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), rheology,

x-ray, and NMR studies on agarose gels have lent further support to aggregation as leading

to stabilization of the gel [124–127].

Dormoy and Candau [128] employed the techniques of transient electric birefringence and

electron microscopy to study the aggregation of agarose in dilute solution below the concen-

tration at which overt gelation is observed. These showed that below the gelling concentration

agarose molecules aggregate into quasi-rigid linear fibers of constant diameter but with a wide

range of lengths dependent on the polymer concentration. Birefringence confirmed electron

microscopic observations, indicating a lack of branching in the fiber bundles built up. This

explains the very low concentration required for agarose gelation and the high shear modulus

of the gels, as compared to that of a gel assembled from a flexible chain. Important

observations on the effect of mixed solvent systems on agar gelation have more recently

been made by Ramzi et al. [129–131].

Regardless of the mechanism, it appears that the occurrence of 6-sulfated (1,4)-linked

residues in the polymer chain of agarose, k- or i-carrageenan, or furcellaran detracts from the

strength of their gels. This is ascribed to kinks in the chain (produced by these residues), which

inhibit the formation of double helices [132]. Alkaline treatment of an agar or carrageenan

increases the gel strength of the product by removing these kinks through elimination of

6-sulfate to form the 3,6-anhydride [133]. Decreased hydrophilicity due to the removal of the

anionic substituent may also contribute to gelation.

7.4.5 GEL PROPERTIES

The sol–gel transitions of agars and carrageenans typically exhibit hysteresis as the melting

temperatures are higher than the gelling temperatures. This is a function of charge density.

Hysteresis is most pronounced for agars (40–608C, depending on the seaweed source) having

few or no charged groups, less so (15–278C) for furcellaran and k-carrageenan, and least

(2–58C) for i-carrageenan, which has the highest half-ester sulfate content of all. This

hysteresis has been studied by optical rotation and can be modeled thermodynamically in

terms of a free energy surface with two minima [134].

The gelling temperature of agarose sols has been found to increase with increasing

methoxyl content of the agarose, ranging from about 358C for 1% MeO to 488C for 8%

MeO [57]. A regular pattern of substitution, as occurs during biosynthesis, appears to be

necessary for this effect. Random introduction of methoxyl or similar substituents by chem-

ical derivatization, on the contrary, lowers gelling temperature [57]. A major study by Miller

et al. [135] using chemically methylated agar derivatives proved that the extent to which

gelling temperature is lowered is proportional to the level of methylation at O-2 of the

D-galactosyl residues. This observation supports the double-helix model for agar gels,

inasmuch as the OH group in this position is the only OH having a binding function in the

double helix. Such derivatized agaroses as these find technological applications in biosciences

research, but not in food research. The whole subject of the gelling of algal polysaccharides

has been reviewed by Lahaye [135a].
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The strength of agar (and other) gels is commonly defined as the compressive force

required to fracture the gel (break force). The compliance of the gel, as measured by the

depth of penetration at which fracture occurs, is also a useful rheological parameter. A variety

of instruments, such as the Instron Tester, Stevens Gel Tester, and Marine Colloids Gel

Tester, can be used to determine gel strength and compliance, with similar results. Freshly

cast gels increase in strength on ageing, approaching a maximum asymptotically, with most of

the strength developing within the first 6 h [136].

Ross-Murphy and Shatwell [137] classify aqueous gels as strong and weak. At small

enough strains, both give essentially the same mechanical spectrum, with the storage modulus

(G’) greater than the loss modulus (G’’). Both moduli are essentially independent of frequency.

Strong gels exhibit linear viscoelasticity at high strains (>0.25), whereas weak gels do so only

for strains at <0.05. At large deformations, strong gels rupture and fail and do not heal

without melting and resetting. Weak gels will recover and flow without fracture. Agarose gels

are strong according to their definition. High-pressure treatment effects an increase in

‘‘Degree of elasticity,’’ defined as the ratio of recoverable deformation to total deform-

ation of a gel, is a parameter to be considered in devising useful gel systems. Nussinovitch et al.

Agar gels are subject to syneresis, or separation of water from the gel on ageing. This is

attributed to aggregation of double helices, resulting in contraction of the polymer network,

thus decreasing the interstitial space available for holding water [142]. Syneresis is less evident

for agars high in ester sulfate, which confers hydrophilicity. Other factors affecting syneresis

are as follows [30]:

. Concentration: Syneresis is approximately inversely proportional to the square of the

concentration.
. Ageing: The proportion of exudate increases with time, approaching a maximum

asymptotically over about 144 h [143].
. Gel strength: Agars of high gel strength exhibit less syneresis [98].
. Pressure: Compressing an agar gel will force it to exude water [30]. This technique is

employed by some agar manufacturers as an alternative to the freeze–thaw method of

dewatering the gel.

For food applications, multicomponent gel systems incorporating agar are frequently formu-

lated. Achieving the desired rheological properties in such systems may best be described as

an art. Incorporation of sugar (sucrose) into the system can increase gel strength [143,144].

The sugar competes with the agar for the water in the system, in effect increasing the agar

concentration. Polyols, such as ethylene glycol (ethan-l,2-diol) and glycerol, exert a similar

effect [143,145]. Nussinovich et al. have discussed the effect of sugar and fruit pulp on the

mechanical properties of agar gels [144]. Watase et al. employed DSC to study the influence of

sugars and polyols on the gel–sol transition of agarose [146]. Polyols and ribose shifted the

melting and setting temperatures downward. All other sugars examined had the opposite

effect. The shift to higher temperatures is explained by the increase in cross-linkage created by

hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl groups in sugars and agarose. A linear relation was found

between the temperature shift and the dynamic hydration number or number of equatorial

hydroxyl groups. The incorporation of other gums into an agar gel system generally does not

alter its gelling properties in any useful way. Locust bean gum was long ago reported as one of

the very few gums capable of enhancing the strength of agar gels [147–149]. Agar gels are

typically brittle; incorporation of locust bean gum produces a tougher, more compliant gel,

similar to a gelatin gel [147]. The mechanism of the interaction of agarose with locust bean
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viscosity whereas G’ diminishes [138, cf. 139].

have discussed this property for agar and other gel systems [140, cf. 141].



gum and other b-(1,4)-glycans was discussed by Dea and Rees [111]. Interaction has been

associated with the distribution of galactose side groups along the mannose backbone of

galactomannans such as locust bean gum: Dea and Rees attribute it to the presence

of unsubstituted regions, which can bind to carrageenans or agarose. An alternative mech-

anism has been proposed [150–152]. Guar galactomannan, which has a higher ratio of

galactose to mannose (lower MG) than does locust bean gum, does not exhibit the dramatic

effect on gel properties shown by the latter. However, evidence for network formation

involving guar and agarose has been presented [153]; it has also been demonstrated that the

gel network of agar remains uniform on drying, and that no hard skin develops. Conse-

quently, the level of water diffusivity remains high [154]. The effects of irradiation are

marked, however [155]. It has been shown furthermore that the addition of small amounts

(up to 0.5% by weight) of the microbial polysaccharide aubasidan has a favorable influence

on gel strength [156].

7.4.6 REACTIVITY WITH PROTEINS

It is likely that agars and carrageenans, as they exist in the intercellular matrix materials of the

algae, are covalently bound to protein moieties, that is, they are proteoglycans. Some, but not

all, of the protein can be removed by alkaline extraction of the polysaccharide from the alga;

analyses of agars and carrageenans always show significant amounts of nitrogen (~0.1 to

1.0%) to be present. For carrageenans this has been shown to be proteinaceous [157]. It has

been conjectured that the enhancement of gel strength of agars and carrageenans by alkaline

treatment may be in part due to removal of bound protein, thus producing a more regular

polymer, as well as to the generally accepted chain-straightening mechanism.

Anionic polysaccharides, such as carrageenan, also bind electrostatically to positively

charged sites on proteins. Agars, with fewer anionic sites, do not interact strongly with proteins.

7.5 FUNCTIONALITY AND APPLICATIONS

The functionality of agars in food products depends almost exclusively on their ability to bind

water and to form thermoreversible gels. Gelling properties are functions of the agarose

fraction of the agar. Pure agarose is prepared by fractionation of whole agar and has

important uses in clinical diagnostic testing, molecular biology, and biomedical research.

However, it is much too costly an article for food applications. Unfractionated agar is less

expensive and provides the gelling function quite adequately. Its use as a culture medium for

microorganisms has been the standard since the days of Koch. Agar has recently been

suggested as a usable replacement for the more expensive agarose as a medium in routine

applications of analytical gel electrophoresis [158]. Agar, as well as other gelling agents, has

been exploited as an encapsulating agent for microorganisms in biochemical reactors, and for

foodstuffs of various kinds [159,160]. Such systems are limited by diffusion rates of nutrients

and metabolites through the gel pores. The effect of molecular size on diffusivity has been

discussed with respect to the relationship between properties and molecular structure [163],

fall mainly within the following areas: bakery products, confectionery, Japanese desserts and

confections, meat, fish, and poultry products, dairy products, ice cream [164], peanut butter,

and beverages. In common with other seaweed polysaccharides, agars have little nutritional

influence in terms of energy release, but are valuable in the light of their high dietary fiber

content [165], and potential medical use [165a].

The high melting points of agar gels, improved by the addition of salts [166], render them

particularly useful in baked goods, where agars are superior to carrageenans and far superior
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studied using sucrose and dextrans as diffusants [161,162]. Food uses of agars (Table 7.2),



as the largest user of agar [168]. The major use is as an ingredient in icings for sweet goods and

cakes to cope with problems in maintaining the integrity of the icing during packaging and

distribution. The agar imparts gel structure to the icing, reducing tackiness and providing a

moisture barrier between the icing and the wrapping. This prevents moisture condensation,

and sticking of the icing to the wrapping. About 0.2% agar in the icing formulation is effective

for this function [169].

Doughnut glazes present similar problems, and here the use of somewhat higher levels of

agar (0.5–1.0% of the sugar) thickens the glaze to promote better adhesion, provides flexibility

to prevent chipping and cracking, and acts to retard melting [169].

Agar at a level of 0.1 to 1.0% has been reported to be effective in retarding the staling of

cakes and bread [148]. Its function in this case may be to retard retrogradation of the starch.

Jelly confections have been described as ‘‘springy sweetmeats consisting of sucrose,

sorbitol (D-glucitol), glucose syrup, gelling agents and sometimes colorants’’ [170]. Agar has

been widely used as the gelling agent in such products [171]; however, starch or pectin, as less

costly gellants, are frequently preferred [172]. Agar-starch sponges, prepared from mixed gels

by the degradative action of a-amylase on the starch component, constitute a novel type of

product [173].

In Japan, agar jellies have been used as food items and confections for centuries. Yokan, a

bar made from agar, sugar and a variety of other ingredients, is reported to be the largest

single outlet for agar in that country [75,148]. Matsuhashi, however, reported that consump-

tion of yokan was declining relative to other agar jelly products [30]. Interestingly, the edible

wrapping film, called oblate, used for packaging sweets such as yokan, is itself cast from an

the diabetic [174].

Mitsumame, a canned fruit salad containing cubes of 1% agar gel, has been another

popular item for a long time. In this fruit salad, an agar of high melting point is used; this

serves to maintain the shape of the gel cubes during the canning process [148,175].

Tokoroten is a noodlelike agar gel available in Japan in packaged form, prepared from

commercial agar, or as a dessert in restaurants, where it may be prepared directly from

Gelidium seaweed to afford a natural seaweed flavor, appreciated by some palates [98,176].

Various seasonings and garnishes, among them nori (dried Porphyra seaweed), are employed

for this dish.

Agar is used at levels of 0.5 to 2.0% of the broth to gel canned meat, fish, and poultry

products. Here also the high melting point of the gel and the greater resistance of agar to

TABLE 7.2
Summary of Food Uses of Agars

Industry Application

Bakery products Baked goods, icings,a and glazes

Confectionary and desserts Jelly confections, particularly in Japan

Meat, fish, and poultry Canned productsb

Dairy Stabilizer for sherbets and ice creams; improves texture in cheeses

Beverage Fining and flocculating agent in wine and fruit juice preparations

aForm firm gels, superior to those from carrageenans. Used at up to 1% concentration.
bWithstands autoclaving and protects contents. Used at 0.5 to 2%.

Source: From Padua, G. W., J. Food Sci. 58, 1426, 1993.
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to gelatin in this respect [cf. 167]. It is therefore not surprising that the baking industry ranks

agar-starch solution [148, cf. 168]. Sorbitol in agar constitutes a potential jelly-like food for



degradation during autoclaving renders it superior to carrageenans for this purpose. The gel

prevents damage to the contents of the can during shipment and storage. It also acts as a

barrier to prevent compounds in certain fish from attacking the lining of the can, which would

lead to blackening of the contents [169].

Although agar does not possess the unique milk reactivity characteristic of carrageenans,

it nevertheless has been used, in combination with other gums, as a stabilizer for sherbets and

ices. Its function is to impart smoothness by preventing the formation of large ice crystals. In

cheeses and fermented milk products, agar has been used to improve texture and stability.

In conjunction with locust bean gum, or polyols, and with sucrose, agars may be processed in

Agar was reported half a century ago to be superior to gelatin for the fining of wines,

juices, and vinegars [179]; this function may be dependent on the polyanionic nature of the

sulfated components found in the whole agar. These acidic carbohydrates can complex and

flocculate proteins present in products such as these. Gelling with agar of alcoholic beverages

(sake, for example), has also been reported, and patented [180].

Finally, the physicochemical properties of agar in relation to its food uses have been

summarized [181], while there is further evidence that any clear distinction between agaroid

and carrageenan-like substance is by no means a straightforward matter [182].

7.6 REGULATORY ASPECTS

Agar has been affirmed for use as a direct human food additive in the United States, subject

to the following restrictions of usage level (percentages based on food as served) [169]: baked

goods and baking mixes 0.8%; confections and frostings 2.0%; soft candy 1.2%; all other food

categories 0.25%.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

The practical utility of carrageenans [1–8] derives mainly from their ability to form salt- or

cold-setting reversible gels in an aqueous environment. Carrageenans are typical food
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polysaccharides in that food applications overwhelmingly dominate their end uses. Other

applications, however, including cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, industrial suspensions, and

paints, are also of importance.

The most prominent feature of carrageenans is perhaps their diversity. Depending on the

algal source and the method of preparation, nongelling or gelling samples, the latter with a

wide variety of properties, may be obtained. In part, this diversity emanates from variations

in the primary structure of carrageenans. Thus, it is well established that the gelling ability is

unique to carrageenans containing units that have the ability to form ordered helical struc-

tures. On the other hand, it is equally well established that gelation is but one of several

possible consequences of helix formation, as illustrated in Figure 8.1. This is because, apart

from variations in the chemical structure, the properties of aqueous carrageenans are also —

again depending on the type of carrageenan — quite sensitive to the composition of the

aqueous environment, and especially its ionic content. It is, in fact, possible to tune the

properties, such as thermal stability, elasticity, yield stress, and optical clarity, of a carra-

geenan gel, simply by controlling the amount and type of added salt. Together, these two

factors (the variability of the chemical structure and the profound influence of the environ-

ment) make gelling carrageenans extremely versatile [2,4,9].

Through numerous experimental studies, a good general knowledge of the macroscopic

properties of a large variety of systems containing gelling carrageenans has been accumulated.

By contrast, an understanding of the molecular origin of such properties is far from complete.

Indeed, even the correlation of a given property with a particular chemical structure is not

always straightforward, and mistakes in this regard have been made in the past. With a

growing interest in gel systems that can meet certain specific demands (thermal stability

range, response to salinity) — not least in medical uses — the quest for a molecular

understanding of mechanisms of gelation appears as an increasingly important one. Accord-

ingly, much of the recent research effort on carrageenans has been directed to the establish-

ment of, on the one hand, structure–function relationships, and, on the other hand, general

mechanisms by which the molecular environment may influence the gelation. In such work,

increasing attention has been paid to the importance of using well-characterized and, as far as

possible, chemically pure material.

This chapter will largely reflect this ongoing research effort. Thus, its primary aim is to

review progress made in the understanding of the molecular basis of properties of systems

containing gelling carrageenans. Special attention will be given to ionic effects (which may or

may not be of purely electrostatic origin) and effects of structural heterogeneity. Despite the

progress made, there remain in the topics covered important questions that still seem to lack

satisfactory answers, and, also, some key issues that are still controversial. It has therefore

been the author’s intention to carefully review the evidence supporting each conclusion

presented, and to point out the difficulties which, in the opinion of the author, still remain.

Isotropic solution

Nematic solution

Soluble aggregate

Weak gel

Strong gel

Precipitate

FIGURE 8.1 Possible consequences of helix formation in carrageenans.
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Several earlier reviews have appeared, where the molecular mechanisms of gelation of

carrageenans are addressed [10–13]. Other reviews discuss the general properties and appli-

cations [1–7,10], the chemical structure [7,14,15,15a-c], the occurrence and function in the

algal cell wall [7,16], and the industrial utilization [3] of, inter alia, the carrageenans. Section

8.6.1 enlarges on the many food uses of this most useful additive.

8.2 PRIMARY STRUCTURE

8.2.1 RESIDUE COMPOSITION

Carrageenans are linear, sulfated polysaccharides extracted from various species of the

Rhodophyta (marine red algae). Their primary structure, and its variation with the algal

source, has been studied using numerous chemical, immunological, enzymatic, and spectro-

repeating disaccharide sequence of b-D-galactopyranose residues linked glycosidically

through positions 1 and 3 (A residues), and a-galactopyranose residues linked glycosidi-

cally through positions 1 and 4 (B residues). Carrageenans are distinguished from the closely

L form in agars. The B units occur frequently as 3,6-anhydrosugars. Trivial names like carrabiose

and neo-carrabiose are given to the AB and BA disaccharides (corresponding to the terms

agarobiose and neo-agarobiose for agars). Atomic force spectroscopy affords a means of

obtaining a wider view, spanning the capabilities of light and electron microscopies [18].

The methods used in the analysis of carrageenan samples parallel very closely those

nans from other hydrocolloids as well as polysaccharides more generally is one which submits

the sample to mild methanolysis followed by assay using high-performance liquid chroma-

tography (HPLC) of the 3,6-anhydrogalactose dimethyl acetal released [19]; l-carrageenan

for example inter alia is not included. The whole field of carrageenan analysis has been

reviewed [20–22], and apart from such standard procedures as fragmentation analysis

[23,24] of the carrageenans, which are in turn analyzed by chromatographic [25–31] and

electrophoretic [32,33] means, ELISA techniques are also applicable [34]. Food products have

been analyzed for carrageenan using sensors [35]. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy of the polymeric substances [36,37,37a,b] and of oligosaccharides [38–41] de-

rived therefrom is, as for complex glycans generally, an established method for characteriza-

tion and analysis. Modern developments in infrared (IR) technology have furthermore been

applied successfully in the identification of carrageenans [42–45a]. The structural aspects have

been taken even further by x-ray and molecular modeling techniques to attempt correlations

between the structure and the physicochemical and functional properties of carrageenans and

other polysaccharides [46,47]. The application of chemometrics represents a global approach

to the identification of a product [48,49].

The underlying regular structure of the carrageenans is masked [11] by the more or less

regular occurrence of substituents. These are primarily sulfate hemiester groups, but also

methoxy and pyruvate groups. Moreover, the B units may, to a varying extent, be converted

to 3,6-anhydro forms. The residue composition of a carrageenan sample varies with the algal

source and, indeed, even between samples prepared in the same way from different batches of

a given species of alga. In addition to the structural variety within each chain, there are also

differences among the chains of a given extract. However, it is usually possible to obtain more

homogeneous fractions by salt precipitation. This is the basis of the original definitions of

k- and l-carrageenan as the fractions that are insoluble or soluble, respectively, in 0.25 M
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scopic methods (see, e.g., Refs. [14,15,15c,17] ). The carrageenan backbone is based on a

A sound approach that differentiates the anhydrosugar-containing agars and some carragee-

employed for agars, and Chapter 7 should therefore be consulted for additional information.

related agars (see Chapter 7) in that the B units occur in the D form in carrageenans and in the



potassium chloride. However, as fractions thus obtained are not only heterogeneous, but also

vary in residue composition from batch to batch, an alternative nomenclature was introduced

by Rees and coworkers, in which Greek letters refer to ‘‘ideal’’ repeating disaccharide units.

The latter nomenclature will, in principle, be followed here. However, as is usual, we will also

use the appropriate Greek letter to designate a carrageenan fraction that predominantly

contains one of the ideal repeating units.

The dominant repeating disaccharide units in carrageenans are shown in Figure 8.2

by this structure, and, hence, l-carrageenan does not gel. The helix-forming residues are the

b, k, or i units, all of which contain the 3,6-anhydro form of the B unit and which differ only

in the number of sulfate substituents. Gelling carrageenans generally contain large propor-

tions of one or more of these units. Fractions of nearly pure i or k structure may be obtained

from the algae most commonly known as Eucheuma spinosum (i) or Eucheuma cottonii (k),

respectively, by physical separation methods, followed by alkali treatment (see below) [15,52].

(The taxonomically correct names for these two algal species are Eucheuma dendiculatum and

Kappaphycus alvarezii, respectively.) Similarly, pure fractions of b-carrageenan have not been

obtained. Instead, b units typically occur together with k units. Eucheuma gelatinae yields a

gelling carrageenan with a particularly low proportion of sulfate groups [53]. The best studied

low-sulfated carrageenan is furcellaran, from Furcellaria lumbricalis, which, after alkali

modification, has a k:b ratio of, roughly, 3:2 [54]. The properties of furcellaran are distinct

type of carrageenan, although it does not have an ideal repeating disaccharide structure.

It is not safe to assume that the properties of a given carrageenan fraction can be

understood merely in terms of its dominating structural component. The amount, the chem-

ical nature, and the distribution of heterounits in carrageenan samples are factors that may

have a large influence also on carrageenans that closely approach the ideal structures.

Heterounits may, in principle, occur in each chain or in separate chains. In the latter case,

the sample is effectively a mixture of different polymeric species. In the former case, the

heterounits may be distributed randomly, regularly in an alternating sequence, or in blocks.

There seems to be no a priori reason to assume that the distribution of a given heterounit

OCH2OH
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HO
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OR1

O

O
O

O
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HO

H2C

HO

−O3SO

CH2OH
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− 
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(b) O

FIGURE 8.2 Repeating disaccharide structures of (a) l-carrageenan (R¼H or SO�3 ) and (b) i-carra-

geenan (R1 ¼ R2 ¼ SO�3 ), k-carrageenan (R1¼H; R2 ¼ SO�3 ), and b-carrageenan (R1¼R2¼H).
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from those of k-carrageenan (see Section 8.4.2.4.2), which justify its recognition as a special

(cf. [50,51] ). The most highly sulfated type is l-carrageenan. Ordered helices are not formed



follows any one of these extreme types. Certainly, the evidence is that it is generally not

random.

The heterounits in a gelling carrageenan may be either helix-compatible or helix-breaking.

The occurrence of the helix-breaking units, or kinks, has been elucidated primarily by Rees

and et al. [11]. A kink is a B unit that lacks the 3,6-anhydride bridge; hence its conformation is

in the normal 4C1, rather than the helix-compatible 1C4, form. Different types of kinks

(Figure 8.3) are distinguished mainly by the occurrence, or not, of sulfate hemiesters on

carbons 2 and 6 [51,55]. By alkali treatment, subsequent to treatment with borohydride (to

prevent degradation of the polysaccharide by peeling from the reducing end), the 6-sulfated

kinks may be converted into helix-compatible 3,6-anhydrides [56], and such treatment gen-

erally improves the gelling properties of carrageenans. Kinks that lack the sulfate substituent

on carbon-2 may be removed by Smith periodate degradation.

The occurrence and distribution of helix-compatible heterounits in gelling carrageenans has

also been investigated. A particularly useful method to study the distribution of such residues

utilizes treatment with specific enzymes, the k- and i-carrageenases (which selectively cleave

the b(1!4) linkages of k or i residues), followed by analysis of the resulting fractions by 13C

NMR or gel permeation chromatography [15]. By this strategy, Bellion et al. [57] showed that

enzymic treatment of k-carrageenan with k-ase, or i-carrageenan with i-ase, produced

enzyme-resistant fractions of a hybrid k/i structure. Similar results of the treatment of

k-carrageenan with k-ase were obtained independently by Rochas and Heyraud [58]. Bellion

et al. also showed that the treatment of i-carrageenan with k-ase or k-carrageenan with i-ase

generally results in depolymerization. Taken together, these results suggest that even nearly

pure gelling carrageenans (e.g., k-carrageenan from E. cottonii or i-carrageenan from E.

spinosum) contain hybrid polymers where both i and k units are contained in the primary

at least a fraction of the k units in i-carrageenan (and vice versa) occur in blocks or in separate

polymers [15,59–63].

Currently, the sources of gelling carrageenans most commonly used in fundamental re-

search and in applications seem to be E. cottonii (Kappaphycus alvarezii) and E. spinosum

(E. dendiculatum), though many others, including seaweeds from the Philippines and Australia,

for example, have been studied in considerable detail [48,64].

8.2.2 MOLECULAR WEIGHTS AND DISTRIBUTIONS

The molecular weight distributions of carrageenans were studied using size exclusion chro-

matography [30,31,65,65a,66–73] or field-flow fractionation [74,75], in the more recent stud-

ies coupled with light scattering detection. These studies have demonstrated that native

carrageenans are quite polydisperse. Similar distributions are seen for i-, k-, and l-carra-

geenan, and for samples from different algal sources. Thus, most of the material is to be found

OCH2OR

O

HO
OR

O

FIGURE 8.3 Common ‘‘kinking’’ 4-linked residues in carrageenans. Both R and R’ may be either

H or SO�3 .
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structure. On the other hand, it has been shown (see Section 8.4.2.4.3 and Section 8.5.2) that



in the range 105–106 but a long tail on the low-molecular side of the distribution extends

down to 103. All three carrageenan types typically have number-average molecular weights in

the range 100–200 � 103 and weight average molecular weights in the range 300–600 � 103.

Mass spectrometric techniques have also been applied, giving accurate mass values [76,77].

Irradiation [78,79] or the use of ultrasound [80] causes depolymeration, heating to 1508C in

water under an inert gas having a similar type of effect.

8.3 SOLUTION PROPERTIES OF DISORDERED CARRAGEENANS

Relatively few studies in the past 20 years have dealt with the conformational properties of

gelling carrageenans in their disordered form [81–89]. The most extensive investigation to date

is that of Vreeman et al. [82], who employed light scattering, viscosity, and sedimentation

experiments to deduce conformational and thermodynamic data on several samples of

k-carrageenan of different molecular weights and at different ionic strengths. The studies

show that disordered carrageenans are random coils that have an intrinsic chain flexibility

similar to that of comparable polysaccharides, but which are expanded owing to polyelec-

trolyte effects. Thus, at any given degree of polymerization, the mean-square radius of

gyration of a carrageenan coil in dilute solution varies with the degree of sulfation and with

the salt content of the solution.

The relation between the intrinsic viscosity, [h], and the molecular weight, M, of a

carrageenan coil has been shown [2,82,87] to follow the Mark–Houwink equation:

[h] ¼ KhMa

The values of the parameters Kh and a vary with the ionic strength and with the type of

molecular weight average (number or weight) used in the determination. At low to moderate

salt concentrations, the value of the Mark–Houwink exponent a is slightly below unity,

indicating a rather expanded configuration.

8.4 ORDERED CONFORMATIONS

8.4.1 HELICAL CONFORMATIONS IN THE SOLID STATE

X-raydiffraction studies onoriented fiber samples have shown that i-carrageenan, k-carrageenan,

and furcellaran molecules form ordered helices in the solid state [47,90–94]. i-Carrageenan

gives good diffraction patterns, which have been interpreted in terms of a coaxial double-

of pitch 2.6 nm, which are parallel and half-staggered, that is, one of the chains is displaced

exactly half a pitch relative to the other, so that a repeat distance of 1.3 nm is obtained. In this

structure, which has been confirmed by two recent studies for both the sodium [47] and the

calcium [94] salts of i-carrageenan, two intermolecular hydrogen bonds per disaccharide unit

are formed. k-Carrageenan, on the other hand, gives only diffuse diffraction patterns, as the

oriented molecules of the k-carrageenan fibers do not organize further into microcrystallites.

Consequently, the evidence for a particular helical structure is less direct in this case.

However, attempts by Millane et al. [92] to refine various stereochemically plausible models

to fit the x-ray diffraction data for k-carrageenan led to the conclusion that all but a few

double-helical models could be excluded. Among the models that were ruled out were single-

helical models, statistical mixtures of single and double helices, and dimers formed by side-by-

side association of chains without intertwining. The best model of ordered k-carrageenan

(Figure 8.4) was found to be a parallel double helix with a pitch of 2.5 nm, quite similar to the
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helical structure (Figure 8.4) consisting of two identical, right-handed, threefold helical chains



(a) (b)

FIGURE 8.4 Double-helical structures proposed for (a) k-carrageenan and (b) i-carrageenan. (From

Millane, R.P., Chandrasekaran, R., Arnott, S., and Dea, I.C.M., Carbohydr. Res., 182, 1, 1988. With

permission.)
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i-carrageenan helix, but where the two chains are offset by a 288 rotation and a 0.1 nm

translation from the half-staggered arrangement. However, a closely similar parallel model

and two antiparallel models were also compatible with the data, although they were judged to

be less convincing overall in the refinement. The most favored model retains only one of the

two intermolecular hydrogen bonds per disaccharide that were found in the i-carrageenan

helix. Millane et al. found it noteworthy that k-carrageenan evidently does not adopt a half-

staggered conformation, similar to that of i-carrageenan, despite the fact that the latter

conformation would be stereochemically acceptable, and would contain two intermolecular

hydrogen bonds per disaccharide.

Cairns et al. [93] reported x-ray fiber diffraction patterns for k-carrageenan and furcel-

laran, alone and in mixtures with various galactomannans and glucomannan. Much im-

proved patterns were noted in the mixtures with glucomannan, where the carrageenans

were found to be ordered in a nematic liquid crystal-like state, with no evidence of inter-

molecular binding between either of the carrageenans and glucomannan. The patterns were

found to support a double-helical structure both for k-carrageenan and furcellaran, but they

disagreed with the detailed model for k-carrageenan of Millane et al. [92], in that the two

chains were found to be rotated without an axial translation away from the half-staggered

position. For furcellaran, on the other hand, evidence for a relative axial translation of the

chains was found.

8.4.2 CONFORMATIONAL TRANSITIONS IN SOLUTION

8.4.2.1 Experimental Evidence

Since the first studies by Rees and coworkers [95,96], a large number of studies have

confirmed that the thermally induced gelation of carrageenans is accompanied by a change

in the optical rotation. Rees et al. [97] subsequently showed that the molar rotations for

i-carrageenan in the two states closely corresponded to those calculated for a random coil and

for a double-helix conformation, such as had been evidenced by x-ray diffraction studies [90],

respectively. This conclusion has also been confirmed by later calculations [98]. Furthermore,

the change in optical rotation for shorter fragments of i-carrageenan, which do not form gels,

closely parallels that found for intact, gelling samples under otherwise equal conditions [99].

Typical optical rotation evidence of the thermally induced conformational transitions of

unfractionated k- and i-carrageenan is shown in The transitions are quite

cooperative, but nevertheless extend over a significant temperature interval — especially for

i-carrageenan.

It is practical to define various transition temperatures (Figure 8.5) characteristic of the

transition. Most common are the transition midpoint temperature, Tm, which is the tempera-

ture where the sample contains equal amounts of the ordered and disordered conformers, and

the helix onset temperature, To, which is the temperature when the ordered conformation

starts to form. Tm has a special theoretical significance in certain limiting cases (e.g., for

monodisperse chains or for chains that may be approximated as infinitely long [100] ), which,

however, are seldom met in practice. To is operationally defined, but is easily obtained by a

variety of experimental techniques.

Further direct evidence of the conformational transition in solution has been obtained

from NMR studies of the 13C and 1H nuclei in the carrageenan chains [99,101,102]. While

high-resolution spectra are obtained for the coil conformer, the spectra of the ordered

conformer are broadened beyond detection in a normal high-resolution experiment, indicat-

ing a stiff conformation. More or less direct evidence on the transition is also given by a

variety of other methods, such as light scattering [69,72,75,83,84,86,103–110], osmometry
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[103], intrinsic viscosity [84,86], calorimetry [83,111,112–117], counterion activity [118], coun-

terion diffusion [119], conductivity [120], dielectric relaxation [120], and ion NMR

[62,115,121,122].

Oligomers of carrageenans may also, under forcing conditions, undergo the conforma-

tional transition in solution. This has been demonstrated for i-carrageenan oligomers

containing — six to ten disaccharide units [123] and for various monodisperse k-carrageenan

oligomers [124]. In the latter study, a minimum number of four units was found to be required

for the transition to occur.

8.4.2.2 Cooperativity

For a regular polymer under equilibrium conditions, the distribution of helical units at any

degree of conversion is determined by the degree of polymerization and by the intrinsic

cooperativity of the transition, and may, in principle, be obtained from analyses [100] of

transition data of the kind shown in Figure 8.5. In practice, however, the interpretation of

such data for carrageenans is greatly complicated by the polydispersity and (possibly)

structural heterogeneity of the material. Thus, studies [55,87] of fractionated carrageenans

have shown that the gradual nature of the transition in native samples (Figure 8.5) is not

primarily due to the intrinsic cooperativity, but rather to the polydispersity of the samples.

Reid et al. [125] succeeded in rationalizing experimental transition curves of fragmented

i-carrageenan in terms of the experimentally determined molecular weight distribution by

assuming a simple, all-or-none process, involving a dimerization of chains of matching length

(the occurrence of mismatched helices or partial helical structures was assumed to be negli-

gible), where the free energy of the dimerization was assumed to be proportional to the chain

length. (The latter assumption is an approximation, as the entropy loss in bringing two chains

together is not considered.)

NMR studies of fragmented chains of i-carrageenan [99,102] and k-carrageenan [101],

have given spectra of partially helical samples that were found to be superpositions, rather

than averages, of the spectra from the coil and the helix fractions. This evidence has been

taken to support the assumption of an all-or-none transition for the chains, as the intercon-

version between the coil and helical states within molecules with coexisting coil and helical

regions could be assumed to be fast, and, hence, would give rise to an average spectrum.

However, for a polydisperse sample, the interpretation of a superposition spectrum is not

straightforward [126], as, at any given degree of helical conversion, most of the molecules will
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FIGURE 8.5 Typical optical rotation evidence on the thermally induced disorder–order transitions of

i-carrageenan (left curve) and k-carrageenan (right curve) in solution. ‘‘Transition temperatures’’ Tm

and To (see text) are indicated for i-carrageenan.
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be at one extreme or the other of the transition. For instance, at the transition midpoint for

the entire sample, the high molecular weight fractions will be almost all helical, and the low

molecular weight fractions will be all coil; only a small fraction of the molecules will actually

be partially helical.

In other studies [127–130], the possibility of imperfect helix formation was considered,

and ‘‘apparent’’ cooperative lengths of helical regions were obtained from the relation

napp¼DHapp/DHf, where napp is the apparent number of repeating units in a helical region,

DHapp is the apparent transition enthalpy obtained from a van’t Hoff analysis of the transition

curve, and DHf is the calorimetrically determined transition enthalpy, expressed per disac-

charide pair. The significance of the napp values deduced from such an analysis is doubtful,

however, as it is assumed, in applying the van’t Hoff analysis, that the temperature course of

the transition is determined primarily by the cooperativity and not by the polydispersity of the

carrageenans. As has already been pointed out, the latter assumption is generally not valid.

Furthermore, it is clear that the average length of a helical region — except in the limiting case

of an all-or-none transition — must increase with an increasing helical content.

More realistic estimates of the intrinsic cooperativity of the transition may be obtained

from analyses of the transitions of monodisperse, regular polymers of different molecular

weights. Unfortunately, such data are cumbersome to obtain. The best published data of the

molecular weight dependence of a carrageenan transition are those of Rochas et al. [87],

obtained on reasonably paucidisperse k-carrageenan samples prepared by controlled degrad-

ation and fractionation. An analysis of these data [131], using theoretical models relevant for

a double-helix formation [100], is shown in Figure 8.6. As may be seen, the theory succeeds in

giving a semiquantitative description of the experimental results. The analysis indicates that

the all-or-none description is poor, although the transition is quite cooperative. The average

length of a helical region varies continuously throughout the transition. Moreover, for

realistic molecular weights, the probability is small that a carrageenan molecule participates

in more than one double-helical region.
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FIGURE 8.6 Experimental (points). (From Rochas, C., Rinaudo, M., and Landry, S., Carbohydr.

Polym., 12, 255, 1990. With permission.) Theoretical (lines). (From Viebke, C., Piculell, L., and Nilsson,

S., Macromolecules, 27, 4160, 1994. With permission.) Molecular weight dependence of the coil-helix

transition of k-carrageenan fractions of (from left to right) DP¼ 16, 78, 142, and 3000. (DP¼ average

number of repeating disaccharides. The theoretical curve corresponding to DP¼ 3000 was calculated for

an infinite molecular weight.)
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8.4.2.3 Kinetics

Norton, Goodall, and coworkers have used stopped-flow polarimetry in extensive studies of

the kinetics of the salt-induced coil-to-helix transition of i- and k-carrageenan under various

salt conditions [127–130,131]. Second-order kinetic analyses were invariably found to best

represent the experimental data, in accordance with a bimolecular double-helix formation.

For each carrageenan, the forward rate constant k2 was found to vary with the salt content

and the temperature, approaching zero at the midpoint temperature of the transition. The

transition was generally more rapid for k-carrageenan (k2,max� 10N�104 dm3 mol�1 s�1,

depending on salt type) than for i-carrageenan (k2,max� 102–103 dm3 mol�1 s�1). From a

detailed analysis of kinetic and equilibrium data, based on a model of helix nucleation and

growth, the rate constant, knuc, as well as the activation parameters for the nucleation event,

DH* and DS*, were extracted. The activation parameters were found to vary significantly

with the amount and type of added salt. As regards the differences found for different

monovalent cation forms of i-carrageenan [128], however, it should be noted that this study

was performed on a sample that contained as much as 40% k units. In view of later findings

same group [129] ), it is likely that the cation specificity found in the earlier work was largely

due to the k-carrageenan fraction.

8.4.2.4 Salt Dependence

One of the most striking features of gelling carrageenans is the pronounced sensitivity of

almost all their properties to the ionic environment. Not only the amount or the valency, but

also the identity of the cations and anions present may here be of importance. A particularly

well-known example is the effect of potassium ions on the properties of k-carrageenan. In

general, added salt increases the stability of the ordered conformation and promotes gelation,

but there are exceptions to both these rules. Also, there are important and well-known

differences in salt sensitivity among i-carrageenan, k-carrageenan, and furcellaran. The extent

of the latter differences has long been unclear, however, owing to the fact that most investi-

gations on i- or k-carrageenan have been performed on conventionally prepared samples,

which almost invariably are mixtures of the two types. The issue is further complicated by the

fact that ionic conditions that promote helix formation do not always promote gelation (see

carrageenans separately, beginning with the effects on the conformational state. Salt effects

on helix aggregation and gelation are deferred to Section 8.5.

8.4.2.4.1 k-Carrageenan
The effects of various cations on the conformational transition of k-carrageenan have been

thoroughly studied [104,116,118,132–135]. A summary of the systematic studies by Rochas

carrageenan, the inverse of Tm is a linear function of the logarithm of the total cation con-

centration, cT (cT � csþ gcc, where cs is the concentration of added salt, cc is the concentra-

tion of the counterions originating from the carrageenan salt, and g is a mean activity

coefficient, included to account for the electrostatic attraction between the counterions and

the carrageenan molecules). From Figure 8.7, it appears that the investigated cations may be

divided into three categories with respect to their helix-promoting efficiency; that is, the ‘‘non-

specific’’ monovalent cations (Liþ, Naþ, and (CH3)4N
þ), the divalent cations (Mg2þ, Ca2þ,

Sr2þ, Ba2þ, Co2þ, and Zn2þ), and the ‘‘specific’’ monovalent cations (NH4
þ, Kþ, Csþ, and

Rbþ). Little variation of the helix-stabilizing efficiency is found among the nonspecific

monovalent ions, or among the divalent ions. This suggests that all these ions affect the
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(see Section 8.4.2.4.3; note also the differing results obtained on a more ideal sample by the

Figure 8.1). Therefore, we will here discuss the effects of ions on each property of the

and Rinaudo [118] is given in Figure 8.7, which shows that, for any pure ionic form of the



conformational transition primarily by long-range Coulomb interactions. By contrast, the

specific monovalent ions are much more effective helix stabilizers than even the divalent ions,

and their efficiency varies within wide limits. The specific cations also promote, to varying

degrees, aggregation and gelation of k-carrageenan (see below).

As part of the search for the molecular origin of the observed cation specificity, the

interactions of cations with the two conformers of k-carrageenan have been studied by a

variety of thermodynamic and spectroscopic methods. Most of these studies, employing

techniques such as conductivity measurements [118], measurements of ionic activity coeffi-

cients [118,132,136], and counterion NMR of pure [115,121,137,138] and mixed [61] ion

forms, have failed to give any evidence of specific binding of cations to the coil conformer.
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FIGURE 8.7 Variation of Tm,cooling of pure ion forms of k-carrageenan with the total concentrations of

the monovalent cations Rbþ (1), Kþ (2), Csþ (3), NHþ4 (4), Naþ (7), NðCH3Þþ4 (8), and Liþ (9) or the

divalent ions Ba2þ, Ca2þ, Sr2þ, Mg2þ, Zn2þ, and Co2þ (5!6). (From Rochas, C. and Rinaudo, M.,

Biopolymers, 19, 1675, 1980. With permission.)
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A few studies by other methods deviate from this conclusion, but the conclusions reached in

the latter studies seem to depend on the method used. Thus, measurements [133] of ultrasonic

relaxation revealed significant differences between the potassium and sodium forms, which

were interpreted in terms of specific binding of potassium ions, whereas measurements [83] of

the optical rotation and the intrinsic viscosity of the tetramethylammonium, sodium, and

potassium forms of k-carrageenan were taken to indicate specific, and equal, binding of both

the sodium and the potassium ions to disordered k-carrageenan.

On the other hand, there is overwhelming evidence that the transition to a helical

conformation has profound effects on the counterion–k-carrageenan interactions, and espe-

cially for the specific cations. In particular, a number of studies [61,115,121,137–139] of the

chemical shifts (Figure 8.8) and linewidths of NMR spectra of alkali metal ions have firmly

established that specific potassium, cesium, and rubidium ions bind to the ordered

k-carrageenan conformer, also under nonaggregating conditions. The difference between

specific and nonspecific ions has been confirmed by NMR studies of mixed ion forms,

where large effects of the conformational transition were seen for the rubidium, but not the

sodium, ions of the same samples [61].

The nature of the cation-binding site on the k-carrageenan helix is unclear, however. Early

IR measurements were taken to suggest that the sulfate group is involved [83,140], but this

interpretation was later challenged [141]. Nilsson and Piculell have pointed out [142] that

there is no a priori reason to assume that the sulfate group is involved in the actual binding

site; its sole, but important, role may be to create an increased electrostatic surface potential,

whereby the local concentration of binding cations is increased in the vicinity of the helix.

Attention has been drawn [142] to the fact that the same size-selectivity patterns as for

k-carrageenan have been found for the ion binding to certain crown ethers and cryptands

[143]. These analogies suggest that the cation-binding site could contain three or more oxygen

functions of the helix, located so as to create a cavity of a size that fits the larger alkali

metal ions.

Measurements of the nonspecific electrostatic interactions between the k-carrageenan helix

and its counterions are of interest, as they, via electrostatic models, could give information on
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FIGURE 8.8 Variation in 133Csþ NMR shifts with concentration of NaCl (�), CaCl2 (&), or CsCl (�)
added to 48 mM Cs-k-carrageenan at 258C. Lines are predictions from the PBCM, assuming a double-

helical conformation with one (solid) or two (dotted) binding sites per tetrasaccharide for Csþ, with

intrinsic binding constants of 4.1 M�1 and 1.6 M�1, respectively. (From Nilsson S. and Piculell, L.,

Macromolecules, 24, 3804, 1991. With permission.)
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the charge density, and thus, on the structure of the helix. Unfortunately, such information

is difficult to obtain, as the helix is only stable when its counterions are specific cations,

which bind to the helix and thus reduce the charge density, or in excess salt, which screens

the electrostatic interactions. Nevertheless, the activity coefficients of potassium ions in

salt-free solutions of helical k-carrageenan were found to be consistent with a chain dimeriza-

tion [118]. The same conclusion was reached from Mn2þ-induced paramagnetic NMR

relaxation of tetramethylammonium ions in a k-carrageenan solution [122], although these

results were also found to be compatible with a single-helical chain with bound iodide ions

(see below).

Nilsson and Piculell [142] could account for the effects of salts on the binding of cesium

ions to the k-carrageenan helix, as given by 133Csþ

analysis, they assumed a double-helical conformation containing a single class of cation-

binding sites. The intrinsic affinity of a site for cesium ions was obtained from an independent

thermodynamical analysis (see below) of the effect of cesium ions on the conformational

transition of k-carrageenan. In the calculations, the Poisson–Boltzmann cell model (PBCM)

was used to account for electrostatic interactions, and the interplay between nonspecific ion

binding and electrostatic interactions was taken into account in a self-consistent manner.

In a series of articles [142,144–146], Nilsson and Piculell showed that it is possible to

rationalize the effects of various cations on the conformational transition of k-carrageenan in

a thermodynamic/electrostatic model based on the following minimum assumptions, which

are justified by the overall picture provided by experiment.

1. The coil conformer interacts with all counterions via nonspecific Coulomb forces only.

2. The ordered conformer is a double helix that interacts nonspecifically with all divalent

ions and with the sodium, lithium, and tetramethylammonium ions; however, it con-

tains sites that selectively bind the potassium, rubidium, and cesium ions.

In the model, the chemical potential difference between the helix and coil conformers of a

repeating unit, Dmrep, is expressed as a sum of three contributions:

mrep ¼ mnon-el þ mel þ mbinding

where Dmnon-el is assumed to be independent of the amount or kind of added salt, and Dmel

and Dmbinding are the electrostatic and the specific-binding contributions to Dmrep, respect-

ively. Both the latter contributions are evaluated at equilibrium degree of binding. Physically,

Dmel contains the contributions due to charge–charge interactions and to the entropy of

mixing of the water molecules and the small ions within the cells, whereas Dmbinding contains

contributions due to the entropy of mixing of occupied and unoccupied sites, as well as con-

tributions due to the intrinsic free energy of transferring binding ions to the sites. In the

absence of specific binding (i.e., when the polysaccharide contains no binding sites for the ions

present in the system), Dmbinding vanishes. Note that, in the absence of specific binding, all

contributions that tend to stabilize the helical conformer are contained in Dmnon-el, whereas

Dmel always disfavors helix formation, as the helix has a higher charge density than the coil.

The above model predicts, in a semiquantitative fashion, a number of ionic and electro-

static effects on the conformational transitions of carrageenans, including effects of counter-

ion valency in different solvents [144,146], carrageenan concentration [144], salt concentration

of divalent ions, nonspecific monovalent ions, and specific ions on the k-carrageenan transi-

tion in the form of conformational stability diagrams. Such a diagram indicates the amount of

salt needed to induce an onset of conformational ordering at a fixed temperature. The
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NMR shift data (Figure 8.8). In the

[145], and specific counterion binding [142,147]. Figure 8.9 shows a comparison of the effects



diagrams show both the experimental and the theoretical results for various salt mixtures. As

can be seen (Figure 8.9a), the model correctly predicts an order-of-magnitude difference in the

helix-stabilizing efficiency of the nonspecific divalent and monovalent cations. In these

calculations, no adjustable parameters have been used, as it has been assumed that all ion–

carrageenan interactions are of nonspecific electrostatic origin. The effects of specific cations

can also be explained (Figure 8.9b), if it is assumed that the double helix contains one or two

binding sites per disaccharide pair, with intrinsic binding constants, K0, of 5 or 2 M�1,

respectively. Note that the intrinsic affinity of cesium ions to the k-carrageenan helix is very

weak, according to the analysis. The reason why such a weak binding can give rise to so large

effects on the conformational equilibrium is that the cesium binding is amplified by electro-

static effects.
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FIGURE 8.9 Conformational stability diagrams (see text) for k-carrageenan in mixed salt solutions.

Points are experimental, lines are the PBCM predictions. (a) 5 mM k-carrageenan in mixed NaCl and

CaCl2 solutions at 188C. (From Nilsson, S., Piculell, L., and Jönsson, B., Macromolecules, 22, 2367,

1989. With permission.) (b) 3.8mM k-carrageenan in mixed LiCl and CsCl solutions at 178C, assuming

one (solid) or two (dotted) binding sites per helix tetrasaccharide for Csþ, with intrinsic binding

constants of 5.0 M�1 and 1.86 M�1, respectively. (From Nilsson S. and Piculell, L., Macromolecules,

24, 3804, 1991. With permission.)
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Not only cations, but also anions specifically affect the conformational transition of

k-carrageenan [73,74,84,116,130,148–150]. Thus, anions have been found to stabilize the

ordered conformation in the order F� < Cl� < NO�3 < SCN� < I�. The sequence is the

same as in the so-called Hofmeister or lyotropic series, but curiously enough, the order is

reversed, so that the ions that are normally known to be strongly denaturing [151] are here the

most potent helix-stabilizing ions. (It may be noted that for the closely related agarose

molecule, the normal behavior is observed [152].)

General thermodynamic arguments [153,154] suggest that the helix-stabilizing effect of

certain anions could be caused by a binding of these anions to the k-carrageenan helix.

Evidence for such a binding has also been obtained by Grasdalen and Smidsrød [148],

and later by Zhang and Furo [155], from the NMR relaxation rates of iodide ions in

k-carrageenan solutions, which show a substantial increase on helix formation. Similar effects

on the 14N linewidth of the thiocyanate ion were seen by Zhang et al. [156]. The interpretation

of such effects in terms of ion binding has been challenged by Norton et al. [149], who

observed line-broadening on helix formation also for the bromide and chloride ions, and

argued that this indicates that the effect has a more general origin. It should be noted,

however, that the data of Norton et al. show that the relative line-broadening on helix

formation increases dramatically in the order Cl� � Br� � I�, in agreement with the ob-

served effects of the ions on the helix stability. A strong evidence in favor of the binding

interpretation is the observation that the NMR linewidth of a helix-stabilizing anion, such as

iodide [122] or thiocyanate [156], decreases with increasing salt concentration, as expected for

ion binding. Moreover, comparisons [156] of the linewidths of thiocyanate and urea in the

same samples (Figure 8.10) show that only the linewidth of the anion decreases with increas-

ing concentration in a manner suggestive of binding. This experiment shows rather conclu-

sively that the line-broadening observed for the helix-stabilizing anions is not simply a

nonspecific effect of the conformational transition itself [157].

Assuming a binding of the iodide and thiocyanate ions to the helical conformer, Zhang et

al. [156] were able to rationalize the effects of these anions on the conformational transition of

k-carrageenan using the thermodynamic model of Nilsson and Piculell [142]. The theoretical

and experimental conformational stability diagrams obtained for mixtures of NaI and NaCl
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FIGURE 8.10 Concentration dependence of the relative line-broadening of the 14N signal in thiocyanate

(�) and urea (�), added as an equimolar mixture to 1% Na-k-carrageenan. (From Zhang, W., Piculell,

L., and Nilsson, S., Macromolecules, 25, 6165, 1992. With permission.)
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are shown in Figure 8.11. Again, the intrinsic binding constants obtained from the PBCM

analysis were found to be in good agreement with the binding isotherms obtained from the

NMR experiments. Furthermore, analyses of experiments on systems containing both specific

anions and specific cations strongly suggested that the two types of ions bind to different

classes of sites on the helix. This conclusion is supported by a later study where the same

thermodynamical model, with the same assumptions, was successfully used to rationalize

calorimetric data on the conformational transition of k-carrageenan in various salt mixtures,

including both cesium and iodide ions [116].

Although the accumulated evidence for specific binding is strong and consistent, the

molecular reason why the k-carrageenan helix should bind certain anions is not at all clear.

The only specific suggestion known to this author is that of Grasdalen et al. who, based on

molecular models, proposed that iodide ions can be accommodated in the interior of the

k-carrageenan double helix [158].

8.4.2.4.2 Furcellaran
Furcellaran has long been known to display an ion sensitivity similar to that of k-carra-

geenan, and a few systematic studies were carried out. Tanner et al. [159] showed that the

effects of the conformational transition on the NMR linewiths of the alkali ions follow the

same patterns for furcellaran as for k-carrageenan. Detailed experimental studies and theor-

etical analyses of the effects of salts on the conformational transition of furcellaran were

carried out by Zhang et al. [147,156]. They found that all the cation- and anion-specific effects

observed for k-carrageenan were also present for furcellaran. Under the same ionic condi-

tions, the transition temperature was always higher for furcellaran than for k-carrageenan,

which shows that the properties of furcellaran are distinct from those of k-carrageenan. Using

the PBCM, Zhang et al. could rationalize both the cation [147] and the anion [156] specifi-

cities of the conformational transition, and the binding of the ions to the furcellaran helix, by

assuming that furcellaran contains ionic binding sites very similar to those of k-carrageenan,

and that it only differs from k-carrageenan by having a lower average charge density. These

findings imply that the k- and b-carrageenan units are distributed in a nonblocklike fashion in

the furcellaran molecule, and, furthermore, that the helical structure of furcellaran is quite

similar to that of k-carrageenan.
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8.4.2.4.3 i-Carrageenan
The salt dependence of the conformational transition of i-carrageenan is well studied

[61,105,123,128,129,132,144–146,160,161], and also for this carrageenan type, cation-specific

effects are often reported. In part, this specificity refers to the very strong helix-stabilizing effect

of divalent ions, like Ca2þ [132,144,145]. However, a sensitivity to the presence of the specific

monovalent ions, similar to that observed for k-carrageenan (albeit less pronounced), has also

been found in a number of cases [105,128,160]. Later studies [61,62,161] have shown, however,

that such effects are due to impurities of k-carrageenan in native i-carrageenan, located in

blocks or separate polymers of a length sufficient to give rise to a separate transition step

in the temperature interval typical for k-carrageenan. In the purest native samples, such as

i-carrageenan from E. spinosum, the amplitude of this separate transition is often small and

may easily escape notice in an optical rotation experiment. Nevertheless, the presence of

k-carrageenan helices is revealed by its effects on the NMR spectra of a k-binding cation

such as rubidium [61,62] and, also, by its influence the rheology of the i-carrageenan gels in the

Regarding the efficiency of divalent ions, analyses with the PBCM [144,145] have shown

that, as for k-carrageenan, this effect is predicted on the basis of nonspecific electrostatic

interactions alone (Figure 8.12). The high charge density of i-carrageenan amplifies the

Moreover, the high charge density also gives rise to a maximum in the concentration of the

divalent ions, again qualitatively predicted by the theory. The physical interpretation of the

latter effect, which has also been found for DNA [162,163], is discussed in detail in Ref. [144].

Apart from a small spread in the transition temperatures of different ion forms [161]

(possibly due to differences in size of the hydrated ions), one may thus conclude that there is

no indication of any cation specificity in the conformational transition of pure i-carrageenan.

Moreover, other studies have shown that the transition is insensitive to the anion of the salt

[129]. This absence of ion specificity makes i-carrageenan the odd member in the family

of gelling carrageenans. It also strengthens the conclusion that the cation-binding site on

k-carrageenan or furcellaran is not due to the sulfate groups alone (which are more abundant

in i-carrageenan), but rather depends on details of the helical structure.

In Section 8.4.2.1, we pointed out another, as yet unresolved, difference between

i-carrageenan and k-carrageenan, namely, the difference in the sharpness of the transition
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FIGURE 8.12 Conformational stability diagram for 2.9 mM i-carrageenan in mixed NaCl and CaCl2
solutions at 72.58C. Points are experimental, solid line is the PBCM prediction. (From Nilsson, S.,

Piculell, L., and Jönsson, B., Macromolecules, 22, 2367, 1989. With permission.)
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presence of specific ions (see Section 8.5.3.3 and Section 8.5.3.4).

sensitivity to the valency of the counterion relative to that of k-carrageenan (Figure 8.9a).



is that, in the absence of specific ions, less salt is required for the stability of the i-carrageenan

helix, despite the fact that i-carrageenan has the highest charge density. In terms of the

thermodynamic analysis reviewed above, this means that the nonelectrostatic contribution

to the helix stability is more favorable to i-carrageenan than to the other carrageenans, for

unknown reasons.

8.4.2.5 Mixed Carrageenans

The search for the effects of impurities of the other gelling carrageenan structures in native

samples of i-carrageenan, k-carrageenan, and furcellaran has led to some investigations of

conformational transitions in mixed samples [59,61,147,161,164]. Generally, it is found that

the conformational transition of each carrageenan type occurs independently in the mixture,

and that the transition temperatures are unaffected by the presence of the other species as

long as the contribution of the counterions to the total ionic strength is neglected. This is

illustrated in Figure 8.13, which shows the separate conformational transitions in a mixture of

k-carrageenan and furcellaran. Evidently, mixed carrageenan helices are usually not formed.

This conclusion is also supported by the finding that it is possible to separate, by physical

methods, k-carrageenan impurities from i-carrageenan [59] and i-carrageenan impurities

from k-carrageenan [60], under conditions when the helical conformation is stable. It may

be noted, however, that in one instance, Rochas et al. [59] have reported conflicting evidence

of a nonadditivity of the conformational transitions in a mixture of i- and k-carrageenan. One

may also caution that the mixtures that have been investigated so far have generally been

prepared from samples of rather high structural purity. It is possible that other results could

be obtained in mixtures of samples with a more pronounced hybrid character.

8.4.3 NATURE OF THE ORDERED CONFORMATION

The experimental evidence and the thermodynamic analyses reviewed above are fully com-

patible with the original [95] proposal that the ordered conformation of carrageenan in

solution and in gels is identical to the double helix proposed on the basis of x-ray diffraction
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FIGURE 8.13 Experimental (�) and calculated (�) temperature dependence of the optical rotation in a

mixture of k-carrageenan and furcellaran in 0.2 M NaI. The calculated data were obtained by adding

data for the pure systems. (From Zhang, W., Piculell, L., and Nilsson, S., Biopolymers, 31, 1727, 1991.

With permission.)
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(Figure 8.5). A further puzzling difference between i-carrageenan and the other carrageenans



data on oriented fibers. A large number of additional experimental results support the double

helix. NMR studies of counterion diffusion [119] and of paramagnetically induced counterion

relaxation [122] in i-carrageenan indicate an increase in the charge density on conformational

ordering that is of the expected order of magnitude. Many laboratories have observed

an approximate doubling of the molecular weight of carrageenan samples on conform-

ational ordering [69,72,75,83,103,106,165]. These results were obtained for both i- and

k-carrageenan, for fractionated and nonfractionated samples, and using either a change in

temperature or a change in salt conditions as a means to change the conformational state.

Images of deposited k- and i-carrageenan helices, obtained by scanning tunneling micro-

scopy, were found to comply with the proposed double helices [166]. In a series of studies,

Hjerde et al. have used a novel approach to the conformational analysis by studying the

depolymerization of the coil and the helix conformations [72,167,168]. The main idea is that

the molecular weight of a multiple stranded conformation, such as a double helix, does not

necessarily decrease upon chain scission, if the two fragments of the hydrolyzed chain are long

enough to remain attached in the double helix. Several observables of these studies, including

the depolymerization kinetics and the molecular weight distributions of the partially hydro-

lyzed chains, strongly indicated that the ordered conformation was multiple stranded for both

i- and k-carrageenan.

Yet other models of the helical conformation in solution have been proposed; in particu-

lar, an extended single helix [84,112,123], which, according to later proposals [115,169–171],

under certain conditions may form a helical dimer by side-by-side association without

intertwining. (A duplex of the latter kind was, however, found to be inconsistent with x-ray

pictured as identical to a single strand of the proposed double helix. The main arguments that

have been raised in support of the extended single helix are presented and discussed below.

1. In at least two instances [84,123], no dependence of the transition on carrageenan

concentration was detected, as expected for an intermolecular association. However,

a concentration dependence is not necessarily observed for a double-helix formation,

provided that the chains are sufficiently long [42,64a]. For fragmented chains, a

concentration dependence has, in fact, been observed [145,172]. On the other hand,

electrostatic effects [145] may possibly have contributed to the concentration depend-

ence in the latter experiments, as the condition cc � cs

satisfied over the entire concentration range. Dilution experiments by Hjerde et al.

indicated a slight tendency toward disordering of i-carrageenan helices on dilution

[106], but the sensitivity of the optical rotation method did not allow the experiments to

be extended to sufficiently low concentrations to definitely confirm this trend.

2. Analyses of the variation of the transition temperature with salt concentration, using

the counterion condensation model (CCM), yielded a transition enthalpy that agrees

with the calorimetric enthalpy if an extended single helix is assumed [115,169–171]. This

conclusion has, however, been shown to be model-dependent, as different values of the

transition enthalpies for the double helix, which are indeed compatible with the

calorimetric data both for nonspecific and specific ions, are predicted by the PBCM

[116,142,145]. Furthermore, the enthalpic and electrostatic consequences of the specific

ion binding [142], which later experiments have proven to be considerable [116], were

neglected in the analyses based on the CCM.

3. Several thorough investigations, by osmometry and light scattering, performed by a

number of different laboratories, showed no change in molecular weight of the carra-

geenans under conditions where conformational ordering would be expected

[84,86,107–110,123,150,173–176]. These results are clearly in conflict with those
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fiber diffraction patterns; see Section 8.4.1.) The conformation of the extended single helix is

(see Section 8.4.2.4) was not



obtained by other groups (see above). It is unclear why different laboratories have

obtained different results, and no single factor seems to provide the full explanation,

although several have been proposed. These include differences in solution preparation,

salt content, sample concentration, and the extrapolation procedure used when evalu-

ating light scattering data. Although this situation of apparent poor reproducibility is

unsatisfactory, the molecular weight issue may be summarized as follows: There is

overwhelming support for a bimolecular helical conformation both for i- and for

k-carrageenan, yet there is equally strong evidence that the coil–helix transition may

also occur intramolecularly.

The fact that the conformational transition can occur intramolecularly has repeatedly been

claimed to provide strong support for the extended single-helical conformation in solution.

However, strong objections on a priori grounds can be raised against this particular mono-

molecular conformation [69,146]. Unfortunately, these objections have thus far been

neglected by the advocates of the extended single helix. First, the observed cooperativity of

a coil–helix transition is known to be due to a nucleation and growth process, where the initial

nucleation has a low probability of occuring, but greatly facilitates further growth of the helix

[100]. In an extended single helix, there could only be stabilizing interactions between nearest

neighbors (in the primary structure), and the equilibrium constant for helix nucleation should

therefore not differ significantly from that of helix growth. Second, the entropic cost of

locking the chain into an ordered conformation in solution can only be overcome if the

conformation corresponds to a deep and narrow energy minimum. No interresidue inter-

actions, which can give rise to such a minimum, can be envisaged for the extended single helix

in solution.

Other candidates for intramolecular helical strucures are available, which do not suffer

from the deficiencies of the extended single helix. In particular, cyclic or hairpin-like struc-

tures, caused by a chain aligning with itself in a locally double-helical structure, are well

understood and documented for other polymers forming double helices [100,177]. The

possibility of such structures for the monomolecular carrageenan helix was first proposed

in the first version of this chapter. Since then, three groups have indeed reported cyclic, and

occasional hairpin, structures for i-carrageenan visualized by electron microscopy [178,179]

or by atomic force microscopy [180]. An intramolecular double stranding should be favored,

compared to an intermolecular association, at low concentrations (as are typically studied by

light scattering) and for sufficiently long chains. Interestingly, in one detailed study by

Meunier et al. [73] on the helix formation of k-carrageenan fractions of several different

chain lengths, it was demonstrated that the molecular weight increased on helix formation for

depolymerized (shorter) k-carrageenan molecules, whereas it remained unchanged for the

intact sample.

8.5 AGGREGATION AND GELATION

8.5.1 INTERHELICAL AGGREGATION

8.5.1.1 Experimental Evidence

A commonly observed evidence of aggregation of carrageenan helices is a thermal hysteresis

in the conformational transition, such that the coil-to-helix transition occurs in a temperature

interval lower than that of the helix-to-coil transition. The cooling transition is generally

believed to reflect the equilibrium between coils and helices in solution, whereas the heating

transition reflects the increased stability of associated helices. Hysteresis, which is observed by
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all methods that monitor the conformational transition or the gelation, is firmly established

of aggregation include an onset of turbidity, and observations of birefringence [95,104,118] of

k-carrageenan gels. More direct evidence comes from measurements on k-carrageenan under

aggregating conditions by light scattering [73,111,175,176,181], electron microscopy (see

Figure 8.14b) [135,182–184], and atomic force microscopy [185].

Early studies [83,105,128] indicated a pronounced aggregation of i-carrageenan also, as

demonstrated by a hysteresis in the conformational transition and a large increase in

molecular weight on conformational ordering in the presence of specific monovalent cations.

However, it was later demonstrated [62,161] that samples free of k-carrageenan impurities

light scattering studies indicate significant aggregation of i-carrageenan helices even in

dilute solutions [106,109,174]. The extent of aggregation depends on the choice of added

salt, but it increases with increasing concentration of salt and with increasing carrageenan

concentration.
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FIGURE 8.14 Thermal hysteresis in the k-carrageenan coil–helix transition requires the presence of

a critical fraction of specific cations (a). The onset of thermal hysteresis is correlated with the

appearance of rigid ‘‘superhelical rods’’ in cryo-transmission electron microscopy (b). Transition

temperatures in 0.1 M CsI/NaI mixtures (xCs¼ fraction of cesium cations) from optical rotation.

(From Borgström, J., Piculell, L., Viebke, C., and Talmon, Y., Int. J. Biol. Macromol., 18, 223, 1996.

With permission.)
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for k-carrageenan and for furcellaran (see Figure 8.14a and Figure 8.15). Other indications

(see Section 8.4.2.4.3) show no hysteresis in any monovalent cation form. Nevertheless,



8.5.1.2 Aggregation of k-Carrageenan Helices

8.5.1.2.1 Salt Effects and the Role of Specific Ion Binding
The aggregation of helices is most extensively studied for k-carrageenan, where it can be

tuned by varying the salt conditions. Nonaggregated helices may be obtained at low ionic

strength in solutions of iodide salts of nonspecific cations [72,73,86,106,107,110,176]. Helix

aggregation, on the other hand, is promoted by specific cations. Borgström et al. showed that

it is possible to move from nonaggregating to aggregating conditions at constant ionic

40% in 0.1 M mixtures of NaI and CsI. The same study showed that the onset of hysteresis

later confirmed by light scattering [110].
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FIGURE 8.15 Variation of Tm,cooling (�) and Tm,heating (�) of pure ion forms of k-carrageenan with the

total concentrations of the monovalent cations Naþ and Kþ. (From Rinaudo, M. and Rochas, C., ACS

Symposium Series, 150, 367, 1981. With permission.)
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strength by varying the content of specific cations in iodide salt mixtures [135] (see Figure

was correlated with other evidence of aggregation, such as an increase in specific viscosity and

8.14a). A distinct onset of hysteresis is observed when the cesium content is increased beyond

an appearance of rigid rod-like aggregates in images obtained by electron microscopy (Figure

8.14b). An onset of extensive aggregation at 40% CsI in the same type of salt mixtures was



The pioneering studies by Rochas and Rinaudo demonstrated that there is an experimen-

tally accessible region where a conformational transition of k-carrageenan occurs without

Tm,cooling and Tm,heating for the sodium and potassium forms. It is seen that, for each ion form,

the two transition temperatures merge at low salt concentrations. Note that the linear

dependence of Tm under nonaggregating conditions extrapolates into the data for Tm,cooling

in systems where aggregation occurs. This strongly supports the notion that, also under

aggregating conditions, the onset of formation of k-carrageenan helices on cooling is deter-

mined by the coil–helix equilibrium, uninfluenced by the aggregation processes.

As expected, aggregation of the charged carrageenan helices is generally promoted by an

increasing salt concentration. However, at similar conditions of ionic strength, the specific

cations are clearly much more effective than the nonspecific cations in promoting helix

aggregation. Various molecular mechanisms have been proposed to explain this effect.

Early experiments on i-carrageenan seemed, in fact, to give evidence on a nonspecific con-

formational transition of carrageenan followed by a cation-specific aggregation process

[105,111,160]. However, as noted in Section 8.5.1.1, the latter process could later be attributed

to a considerable fraction of k-carrageenan that was present in the i-carrageenan sample that

was studied. At present there is no evidence to suggest that specific cation-binding sites are

created in between aggregating k-carrageenan helices, although cartoons often seen in the

clear, however, that a specific ion binding to the helices in itself provides a mechanism that

gives rise to the observed ion specificity of the helix aggregation. Thus, helix aggregation

should be promoted by the site-binding of cations, as the effective charge density of the helix

is thereby reduced. Conversely, specific anion binding to the helix increases its negative

charge, and is therefore expected to disfavor aggregation.

8.5.1.2.2 Nature of k-Carrageenan Aggregates

origin of hysteresis in the conformational transition of k-carrageenan may be traced to the

formation of very rigid and slender superhelical rods. These rods are virtually straight along

their entire length (300–400 nm), and their thickness is less than the resolution of the image

(5 nm). When the tendency toward aggregation is increased further, by increasing the

proportion of specific cations, the superhelical rods aggregate further into bundles. Thus,

there seems to be a hierarchy of lateral aggregation of k-carrageenan chains according to the

following scheme:

single chain! double helix! superhelical rod! bundle of rods

The existence of different levels of aggregation of k-carrageenan is confirmed by other studies

using electron microscopy [182,183] and atomic force microscopy [185].

The nature of the intermediate superhelical rod of k-carrageenan, responsible for the

thermal hysteresis, represents an interesting problem. Is it a well-defined species, perhaps a

helix of helices with a cross-section corresponding to a fixed number of helical strands?

Recent scattering experiments have verified the existence of linear aggregates with a cross-

section corresponding to a limited number of chains and with a persistence length longer than

a few hundred nanometers [73,176,187]. However, these studies also show that the aggregates

are polydisperse in thickness [187], the thickness grows with increasing carrageenan concen-

tration, and the parallel aggregation number grows with time from about 5 to 12 chains under
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literature seem to invoke such a picture. On the contrary, as pointed out above (see Section

8.4.2.4.1), all evidence suggests that specific ion binding occurs to the individual helices. It is

hysteresis even with specific cations [118,186]. Figure 8.15 shows the salt dependences of

Experiments using mixed NaI and CsI salts [135], reproduced in Figure 8.14, show that the



the conditions (salt content, carrageenan concentration, and time of observation) studied

[176]. These observations seem to contradict the notion of a well-defined superhelical state of

aggregation. On the other hand, the data extracted from scattering experiments may be

influenced by the tendency of the superhelical rods to aggregate further in bundles, as

have been found where the superhelical rods are colloidally stable: under the conditions when

they form, they also tend to aggregate further. Undoubtedly, this tendency to aggregate has

important consequences for the properties of k-carrageenan gels.

8.5.1.3 i-Carrageenan

Pure i-carrageenan, uncontaminated by k-carrageenan, does not display a thermal hysteresis

in the conformational transition, regardless of the (monovalent) ion form. In their study using

small angle x-ray scattering [187], Yuguchi et al. compared the potassium salts of i- and

k-carrageenan at high and low temperatures, corresponding to solution and gel conditions. In

contrast to their results for k-carrageenan, cited in the previous section, the scattering results

for i-carrageenan under gel conditions indicated a monodisperse cross-sectional radius cor-

responding to a double helix. The concentration dependences of the scattering data indicated

little tendency toward further aggregation. Under solution conditions the data for all studied

carrageenan types, including l-carrageenan, indicated well-dispersed single chains.

8.5.2 LIQUID CRYSTALLINE SOLUTIONS OF k-CARRAGEENAN HELICES

Rod-like polymers in a good solvent generally form nematic phases at sufficiently high

concentrations [188]. A chiral nematic phase (cholesteric, according to older nomenclature)

has indeed been confirmed for k-carrageenan helices dissolved in aqueous NaI in systematic

studies by Borgström and coworkers [189,190]. The fluid and birefringent nematic phase

could be macroscopically separated from a coexisting isotropic phase by centrifugation. The

small difference in concentration between the coexisting isotropic and nematic phases con-

firmed that aqueous NaI is a good solvent for the k-carrageenan helix. Borgström et al.

investigated the effects of carrageenan concentration, carrageenan chain length (varied by

sonication), salt concentration, and an increasing content of specific cesium cations on the

nematic phase. A liquid nematic phase was only obtained for sufficiently nonviscous samples,

that is, for short chains and at low salt concentrations. More viscous samples, such as those

based on nondegraded carrageenan, did not phase separate and only very slowly developed a

liquid crystalline texture. For samples of short chains, the effect of specific cations was

investigated in 0.1 M mixtures of NaI and CsI. Regardless of the k-carrageenan concentra-

tion, an abrupt transition was observed at a molar fraction of 40% cesium where, according to

the studies on dilute systems [135], superhelical rods start to appear. Phase-separation of a

fluid nematic phase no longer occurred, instead strong gels were found over an extended

concentration range.

Interestingly, attempts to find a nematic phase for i-carrageenan using similar strategies

failed [190]. Even more remarkably, it was found that the ubiquitous impurities of

i-carrageenan in k-carrageenan were strongly enriched in the isotropic phase of a phase-

separated k-carrageenan sample [60]. (The fact that these impurities could be separated by

physical methods clearly indicate that they ocurred as separate i-carrageenan chains, rather

than as random heterounits in chains of predominating k-carrageenan structure.) The same

strong partitioning was found for added i-carrageenan. At present, one can only speculate on

the origin of this difference in liquid crystallinity between the two very similar carrageenan

helices. A contributing factor may be the propensity for i-carrageenan helices to form some
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shown in the electron micrographs in Figure 8.14b. At present, no salt or solvent conditions



sort of larger aggregates — not resembling the superhelical rod of k-carrageenan — as

evidenced by light scattering studies [106,109,174].

8.5.3 RHEOLOGY

A large number of systematic investigations on the importance of various system parameters

(carrageenan type and concentration of various additives) for the rheological behavior of

gelling carrageenans have been carried out. The properties that have been studied include the

Young’s modulus (E ), the dynamic storage and loss shear moduli (G ’ and G ’’, respectively),

and the yield stress. In addition to their obvious relevance for the end uses of carrageenans,

these studies also aim at an improved understanding of the gelation mechanism.

A principal difficulty in the molecular interpretation of the rheological properties of a

gelling system is due to the sensitivity of the method: very minor changes at the molecular

level may give rise to large effects, as very few crosslinks are needed to create a gel from a

linear polymer system [191]. This sensitivity is also borne out in the experimental results on

carrageenans. Thus, various molecular properties of the carrageenans that are of great

importance have been identified, including the molecular weight, the details of the chemical

structure (presence of helix-breaking units, presence of especially k units in i-carrageenan),

and the ionic form. This means that the algal source, the chemical treatment, and the methods

of purification are important. Moreover, the sample history (including the dissolution pro-

cedure, the cooling rate, and the curing time of the gel) is important. Finally, there is also the

danger of artifacts due to the measurement procedure itself. Sources of error noted in

carrageenan investigations include slippage of the gel at the wall of the measuring cell due

to gel syneresis [192–194], the use of too large strains in shear experiments [182,183], and

strains in the sample caused by thermal expansion of the experimental setup during thermal

scans [183].

8.5.3.1 Gelation and Conformational Ordering

A number of investigations have firmly established that conformational ordering of carra-

geenans is a necessary condition for gelation [165,181–183,195,196]. For k-carrageenan in the

presence of specific cations, a significant thermal hysteresis of the gel stability is seen, which

correlates with the thermal hysteresis of the conformational transition as observed by optical

rotation or calorimetry. At not too low concentrations of carrageenan, a very small fraction

of ordered residues is required to produce a measurable storage modulus. This observation is

understandable because, as pointed out above, the rheology of a polymer system is very

sensitive to even small degrees of crosslinking. The existence of a gel at temperatures above

the transition midpoint, Tm, should therefore be expected. In fact, at typical concentrations of

carrageenan, gelation occurs very near the temperature of onset of conformational order, To,

where the ordered fraction is still very small [165,181,195,196].

8.5.3.2 k-Carrageenan

Smidsrød and Grasdalen [173] and Rochas et al. [87] have investigated the role of molecular

certain critical molecular weight, of the order of Mw� 3� 104, no gel is formed. Above this

value, the elastic modulus of a potassium k-carrageenan gel increases steeply with the

molecular weight up to Mw� 2� 105, above which a molecular weight independence is

observed. (A similar behavior has been observed for alginate gels [173].) The yield stress, on

the other hand, was shown [87] to increase almost linearly with the molecular weight over the

entire range of molecular weights investigated (Mw � 8� 105).
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weight for the mechanical properties of potassium k-carrageenan gels (Figure 8.16). Below a



The dependence of the gel properties on carrageenan concentration has been studied by a

number of groups [87,173,181,198–201]. Rochas et al. [87] found a critical concentration for

gelation, c0, which was of the order of a fraction of a percent and approximately equal to the

so-called critical overlap concentration [197], c*, of the coil conformer. At concentrations

c 	 c0, the elastic moduli of k-carrageenan gels, in excess salt, follow an exponential law of

the form E¼ kcn

gations, however. For instance, Smidsrød and Grasdalen [173] and Rochas and Landry [198]

report values close to 2, whereas Braudo et al. [199] found n¼ 2.4 for k-carrageenan and for

furcellaran. Morris and Chilvers [200] have studied the concentration dependence of the

elastic shear modulus for salt-free k-carrageenan samples of different cation forms, but here

the concentration dependence is also influenced by the fact that the activities of the cations

change with concentration.

Careful studies have shown that the rheology of k-carrageenan gels depends on sample

history, which implies that observed trends of varying temperature or sample composition

should be viewed with caution. Thus, Hermansson et al. [183] found large effects of the cooling

procedure on the observed G’ of k-carrageenan gels. For a 1% sample in 0.1 M KCl, the value of

G ’ obtained at a cooling rate of 0.58C/min was found to be three times larger than that obtained

at 1.58C/min. Significant time-dependent effects on cold-set gels have been reported by

Meunier et al. [181] and by Chen et al. [201]. Both groups studied comparatively weak
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FIGURE 8.16 Variation of the gel elastic modulus E (105 dyne cm�2) with the molecular weight of

k-carrageenan at 5 (*), 10 (&), and 20 (&) g l�1 in 0.1 M KCl. (Reprinted from Rochas, C., Rinaudo, M.,

and Landry, S., Carbohydr. Polym., 12, 255, 1990. With permission.)
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(Figure 8.17). The value of the exponent n varies between different investi-



k-carrageenan gels that had low contents of carrageenan or specific cations, and reported

storage moduli that increased with the gel curing time at constant temperature without levelling

off even after 12 h. Meunier et al. concluded, in fact, that the increase in G’ observed on cooling

was purely kinetic at temperatures more than a few degrees below To, and they saw no evidence

of a minimal critical concentration for gelation. Chen et al. found, furthermore, a thixotropic

recovery after shear for a salt-free 1% potassium k-carrageenan gel kept at 208C.

Salt and ion effects on the rheology of k-carrageenan have been studied by a number of

authors. Gelation can be induced with nonspecific as well as with specific monovalent cations,

but specific cations generally give much stronger gels under comparable conditions of ionic

strength [105,183,200,202–204]. Studies of divalent ion forms are more scarce and, in part,

contradictory; whereas the studies of Morris and Chilvers [200] on pure salt-free systems gave

much larger elastic shear moduli for the calcium form than for the potassium form, the opposite

result was obtained by Hermansson et al. [183]. The latter study highlighted the importance of

even minor amounts of specific monovalent cations, and strong synergistic effects were found

especially in gels containing mixtures of potassium and calcium ions. This is of relevance for the

interpretation of studies where various salts have been added to the potassium form of

k-carrageenan, which is the form obtained by the usual preparation methods.

As a rule, an increasing salt concentration enhances the elastic modulus of a k-carrageenan

gel [87,201,202,204], as long as the salt concentration is not too large (see Figure 8.17).
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FIGURE 8.17 Variation of the gel elastic modulus E (105 dyne
cm�2) with the concentration of

k-carrageenan in 0.05 (&), 0.1 (*), and 0.25 (~) M KCl. (From C. Rochas and S. Landry, in Gums

and Stabilisers for the Food Industry 4 (G.O. Phillips, P.A. Williams, and D.J. Wedlock, eds.), IRL Press,

Oxford, 1988, p. 445. With permission.)
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However, in investigations covering wide concentration ranges (cs � 4.5 M) of a number of

different added salts, Watase, Nishinari, and coworkers [202,204] have consistently found more

or less sharp maxima in the variation of the elastic modulus with salt concentration around

cs¼ 0.2–0.4 M, depending on the nature of the salt and on the carrageenan concentration. In

some instances, a second maximum was found at very high salt concentrations. The origin of

these effects does not seem to be well understood. Rochas et al. have also studied the variation

of the yield stress with the KCl concentration [87]. Over a concentration range where the elastic

modulus increases monotonically, the yield stress varies much less, but in a nonmonotonic

fashion. Thus, a maximum in the yield stress with added KCl was observed at cs� 0.1 M.

Effects of specific anions on the rheology have also been investigated. The effects of

thiocyanate on k-carrageenan gels has been studied by Watase and Nishinari in experiments

with gels containing 0.2–1 M of NaSCN [205]. While the thermal stability of the gel increases

with increasing concentration of NaSCN, the elastic modulus of the gel decreases, if the

comparisons are made at the same temperature.

Chronakis et al. [194] used 0.1 M mixed solutions of NaI and CsI — the same strategy as

rheology. Weak gels, showing no thermal hysteresis, were actually found even in 0.1 M NaI at

carrageenan concentrations above 0.9%. Only small effects of an increasing cesium content

were observed until a very sharp increase in the elastic modulus, and a hysteresis in the

setting–melting behavior of the gels, commenced at the critical cesium content (40%) for

sible for the large storage moduli found in typical k-carrageenan gels in the presence of

specific cations. In a later study, Chronakis et al. [206] studied the rheology in 0.2 M NaI over

a wide concentration range of k-carrageenan. Up to 1.5% carrageenan, a concentration–

frequency master plot could be constructed, suggesting that all these systems were viscoelastic

solutions, but with strongly concentration-dependent relaxation rates. A similar study, with

similar interpretations, was later published by Ikeda and Nishinari [207]. A comparison of the

rheology of isotropic and nematic k-carrageenan samples in aqueous NaI has been performed

by Chronakis and Ramzi [208].

8.5.3.3 i-Carrageenan

Studies of native i-carrageenan samples have revealed significant differences in rheological

properties between different monovalent cation forms [105,209,210]. While these studies are

relevant for the properties of commercial i-carrageenan samples, a study by Piculell et al. [195]

on a sample purified by k-carrageenase showed that at least the differences between the

potassium and the sodium forms disappear on removal of the k-carrageenan impurities.

It was shown that even small proportions (�10%) of such impurities can give rise to a

doubling of G’ of the gel in the presence of potassium ions, provided that the overall

concentration of carrageenan is sufficiently high At lower concentrations

(1%), no effect of the impurities was found. The existence of a threshold concentra-

tion indicates that a separate k-carrageenan network is responsible for the enhancement of

the gel strength (see the next section). Experiments on pure i-carrageenan showed no cation

specificity [195]. Yet, weak gels, with a low phase angle and a nearly frequency-independent

G’, were formed in the ordered systems. Furthermore, no thermal hysteresis of the rheological

parameters was seen.

An extensive study of the rheology of the potassium form of structurally nearly pure

i-carrageenan at varying concentrations, with and without added KCl, appeared a few years

ago [196]. The study made no comparisons with samples void of specific cations, so the pos-

sibility of significant effects from the slight k-carrageenan impurity (3.5%) must nevertheless
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formation of superhelical rods (see Figure 8.14b). Evidently, the superhelical rods are respon-

in Figure 8.14a above — to study the effect of aggregation of k-carrageenan helices on the

(Figure 8.18).



be considered. In fact, Parker has developed a sensitive rhelogical method to detect down to

1% of k-carrageenan impurities in i-carrageenan by utilizing the opposing effects of the

specific potassium and iodide ions on the gel strength of k-carrageenan [211].

As pure i-carrageenan gels resemble k-carrageenan gels in aquous NaI, in that both

systems give weak gels with no thermal hysteresis, comparisons of the two systems were

made by Chronakis et al. [194,206]. Distinct differences were found: i-carrageenan formed

true gels with lower phase angles, and at lower concentrations, than k-carrageenan. In

contrast to the findings for k-carrageenan (see above), no frequency–concentration super-

position of data for i-carrageenan, obtained at different concentrations, was possible. Despite

their gel-like properties, i-carrageenan gels show significant, but incomplete, thixotropic

recovery after gelation under shear, as demonstrated by Parker and Tilly [212].

The effect of helix-incompatible kinks on the rheology of i-carrageenan has been ad-

dressed in a thorough study by van de Velde et al. [165]. They treated samples of neutrally

exracted carrageenan from E. dendiculatum with alkali for various lengths of time, and thus

obtained a series of i-carrageenan samples containing 0–23 mol% of so-called n-carrageenan,

which is the 6-sulfated biochemical precursor of i-carrageenan. The samples were carefully

characterized by size exclusion chromatography/light scattering under helix and coil condi-

tions, and the thermal behavior of aqueous samples were investigated by optical rotation,

differential scanning calorimetry, and rheometry. As expected, the amount of helix structure

in fully converted molecules decreased monotonically with an increasing content of

n-carrageenan residues. Interestingly, however, the shear storage modulus went through a

pronounced maximum at about 3 mol% of n-carrageenan residues, where the modulus was

approximately three times larger than for strucurally pure i-carrageenan. At 3% of kinks there

was also a maximum in the apparent molar mass measured at full helix conversion, which was

found to be four times larger than the molar mass of an individual polymer chain. The

authors interpreted both these effects in terms of a branching of carrageenan helices caused by
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FIGURE 8.18 Shear storage moduli obtained on cooling (dashed) and heating (solid) for 2.5% native

(right) and enzymically purified (left) i-carrageenan in 0.25 M KCl. Arrows indicate To of the

i-carrageenan (left) and k-carrageenan (right) fractions in the native sample, as obtained by optical

rotation. (Data from Piculell, L., Nilsson, S., and Muhrbeck, P., Carbohydr. Polym., 18, 199, 1992. With

permission.)
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the helix-incompatible kinks (see also Section 8.5.4).



8.5.3.4 Mixed Carrageenans

Rochas et al. [59] carried out the first rheological studies of mixed k/i-carrageenan gels in KCl

solutions, where the molar fraction of each carrageenan type varied between 0 and 100%.

They observed a continuous weakening of the elastic modulus with increasing i-carrageenan

content. The yield stress of the mixed gels, on the other hand, displayed a pronounced

maximum at nearly equal amounts of the two carrageenan types. Rochas et al. interpreted

these results in terms of specific, molecular interactions between i- and k-carrageenan chains.

The modulus of the mixed gels consistently exceeded the values calculated by adding inde-

pendent contributions from the two components (as obtained from data on the pure native

carrageenans at the corresponding nominal concentrations), sometimes by a factor of almost

two. In view of the nonlinear concentration dependences found for each of the pure carra-

geenans, this nonadditivity is perhaps not surprising. On the other hand, an additivity of the

moduli was, in fact, found for mixtures of k-carrageenan and agarose [213].

Piculell et al. studied the rheological effects of adding small amounts of k-carrageenan to

i-carrageenan [195]. For the sodium form, where, under the conditions of the measurements,

the k-carrageenan was in the coil conformation at all temperatures, no significant effect on

the dynamic shear modulus or on the phase angle was found. For the potassium form, on the

other hand, a significant increase in the modulus was found. Moreover, the gelation occured

at significantly higher temperatures, consistent with the onset of order of the k-carrageenan

fraction. The authors concluded that separate networks of k- and i-carrageenan were formed.

They, furthermore, found that the modulus was consistent with theoretical predictions for a

structure consisting of two continuous gel phases. A phase-separated structure was inferred

from the observations, made by Rochas et al. [59], that k-carrageenan can be separated from

i-carrageenan by precipitation with KCl.

Later, Parker and coworkers made more extensive measurements of the rheology of mixed

carrageenans from various sources, confirming the independent gelation steps of the individ-

ual i- and k-carrageenan components also under salt conditions where the k-carrageenan

fraction gelled at a lower temperature than the i-carrageenan fraction [63]. As regards the

issue of k-carrageenan impurities, this study showed that there exist native samples of both

i- and k-carrageenan that are virtually uncontaminated by the other form and, furthermore,

that impurities present in typical contaminated samples exist as separate chains, rather than

as hybrid i/k-copolymers. In a later study, Ridout et al. also concluded that the individual

components in mixed i/k-carrageenan gels gel independently [164]. They further argued

that analysis of the rheological data favored an interpenetrating network structure for the

mixed gels.

8.5.4 MECHANISMS OF GELATION

The molecular mechanisms of gelation of the helix-forming carrageenans have not yet

been firmly established, although a variety of models have been proposed [95,105,131,133,

139,182,185,214,215]. Indeed, carrageenan gels with widely different characteristics may be

generated, and experimental evidence suggests that more than one mechanism may be at

and then discuss to what extent there is experimental evidence to support these various

mechanisms.

All models of carrageenan gelation assume that the carrageenan molecules associate in

some sort of quasipermanent network. The double-helix formation provides in itself a

mechanism for crosslinking chains in a three-dimensional network, as pointed out by Rees

et al. [90,95] in their original model of carrageenan gelation. Illustrations often depict such a
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work. We will here first review some archetypical mechanisms, illustrated in Figure 8.19,



double-helical network as a chicken-wire structure, where double-helical junction zones

connect stretches of disordered carrageenan chains (Figure 8.19a). However, a fibrous net-

work of (almost) fully developed helices may also be imagined, consisting of uniformly

ordered double helices with occasional branches For the latter type of

double-helical network, the concept of a junction zone does not seem so relevant.

Early on, Rees and coworkers inferred from certain experiments that each carrageenan

chain passes through several independent helical regions, each with a different partner, in the

double-helical network [10,99]. However, such an arrangement, where a given chain is

intertwined with several independent partners, raises important topological problems (see

functional double-helical units, where each of the four chain ends of a unit could join another

tetrafunctional unit by a splicing mechanism (Figure 8.19b). Theoretically, the equilibrium

FIGURE 8.19 Archetypical gelling mechanisms discussed for helix-forming molecules: (a) chicken-wire

network with double-helical junction zones, (b) splicing of two tetrafunctional double-helical units,

(c) fibrous double-helical network, (d) log-jam network of rigid rods.
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Ref. [125] ). A perhaps more realistic model, on a priori grounds, would be based on tetra-

(Figure 8.19c).



branching probability in a double-helical network has been investigated by Higgs and Ball

[215].

A quite different gel model is the log-jam network (Figure 8.19d). Here, no branching

of the helices occurs; instead the helices are motionally arrested in a network through

entanglements. The role of helix formation for this type of network is not to generate

branches, but to provide rigidity. The extreme case of rod-glasses formed by perfectly rigid,

rod-like particles of high aspect ratios has been investigated experimentally and theoretically

by Philipse [216].

A log-jam network may be created by well-soluble rod-like molecules. It is well known,

however, that rigid polymer molecules are intrinsically less soluble than flexible polymer

molecules, as the former gain less configurational entropy on dissolution. Flory showed that

to obtain complete miscibility between a polymer and a solvent, a much better solvent is

required for solubilizing a rigid than a flexible polymer [217]. The formation of gels by rods

displaying mutual attraction in a solvent has also been studied by Philipse and coworkers,

experimentally [218] as well as theoretically [219].

For k-carrageenan, visualization techniques have provided evidence of more than one of

the structures discussed above. In her pioneering study of k-carrageenan in KCl by electron

microscopy, Hermansson found branched double-helical networks, rigid rods of laterally

associated helices, and aggregates of two or more such rigid rods [182]. The relative preva-

lence of the various structures depended on both the temperature of preparation and the

concentration of KCl. Very similar structures, and a similar dependence on thermal history,

(d)

FIGURE 8.19 Continued
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were later seen by Ikeda et al. using AFM on k-carrageenan samples spread on mica [185]. In

KCl, branched double-helical networks with few free ends were found when hot solutions

were spread on mica, whereas rigid rods with frequent free ends were observed from samples

that were equilibrated at room temperature before spreading. Evidently, transformation from

one type of network to the other occurs during the normal gelation procedure of

k-carrageenan. This could well be the process that gives rise to the slow curing kinetics

observed by rheology and light scattering [73,176,181,201].

Hermansson et al. [182,183] and Ikeda et al. [185] used procedures where the

k-carrageenan molecules were deposited on mica prior to visualization. By contrast, in the

cryo-transmission electron microscopy technique used by Borgström et al. [135], vitrified

samples were studied without removal of water. Both rigid superhelical rods and aggregates

of such rods were found in the presence of specific cations, in agreement with the images

provided by Hermansson et al. and Ikeda et al. However, the resolution of this technique did

not allow the visualization of double helices, so no information could be gained on the

possible presence of a double-helical network.

Studies by Viebke et al. showed that a conversion between an all-helical solution and a

strong gel could be achieved not only by changing the temperature, but also isothermally, by

dialysis of a solution of k-carrageenan helices in aqueous NaI against a KCl solution [131].

The gelation was reversible; the gel could be dissolved again isothermally by dialysis against

NaI. In fact, even a cold-set gel in KCl could be similarly dissolved.

From the accumulated evidence referred to above, it is quite clear that the strong gels

formed by k-carrageenan in the presence of specific cations require the formation of super-

helical rods. In principle, the formation of superhelical rods by lateral association of helices

could lead to branching, similarly to the creation of branched double helices from individual

chains. However, existing evidence from visualization studies suggests no [131,182,183] or

very limited [185] branching of the superhelical rods. On the other hand, the superhelical rods

are not soluble under the salt conditions required for their formation, but aggregate laterally

into network-like structures, suggestive of incipient phase separation [131,182,183,185]. This

suggests that strong k-carrageenan gels are basically phase-separated systems, made up by the

aggregation of insoluble superhelical rods into a nonequilibrium network. A clear evidence

that strong k-carrageenan gels in the presence of specific cations are phase-separated systems

thermodynamically, is the fact that they typically synerese. Accordingly, experiments on gels

produced in mixed NaI/CsI salts [214] showed that at high cesium contents, when superhelical

rods form, the gels shrank when immersed in excess salt solution of the same composition. By

contrast, when similar experiments were performed at low cesium contents on gels void of

superhelical rods, the gels dissolved.

The observation of branched double-helical k-carrageenan networks deserves some add-

itional comments. Viebke et al. applied coil–double helix transition theory to available data

on the molecular weight dependence of the conformational transition of k-carrageenan, and

concluded that, at equilibrium, the formation of two independent helical sections on a given

k-carrageenan molecules was unlikely for normal molecular weights [131]. Nevertheless,

Ikeda et al. found branched double-helical networks for k-carrageenan not only in KCl,

but also for samples prepared under nonaggregating conditions, in NaI solution or with

tetramethyl ammonium counterions [185]. However, these branched double-helical structures

have only been detected for samples deposited on mica [182,183,185], and little is known

about the conditions required for their formation in the bulk. Light scattering experiments in

aqueous NaI under very dilute conditions show no evidence of any aggregation of

molecular structures in the bulk certainly requires some minimum concentration. Still, the

formation of a branched double-helical network is a possible explanation for both the
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k-carrageenan beyond double helices (see Section 8.4.3), so the formation of branched multi-



observed weak gel properties of nondegraded k-carrageenan in aqueous NaI [194,206,207]

and the very slow kinetics of developing nematic solutions in the same type of system [190]. As

the latter development nevertheless occurs, we must conclude that k-carrageenan gels in

aqueous NaI are nonequilibrium systems. The helices in the gel are dynamically arrested in

a network, possibly involving branched double helices. The gels are, furthermore, formed

under good solvent conditions, as they swell and ultimately dissolve when immersed in excess

solvent.

Information on the gel structure and mechanism of gelation of i-carrageenan is more

indirect. While light scattering suggests a stronger tendency toward aggregation beyond

evidence that superhelical rods of the type observed for k-carrageenan are formed under

normal salt conditions. (We note, however, that Grinberg et al. found evidence, from

differential scanning calorimetry, of a second cooperative conformational transition occur-

ring at high concentrations of KCl at temperatures below the coil-to-helix transition of

i-carrageenan [220].) i-Carrageenan gels have a storage modulus of the same order of

magnitude as k-carrageenan in aqueous NaI, but the phase angle is lower for i-carrageenan

and the frequency dependence of G’ is less, suggesting more long-lived associations [194]. One

factor contributing to this difference may be the larger thermal stability (higher transition

temperature) of i-carrageenan helices, but there may, of course, also be differences in the

mode of association. Under normal salt conditions, the i-carrageenan helices are in a good

solvent but, strangely, they do not seem to form nematic phases [60]. An increased tendency

toward branching on the double-helical level might explain the observed differences between

i-carrageenan and k-carrageenan gels in good solvents, but this point certainly requires

further investigation. It seems clear, nevertheless, that i-carrageenan gels are dynamically

arrested nonequilibrium systems, as they do not recover entirely from a shear treatment [212].

Early on, Rees and coworkers suggested [10,11] that the branching of carrageenan double

helices is caused by helix-incompatible kink units, which force the individual chains to

combine with several partners. In agreement with this model, they found that fragmentation

of the chains by selective removal of the kinks resulted in nongelling carrageenans [55]. The

latter result is not entirely conclusive, as the depolymerization in itself could destroy the

particular their finding of a maximum in the apparent molar mass of helical i-carrageenan

containing a low fraction of kinks, provide new support for the idea that kinks are important

for the branching of carrageenan networks.

8.6 FOOD APPLICATIONS

8.6.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The practical use of carrageenans in China extends back to ancient times, and within recorded

history extracts from red seaweeds are known to have been employed traditionally by Bretons

and by the Irish to promote the gelling of milk. Carrageenan is a generic term for the sulfated

galactans from several red seaweed sources, as many as seven different families providing

acceptable raw material. About 60 years ago seaweed extracts came to be processed on a

commercial scale in the United States, with Chondrus crispus (Irish moss) and Gigartina

stellata, emanating from North Atlantic coastal regions, as the main algal sources. At present

other Gigartina spp. are harvested off the Atlantic coasts of North Africa and South America

and the western seaboard of South America. Hypnea and Eucheuma spp. come from the

islands of Indonesia and the Philippines. Hundreds of different products containing carra-

geenans are used today; global production greatly exceeds that of agars [221], and
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double helices for i-carrageenan than for k-carrageenan (see Section 8.5.1.1), there is no

ability to gel. However, recent studies by van de Velde et al. [165] (see Section 8.5.3.3), in



indeed carrageenans as a class constitute one of the major texturizing agents in the food

industry [9,222].

The extraction process is simple in principle: hot water treatment of washed, red seaweeds

yielding viscous solutions that are filtered under pressure with the aid of diatomaceous earths.

Carrageenans coagulate in fibrous form upon addition of ethanol; vacuum drying and milling

then give a product that ideally is virtually colorless, odorless, and tasteless. A modern

approach has been to extract first under mild conditions with dilute NaOH solutions, then

with lime, and to precipitate the polysaccharide by adding 2-propanol; gelling and nongelling

fractions are then obtained by extraction with 2.5% KCl solution [223]. One way of ap-

proaching the purification of carrageenans is to remove cellulose and hemicelluloses by means

of enzymes before proceeding to the extraction and isolation steps [224]. Percival and

McDowell [225] have described the application of sequential extraction procedures.

Carrageenan is marketed by Sanofi Bio-industries [226] under the registered names

Santiagel and Santiagum, and by Marine Colloids Corporation [227] who hold numerous

patents governing its preparation and application. Salts rather than the free-acid forms are

marketed, as otherwise hydrolysis accompanied by depolymerization (from acceptable mol.

wts. of 105 upward) could occur. A solution pH of about 9 is desirable.

Carrageenan is a generic term for the colloids from several red seaweed sources, as many

as seven different families providing acceptable raw material. The traditional distinction

between carrageenan fractions (the precipitation of k- by added KCl, for example) is based

upon practical considerations of water solubility in the presence of different cations.

k-Carrageenan, in common with i-carrageenan and l-carrageenan, is soluble in hot (8008C)

water, and, as the sodium salt, in cold (2008C) water; Kþ, Ca2þ, and NHþ4 ions cause swelling.

In a similar manner the sodium salt of i-carrageenan is soluble in cold water, and Ca2þ ions

produce swelling to give a thixotropic product. l-Carrageenan itself is cold-water soluble, and

confers high viscosity, without gelling; its value as a thickening agent is thus paramount,

because addition of sucrose to 50% concentration or NaCl to 10% (if the temperature is

raised) does not cause separation from aqueous solution. The strongest gels form with Kþ

and k-carrageenan, and with Ca2þ and i-carrageenan, syneresis occurring with the former

combination. There is a tendency for particular species to yield enhanced quantities of one

fraction or another fraction, e.g., from E. cottonii the k-carrageenan, from E. spinosum the

i-carrageenan, and from Gigartina acicularis and Chondrus crispus the l-carrageenan. Struc-

tural variations (proportions of sulfate and consequently numbers of anionic sites per repeat-

ing unit; positions of sulfate hemiester groups) now form the basis for the types denoted by

Greek letters, not only those mentioned but also b, m, n, u, and so on. The sulfation patterns

of the A and B D-galactopyranosyl units for these types of carrageenan are, respectively,

nonsulfated, 4S6S, 4S2S6S, and 2S2S. The B units are 3,6-AG in b- and u-carrageenans

[51,52]. Mention should be made too of furcellaran (‘‘Danish agar’’ from Furcellaria lumbi-

calis), which is less sulfated than even k-carrageenan but has similar uses. The interplay of

primary covalently bonded structures, ordered helices, and the gelation process forms the

basis of Section 8.2 to Section 8.5.

Carrageenans are versatile as food additives, as they are capable of binding water,

promoting gel formation, and acting as thickeners and stabilizing agents; further advantages

lie in the improvement of palatability and appearance. Traditional classification of food

applications depends on whether carrageenan is added to a milk system [228,229], or to an

of the polysaccharide than in the absence of the casein, the strongly anionic character of the

l-carrageenans could in milk be up to ten times as great as in water. Lowering of the
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aqueous system lacking the casein that interacts so strongly. (See Table 8.1, including Refs.

polysaccharide turning out to be the cause. Similarly, the viscosity attainable by using i- and

[230,231].) In milk products, gels form with k-carrageenan at a far lower (�1/5) concentration



molecular weight of the polysaccharide hardly affects these relative characteristics, though it

is generally not desirable to blend carrageenan powders with acidic substances for the reason

given above.

The widespread uses of k-carrageenan in food preparations include the important range of

dairy desserts (milk gels [232], flans, custards, chocolate milks, and ice creams), and meat

preserves including pet foods [233,234]. i-Carrageenan finds similar uses in the food industry

[235,236], and in cosmetics. The ability of l-carrageenan to remain in solution leads to its

application in salad dressings and sauces. Breadmaking is another outlet for carrageenans of

various types [237].

There are official purity specifications, for which typical allowed limits are: volat-

iles, <12%; sulfate content 15–40%; acid-insoluble ash <1%, and total ash <40%. There are

also minimum viscosity levels. Measured on a Brookfield instrument at specified shear rates,

typical values for 1.5% aqueous solutions range from 5 to 800 Pa s at 758C. Viscosity increases

nearly linearly with concentration, and non-Newtonian behavior develops particularly if the

molecular weight is high. Normally an exponential decrease in viscosity occurs on cooling.

The strong tendency for the carrageenans to sequester metal ions means that special care

should be taken to limit the content of such heavy metals as As, Pb, Cu, and Zn. A warning

note concerning undesirable medical effects has been struck regarding the consumption of

carrageenan, among other products [238]. However, in general, carrageenans are classified

worldwide as very safe, and are a source of dietary fiber.

8.6.2 DAIRY APPLICATIONS

Both Davidson [239] and Stanley [240] have described the incorporation of carrageenans (k, i,

and l) in milk-based products in such detail that for a complete account the reader is referred

types of carrageenans are used at a concentration of up to 0.3% or sometimes more in various

milk gels (cooked flans, custards, and starch-based fillings [242] ), whipped cream, milk

shakes, and yoghurt. In frozen desserts and milk products the carrageenan level may be

considerably lower (�0.03%). Carrageenan is able to interact with substances other than

k-casein in processed food, with sodium or calcium phosphates for example, to give superior

TABLE 8.1
Food Applications of Carrageenans

Dairy,a dessert, beverage Ice cream, cheeses Stabilizer and emulsifier

Instant puddings Stabilizer and emulsifier

Chocolate milk Stabilizer and emulsifier

Coffee cream substitutes Stabilizer and emulsifier

Whipped toppings Stabilizer and emulsifier

Sorbets Gelling agent

Dessert gels and powders Gelling agent

Low-energy jelliesb Gelling agent

Meat Relishes and sauces Gelling agent

Low-fat meats,c sausages Gelling agent

Canned pet foods Gelling agent

aAnalysis described in Ref. [127].
bAnalysis described in Ref. [128].
c
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Often combined with a galactomannan or xanthan gum (see text and Chapter 15).

to the works cited and the publication of Anderson et al. [241, cf. 241a]. In summary, all three



properties [243]. Carrageenan may also act as a secondary stabilizer, in combination with

systems such as are found in ice creams and sherbets.

8.6.3 WATER APPLICATIONS

storage, and in this respect carrageenan gels, which have a high melting range and retain their

consistency, may be more than adequate low-calorie substitutes [240,248–250]. Improvement

of the rigid gel formed from the k-carrageenan may also [240] be effected by incorporation of

the galactomannan locust-bean gum (though lack of clarity, which is not always important,

may result), or by further admixture with i-carrageenan. As referred to above, the sodium

salts of k- and i-carrageenan are soluble in cold water, with gelation produced by addition of

Kþ or Ca2þ. Incorporation levels in the gel range from 0.5 to 1%.

Fruit drink mixes containing l-carrageenan, or k-carrageenan as the sodium salt, produce

at 0.2% concentration improved body and a pleasant mouth feel. Colloidal stabilization of

beer has been covered by a patent [251]. Preparation of sorbet, containing fruit purée and

sweetener, requires careful regulation of the proportions and concentrations of added stabil-

izers, as a gelling carrageenan is mixed as a rule with a comparable amount of galactomannan

(guar or locust-bean gum) or a pectin. Pet foods are an important outlet for mixed k- and

i-carrageenan together with a galactomannan; separation of lipid is thereby inhibited and

body imparted to the gravy component. Here, prior extraction of the carrageenan from its

ground, dried seaweed source may be unnecessary if alkali treatment is included in the

preparation of the product. Relishes and sauces are generally improved by the incorporation

of carrageenans (k- or i-) at concentrations of about 0.5%. Meat products can be prepared

with lower fat content if carrageenans are used, generally in combination with a galactoman-

nan, and both fish and poultry benefit in respect of recovery and properties, such as water

retention, from addition of carrageenans prior to processing [252].
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

Occurring as a structural component in marine brown algae (Phaeophyceae) and as capsular

polysaccharides in soil bacteria, alginates are quite abundant in nature. The annual industrial

production is about 30,000 metric tons, which is probably less than 10% of the material

biosynthesized annually in the standing macroalgae crops. As macroalgae may also be

cultivated — as done to a very large extent in mainland China — and as production by

fermentation is technically possible (although not economically feasible at the moment), the

sources for industrial production of alginate may be regarded as unlimited even for a steadily

growing industry.

In addition to food uses, the other two major outlets are pharmaceutical applications and

technical uses as print paste in the textile industry. There is also a large potential for alginate

in biotechnological applications. Both high-tonnage (solid support media for plant propaga-

tion and artificial seeds [1,2] ) and high-value applications (encapsulation of living cells for in

vivo use) are discussed in the literature [3,4].

The latter type of application has been a driving force for research aimed at understanding

structure–function relationships in alginates at an increasingly detailed level, which again may

trigger more advanced uses in food products. Our intention in this chapter is to give a state-

of-the-art review of our understanding of the structure–function relationships of the alginate

system as such, without discussing in detail how a certain physical property is utilized in a

particular mixed food product. A bibliography of the food uses of alginate may be found in

Section 9.6. The authors belong to an institute that has been involved in alginate research for

about 50 years, and the alginate story will be told as viewed from this position.

9.1.1 SOURCE

Alginate, which was first described by the British chemist Stanford [5] in 1881, exists in brown

algae as the most abundant polysaccharide, comprising up to 40% of the dry matter. It

is located in the intercellular matrix as a gel containing sodium, calcium, magnesium,

strontium, and barium ions [6]. Its main function is believed to be skeletal, giving both

strength and flexibility to the algal tissue. Because of its ability to retain water and its gelling,

viscosifying and stabilizing properties, alginate is widely used industrially. The technical

application of alginate forms the basis of the exploitation of brown seaweeds in the western

hemisphere.

Exocellular polymeric material resembling alginates from brown algae is also produced by

soil bacteria such as Azotobacter vinelandii [7] and A. crococcum [8] and several species of

Pseudomonas [9]. A. vinelandii has been evaluated as a source for industrial production, but at

present all commercial alginates are extracted from algal sources.

9.1.2 PRODUCTION OF ALGINATE

first step the insoluble alginate with a counterion composition determined by the ion-

exchange equilibrium with seawater (Naþ, Mg2þ, Ca2þ Sr2þ, etc.) is ion-exchanged with

protons (i.e., acidified) by extracting the milled algal tissue with 0.1–0.2 M mineral acid. In

the second step the alginic acid is brought into solution by neutralization with alkali such as
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The extraction of alginate from algal material is schematically illustrated in Figure 9.1. In the



sodium carbonate or sodium hydroxide to form water-soluble sodium alginate. After removal

of algal particles by extensive separation procedures such as sifting, flotation, centrifugation,

and filtration, the soluble sodium alginate is precipitated by the addition of alcohol, calcium

chloride, or mineral acid, reconverted to the sodium form if needed, and finally dried and

milled.

9.2 ALGINATE CHEMISTRY

9.2.1 COMPOSITION

In molecular terms alginate is a family of unbranched binary copolymers of (1!4)-linked

of widely varying composition and sequential structure. Alginate was believed to be a

homopolymeric mannuronan until 1958, when Fisher and Dörfel [10] showed that hydro-

lysates of both commercially and laboratory-produced alginates contained L-guluronic acid in

addition to D-mannuronic acid. It is now well established that except for some bacterial

alginates [11], alginate contains L-guluronic acid in various proportions depending on the

organism and tissue from which it is isolated [6].

9.2.2 SEQUENCE

The first information about the sequential structure of alginates emerged from the work of

Haug et al. [6,12–15]. By partial acidic hydrolysis and fractionation, they were able to

separate alginate into three fractions of widely differing composition. Two of these contained

almost homopolymeric molecules of guluronic and mannuronic acid, respectively, while a

third fraction consisted of nearly equal proportions of both monomers and was shown to

contain a large number of MG dimer residues. It was concluded that alginate was a true block

copolymer composed of homopolymeric regions of M and G, termed M- and G-blocks,

Ca, Mg, and Sr-Alginate
in algal particles

HClPre-extraction

Alginic acid

Neutralization
Wash, filtration

Na2CO3 or NaOH

Na2CO3

Na2CO3

Sodium alginate

Ca2+
Precipitation

Ca-alginate

Alginic acid

Sodium alginate

HCl

HCl

Alginic acid

Sodium alginate

FIGURE 9.1 Procedure for isolation of alginate from seaweed.
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b-D-mannuronic acid (M) and a-L-guluronic acid (G) residues (see Figure 9.2a and Figure 9.2b)



respectively, interspersed with regions of alternating structure (MG-blocks). Later work using

specific degrading enzymes [16–18] and NMR spectroscopy [19] has shown that in the

alternating blocks the sequences of GGM and MMG were also present. This suggested that

the original idealized block concept was an oversimplification (see Figure 9.2c).

9.2.2.1 Statistical Treatment and NMR Spectroscopy

In a series of papers [20–22] it has been shown that alginates have no regular repeating unit.

Furthermore, the distribution of the monomers along the polymer chain cannot be described

by Bernoullian statistics, except in some fractionated alginates from Ascophyllum nodosum

[19]. Accordingly, knowledge of the monomeric composition is not sufficient to determine the

sequential structure of alginates. Other statistical models for describing the nonrandom,

nonrepeating structure of alginates, similar to the one used for addition copolymerization,

have been suggested by Painter and coworkers [20] and Smidsrød and Whittington [22]. In

these models polymerization was simulated with probabilities of adding one unit to the

growing chain determined by the identity of the nearest unit (first-order Markov chain) [20]

or both the nearest and the next-nearest unit (second-order Markov chain) [21,22]. By

simulating random depolymerization and comparing the oligomer distribution with experi-

mental data [21], the results indicated that the second-order Markov model seemed to be

required for a general description of monomer sequence in alginates.
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FIGURE 9.2 The monomers of alginate, Haworth conformation. (a) M: b-D-mannuronate; G:

a-L-guluronate. (b) The alginate chain, chair conformation, (c) Symbolic representation of an alginate

chain. M: b-D-mannuronate; G: a-L-guluronate.
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Methods for characterization of alginates with references are given in Table 9.1.



But at that time, however, knowledge about the detailed structure of alginate was limited.

Such data became available only after the introduction of high-resolution 1H- and 13C-NMR

1H-NMR spectra of alginates). These powerful techniques have made it possible to determine

the monad frequencies FM and FG, the four nearest-neighboring (diad) frequencies FGG, FMG,

FGM, FMM, and the eight next-nearest neighboring (triad) frequencies FGGG, FGGM, FMGG,

FMGM, FMMM, FMMG, FGMM, and FGMG. Knowledge of these frequencies enabled the

average block length to be calculated NG ¼ FG=FMG and NM ¼ FM=FMG, or, by excluding

single G and M units from the averages, NG>1 ¼ (FG � FMGM)=FGGM and NM>1 ¼
(FM � FGMG)=FMMG. The sequential parameters determined by NMR spectroscopy were

used to test the validity of various statistical approaches for the description of the sequential

structure of alginates. The sequential parameters thus obtained were compared to those

calculated for random distribution experimentally (Bernoullian statistics), large deviations

were found, especially for the triad frequencies in alginates rich in guluronic acid [26]. It has

been stated [27–30], however that since the sequential structure of alginates is not attributed

to a copolymerization process, but rather generated by polymer-modifying enzymes, the

mannuronan C-5 epimerases, the chain cannot be Markovian. Instead, a process based on

cooperative polymer modification has been suggested as a more appropriate model. Theor-

etical models for such polymer-modification processes have been described by Platé et al. [28]

and Gonzales and Kehr [29].

At present, the best description of an alginate chain population is derived by applying

NMR data to assign values for the conditional probabilities in a second-order Markov chain

and generating the chain population accordingly [31]. In an alginate chain population the

composition and sequence of each chain will not be alike, as demonstrated by leakage

experiments [31]; this technique is also useful for a theoretical description of the polydispersity

of alginates with respect to chemical composition. Experimental data for the composition

distribution of alginates may be obtained by fractionation methods [15,32], and detailed

comparison of theoretical and experimental data are in progress [33].

TABLE 9.1
Methods for Characterization of Alginates

Property Method Ref.

Concentration Colorimetry [147–149]

Ion-binding complex formation [150,151]

Molecular weight/molecular

weight distribution

Viscometry, osmometry, light scattering,

GPC/LALLS

[56,152]

Composition Colorimetry [147]

Ion-exchange chromatography [153,154]

IR spectroscopy [155]

Circular dichroism [156]

Gas–liquid chromatography [157]

HPLC [158,159]

NMR spectroscopy [23,24]

Enzymatic methods [18,160]

Sequential structure NMR spectroscopy [23,24,26]

Gel structure MRI [161]
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spectroscopy [23–26] in the sequential analysis of alginate (see Figure 9.3 for examples of



9.2.2.2 Source Dependence

Commercial alginates are produced mainly from Laminaria hyperborea, Macrocystis pyrifera,

Laminaria digitata, and A. nodosum and to a lesser extent from Laminaria japonica, Ecklonia

tial parameters (determined by high-field NMR spectroscopy) for samples of these alginates.

The composition and sequential structure may, however, vary according to seasonal and

growth conditions [6,34].

5.1 5.0 4.9 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.3

ppm

(e)

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Alginates

FIGURE 9.3 Typical 1H-NMR spectra of some alginates. (a) G-block fraction from L. hyperborea

stipes. (b) High-G alginate from L. hyperborea stipes. (c) Bacterial alginate from Pseudomonas spp.

(note the complete lack of signal between 4.3 and 4.5 ppm, indicating an alginate completely without

GG sequences). (d) MG-block fraction from A. nodosum. (e) M-block fraction from A. nodosum fruiting
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maxima, Lessonia nigrescens, and Sargassum spp. Table 9.2 and Table 9.3 give some sequen-

bodies. For peak assignments, see Ref. [26].



Generally, the highest content of a-L-guluronic acid is found in alginate prepared from

stipes of old L. hyperborea plants. Alginates from A. nodosum and L. japonica are character-

abundant commercial alginate, the alginate from M. pyrifera (the only alginate type in the

Sigma Chemicals catalog), gives gels with lower strength than those that are made from

L. hyperborea alginates but higher than those of other alginates with the same content of

guluronic acid. This is due to the unusual sequential arrangement of the monomers in

Macrocystis alginate, which is characterized by a high content of alternating structure

together with very long G-blocks [26,35]. The correlation between the average length of

G-blocks and the modulus of compression will be discussed in Section 9.5.4.2.

Alginates with more extreme compositions can be isolated from bacteria. A. vinelandii

produces O-acetylated alginate with a content of L-guluronic acid ranging from 15 to

TABLE 9.2
Composition and Sequence Parameters of Algal Alginates

Source FG FM FGG FMM FGM,MG

Laminaria longicrurisa 0.33 0.67 0.23 0.57 0.10

L. japonica 0.35 0.65 0.18 0.48 0.17

L. digitata 0.41 0.59 0.25 0.43 0.16

L. saccharinab

New blade 0.35 0.65 0.25 0.55 0.10

Old blade 0.46 0.54 0.32 0.40 0.14

L. brasiliensis

Blade 0.53 0.47 0.33 0.27 0.20

Stipe 0.54 0.46 0.31 0.23 0.23

L. hyperborea

Blade 0.55 0.45 0.38 0.28 0.17

Stipe 0.68 0.32 0.56 0.20 0.12

Outer cortex 0.75 0.25 0.66 0.16 0.09

Saccorhiza polyschidesb

Blade 0.58 0.42 0.46 0.30 0.12

Stipe 0.49 0.51 0.34 0.36 0.15

Lessonia nigrescensa 0.38 0.62 0.19 0.43 0.19

Ecklonia maxima 0.45 0.55 0.22 0.32 0.32

Macrocystis pyrifera 0.39 0.61 0.16 0.38 0.23

Egregia laevigataa 0.43 0.57 0.26 0.40 0.17

Eisenia bicyclisa 0.38 0.62 0.25 0.49 0.13

Durvillea antarctica 0.29 0.71 0.15 0.57 0.14

Ascophyllum nodosum

Fruiting body 0.10 0.90 0.04 0.84 0.06

Old tissue 0.36 0.64 0.16 0.44 0.20

Hormosira banksiib 0.39 0.61 0.35 0.57 0.04

Himanthalia elongata 0.39 0.61 0.21 0.43 0.18

Dictyosiphon foeniculaceus 0.67 0.33 0.61 0.27 0.06

Elachista fucicola 0.78 0.22 0.68 0.12 0.10

Scytosiphon lomentariaa 0.50 0.50 0.41 0.41 0.09

aData provided by Bjørn Larsen.
bData provided by Mentz Indergaard.

Source: From Oates, C.G., and Ledward, D.A., Food Hydrocoll., 4(3), 215, 1990.
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ized by a low content of G-blocks and a low gel-strength (see also Section 9.5.4.2). The most



90% [36]. Alginate-like molecules are also produced by various species of Pseudomonas.

Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which is an oppositional pathogen in cystic fibrosis patients, pro-

duces acetylated polymers of high molecular weight containing 0–45% guluronic acid. The

most conspicuous structural difference between Pseudomonas alginates and those derived

from Azotobacter and algae is the total lack of contiguously linked guluronic acid residues in

the former. NMR analysis of alginates from a range of pseudomonads (see Table 9.3) indicate

that these organisms are unable to produce polymers containing G-blocks, and consequently

these alginates are of little interest as gel formers [11]. Alginate with a high content of

guluronic acid can also be prepared from special algal tissues such as the outer cortex of

modification in vitro using mannuronan C-5 epimerase from A. vinelandii [35]. These enzymes

are able to introduce G-blocks into an existing alginate polymer, producing polymers with

very good gel-forming properties.

9.3 BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION AND BIOSYNTHESIS

A special feature of alginates used as gums in the food industry is the fact that the chemical

composition ranges from almost pure polymannuronate to polymers containing more than

70% guluronate residues, giving very diverse physical properties. By understanding how

nature synthesizes and utilizes alginates for different physiological purposes and by learning

the biosynthetic route to alginates of different composition and function, one opens up the

possibility of tailoring alginates to have special chemical and physical properties to suit

specific uses. We shall therefore look into some of the details of the biological functions

and the biosynthesis of alginates.

The biosynthesis of alginate is unique in the sense that the block structure and hence the

ion-binding and gel-forming capacities are introduced in a postpolymerization step catalyzed

by C-5 epimerases. This in-chain conversion of mannuronic acid residues to guluronic acid

explains both the apparent lack of repeating unit in alginates and the nonrandom distribution

of the two uronic acid residues along the polymer chain. This mechanism is also partly

responsible for the compositional heterogeneity found in most alginate samples. Knowledge

about alginate biosynthesis is essential for a better understanding of the various structural

and functional aspects of alginates.

9.3.1 BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION OF ALGINATES

9.3.1.1 Function in Brown Algae

The biological significance of alginate in brown algae is generally believed to be that of a

structure-forming component. The intercellular alginate gel matrix gives the plants both

TABLE 9.3
Composition and Sequence of Bacterial Alginates

Bacteria Composition FG Sequence FGG Acetyl d.a.

Azotobacter vinelandii 0.05–0.90 0.02–0.85 0.02–0.6

Pseudomonas aeruginosa <0.50 0.0 0.2–1.2

P. putida <0.50 0.0 0.2–1.2

P. mendocina <0.50 0.0 0.2–1.2

P. fluorescens <0.50 0.0 0.2–1.2
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old stipes of L. hyperborea (see Table 9.2), by chemical fractionation [15,32], or by enzymatic



mechanical strength and flexibility [37]. This relation between structure and function is

reflected in the compositional difference of alginates in different algae or between different

tissues in the same plant. In L. hyperborea, an alga that grows in very exposed coastal areas,

the stipe and holdfast have a very high content of guluronic acid, giving high mechanical

rigidity to the tissue. The blades of the same alga, which float in the streaming water, have an

alginate characterized by a lower G content, giving a more flexible texture.

9.3.1.2 Function in Bacteria

The biological function of alginate in bacteria is not fully understood. It has been shown [38]

that alginate production is a mandatory requirement for cyst formation in A. vinelandii. Cysts

are metabolically dormant cells characterized by several layers of polysaccharide material

around the cell. This polysaccharide coating protects the cells from desiccation and mechan-

ical stress, and cysts have been reported to survive in dry soil for several years. Under

favorable conditions, including the presence of water, the polysaccharide coating swells and

the cysts germinate, divide, and regenerate to vegetative cells [38]. The structural significance

of alginates in the formation of microcysts by A. vinelandii explains neither the abundant

production of exopolymer by vegetative cells under conditions not favoring cyst formation

nor the role of alginate in pseudomonads. It is therefore reasonable to believe that alginate

(like other microbial exopolysaccharides) has no single function in the vegetative cell itself,

but rather exhibits a multitude of properties that protect the cells under various environmen-

tal conditions.

9.3.2 BIOSYNTHESIS

9.3.2.1 Biosynthesis in Brown Algae

In the classical work of Lin and Hassid [39,40], the biosynthetic route in the brown algae,

from mannose to the incorporation of D-mannuronic acid into a polymer fraction, was

elucidated. In a cell-free system made from Fucus gardneri, these workers were able to detect

enzymes responsible for the alginate biosynthesis scheme shown in Figure 9.4. These enzymes

included hexokinase, phosphomannose isomerase, and D-mannose-1-phosphate guanylyl

transferase catalyzing the formation of the sugar nucleotide GDP-D-mannose. Lin and Hassid

D-Fructose-6-  P

D-Mannose-6- P

D-Mannose-1- P

GDP-Mannose

GDP-D-Mannuronic acid 

Mannuronan (ManA)n+1

Alginate

GTP

PPi

2 NAD+ 

NADH + 2H+

-M-M-G-G-M-G-M-G-M-M-

(ManA)n

FIGURE 9.4 Biosynthesis path for alginate.
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further demonstrated the activity of guanosine diphosphate mannose dehydrogenase in

oxidizing GDP-D-mannose to GDP-D-mannuronic acid, and finally that of the transferase,

incorporating mannuronic acid residues into a growing chain of alginate. The authors also

isolated and identified GDP-D-mannuronic acid and traces of another sugar nucleotide,

which they believed to be GDP-L-guluronic acid. However, the incorporation of this latter

compound into a polymer fraction was not achieved. They failed also to detect any enzyme

with the capacity to epimerize GDP-D-mannuronic acid into what was expected to be the

other donor substance in the polymerization step, GDP-L-guluronic acid.

The first evidence of another possible mechanism was published by Hellebust and Haug

[41] in 1969. In their study of the biosynthesis of alginic acid from photoassimilated H14CO�3
in various tissues of L. digitata, they found that alginate was mainly synthesized in the light,

and in this period the label was selectively incorporated into the M-blocks. In the dark, when

the net synthesis of alginate was very low and the activity in the M-blocks remained constant,

a considerable increase in the activity of the MG-blocks and the G-blocks took place. The

explanation came shortly afterwards [42] in 1971 with Larsen and Haug’s study of the

biosynthesis of polyuronides in the soil bacterium A. vinelandii. These authors revealed

the existence of an enzyme that was able to introduce L-guluronic acid residues into alginate

by epimerizing D-mannuronic acid residues in the polymer chain. The existence of the same

pathway in brown algae suggested by an in vivo study of alginate synthesis in L. digitata [41]

was finally confirmed in 1973 when Madgwick et al. [43] were able to prepare a cell-free

extract from Pelvetia canaliculata with mannuronan C-5 epimerase activity. Since then the

presence of C-5 epimerase has been reported in a wide range of brown algae [44]. Most of

the present information about alginate biosynthesis, the C-5 epimerization step in particular,

comes from the study of bacteria.

9.3.2.2 Biosynthesis in Bacteria

In contrast to P. aeruginosa, A. vinelandii is a stable producer of acetylated block-structured

alginates under various culture conditions and is regarded as a potential source of alginates

for technical use. Several industrial laboratories have sought to elucidate the biosynthetic

pathway, growing conditions, and bacterial physiology, leading to production of polysac-

charides. Exopolysaccharide is produced by A. vinelandii grown on a range of mono- and

disaccharides such as glucose, fructose, mannose, sucrose and lactose, and mannitol. Gener-

ally, exopolysaccharide production in a microorganism is induced by the limitation of an

essential nutrient other than the carbon and energy source. A high C:N ratio has often been

regarded as the most significant environmental condition for polysaccharide accumulation.

Enhanced exopolysaccharide production in A. vinelandii under nutritional stress has been

reported for a wide range of nutrients [45].

The alginates produced from A. vinelandii can vary widely in molecular weight, probably

due to the presence of an endo alginate lyase. The level of calcium ions in the growth medium

affects both the production and the chemical composition of the exopolymer. When the level

of calcium ions in the medium is kept low, the exopolymers have a low content of guluronic

acid (10–20%), whereas by increasing the content of calcium, products having a much higher

proportion of guluronic acid residues are obtained. These observations led to the discovery of

a C-5 epimerase, capable of converting D-mannuronic acid into L-guluronic acid at the

polymer level [42].

In contrast to what was found for brown algae, the mannuronan C-5 epimerase was the

first enzyme to be reported in the metabolic pathway of alginate in bacteria and will be

discussed in detail below. The other enzymes catalyzing the reactions from sucrose to GDP-

mannose have been studied in vitro in cell-free systems and were first identified by Pindar and
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Bucke [45]. Starting with sucrose as carbon source, the disaccharide is cleaved by invertase,

and the fructose produced is phosphorylated by a hexokinase before entering the alginate

onstrated in a species of Fucus by Lin and Hassid [39,40] (see Figure 9.4) until GDP-

mannuronic acid is formed. This compound is the donor molecule in the transferase-catalyzed

reaction, probably involving a glycosyl carrier lipid of isoprenoid character, which gives a

homopolymeric mannuronan chain as the primary polymeric product. No evidence has been

obtained for the involvement of GDP-guluronic acid in the biosynthesis of alginates in

A. vinelandii. This indicates that the mannuronan C-5 epimerase is the key enzyme for

introduction of a-L-guluronic acid residues into the polymer chain.

9.3.2.3 Mannuronan C-5 Epimerases

During the last decade the genes encoding alginate biosynthesis have been identified and

sequenced in both P. aeruginosa [46] and P. syringae [47], and in A. vinelandii [48]. The genes

are arranged in a cluster and code for all the enzymes are given in Figure 9.4. The cluster is

similar in both Azotobacter and Pseudomonas and contains one gene, AlgG, coding for a

periplasmic epimerase with capacity to introduce single G-residues. This is the only C-5

epimerase found in P. aeruginosa, while in Azotobacter another gene cluster encodes a family

of seven different C-5 epimerases AlgE 1–7 [49]. These isoenzymes have been sequenced,

cloned, and expressed recombinantly in our laboratory. The AlgE epimerases are, in contrast

to the periplasmic AlgG, exported out of the cells where they act on the mannuronan at the

cell surface or in the exocellular environment.

Although these isoenzymes exhibit a high degree of homology, their properties vary with

respect to efficiency, temperature stability and, most importantly, epimerization pattern. While

AlgE4 (see Figure 9.5) introduces only single G-residues in a processive manner, AlgeE1 and 6

are typical G-block forming enzymes [50]. The two latter enzymes are also highly effective in

epimerizing an M-residue flanked by G, thus leading to G-block condensation.
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FIGURE 9.5 Mode of action for the AlgE4 mannuronan C-5 epimerase.
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biosynthetic pathway as fructose 6-phosphate (Figure 9.4). The synthesis proceeds as dem-



Some of the AlgE epimerases (AlgE5 and 7) possess lyase activity [51], making them

unsuitable for upgrading of alginates. Some properties of the Azotobacter enzymes are

summarized in Table 9.4. The epimerases can be used to generate alginates with various

structures. Starting from homopolymeric mannuronan produced by an AlgG negative mutant

of P. fluorescens [52], polyalternating or homopolymeric G alginates can be formed in vitro by

Although a corresponding epimerase activity has been demonstrated in a wide range of

brown algae, their properties and their role in the biosynthesis of alginate are still elusive. There

is, however, indicative evidence that the polymer-modifying process does play a dominant role

in brown algae synthesis. This comes typically from the nonrandom structure in algal polymers

and from the large difference in composition between old and newly synthesized tissue. Re-

cently, a multigenic family of genes coding for C-5 epimerase activity has been identified in L.

digitata [53], this is the first identified gene involved in the synthesis of alginate in brown algae.

9.4 POLYMER PROPERTIES

9.4.1 MOLECULAR WEIGHT AND MOLECULAR WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION

9.4.1.1 Molecular Weight Averages

Alginates, like polysaccharides in general, are polydisperse with respect to molecular weight.

In this aspect they resemble synthetic polymers rather than other biopolymers such as

proteins and nucleic acids. This may be for two different reasons: (a) polysaccharides are

not coded for in the DNA of the organism, but are synthesized by polymerase enzymes, and

(b) during extraction there is substantial depolymerization of the polymer. Because of this

polydispersity, the molecular weight of an alginate is an average over the whole distribution

of molecular weights.

TABLE 9.4
The Seven AlgE Epimerases from A. vinelandii

A, 385 amino acids, R, 155 amino acids. 

Products

AlgE1 147.2 

AgE2 103.1l

AlgE3 191    

AlgE4 57.7 

AlgE5 103.7 

AlgE6 90.2 

AlgE7 90.4 

Bifunctional
G-blocks
+ MG-blocks

G-blocks (short)

MG-blocks

G-blocks (long)

Lyase activity
+ G-blocks
+ MG-blocks

A1 R1

A1 R1 R2 R3

A1 R1 R2 R3

A2A1 R1 R2 R3 R4

A1 R1 R2 R3 R4

R5 R6 R7A2A1 R1 R2 R3 R4

A1 R1 R2 R3 R4

Type   [kDa]     Modular Structure

G-blocks (medium)

Bifunctional
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treating the polymer with AlgE4 or AlgE6, respectively (see Figure 9.6).



There are several methods of averaging, the two most common methods are the number-

average, Mn (which weighs the polymer molecules according to the number of molecules

having a specific molecular weight), and the weight-average, Mw (which weighs the polymer

molecules according to the weight of molecules having a specific molecular weight). In a

population of molecules where Ni is the number of molecules and wi the weight of molecules

having a specific molecular weight Mi, these two averages are defined as:

Mn ¼
P

i NiMi
P

i Ni

(9:1)

Mw ¼
P

i wiMi
P

i wi

¼
P

i NiM
2
i

P

i NiMi

(9:2)

In a polydisperse molecule population, the relation Mw > Mn is always valid, while for a

monodisperse molecule population Mw ¼Mn. For a randomly degraded polymer, we have

Mw � 2Mn [54]. The fraction Mw=Mn is called the polydispersity index (PI). A PI of less

than 2.0 may suggest that some fractionation has occurred during the production process.

Precipitation, solubilization, filtration, washing, or other separating procedures may have

caused loss of the high molecular weight fraction or the low molecular weight tail of the

distribution. A PI of greater than 2.0 indicates a wider distribution. This suggests mixing of

products of different molecular weights to obtain a sample of a certain average molecular

weight or that a nonrandom degradation of the polymer has occurred during the production

process or in the raw material before extraction.

The molecular weight distribution can have implications for the uses of alginates, as low

molecular weight fragments containing only short G-blocks may not take part in gel-network

Chemical shift (ppm)

4.44.54.64.74.84.95.05.15.2

Mannuronan

FG = 0

AlgE4

FG = 0.47

AlgE6

FG = 0.92

G-1

GG-5M

G-5G

M-1M
MG-5M

M-1G

FIGURE 9.6 Mannuronan treated with different C-5 epimerases; resulting chemical composition and

sequence.
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formation and consequently do not contribute to the gel strength. Furthermore, in some high-

tech applications, the leakage of mannuronate-rich fragments from alginate gels may cause

problems [31,55], and a narrow molecular weight distribution is advantageous.

The polydispersity of alginate samples is dependent on the treatment of the samples. Some

of the glycosidic bonds are more susceptible to acid hydrolysis [21], and because of the block-

like structure of alginates, extensive hydrolysis may result in very broad or even bimodal

molecular weight distributions. The bimodal molecular weight distributions may occur

because of the tendency of the homopolymeric blocks to crystallize in acidic solution and

thereby be protected from acid hydrolysis [12]. Table 9.5 shows some examples of molecular

weights and polydispersity indices of alginates. By examining the table, it is interesting to note

that all of the commercial alginates seem to have a lower PI than laboratory-made samples

and, as indicated earlier, fractionation gives a lower PI while acid degradation seems to

increase the PI. It may be argued that the production process of commercial alginates involves

an involuntary fractionation of the polymer, as discussed above, due to selective losses in a

complicated extraction and purification procedure.

9.4.1.2 Molecular Weight Distribution

Martinsen et al. [56] also reported on the analytical and semipreparative GPC of alginates,

and the elution profile of a GPC/LALLS experiment on an alginate with a PI of 2.0 is shown

is very broad, spanning a range from �104 to �106 g/mol, that is, a 100-fold difference in

molecular weight between the fractions of lowest and highest molecular weight. For a general

9.4.2 MONOMER CONFORMATION

In order to understand the polymer properties of alginates, knowledge about the ring con-

formations of the monomers is necessary. In 1970, x-ray diffraction studies of mannuronate-

rich and guluronate-rich alginates showed that the guluronate residues in homopolymeric

TABLE 9.5
Molecular Weight Averages and Polydispersity Indices of Some Alginates

Sources Treatment

Mw 3 10–3

(g/mol)

Mn 3 10–3

(g/mol) Mw /Mn Ref.

L. digitata Lab. extracted 544 3.0 67

L. hyperborea Commercial 217 109 2.0 56

L. hyperborea Commercial, after GPC fractionation 216 150 1.4 56

M. pyrifera Commercial 210 84 2.6 56

M. pyrifera Commercial, after GPC fractionation 207 120 1.7 56

L. hyperborea Lab. extracted 940 68

L. hyperborea Lab. extracted, acid-degraded 30 min 250 120 2.1 68

L. hyperborea Lab. extracted, acid-degraded 45 min 170 70 2.4 68

F. vesiculosus Lab. extracted 1640 68

F. vesiculosus Lab. extracted, acid-degraded 45 min 280 50 5.6 68

A. vinelandii Lab. extracted, acid-degraded 5 min 610 68

A. vinelandii Lab. extracted, acid-degraded 30 min 350 70 5.0 68

A. vinelandii Lab. extracted, acid-degraded 45 min 270 45 6.0 68
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in Figure 9.7. It can be seen that even with a PI of about 2.0, the molecular weight distribution

review on this theme, see Harding et al. [57].



blocks were in the 1C4 conformation [58], while the mannuronate residues had the 4C1

conformation (see Figure 9.8). The question of the conformation of guluronate in alternating

sequences was still not resolved, although in 1973 a combination of viscosity experiments and

statistical–mechanical calculations indicated that the stiffness of the chain blocks increased in

the order MG <MM < GG [59]. To obtain agreement between theoretical calculations and

experimental data, the guluronate residues had to be set in the 1C4 conformation in the

alternating sequences as well. This was eventually confirmed by 13C-NMR in 1977 [23]. It is

interesting to note that alginate contains all four possible glycosidic linkages: diequatorial

(MM), diaxial (GG), equatorial–axial (MG), and axial–equatorial (GM).

Since the 1C4 conformation of the guluronate residues makes the glycosidic linkage diaxial

in G-blocks, a large hindered rotation around the glycosidic linkage accounts for the stiff and

extended nature of the alginate chain. It is also possible to explain the ion-binding properties

simple and intuitive, has not been confirmed, and it has been indicated [61,62] that other

steric arrangements of the guluronic acid blocks may explain the characteristic ion-binding

properties of alginates.

0.2 1.0

0.1 0.5

0.0 0.0
10,000 1,000,000100,000

Molecular weight (g/mol)

Cum
MWD

W
i

FIGURE 9.7 Analytical gel permeation chromatogram of an alginate from L. hyperborea. FG ¼ 0.7;

Mw/Mn ¼ 2.1. Cum MWD, cumulative molecular weight distribution. (Data from Martinsen, A.,

Skjåk-Bræk, G., Smidsrød, O., Zanetti, F., and Paoletti, S., Carbohydr. Polym., 15, 171, 1991.)
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FIGURE 9.8 Chair conformations of alginate monomers. M: b-D-mannuronate; G: a-L-guluronate.
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of alginates by the so-called ‘‘egg-box’’ model [60] (see Section 9.5.1). This model, although



9.4.3 CHAIN CONFORMATION

Polysaccharides in general are stiff molecules. Except for inulin and the (1!6)-linked pyr-

anosidic polymers like dextran, rigid six-membered sugar rings and restricted rotation around

glycosidic bonds provide the high-chain stiffness characteristic of polysaccharides. If the

geometry of the glycosidic linkage restricts rotation in diequatorially and diaxially linked

polymers alike, this stiffness leads to highly extended chains. There is also the added extension

of polyelectrolytes because of ionic strength-dependent electrostatic repulsion between the

charged groups on the polymer chain (Figure 9.9).

Extrapolation of dimensions both to infinite ionic strength and to u conditions [63] yielded

relative dimensions for the neutral unperturbed alginate chain that was much higher than for

amylose derivatives and even slightly higher than for some cellulose derivatives. Viscosity

measurements at different ionic strengths have been applied [64] to estimate the chain stiffness

of the alginate molecule. An empirical B-value was applied [64], defined by S ¼ B�( [h]0.1)
v,

where [h]0.1 is the intrinsic viscosity at 0.1 M ionic strength and S ¼ D[h] / D1 /
p

I. This also

showed that the chain stiffness of sodium alginate was higher than that of carboxymethyl-

cellulose and much higher than those of dextran and amylose, but lower than that of double-

stranded DNA.

The large influence of the inherent stiffness of the molecular chain was elegantly demon-

strated by applying periodate oxidation [65]. This increased the flexibility of the molecular

chain without affecting the polymer–solvent interactions and led to a dramatic viscosity

decrease. An absolute comparison of the theoretically obtained stiffness parameters referred

to above [59] and experimental values until now has not been carried out because of lack of

detailed sequence data. A method of generating alginate chain populations based on NMR

data and Markov statistics has now been developed [31], allowing quantitative evaluation of

statistical–mechanical calculation results averaged over correct chain sequences and compari-

son of these data with experimental data obtained for similar alginate populations [66].
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FIGURE 9.9 Intrinsic viscosity, [h], of an alginate vs the ionic strength, I, and I�0.5. �: [h] vs I; D: [h]

vs I�0.5. (Data from Nakada, H.I., and Sweeney, P.C., J. Biol. Chem., 242, 845, 1967.)
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Another parameter reflecting chain stiffness and extension is the exponent in the Mark–

Houwink–Sakurada equation (also called the modified Staudinger equation):

[h] ¼ K �Ma (9:3)

where M is the molecular weight of the polymer and [h] is the intrinsic viscosity, as defined in

Section 9.5.4.1. In this equation, a ¼ 0 for globular proteins, a ¼ 1.8 for rodlike molecules,

and a ¼ 0.5 – 0.8 (depending on the effectiveness of the solvent) for random coil molecules.

Some measurements have been made on alginates [56,67,68], yielding a values ranging from

0.73 to 1.31 (see Table 9.6), depending on ionic strength and alginate composition. Detailed

of the types of sequences are clearly reflected when comparing exponents at I ¼ 0.1. The

L. hyperborea alginate, with its high content of guluronate and long G-blocks, is clearly

the most extended of the molecules. One low-G alginate can be found in Table 9.6: the alginate

from F. vesiculosus. Its long M-blocks have a lower extension than the high-G alginate, but still

the polymer is considerably less flexible than the alginates with a medium content of both

guluronate and mannuronate. The latter alginates (A. vinelandii, L. digitata, and M. pyrifera),

containing more equal amounts of mannuronate and guluronate, have a larger proportion of

the flexible alternating structures and therefore lower values of the exponent a.

9.5 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

9.5.1 MOLECULAR BASIS FOR ION BINDING

The ion-binding properties of alginates are the basis for their gelling properties. Alginates

show characteristic ion-binding properties in that their affinity for multivalent cations depend

on their composition, as demonstrated by Haug [6]. Characteristic affinities were shown to be

a property exclusive to polyguluronate, while polymannuronate was almost without selectiv-

ity. The affinity of alginates for alkaline earth metals increases in the order Mg �
Ca < Sr < Ba, in which respective alginates differ from some polyanions but resemble, for

example, pectic acid, whose affinity follows the scheme Mg � Ca, Sr < Ba.

TABLE 9.6
MHs Exponents for Different Alginates

Ionic Strength

(mol/l)

Laminaria

hyperboreaa

Fucus

vesiculosusa

Azotobacter

vinelandii a

Laminaria

digitatab

Laminaria

hyperboreac

Macrocvstis

pyriferac

0.01 1.31 1.21 1.08 1.15

0.1 1.11 1.00 0.91 1.0 1.13 0.92

0.2 1.06 0.94 0.86

0.5 1.00 0.89 0.82

1.0 0.87

1 0.82 0.80 0.73 0.84

Source: aFrom Mackie, W., Noy, R., and Sellen, D.B., Biopolymers, 19, 1839, 1980. bFrom Smidsrød, O., Carbohydr.

Res., 13, 359, 1970. cFrom Martinsen, A., Skjåk-Bræk, G., Smidsrød, O., Zanetti, F., and Paoletti, S., Carbohydr.

Polym., 15, 171, 1991.
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block information is not given in Table 9.4, but based on the data in Section 9.2.2.2, the effects



In the divalent–divalent ion-exchange equilibrium

Alg2MeI þMe2þ
II  !Alg2MeII þMe2þ

I

the selectivity coefficient k
Me2þ

II

Me2þ
I

is defined by

k
Me2þ

II

Me2þ
I

¼
XMe2þ

II
CMe2þ

I

XMe2þ
I

CMe2þ
II

(9:4)

where XMe2þ is the mole fraction of metal ions bound to the alginate (XMe2þ
I
þ XMe2þ

II
¼ 1)

and CMe2þ
I

and CMe2þ
II

are the molar concentrations of ions in solution at equilibrium.

From experiments involving equilibrium dialysis of alginate [6,69–72], it was found that

the selectivity for alkaline earth metals and transition elements increased markedly with

increasing content of a-L-guluronate residues in the chains and that polymannuronate blocks

and alternating blocks were almost without selectivity. This is illustrated in Figure 9.10 and
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FIGURE 9.10 Selectivity coefficients, kCa
Mg, for alginates and alginate fragments as a function of mono-

mer composition. The experimental points are obtained at XCa ¼ XMg ¼ 0:5. The curve is calculated

using kCa
Mg�guluronate ¼ 40 and kCa

Mg�mannuronate ¼ 1:8. (Data from Smidsrød, O., Faraday Disc. Chem. Soc.,

57, 263, 1974.)
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Figure 9.11.



The high selectivity between ions as similar as the alkaline earth metals indicated that the

mode of binding could not be by nonspecific electrostatic binding only, but that some

chelation caused by structural features in the G-blocks must contribute to the selectivity.

This characteristic property was eventually explained by the so-called egg-box model [60],

studies [73] of lanthanide complexes of related compounds suggested a possible binding site

for Ca2þ ions in a single alginate chain as shown in Figure 9.12 [74]. Although other, more

accurate steric arrangements have been suggested, supported by x-ray diffraction [61] and

NMR spectroscopy [62], the simple egg-box model still persists, as it may be regarded as

principally correct, giving an intuitive understanding of the characteristic chelate-type ion-

binding properties of alginates.

The simple dimerization of alginate chains in the egg-box model does, however, not seem

to be valid at present. Data from small-angle x-ray scattering on alginate gels suggest lateral

association far beyond a pure dimerization with increasing [Ca2þ] and G-content of the

alginate [75]. In fact, dimensions corresponding to a pure dimerization of alginate chains

seem to be more of an exception. Additionally, the fact that isolated and purified G-blocks

(totally lacking elastic segments; typically DP¼ 20) are able to act as gelling modulators when

mixed with a gelling alginate bespeaks higher order junction zones in alginate gels [76].

The selectivity of alginates for multivalent cations is also dependent on the ionic compos-

ition of the alginate gel, as the affinity towards a specific ion increases with increasing content

of the ion in the gel (cooperativity) [71], as shown in Figure 9.11, curve 1. Thus, a Ca-alginate

gel has a markedly higher affinity towards Ca2þ ions than has the Na-alginate solution. This

has been theoretically explained [37,71] by a near-neighbor autocooperative process (Ising

model), and it may be physically explained by the entropically unfavorable binding of the first
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FIGURE 9.11 Cooperativity in binding of divalent ions to G-blocks in alginates: selectivity coefficient

kCa
Mg as a function of ionic composition in gel (XCa

Mg) for different alginate fragments. Curve 1, fragment

with 90% guluronate, DPn ¼ 50; curve 2, ‘‘alternating’’ fragment, 38% guluronate, DPn ¼ 20; curve 3,

fragment with 10% guluronate, DPn ¼ 26. ., Dialysis of the fragments in their sodium form; �, dialysis

first against 0.2M CaCl2, then against a mixture of CaCl2 and MgCl2. Total concentration of

CaCl2þMgCl2 � 0.2 M. (Data from Smidsrød, O., Faraday Disc. Chem. Soc., 57, 263, 1974.)
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based on the linkage conformations of the guluronate residues (see Figure 9.12). NMR



divalent ion between two G-blocks and the more favorable binding of the following ions in

the one-dimensional egg-box (zipper mechanism).

9.5.2 SOLUBILITY OF ALGINATES

In general, there are three essential parameters that determine the solubility of alginates in

water. The pH of the solvent is important due to the necessity of the electrostatic charges on

the uronic acid residues. The ionic strength of the medium also plays an important role

(salting-out effects of nongelling cations). The effect of the nongelling salts may, as a first

approximation, be understood as a precipitation in the same way as for inorganic salts.

The solubility product is just exceeded by adding one ion in excess [77]. In mixed solvents,

the effect of the dielectric constants on the activity coefficients of ions also seems to affect the

solubility of alginate in harmony with this model [78]. At higher ionic strengths (0.2–0.3 M),

specific effects on the solubility of both anions and cations are observed, probably due to an

altering of water structure at these high concentrations. Furthermore, the content of gelling

ions in the solvent also limits the solubilization of alginates. In the latter context, the hardness

of the water (i.e., the content of Ca2þ ions) is most likely to be the main problem.

9.5.2.1 Acidic Properties

By potentiometric titration, Haug [6] found the dissociation constants (pKa) for mannuronic

and guluronic acid monomers to be 3.38 and 3.65, respectively. The pKa value of the alginate

polymer differs slightly only from those of the monomeric residues, the values observed

depending on the ionic strength of the solvent and the alginate concentration [6]. As shown

polymer pKa.
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Alginates

FIGURE 9.12 The egg-box model for binding of divalent cations to alginates and the probable chelation

of ions by the GG sequence. (Adapted from Grant, G.T., Morris, E.R., Rees, D.A., Smith, P.J.C., and

Thom, D., FEBS Lett., 32(1), 195, 1973.)
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in Table 9.7, an increase in ionic strength decreases the concentration dependence of the



Because of the different pKa values of the two monomeric acids, the degree of neutraliza-

tion obtained by titration of alginate solutions will depend on the chemical composition of

the sample studied. Figure 9.13 shows titration curves [6] of alginates with different chemical

composition isolated from L. digitata (FG ¼ 0.42) and L. hyperborea stipes (FG ¼ 0.69). The

effect of ionic strength is clearly demonstrated; the pKa value for the L. digitata alginate is

lowered from 3.92 to 3.42 and the decrease for the L. hyperborea alginate is from 4.41 to 3.74

when 0.1 M salt is added. The difference in pKa values between the two samples can be

attributed to the difference in chemical composition and the dissociation constants of the two

monomeric units.

Alginate solutions may behave in two fundamentally different ways when the pH in the

solution is lowered. An abrupt decrease in pH causes a precipitation of alginic acid molecules,

while a slow and controlled release of protons may result in the formation of an alginic acid

gel. Precipitation of alginic acid molecules has been extensively studied [6,79–81], and the

formation and properties of the acid gel are presented in Section 9.5.4.2.

TABLE 9.7
pH of Half-Neutralized Alginic Acid at Various Concentrations

Concentration

of Alginate (M)

pH

Water 0.1 M NaCl

0.063 3.88 3.45

0.025 3.95 3.47

0.13 4.05 3.44

0.0064 4.28 3.46

Source: From Haug, A., Composition and Properties of Alginates, thesis,

Norwegian Institute of Technology, Trondheim, 1964. With permission.
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FIGURE 9.13 Titration curves of alginates (two Laminaria spp.). a, Degree of dissociation; �, no salt

added; ., 0.1M NaCl. (Data from Haug, A., Composition and Properties of Alginates, thesis, Norwe-

gian Institute of Technology, Trondheim, 1964.)
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Addition of acid to an alginate solution leads to a precipitation within a relatively narrow

pH range, but this pH range is dependent on the molecular weight of the alginate, as shown in

Figure 9.14. Here, the degree of precipitation by acid is given for samples of the same alginate

with different molecular weights (different [h] ) and for alginates from different sources. It is

clearly seen that alginates from Laminaria species behave in a similar manner, whereas

alginate from A. nodosum precipitates at a lower pH value. This effect was first attributed

to contamination of the Ascophyllum alginate by the sulfated polysaccharide ascophyllan [79],

but was later found to result from a different chemical composition of the alginate [81].

Alginates isolated from A. nodosum are generally more heterogeneous in polymer sequence;

i.e., they contain considerably more of the alternating structure (MG-blocks) than the

alginates isolated from Laminaria species, which are characterized by more homogeneous

thus seems to favor precipitation by the formation of crystalline regions stabilized by

hydrogen bonds. By increasing the degree of disorder in the alginate chain, as in alginates

isolated from Ascophyllum, these crystalline regions are not as easily formed and the alginates

will remain solubilized at a pH where Laminaria alginates precipitate. A certain alginate

fraction from A. nodosum is soluble at all pH values down to pH 1.4 [81].

9.5.2.2 Effects of Ionic Strength

Generally, any change of ionic strength in an alginate solution has a profound effect on

polymer behavior, especially on polymer chain extension and hence the solution viscosity (see

thermodynamically explained [82] and afford a useful tool in the separation of the compon-

ents of a polysaccharide mixture by precipitation [83]. Alginate may be precipitated and

fractionated to give a precipitate enriched in mannuronate residues by high concentrations of

inorganic salts like potassium chloride [84,85]. Salting-out effects of this kind exhibit large

hysteresis in the sense that a salt concentration of less than 0.1 M is sufficient to slowdown the

kinetics of the dissolution process and hence limit the solubility (S. Myklestad, personal

communication). The drive of the dissolution process of alginate in water is most probably

the gradient in the chemical potential of water between the bulk solvent and the solvent in the

alginate particle, due to the high counterion concentration in the particle. This drive becomes

severely reduced when an attempt is made to dissolve alginate in an aqueous solvent already

containing ions. If alginates are to be applied at high salt concentrations, first the polymer

should be fully hydrated in pure water, and this should be followed by the addition of salt

with mechanical stirring.
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FIGURE 9.14 Precipitation curves of alginates. ____, A. nodosum; -----, Laminaria digitata; -.-.- L. hyper-

borea stipes.�, [h]� 10dl/g; ., [h]� 5dl/g;�, [h]� 2dl/g. (Data from Haug, A., and Larsen, B., Acta Chem.

Scand., 17, 1653, 1963.)
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block structures (poly-M and poly-G) (see Table 9.2). The presence of homopolymeric blocks

Section 9.5.4.1). At high ionic strengths the solubility is also affected. These effects can be



9.5.2.3 Effect of Gelling Ions

For the swelling behavior of dry alginate powder in aqueous media with different concentra-

tions of Ca2þ, there seems to be a profound limit at approximately 3mM (unpublished

results). At Ca2þ concentrations below 3 mM, almost all of the alginate is found within the

supernatant, whereas almost no alginate (1–3%) is present in solution when the concentration

of free calcium ions exceeds 3 mM. There is reason to believe that this limit will not be

dependent on alginate concentration because the system under consideration is the swelling of

dry alginate powder. In the hydrated alginate particle, the rate of diffusion of alginate into the

bulk water will also be severely reduced at high salt concentrations as predicted by theory,

and recently it has been verified experimentally [86]. In most cases, this diffusion is much

slower than the hydration of the individual alginate particle, and therefore the rate determin-

ing step for the dissolution process.

9.5.3 STABILITY

Dry, powdered, pure sodium alginate may have a shelf life of several months provided it is

stored in a dry, cool place without exposure to sunlight. In the deep freezer, sodium alginate

may be kept for several years without significant reduction of molecular weight. In contrast,

dried alginic acid has a very limited stability at ordinary temperatures due to intramolecular,

acid-catalyzed degradation [87]. For many uses, it is important to be aware of the factors that

determine and limit the stability of aqueous alginate solutions and the chemical reactions

responsible for the degradation. The relative viscosity of an alginate solution may be reduced

over a short period of time under conditions favoring degradation. The glycosidic linkages are

susceptible to both acid and alkaline degradation and oxidation by free radicals. Because

alginates are natural products, many microorganisms may digest alginates. Extracellular

alginate lyases isolated from different marine and soil bacteria [88] are capable of breaking

the glycosidic linkages by a b-elimination reaction [89]. Similar lyases are also present in

marine molluscs such as abalone (Haliotus sp.) [90].

9.5.3.1 As Function of pH

For alginates in the range of molecular weights giving viscosity of commercial interest, the

degree of chain scission, (¼ 1/DPn), will increase linearly with time as a pseudo-zero-order

reaction [91]. The rate of this increase will be proportional to the concentration of catalysts

like OH� and Hþ or oxidizing agents like .OH. Due to the inverse relationship between DPn

and a, any physical property depending directly on molecular weight will be increasingly

affected by chain breaks severely as the molecular weight of the starting material increases.

The alginate producers are aware of this connection and recommend higher concentrations of

medium- or lower-viscosity (molecular weight) products when an application involves the risk

of polymer degradation.

A convenient way to characterize alginate degradation is to present it as a change in 1 / [h]

with time. At constant catalytic activity, there is a linear relationship between 1 / [h] and time

for an extended period. This is because of the reciprocal relationship between a and the

molecular weight and because the exponent of the Mark–Houwink equation is close to unity

alginate at different pH values and at 688C. It can be seen that the degradation is at its

minimum around neutrality and increases in either direction. The increased instability at pH

values less than 5 can be attributed to proton-catalyzed hydrolysis, whereas the reaction

responsible for the degradation at pH 10 and above is the b-alkoxy-elimination [92,93].
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for alginates (see Section 9.4.3). Figure 9.15 shows D1/[h] after 5 h in solutions of L. digitata



The rate of b-elimination can easily be quantified by the thiobarbituric acid assay due to the

formation of unsaturated compounds [94].

In addition to hydroxyl ions, it has been found that carbonate and phosphate ions

function as catalysts in the b-elimination reaction [93] due to the general base-catalyzed

nature of this reaction. Furthermore, an esterified alginate (such as propylene glycol alginate

[PGA] ) will have reaction rates 104–105 times that of the free alginate because esterification

increases the electron-attracting effect of the carbonyl group at C-6, which in turn increases

the rate of removal of H-5, the first step of the b-elimination reaction. In the same way as

esterification enhances this reaction, cations known to form ion pairs with the alginate anion

also increase the rate of b-elimination [93].

Whereas polyuronic acids at very low pH values (<1) are known to be more stable than

neutral polysaccharides due to inductive effects [6], the situation is quite opposite at pH

around the pKa value of alginates. Here, the rate of degradation is almost independent of

pH over about 3 pH units, and the rate of degradation is much higher at, say, pH 4 than for

neutral polysaccharides [87]. At these pH values the rate of degradation is approximately

three times higher for M-blocks compared to G-blocks. This is due to intramolecular catalysis

from the nondissociated carboxyl groups that can form favorable six-membered rings when

the carboxylic proton is attacking the glycosidic oxygen [87]. This intramolecular acid

catalysis also has a profound effect on the destabilization of alginic acid when stored in dry

or wet form.

9.5.3.2 As Function of Reducing Agents

As may be seen from Figure 9.15, there is a significant degradation even at pH values around

neutrality. This is not particularly marked with alginates isolated from L. digitata, but for a
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FIGURE 9.15 Degradation of L. digitata alginate taken as decrease in intrinsic viscosity after 5 h at

different pH. (Data from Haug, A., and Larsen, B., Acta Chem. Scand., 17, 1653, 1963.)
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solution of alginate isolated from A. nodosum (Figure 9.16), the degradation at pH 6 becomes



apparent. Most brown algae contain varying amounts of phenolic compounds, which are

extracted together with the alginate and are contained as a contaminant in most alginates.

The amount will vary with the algal species, and L. digitata alginates contain very small

amounts of these phenolic compounds compared to A. nodosum alginates. The degradation in

solutions of alginates can be diminished by reducing the content of phenols by making the

phenols insoluble in the algae through cross-linking with formaldehyde before extraction [82].

The degradative effect of phenolic compounds belongs to the class of oxidative–reductive-

depolymerization (ORD) reactions. This effect is a result of autoxidation of reducing com-

pounds with subsequent formation of hydroperoxides (ROOH). This autoxidation increases

with the amount of dissolved oxygen and with the pH of the solution. Degradation is caused
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FIGURE 9.16 Rate of degradation of different alginates at 688C and different pH. ., Alginate from

L. digitata, [h]0 ¼ 30 dl/g; �, alginate from A. nodosum, [h]0 ¼ 13 dl/g; �, alginate from A. nodosum,

[h]0¼ 31 dl/g, pretreated with formaldehyde to remove phenols. (Data from Smidsrød, O., Haug, A.,

and Larsen, B., Acta Chem. Scand., 17, 1466, 1963.)
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by free radicals, probably hydroxyl radicals, formed in reactions between the reducing

compound and peroxides [91,95,96]. In the presence of the most effective reducing com-

pounds, such as ascorbic acid, the intrinsic viscosity of an alginate decreases from 20 to 2.5 dl/g

in about 3 h under conditions where pure alginate solutions are stable [96]. It is, therefore,

important to be aware of the potential impact that reducing compounds may have under

physiological conditions where polysaccharides and other natural polymers are regarded as

completely stable. For alginates, it is important to know that the phenolic content of a

commercial alginate varies with the algal source from which the alginate is isolated and the

isolation procedure. It is possible to remove most of the phenolics by simple purification

procedures [97].

9.5.3.3 As Function of Sterilization Methods

The sterilization of alginate solutions and powder is troublesome; almost any sterilization

process causes depolymerization, loss of viscosity, and possibly reduced gel strength as well. It

has been shown [98] that sterilization processes as diverse as heating (autoclaving), ethylene

oxide treatment, and g-irradiation all lead to polymer breakdown.

Heating of an alginate solution will inevitably enhance polymer breakdown because this

process increases the reaction rate of all the depolymerization processes outlined above. In

addition, thermal degradation (homolysis) may take place at high temperatures. Oates and

Ledward [99] showed that alginates rich in mannuronic acid residues were far less heat stable

than to those rich in guluronic acid residues. They attributed this difference in stability to the

monomer composition of the alginate sample, but since the M-rich alginate was isolated from

A. nodosum and the G-rich sample from L. hyperborea, there is a reason to believe that the

increased lability of the M-rich alginate resulted instead from ORD due to a high level of

phenolic compounds in the A. nodosum sample. In ultrapure sodium alginate samples, where

the phenols responsible for the ORD reaction are removed, high M- and high G-alginates

have been found to be degraded with the same rate [100]. For immobilization purposes, we

have recommended sterile filtering rather than autoclaving to preserve the original viscosity

of the alginate solution [101].

The effect of g-irradiation on both solutions of alginate and dry powder is often disas-

trous. It has been observed that application of a standard sterilization dose of 2.32 Mrad from

a Co-60 source to dry alginate powder reduces the relative viscosity of a solution of treated

alginate by 95% with almost complete loss of gelling capacity [98]. It is generally believed that

under these conditions O�2 is formed, which in turn can lead to the formation of the very

reactive � OH free radical [102]. In one case [99], the sterilization dose was applied over a long

period of time (1.44 Mrad/h). The O2 level becomes depleted very quickly under irradiation,

and when the period of irradiation extends up to 1.5 h, additional O2 may diffuse into the

sample and increase the amount of free radical. Recently we have been testing an electron

accelerator as an alternative to Co-60 as irradiation source for the sterilization of dry alginate

powder, and although a substantial degree of polymer breakdown occurs, the gelling capacity

of a 1.0% solution made from the irradiated powder is preserved at as high doses as 3.5 Mrad.

We believe that this difference can be attributed to the fact that the irradiation dose is applied

for only 1min in an electron accelerator compared to 1.5 h for the Co-60 source, and therefore

the production of free radicals is decreased.

To conclude, it is clear that the process of sterilization of alginate solutions and of dry

powder is not straightforward. If the effects of the chosen sterilization method are known as

well as the properties required of the sterile alginate, it is possible to overcome the problem by

choosing a high-viscosity (high Mw) alginate sample that retains the desired properties after

sterilization.
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9.5.4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

9.5.4.1 Alginate in Solution

In general alginate solutions are highly viscous. As an example, a solution of 20 g/l of a low-

to medium-viscosity alginate ([h]� 6 dl/g) has a viscosity of about 300 mPa s (300 cp). This

effect is caused by the extended conformation of the alginate molecule, as discussed earlier,

giving the alginate a large hydrodynamic volume and high ability to form viscous solutions.

Because of the polyelectrolyte character of the alginate molecule, its conformation and thus

its viscosifying properties are dependent on the ionic strength of the solution, as shown in

have lower viscosifying properties. Because of the inherent stiffness of the molecular chain,

however, the effect of increased ionic strength is less pronounced than that for more flexible

ionic polymers such as polyacrylate, CM-amylose, or even some CM-celluloses [64]. Ionic

polysaccharides are often the compounds of choice to produce viscosity in solution because of

their excellent viscosifying properties.

The intrinsic viscosity of a polymer, [h], can be taken as the ability of the substance to

induce viscosity in a solution. It is defined as:

[h] ¼ lim
_gg!0

lim
c!0

hsp

c
¼ lim

_gg!0
lim
c!0

hr � 1

c
(9:5)

where _gg is the shear rate in the solution and hr (¼ hs/ho) the relative viscosity of the solution

defined as the ratio between the absolute viscosity of the solution (hs) at concentration c and

the viscosity of the solvent (ho). The intrinsic viscosity is dependent on the conformation of

the polymer; for alginates this depends on their molecular weight, composition, and sequence

of M and G units, and on the ionic strength of the solution.

The relationship between the intrinsic viscosity of an alginate and the viscosity of a

solution of the alginate as measured in an Ubbelohde capillary viscometer is shown in

the reader should be aware that this figure is quantitatively valid only under the conditions

given. For alginates with intrinsic viscosities below approximately 6 dl/g, the pseudoplastic

effect in Ubbelohde capillary viscometers no. 2 at concentrations lower than 10 g/l is negli-

gible, and the viscosity measured can be taken as the zero-shear viscosity.

The temperature has some small effect on the intrinsic viscosity of alginates, as shown in

Figure 9.17b (unpublished data), but the viscosity (hs) of an alginate solution will decrease

significantly with the temperature almost in proportion to the decrease in the viscosity of the

solvent (ho). The decrease in viscosity of a fluid is usually believed to follow the well-known

Arrhenius law (h¼AeBT, where A is a constant and B the activation energy for the process).

9.5.4.2 Alginic Acid Gels

It is well known that alginates may form acid gels at pH values below the pKa values of the

uronic residues. The preparation of an alginic acid gel has to be performed with care. Direct

addition of acid to Na-alginate solution leads to an instantaneous precipitation rather than a

gel. A controlled lowering of pH is most conveniently carried out by the addition of slowly

hydrolyzing lactones, such as D-glucono-d-lactone (GDL). Another approach in order to

prepare an alginic acid gel is to convert an ionically cross-linked gel to the acid form by using

mineral acid. It has been found [104] that the mechanical properties of the acid gels are more

or less independent of the method by which they are made; acid gels thus seem to be

independent of the history of formation. An important difference between the acid gels and
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Figure 9.9. At high ionic strengths the molecule will adapt a less extended conformation and

Figure 9.17a [103]. Since alginate solutions in general are pseudoplastic (shear-thinning),



the ionically cross-linked gels seems therefore to be that the former behave rather as being in

an equilibrium state.

Alginic acid gels made from alginates with different chemical composition resemble ionic

gels in the sense that a high content of guluronate (high values of NG>1) results in the highest

moduli [104]. But in contrast to ionic gels, polymannuronate sequences also support acid gel

cases. The obvious demand for homopolymeric sequences in acid gel formation suggests that

cooperative processes are involved just as in the case of ionic gels. The equilibrium properties of

the alginic acid gels have also been studied by swelling and partial solubilization at pH 4 [105].
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FIGURE 9.17 (a) Relative viscosities of alginate solutions in 0.1M NaCl as measured in Ubbelohde

capillary viscometer no. II as a function of their intrinsic viscosities in 0.1 M NaCl. (b) Intrinsic viscosity

of an alginate extracted from Laminaria hyperborea stipes as a function of temperature. (Data from

Haug, A., and Smidsrød, O., Acta Chem. Scand., 16, 1569, 1962.)
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formation (see Figure 9.18). Polyalternating sequences seem to perturb gel formation in both



The chemical composition and molecular weight of the alginate material leaching out from the

acid gels, compared to the starting material, show an enrichment in mannuronic acid residues, a

reduction in the average length of G-blocks, and a lowering of the molecular weight.

9.5.4.3 Ca-Alginate Gels

9.5.4.3.1 Methods for Gel Formation
When calcium chloride is introduced into a solution of sodium alginate, a gel or precipitate is

formed instantaneously. Because of the rapid, strong, and irreversible formation of junctions

in the gel, and thus the high rate of gelation, it is difficult even with high-speed stirring to

produce homogeneous gels free of lumps (fisheyes), except with very small volumes of

alginate. To overcome this problem, there are essentially two main methods for the prepar-

ation of alginate gels: the dialysis method and the internal gelation method.

In the dialysis method calcium ions are allowed to diffuse into the alginate solution. This

technique has been utilized for the production of alginate gels both in the food industry

(making artificial berries or other restructured food) [106] and in biotechnology (making gel

beads for immobilization purposes) [107,108]. The production of alginate beads is carried out

by mixing aqueous sodium alginate with the food pulp (or, for immobilization purposes, the

cell suspension) and dripping the mixture into a solution of calcium ions. The size of the beads

can be controlled by the shape of the extrusion device, by the viscosity of the alginate mixture,

and by applying different equipment for bead formation. Fibers may be easily made by a

continuous extrusion process. The dialysis method may also be utilized to make larger gels by

pouring the alginate solution into a suitable container equipped with a dialysis membrane

through which the gelling ions may diffuse.

Several recipes utilizing internal gelation of alginate have been applied by the food

industry [106,109]. In general, this method uses an inactive form of the cross-linking ion,

either bound by a sequestering agent such as phosphate, citrate, or EDTA [35] or as an

insoluble salt, for example, calcium sulfate or calcium carbonate [110]. Usually, a solution of

a slowly hydrolyzing lactone, generally GDL, is then added to the mixture of alginate and

inactive cross-linker. The slow hydrolysis releases protons, which then liberate the calcium
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FIGURE 9.18 Young’s modulus Eapp of alginic acid gels at apparent equilibrium as function of

guluronic acid content. Dashed line refers to expected results for Ca2þ cross-linked alginate gels.
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ions (Figure 9.19). This process is governed by the acidic properties of the sequestering agent;

in the case of the Ca–EDTA–GDL system, the final pH of the gels is around 4. When calcium

carbonate is used instead of complexed calcium ions, the pH may be set to almost any

predetermined value simply by adjusting the relative proportions of calcium salt and GDL

[111]. It is also possible to make homogeneous gels by internal gelation without addition of

acid by a careful selection of slowly dissolving calcium salts.

Ionic cross-linking always implies an ion-exchange process; the starting point is the water-

soluble alginate with sodium or potassium as counterions. These ions must be exchanged with

Ca2þ to result in a sol/gel transition. It can be observed that, under some given circumstances,

gelling kinetics and gel properties may depend on the type of monovalent counterion. In one

study, the effect of different monovalent alginate counterions was studied with respect to both

gelling kinetics as well as at apparent equilibrium for Ca-alginate gels [112]. Under identical

conditions, K-alginates were generally found to undergo a faster sol/gel transition compared

with the Na-alginate, and at apparent equilibrium and at low Ca2þ concentration, Na-

alginate gels showed reduced elastic moduli compared with the K-alginates. The relative

difference in both cases (transition kinetics and apparent equilibrium modulus) increased

with the content of guluronic acid residues in the alginate sample. Increasing the amount of

internally released Ca2þ resulted in equal elastic properties at apparent equilibrium, suggest-

ing that dissimilarities in ion-exchange reactions between Ca2þ/Naþ and Ca2þ/Kþ are the

cause of the differences at low Ca2þ levels [112].

9.5.4.3.2 Gel Homogeneity
Alginate gels prepared by the dialysis method often exhibit a concentration heterogeneity in

that the polymer concentration is considerably lower in the center of the gel than at the edges

binding and formation of a network produce an inwardly moving gelling zone. Alginate

diffuses from the center of the gel towards this gelling zone, leading to a depletion of alginate

in the center. A formulation of a theory providing a qualitative explanation of experimental

data may be found in the literature [110,113]. The homogeneity of the gel may be controlled

by a careful selection of alginate molecular weight and concentration together with the

concentration of gelling and nongelling ions. In general, low molecular weight alginate,

low concentration of gelling ions, and the absence of nongelling ions give rise to the greatest

heterogeneity, while a high molecular weight alginate and high concentrations of both gelling
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Ca Ca
Ca

CaCO3

Ca2+

GDL CO2

H+
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FIGURE 9.19 Principal reactions during the formation of alginate gel using D-glucono-d-lactone and

CaCO3.
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(Figure 9.20). When divalent metal ions diffuse into an alginate solution, the rapid ion



and nongelling ions give increased homogeneity [110,113] (Figure 9.20). The theory behind

these phenomena is described in Refs. [114,115]. Heterogeneity of structure may be preferred

in such food products as artificial berries or caviar, whereas homogeneity is wanted in others,

for example, artificial paprika strips for the stuffing of olives.

Internal gelation of alginate usually gives a homogeneous gel, although a slight hetero-

geneity can be observed in CaCO3–GDL gels when CaCO3 of large particle size is used in

combination with a low-viscosity alginate [111]. This is due to some sedimentation of calcium

salt before the gel sets.

9.5.4.3.3 Gelling Kinetics
Whereas the binding of multivalent cations to a binding site on the alginate chain is very

rapid, the building of a network structure to form the maximum possible number of inter-

guluronate egg-box sites is probably rather slow. After a cation has induced random dimer-

ization of G-blocks, some dissociation of junctions is necessary to form a network of perfectly

aligned dimeric blocks in the network. This dissociation is kinetically unfavorable [71], and

the term ‘‘nonequilibrium gel’’ has been used to describe the alginate gel [116]. As a result, one

can see a dramatic difference in gel strength between nature’s own gels present in algae and

laboratory-prepared gels [37]. Most probably, a large number of the G-blocks in ordinary

laboratory or industrially prepared gels do not overlap to form the energetically most

favorable and strongest network structure.

For dialysis gels, the speed of network formation is governed by the rate of diffusion of

ions into the alginate, while for gels prepared by internal gelation this speed is determined by

the rate of hydrolysis of GDL and the rate of dissolution of the calcium salt. After initial

network formation in dialysis gels, a long, temperature-dependent annealing time is needed

before the modulus reaches an apparent equilibrium [116]. When the GDL–CaCO3 system is
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used, the gelation speed may be regulated by the particle size of the CaCO3 without affecting

the final modulus of the gel (Figure 9.21).

It has been recently found that if G-blocks are removed from a normal alginate molecule

by acid hydrolysis, and if subsequently refined by fractionation methods, these molecules

(typical DPn¼ 20) are able to modify both gelling kinetics and apparent equilibrium proper-

ties when mixed with an ordinary alginate [76,117]. One of the observed effects applying the

internal-setting method was a reduction of the sol/gel transitional rate at all practicable

fragments that are very efficient in competing for the initially released calcium ions, and thus

delaying the interchain cross-linking of the gelling alginate. These modifications are obtained

without rendering the viscosity of the solution before gelling since these low DP molecules will

not contribute to viscosity.

An important factor to be considered when dealing with alginate gels is the syneresis the

gels undergo during gelation (i.e., the gel has a higher concentration of free polymer than

the solution used to prepare the gel). For dialysis gels an excess of divalent cations is used, the

syneresis is dependent on the amount and sequence of monomers in the alginate [118,119],

while for internal gelation gels, the syneresis can be controlled by limiting the amount of Ca2þ

ions added to the system [111]. By having roughly equivalent amounts of calcium salt and

guluronate residues, syneresis may be completely avoided.

Small-angle x-ray scattering of alginate gels reveals an increased lateral association of

junction zones when entering a Ca2þ regime giving syneresis, suggesting that the growth

of junction zones is the primary driving force [75]. Studying syneresis in Ca-alginate gels as

function of the alginate molecular weight has revealed a reduced degree of syneresis with

decreasing Mw. Additionally, reduced syneresis is also observed when fractions of a high Mw

alginate are replaced by short alginate molecules enriched in guluronate residues [120].
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concentrations of calcium (Figure 9.22). This effect is believed to be due to these G-block



Altering the monomer sequence of the elastic segments spanning the junction zones by

converting polymannuronate regions to alternating guluronate–mannuronate sequences

using mannuronan C-5 epimerase AlgE4 results in more flexible elastic segments. These

epimerased alginates yielded gels with larger syneresis compared to the nonepimerased, native

alginate samples [120]. Thus, information on both molecular weight and elastic segment

flexibility seems to be needed in order to predict the degree of syneresis in alginate gels.

9.5.4.3.4 Gel Strength — Elastic Modulus
In general, the elastic modulus of an alginate gel must depend on the number and strength of

the cross-links and on the length and stiffness of the chains between cross-links. The modulus

depends on the cross-linking ion, as the gel strength increases with the affinity between

polymer and cross-linking cations [71,72,119]. It is still unclear whether this increase in

modulus is caused by a higher strength of the junction zones or if it is caused by a larger

number of junction zones. Although some authors claim that the energy used for deformation

of the gel leads to a disruption of junction zones [116,117,121], supporting the theory that

increased modulus is caused by increased junction zone strength, the same increase in

modulus may be caused by an increase in the number of cross-links [122,123]. Theoretical

calculations indicate that a higher polymer–ion affinity leads to a lowering of LGmin (the

minimum G-block length required to produce a stable junction), resulting in an increased

number of elastic chains per unit volume [31]. It remains to be seen which of these theories is

right or if the increase in modulus is caused by a combination of the two effects. Experiments
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on the temperature dependence of annealing [116] and destructive oscillation measurements

[124] both indicate a high activation energy for the formation or rearrangement of junction

zones, showing their apparently permanent nature, which, however, is not permanent over

longer timescales.

There has been some discussion concerning the applicability of rubber elasticity theory to

the alginate gel. Some measurements indicate an increase in elastic modulus with temperature

in agreement with the theory of a rubberlike (entropic) network [125]. However, the same

authors found from swelling measurements that the number of statistical elements in an

elastic chain is far too low to allow the use of rubber elasticity theory [125]. Other measure-

ments indicate a decrease in modulus with temperature [116], suggesting that the elasticity is

of enthalpic nature. Newer results [126] seem to confirm that the alginate gel cannot be

described by rubber elasticity theory, as suggested earlier [127].

The modulus of Ca-alginate gels depends strongly on the composition and sequence of the

monomers in the alginate molecules. In general, alginates rich in guluronate residues form

strong, brittle gels, while M-rich alginates form softer, more elastic gels. Figure 9.23a shows

the correlation between guluronate content and compression modulus for Ca-alginate gels.

because of a different type of sequential arrangement of uronate residues along the chain.
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It can be seen from Figure 9.23b, not all alginates follow this correlation curve, mainly



This is most prominent for some Pseudomonas alginates, and to a small extent to M. pyrifera

alginates also. No Pseudomonas alginates analyzed by NMR show any trend of blockwise

arrangement of guluronate residues, i.e., all G units exist in the polymer as single units.

Because of the lack of G-blocks, the polymer is not able to bind calcium cooperatively and is

thus not able to form rigid gels. The Macrocystis alginates have an abnormal sequence in that

the average G-block length is much larger than would be expected from compositional

parameters. In this alginate the G units are about equally distributed between GGG

and MGM sequences and the proportion of asymmetric G-centered triads is very low

(FMGG � 0.03). This signifies a polymer with a high proportion of alternating structure

together with some very long G-blocks. By plotting the modulus against the average

G-block length (Figure 9.23b), much better correlation is obtained. One can see that the

gel strength of Ca-alginate gels of the same polymer concentration and with molecular

weight above a certain critical value depends solely on the average G-block length of the

polymer [118].

When performing such experiments it is important to be aware of the syneresis that

alginate gels may undergo. M-rich alginates undergo syneresis to a greater extent than

G-rich alginates upon gelation with calcium ions, and this concentration change must be

corrected for alginates of different composition and sequence are compared.

It is fair to state that syneresis in alginate gels is a result of its nonequilibrium nature.

Normally, syneretic behavior is related to an ageing of the gel over a considerable period of

time (days and weeks). As stated earlier in this chapter, an increased and rapid reduction of
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gel volume can be obtained by increasing the flexibility of the elastic segments, whereas

inclusion of small G-blocks prevents syneresis. Hence, both these manipulations of the

alginate gel seem to bring about gels with more equilibrium-like properties, but by highly

different molecular mechanisms. More flexible elastic segments give an equilibrium state by

allowing more rapid relaxation (high degree of syneresis), whereas low Mw alginate seems to

introduce an equilibrium state by restricting the primary network structure with respect to

further contraction (low degree of syneresis).

The modulus of alginate gels made by the dialysis method increases with molecular weight

up to a weight-average molecular weight of about 80,000 g/mol. At higher molecular weights,

the modulus of stiffness becomes independent of molecular weight [118,119]. It should be

noted that for Ca2þ-limited gels (i.e., gels prepared by the internal gelation method), the

situation is somewhat different, as increase in the dynamic storage modulus with molecular

weight has been observed for alginates with molecular weights as high as 300,000 g/mol [128].

The modulus of alginate gels also increases when the water in the gel is exchanged with

ethanol, and although some shrinkage occurs, no collapse can be observed [119]. This also

supports the notion of the alginate gel as a network of stiff molecular chains.

As already stated [76], mixing pure G-blocks with a gelling alginate also increases the

modulus compared to gels prepared solely from the gelling alginate fraction (Figure 9.24).

This effect is rather unexpected because these molecules do not have elastic segments.

A reasonable explanation is that the pure G-blocks are able to act as some kind of structural

modifier between suboptimally located or topologically restricted G-blocks within the gelling

alginate.
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9.5.4.3.5 Viscoelasticity
The alginate gel, when subjected to low-deformation oscillation measurements in the range

from ~0.01 to ~50/s, shows a frequency spectrum typical of a true gel, with phase angles

ranging from 0.5 to 38 and frequency-independent storage and loss moduli. However, when

subjected to higher strains, considerable creep occurs, probably due to breaking of intermo-

lecular bonds and rearrangement of the gel-network structure.

9.5.4.3.6 Gel Strength — Breaking Strength
The breaking strength of a gel is not necessarily related to its elastic modulus [127]. For food

scientists, the breaking strength often correlates better with the mouthfeel of a gel than does

the elastic modulus [129]. The measured breaking strength is dependent on the probe geom-

etry of the instrument used; for this reason it may easily seem as if the elastic, low-modulus gel

from a mannuronate-rich alginate has a higher gel strength than the high-modulus, brittle gel

formed from a guluronate-rich alginate. The shorter, stiffer polymer chains of the latter

transmit more energy to the network junction zones, thus facilitating a rupture. The breaking

strength of a gel does not, in contrast to the elastic modulus, become constant above a certain

molecular weight [130,131]. This is also consistent with data obtained for gelatin gels [132].

9.5.4.3.7 Methods for Determination of Gel Strength
When defining a parameter such as gel strength, one should keep in mind that basically two

different approaches exist. For purely empirical or semiempirical single point measurements,

several instruments and methods are available, such as the FIRA test, the Bloom Gelometer,

etc. These methods have been reviewed by Mitchell [133]. Empirical methods measure

parameters that are not related to basic rheological quantities, such as the amount of water

required to deform a gel to a certain extent in the FIRA method. The results therefore depend

on the measuring geometry and the instrument used.

The other approach is the more fundamental rheological characterization that is needed if

gel structure is to be studied in a more scientific way. These methods are able to quantify

apparent moduli of rigidity based on small deformations in the longitudinal direction (com-

pression/elongation), giving the Young’s modulus, or small shear deformation, giving the shear

of the Young’s modulus of the same material. The viscoelastic nature of polysaccharide-based

gels can be determined by dynamic measurements based on small oscillating shear deformation

experiments. Here, the degree of ‘‘solid’’ nature of a material is recorded as the amount of

energy stored in the system per cycle (dynamic storage modulus, G’), and the extent to which the

same material has a viscous nature is recorded as energy lost per cycle (dynamic loss modulus,

G’’). For further discussion the reader is referred to a review by Peleg [135].

A very important factor in the study of alginate gels and polysaccharide gels in general is

that true equilibrium moduli are hard to define. This is due to the existence of very slow

changes in creep compliance and stress relaxation with time, signifying changes in gel

structure and properties after gel formation [133]. Definitions of gelling and instrumental

parameters, temperature in particular, as well as the age of the gel therefore constitute

essential items of information to be considered in conjunction with the measured modulus

or empirical gel strength.

Mitchell [127] points out three important factors in the evaluation of test methods for

determining gel strength:

1. The timescale over which the measurement is made

2. The extent to which the gel is deformed

3. Whether or not the gel is ruptured during the test
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modulus. (For further information, see Ref. [134].) The shear modulus will ideally be one third



The timescale is important because at high deformation speed the gel network under consid-

eration will not have the necessary time for stress relaxation. This is a typical source of

uncertainty arising from the rapid deformation that occurs in the FIRA test; the bucket

typically fills with water at a speed of 100 ml/min, and this type of uncertainty increases with

decreasing degree of cross-linking. We have, however, obtained results showing surprisingly

good correlation between the empirical and versatile FIRA test measurement and the dy-

namic storage modulus as measured with a Bohlin VOR Rheometer [128]. These results

were obtained with alginate gels (prepared by internal gelation) of medium strength

(G’¼ 500–2000 Pa) and adapting the empirical correlation between amount of water used

for deformation and force per unit area as described by Campbell [136]. In absolute values,

the strength measured by the FIRA test was larger than G’ by a factor of approximately 2, but

on conversion to relative strength, it was found that gels above certain strengths behaved

almost identically in the two sets of measurements.

Not only the rate of deformation, but also the extent of deformation is important. This

becomes obvious when the deformation becomes too large to give a linear stress response to

the applied strain. The observed gel strength in this case becomes considerably more random

than at lower deformations.

Whether or not the gels are ruptured during the test is also important. As discussed earlier,

gel strengths based on measuring rupture will not rank gels in the same order as results

obtained with small-deformation experiments without rupture.

9.6 FOOD USES

modify, and stabilize the texture of certain foods. Important properties include viscosity

enhancement, gel-forming ability, and stabilization of aqueous mixtures, dispersions, and

emulsions. Some of these properties come from the inherent physical properties of alginates

themselves, as outlined above, but they may also result from interactions with other com-

ponents of the food product, e.g., proteins, fat, or fiber. It is also important to keep in mind

that alginate is a polyelectrolyte, implying that under favorable conditions, alginates may

interact electrostatically with other charged polymers (e.g., proteins) in mixed systems result-

ing in a phase transition or an increase in viscosity. These types of interactions can be utilized

to stabilize and increase the mechanical properties of some restructured foods and pet foods.

In studies involving gelling of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and alginate in both sodium and

calcium form, a considerable increase in Young’s modulus was found within some ranges of

pH and ionic strength [137,138]. These results suggest that electrostatic interactions are the

main driving force for the observed strengthening effects. On the other hand, if the purpose is

to avoid such electrostatic interactions, the mixing of alginate and protein should take place

at relatively high pH, where most proteins have a net negative charge. There is a huge amount

of empirical knowledge among food technologists about various ways of optimizing the

functioning of alginates in certain recipes. Only the main functions of alginates in various

applications have been given by Cottrell and Kovacs [106], Sime [109], and Littlecott [139].

A general review on this topic has been published by McHugh [140].

Special mention should perhaps be made of restructured food based on Ca-alginate gels

because it is simple to produce (gelation is independent of temperature) and is a steadily

growing application of alginates. The process of restructuring is based on binding together a

flaked, sectioned, chunked, or milled foodstuff to make it resemble the original. Many
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foods are listed in Table 9.8. Descriptions and numerous formulations of alginates in food

Alginates have no nutritional value (see Chapter 17) and are used as additives to improve,



alginate-based restructured products are already on the market, as exemplified by meat

products, onion rings, pimento olive fillings, crabsticks, and cocktail berries.

For applications in jams, jellies, fruit fillings, etc., the synergistic gelation between algin-

ates high in guluronate and highly esterified pectins may be utilized [141]. The alginate–pectin

system, in contrast to the purely ionically cross-linked alginate, can give thermoreversible

gels. The gel structure is also independent of sugar content, in contrast to pectin gels, and may

therefore be used in low-calorie products.

The only alginate derivative used in food is PGA. PGA was first prepared by Steiner [142],

and the process was improved by Steiner and McNeilly [143]. It is produced by partial

esterification of the carboxylic groups on the uronic acid residues by reaction with propylene

oxide. The main product gives stable solutions under acidic conditions where the unmodified

alginate would precipitate. It is now used to stabilize acid emulsions (such as French

dressings) and acid fruit drinks and juices. PGA is also used to stabilize beer foam.

Alginates, and algal polysaccharides in general, are accepted for use as food additives as

generally recognized as safe (GRAS) by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and by the

European Community and listed in the United Nations (FAO/WHO) Codex Alimentarius.

Alginates are inscribed in Annex I of the Directive 95/2 of 1995 and as such can be used in all

foodstuffs under the Quantum Satis principle in the EU, with exception for those cited in

Annex II and those described in Part II of the Directive. One should keep in mind that

alginates, as already mentioned, also play an important role in animal foods, especially as a

thickener/gel former in pet food.

TABLE 9.8
Main Functions of Alginates in Food Products

Product

Viscosifier

(Thickening)

Stabilizer/

Emulsifier

Gel Former/

Binder

Ice cream �
Ready-made soups �
Sauces � �
Dressings � �
Ketchup �
Mayonnaise �
Margarine �
Milkshakes �
Fruit juices �
Liquors �
Frozen foods �
Desserts � �
Syrups �
Dry mixes �
Pastry fillings �
Bakery icings �
Jams �
Puddings �
Bakery whipped cream �
Pie fillings �
Mashed potatoes �
Restructured food �
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9.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has not been our intention to present food formulations in this chapter, but rather to give a

detailed description of the chemistry and the physical properties of alginates as a basis for

such formulations. The versatility of alginates, due to their wide range of chemical compos-

ition and their diverse functional properties, has been discussed. There are reasons to believe

that the number of successful food formulations will only increase when full account is taken

of the firm, basic understanding of the structure–function relationships in alginates.

In addition to seaweeds as raw material for alginates of widely different chemical com-

position, one should bear in mind that alginate is also a microbial polysaccharide with a

biosynthetic pathway that is well understood. Future production by fermentation of alginates

having special properties is possible, as well as enzymatic modification of seaweed alginates to

give products tailor-made for certain applications.

The gene family coding for the C-5 epimerases in A. vinelandii has been sequenced, cloned

and expressed recombinantly. This opens up possibilities for large-scale production of these

enzymes and hence also for their future use in modulating the functional properties of

alginates. Use of the C-5 epimerases either in vivo or in vitro has already given us a range of

compositionally homogeneous alginates either as mannuronan, guluronan or polymers with

ManA–GulA as repeating structure, or alginates with compositions and sequential structure

not found in nature [144]. Some of these polymers perform well in certain advanced technical

applications [145,146].
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

10.1.1 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Inulin is a storage carbohydrate found in many plants. It has been part of our daily diet for

some centuries as it occurs naturally in a lot of vegetables, fruits, and cereals. Inulin is

industrially obtained from chicory roots and used as a food ingredient, offering both inter-

esting nutritional properties and important technological benefits.
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Inulin was first isolated from Inula helenium by Rose, a German scientist, in 1804 [1], but it

was Thomson who called this substance inulin [2]. During the last decade, a spectacular

increase in the number of publications dealing with the technological and nutritional benefits

of inulin has been observed [3].

10.1.2 REGULATORY ASPECTS

Inulin is legally classified as food or food ingredient in all countries where it is used. As a

consequence, inulin is not listed as an accepted food additive in the standard positive lists, for

example, from the European Union or from Codex Alimentarius. In the United States, a

committee of experts declared inulin generally recognized as safe in 1992. The food laws of

most countries require that a specific name be used in the ingredients list. The name inulin is

legally accepted.

Inulin is classified as dietary fiber in all European countries and in most other countries.

It also complies with the Codex Alimentarius definition of dietary fiber (Codex Guidelines on

Nutrition Labelling CAC/GL 2-1985, Rev. 1 — 1993). In several countries, the nutritional

properties of inulin are used in formulating health claims on food products and food

supplements [4].

10.2 CHEMICAL STRUCTURE

Inulin has been defined as a polydisperse carbohydrate consisting mainly of b-(2!1) fructosyl-

fructose links [5]. A starting glucose moiety may be present, but not necessarily. Both GFn and

Fn compounds (where F is a fructosyl unit and G a glucosyl unit) are thus included under the

same nomenclature. Its molecular structure is shown in Figure 10.1. In chicory inulin, n, the

number of fructose units can vary from 2 to about 60 [6].

Levan, formed by certain bacteria, consistsmainly of b-(2!6) fructosyl-fructose links. As for

inulin, glucose can be present, but this is again not necessary. Fructan is amore general term, used

for any compound in which fructosyl-fructose links constitute the majority of the linkages.
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FIGURE 10.1 Chemical structure of inulin.
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The degree of polymerization (DP) and the possible presence of branches are import-

ant properties as they influence the functionality of the fructans. The DP of plant inulin

is rather low (DP < 200) and varies according to the plant species, weather conditions,

and physiological age of the plant. Standard chicory inulin has an average DP of about

10 to 12. Long-chain (or high performance) chicory inulin, from which the lower DP

fraction has been physically removed and which has an average DP of about 25, is also

available. Until recently, plant inulin was considered to be a linear molecule. By opti-

mized permethylation analysis it was possible to demonstrate that even native chicory

inulin has a small degree of branching (ca. 1%); this is also the case for inulin from

Dahlia [6].

From a structural point of view inulin can be considered a polyoxyethylene backbone to

which the fructose moieties are attached as steps to a winding stair. It crystallizes along a

pseudo-hexagonal sixfold symmetry axis at 0.24 nm per monomer. Moreover, two inulin

crystalline allomorphs exist: a semihydrated and a hydrated one. The difference between the

unit cells seems not to correlate with any change in the conformation of the sixfold helix, but

rather with a variation in the water content [7].

10.3 SOURCES

Fructans are, next to starch, the most abundant nonstructural polysaccharides found in

nature. They are present in many plants and in some bacteria. Bacterial fructans are

essentially of the levan type and are found among the Pseudomonaceae, Enterobacteriaceae,

Streptococcaceae, Actinomycetes, and Bacillaceae species.

Fructan-producing plants are common among the grasses (1200 species) and 15% of

the flowering plants produce them in significant amounts. Inulin-containing plants used in the

human diet belong mainly to either the Liliaceae (leek, onion, garlic, and Asparagus) or

[8]. Given their high inulin content (>10%), Dahlia, Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus),

and Chicory (Cichorium intybus) have been considered for industrial production of inulin [9].

10.3.1 CHICORY

Chicory is a biennial plant. During the first season, the plants remain in the vegetative phase

and form only leaves, taproots, and fibrous roots. The roots look like small oblong sugar

beets. The inulin content is high (16–18%) and fairly constant from year to year for a given

necessary (once every 5 years). Industrial inulin production is essentially made from chicory

(C. intybus).

10.3.2 JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE

Jerusalem artichoke shows a rather high inulin content (14–19%); its inulin metabolism is very

sensitive to cold. The tubers are small and irregular and hence have a lot of soil attached to them.

Jerusalem artichoke inulin has only 20% of chains with a DP >10 (see Table 10.2).

10.3.3 DAHLIA

There are many Dahlia cultivars available, but they are all selected for their flowers rather

than for inulin production. The tuberous roots can be propagated only if attached to a piece

of stem tissue. When propagated from seed, sowing has to be delayed until late spring, given
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the Compositae (Jerusalem artichoke, chicory, and yacon) species as shown in Table 10.1

region. Yields are around 45 tonnes roots per ha (see Table 10.2). A strict crop rotation is



the Dahlia’s extreme sensitivity to frost. Mechanical harvesting of the tubers is feasible only

on sandy soil. Although the DP of Dahlia inulin is higher than that of chicory, the yield is only

one half as great (see Table 10.2). For all these reasons, Dahlia does not appear to be an

interesting crop for inulin production.

10.3.4 BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION

Despite major advances in the elucidation of fructan metabolism, the precise physiological

function of inulin is still subject to debate. Most documented is its role as a long-term reserve

TABLE 10.1
Inulin Content (Percentage of Fresh Weight) in Some Edible Plants

Source Edible Parts Dry Solids Inulin

Onion Bulb 6–12 2–6

Jerusalem artichoke Tuber 19–25 14–19

Chicory Root 20–25 15–20

Leek Bulb 15–20a 3–10

Garlic Bulb 40–45a 9–16

Artichoke Leaves-heart 14–16 3–10

Banana Fruit 24–26 0.3–0.7

Rye Cereal 88–90 0.5–1.0a

Barley Cereal NAb 0.5–1.5a

Dandelion Leaves 50–55a 12–15

Burdock Root 21–25 3.5–4.0

Camas Bulb 31–50 12–22

Murnong Root 25–28 8–13

Yacon Root 13–31 3–19

Salsify Root 20–22 4–11

aEstimated.
bNA: data not available.

Source: From Van Loo, J., Coussement, P., De Leenheer, L., Hoebregs, H., and Smits, G., Crit. Rev. Food Sci.

Nutr., 35, 525, 1995.

TABLE 10.2
Yield and Inulin Content of Dahlia, Jerusalem Artichoke, and Chicory

Dahlia Jerusalem Artichoke Chicory

Roots or tubers (tonnes per ha) 25 35–60 25–75

DMa (%) 15–22 19–25 20–25

Inulin (%) 10–12 14–18 15–18

Inulin (tonnes per ha) 2.5–3.0 4.5–8.5 5–11

Mean DPb 13–20 6–10 10–14

aDM: dry matter.
bDP: degree of polymerization.
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carbohydrate stored in underground overwintering organs. Two other functions are often

referred to: as a cryoprotectant and as an osmotic regulator, allowing not only just survival

but also growth under conditions of water shortage, whether induced by drought or by low

temperatures.

Under drought conditions, increased amounts of glucose, fructose, sucrose, and inulin are

found in the roots and in the leaves [10]. In the cold season (e.g., kept for 3 weeks at 48C),

chicory inulin is clearly degraded, resulting in lower DP fractions and fructose, and becomes

osmotically more active.

The role of fructans as a true cryoprotectant is still debated, because the increase in

hexoses and sucrose upon depolymerization of fructans would only account for a freezing

point decrease of 0.2 to 0.58C [11]. On the other hand, inulin was shown to interact directly

with membrane lipids upon freeze-drying, preserving the membranes in a liquid-crystalline

phase at room temperature, and preventing phase transition and solute leakage during

rehydration [12].

10.4 BIOSYNTHESIS AND BIODEGRADATION

10.4.1 SYNTHESIS OF INULIN FROM PLANT

In recent years, significant progress has been made in the elucidation of the inulin metabolism in

Asteraceae. Edelman and Jefford [13] suggested that in Jerusalem artichoke, inulin synthesis

proceeds via the concerted action of two fructosyl-transferases: SST (sucrose:sucrose fructosyl-

transferase (EC 2.4.1.99)) and FFT (fructan:fructan fructosyl-transferase (EC 2.4.1.100)).

1-SST catalyzes the first step by the formation of 1 � kestose:

G� FþG� F! G� F� FþG

1-FFT utilizes the 1-kestose formed as substrate for further chain elongation into inulin-type

fructans:

G� F� ðFÞn þG� F� ðFÞm !G� F� ðFÞnþ1 þG� F� ðFÞm�1

In this reaction, sucrose can only act as an acceptor, not as a donor. The reaction is reversible.

Sucrose and high-DP inulins are recognized as the best acceptors.

1-SST and 1-FFT (enzymes and genes) have been isolated from, for example, H.

tuberosus (Jerusalem artichoke) [14], C. intybus (chicory) [15], and Cynara scolymus

(globe artichoke) [16]. The concerted action of SST and FFT was proven in vitro using

Jerusalem artichoke and chicory enzymes. Moreover, inulin production was demon-

strated in vivo by using the two corresponding genes of H. tuberosus and expressing

them in sugar beet [17].

10.4.2 SYNTHESIS OF MICROBIAL FRUCTANS

In bacteria and spores of fungi, fructan synthesis is the result of the action of only one sucrase

enzyme, called inulosucrase or levansucrase depending on the linkage formed between adja-

cent fructose molecules [18], either b � (2! 1) or b � (2 ! 6):

G� FþG� F� (F)m ) GþG� F� (F)mþ1
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Fructose is directly transferred from the donor sucrose to an acceptor sucrose or fructans, of

which high-DP fructans are the most efficient acceptors. Low-DP fructo-oligosaccharides are

often hardly detectable during the reaction. These high-DP fructans (>107 Da) are mainly of

the levan type.

10.4.3 PLANT ENDOGENOUS DEGRADATION

A third important enzyme postulated in the model of Edelman and Jefford [13] is the fructan

exohydrolase (EC 2.4.1.80) FEH:

G� F� (F)n ! G� F� (F)n�1 þ F

This enzyme catalyzes the breakdown of inulin through the cleavage between the terminal

fructosyl group and its adjacent fructose residue, without catalyzing sucrose hydrolysis.

The presence of inulo-n-oligosaccharides in native chicory extract was first reported by De

Leenheer and Hoebregs in 1994 [6]. Under high fructose concentration, formed through the

action of FEH, and the presence of FFT, the following reaction takes place [15]:

G� F� (F)n þ F) G� F� (F)n�1 þ F2

The inulobiose can be further used as an acceptor to form inulotriose, and the like.

10.4.4 IN VITRO HYDROLYSIS AND MODIFICATION

Hydrolysis is effected either by exo-inulinases (EC 3.2.1.80), by the combined action of exo-

and endo-inulinases, or solely by endo-inulinases (EC 3.2.1.7). While the best-known yeast in

this context, Kluyveromyces fragilis, produces only an exo-inulinase, most inulin-hydrolyzing

fungi form exo- and endo-inulinases [19]. For industrial fructose and oligofructose produc-

tion enzymes of Aspergillus niger or A. ficuum are used.

Other products are obtained from inulin by intramolecular (depolymerizing) fructose

transferases, namely difructose dianhydrides (DFAs) and cyclic forms of difructose. The

corresponding fructo-transferases are purified from Arthobacter globiformis, A. urefaciens,

and Pseudomonas [3].

Cyclofructans are produced by using an extracellular enzyme of Bacillus circulans. This

enzyme forms mainly cycloinulohexaose (CFR-6), in addition to small amounts of cycloinu-

loheptaose and -octaose, from inulin, by an intramolecular trans-fructosylation reaction [20].

The cavity in the hexamer is however not large enough to harbor a guest, as cyclodextrins do

[20a,b].

10.5 PRODUCTION

the extraction and a primary purification step, yielding an impure syrup. The second step is a

refining phase that results in a commercial pure product [3,21].

10.5.1 FIRST STEP

The first process is virtually similar to sugar beet processing. Harvested roots are transported

to the factory, weighed, washed, and sliced. Raw inulin is extracted from the resulting chips

with hot water in a countercurrent diffuser. The leached chips are dried (chicory pulp) and

sold as animal feed. A first purification step is applied to the extraction juice by liming and

carbonation at high pH. The resulting CaCO3 sludge precipitates easily entrapped peptides,
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The production of chicory inulin involves two phases (see Figure 10.2). The first step includes



some anions, degraded proteins, and colloids. This generates a foam-type product that is used

by the farmers to improve the soil structure.

10.5.2 SECOND STEP

The raw juice is further refined using cationic and anionic ion exchange resins for demin-

eralization, and active carbon for decolorization. This technology is comparable to the one

used in starch processing. Afterwards, the juice is passed over a 0.2-mm filter to be sterilized,

before it is evaporated and spray-dried. The resulting standard inulin has an average chain

length that reflects the original DP distribution present in the chicory root (between 10

and 12). A special high performance (HP) grade inulin, with an average DP of about 25, is

also commercially available. It is prepared by the physical elimination of the small-DP

fraction [22].

10.5.3 INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

Today, there are three industrial inulin producers, all of them using chicory as raw material.

Chicory processing has evolved from a laboratory and pilot plant project to a full industrial

scale project. The fact that the land surface assigned to chicory for inulin and fructose

production has evolved from a few hundred hectares in 1990 to more than 20,000 ha in

2000 is a good indicator of the growth of the inulin-related business.

10.6 ANALYSIS

Several analytical techniques are available for the determination of inulin, the complete

hydrolysis of which yields D-fructose and a small percentage of D-glucose.

Washing and slicing

Hot water extraction (diffusion)

Raw inulin

Removal of short chains and sugars

Sterile filtration

Purification (demineralization and decolorization)

Chicory pulp

Ca carbonate
(sludge)

Agriculture
and

cattle feed

Long-chain inulin

Chicory roots

Filtration and purification 
(liming and carbonation) 

Evaporation and spray-drying

FIGURE 10.2 Production process of chicory inulin.
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10.6.1 HIGH PERFORMANCE LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY

Two columns in series in the Kþ form are used (Aminex HPX-87 Kþ) for optimal separation.

The separation into fructose, glucose, difructose-dianhydride (DFA), GF, F2, and F3 is

optimal, but further separation into DP3, DP4, and DP� 5 is not very precise. DP3 and

DP4 fractions are not pure, but include GF2 plus F4 and GF3 plus F5, respectively (for all of

which markers are required). The fraction of DP � 5 is the integrated sum of DP5 and higher

DP molecules. As this fraction might include small oligosaccharides as well as high-DP inulin,

a fixed response factor cannot be determined, which makes this analysis unsuited for quan-

titative inulin determination. The method is well adapted to evaluate the relative amounts of

the different compounds present; especially the amounts of the noninulin compounds —

glucose, fructose, and sucrose.

10.6.2 GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY

A high-temperature capillary gas chromatographic method has been developed for the

quantitative determination of inulin-type oligosaccharides with DP<10 [23]. Sample prepar-

ation involves oxime formation and silylation of the extracted sugars. The oxime-trimethylsilyl

derivatives are analyzed on an apolar capillary Al-clad column with temperature program-

ming up to 4408C, and detection by flame ionization. The method is accurate and specific.

Moreover b-(2!6) oligosaccharides (levan) can be clearly distinguished from b-(2!1) com-

pounds (inulin) and GFn molecules from Fn molecules.

10.6.3 HIGH-PRESSURE ANION EXCHANGE CHROMATOGRAPHY

Another technique, which also differentiates between GFn and Fn compounds and provides

moreover a fingerprint of the molecular weight distribution of inulin, is high-pressure

anion exchange chromatography (HPAEC, see This analytical technique

uses a Dionex series 4000 ion chromatograph (Carbo-Pac, PA-1 column) coupled with a

pulsed amperometric detector (PAD). During the analysis, the carbohydrates are eluted

with an NaOH/NaOAc gradient; the high pH (13–14) converts the hydroxyl groups into

oxyanions. The degree of oxyanion interaction with the anionic exchange resin determines

the carbohydrate retention times. To reduce retention times, a competing ion such as

acetate is added to the eluant. The PAD system oxidizes and detects the separated

carbohydrates as they pass through the detector [24]. The major drawback of HPAEC-

PAD is that it is very difficult to quantify the high-DP compounds due to the lack of

appropriate standards and the reduced sensitivity of the PAD detector for high-DP

polymers. Timmermans et al. [25] also worked with HPAEC, coupled however with a

pulsed electrochemical detector (PED). This enabled them to quantify oligomers up to

DP¼ 17. Based on these relative responses they were then able to calculate the weight

fraction of each compound present. In a further study, they developed a HPAEC method

with a modified gradient elution in combination with a refractive index (RI) detector [26].

The application of this gradient enables comparison of RI and PAD responses to be

made, and thus permits the quantitative determination of mixtures of oligomers. In most

cases, a rough percentage distribution of different inulin compounds measured by

HPAEC-PAD is calculated by integration of the peaks of interest versus the total surface

under the curve. The average DP is determined by the fructose to glucose ratio after

complete hydrolysis with inulinase (Fructozyme, NOVO), at pH 4.5 and 608C during 30

min: DPn ¼ F=Gþ 1.
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10.6.4 PERMETHYLATION

The type of linkage and the occurrence of branching are checked by per-O-methylation followed

analysis is done on a Carlo-Erba gas chromatograph with an on-column injector, equipped with

an OV1701 column, temperature programming up to 2508C, and flame ionization detection

(FID). Identification is by the use of standards, supported by mass spectrometric data.

10.6.5 QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF INULIN IN FOOD

The official AOAC method No. 997.08 was developed to quantitatively measure inulin, for

compound present in the sample, the method consists only of steps 1 and 3. The inulin is

extracted from a sample at 858C for 10 min; part of the extract is set aside for determination of

free fructose, glucose, and sucrose by any reliable chromatographic method available (HPLC,

HGC, or HPAEC-PAD), the other part is submitted to an enzymatic hydrolysis, identical to

the one described above for DP determination. After this hydrolysis step, the resulting fructose

and glucose are again determined by chromatography. By subtracting the initial glucose,

fructose, and sucrose contents from the final output, the following formula can be applied:

inulin¼ k (GinuþFinu)

where k (<1) depends on the DP of the inulin analyzed and corrects for the water gain after

hydrolysis. Ginu and Finu are respectively glucose and fructose originating strictly from inulin. If

a complex sample needs to be analyzed, as is often the case dealing with food products, an

amyloglucosidase treatment (to effect hydrolysis of starch) must be included before the last

step, and an extra sugar analysis performed to avoid overestimation of the glucose originating

from the starch and maltodextrins present. Although the AOAC method n8997.08 is very
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FIGURE 10.3 Dionex (HPAEC) chromatogram of native chicory inulin.
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example, in food [28]. An overview of the method is given in Figure 10.4. If inulin is the only

by reductive cleavage and in situ acetylation [27, cf. 27a]. Capillary gas chromatographic (CGC)



reliable, it is very labor-intensive and requires the use of chromatographic apparatus. The AOAC

method n8999.03, based on the use of enzymes for hydrolysis and sugar determinations, requires

only a spectrophotometer and some other standard laboratory equipment [29]. This method is

reliable for the determination of inulin, but it cannot be used for the determination of oligosac-

charidesobtainedbyhydrolysisof inulin, asFn-type compoundsare significantlyunderestimated.

10.7 PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Chicory inulin is available as a white, odorless powder with high purity and a well-known

chemical composition. The taste is neutral, without any off-flavor or aftertaste. Standard

chicory inulin is slightly sweet (10% sweetness in comparison with sucrose), whereas long-

chain (high performance) inulin is not sweet at all [3]. Inulin behaves like a bulk ingredient,

contributing to body and mouthfeel. It is often used in combination with high-potency

sweeteners, such as aspartame and acesulfame K, to provide a wholesome mouthfeel and a

better-sustained flavor with reduced aftertaste. Such combinations also exhibit a significant

quantitative sweetness synergy [30].

Chicory inulin is moderately soluble in water (about 10% at room temperature) which

permits its incorporation in watery systems without precipitation. To make a solution of

inulin, the use of warm water (50–1008C) is suggested. The viscosity of chicory inulin

solutions is rather low (e.g., 1.65 mPa s at 108C for a 5% solution and 100 mPa s for a 30%

solution) [3]. Inulin exerts a small effect on the freezing and boiling point of water (e.g., 15%

chicory inulin decreases the freezing point by 0.58C).

Sample

±1g fructan

Fructozyme (NOVO)
30min, 60�C

→100g

15g extract and 15g buffer; pH 4.5
Amyloglucosidase
30min, 60�C

boiling water; pH 6.5−8.0
10min, 85�C

Extraction
Dissolution

AG hydrolysis

Inulinase hydrolysis

Sugar analysis 1

Sugar analysis 2

Sugar analysis 3

FIGURE 10.4 Flow diagram of the enzymatic method of fructan analysis in food (AOAC n8997.08).

(From Hoebregs, H., J. A.O.A.C. Int., 80, 1029, 1997. With permission.)
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Under strongly acid conditions, the b-(2!1) bonds between the fructose units can be

(partially) hydrolyzed. Fructose is formed in this process, which is more pronounced under

low pH, high temperature, and low dry-substance conditions. Inulin is stable in applications

with a pH higher than 4. Even at lower pH values, the hydrolysis of inulin is limited to less

than 10% if the products either have a high dry-substance content (>70%), or are stored at a

low temperature (<108C), or have a short shelf life.

At high concentration (>25% in water for standard chicory inulin and >15% for long-

chain inulin), inulin has gelling properties and forms a particle gel network after shearing.

When the fructan is thoroughly mixed with water or another aqueous liquid, using a

shearing device such as a rotor–stator mixer or a homogenizer, a white creamy structure

results that can easily be incorporated in foods to replace fat up to 100%. This process has

been patented by Raffinerie Tirlemontoise/ORAFTI [31]. Such a gel provides a short

spreadable texture, a smooth fatty mouthfeel, as well as a glossy aspect and a well-balanced

flavor release. As far as fat replacement is concerned long-chain (high performance) inulin

shows about twice the functionality compared with standard chicory inulin, thus allowing

for lower dosage levels and ingredient costs. Special ‘‘instant’’ qualities, which do not

require shearing to give stable homogeneous gels, have also been developed (using specific

spray-drying technology) and patented.

The gel strength obtained depends on the inulin concentration and total dry substance

content, on the shearing parameters (such as temperature, time, speed, or pressure) and also on

the type of shearing device used, but is not influenced by pH (between pH 4 and 9). Electron

cryomicroscopy has shown that such an inulin gel is composed of a three-dimensional network of

insoluble submicron inulin particles in water. These particles of about 100 nm in size aggregate to

form larger clusters having a diameter of 1 to 5 mm. Large amounts of water are immobilized in

that network, as determined by NMR experiments. X-ray diffraction confirmed the crystalline

An inulin gel exhibits a viscoelastic rheological behavior, and shows shear-thinning and thixo-

tropic properties. It is characterized by a relatively low yield stress (e.g., 1540 Pa for a gel of 30%

standard inulin in water at 258C). Inulin also displays synergy with most gelling agents (e.g.,

gelatin, alginate, k- and i-carrageenan, gellan gum, maltodextrin) [32].

Furthermore, inulin improves the stability of foams and emulsions, for example, in

aerated dairy desserts, ice creams, table spreads, and sauces. It can therefore replace other

stabilizers in different food products. The physicochemical properties of chicory inulin are

10.8 NUTRITIONAL BENEFITS

Inulin has been shown to provide several interesting nutritional benefits to animals and

On account of its b-(2!1) bonds, which our digestive enzymes cannot hydrolyze, inulin

passes through the mouth, the stomach, and the small intestine, without undergoing any

significant change and without getting absorbed. This has been confirmed in human studies

with ileostomized volunteers [34]. Inulin thus enters the colon almost quantitatively and there it is

completely metabolized by the intestinal bacteria [35]. So, inulin is completely converted, mainly

to short-chain fatty acids (SCFA), bacterial biomass, and gases.Only the SCFA contribute to the

energy metabolism of the host, which explains the reduced caloric value of inulin (about 5 kJ/g).

Inulin has no influence on blood glucose and insulin levels when ingested orally, and it has been

known as a food for diabetics since the beginning of the 20th century [36,37].

Inulin is a soluble dietary fiber [38] that induces typical effects on the gut function, such as

reduction of the intestinal pH, relief of constipation, and an increase in stool weight and
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summarized in Table 10.3.

human beings [33]. These are presented in Table 10.4.

nature of the gel particles whereas the starting inulin powder is essentially amorphous [cf. 31a].



TABLE 10.3
Physicochemical Properties of Inulin

Standard Inulin Long-chain Inulin

Chemical structure GFn (2 � n � 60) GFn (10 � n � 60)

Average DP 12 25

Dry matter (%) >95 >95

Inulin content (% on d.m.) 92 99.5

Sugar content (% on d.m.) 8 0.5

pH (10% w/w) 5–7 5–7

Sulfated ash (% on d.m.) <0.2 <0.2

Heavy metals (ppm on d.m.) <0.2 <0.2

Appearance White powder White powder

Taste Neutral Neutral

Sweetness (vs. sucrose¼ 100%) 10% None

Solubility in water at 258C (g/l) 120 10

Viscosity in water (5%) at 108C (mPa s) 1.6 2.4

Heat stability Good Good

Acid stability Fair Good

Functionality in foods Fat replacement

Body and mouthfeel

Texture improvement

Foam stabilization

Emulsion stabilization

Synergy with gelling agents

F: fructosyl unit; G: glucosyl unit; DP: degree of polymerization; d.m.: dry matter.

TABLE 10.4
Nutritional Properties of Inulin

Strong Evidence

Nondigestibility and low caloric value (5 kJ/g)

Suitable for diabetics

Soluble dietary fiber

Stool bulking effect: increase in stool weight and stool frequency, relief of constipation

Modulation of the gut flora composition, stimulating beneficial bacteria (Bifidobacteria) and repressing harmful

ones (Clostridia): prebiotic/bifidogenic effect

Improvement of calcium (and magnesium) bio-availability

Promising Evidence

Reduction of serum triglycerides

Reduction of colon cancer risk

Modulation of immune response

Protection against intestinal disorders and infections
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frequency (or bulking effect) [39]. Its fecal bulking effect is similar to that of other soluble

fibers such as pectin and guar gum [40]; each gram ingested increases the fecal wet weight by

about 2 g. Inulin also has modulating effects on the lipid metabolism, for example, by

reducing serum and liver triglycerides [41,42].

In the colon, inulin selectively promotes the growth and metabolic activity of beneficial

bacteria, mainly bifidobacteria, while repressing harmful ones (e.g., Clostridia). This is called

the prebiotic or bifidogenic effect (see Figure 10.5). The bifidogenicity of inulin has been

demonstrated in in vitro models [43] and in several in vivo human volunteer studies [44]. A daily

intake of 5 to 10 g of inulin is sufficient to significantly enhance bifidobacteria in humans [45].

Inulin also increases the intestinal absorption of calcium, iron, and magnesium as well as

the bone mineral density in rats [46,47]. In a first study with healthy adult volunteers who

were given up to 40 g/day of chicory inulin, an important increase in calcium absorption was

observed [48]. A significant increase in calcium absorption has also been confirmed in

adolescent girls upon ingestion of only 8 g/day of a specific inulin product (inulin enriched

with oligofructose) [49].

Recent research indicates that inulin also has a significant chemopreventive potential

[50]. Indeed, it can prevent the formation of precancerous lesions and tumors in the

colon of rats. Long-chain (high performance) inulin is more effective than shorter chain

fructans. Synergistic effects were observed when inulin and bifidobacteria were adminis-

tered together as a synbiotic [51]. It was furthermore demonstrated that inulin inhibits

the development of cancer cells transplanted in the thigh or in the peritoneum of mice

10.9 FOOD APPLICATIONS

In food and drink products, inulin can be used for either its nutritional advantages or its

technological properties, but it is often applied to offer a double benefit: an improved

organoleptic quality and a better-balanced nutritional composition. gives an

overview of the applications of inulin in foods and drinks.

Inulin is easy to use as dietary fiber, and often leads to improved taste and texture [53].

When used in bakery products and breakfast cereals, this represents a major progress in

comparison with most other fibers. Inulin gives more crispness and expansion to extruded

Bacteroides

Bacteroides

Fusobacteria

Fusobacteria

Clostridia

Clostridia

Bifidobacteria

Bifidobacteria

65%
12%

3%

20%

15 g/day inulin
for 14 days

3%

<1%

26%

71%

FIGURE 10.5 Prebiotic effect of inulin. (From Gibson, G.R., Beatty, E.R., Wang, X., and Cummings, J.H.,

Gastroenterology 108, 975, 1995. With permission.)
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Table 10.5

[52, cf. 52a].



snacks and cereals, and it increases their bowl life. It also keeps breads and cakes moist and

fresh for longer. Its solubility allows fiber incorporation in watery systems such as drinks,

dairy products, and table spreads. Inulin is increasingly used in functional foods, especially in

a whole range of dairy products, as a prebiotic ingredient [54], which stimulates the growth of

the beneficial gut microflora.

Thanks to its specific gelling characteristics, inulin allows the development of low-fat foods

without compromising on taste and texture. In table spreads, both fat and water-continuous

formulations, inulin allows the replacement of significant amounts of fat and the stabilization

of the emulsion, while providing a short spreadable texture. Long-chain (high performance)

inulin (from 2 to 10% incorporation) gives excellent results in water-in-oil spreads, with a fat

content ranging from 20 to 60%, as well as in water-continuous formulations containing 10%

fat or less. It can also be applied in fat-reduced spreads containing dairy proteins, as well as in

TABLE 10.5
Food Applications of Inulin

Application Functionality Dosage Level (% w/w)

Dairy products Fat replacement 2–10

Body and mouthfeel

Foam stabilization

Fiber and prebiotic

Frozen desserts Fat replacement 2–10

Texture improvement

Melting behavior

Low caloric value

Table spreads Fat replacement 2–10

Texture and spreadability

Emulsion stabilization

Fiber and prebiotic

Baked goods Fiber and prebiotic 2–15

Moisture retention

Breakfast cereals Fiber and prebiotic 2–20

Crispness and expansion

Low caloric value

Fillings Fat replacement 2–30

Texture improvement

Sauces Fat replacement 2–10

Mouthfeel and body

Emulsion stabilization

Meat products Fat replacement 2–10

Texture and stability

Fiber

Dietetic products Fat replacement 2–15

Synergy with sweeteners

Body and mouthfeel

Fiber and low caloric value

Chocolate Sugar replacement 5–30

Fiber

Heat resistance

Tablets Sugar replacement 5–75

Fiber and prebiotic
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butter-like recipes and other dairy-based spreadable products. In low-fat dairy products, such

as fresh cheese, cream cheese, or processed cheese, the addition of a few percent of inulin gives a

creamier mouthfeel and imparts a better-balanced round flavor. Inulin is destined to be used as a

fat replacer in frozen desserts, providing easy processing, a fatty mouthfeel, excellent melting

properties, and freeze–thaw stability, without any unwanted off-flavor. Fat replacement can

further be applied in meal replacers, meat products, sauces, and soups. Fat-reduced meat

products, such as sausages and pâtés with a creamier and juicier mouthfeel and an improved

stability due to better water immobilization, can be manufactured. The synergistic effect of inulin

with other gelling agents constitutes an additional advantage in all these applications.

The incorporation of inulin (1 to 3%) in diet fruit yogurts, possibly through the fruit

preparations, improves the mouthfeel, and offers a synergistic taste effect in combination with

aspartame or acesulfame K. Inulin furthermore increases the stability of foams and mousses:

its incorporation at 1 to 5% into dairy-based aerated desserts improves the processability and

upgrades the quality. The resulting products retain their typical structure for longer and show

a fat-like feeling.

Inulin has also found an interesting application as a low-calorie bulk ingredient in

chocolate without added sugar, often in combination with a polyol. It is used furthermore

as a dietary fiber or sugar replacer in tablets. Thus, inulin has become a key ingredient,

offering new opportunities to the food industry looking for well-balanced and yet better-

tasting products in the future.
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11.1 INTRODUCTION

Pectins are a complex group of structural heteropolysaccharides containing mostly galacturo-

nic acid units. They are present in the primary cell walls and middle lamella of many plants,

where they are frequently associated with other cell wall components, such as cellulose,

hemicellulose, and lignin. They can be found in different tissues, but are particularly abun-

dant in fruits and young tissues [1,2]. Commercially extracted pectins, either by themselves or

in combination with other biopolymers, have found extensive use as gelling and thickening

agents in foods.

High methoxyl pectins are mainly used as gelling agents in fruit-based products, especially

in the manufacture of jams and fruit preservatives. Other food applications include milk

desserts, fruit preparations for yoghurt and tart glazings, confectionery jellies, heat-resistant

bakery jams, stabilization of acidified milk products, fruit juices, or soft drinks.

Low methoxyl pectins are used to prepare gels with a reduced level of dissolved solids, and

are of great interest because of their reduced calorific value. Applications in food industry are

diversified, including jams and jellies of low-sugar content, dairy desserts, where usually

addition of calcium salt is not needed, fruit gels for use in ice cream, as food coatings, and

as thickening agents of syrups for fruit and vegetable canning, among many others.

A number of reviews have been published on pectins and it is not possible to list all of

them. A few that are considered important are mentioned here. The scientific and techno-

logical aspects of pectins have been reviewed in detail by Kertesz [1]. A wide range of pectin-

related subjects were covered by several authors in an edited volume [3]. May [4] covered the

practical aspects of pectins in a review paper. In a seminal work, Voragen et al. [5] reviewed

biochemical and other aspects of pectins. This work will continue to be useful and influential

for many years to come.

In the present work, we have emphasized the physicochemical and rheological aspects

of pectin dispersions and gels. We have drawn upon relevant features of pectins from the

aforementioned reviews and many other published studies; we have emphasized more recent

results.

11.2 GENERAL CHEMICAL–PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Pectins are of structural heteropolysaccharides containing principally galacturonic acid units.

The carboxylic group existent in the uronic acid residues may be in the free or salt form with

sodium, potassium, calcium, or ammonium counter-ions, or naturally esterified with metha-

nol. Due to the presence of free carboxyl groups, pectin solutions exhibit acidic pH; a 1%

aqueous pectin solution may display a pH around 2.7 to 3.0.

The native pectic polysaccharides (protopectins) present in plant cell walls show complex

structural characteristics, including a diversity of neutral sugars that bond to the main

galacturonate backbone and varied degrees of branching. However, commercial pectins are

typically less complex structurally due to the structural changes and breakdown taking place

during the industrial extraction processes.

Pectins in an aqueous environment are not stable molecules; depending on the pH and

temperature, pectin molecules may undergo several chemical reactions and modifications [6].

Under acidic conditions, glycosidic bonds and methyl-ester linkages may undergo hydrolysis

to different extents. Hydrolysis of the more sensitive glycosidic linkages, like those involving

the neutral sugar side chains, may lead to the increase of the galacturonic content and
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decrease of the neutral sugar content of the acid-treated pectins. During acid treatment at

reduced temperature, the rate of glycosidic-bond hydrolysis is much slower than the rate of

de-esterification; therefore, preparations of low methoxyl pectins may be obtained by acid

treatment without extensive main-chain breakdown and decreasing of the pectin molecular

weight. Any increase of temperature increases the rate of the b-elimination reaction more

than that of the de-esterification [7].

Under alkaline conditions, or even at a pH close to 7, especially at elevated temperatures,

extensive and rapid degradation may occur, involving both de-esterification and cleavage of

glycosidic bonds, the last occurring generally by a trans-b-elimination mechanism [8,9]. The

degradation of pectins under these conditions increases with temperature and with the degree

of methyl-esterification (DE) [6,10]. Kinetic considerations about both the de-

esterification and depolymerization processes have been reported, including values for the

rate constants and activation energies [6,11]. This low stability of the pectin molecules makes

them less attractive for use in heat-processed foods of low acidity.

Pectins are macromolecules that contain a large number of ionizable carboxylic groups;

therefore, they are anionic polyelectrolytes, having a strong affinity for small counter-ions.

Most of the conformational and functional properties of pectins depend on their polyelec-

trolytic properties.

The interaction between polyelectrolytes and counter-ions is influenced mainly by the

linear charge density of the macromolecule, expressed by the distance between adjacent

charged groups. The DE of pectin determines the linear charge density of the macromolecule,

and thus it is the most important factor influencing the ion binding properties of pectins. The

higher the linear charge density, the stronger the interaction of counter-ions with ionic groups

and the lower the activity coefficient of the counter-ions [12]. Such dependence was well

illustrated in several works on pectinates with different degrees of esterification (different

charge densities) and with different distribution patterns of the ionic groups on the galactur-

onate backbone [13–16]. However, linear charge density is not the only factor controlling the

interaction between the polyanion and counter-ions; the conformation of macromolecules

and the intermolecular binding of divalent cations also have an important role in the bond

strength of cations to polyuronates and the selectivity in ion exchange reactions [12].

It was shown that the intrinsic ionization constant (pKo) of pectins is independent of the

pectin concentration, DE, degree of amidation, or degree of polymerization, and has a value

around 2.9 to 3.2, close to the pKo value of the monomeric galacturonic acid [17–19]. For a

given pH, the ionization degree increases with increasing pectin concentration [20]. The

apparent pK depends on the effective charge density of the pectin, and thus decreases when

the degree of ionization decreases, or when the DE of pectin increases [16,20].

As expected, the pH and the ionic strength affect the binding of cations to the pectin

molecules. The binding of calcium to pectin increases with increasing pH, showing a max-

imum level at pH 5 to 7.5 [21]. The binding affinity of calcium to pectins decreases when the

ionic strength increases [22,23]. The stability constant of calcium pectinate considerably

decreases with increasing ionic strength, which is attributed not only to the change of the

calcium activity coefficients with ionic strength, but also to ion-exchange equilibra at the

carboxyl groups of pectin.

The binding of calcium to pectinates has particular relevance for the gelation of low-

methoxyl pectins. It is widely accepted that the interaction between calcium ions and pectin

chains includes both electrostatic interactions (nonspecific) and specific interactions through

coordinative binding. The specific intermolecular binding of Ca2þ ions to polygalacturonates,
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associated to cooperative binding and with conformational transitions of the polysaccharide

chain, has been suggested by several authors [24–26]. Cooperativity in the interaction between

calcium and pectin is also implicit in the egg-box model of gelation proposed by Rees and

coworkers [27,28]. Nevertheless, ionic strength seems to have an important role in the

cooperativity of the ion–polymer binding [22,23,29]. At very low ionic strength, the cal-

cium–pectinate interactions seem to be essentially of an anti-cooperative nature, whereas,

when the ionic strength increases, the ion–polymer interactions are essentially cooperative.

With respect to the physical properties of pectin molecules in aqueous media, it is not

surprising to observe that they depend on their chemical characteristics, including their

structure and size, and also on the solvent properties (pH, ionic strength, presence of

co-solutes). Water is a good solvent for pectins. Aqueous solutions up to about 4% (w/w)

may be prepared, but with expected limitations with regard to the viscosity and dispersion

difficulties. Solubility in water decreases as the DE decreases. The decreased solubility

observed for low-methoxyl pectins may be overcome by converting the free carboxyl groups

to more soluble salt forms (e.g., sodium or potassium salts). Generally, pectins are insoluble

in organic solvents. Their precipitation from aqueous solutions by the addition of water-

miscible organic solvents such as ethanol, isopropanol or methanol, or by addition of

polyvalent cations (e.g., copper, quaternary ammonium), is often used in recovery and

purification procedures both at the industrial and laboratory level.

Pectins are commonly used as a gelling and thickening agent in foods. As for solubility,

the viscosity of pectin solutions is also dependent on structure, DE, molecular weight, pectin

concentration, solvent properties, and temperature. The rheological behavior of pectins in

aqueous solution will be discussed in a later section.

The gelation behavior of pectins, as will be detailed later in this chapter, is also closely

related to their structural characteristics. High methoxyl pectin (�50% DE) forms gels under

acidic conditions in aqueous media of high sugar content, whereas low methoxyl pectin forms

gels in the presence of calcium ions.

Although not traditionally associated with interfacial activity and emulsifying properties,

under certain conditions pectins may also have a role in stabilizing food dispersal systems.

Highly acetylated pectin from sugar beet [30] or depolymerized pectin samples [31] have been

reported to be much more surface-active than commercial high-methoxyl (HM) or low-

methoxyl (LM) pectins, and hence to be capable of producing and stabilizing oil-in-water

emulsions. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that much of the reported emulsifying

capability of certain pectin samples is explicable in terms of complexation or contamination

with surface-active protein fractions [32].

11.3 OCCURRENCE AND BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION

Pectic substances are present in the primary cell walls and middle lamella of many plants, and

are frequently associated with cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. They can be found in

different tissues, especially in fruits and young tissues [1,2]. The pectic content and the

composition of the pectic substances are different among different plants, plant varieties,

and plant tissues, and also depend on the stage of plant growth [33].

Pectic substances are known to contribute both to the adhesion between the cells and to

the mechanical strength of the cell wall, through their ability to form stabilizing gels [2], and

have also an important role in the growth of plant cells [34]. In addition to these important

physiologic functions, these structural polysaccharides have also other important roles in

many fields: (1) they are involved in interactions between plants and pathogenic agents

[35,36]; (2) the amount and nature of pectin are determinant for the texture of fruits and
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vegetables during their growth, ripening, storage, and processing [2,37,38]; (3) as they are

extracted commercially, they are applied as additives in many fields, as stabilizers, thickeners,

and mainly as gelling agents [4,33,39]; (4) they have an important role as nutritional fiber

[40,41], and may have interesting therapeutical properties [42–44].

The role of pectins in the changes that occur during the ripening and storage of plant

tissues is particularly important in the area of food technology and has been the subject of

many studies over the years [45]. The structural changes that occur during the ripening

process are of relevance of the fruit and vegetable texture as also for the final properties of

the commercially extracted pectins.

Pectins are part of the class of cell wall polysaccharides that undergo the most extensive

structural changes during the ripening process, and which are associated with the general

decrease in firmness and loss of cell cohesion observed during the maturation of fruits and

vegetables [46,47]. The main structural changes include the rupture of pectin bonds in other

cell wall polysaccharides and depolymerization of the galacturonate backbone, resulting in

increased pectin solubility, a decrease in DE, and loss of neutral sugar side chains [48–50].

Information is still indeterminate about the relative importance of these changes in the

softening of the fruit and vegetable tissues. Regarding the changes in the molecular weight

of the pectin fractions, some reported results claim that fruit softening does not depend on

pectin depolymerization [51,52], but a decreased molecular weight with a broad molecular

weight distribution of the water-soluble fractions of pectin is seen in most of the fruits during

ripening. Concerning the changes in the DE, some researchers have reported a decrease in

the DE of the middle lamella pectins [53], but others found no change in the DE during

ripening [51].

Several cell wall degrading enzymes, including endo- and exo-polygalacturonases [49],

methylesterases [54], and various glycosidases [55,56], play an important role in pectin

modification. De-esterification of the polygalacturonic acid backbone by pectin methylester-

ase facilitates the depolymerization of pectins by polygalacturonase [57,58], and this con-

certed action seems to play a crucial role in converting protopectin to a soluble pectin form. It

has been suggested that the increase in pectin solubility may also result from cleavage of

linkages between side chains of pectin and hemicelluloses [59,60].

11.4 COMMERCIAL PECTINS: EXTRACTION AND MANUFACTURE

11.4.1 INDUSTRIAL SOURCES

Pectin extraction at the laboratory level and for research purposes generally involves

mild conditions and more complex steps than those found at the industrial level. The more

severe extraction processes used at the industrial level are generally more detrimental to the

pectin molecules with regard to substituents (neutral sugar side chains, esterified groups) and

molecular mass. More detailed information about the extraction and production of pectin,

both at the laboratory and industrial levels, may be found in the previously published reviews

[4,5,61].

Apple pomace and citrus peel are the two raw materials traditionally used for industrial

extraction of pectins. Both materials contain high amounts of pectic substances and are

available in abundant supply as residues from juice production. However, they produce

slightly different pectins, which make one or the other more suitable for specific applications

[4], although both have well-recognized desirable and commercially attractive properties.

Dried apple pomace generally contains 15 to 20% pectin, whereas dried citrus peel generally

yields around 30 to 35% of pectin [33].
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Before industrial extraction, the raw materials are generally subjected to a pre-treatment

(blanching, washing, drying, etc.) to inactivate enzymes that otherwise would rapidly

degrade the pectin molecules, and to increase the product stability during transportation

and storage.

Extraction of pectins from the raw material is usually performed by acid treatment

(pH 1.5 to 3) at high temperature (70 to 908C), using hydrochloric acid, nitric acid or, in

some cases, sulfuric acid. This step enables extraction and solubilization of pectin materials

from plant tissues. Under these conditions, degradation reactions such as de-esterification

and depolymerization will occur. Therefore, the extraction conditions, namely temperature,

time, and pH, should be carefully controlled to achieve the desired final properties of the

product.

The pectin raw extract is then separated from the peel or pomace residue by filtration or

centrifugation process. The pectin is then separated from the purified extract by precipitation

with alcohol (isopropanol, ethanol, or methanol) or by precipitation with an insoluble salt by

addition of a polyvalent cation, usually aluminum. The precipitate obtained is washed with

alcohol and pressed to remove soluble impurities, and finally dried and milled to yield

powdered pectin. The pectins thus obtained have typically a DE higher than 50% and are

known as HM pectins; de-esterification is also performed at the industrial level to yield

pectins with lower DE (<50%) known as LM pectins.

De-esterification at the industrial level is generally carried out on the precipitated HM

pectin in alcohol dispersion. The LM pectins are generally obtained by controlled acid de-

esterification, or by alkali de-esterification. The use of enzymes to extract pectins from

vegetable raw materials and also to promote de-esterification reaction has been suggested

[62–64], but it is still rarely used at the industrial level because of economic constraints. If the

base used is ammonia, a different type of LM pectin is obtained in which some carboxylic

groups are amidated. The presence of some carboxyl groups in the amide form (typically

around 15–18%) allows this type of pectin to tolerate more variation in calcium content and

to originate gels with a higher degree of thermoreversibility.

It should be mentioned that the de-esterification process will influence not only the DE of

the final pectins, but also the distribution pattern of the free carboxyl groups on the

galacturonnan backbone, and consequently the calcium sensitivity of the pectin sample.

De-esterification using acid, alkali, or acidic microbial pectin methylesterases leads to pectins

with a random distribution of free carboxyl groups [15,19,65,66], whereas the action of

alkaline pectin methylesterases from higher plants (e.g., tomato, orange, apple) and fungi

results in a blockwise arrangement of free carboxyl groups in the pectin molecule

[15,19,66,67].

Standardization is also a current industrial practice to produce pectin samples with

consistent properties. As pectins are extracted from a diversity of natural raw materials,

they are commonly characterized by variability in structure and functionality. It is thus

customary to blend together different production batches and to dilute them with sucrose

or dextrose to attain a standard performance.

Some alternative or complementary extraction processes have been proposed to improve

the manufacture of pectin, with potential use at the industrial level and, in some cases, with

advantages regarding the yield of pectic material, reduced process time or costs, and im-

proved properties of the extracted pectins. Extraction from apple pomaces using an extrusion

pre-treatment of the raw material [68] or a pulsed ultrasonic treatment in aqueous acidic

medium [69] was proposed to increase yield and to reduce processing time, without appre-

ciable degradation of the extracted pectins. Flash extraction methods using microwave or

steam injection heating under pressure [70–72] have also been described and associated with

favorable effects on the yield and quality of the extracted pectins.
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11.4.2 UNCONVENTIONAL SOURCES

There is a general interest in the use of waste by-products obtained from bio-industries, to

minimize environmental problems and for the turnover of large amounts of biomass to

produce value-added products. Therefore, other sources of pectin drew interest over the

past years and were searched for alternative industrial exploitation, however, with results

that have so far not provided any significant commercial use. Some examples include the

pectins obtained from sugar beet pomace, sunflower head residues, and olive pomace.

Sugar beet pomace is the residue obtained after sugar extraction from the ground sugar

beet. Although the ready availability of the raw material in large quantities and the relatively

high yield in pectin content (around 25% dry basis) permit a cost-effective production, the

sugar beet pectins have shown several disadvantages when compared to apple and citrus

pectins. These disadvantages are related to their poor gelling properties, which are a conse-

quence of certain structural properties, namely the presence of acetyl groups esterifying some

of the secondary hydroxyl groups of the galacturonic acid residues; these have a marked effect

on gelation ability, but also a lower molecular weight, higher content of neutral sugars, and

lower DE when compared to the commercial apple and citrus pectins [30,73,74]. However,

the presence of ferulic acid residues and the possibility for enzymatic and chemical cross-

linking through these substituents [75–77] may enable applications different from those

classically used for commercial apple and citrus pectins. Also, both chemical and enzymatic

methods have been proposed to overcome some of the chemical and structural characteristics

hindering gelation [78–81], namely to decrease the neutral sugar side chains and the degree of

acetylation.

The sunflower heads residues obtained after oil extraction are also a very promising

source for pectin, characterized by high molecular weight and high galacturonic acid content,

but low DE, and attractive gelling properties [82–86]. However, farming practices to enable

easier handling of the seeds and maximum oil yield generally correspond to a maturation

stage where the seed head has softened, and at this stage enzymatic or microbial degradation

of the pectins may have drastic consequences for their functionality [4].

Pectins extracted from olive pomace are also characterized by a low DE, a relatively low

molecular weight, and high content in neutral sugars [87]. Many structural changes are

expected to occur as a result of the ripening [88] and processing of the olive fruit during oil

extraction [89], which contribute to the poor consistent properties of the pectins extracted

from this raw material. However, olive pectins are able to gel by calcium-mediated ionic

interactions, although they show gelling properties different from the classical commercial

LM pectins, likely related to the role of other intermolecular interactions stabilizing the pectin

network [87,90].

The pectins extracted from potato pulp [91], the waste material of the potato starch

industry, peach pulp [92,93], also a residue from juice industries, pumpkin pulp [94], or

linseed seeds [95,96], have also shown attractive yield and properties that may justify more

extensive studies in the future.

11.5 STRUCTURE, SIZE, AND SHAPE

11.5.1 STRUCTURE

Pectins are structurally complex polymers; it is not the intention of this work to cover this

subject in detail, but rather to focus on a few important concepts.

As for most natural polysaccharides, pectins are characterized by structural and molecular

weight heterogeneity and polydispersity. Complications also arise from the association in
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nature of the pectic substances with other polysaccharides, which result in isolation and

purification problems. Although pectins extracted from different vegetable tissues have

some common structural characteristics, several structural aspects change with the species

from which they are extracted, with the physiological stage of the material as well as with the

extraction conditions and further treatments [48,51,97].

The backbone of pectin is composed of (1!4) linked a-D-galacturonic acid units inter-

rupted by single (1!2) linked a-L-rhamnose residues [5,98–100]. The carboxyl groups of the

galacturonic acid units are partly esterified by methanol, in an extension dependent on the

pectin source and the extraction mode. The DE is defined by the ratio of methyl-esterified

galacturonic acid residues to the total galacturonic acid units present in the pectin sample.

The number and distribution of the methyl-ester groups along the molecule play an important

role in the solubility, thickening properties, gelation ability, conditions required for gelation,

and final gel properties of the pectins [33,101], and also on the firmness and cohesion of plant

tissues [2]. As extracted from the raw materials, commercial pectins have a typical degree of

methylation between 55 and 75%, depending on the species, tissue, maturity, and on the time

and temperature conditions during the extraction process. The intramolecular distribution of

the free carboxyl groups along the galacturonic main chain is usually heterogeneous and

dependent on the de-esterification method used [102,103].

The number and distribution of the rhamnosyl residues are also dependent on the

source of pectin [104]. It has been suggested that pectin molecules has long and regular

galacturonic regions (smooth), estimated to be a minimum of 72–100 galacturonic acid

residues independent of the origin of the pectins, and rhamnose-rich regions (hairy) carrying

the neutral sugars as side chains, where the differences between pectin origin are much more

important [105–107].

The side-chain sugars are predominantly galactose and arabinose forming galactan, arabi-

nan and arabinogalactans attached to the C-4 position of the rhamnose residues, although

attachment to C-2 and C-3 of the galacturonic acid has also been reported [35,108,109].

Other sugars, including D-glucose, D-xylose, D-mannose, L-fucose, and glucuronic acid, are

also sometimes found covalently linked to the backbone as side chains [35,59]. It has been

established by chemical b-elimination and enzymatic degradation that most of the side chains

are arranged in blocks and located on relatively small proportions of the backbone, forming

the so-called hairy and smooth regions in the pectin molecule [59,109]. Figure 11.1 shows a

schematic representation of a pectin chain. As commercial pectins are usually extracted under

hot acidic conditions, many of the regions containing a high proportion of neutral sugars are

Highly methoxylated homogalacturonan

“Hairy” regions
“Smooth” regions
Homogalacturonan

Neutral sugar side - chains

Type I rhamnogalacturonan

FIGURE 11.1 Schematic representation of a pectin chain. (From Ralet, M.C., and Thibault, J.F.,

Biomacromolecules, 3, 917, 2002. With permission.)
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hydrolyzed, leaving out mostly the more acid-stable galacturonate blocks. The role of the

pectin side chains in the functional properties of pectins has also been discussed [110,111,111a].

Amidated pectins are prepared industrially by de-esterification in an ammonia medium.

In most commercial amidated LM pectins, between 15 and 25% of the galacturonic residues

contain primary amide groups. These pectins are characterized by a blockwise distribution of

the amide groups and a random distribution of the free carboxyl groups [18]. It is generally

accepted that amide groups play a positive role in gelation, usually requiring less calcium for

gelation, and producing more elastic and transparent gels than those made from acid

demethylated LM pectins [112,113].

In certain pectins, such as those from sugar beet and potato, some of the secondary

hydroxyl groups are also acetylated [5,75]. The presence of acetyl groups hampers gelling

ability by steric hindrance of chain association [76,98]. For industrial apple and citrus pectin

samples, low acetyl content of less than 1% has been reported [97], and has little influence on

gelation.

A small proportion of feruloyl groups was also identified in sugar beet pectins [76], and in

pectins from spinach [114], probably attached through an ester linkage to the arabinose or

galactose side chains in the hairy regions of the galacturonate chain [115]. As will be discussed

later, these groups can be used in the formation of gels by oxidative cross-links.

11.5.2 SIZE AND CONFORMATION

Like other biopolymers, the functional properties of pectins are largely dependent on their

molecular weight and conformation. Pectins, as for other natural polysaccharides, exhibit high

heterogeneity in molecular weight. Both the average molecular weight and the molecular weight

distribution vary with the plant source, stage of ripening, and extraction methodologies.

It is well known that pectins are highly prone to aggregation in solution, and problems

have been experienced in several studies on pectin size and conformation, mainly due to the

difficulties in achieving a true macromolecular solution. It should be emphasized that a large

number of factors, such as the DE, charge density, neutral sugar content, and solvent quality,

can affect pectin’s aggregation and molecular state in solution. The presence of aggregates or

micro-gels composed of high molecular weight, polydisperse, and branched pectin chains, was

observed in several studies [116–120], and is the most probable cause of the inaccuracy of

some reported results obtained from light scattering techniques.

It was also shown [121] that pectins with the same molecular weight may exhibit different

hydrodynamic volumes due to differences in DE, branching, and neutral sugar content, which

makes their solution behavior even more complex.

radii for pectins with different origins and characteristics. The ranges of values are related

to fractions of the original pectin sample or to different analytical techniques

employed to overcome some of the difficulties referred to above and can be found in the

original references.

Some discrepancies also exist in the Mark–Houwink–Sakurada (MHS) relationships

reported in the literature for pectin samples, once again related to the complex behavior of

the MHS constants obtained from studies on the relationship between intrinsic viscosity ( [h] )

and molecular weight for several pectin samples. The agreement between different studies is

clearly poor. Some high values obtained for the Mark–Houwink exponent suggest a rather

stiff conformation (rigid or semirigid rod) for the pectin molecules, whereas other authors

obtained lower exponents suggesting a more flexible pectin chain (flexible coil). Most results
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employed by the authors. Details on the techniques used and experimental methodologies

Table 11.1 shows some examples of reported average molecular masses and average

different

the pectin molecules in solution (heterogeneity, aggregation). Table 11.2 shows examples of



indicate values for the MHS exponent (a) around 0.7 to 0.8, denoting a slightly stiff con-

formation for the pectin molecules.

Pectins, like most commercial polysaccharides that are important because of their func-

tional properties, are based on a simple repeating sequence, although this may be interrupted

by occasional structural irregularities, or masked by substitution of some of the residues. In

pectins, these features are mainly provided by the rhamnogalacturonan moieties, carrying

both the rhamnose insertions and the neutral sugar side chains. The geometry of the individual

TABLE 11.1
Examples of Average Molecular Weight and Radius of Gyration for Different Pectins

Sample Mw (3 1023)a RG (nm)b Reference

Citrus pectin (DE 10%) 560 44 [122]

Citrus pectin (DE 69%) 910 61

Citrus LM pectin (DE 38%) 380 32–38 [123]

Cider apple pectins (DE 30–40%) 4200 120 [124]

Potassium pectate (enzymatic de-esterification) 84–110 20–47 [125]

Citrus HM pectin (DE 70%) 79–111 18 [120]

Apple HM pectin (DE 70%) 96–99 14

Citrus HM pectin (DE 69.8%) 183–200 53–57 [126]

LM pectin (DE 27–33%) 96–110 53–57

Orange albedo pectin (acidþmicrowave extraction) 120–360 33–44 [71]

Commercial citrus pectin 280 38

Acid extracted sugar beet pectin (DE 58%) 271 33 [79]

Krueo Ma Noy pectin (DE 34%) 55 15 [127]

aWeight-average molecular weight.
bRadius of gyration — synonim: root mean square radius (<s2>1/2).

TABLE 11.2
Examples of the Mark–Houwink Parameters ([h] ¼ K Ma

w) for Different Pectins

Samples / Solvents a K Reference

Citrus and apple pectins (different DE’s), in 0.155M NaCl (pH 6.0) 1.34 1.4� 10�4 [128]

Sunflower pectin (DE 30%, Mw<100 kDa) 0.68 0.0851 [129]

0.09M NaCl, 0.01M NaF, 0.001M Na2EDTA (pH 4.0)

Citrus pectins (DE 31–95%, Mw<100 kDa) 0.73 0.0955 [130]

0.09M NaCl, 0.01M NaF, 0.001M Na2EDTA (pH 4.0)

Apple pectin (DM 73%) 0.79 0.049 [131]

0.44M CH3COOHþ0.06M CH3COONaþ0.1 M Na2SO4 (pH 3.7)

Fractions from citrus pectin (DE�65%) in phosphate buffer (pH 6.5) 0.89 — [116]

Flax (DM 7–49%), apple (DM 45%) and citrus (DM 63%)

pectins,in 0.2 M NaCl

1.07 9.6� 10�4 [117]

Citrus pectins (DE 70%, Mw¼ 30–70 k Da) 2.0 — [132]

0.037M phosphate buffer, 0.001M Na2EDTA (pH 6.5)

Citrus pectins (DE 28–73%), in 0.1M NaCl (pH 7.0) 0.78 0.0436 [133]

Orange peel pectin, 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer (pH¼ 7.0) 0.82 0.023 [134]
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sugar rings is essentially rigid, and the overall conformation is therefore determined by

the relative orientations of the component sugar residues. Generally, the conformation of a

single chain in solution depends also on both short- and long-range interactions. Short-range

interactions are those developed between neighboring monomers due to steric hindrance

restricting the motion of molecular groups around chemical bonds and providing local

rigidity to the chain. These interactions can also arise from electrostatic effects. In pectins,

the linkages between galacturonic residues are axial–axial, causing the galacturonan back-

bone to have an intrinsic stiffness due to conformational constraints imposed by this type of

linkage [135]. Long-range interactions are those developed between monomers that are far

apart along the polymer chain, but which may come close to each other; they are governed by

excluded-volume effects. In practice, the long-range interactions cause an expansion of the

polymer chain over its unperturbed dimensions. Generally, these types of interactions are

more difficult to analyze and are rarely accounted for in molecular modeling studies of

polysaccharides, and thus much less is known about the secondary and tertiary levels of

structural organization in polysaccharide macromolecules [136].

In dilute solution, pectin chains behave as relatively stiff and extended molecules, as a

result of the intrinsic rigidity of the galacturonan backbone and the influence of certain

structural aspects. As a result of their polyelectrolytic properties, the conformation and actual

dimensions of the pectin molecules are expected to depend also on the ionic characteristics of

both the polymer and the solvent. A change in conformation from an extended (twofold)

structure to a more compact (threefold) form has been proposed for polygalacturonate in

dilute solution, in response to reduction in pH at fixed temperature [17,137].

The insertion of rhamnose residues into the galacturonan backbone disturbs the regularity

of the polymer chain and causes a pronounced kink in the pectin chain [35,138], limiting the

size of the junction zone in pectin gels [139] and resulting in increased flexibility at these points

[140,141]. However, their effect is not as pronounced as first thought, and the extended

overall chain conformation remains relatively unchanged due to the self-cancellation of the

kinking effects of successive paired rhamnose units [142].

Some contradictory conclusions have been reported concerning the influence of the DE on

the conformation of the pectin macromolecules, especially in aqueous solutions containing

salt. Some authors suggested that the DE produces no significant effect on the conformation

of the pectin macromolecules [122,128,130,138]. In fact, at least in what concerns very short-

range type interactions, studies by molecular modelling and nuclear magnetic resonance have

shown that the methoxyl groups had no significant influence on the flexibility of linkages

between the galacturonic residues [143]. However, other studies have shown a general de-

crease in the hydrodynamic volume of the pectin molecule [131,144] and an increasing chain

stiffness with decreasing DE [145,146], with both steric and electrostatic interactions playing

an important role in these conformational changes.

Maximum flexibility of the chains was shown to occur for DE around 45–55% [106,147],

but it was also reported that the variation of the flexibility of the pectin chains with the DE

may depend on the botanical origin of the pectins [141], which suggests that a complex set of

different factors may influence the conformation of the pectin molecule, and may in part

explain some of the discrepancies found in literature about this subject.

Despite some contradictory results, other structural characteristics of the pectin molecules

seem to have a lesser influence on the conformation and flexibility of the polymer chain. The

presence of acetyl groups seems not to alter the conformational behavior of the pectin

backbone [136], whereas the presence of the amide groups was suggested to contribute to a

greater rigidity [141]. Concerning the influence of the neutral sugar side chains, there are

studies available in literature that suggest either the absence of any significant influence [148],

or an important effect on the conformation of the pectin chains [121,149].
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11.6 RHEOLOGY OF PECTIN DISPERSIONS

Pectins, when compared with typical food thickening agents like xanthan gum, guar, or locust

bean gum, have generally lower molecular weight and intrinsic viscosities. Therefore, pectin

solutions show relatively low viscosities if compared with other hydrocolloids; they may have

useful stabilizer properties but generally only a limited use as thickening agents. As with other

polymers, the viscosity and other rheological functions associated with a pectin solution will

depend on its concentration, molecular size, and conformation. Thus, those factors that affect

conformation of the pectin and intra- and intermolecular interactions among the biopolymer

chains (e.g., DE, pH, ionic strength, temperature, co-solutes) will play an important role in

the rheological behavior of pectins in solution. In general, the viscosity will increase with

increasing pectin concentration, DE, and molecular weight, if all other factors remain

unchanged.

11.6.1 DILUTE SOLUTIONS

In dilute solutions, that is, in conditions of negligible interactions between pectin chains,

the intrinsic viscosity ( [h] ) of the biopolymer depends only on the dimensions of the

polymer chain. This parameter can be determined from dilute solution viscosity, according

to Equation 11.1, and is a good indication of the hydrodynamic volume reflecting important

molecular characteristics of a certain macromolecule:

h½ � ¼ lim
c! 0

hsp

c

� �

(11:1)

where hsp is the specific viscosity and c the concentration of the polymer.

Values reported for intrinsic viscosities of different pectin samples are shown in

Table 11.3.

TABLE 11.3
Examples of Intrinsic Viscosities ([h]) for Different Pectins

Samples Solvent [h] (dl/g) Reference

Sugar beet pectins

Water-soluble (DE 76%) 0.155M NaClþ 5 mM Na2EDTA 2.59 [75]

Oxalate-soluble (DE 60%) (pH 5, 308C) 0.57

Tomato paste pectins

Hot break (DE 62%) Citrate–phosphate buffer pH 4.6 3.4 [150]

Cold break (DE 28.5%) (248C) 1.1

Flax pectin (DE 38%) 0.2M NaCl (pH 8.0) 0.724 [117]

Purified citrus pectins

DE 72% 0.1M NaCl (pH 7.0) 5.96 [141]

DE 45% 4.30

DE 30% 3.82

Commercial apple pectin (DE 61%) 50mM citrate phosphate buffer (pH 4.5) 3.13 [148]

Citrus pectin (DE 66%) 0.1M NaCl (pH 7.0) 4.73

Citrus pectin (DE 35%) 0.1M NaCl (pH 7.0) 2.70 [151]

0.1M NaCl (pH 3.0) 2.2

Olive pomace pectin (DE 43%) 0.1M NaCl (pH 7.0) 1.04 [90]

Sunflower pectin (DE 11%) 0.1M NaCl 2.2–2.7 [86]
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Dilute pectin solutions exhibit the classical Newtonian behavior up to approximately

0.5%, depending, however, on the DE, pH, and ionic strength. The viscosity of very dilute

solutions increases with increasing pH, in the range between pH 2 to 3 and pH 6 to 7 [137,152,

153], that is, they exhibit the typical behavior of polyelectrolyte solutions due to the hydro-

dynamic expansion of the polymer chain caused by the electrostatic repulsions between

dissociated acid groups on the same pectin molecule. The contraction of the polyelectrolyte

chain due to the suppression of intramolecular electrostatic repulsions is also responsible for

the decrease in intrinsic viscosity observed when the pH decreases from 7 (high degree of

ionization) to 3 (low degree of ionization) [151], or when the ionic strength of the solution

increases [141], due to the screening of the charges.

The specific viscosity of pectin solutions and its dependence on concentration, due to the

polyelectrolytic nature of the biopolymer, display a peculiar behavior that differs consider-

ably from neutral polysaccharides. The reduced viscosity (hsp/c) of pectins in the absence of

added salt, and above a certain concentration, increases when the polyelectrolyte concentra-

tion decreases (Figure 11.2), due to long-range electrostatic repulsations [154]. Intrinsic

viscosity measurements should then be performed at constant effective ionic strength, using

isoionic dilutions, taking into consideration the pectin contribution to the solution’s ionic

strength, or excess of salt, in which case (hsp/c) versus c becomes a straight line.
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FIGURE 11.2 Zero-shear rate reduced viscosity (hsp/c) versus concentration of sodium pectate at

various NaCl concentrations; from 1 to 7: 0, 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, and 50 mM. (From Pals, D.T.F.

and Hermans, J.J., Rec. Trav. Chim. Pays-Bas, 71, 433, 1952. With permission.)
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Curves of hsp/c against the degree of ionization (a) of pectin have shown a discontinuity

around a¼ 0.4, attributed to a conformational change depending on the pH [137]. The same

effect was observed at high ionic strength, although less pronounced. The presence of salts of

monovalent cations reduces the viscosity of dilute pectin solutions [153], because the increase

in ionic strength causes the reduction of the charge effects, an effect that is more pronounced

as the pH increases or the DE decreases.

Even in dilute regime, the decrease in pH and in the degree of ionization of the pectin

carboxyl groups was shown to have an important effect on solution rheology. Steady shear

flow tests revealed that at low pH a slightly higher slope for the change of hsp versus

concentration and a decrease in the overlap threshold concentration (c*) is observed (see

dispersions at pH 7 (0.1 M NaCl) showed that the dependence of the dynamic moduli, storage

(G0) and loss (G00) moduli, upon frequency was close to the classical behavior at low frequen-

cies, G0(v) / v2 and G00(v) / v, as expected for a liquid system in the terminal zone of the

viscoelastic response. However, when the pH was reduced to 3, some departures from this

typical liquid-like behavior were observed, including a decrease in the G0 dependence on

frequency and a tendency for an elastic plateau at low frequency [151]. Both findings pointed

out the existence of aggregation phenomena between pectin chains under low ionization

conditions, even in dilute dispersions of this biopolymer.

Measurements of dynamic viscoelastic properties of pectins in dilute solution have also

been performed to get some information about pectin’s conformation in solution, by com-

parison with predictions of molecular theories of the dynamics of isolated molecules [155].

The results reported for the intrinsic storage ( [G0] ) and loss ( [G00] ) moduli showed good

agreement with the random coil Zimm model, suggesting a compact random coil conform-

ation for the pectin molecules in a glycerol–water monovalent salt solution, with dominant

hydrodynamic interactions within each molecule.

11.6.2 INTERACTING CHAINS

In good solvents (e.g., 0.1 M NaCl) and in conditions of high degree of ionization of the

carboxylic groups (about neutral pH) pectins were shown to display in solution a rheological

behavior similar to that of random coil polysaccharides [106,156], whereas in conditions of

low degree of ionization the rheological behavior changed markedly, with aggregation

phenomena appearing as the main feature of their properties [157,158].

In contrast with the dilute solution behavior, usually viscosity increases if the pH is

reduced within typical application ranges of pH 2 to 7 [39,151], due to the lower ionization

and hindered repulsion among chains, increasing aggregation between pectin molecules.

Generally, the viscosity of an LM pectin is much more dependent on pH than a HM pectin,

especially at high ionization of the carboxyl groups.

The presence of counter-ions may also have a different effect depending on the pectin

concentration. In the dilute regime, the addition of monovalent cations causes a reduction in

viscosity, the degree of which is greater with decreasing DE, due to the charge-shield effect,

reduction of coulombic repulsions, and contraction of the pectin chain. However, for higher

pectin concentrations, the effect of polymer aggregation may reduce this effect or can even

contribute to an increase in viscosity when the ionic strength increases.

11.6.2.1 Flow Behavior

HM pectin and LM pectin dispersions at higher concentrations, like many biopolymer

dispersions, exhibit at least a two-stage apparent viscosity versus shear rate response when

sheared over a wide shear rate range: (1) Newtonian properties with a constant zero-shear
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Section 11.7.2). Oscillatory shear tests at low strain amplitudes performed for LM pectin



viscosity (h0), over a limited shear range at low shear rates, followed by (2) a shear-thinning

range where solution viscosity decreases in accordance with the power law relationship.

Figure 11.3 illustrates such behavior for 3.1% HM pectin dispersions, under two different

ionic environments.

The reciprocal of the shear rate at which the transition from Newtonian to shear-thinning

(pseudoplastic) behavior occurs is the characteristic time or the time constant. In a third stage

response at very high shear rates, the apparent viscosity attains a limiting and constant

infinite-shear viscosity (h1). The three regions may be thought of due to rearrangement in

the conformation of the biopolymer molecules in the dispersion due to shearing. In stage 1

when the magnitude of shear rate is low, there is little rearrangement of the polymer chains,

whereas in stage 2 the chains undergo gradual rearrangement with shear rate resulting in a

power law behavior. In stage 3, the shear rate is sufficiently high that the polymer chains do

not undergo much rearrangement [159].

When the flow behavior of pectin dispersions is compared to that of a typical thickening

polysaccharide, such as guar or locust bean gum, in addition to the lower viscosity of the

pectin dispersions at similar polymer concentration, it is observed that a pectin solution

generally exhibits a lower degree of shear-thinning, and higher time constants, when com-

parison is made at a similar specific viscosity or a similar coil overlap parameter (c[h] ). This

indicates that the pectin’s flow behavior is controlled by other type of interactions, including

more specific chain interactions characterized by longer timescales and related to aggregation

phenomena [156], in addition to those topological entanglements generally observed for

random coil polysaccharides [160].

11.6.2.1.1 Rheological Models
Often, the aforementioned three-stage apparent viscosity versus shear rate data of many

biopolymer dispersions can be described by either the Cross (Equation 11.2) or the Carreau

(Equation 11.3) equations [159]:

ha ¼ h1 þ
h0 � h1

1þ ac _ggð Þm (11:2)
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FIGURE 11.3 Apparent viscosity versus shear rate response of 3.1% HM pectin dispersions (&) pH 7,

0.1M NaCl and (~) pH 3, water. The curves predicted by the Carreau (dotted lines) and Cross

(continuous lines) models are shown.
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ha ¼ h1 þ
h0 � h1

1þ lc _ggð Þ2
h iN

(11:3)

where, ac and lc are time constants related to the relaxation times of the polymer in solution,

and m and N are dimensionless exponents. For small values of h1, the Cross exponent m and

the Carreau exponent N tend to values (1� n) and (1� n)/2, respectively, where n is the power

law flow behavior index. For the shear rate (gc), where ha¼ (h0 þ h1)/2, the Cross time

constant ac¼ 1/gc. Generally, gc gives an order of magnitude of the critical shear rate marking

the end of the zero shear rate Newtonian plateau or the onset of the shear-thinning region.

The applicability of these models, modified or not to include a term due to yield stress, to

describe the shear-thinning flow behavior of pectin dispersions was also tested [156,158].

h1 of food polymer dispersions with concentrations of practical interest are usually very low

in magnitude or are not experimentally observed over the shear rate range analyzed, they

are difficult to determine experimentally. Therefore, to avoid consequent errors in estimation

of the other rheological parameters in Equation 11.2 and Equation 11.3, often h1 has been

neglected [156,158]. Higher Cross relaxation times and a higher dependence on pectin

concentration were observed for HM pectin dispersions under a low degree of ionization

(pH 3) when compared to the same pectin sample at higher ionization of the carboxyl groups

(pH 7).

11.6.2.1.2 Effect of Pectin Concentration
The effect of a biopolymer’s concentration on the zero-shear viscosity, h0, of its solutions/

dispersions can be expressed in terms of the dimensionless parameters: the coil overlap

parameter, c[h], and the specific viscosity, hsp¼ [ (h0 � hs)/hs], where c is the biopolymer

concentration and hs is the viscosity of the solvent. The former takes into account both the

concentration and the hydrodynamic volume of the macromolecule, that is, it is directly

related to the total volume occupied by the polymer.

Figure 11.4 is a plot of hsp versus c[h] obtained for citrus pectin samples with different DE

at pH 7 and 0.1 M NaCl [106]. Also shown are the critical concentrations c*, the overlap

c
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FIGURE 11.4 The dependence of specific viscosity (h) on the coil overlap parameter (c[h]) for citrus pectin

samples with different DE values, ranging from 30 to 72% (pH 7, 0.1M NaCl). Also shown are the critical

concentrations c*, the overlap concentration between dilute and semidilute regimes, and c**, the

critical boundary concentration between semidilute and concentrated regimes. (From Axelos, M.A.V.,

Thibault, J.F., Lefebvre, J., Int. J. Biol. Macromol., 11(3), 186. 1989. With permission.)
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Examples of the fit obtained from both models are shown in Figure 11.3. As magnitudes of



concentration between dilute and semidilute regimes, and c**, the critical boundary

concentration between semidilute and concentrated regimes. As observed for other polysac-

charide solutions, the dependence of viscosity on pectin concentration exhibits two well-

defined regions corresponding to the dilute and concentrated regimes [106,150]. Chou and

Kokini [150] did not identify the semidilute region corresponding to the transition between

the dilute and concentrated regimes, reflecting the insensitivity of their viscosity measure-

ments to detect the progressive increase in overlap of the pectin chains between c* and c**.

They reported the transition from dilute to concentrated solutions of tomato, citrus, and

apple pectins, for a coil overlap parameter, c[h], around 6. In the work of Axelos et al. [106]

for c*[h]� 0.7.

In a good solvent and in the region of concentrated solutions, c> c*, the specific viscosity

(hsp) dependence on c[h] was described by a power exponent of 3.3 [106,150], indicating the

classical behavior of disordered entangled polysaccharide chains [160], or by slightly higher

mainly aggregation of polymer chains. The discrepancy observed between these authors can

be related to the different purity levels of the pectin samples, to the different concentration

ranges analyzed, and to the different methods employed to obtain the limiting viscosity at

zero shear rate (h0).

Pectin dispersions under conditions of low degree of ionization of the pectin carboxyl

groups (low pH) have shown higher viscosity and a higher dependence of hsp on c[h] [151],

related to additional intermolecular interactions facilitated by the reduction of charges on the

pectin chains. In addition, an unusual increase in viscosity with increasing shear rate was

observed at low shear rate and at low temperature, especially at low pH and higher ionic

strength. This possible shear-induced aggregation also supports the microstructured nature of

the pectins in dispersion. Recently, it was also advocated that shear-induced association of

LM pectin chains occurs in aqueous dispersions at low pH [161].

The contribution of side chains to the rheological properties of pectin solutions was

investigated by Kokini and coworkers [110,148]. They found that an increase in branching

of pectins results in higher zero-shear rate viscosity, higher shear rate dependence of viscosity,

and higher storage modulus (G0). The effect of the pectin side chains on the hsp versus c[h] was

also studied. Little effect was observed on the slopes in the dilute regime, but higher branched

pectins seem to impart higher slopes in the concentrated regime (c[h]> c*[h] ). From the

results obtained, these authors suggested that pectin side chains might be significantly

involved in entanglements of the pectin molecules in the concentrated regime.

11.6.2.2 Viscoelastic Properties

The study of the viscoelastic properties of pectin dispersions at higher concentrations using

oscillatory rheological tests at low strain amplitude revealed polymer systems with a relatively

low density of interchain entanglements, but also helped to identify important aggregation

phenomena [157,158], shown by the tendency for an elastic plateau at low oscillatory fre-

quencies. This supports the existence of a yield stress also revealed by the steady shear flow

tests at different temperatures, the observed departures to the Cox–Merz rule (see below), the

high strain sensitivity of the pectin dispersions, and the observed time-dependent behavior of

the storage modulus (G0).

11.6.2.2.1 Applicability of the Cox–Merz Rule
From small amplitude oscillatory experiments in the linear viscoelastic range, one can

calculate the complex dynamic viscosity, h*, and its component, the dynamic viscosity, h0:
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with purified citrus pectins, a better defined intermediate region has been reported (Figure

values around 3.6 to 4.3 [148,151,156], indicating the occurrence of more specific interactions,

11.4), with the transition between the dilute and semidilute concentration regimes occurring



h* ¼ G*=v ¼ h0 � i(G0=v) (11:4)

where v is the angular frequency and G*, the complex modulus, can be calculated from:

G*j j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

G02 þ G002
p

(11:5)

where G0 is the storage modulus and G00 is the loss modulus.

It is of interest to determine the relationship between the rheological parameters deter-

mined from oscillatory tests such as h* and h0 on the one hand and the apparent viscosity

from steady shear flow tests on the other. The superimposition of the apparent viscosity (ha)

and complex viscosity (h*) at equal values of frequency (v) and shear rate (g
:
) is known as the

Cox–Merz rule, expressed as:

h*j j(v) ¼ h( _gg) v¼ _gg

�

� (11:6)

This empirical correlation was found to be applicable to fluids with a homogeneous

structure, such as solutions of random-coil polysaccharides [157,160,162,163]. Departures

from the Cox–Merz rule were observed for pectin dispersions; complex behavior was found,

with both cases h*>ha or h* < ha observed, depending on pectin concentration, ionic

conditions, shear rate and frequency range, and temperature [151,157]. Most of the

described departures from the Cox–Merz rule were attributed to structure decay due to

the effect of the strain deformation applied to the system, which is low in oscillatory shear,

but high enough in steady shear to break down structured intermolecular associations. This

is also the case for some rigid and ordered molecules that associate to form delicate weak

gelled networks, for example, xanthan solutions [164], karaya gum solutions [162], solutions

of rigid bacterial polysaccharides such as welan and rhamsan [165], or HM pectin disper-

sions in the presence of sugars [166]. In this case, the complex viscosity (h*) is usually higher

than the steady apparent viscosity (ha). Reported cases where h* < ha are scarce in biopo-

lymer systems; this behavior was found for semidilute solutions of xanthan gum in 0.5%

NaCl [167] and for aqueous solutions of hydroxyethyl guar gum [168]. The departures

observed for the pectin dispersions were attributed to aggregation phenomena of these

solutions, but as two-phase systems with pectin microaggregates dispersed in the solvent

[157].

11.6.2.3 Temperature Effects

Similar to solutions of other biopolymers, the viscosity of pectin dispersions also decreases

with increasing temperature. The effect of temperature on apparent viscosity is usually

analyzed by an Arrhenius-type relationship to calculate the activation energy of flow over a

selected range of temperature and concentration (Equation 11.7):

ha ¼ A eðEa=RTÞ (11:7)

where A is the preexponential factor, Ea is the activation energy for viscous flow, R is the gas

constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Examples of activation energies reported for

of viscous flow increases with pectin concentration, that is, the effect of temperature is

stronger at higher concentrations. The activation energy is also dependent on shear rate,

DE of pectin, and ionic conditions [158,170].
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the viscous flow of pectin solutions are shown in Table 11.4. Generally, the activation energy

biopolymers in solution [169] (see also Section 11.5.2), regarding these systems not as true



In addition to the wide use of the theory of absolute reaction rates leading to the

Arrhenius-type equation, the free volume theory, expressed by the Williams–Landel–Ferry

(WLF) equation, was another approach also used [158] to characterize the dependence on

temperature of both viscosity and viscoelastic functions for pectin dispersions. Within this

proposal, the time–temperature superposition principle [173] was tentatively applied to steady

shear flow data and mechanical spectra obtained for pectin dispersions at different temper-

atures under different ionic conditions.

the dynamic moduli (G0 and G00) for a 3.5% HM pectin (water, pH 3.0), obtained for a

temperature range from 5 to 658C. A smooth master curve could not be obtained for both

moduli simultaneously or for each one individually. Slightly higher discrepancies were found

for LM pectin dispersions under similar ionic conditions.

For simple temperature reduction to be applied, all the viscoelastic mechanisms that

contribute to the overall rheological behavior should have the same temperature dependence.

The difficulties experienced in applying this principle to HM and LM pectin dispersions,

especially for the dynamic rheological data, suggest that the change in temperature affects the

complex set of hydrogen, electrostatic, and hydrophobic bonds that play an important role in

the pectin’s interchain interactions at low degree of dissociation of the charged groups.

Therefore, the effect of temperature on the rheological properties of these systems seems to

be complex, with the relaxation processes probably not confined to one mechanism and

having a different dependence on temperature.

For steady shear data, after shearing the sample, satisfactory superposition could be

obtained only by applying vertical shift factors higher than those obtained by the tempera-

the apparent viscosity obtained for a 3.5% LMP dispersion (pH 3.0) in water and 0.1 M NaCl.

The need for the vertical shifts higher than those obtained by the temperature–density factors

may be related to enthalpic changes of the aggregation process.

TABLE 11.4
Activation Energies for Viscous Flow (Ea) Reported for Different Pectins

Samples Conditions Ea (kJ/mol) Reference

Citrus HM pectins (2%)

10–508C
50–908C

Water, pH undefined, apparent

viscosity measured at shear

rate¼ 980 s�1

14.9

9.86

20.9

Citrus LM pectins (2%) [170]

10–508C 16.8

50–908C
Citrus HM pectins (3.5%)

Citrus LM pectin (3.5%)

Water, pH 3.0, 5–658C for HMP,

5–408C for LMP; plateau viscosity

obtained from fitting with Cross

model with yield term

47

116

[158]

Sugar beet pulp pectin (0.5–2%) 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer,

pH 7, 20–708C, capillary viscometry

6.7–13.5 [171]

Orange peel pectin (0.25–2%) 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7,

20–608C, capillary viscometry

19.5–27.2 [134]

Commercial HM pectin (1–5%) Water, pH undefined, 20–808C, apparent

viscosity measured at shear rate¼ 50 s�1

20–33 [172]
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Figure 11.5 shows an attempt at simultaneous frequency–temperature superposition of

ture-density factors. Figure 11.6 shows the successful shear rate–temperature superposition of



The time–temperature superposition principle was also applied to pectin–cosolute mix-

tures, at high total solid content, and master curves were satisfactorily obtained by using the

same value of the shift factor aT in the superposition of both G0 and G00 data [174]. Applica-

tion of the WLF equation allowed the definition of a rheological glass transition temperature

in terms of a kinetic process involving contraction of free volume from a relatively high value
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FIGURE 11.5 Attempt at simultaneous frequency–temperature superposition of the viscoelastic moduli

(G0, G00) for a 3.5% HMP (water, pH 3.0) taking into account the temperature density factor for vertical

shift. Data obtained between 5 and 658C, reduced to the reference temperature T0¼ 258C. (Adapted

from Lopes da Silva, J.A., Gonçalves, M.P., and Rao, M.A., Carbohydr. Polym., 23, 77, 1994. With

permission.)
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FIGURE 11.6 Shear rate–temperature superposition of the apparent viscosity for a 3.5% LMP disper-

sion (pH 3.0) in (A) water and (B) 0.1M NaCl. Flow data obtained by decreasing applied stress after

shearing the sample. Master curves are at the reference temperature of 258C. (Adapted from Lopes da

Silva, J.A., Gonçalves, M.P., and Rao, M.A., Carbohydr. Polym., 23, 77, 1994. With permission.)
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in the rubbery state or melt to only a few percent of the total volume of the pectin–cosolute

system. Thus, the concept of dependence of mobility on free volume was proved to apply in

this case, where the free volume varied with the extent of intermolecular associations and

network formation at a constant temperature.

11.6.2.4 Influence of Co-solutes

The effect of sugars on the viscosity of pectin solutions and on the gel properties of these

polysaccharides has been extensively studied over the years. Early investigations [175,176]

have shown that different sugars affect differently the viscosity of pectin solution: sucrose,

glucose, and maltose were found to increase the viscosity, whereas corn syrup and dextrins

reduced it. The viscosity-enhancing effect of the sugars was interpreted in terms of the

decrease in the dielectric constant of the solvent, dehydration action, and hydrogen bonding

formation [175,177]. However, the effect of dextrins on the viscosity of pectin was apparently

an artifact due to ionic impurities in the dextrin. The increase of viscosity with sucrose

concentration was suggested to result more from an increase in the Huggins constant than

in intrinsic viscosity, also with the inference that aggregation of the pectin molecules occurs as

the gelation conditions are approached [178].

An interesting approach was recently followed [179] to evaluate the effect of several sugars

on the viscosity of HM pectin’s solutions. The effect of the sugars on water activity and on the

aqueous solvent-ordering parameters was separately analyzed and discussed. With an in-

crease in the sugar concentration, the water activity decreased and the specific viscosity of the

pectin solutions increased, both effects dependent on the type of sugar. The results obtained

are reproduced in Figure 11.7. It was suggested that the different effect of sugars on the

intermolecular interactions among pectin molecules was due to their different effect on the

hydrophobic interactions among pectin molecules through the change in solvent-ordering.
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FIGURE 11.7 (a) Effect of water activity, controlled by different sugars and concentrations, on the specific

viscosity of citrus HM pectin solutions at 258C. ~, trehalose; & maltose;�, sucrose; &, glucose; ~, mannose;

and ^, ribose. (b) Relationship between �hsp/dAw (slopes in A) and the parameter a, as an index of

the solvent-ordering, for citrus HM pectin solutions with various sugars as co-solute. (From Sato Y.,

Kawabuchi, S., Irimoto, Y., and Miyawaki, O., Food Hydrocoll., 18, 527, 2004. With permission.)
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11.7 GELATION PROPERTIES OF PECTINS

In many food products, gelation of polysaccharides is critical to the formation of structures

with the desired texture. In most biopolymer gels, the polymer chains form extended junction

zones by means of side-by-side associations of a physical nature, in contrast to the typical

single-covalent bonds found in chemically cross-linked networks. Consequently, in physical

gelation the formation and breakdown of the junction zones are typically reversible, the cross-

link functionality is very high, and the junction zones have a finite lifetime. The formation of

this kind of transient networks is determined by the chemical nature of the gelling system,

temperature, and time. They are structured by weak interactions, such as hydrogen, electro-

static, and hydrophobic. At a gross level, they belong to Flory’s third mechanism [180]:

‘‘Polymer networks formed through physical aggregation, predominantly disordered, but

with regions of local order.’’

There are several definitions of a gel based on either phenomenological or molecular

criteria. Flory [181] defined a gel as consisting of polymeric molecules cross-linked to form a

tangled interconnected network immersed in a liquid medium. At the molecular level, gelation

is the formation of a continuous network of polymer molecules, in which the stress-resisting

bulk properties (solid character) are imparted by a framework of polymer chains that extends

throughout the gel phase. Further, setting and liquefaction involves formation and destruc-

tion of cross-links.

Depending on several factors, associated with the biopolymer itself and to the external

conditions where gelation occurs, a diversity of gels can be formed from free-standing elastic

solids, if the interactions or cross-links are sufficiently permanent, to soft gels where inter-

molecular interactions are weak and rather temporary. Also, some structural peculiarities are

important so as to avoid too extensive a polymer association that would lead to precipitation

or collapsed structures; in the case of pectins, these structural irregularities are provided by

the insertion of rhamnose residues into the galacturonate backbone and the occurrence of the

hairy regions of neutral sugar side chains.

Pectins are indeed widely used in the food industry for their gelling properties. The two

classical types of pectin gels, widely explored in food applications, are those obtained from

HM pectins at low pH (�3) in the presence of large concentrations of a co-solute such as

sucrose, and those obtained from LM pectins on addition of calcium ions, over a wide range

of pH with or without sugar. HM pectin gelation is mainly employed in high-sugar jellies,

jams, and preserves. Owing to their need for calcium and relatively low sugar content, LM

pectin gels have many applications in dairy products and in low calorie and dietetic foods [4].

Nevertheless, due to their complex structural and ionic characteristics, different kinds of

interactions are always present and contribute to the gelled network, even though with

different relative importance depending on the pectin structure, ionic conditions, and pres-

ence of co-solutes. It is thus not surprising that a pectin gel may be obtained under conditions

very different from those mentioned above, even though they have little practical applications

so far, although a range of alternative and commercially attractive gelled systems might be

obtained throughout the proper selection of those, let us say, unconventional gelling condi-

tions. Among several possible examples, it is worth mentioning the gelation of LM pectins

under low pH conditions (very low ionization degree of the carboxylic groups) in the presence

of calcium [87,182] or even in the absence of calcium [183], and the gelation of a HM cell wall

pectin by addition of calcium [184], in the absence of sugar or other co-solutes.

The properties of pectin gels are strongly influenced by several factors. Intrinsic variables

of the pectin molecules, such as the molecular weight, DE, sequence of sugars along the chain,

charge density, and distribution of the charged groups along the pectin chain, have great

importance in the gelation properties of these polymers. Among them, the DE plays the most
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important role for pectin gelation. Apart from the characteristics of the pectin itself, extrinsic

factors, such as the pH, ionic strength, pectin and co-solute concentrations, and temperature,

have also an important influence on the strength, texture, and general viscoelastic properties

of the pectin gel. The influence of these factors on HM and LM pectin gelation has been

previously reviewed in detail [185,186].

Generally, the gelling temperature and the gel strength increase with increasing pectin

concentration, increasing amounts of soluble solids, and calcium in the system.

The calcium content strongly influences the rheological behavior of LM pectin gels

[87,113,133,151]. Increasing the calcium content increases G0, but at calcium levels that are

too high, syneresis or precipitation of the pectin chains may occur [186]. The influence of both

the calcium and pectin concentration on the gelation of LM pectin is well described by phase

diagrams, which define the three main domains of interest: (i) a sol phase, in which gelation

does not occur at any pectin or calcium concentration; (ii) a gel phase; and (iii) a domain

corresponding to a heterogeneous system (precipitate or gel with syneresis). An increase in the

ionic strength, a neutral pH, and a decrease in the setting temperature and in the DE, lower

the amount of calcium required to give a gel, which can be explained by changes in the

probability of cross-links [133].

Due to their polyelectrolyte character, the gel properties of pectin are also influenced by

the pH and ionic strength. In the pH range where gelation of HM pectin usually occurs

(�2.0–3.7), the gel strength, setting temperature, and setting rate increase by reduction of the

pH, when other conditions such as total solids content and ionic strength remain unaltered

due to the enhancement of macromolecular interaction resulting from the reduction of the

pectin charges. Generally, the upper limit of pH for HM gelation is raised either if the DE

is increased, or the total solids concentration is increased, or if the pectin concentration also

increases. This behavior is characterized by a maximum gel strength around a certain critical

pH, and a more or less sharp decrease as the pH is raised and approaches the upper limit

of pH for gelation, and by a gradual lowering of the setting temperature as pH increases

toward this value [4,187]. After a steady increase as the pH is decreased, the gel strength

remains approximately constant below a particular pH value. This general behavior was

confirmed by stress relaxation studies [188] and small-deformation oscillatory measurements

[189], supporting the results previously obtained using more empirical methods.

The pH is a factor that is not so critical in the development of LM pectin gels, as it is for

the HM pectin gelation. However, pH has a significant role in the final properties of the gels.

The decrease in pH leads to a different kinetics of gel formation and to a decrease in shear

modulus due to the decrease in the number of ionized carboxyl groups necessary for the ionic

complexation and gel formation [87,190]. At a low pH more calcium is needed to induce

gelation than at a neutral pH [186]. Compared to salt-free solutions, less of calcium is

necessary to form gels when the ionic strength increases [190]. However, gels in salt-free

solution are formed more rapidly but the final modulus is lower.

11.7.1 MECHANISM OF GEL FORMATION

11.7.1.1 Gelation of High-Methoxyl Pectins

HM pectin gelation is a quite complex process that involves several kinds of intermolecular

interactions. Gels of HM pectins are typically obtained in the presence of high sucrose

concentration (55–75%), or other similar co-solutes (e.g., sorbitol, ethylene glycol), and at

low pH (2.5–3.5), to achieve the necessary low water activity (to minimize pectin–solvent

interactions) and low ionization of the carboxyl groups (to minimize electrostatic repulsions),

respectively. Gels formed under these conditions are stabilized by a subtle balance of
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interactions, involving the formation of aggregated helices supported by hydrogen bonds and

grouping of methyl-ester groups, through hydrophobic interactions, within a cage of water

molecules [191–193]. Unlike most polysaccharide gels, the structure of HM pectin–sugar gels

is considered to be irreversible on heating (gels do not melt). Studies by Oakenfull and Scott

[192] have shown that the contribution of hydrophobic interactions to the free energy of HM

pectin gelation was about half that from hydrogen bonds, but is essential for gelation to

occur. Recently, an analogy was suggested between HM pectin gelation and a glass transition

process, promoted by the strong increase of solvent viscosity due to the presence of a high

amount of co-solute (sucrose) [194].

Contrary to calcium pectate gels (see below) where the principal mode of intermolecular

association is through junctions involving a small and definite number of chains, the junction

zones in HM pectin gels are predominantly through aggregates involving a large and variable

number of pectin chains [191], showing no competitive inhibition by addition of short and

similar chain segments [195].

11.7.1.2 Gelation of Low-Methoxyl Pectins

Ionic-mediated gelation through divalent cations, of which the most relevant is calcium, is the

classical mechanism of gelation observed for LM pectins. A mechanism of calcium binding to

the ionized carboxyl groups on the pectin chains similar to the egg-box proposed for alginates

[27] has also been proposed for LM pectins [28]. A two-stage process was postulated with a

initial dimerization of the molecules and subsequent aggregation of these pre-formed dimers

[14]. In this model, the calcium ions occupy the electronegative cavities in a twofold buckled

ribbon structure of the galacturonic acid residues (Figure 11.8), through a cooperative

mechanism of binding involving two or more chains. The calcium pectate gel was regarded

as a strong, cohesive network cross-linked by dimeric egg-box junctions between unesterified

chain faces which, under appropriate ionic conditions, may be reinforced by weaker associ-

ations of partially esterified chain sequences to form additional, less stable dimers, and by

dimer–dimer aggregation.

The original egg-box model has been questioned several times by both theoretical and

experimental arguments, especially regarding the calcium coordination and conformational

details related to the binding sites. There is some evidence that structural changes occur

during calcium binding, at least at a monomer length scale [28,197], but it was also shown
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FIGURE 11.8 Schematic representation of the egg-box model for the gelation of uronate–calcium

systems. (From Braccini, I., Perez, S., Biomacromolecules, 2(4), 1089, 2001. With permission.)
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that at a macromolecular level the calcium binding to the pectin chains does not involve

appreciable conformational changes [198,199]. Results from small angle x-ray scattering on

LM pectin gels supported more a three-dimensional structure of the junction zones than a

sheet-like aggregation of dimers, and suggest that the junction zones formed by ionic cross-

links through calcium bridges between arrays of carboxyl groups belonging to different chains

may be regarded as elongated rods whose diameters increase slightly with the calcium content

and whose lengths vary with the DE [190]. Computer modeling simulations [200] have shown

that both a-D-(1!4)polygalacturonate (pectins) and a-L-(1!4)polyguluronate (alginates)

chains exhibit a high specificity for calcium binding, and have well-defined chelation sites,

but have also shown some significant differences for the calcium binding to both polysac-

charides at the level of chain–chain associations [196]. It was shown that the egg-box model

originally proposed to describe the junction zones of alginate–calcium gels is valid for this

system but cannot be directly transposed to the pectate–calcium systems. The more realistic

model was described as ‘‘shifted egg boxes’’ and the main discrepancies for the classical model

were stated as follows: (i) the pronounced shift of one chain with respect to the other leads to

an efficient association with numerous van der Waals interactions, the chains fitting into each

other; (ii) this shift reduces the original large cavity between chains where the binding of

calcium ions occurs and provides two symmetrical subcavities of appropriate size for binding

a calcium ion; (iii) it creates an efficient periodic intermolecular hydrogen bonding network.

The role of dimer–dimer interactions in the formation of the three-dimensional network was

also evaluated by the same approach and the two-stage process originally proposed [14] was

corroborated. The calcium-mediated gelation of LM pectins can then be described by an

initial dimerization corresponding to strong chain–chain associations with important contri-

butions from van der Waals and hydrogen bonds, and for which calcium ions have specific

positions in well-adapted cavities; also by a subsequent aggregation of these dimers involving

weaker associations that display no particular specificity and are governed mainly by elec-

trostatic interactions [196].

Recently, a monovalent salt-induced gelation of enzymatically de-esterified pectin was

proposed [201]. The gel strength was influenced by both pH and type of monovalent cation.

The gelation mechanism is far from being well understood, but it was postulated to be

induced by the concurrently slow de-esterification of pectin under conditions that would

normally salt out (precipitate) LM pectin in the absence of pectin methylesterase.

11.7.1.3 Oxidative Gelation

Those pectins carrying out ferulic acid residues are known to form a gel by oxidative cross-

linking involving these groups. Cross-linking takes place through the formation of a covalent

bond between two ferulate phenyl rings [202]. The reaction is mediated by chemical or

enzymatic oxidation. Some examples have been reported for sugar beet pectins [76,77,203,

204]. Gels are obtained for pectin concentrations approximately above 1%, using as cross-

linking agents, certain oxidation systems such as peroxidase–H2O2, laccase–O2, and ammo-

nium persulfate. Thickening effects and gels with different properties can be obtained through

the adequate control of pectin concentration, amounts of cross-linking agents and time of

reaction. The properties of ferulic ester group is another factor.

11.7.2 VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF PECTIN GELS

In this section, we will focus on the viscoelastic properties of pectin gels as assessed by

fundamental rheological methods. Several empirical and semiempirical methods have been

developed to measure the gel strength and some textural parameters of pectin gels. Many are
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of recognized usefulness in the characterization of pectin samples at the industrial level and in

routine quality control in the food industry, and in simulation of the human sensory percep-

tion of gel texture, but the results obtained depend upon the method and instrument

employed, with inherent difficulties in correlation of data between different methods and

different laboratories. The great variety of testing empirical methods, including both destruc-

tive, where the elastic limits of the gel are exceeded, and nondestructive measurements, those

that measure deformation of the gels without exceeding the elastic limit, have not changed

much over, recent years and some good published reviews have focused on them (see e.g.,

Fundamental rheological studies on pectin gels have focused on both the linear viscoelas-

Small amplitude oscillatory (dynamic) rheological (DR) tests have been used for studying

the structure and network development of many food gels: starch, carrageenans, agarose,

gelatin and other proteins, and milk [207]. In a DR test, the energy stored (storage modulus,

G0, Pa) and the energy dissipated (loss modulus, G00, Pa) by a test sample are determined

during a sinusoidal strain cycle [159,207] so that both the elastic and the viscous properties

are measured. Another rheological property of interest is the complex viscosity (h*) (Equa-

tion 11.4 and Equation 11.5). A DR test is conducted under small strains, typically 1–10%, so

that the data are obtained in the linear viscoelastic range [159]. Three types of dynamic tests

can be conducted to obtain useful properties of gels, gelation, and melting: (1) frequency

sweep studies in which G0 and G00 are determined as a function of frequency (v) at fixed

temperatures; (2) temperature sweep in which G0 and G00 are determined as a function of

temperature at fixed v; and (3) time sweep in which G0 and G00 are determined as a function of

time at fixed v and temperature.

11.7.2.1 Sol–Gel Transition

Sol–gel transitions are important phenomena because the viscoelastic properties change

substantially during the transitions. Studies on pectin gelation were also conducted to

characterize the sol–gel critical transition, using different methodologies, including the

small oscillatory dynamic tests. G0 and G00 data as a function of frequency (v), time, or

temperature can be used to define rigorously important parameters regarding the formation

of gels, such as gelling temperature or gel time.

Several criteria have been suggested to determine the gel point. For systems allowed to gel

under controlled cooling, after an initial lag time both G0 and G00 increase, but with G0 increasing

faster than G00 so that at a given time there is a crossover with G0 just equal to G00 [208].

Therefore, one criterion for gel state is when G0 and G00 first become equal. This criterion has

been applied to the gelation of some biopolymers, including pectin’s gelation [209]. However,

for several synthetic polymers [210,211] and biopolymers [212], the time of the G0–G00 crossover

was found to be dependent on the oscillatory frequency. As the gel time is an intrinsic property

of the material, this critical phenomenon cannot be dependent on the frequency of the dynamic

experiment so that the G0–G00 crossover is not a universal property of the gel point. However, the

G0–G00 crossover time might be close to the sol–gel transition time.

The power law behavior of the relaxation modulus at gel point and the scaling of the

dynamic moduli and dynamic viscosity according to power laws in oscillatory frequency

(Equation 11.8) [210,213,214] are actually accepted as general properties of both chemical

gelation and physical gelation involving either synthetic polymers or biopolymers:

G0(v) � G00(v) � vD (11:8)
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tic region (dynamic shear, creep compliance, or stress relaxation techniques) and on the

nonlinear deformation behavior, the latter mainly using uniaxial compression methods.

Refs. [205,206] ).



that is, plots of log G0 and log G00 against log v are parallel lines with slope D, and the tangent

of loss angle (d) is independent of frequency at the gel point:

tan d ¼ G00=G0 ¼ constant ¼ tan (DP=2) (11:9)

However, the relaxation exponent D is not a universal parameter for gelation, as it is

dependent on molecular structure, polymer concentration, and thermal history [215].

Experimentally, the application of this criterion to pectin gelation is often difficult due to

the weakness of the incipient physical network close to the gel point. For a HM pectin–

fructose system gel points determined according to the two criteria described above were in

reasonable agreement [216]. Nevertheless, for HM pectin at pH 3 and 60% sucrose, power law

dependence upon oscillatory frequency of both moduli, G0 and G00, with the same relaxation

exponent (D), was found to occur with values of D in the range 0.41–0.65, depending on

gelation temperature [193], a phenomenon attributed to the different thermal behavior of the

molecular interactions that stabilize the nonpermanent cross-links of the physical networks.

This criterion was also applied to LM pectin gelation in the presence of calcium ions, with

observed relaxation exponents around 0.7 [182,217], in satisfactory agreement with the

percolation predicted value of D¼ 2/3 assuming the Rouse-like dynamics [218] and with the

value of 0.72 calculated from the percolation analogy with the superconductor-resistor

networks for the three-dimensional case [219].

In addition, other indicators of the onset of gelation were applied to pectin gels, such as

the temperature at which a rapid drop in tan d occurs [220] or the point corresponding to the

increase in torque during cooling [221].

11.7.2.1.1 Kinetic Effects
HM and LM pectin gels are typically obtained by cooling a pectin dispersion at the appropriate

gelation conditions. The gel time (tg), that is, the time when the gel point is reached, was used to

define some kinetic parameters related to HM pectin gelation on the basis of gelation rate

dependence on pectin concentration. A kinetic method has been proposed from which it is

possible to estimate the average number of polymer molecules associated at the junction zones

in the HM pectin gel network [222]. The rate of gelation (1/tg) close to the gel point, investigated

by oscillatory rheological tests, was described as a second-order rate process [223] using the

kinetic model of Ross-Murphy [208]. The rate of gelation of these systems, based on the apparent

gel time, increased with increasing temperature in the range 15–608C, whereas below 158C, it

increased with a decrease in temperature. These results support the important role of both

hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonds on the HM pectin network, the latter mediating

macromolecular aggregation that predominates in the lower temperature range. Between 15 and

608C, an Arrhenius treatment was satisfactorily applied, considering two different temperature

ranges, 15–308C and 30–608C, yielding activation energies of 47 and 8 kJ/mol, respectively.

Durand et al. [199] studied the rheological behavior of LM pectin samples during gelation

at pH 7 at different temperatures. From isothermal time sweep experiments they found that

the gel time increased roughly from 30 to 150 min with a temperature increase from 4 to 128C,

and that the G0–G00 crossover occurred at the same G0 value, independent of the temperature.

This behavior suggests that the macroscopic rheology at the gel point was similar, independ-

ent of the time–temperature dependence.

11.7.2.2 Kinetics of Structure Development during Gelation

Structure development rates (SDR) during gelation are of considerable scientific and techno-

logical interest. For example, using these data, one can estimate the time required either for
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complete gelation or to reach a certain value of gel strength. During gelation, the magnitudes

of both G0 and G00 increase; however, in most cases, the increase in G0 is much higher than G00.
Therefore, one can use either G0 alone [223] or h* [224] to determine SDRs quantitatively,

defined as either (dG0/dt) or (dh*/dt). As magnitudes of h* depend on those of G0 and G00, data

with only positive values of G0 and G00 must be used when SD rates are based on h*. This is

because negative values of G0 and G00 are the result of low resolution of a rheometer.

As pectin gels are weak, magnitudes of the calculated SDRs are low so that the derivatives

should be calculated after careful interpolation of the G0 or h* versus time data. Techniques

used include cubic spline interpolation, and polynomial fit to datas and forward difference

with subsequent smoothing using a moving average method in which five data points around

a given point were used [223,224].

Values for the isotherm rate of change in G0 as a function of time (dG0/dt) at the initial

stages of gelation have been described for HM pectin gelation (60% sucrose, pH 3) at different

pectin concentrations [223]. A power dependence of (dG0/dt) on pectin concentration, with a

power exponent of 4.1, was found in this case. A similar approach was followed to charac-

terize the kinetics of LM pectin gelation at the initial stages, as a function of temperature

(5–358C) and for two different pH values [90]. An Arrhenius model was successfully applied

to describe the influence of temperature on this initial rate of structure development.

Temperature plays an important role regulating the gel formation and final gel properties.

Both types of pectins, under adequate gelling conditions, will form a gel by cooling a hot

dispersion, as a consequence of the general effect associated with the lower thermal energy of

molecules as the temperature decreases, enabling the formation of junction zones between

them. The gelling temperature, that is, the temperature at which the gel state is reached, and

Due to the different gelation mechanisms associated with the HM and LM pectins, the LM

pectin/Ca2þ

sugar are generally defined as thermo-irreversible.

When temperature changes, at a fixed rate, thermal and kinetic events will take place and

will be important for structure development within the network. Both isothermal and non-

isothermal kinetic data were obtained for HM pectin gelation [151,224,225].

The G0 versus temperature profiles during gelation by cooling of 1.5% HM pectin in 60%

been created, there is initially a decrease in G0 followed by an increase in G0. Thus the

expression that HM pectin–sugar gels do not melt is true in part, but there is a definite

softening in the initial stages of reheating.

The influence of temperature on G0 and dG0/dt for 1% HM pectin dispersion in 60%

low due to the weak nature of HM pectin–sucrose gels. The magnitudes of SDRs were used to

examine the effect of temperature, polymer hydration, and other process variables [223,224].

Structure development rates were also studied by means of dynamic rheological tests

during gelation of LM pectin–calcium systems [226], in the presence of different amounts of

sucrose. During gelation induced by cooling, as expected, G0 increased with decreasing tem-

Although there is uncertainty in determining the precise moment at which formation of

junction zones began, and the nonequilibrium nature of the gelation process during cooling

is a concern, values of the structure development rate (SDR¼ dG0/dt) may provide useful

insight into the incipient behavior of LM pectin gels. As shown in SDR

increased as the temperature was decreased for all gels. In addition, at a fixed pectin

concentration, 30% sucrose dispersions had the highest values of G0 (Figure 11.11) and of

SDR, and increasing the pectin concentration resulted in an increase in G0 and SDR at a fixed
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glucose and reheating of the gel are shown in Figure 11.9. On reheating the structure that has

sucrose during cooling from 90 to 208C is shown in Figure 11.10; magnitudes of the SDRs are

perature for pectin dispersions with pectin concentrations higher than 0.3% (Figure 11.11).

11.12,Figure

typically forms thermoreversible gels, whereas those obtained from HM pectin–

the thermoreversibility of a gel (see Section 11.7.2.4) are important in processing operations.



sucrose content during the cooling process. Power relationships were found between SDR

values at 658C, which was the highest temperature at which consistent trends were seen, and

pectin concentration. Values of the polymer concentration exponent of SDR were higher for

gels containing sucrose: ~4.5–6.9, in contrast to about 2.6 for the plain gel.
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FIGURE 11.9 G0 and G00 versus temperature during cooling of 1.5% HM pectin in 60% glucose and

reheating of the gel.
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FIGURE 11.10 Influence of temperature on storage modulus (G0) and dG0/dt (SDR) for 1% HM pectin/

60% sucrose dispersion under cooling (0.58C/min, 3% strain, and 0.5Hz). (&) G0; (&) dG0/dt from cubic

splines fit; (- - -) dG0/dt after polynomial fit. (From Lopes da Silva, J.A., Gonçalves, M.P., and Rao,

M.A., Int. J. Biol. Macromol., 17, 25, 1995. With permission.)
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Similar approaches were followed to analyze structure loss during heating of pectin gels,

considering structure loss rates (SLR) defined as (�dG0/dt) [209,227]. An example of the

LM pectin–calcium systems displayed bell-shaped curves skewed to the right, showing a

maximum value at 30–338C irrespective of the pectin concentration.

Useful information can be obtained on the gel systems that are studied in a short time,

close to the sol–gel transition, instead of waiting until the gels set in about a day or two at

room temperature. In addition, substantial changes in viscoelastic properties occur during
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FIGURE 11.11 Effect of temperature on G0 of LM pectin dispersions containing different pectin (g/l)

and sucrose content at pH 4, R [2(Ca2þ)/(COO�)]¼ 0.58, 0.1M NaCl during cooling from 75 to 208C.

All dispersions were tested at 1 Hz and 3% strain. (From Fu, J.T., and Rao, M.A., Food Hydrocoll., 15,

93, 2001. With permission.)
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FIGURE 11.12 Structure development rates (SDR¼ dG0/dt) during cooling of LM pectin dispersions

containing different pectin (g/l) and sucrose (%, w/w) content at pH 4, R¼ 0.58, 0.1 M NaCl. All

dispersions were tested at 1Hz and 3% strain. (From Fu, J.T., and Rao, M.A., Food Hydrocoll., 15,

93, 2001. With permission.)
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observed behavior is shown in Figure 11.13; values of SLR versus temperature obtained for



gelation and often the changes are not linearly related to either time or temperature. Quan-

tification of the effect of different processing variables on structure development can be

obtained from the integrated average values, h�av or Gav and (SDR)av, at different stages of

the ageing process [223,225] using the following equations:

h�av¼
1

t2 � t1

Z

t2

t1

h� dt (11:10)

G0av ¼
1

t2 � t1

Z

t2

t1

G0 dt (11:11)

ðSDRÞav ¼
1

t2 � t1

Z

t2

t1

ðSDRÞ dt (11:12)

Equation 11.10 was used to quantify the effect of two different co-solutes on the structure

development within a HM pectin gel. Therefore, magnitudes of h�av indicated that glucose gels

were firmer than fructose gels [225]. Also, higher values of (SDR)av were obtained for HM

pectin gels prepared with 60% glucose than for those obtained with the same amount of

fructose, an effect attributed to stronger hydrophobic interaction of the methyl-ester groups

that are strongly influenced by temperature, pH, and nature of co-solutes employed [192].

Equation 11.12 was also employed to quantify the isothermal structure development in

HM pectin–sucrose gels, at different ageing temperatures [223]. The observed behavior was in

close agreement with the bell-shaped dependence previously found for the elastic modulus of

cured gels at different temperatures [193]. The maximum average rate of structure formation

was around 308C, the same ageing temperature that also resulted in a pectin gel with

maximum elastic modulus.

Because of slow formation and rearrangement of junction zones, magnitudes of h* and G0

of HM pectin–fructose and HM pectin–sucrose gels continued to increase even after 3 days,

and the rate of increase depended on the temperature at which a gel was stored [193,224].
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FIGURE 11.13 Structure loss rates (SLR¼�dG0/dt) during heating of LM pectin gels containing

different pectin concentrations (5, 10, 15, 20 g/l) at pH 4, R¼ 0.58, 0.1M NaCl. (From Grosso,

C.R.F. and Rao, M.A., Food Hydrocoll., 12, 357, 1998. With permission.)
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11.7.2.2.1 Effect of Rate of Cooling/Heating
The rate of cooling and heating during thermal cycles has a significant effect on HM pectin–

fructose, HM pectin–sucrose, and LM pectin–calcium gel strength [151,216]. As an example,

magnitudes of G0 of a HM pectin–sucrose system as a function of temperature at three rates of

cooling/heating, 0.58C/min, 2.08C/min, and 4.08/Cmin, are shown in Figure 11.14. Clearly,

lower rates of cooling resulted in gels of higher strength. As expected for systems that did not

reach an equilibrium state within the time of cooling, marked differences can be seen between

the different rates. The hysteresis curves, more marked for the nonthermoreversible gels of

HM pectin–sugar gels, but also observed for thermoreversible gels such as those obtained for

LM pectin–calcium systems, reflect balance between the rate of junction zone formation or

disruption, and rate of change of temperature.

11.7.2.3 Cured Gels

The intermolecular interactions present in fully settled HM pectin gels seem to have a very

long timescale, showing no recovery of the network structure after mechanical damage [195].

The creep compliance response of this kind of gels has shown that mechanisms with long

retardation times are involved and that at very long times the gels flow with a Newtonian

viscosity of the order of 108–1010 Pa s [228,229], suggesting that the cross-links in these gels

are not permanent but can move or break under application of small stresses. Braudo et al.

[230] reported the independence of the rate of the relaxation processes on pectin concentra-

tion, a similar behavior also found by these authors for other polysaccharide gels, and

suggested that the gels were structurally heterogeneous, with the networks composed of

macromolecular associates. Some information about the characteristics of the junction

zones in HMP networks was obtained from concentration dependence of the elastic modulus,

by applying the Oakenfull model [188,231].
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cooling/heating of 1% HM pectin in 60% sucrose dispersions (pH 3).
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LM pectin–calcium networks seem to be characterized by a higher degree of homogeneity

and of elastic perfection, with a smaller amount of mechanisms responsible for energy loss. In

any case, the viscoelastic behavior shown by these gels are strongly dependent on both

intrinsic and extrinsic factors affecting pectin gelation behavior, and different final gel

properties can be obtained by changing these factors.

11.7.2.3.1 Effect of Pectin’s Intrinsic Factors
For both kinds of pectins, the gel modulus is determined by the number of effective junction

zones formed between pectin chains. Thus, in general, the higher the molecular weight and

pectin concentration, the stronger is the gel.

For HM pectin, the DE controls the rate of gelation and the temperature at which gelation

begins (gelling temperature). In general, increasing the DE leads to a faster gelation and to

higher gelling temperature [39]. Also, at constant pH and co-solute concentration, the final

gel strength increases with increasing DE [98]. The studies of Morris et al. [195] on low water

activity HM pectin gels formed in the presence of ethylene glycol at low pH showed that the

yield stress measured under compression increases with the DE until� 70%, followed by a

sharp reduction above this value. These effects seem to be due not only to changes in

intermolecular electrostatic repulsions but also to a positive contribution of the methyl-

ester groups to the stability of interchain association [147,195].

As the DE of HM pectin decreases, a lower pH is required for gelation; although the

carboxyl groups in an unionized form necessary to enable gelation also increases.

The affinity of pectins for calcium increases with decreasing average DE and increasing

length of unsubstituted galacturonan backbone [12,23]. Several experimental results, obtained

by different techniques, have shown that the critical DE for calcium-mediated gelation to

occur is around 40–45% [190,232]. The strength of the low-metohyl pectin (LMP) gels was

shown to increase when the DE decreases from around 45% to 25–30% [233]. The lowest

esterified pectins have also the least calcium requirement and give higher gelling temperatures

[39]. Differences observed in the gel strength of acid and enzyme de-esterified pectins are

attributed to the difference in the distribution of the methyl-ester groups in the two types of

LM pectins.

Therefore, the affinity of HM pectins for Ca2þ is generally not high enough to lead to

sufficient chain association for gelation to occur. However, the distribution pattern of free

and esterified carboxyl groups has also a deep effect on the strength of calcium binding. LM

pectins with a blockwise distribution of free carboxyl groups showed improved gelling

properties [234], in concordance with the observed lower calcium activity coefficients

[15,66], that is, higher affinity for calcium binding. It was suggested that 14 to 20 consecutive

free carboxyl groups are necessary to achieve egg-box structures [14,235]. In fact, even pectins

with high DE (>50%) can also form gels by this mechanism, provided there are a sufficient

number of blocks of nonesterified galacturonic acid residues per molecule to permit the

formation of sufficient junction zones, and hence the network formation [184]. The hairy

regions formed by neutral sugar side chains along the galacturonate backbone were also

suggested to play an important role in the calcium sensitivity of HM pectins [236].

The affinity of pectin for calcium ions decreases as the degree of acetylation increases, due

to the size of the acetylated galacturonic residues that preclude the calcium-mediated associ-

ation of the pectin chains within the junction zones [186]. Contrarily, amidation increases the

gelling ability of the LM pectins, resulting in a higher gelling temperature and a decreased

need for calcium to form a gel [4]. In this case, the amide groups enable the occurrence of

other types of pectin association, in addition to the electrostatic interactions mediated by the

calcium ions, namely through additional hydrogen bonding [18].
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apparent pK increases due to the decrease of DE (see Section 11.2), the total number of



11.7.2.3.2 Effect of Pectin Concentration on Modulus
The effect of pectin concentration on long-term properties is of interest in product develop-

ment. The concentration dependence of the dynamic moduli of aged HM pectin–fructose

[225] and HM pectin–sucrose [223] gels have been studied. As expected, both G0 and G00

increased with increase in pectin concentration. Based on data at 5 Hz and 108C on 60%

fructose gels, it was observed that increasing pectin concentration (0.5–2%) increased G0 more

than G00. At lower pectin concentrations, G00 was higher than G0, but at higher concentrations,

G0 was higher than G00. A power relationship was observed between G0 and pectin concentra-

tion, with slopes around 3.1. This value is in good agreement with a value of 3.0 observed for

borate–guar gum gels [237] and amylose gels [238]. This limiting behavior was observed when

the modulus was measured for much higher concentrations than the critical gel concentration

and after long ageing times. Near the critical gel concentration, a large and variable power

law dependence was observed [208]. Higher power dependence of G0 on concentration was

observed for LM pectin gels, at different calcium/pectin ratios, with exponents ranging from

4.4 to 5.7, for pectin concentrations between 0.5 and 1% [151].

One practical application of the magnitudes of the slopes would be in the estimation of gel

strength at another pectin concentration from the experimental value at a known concentra-

tion. However, extrapolations should be carried out with care because, depending on the

concentration range, a different power law behavior of the elastic modulus may be observed.

A useful relationship (Equation 11.13) derived from the theory of rubber elasticity [239]

was applied to LM pectin–calcium–sucrose gels to characterize their rubber-like behavior,

especially at high oscillatory frequencies [226]:

G0 ¼ rRT

Mc

y
1=3
2 (11:13)

where r(g cm�3) is the density of the polymer in the unswollen state, Mc (g mol�1) is the

number average molecular weight of the polymer chains between adjacent cross-links, y2 is

the volume fraction of swollen polymer, R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute

temperature. To compare values of Mc of the studied gels in a systematic manner, they

were calculated using magnitudes of G0 at a frequency of 20 Hz [226]. The estimated values

of Mc

the plateau modulus increased as ageing time increased, those of Mc decreased with increasing

ageing time for all gels over the period studied. The decrease in Mc indicated that cross-

linking junction zones between the pectin chains increased with increasing ageing time, and the

length of the cross-linking chains (elastically active chains) shortened as ageing time increased.

11.7.2.3.3 Effect of Co-solutes
Sucrose is the co-solute usually employed in the preparation of HM pectin gels to be used in

food formulations. However, gelation of HM pectin can also be achieved by using other

sugars or polyols. Generally, increasing the concentration of sugars increases the gel strength,

gelling temperature, and gelation rate. The elastic modulus typically increases when the

sucrose content increases. However, only a slight increase was observed in the longest

relaxation time when the sucrose content increased from 60 to 65%, and above this concen-

tration it remained constant, suggesting that molecular rearrangements into the pectin

network are only slightly changed by increasing the sucrose content [188]. Studies on the

influence of sucrose concentration on the viscoelastic moduli of HM pectin gels, at fixed pH

and pectin concentration, close to the sol–gel transition and after curing the gels, revealed that

between 30 and 55% sucrose the main effect was the increase in the viscous character of the

system, as evidenced by the increase in the loss modulus (G00). A sharp increase in G0 was only
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are shown in Figure 11.15 and their trends are discussed below. While magnitudes of



observed beyond 55% sucrose. Between 55 and 60% sucrose a linear relationship between G0

and sucrose content, and a strong power relationship between rate of gelation and sucrose

content was observed [151].

It is well known that both the gel strength and the gelation rate by cooling depend also on

the type of co-solute. The minimum concentration of sugar or polyol required for gelation

was shown to depend on the ability of the sugar or polyol to stabilize hydrophobic inter-

actions [192]. This effect depends on the stereochemistry of the sugar or polyol, and conse-

quently, different sugars will originate pectin gels with different properties. For example, the

replacement of a substantial amount of sucrose by glucose syrup or maltose leads to increased

setting temperature with a corresponding increase in the optimum pH for gelation. The useful

range of pH for gelation to occur can be extended through the partial replacement of the

traditional sucrose by other sugars, such as maltose. Also, at the same levels of soluble solids

and pectin, the setting temperature is highest when maltose is the co-solute, followed by

sucrose and high-fructose corn syrup [187]. It was argued that the maximum rupture strength

of HM pectin gels always coincides with maximum hydrophobic interaction in the mixed

solvent [192]. Interestingly, sucrose is the least effective of the sugars in promoting gelation as

lower concentrations are required for other sugars (glucose, maltose, fructose) or polyols

(sorbitol, xylitol, ribitol). The results of Kawabata [170], obtained for the effect of different

sugars on gel strength of HM pectin, also corroborate that different sugars can have very

different effects on gelling characteristics, with the strongest gels formed with the presence of

glucose or fructose. A different order of effectiveness in promoting gelation of HM pectin at

acidic pH was proposed by Morris and coworkers Evagetiou et al. [189], based on the results

obtained from dynamic rheological methods: fructose < sucrose < glucose. The same order of

effectiveness has been observed previously [187] for certain types of pectins. Changes in sugar

type had a much greater effect on the sol–gel transition temperatures than on the final moduli

of the fully formed gel networks. The different effects of different sugars on HM pectin

gelation was then explained not only in terms of modification of water structure, but also by a

more specific interaction between co-solute and pectin, which are the direct determinants of

changes in conformational stability. Recently, the same research group carried out a similar

study on the effect of other co-solutes (1,2-ethanodiol, glycerol, xylitol, and sorbitol) on HM
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(3, 5, 7.5, and 10 g/l) and sucrose (0, 10, and 30%) content, pH 4, R¼ 0.58, 0.1 M NaCl. (From Fu, J.T.,

and Rao, M.A. Food Hydrocoll., 15, 93, 2001. With permission.)
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pectin gelation [240,241]. The results obtained regarding the differences observed in the

effectiveness of the various co-solutes in inducing gelation, quantified with the basis on the

temperature at which gelation occurred and on the storage modulus value achieved after

cooling to 58C, led the authors to draw several conclusions related to the gelation mechanism

and the role of the different co-solutes. It was postulated that (i) the effectiveness decreased by

associative interactions between the polymer and co-solute, which act in competition with the

polymer–polymer interactions required for network formation; (ii) polymer–co-solute inter-

actions are decreased by co-solute–co-solute interactions; and (iii) the inhibitory effect of

polymer–cosolute interactions is greatest for liquid co-solutes, and decreases as the tendency

to self-association of the co-solute increases.

The presence of sugar or other co-solutes is not necessary for calcium-mediated gelation of

LM pectins. However, the presence of co-solutes like sugars and polyols also affect the

gelation properties of these pectins due to their specific complex effects on water activity,

hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic interactions. Generally, it is observed that there is a

higher gelling temperature and gel strength, and a decrease in syneresis, as the total soluble

solids increases. The influence of different sugars on gel properties of LM pectin/Ca2þ

systems, including the effect on their final viscoelastic properties and during gelation/melting,

has been studied [187,226,227,242–245]. The addition of sucrose and glucose for up to 30%

enhanced the gelation of LM pectin (DE 31.5) at pH 4 and 0.1% calcium, whereas the

addition of fructose and sorbitol hindered gelation [227]. The detrimental effects of fructose

and sorbitol were attributed to competition with pectin for calcium ions.

11.7.2.3.4 Effect of Temperature
The significant role of hydrophobic interactions in HM pectin gelation was corroborated by

the response of rupture strength [192] or storage modulus [193] to temperature. Generally,

this response is represented by a sigmoidal curve with a peak at about 308C. These results

were explained by the opposing effects of increasing temperature on hydrogen bonds and

hydrophobic interactions.

From the temperature dependence of the viscoelastic behavior of HM pectin–sucrose gels

under creep experiments, enthalpy changes associated with the junction zones breakdown

ranging from 15 to 26 kJ/mol, a measure of the junction zones stability, and activation

energies associated with the relaxation process ranging from 155 to 160 kJ/mol have been

obtained, depending on pectin concentration [228]. The breakdown enthalpy of the junction

zones into the gel is relatively small and only slightly higher than the thermal motion energy,

especially at low pectin concentrations. The process of HMPectin gelation seems not to be

accompanied by a considerable decrease of entropy [228], if compared, for example, with

gelatin gelation [246], probably due to the relative stiffness of the pectin macromolecule and

to the slight conformational changes involved in the process. Consequently, the process can

occur favorably with only a slight decrease of enthalpy, much lower than for the gelation

process of other biopolymers, for example, gelatin.

In the case of the LM pectin–Ca2þ gels, the thermal behavior follows the general trend

expected for typical physical gels, with an increase in temperature leading to a decrease of the

elastic modulus, as a result of the decrease in the strength of the molecular interactions within

the junction zones. At a certain high temperature, a gel–sol transition may occur, a process

characteristic of the so-called thermoreversible gels. Durand et al. [199] studied the tempera-

ture dependence of the gel time and reported an enthalpy of the cross-linking process around

�70 kJ/mol. This parameter can be seen as a measure of the variation in the cross-link strength

(i.e., in the number of cross-links) within the gel. Garnier et al. [247] used time–temperature

superposition principle applied to curing curves and mechanical spectra, obtained at different

temperatures, to characterize the effect of temperature on LM pectin–calcium gels. They
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obtained values of the activation energy of the relaxation process (Ea), between 11 and

86 kJ/mol, and of the breakdown enthalpy of the gel cross-links (DH), between �50 and

�75 kJ/mol, depending on pectin and calcium concentrations. The relatively high value

obtained for DH, four times higher than those obtained for HM pectins [230], was attributed

to the cooperative character of the calcium-mediated LM pectin gelation. Contrarily, the

activation energy values are lower than those reported for HM pectin gels, which was

attributed to the fact that the gelation of LM pectins involves only short sequences of the

pectin backbone, and thus the relaxation processes do not implicate the rupture of several

junction zones [247].

11.7.2.4 Melting of Gels — Thermoreversibility

Thermoreversibility is an important property of biopolymer gels. Gelatin–water system is a

well-known example of a melting gel. There are several other biopolymer gels that are

thermoreversible, especially polysaccharide gels including agar, carrageenan, modified

starch, and LM pectin–calcium gels, at high ionization of the pectin acid groups. Thermo-

reversibility is lost or attenuated when hydrophobic interactions play an important role, as

is the case for HM pectin–sugar gels or LM pectin gels under low ionization of the carboxyl

groups.

During the heating process of the gel, the storage modulus G0 decreases with increasing

temperature. The melting temperature, Tm, was selected as either the temperature at which G0

became too small to be accurately measured or that temperature when (dG0/dT) was first

equal to zero (Figure 11.16). Tm increases as either the pectin or the calcium concentration

increases, due to the increase in cross-linking junction zones between pectin chains [151]. In

addition, Tm also increases with the amount of added sucrose, but decreases with the amount

of sorbitol used as co-solute [243]. These results imply that sucrose may provide additional

hydroxyl groups to stabilize the structure of junction zones and promote hydrogen bonds to

immobilize free water [248]; contrarily, sorbitol is a polyol with an open chain and with the

hydroxyl groups in favorable position for complication with calcium [227,249], which can

compete with pectin for calcium, thus resulting in lower Tm.
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FIGURE 11.16 Effect of temperature on G0 and dG0/dT for a 5 g /l LM pectin gel containing 30% sucrose

at pH 4, R¼ 0.58, 0.1M NaCl. All gels were tested at 3% strain and 1 Hz. (From Fu, J.T. and Rao, M.A.

Food Hydrocoll., 13, 371, 1999. With permission.)
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Eldridge and Ferry [246] studied the relationship between gel melting temperature (Tm),

polymer concentration (c), and molecular weight (M) of gelatin gels. They found linear

relationships between (ln c) and T�1
m and between (ln M) and T�1

m (Equation 11.14 and

Equation 11.15). These linear relationships were also found in other biopolymer systems,

including HM pectin–DMSO gels [250], LM pectin–Ca2þ gels [151] and LM pectin–Ca2þ–

sucrose (or sorbitol) gels [243]:

� d ln c

dTm

� �

M

¼ DHm

RT2
m

(11:14)

which holds M (average molecular weight of pectin) constant and on integration gives

ln c ¼ DHm

RTm

þ constant (11:15)

where c is the pectin concentration in g/l, DHm is the enthalpy of gel melting in kJ/mol, R is the

gas constant, and Tm is the melting temperature of pectin gels in kelvin. The dissociation

enthalpies of the junction zones (DHm) for melting of the gels that reflect the thermal stability

of the junction zones can be calculated from the slopes of the lines of ln c versus T�1
m . Table

11.5 shows some examples of (DHm) obtained for LM pectin–Ca2þ gels containing sucrose

and sorbitol. While addition of sucrose increased DHm and that of sorbitol decreased DHm,

reflecting that sucrose probably increased the stability of the junction zones, and sorbitol,

decreased it [243]. Lopes da Silva [151] reported similar magnitudes of DHm for plain LM

pectin–Ca2þ gels: 37.7 and 41.5 kJ mol at R values of 0.42 and 0.54, respectively.

11.8 INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER FOOD BIOPOLYMERS

The study of the interactions between different biopolymers has fundamental scientific

importance, not only to understand more complex food systems but also relevant new

practical applications. Mixtures of different biopolymers are commercially attractive to

develop formulations with new and desirable textures and stability, providing more flexibility

of choice to the user and, sometimes, significant savings in cost when it is possible to replace

more expensive biopolymers with cheaper ones.

The interaction between two different biopolymers may be essentially of two opposite

types, and both may also occur together: (1) attraction between the macromolecules or (2)

TABLE 11.5
Dissociation Enthalpy Obtained from Eldridge–Ferry

Model for LM Pectin/Ca21 Gels Containing Different

Sugar Contents (%) at R 5 0.58, pH 4, 0.1 M NaCl

Sugar Content DHm (kJ/mol21)

No sugar 43.1

Sucrose, 10% 45.7

Sucrose, 30% 50.0

Sorbitol, 10% 41.1

Sorbitol, 30% 39.0

Source: From Fu, J.T., Rao, M.A., Food Hydrocoll., 13, 371, 1999.
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repulsion by sterical exclusion. In the former case, the polymers can attract each other and

bind specifically or nonspecifically when the association is energetically favorable, whereas in

the latter case the polymers repel each other and mutually exclude each other from the space

that they occupy.

Attractive interactions normally occur only for polymers of opposite charge and often

result in precipitation of a complex coacervate, although in some cases can lead to gelation

[251]. In mixed pectin–protein systems, associative electrostatic interactions can lead to

coacervation or soluble complex formation, depending on the nature of the biopolymers

and the solution conditions (pH and ionic strength). Pectin–protein complexation at inter-

faces can be associated with bridging flocculation or steric stabilization. Biopolymers can also

associate by cooperative association of long stretches of the two polymers with mixed

junction zones.

Thermodynamic incompatibility is generally observed under conditions of weaker

attractive forces between macromolecules of different types. Miscibility is the exception

rather than the rule [252]. For compatibility to occur, the Gibbs free energy of mixing

must be negative, which implies that there must be a negative enthalpy of mixing or an

increase in entropy on mixing, whereas it is usually positive [219]. Generally, in the case of

polymers characterized by high molecular weights, there is very little change in entropy on

mixing, so that any unfavorable interaction between the polymers readily results in phase

separation.

Despite the extensive studies that have been carried out on binary biopolymer systems,

both at bulk and at interfaces, the mechanism of interaction remains controversial in many

cases.

Some selected systems involving pectins, with potential usefulness in food applications,

are discussed below.

11.8.1 PECTIN–ALGINATE SYSTEMS

Among the mixed gels obtained using pectin and other polysaccharides, the pectin–alginate

system was the first reported and it is still the most widely studied so far. A mixture of HM

pectins and alginates gels synergistically under conditions at which neither the pectin nor the

alginate alone can form a cohesive gel network [234,253–255]. Whereas low pH and high

solids concentration are required for gelation of HM pectins, gels can be obtained from HM

pectin–alginate mixtures largely independent of the solids content and also less dependent on

pH [253]. The mixed system can be particularly useful as a thermoreversible gelling system in

low-calorie food formulations.

The mechanical properties of the mixed gels depend on the pectin–alginate ratio, the DE

of the pectin, and the mannuronic acid–guluronic acid ratio of the alginate. The presence of

alginate induces higher structure development rates during gelation of pectin–alginate–sugar

systems, when compared with the pectin–sugar alone [256]. The strongest synergism, corre-

sponding to the strongest gels formed, was found between alginate with low (mannuronic

acid/guluronic acid) ratio and pectin with a high DE, and the optimum interaction occurs

between similar levels of each polymer [234,253,257]. Lower elastic modulus and slower

kinetics were found for gels based on alginate with a high M/G ratio and pectin with a low

DE, or LM amidated pectins [257]. Also, for LM amidated pectin-based mixed gels, the

highest elastic modulus was found for mixtures of alginate dominant ratios. The structural

similarity between the galacturonic pectin chains and guluronic acid blocks of alginate seems

to be the determinant factor to explain this synergistic interaction, because it enables the

intermolecular binding of these polysaccharides and the formation of coupled networks [234].

Further, the gelling effect was correlated to the sequential distribution of the two monomers
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in the alginate chain, and it was suggested that blocks of at least four contiguous L-guluronic

acid residues are necessary for gelation to occur [234,254].

11.8.2 PECTIN-NEUTRAL POLYSACCHARIDE SYSTEMS

The study of the effect of neutral polysaccharides on the gelation behavior of pectins is very

limited, especially using nongelling polysaccharides. In the case of gelling-polysaccharides

most of the reported work was done on starch-based gels or derived products such as

maltodextrins.

The effect of galactomannans, nongelling neutral polysaccharides, on LM pectin–calcium

networks with different structural and viscoelastic characteristics was studied for different

pectin–calcium ratios and different galactomannans [182]. For those pectin–calcium networks

characterized by an elastic equilibrium modulus, the addition of the galactomannan increased

both the storage (G0) and the loss modulus (G00), especially at short timescales, but a much

greater frequency-dependence and a smaller separation of G0 and G00 was observed, meaning a

general decrease of the gel-like character. For pectin–calcium systems close to the sol–gel

transition or at low pH, the mixed systems evolved toward the behavior of viscoelastic liquids

in the presence of increasing concentration of the nongelling polymer. The reported results

suggest the existence of nonspecific interactions between both biopolymers, with the changes

observed on the rheological properties of the pectin gels related to limited galactomannan

microphase separation, and the entrapment of the nongelling polysaccharide within the

pectin–calcium network. The former results were recently supported by other studies using

pectinate–calcium systems at stoichiometric Ca2þ and higher galactomannan concentrations

[258], where the observed effects were interpreted on the basis of the excessive association of

pectin due to the segregative interactions with the galactomannan.

With respect to the pectin–starch systems, both rheological and thermal analysis revealed

that compatibility, or incompatibility extension, among the two components is related to

several factors, including the molecular structure of the starch components, the DE of the

pectin, the concentration of both polymer components, presence of other co-solutes such as

calcium or sugars, and the ionic conditions of the media.

Compatibility and the degree of interaction occurring between the two biopolymers, seem

to increase as the DE of the pectin component increases [259]. Rheological and sensory

studies revealed that different textures can be obtained by controlled mixture of LM pectin,

calcium, and starch, with or without saccharose as a co-solute [260].

The rheological study of the effect of progressive replacement of sucrose by oxidized

starch in mixtures with HM pectin [261], during gel formation by cooling, revealed that the

viscoelastic moduli first decrease sharply and then increase steadily with increasing concen-

tration of starch. The observed effects were tentatively explained on the basis of excluded

volume effects with both components coexisting in a monophasic solution.

A detailed study of the different biopolymers on the gelation of LM pectin–calcium

systems was performed by Morris and coworkers [258,262–265], although for quite limited

conditions of the gelling system (fixed pectin and calcium concentrations). For pectin–calcium

systems cooled in the presence of partially depolymerized starch (oxidized starch, very low

content of charged groups), it was also found that the network can be strengthened, wea-

kened, or left unaffected depending on the DE of the pectin [262]. Strengthening was observed

only at comparatively low concentrations of Ca2þ, and attributed to segregative interactions

between the two polymers promoting conversion of the pectin component from the expanded

coil state to the more compact ordered structure that forms the cross-links of the gel network.

The transition from enhancement to depletion was accompanied by a change in gel structure
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from homogeneous to grossly heterogeneous, and moved to progressively higher Ca2þ

concentration with increasing DE. The reduction in the final gel strength became progres-

sively greater as the starch concentration was increased, and was found to arise from a sharp

drop in modulus during cooling, indicating abrupt collapse of the developing network.

Similar qualitative effects were observed for calcium pectinate gels formed in the presence

of maltodextrins, but the reduction in gel strength was smaller, and decreases in moduli

during cooling were observed only at high concentrations of maltodextrins [263].

Similar studies were reported on calcium pectinate gelation in the presence of other

neutral nongelling polysaccharides, inulin, and dextrans [264], and also for an ionic complex

polysaccharide, gum arabic [265]. For the neutral biopolymers, the results were qualitatively

similar to those discussed above on oxidized starch and galactomannans. For the dextran

samples, the ability to promote the initial association of pectin chains at high temperature

decreased with increasing molecular weight (i.e., with the smallest molecules having the

greatest effect, as was also found for guar gum), but the reduction in final modulus on

completion of cooling to 58C was more pronounced. Inulin showed a substantially lesser

effect. Both materials, however, were less effective than the partially depolymerized starches

and galactomannans discussed above. It was suggested that this may be associated with the

flexibility introduced by the presence of three single bonds in the predominant glycosidic

linkages of both dextran and inulin. The main difference observed for the effect of gum arabic

on the pectin–calcium network was the negligible effect on the gels formed on cooling, in

contrast to the large reduction on moduli caused by the other biopolymers. This different

behavior was ascribed to the strengthening of the calcium–pectinate network by divalent

counter-ions to the uronate residues in gum arabic.

The complete results obtained from the above-mentioned studies led the authors to

propose that the enthalpically unfavorable (segregative) interactions between LM pectin

and polymeric co-solutes can be explained in two ways: (i) Ca2þ-mediated self-association

of pectin into compact ordered assemblies that occupy less of the total volume and (ii)

conformational rearrangement of the co-solute molecules to minimize segmental interactions

with pectin; the conformational rearrangement is inhibited by chain stiffness and by

branching. Thus, biopolymer molecules of limited flexibility are more effective in promoting

self-association of pectin than more flexible molecules of comparable size, and branched

molecules are more effective than linear chains of comparable stiffness.

11.8.3 PECTIN–CHITOSAN SYSTEMS

Films and composite microparticles prepared from pectin–chitosan systems, with improved

mechanical and barrier properties useful for food and pharmaceutical applications, have been

described [266–269]. The useful properties obtained from these mixtures are mainly related to

electrostatic complexation between the two polyelectrolyte polysaccharides (anionic and

cationic), and then are mostly dependent on the charge density and concentration of both

polyelectrolytes, and on the ionic conditions of the medium.

Recently, the synergistic interaction between pectin and chitosan in gel phase also has

received attention. Oscillatory shear measurements showed that mixtures of pectin and

chitosan form thermoreversible gels over a broad composition range by lowering the tem-

perature [270]. The value of the gelation temperature depends on the composition of the

mixture, with low values for mixtures with low pectin contents. It was suggested that a

relationship does exist between gelation and phase separation in the process of tempera-

ture-induced gelation of pectin–chitosan mixtures. The influence of the pectin charge density

(DE, pH) and chitosan concentration were also studied [271]. Clear gels were obtained even
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under conditions of charge neutralization; the gel stiffness increases with chitosan concentra-

tion but is strongly dependent on the pectin charge density. The shear modulus increases for

pectins with lower DE.

11.8.4 THE PECTIN–PEPTIDE/PROTEIN SYSTEMS IN BULK PHASES

Interactions between pectin with peptides and proteins can also be associative or segregative

in nature, depending on the structural and ionic characteristics of the two components in the

mixture, leading to phase separation, co-solubility and complexation. Associative interactions

occur under conditions of pectin ionization (negatively charged) and for peptides and proteins

carrying out positive charges (below their isoelectric point).

As might be expected the predominant interaction is associated with ionic bonds and thus

the charge density of the interacting components plays an important role in the complex

formation. Physicochemical factors such as pH, ionic strength, ratio of pectin to protein,

pectin and protein charge, and molecular weight affect the formation and stability of such

complexes [272,273]. Decreasing the charge density of pectin by partial esterification of

carboxyl groups, lowering the pH, or increasing ionic strength reduces the ability to interact.

A model of spatial structure of the complex between pectins with different DEs and

polypeptides was proposed based on the stereochemical compatible engagement of all anionic

and cationic groups [274]. The intensity of interaction was also shown to depend on the

conformational flexibility of the polysaccharide in solution, with higher intensity observed for

less rigid and adaptable conformations.

Dilute solution studies have also shown that the interaction of basic peptides with

polygalacturonate can induce conformational changes [274,275], which suggests that the

energetics of the interaction is influenced by stereochemical constraints in addition to elec-

trostatic forces. It was shown that the addition of basic peptides to cell wall pectins may result

in gel formation under certain conditions of charge density, ionization, and relative concen-

tration of each component [276,277]. These ionic interactions and the stiffness and swelling

behavior of the gelled systems, in addition to the synergy observed between calcium-mediated

cross-linking and peptide cross-linking under well-defined conditions, may have an important

role in the assembly of the cell wall network and in its functionality [276,277].

With respect to the properties of pectin–protein blends, several studies have shown that

unheated pectin–globular protein systems, that is, when globular protein is in the native state,

often behave in a compatible manner in solution [278,279]. Under gelling conditions, a variety

of structures with different rheological properties have been reported depending on the

nature of biopolymers and solvent conditions. However, in general, phase separation regulates

the behavior of the blends. As observed for certain globular proteins such as myoglobin and

bovine serum albumin, when mixed with LM pectins, the gelation properties of the individual

biopolymers are improved, and a reinforcement of the gel occurs due to a phase separation

process that may increase the local concentration of each biopolymer [280,281].

The interactions between pectins and another globular protein, b-lactoglobulin (b-lg),

have also been studied at low and high pH. It was demonstrated that the heat-induced

aggregation of b-lg increases in the presence of sodium pectate, and the aggregation depends

on pectate concentration [282]. Wang and Qvist [283] studied the effect of the DE of

pectin on the phase behavior of mixed systems at pH less than the isoelectric point of b-lg.

Recently, the electrostatic nature of the interaction between pectin and b-lg was confirmed

and also the effect of the distribution mode of the carboxylic groups onto the pectin back-

bone was identified: higher reactivity was associated with a blockwise charge density

distribution [284].
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Girard et al. [285,286] have shown that the acidification-induced complexation between b-

lg and pectin follows a nucleation and growth mechanism. Also, it was shown that complex-

ation is a two-step process, with different enthalpic–entropic contributions, and involving the

formation of intrapolymer and interpolymer complexes, the former with a more compact

structure. The fractal nature of these complexes was discussed by these authors.

In the presence of calcium, that is, under conditions that enable gelation of the LM pectin

present in the mixture, pectin–protein mixed gels can be formed, again characterized as phase-

separated gels with improved gel properties, which are dependent on the balance between

pectin and protein gelation, calcium amount, and solvent conditions [287,288].

The effect of pectins on particulate gels such as those obtained by acid-induced gelation of

caseinates was also studied. Specifically, the thermodynamic compatibility between these two

biopolymers was studied using pectins with different DE, as a function of pH, ionic strength,

and added calcium [289]. The compatibility increased with increasing pH and decreasing ionic

strength. De-esterified pectins were more compatible and amidated pectins less so with the

caseinate. The type and degree of the pectin modifications as well as the type, composition,

and properties of the protein were found to be of great importance for thermodynamic

compatibility. A rheological and microstructural study [290] on mixed gels obtained from

LM-amidated pectin and sodium caseinate showed that both the amount of pectin and the

presence of calcium have a major influence on the interaction in the caseinate–pectin system.

A general reduction of the gel modulus and an increase in gelation time was observed for

calcium-free systems, or for systems with calcium but low pectin content, meaning that under

these conditions the presence of an increasing content of pectin prevents aggregation of the

caseinate particles into a coherent network. However, a large increase in the modulus was

observed at higher pectin contents and in the presence of added calcium. The combination of

a gradual release of calcium ions from caseinate aggregates as the pH was lowered, and the

electrostatic adsorption of pectin onto the casein particles were suggested as the main factors

influencing the interactions between the two biopolymers and the final gel structure.

Studies have also focused on the interactions of pectins with the more disordered gelatin

molecule, some of them with useful applications in certain food commodities [291]. McKay

et al. [292] reported the specific interaction of pectate and alginate with gelatin in moderate

alkaline conditions, probably through the formation of amide bonds between the ester and

uncharged amino groups of the protein, and have suggested structural reasons for the

observed differences in reactivity between the two uronates.

Antonov et al. [293] showed that the phase behavior of pectin–gelatin systems is depen-

dent on ionic strength, pH, and the DE of the pectin. The compatibility between the two

biopolymers was increased with an increase in DE of pectin, local concentration of its ester

groups as well as with decrease in temperature, ionic strength, and pH. A mechanism based

on the creation of weakly bound complexes between both ionic biopolymers was proposed to

explain the observed results.

Under acidic conditions and in the absence of calcium, Gilsenan et al. [294] showed that

electrostatic interactions occur extensively between the two biopolymers, particularly for

compositions close to charge balance between the pectin (negatively charged) and gelatin

(positively charged). These associative interactions, however, became undetectable when

the pH was raised to 3.9. In the presence of a stoichiometric calcium concentration and for

pH fixed at 3.9, that is, in the absence of appreciable electrostatic interactions between the two

biopolymers, and for mixtures with high concentration of salt (NaCl 1 M), segregative

interactions predominate giving co-gels with particles of calcium pectinate dispersed in

a gelatin matrix. However, in the absence of added salt, the mixtures remain monophasic

until the calcium pectinate network has formed, with subsequent gelation of the gelatin

component yielding a bicontinuous co-gel [295].
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11.8.5 PECTIN–PROTEIN INTERACTIONS AT INTERFACES

As already mentioned, the protein–polysaccharide net attraction, mainly mediated through

electrostatic interactions, can lead to complex coacervation or associative phase separation,

giving rise to the formation of protein–polysaccharide complexes. Under specific conditions

(such as protein-to-polysaccharide ratio, pH, ionic strength, temperature, mixing processing),

the protein–polysaccharide complexes, including those obtained from pectin–protein mix-

tures, usually exhibit better functional properties (gelation, emulsifying, foaming) than that

of the proteins and polysaccharides alone [296,297]. This improvement could be attributed

to the simultaneous presence of the two biopolymers, as well as to the structure of the

complexes. In the case of uncomplexed pectin–protein blends, interfacial interactions may

lead to either increasing stability or appearance of instabilities such as flocculation by

bridging or depletion mechanisms [32].

Soluble covalent conjugates with improved emulsifying properties, obtained through a

Maillard reaction by controlled dry heating of milk protein–pectin blends have been studied

and described [298–302], including the effect of the milk protein type, the DE of the pectin,

mixture ratio of both components, and pH, on the observed functional properties.

Another area of research worth mentioning is related to the extensive use of pectins in

stabilization of low-pH food products such as acidified milk drinks and yogurt [298,303]. It is

thus not surprising that several studies have been carried out on HM pectin mixed with milk

products or caseins under conditions of low pH [304–308]. The stabilization effect is related to

the interfacial interaction between pectin and casein micelles. Different interaction mechan-

isms have been proposed, depending on the pH and ratio of pectin-to-casein micelles. In

dilute acidified milk systems, it was shown that the pectin adsorbs onto the casein micelles as

the result of electrostatic interactions [303,308,309]. Multilayer adsorption of pectin onto

casein micelles occurs at and below pH around 5, whereas at pH above 5 a depletion

flocculation of the casein micelles prevails. The pectin concentration seems to be the major

determinant for occurrence of phase separation at pH 6.7 (depletion flocculation) or pH 5.3

(bridging flocculation). One mechanism of stabilization by pectin under acidic conditions was

proposed in which the adsorption of the pectin on the casein micelle surface throughout

carboxylic-rich zones of the polygalacturonate chain (charged blocks) was involved, while the

uncharged pectin segments in between form entropy-rich loops that extend into the solution.

These loops cause a repulsive interaction between the micelles at low pH in the same way as

k-casein chains do at the natural milk pH (6.7). For more concentrated acidified milk systems,

it was suggested [310,311] that stability is associated with the existence of a network of pectin-

coated casein micelles, but a large fraction of pectin does not interact directly with the

acidified milk gel (largely casein micelles). It was concluded that in acidified milk systems

of practical concentration less than 20% of the pectin added directly interacts with casein

micelles. The remaining 80% is involved in a network with casein–pectin complexes but plays

no role in stabilizing the final product. This excess fraction is, however, necessary to produce

a stable system as it is crucial in effecting sufficient pectin adsorption during the mixing

process and pectin solution.

The influence of pectin–protein interactions on the stability of food emulsions and the

particular interactions of pectins with the adsorbed protein layers were also studied. Segre-

gative or associative interactions between the polysaccharide and the adsorbed proteins may

also play an important role in aggregation and creaming behavior in the emulsion [312].

Dalgleish and Hollocou [313] reported that very low concentrations of pectin can protect

sodium caseinate-coated droplets against aggregation at pH 	 5, and that pectin binds to the

surface of emulsion droplets even at pH values above the protein isoelectric point where both

biopolymers carry a net negative charge. The interaction of HM pectin with adsorbed casein
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in casein-stabilized sunflower oil-in-water emulsions, at pH values above the protein isoelec-

tric point, was also reported [314]. It was shown that the incorporation of pectin into the

interfacial stabilizing layer around the emulsion droplets occurs at pH 5.5, but not at pH 7. At

both values of pH, the presence of a low pectin concentration increased the instability with

respect to creaming, with a rapid serum separation of moderately dilute emulsions, and highly

shear-thinning rheological behavior, and an increase in viscoelasticity of more concentrated

emulsions, which was attributed to a reversible depletion flocculation of protein-coated

droplets by nonadsorbed pectin.

Recently, a methodology was developed to produce oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by

multilayered membranes using a two-stage process, with b-lg as a primary cationic emulsifier

and pectin as an anionic biopolymer, for the production of the secondary emulsion [315,316].

These studies showed that the incorporation of the pectin layer onto the protein-coated

droplets results in better long-term stability of the dispersed system, with potential useful

properties especially at intermediate pH where proteins normally fail to be efficient. The main

driving force for adsorption of the pectin onto the primary emulsion droplets was also the

electrostatic attraction between the charged groups on the pectin and the oppositely charged

groups on the colloidal particle. The adequate control of certain factors, such as the pH, ionic

strength, and mechanical agitation, may minimize the incidence of droplet flocculation, which

was also suggested to occur by a depletion flocculation mechanism involving the nonadsorbed

pectin chains.

11.9 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Pectins are versatile biopolymers characterized by structural diversity and complexity. These

characteristics are responsible for the multiplicity of their functionalities that justify their wide

application in food and nonfood uses.

Pectins have been extensively studied over the last few years, and the current knowledge on

these biopolymers has helped to understand most of their behavior in sol and gel phases.

However, there are still some areas where our knowledge is limited. Some of these areas include:

(i) the influence of some structural features that are present especially on pectins obtained from

unconventional sources or those obtained using mild extraction procedures other than those

currently used at industrial level; (ii) the role of some traditional structural characteristics of the

pectin molecules, such as the molecular mass, the rhamnose kinks, or the degree of ester-

ification–amidation–acetylation on the interactions with other food biopolymers; (iii) the

molecular basis of pectin aggregation observed particularly at low pH and for relatively

concentrated dispersions, which is responsible for the peculiar rheological behavior observed

under these conditions; (iv) the gelation processes occurring under conditions different from

those two classical mechanisms characterizing the gelation of LM and HM pectins.

Our enhanced knowledge about these areas, among others, would contribute to further

authenticate these biopolymers, would be valuable in devising new uses, and would enlarge

their application areas.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION

Bacterial polysaccharides offer a source of new biopolymers with novel functional properties.

Other potential advantages of bacterial polysaccharides are the prospects of reproducible

chemical and physical properties, and of a regular source of materials. Potential disadvantages
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are the high costs involved in screening programs to identify new polymers, the higher

production costs, and the cost and time required to obtain clearance for food use. Increas-

ingly, clearance requires justifying why there is a need for a new polysaccharide, in addition to

demonstrating that the polymer is safe for use in foods.

Curdlan is a good example of a potentially interesting bacterial polysaccharide that has

been developed commercially, but has not yet become established worldwide as a food

additive. The polysaccharide was first discovered in 1964, and was found to have unusual

and interesting properties as a gelling agent. The Takeda Chemical Ind. Ltd became interested

in the production of curdlan for both food and general industrial applications in 1968. This

development work ceased in 1973, but industrial-scale production was restarted in 1988.

Curdlan has been employed in a wide range of food applications in Japan, where such

bacterial polysaccharides are considered as natural products, but has never become accepted

for food use worldwide. A delightful and readable account of the discovery, scientific study,

development and applications of curdlan has been written by the pioneering researcher, the

late Harada [1].

Xanthan gum has become established as a food additive, and its novel functional prop-

erties have initiated new applications and generated new markets. Gellan gum is becoming

more widely used in food products and is likely to capture a growing market in the future. Is

there then a need for further additives? At present there appears to be a general reluctance on

the part of manufacturers and consumers to introduce new additives. Rather there is growing

interest in how to improve the use of present additives, or to reduce the use of additives

by replacing them with natural alternatives. Natural mutants of xanthan and gellan are

available and modern advances in genetics offer a route to tailoring polysaccharide structure

to regulate function, or to control or enhance yield. Even if such engineered structures are

not accepted for food use the background knowledge provides a route to better screens for

new natural mutants. In the case of fermented food products the polysaccharides produced by

the starter cultures can be considered as natural ingredients and starter cultures can be

selected or blended to modify the rheology of the food product.

The two main food polysaccharides xanthan and gellan are described in this chapter.

Mixed biopolymer systems containing these polymers are also discussed.

12.2 XANTHAN

Xanthan gum is the major bacterial polysaccharide widely used by the food industry.

12.2.1 SOURCE

Xanthan gum is the trivial name given to the extracellular polysaccharide secreted by a wide

range of bacteria of the genus Xanthomonas. Commercial samples of xanthan gum are

produced from the bacterium Xanthomonas campestris [2]. Most of the scientific studies

described in the literature have been carried out on xanthans extracted from X. phaseoli [3],

X. juglandis [3], and X. campestris NRRL B-1459. W.J. Zaumeyer, who deposited the latter

bacterial culture with the ARS Culture Collection at the North Regional Research Labora-

tory (NRRL) in 1953, is believed to have received the sample from J.C. Walker of the

University of Wisconsin [2]. Xanthan was first isolated at NRRL in 1959, as part of a

USDA program to identify new indigenous microbial polysaccharides that could be produced

using sugars derived from cereal starches as a carbon source. Jeanes and coworkers were the

first to discover and report the interesting and novel functional properties of xanthan gum [4].

Kelco were the first company to produce commercial quantites of xanthan gum in 1961 [5].
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After rigorous toxicological testing and safety studies [6] xanthan received U.S. FDA ap-

proval as a food additive in 1969.

It is reported that it has not been possible to determine acute oral toxicity (LD50) values

for rats and dogs because the quantities of xanthan gum fed to these test animals over a 24 h

period did not result in fatalities. Further, no signs of toxicity, changes in internal organs, or

mortality were observed when doses as large as 45 or 20 g/kg were fed to rats and dogs,

respectively [7]. In long-term trials (104–107 weeks) it was not possible to detect adverse

effects in rats or dogs [8]. Finally, it is claimed that xanthan is neither a skin nor eye irritant

[7]. Investigations of the digestibility and metabolic fate of xanthan suggest that it has a

calorific value of about 0.5 kcal/g [7,9]. Xanthan has been approved for food use in the United

States since 1969 and in Europe since 1974. In the European list of permitted thickening and

gelling agents xanthan is registered as E415, with a nonspecified acceptable daily intake

(ADI). Antibodies to xanthan have been produced and provide the basis for a specific test

for the presence of xanthan in food products [10].

Commercially, xanthan is produced by an aerobic fermentation in batch culture [1].

Although it has been shown that xanthan can be produced using continuous culture [11],

this process has never been used successfully on a commercial scale. Xanthan is usually

extracted from the broth by alcohol precipitation. Removing bacterial cells prior to alcohol

precipitation is done to prepare a clarified product. Various grades of xanthan are produced

and used by the food industry. Commercial products are normally sold as off-white powders

with a moisture content of about 11% and an ash content between 6 and 9%. More detailed

specifications are available from commercial suppliers.

12.2.2 STRUCTURE

The primary structure of xanthan is based on a pentasaccharide chemical repeat unit [12,13].

Essentially, the structure consists of a cellulose backbone (b-(1!4)-D-glucose) substituted at

C-3 on alternate glucose residues with a trisaccharide side-chain (Figure 12.1). The noncar-

bohydrate substituents include O-acetate on the inner mannose residue and pyruvate on the

terminal mannose residue. For a particular sample the level of substitution is generally

incomplete and different strains of X. campestris secrete xanthans with different levels of

Backbone

Side-chains (R)

Acetan

CR1/4

Xanthan

Tetramer

Trimer

→4)βDGlc(1→4)βDGlc(1→

αLRha(1→6)βDGlc(1→6)αDGlc(1→4)βDGlcA(1→2)αDMan(1

βDGlcA(1→2)αDMan(1

βDMan(1→4)βDGlcA(1→2)αDMan(1

βDGlcA(1→2)αDMan(1

αDMan(1

(

3

R

→

FIGURE 12.1 The chemical repeat units for xanthan and some xanthan-like polysaccharides. Xanthan

may contain 4,6-pyruvic acid or 6-O-acetate (OAc) on the terminal mannose residue, or 6-OAc on the

other mannose residue. The xanthan trimer or tetramer may contain 6-OAc on the mannose residue.

Acetan and CR1/4 can contain 6-OAc substituents on the mannose or (1!3,4)-linked glucose residues.
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substitution [14–16]. Recent structural studies have shown that the terminal mannose

may contain an O-acetyl substituent in place of the pyruvate substituent [17]. It is not

clear whether each xanthan molecule contains a unique, but incomplete substitution pattern,

or whether there is, within a population, a mixture of individual xanthan chains, each one of

which contains different, but complete substitution patterns. It is possible to alter the

noncarbohydrate substitution by selective chemical treatments, targeted to remove either

pyruvate or acetyl substituents. However, biotechnological methods probably provide a

better route to manipulation of the xanthan structure.

There are natural and induced mutant bacteria that produce variants of the xanthan

A xanthan lyase is also available that cleaves the pyruvylated mannose residue producing the

xanthan tetramer [20]. The cluster of genes involved in the production of xanthan has been

identified and the mechanism of biosynthesis is known [21]. Xanthan repeat units are

synthesized as linear oligosaccharides attached to a lipid carrier. Branching of the structure

occurs as new oligosaccharides are attached to the growing chain. It is possible to transfer

production of xanthan into other bacterial hosts [22] and, with modern methods in molecular

biology, it should be possible to target particular genes and delete noncarbohydrate substitu-

ents or redundant sugars in the side-chain, thus producing modified xanthan molecules with

defined structures. Such an approach has been used to generate a variant (P2) of the xanthan-

like polysaccharide acetan (Figure 12.1) that is secreted by Acetobacter xylinum [23,24].

The secondary structure of xanthan has been investigated by the use of x-ray diffraction

studies of oriented fibers, and modeling based on this experimental data [25,26]. Xanthan

forms a fivefold helical structure of pitch 4.7 nm [25,26]. Recent studies [27,28] on a family

(Figure 12.1) of xanthan-like polysaccharides, based on the xanthan chemical structure, but

containing elongated or truncated side-chains, have revealed that the branching at alternate

C-3 positions in the cellulose backbone is the critical factor dictating the conformation of the

polysaccharide. Analysis of the x-ray patterns has been limited by the poor crystallinity of

the oriented samples. Molecular modeling studies [25–28] have suggested both sterically

acceptable single- and double-helical structures, and at present it is not possible to discrim-

inate between these possible models. It has been suggested [25,26] that the side-chains may

fold down and bind to the backbone, thus stabilizing the helical structure.

12.2.3 FUNCTIONALITY

It is the unexpected rheological behavior of aqueous xanthan preparations that has led to a

wide range of industrial applications. Xanthan can be employed as a thickening or stabilizing

agent and, under appropriate conditions, as a gelling agent. The two important rheological

properties are thixotropy and gelation.

12.2.3.1 Thixotropy

At sufficiently low applied shear rates, and at sufficiently high polymer concentrations,

aqueous xanthan dispersions exhibit weak gel-like behavior [29,30]. The weak gel structure

can be disrupted on application of shear. At low shear rates the samples exhibit high viscosity.

Increasing the shear rate progressively reduces the viscosity and the sample shear thins. This

The thixotropy of xanthan gum preparations can be enhanced by the addition of divalent

cations, trivalent cations, or borate anions [6]. It is important to realize that the rheology of

xanthan is very sensitive to the history of the sample in relation to isolation, drying, and

rehydration.
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structure [18,19]. These include the xanthan tetramer and trimer structures (Figure 12.1).

behavior is reversible, and the viscosity increases on reducing the shear rate (Figure 12.2).



12.2.3.2 Gelation

Xanthan gum will form thermo-reversible gels when mixed with certain plant galactoman-

nans such as locust bean gum (carob) or tara gum [31–34]. The ability to form such gels

depends on the level and distribution of side-chains on the galactomannan backbone [31,35].

Mixtures of xanthan with other galactomannans, such as guar gum, do not normally form

free-standing gels. However, by enzymatically modifying the guar to change the side-chain

distribution, it is possible to produce xanthan-modified-guar mixtures that do gel [35,36].

Gels can be formed when xanthan is mixed with certain glucomannans, such as konjac

mannan [33]. Xanthan can also be gelled by the addition of trivalent cations [37] or borate

anions [6].

12.2.4 SOLUTIONS

Aqueous preparations of xanthan are thixotropic: they exhibit high low-shear-rate viscosity,

and a reversible shear-thinning behavior at low polymer concentrations (Figure 12.2). These

effects are generally claimed to form the basis of the widespread use of xanthan as a

thickening and stabilizing agent, for stabilizing foams and emulsions, and for controlling

processes involving spreading, pumping, pouring, and spraying. Thus considerable effort has

been expended into trying to identify the molecular origins of xanthan rheology.

Modeling of x-ray data suggests that xanthan can adopt a helical structure. Electron

[38,39] and atomic force [40–45] microscopies reveal stiff extended structures consistent with

adoption of a helical structure. The first question is whether the xanthan helix is retained in

solution, and then whether this is sufficient to account for the differences in rheology between

xanthan and other simpler soluble cellulose derivatives. The literature on the solution prop-

erties of xanthan is vast and it is not possible to reference all the studies. Rather references will

be cited that help to understand the behavior of xanthan as a food additive.

A wide range of physical chemical methods, including optical rotation [3,45–49], circular

dichroism [2,48], electron spin resonance [50], nmr [3,51], calorimetric [45], viscometric [45,

46,49], conductivity [52], and light scattering [46,47], have been interpreted in terms of an

order (helical)–disorder (coil) transition in solution. The midpoint transition temperature

(Tm) is sensitive to the amount and type of counterions present in the medium: 1/Tm decreases

linearly with the logarithm of the cation concentration, showing behavior consistent with

counterion screening of a charged helical structure. If aqueous xanthan solutions are diluted

then, at low dilutions, the counterion concentration may become insufficient to stabilize the
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FIGURE 12.2 Shear-thinning behavior of xanthan gum. Polymer concentration is 0.5%.
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helical structure [53]. Circular dichroism and nmr data have been taken to suggest that the

side-chains fold down, stabilizing the helical structure [3,51]. Adoption of the helical struc-

ture should stiffen the polysaccharide. Light scattering studies on xanthan of differing

molecular weight suggest a rodlike structure at the lowest molecular weights [54]. Elonga-

tional flow [29] and electric birefringence studies [29,53,56] favor a stiff extended structure,

and xanthan is known to exhibit birefringence and show liquid crystalline behavior at high

concentrations [55–60], properties consistent with a stiff extended macromolecule. Light

scattering studies [61–65] suggest that xanthan can be pictured as a worm-like coil with a

persistence length >100 nm.

Considerable effort has been expended in trying to determine whether xanthan exists as a

single or double helix in solution. Although this may initially be considered to be of purely

academic interest, as will be shown later, understanding the nature of the helix is probably

crucial to explaining most of the functional properties of xanthan. Historically, the major

pieces of evidence cited in favor of single helical structure are the following. It has been

reported that xanthan shows no change in molecular weight on cooling through the dis-

order–order transition [3,48,66], although the molecular weight did increase at lower tem-

peratures, a fact attributed to aggregation. Electron microscopy data have been taken to

support a single helical structure [38]. Finally, the conformational transition, as monitored

by nmr or optical rotation, was found to be broad and insensitive to concentration [3], and the

results of early stopped-flow optical rotation data [47,67], used to follow the kinetics of helix

formation, were taken to favor intramolecular helix formation, and thus a single helix struc-

ture. There is now considerable evidence supporting a double helical structure for xanthan and

may form a double helix that only partially unfolds on heating (Figure 12.3b) [66,68,69], thus

accounting for the failure to detect any change in molecular weight on passing through the

order–disorder transition. The more direct experimental evidence favoring a double helical

structure comes from several sources. Electron [39] and atomic force [40] microscopy data are

claimed to show unravelling of stiff xanthan molecules into more flexible single chains. Perhaps

the best evidence comes from the work of Sato and collaborators [61–64,70,71]. These authors

showed that xanthan behaved as a flexible coil in the ‘‘cellulose solvent’’ cadoxen, as a rigid rod

in 0.01 and 0.1 M NaCl for molecular weights < 3� 105, and as stiff worm-like coils for higher

molecular weights. Crucially, they found that the molecular weight measured in NaCl was

twice the value found in cadoxen, supporting the double helical structure. More extensive

stopped-flow experiments have observed both intra- and intermolecular ordering for xanthan,

with dimerization favored at high salt and polymer concentrations [72]. Thus, at present, the

experimental evidence favors a double helical structure for xanthan. As will be seen later this is

important in explaining the functional properties of xanthan.

12.2.5 DISPERSIONS

Can the models for xanthan gum discussed above be used to account for the rheology of

commercial xanthan samples? In the case of xanthan solutions there will be two types of

regimes, corresponding to ordered and disordered xanthan.

Rheological studies of disordered xanthan reveal low viscosities and a small degree of

shear-thinning behavior due to molecular distortion [73,74]. The rheology of solutions

containing xanthan in the ordered form is still not sufficient to explain the commercially

important properties of aqueous xanthan samples.

Originally, Southwick and coworkers proposed that the enhanced viscosity of commercial

xanthan preparations arose solely due to intermolecular entanglements [75–80]. Dynamic

light scattering data were interpreted in terms of the theories of particle motion in semidilute
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a helix–coil transition on heating (Figure 12.3a). Several authors have suggested that xanthan



solutions [81,82]. It was observed that the thixotropy of xanthan disappeared in the presence

of urea, and optical rotation data were taken to suggest that the addition of urea denatured

the xanthan helix [80]. However, subsequent studies have shown that the stiffness of xanthan

molecules, as monitored by electric birefringence studies on xanthan samples at sufficiently

high ionic strength, remains unchanged even after heat treatment in the presence of 4 M urea

observed by Southwick and coworkers arose from a decrease in ionic strength rather than the

addition of urea [29,83]. Further, the rheology of xanthan samples differs considerably from

that of typically entangled polysaccharide solutions [30]. In particular at low temperatures,

and with the presence of sufficient salt to maintain the ordered helical form, xanthan samples

do not show Cox–Merz superposition [30]. Unlike typical entangled polysaccharide solutions

xanthan samples show a viscoelastic spectrum characteristic of a gel, although with a much

more marked strain dependence. The viscoelastic behavior does not change significantly on

dilution until quite low concentrations, when the behavior becomes the same as that of a

typical entangled polymer solution. This behavior on dilution and the ability to flow without

fracture at higher polymer concentrations distinguish xanthan from normal gels and have led

to xanthan being called a weak gel. It is important to note that the behavior of aqueous

xanthan preparations is very dependent on sample history. Thus samples of xanthan prepared

direct from the culture broth show only small deviations from the Cox–Merz rule [84].

Clearly, the rheology of xanthan is very dependent on the method of isolation from the

culture broth and subsequent drying and rehydration.

On the basis of a number of experimental observations it has been suggested that the weak

gel-like properties of xanthan gum are due to intermolecular association [29,34,66,83]. At
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FIGURE 12.3 Schematic models for the xanthan order–disorder transition. (a) Helix–coil transition.

(b) Helix-dimerized expanded coil.
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[29]. It appears that urea actually stabilizes the helix (Figure 12.4a) and that the denaturation



ionic strengths sufficient to stabilize the ordered conformation, heat treatment of xanthan

gum in the presence of 4 M urea substantially reduces the low-shear-rate viscosity (Figure

12.4b). The slow diffusional modes observed in dynamic light scattering studies can be

eliminated by careful solubilization of xanthan followed by centrifugation or filtration,

suggesting that they result from molecular association [29,55,85]. These studies are consist-

ent with evidence for xanthan aggregation and the early recognition of the need to distinguish

between xanthan solutions and xanthan dispersions [86].

It appears that the useful rheological properties of xanthan samples result from incom-

plete solubilization of the polysaccharide, and that xanthan dispersions contain weakly

associated microgel particles (xanthan aggregates) [29,34,66,83,86]. The weak gel-like behav-

ior appears to be sensitive to cation type [29,87]. Calcium salts have been found to promote

the highest low-shear-rate viscosity, and to stabilize the intermolecular aggregation even after

treatment with urea [29]. This stabilizing effect is dependent on xanthan concentration, and is

less effective at low polysaccharide concentrations.

Microgel formation appears to have its origin in precipitation and drying of xanthan

samples. Factors that stabilize the ordered structure appear to stabilize the aggregated

structures. A number of researchers have proposed models for xanthan association. Tako

and Nakamura [87] suggest hydrogen bonding and cation bridging between xanthan mol-

ecules, but these models are speculative and lack firm experimental backing. Norton and

coworkers [147] proposed that the conformational ordering of xanthan is generally incom-

plete and that the xanthan molecules contain helical sequences separated by disordered
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FIGURE 12.4 Effect of urea on the conformation and rheology of xanthan gum samples. (a) Optical

rotation data. (b) Shear-thinning behavior. Note that 4 M urea does not destroy the helical structure but

stabilizes the helix, as indicated by the increase in the helix–coil transition temperature. 4 M urea

substantially reduces the low-shear-rate viscosity after heat treatment of xanthan in the presence of

urea. Polymer concentration is 0.5%.
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sequences. The helical regions are considered to associate side-by-side to form a molecular

network (Figure 12.5a). This model was based on the idea that xanthan formed a single helix.

An equivalent cluster model [34] based on the idea of a double helix is shown in Figure 12.5b.

The idea of clustering driven by conformational ordering has been used to explain the light

scattering from xanthan samples [66]. Direct experimental observations of xanthan microgels

How are microgels formed? The most likely scenario is as follows. Jeanes and coworkers

remark on the need to add sufficient salt when precipitating xanthan from the culture broth

[2]. They state that their dried samples are freely soluble. It is the author’s experience that if

xanthan-like polysaccharides are precipitated from the culture broth in the absence of salt,

then the freeze-dried product can be virtually insoluble. For both the models shown in Figure

12.5, increasing the salt content will promote helix formation. However, the fact that lower

salt levels promote polysaccharide aggregation favors the model shown in Figure 12.5b as the

basis for microgel formation. The suggestion [44] is that in the absence of sufficient salt the

xanthan molecules in the culture broth are incompletely ordered. Upon precipitation and

subsequent drying the concentration of the polymer, and the consequent increase in ionic

strength, drive further helix formation, leading to intermolecular association and microgel

Disordered
connecting
sequences

Ordered helical
junctions

Double helical
junctions

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 12.5 Schematic models for xanthan association. (a) Norton and coworkers model. (b) Cluster

model.
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by atomic force microscopy [44] do reveal associated gel-like structures (Figure 12.6).



formation. The level of aggregation then determines the ease of subsequent rehydration and

dispersion of the polysaccharide. Thus the nature of aqueous xanthan preparations will

depend on how the material was extracted from the broth, and the conditions and care

taken to solubilize the polysaccharide. It is likely that at moderate concentrations the xanthan

preparations exhibiting weak gel-like behavior are actually dispersions of weakly associated

swollen microgels, rather than true molecular solutions. In this respect the model proposed

for xanthan structure can be likened to that of a fluid gel prepared by shearing polysaccharide

sols during gelation on cooling [88].

enzymatic methods [89] for removing microgels from xanthan preparations. It is known that

cellulases will degrade xanthan in the disordered form but not in the ordered helical con-

formation [90,91]. Under conditions favoring the helical structure cellulases will break down

microgel structures. This is consistent with the enzymes cleaving the disordered chains linking

the double helical segments within the microgels, but not the helical segments. Promoting this

type of localized association can be used to enhance the rheology of other cellulose deriva-

tives. Thus manipulating the alkalinity during carboxymethyl cellulose production results in

insoluble cellulosic blocks, aggregation, and xanthan-like rheology [92].

12.2.6 APPLICATIONS

The major industrial applications of xanthan gum are generally considered to rely on the fact

that, when xanthan gum is dispersed in either hot or cold water, the resultant aqueous

dispersions are thixotropic. The weak gel-like structure formed results in an unusually high

low-shear-rate viscosity at low polymer concentrations, which can be used to thicken aqueous

samples, and permits stabilization of emulsions, foams, and particulate suspensions. The

thick aqueous phase hinders motion of the suspended material inhibiting association and

segregation. Finally, the thixotropy of xanthan samples allows manipulation and control of

processes such as spreading, pumping, pouring, and spraying.

FIGURE 12.6 Atomic force microscopy image showing part of a xanthan microgel. The scan size of the

image is 2� 2 mm.
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The model for microgels shown in Figure 12.5b would offer an explanation for patented



This explanation has been questioned as the mechanism for stabilizing emulsions. It is

known that large polymers can be excluded from the space between emulsion droplets,

leading to an attractive interaction between the droplets that can lead to flocculation [93].

This effect is known as depletion flocculation. It has been suggested that depletion floccula-

tion of emulsion droplets, induced by the addition of xanthan, leads to the formation of a

particle network, and that it is the time-dependent yield stress of this network that stabilizes

the emulsion [93]. This is an interesting suggestion that warrants further study. Xanthan

should give rise to depletion effects and aggregation of xanthan would enhance such effects.

In the study cited above Parker and coworkers [93] failed to detect a yield stress for xanthan

solutions. This observation is in conflict with the generally accepted view of xanthan rhe-

ology. It is clearly important to establish that the preparative conditions result in the abolition

of the well-established weak gel-like behavior of xanthan samples, which would otherwise

oppose depletion flocculation. In this context, other workers have suggested a correlation

between the stabilization of food emulsions and the rheological behavior of the polysacchar-

ides [94].

Xanthan gum has a wide variety of applications in foods (Table 12.1) [95]. The thixotropy

of xanthan dispersions has led to the development of a number of dry mix formulations such

as sauces, gravies and desserts, which can be heated or refrigerated without losing their

desirable textural characteristics. Xanthan gum improves processing and storage of batters

and doughs, and it has been suggested that xanthan can be used as a gluten replacement in the

development of gluten-free breads. In these instances, xanthan is considered to enhance the

elasticity of batters and doughs, and hence improve the retention of gas during the rising and

proving stages. There is interest in the effects observed when xanthan is mixed with starch

[96]. A likely explanation for such effects is that on heating and gelatinization of the starch the

swelling of the starch effectively concentrates the xanthan, leading to the enhanced rheology

of the bulk phase containing the enlarged swollen granules. The ability of xanthan to control

pouring, pumping, spreading, and splashing facilitates the use of innovative packaging

methods such as the use of retort pouches. Xanthan gum–galactomannan mixtures are

employed in the preparation of gelled or thickened foods, in the control of particle sedimen-

tation in juices and drinks, and to introduce freeze–thaw stability into products such as ice

cream.

In addition to direct food applications, there are related applications that benefit or

impinge on the food industry. These include the use of xanthan to stabilize cattle feed

supplements, calf milk substitutes, agricultural herbicides, fungicides, pesticides, and fertil-

izers, and to impart thixotropy into toothpaste preparations. Xanthan gum can be used to

control the size of droplets in sprays and hence control the drift of agricultural preparations

TABLE 12.1
Some Food Applications of Xanthan Gum

Industry Applications

Dairy Milkshakes, whipped creams, custards and puddings, yoghurts,

beverages, water gels, ice creams, sorbets

Bakery Dough improvers, pastry fillings

Meat and fish Canned foods, patés

Condiments Mayonnaise, salad dressings, sauces, soups, frozen and

ready-to-eat foods, jams, desserts

Beverages Pulp suspension, powdered beverages
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during spraying. Finally, xanthan gum has been approved for use in paper and cardboard

food-packaging materials.

Xanthan gum is also used widely in nonfood applications. Indeed such nonfood uses make

it a viable proposition for the production of xanthan gum in large quantities for use as a food

additive. The thixotropy of the gum has been exploited in its use as a stabilizer in ceramic

glazes, mining ores, paints, and polishes. The shear-thinning behavior of xanthan is applied in

the preparation of nondrip paints and in jet printing. Xanthan is employed as a foam

stabilizer in agricultural foams and in fire-fighting liquids. A major use for xanthan is in

enhanced oil recovery. Gelation of xanthan with trivalent ions enables propping agents to be

suspended during pumping operations, gelation with iron has been used in board manufac-

ture, and cross-linking with borate has been used in the explosives industry. Synergistic gels,

formed between xanthan and carob gum, are employed in the cosmetics and photographic

industries.

Due to the complex and varied nature of food products containing xanthan, it is not

possible to define a general method of analysis. Most tests are subject to interference from

other food components. A simple chemical method for detecting xanthan in foods has been

proposed by Graham [97] and antibodies are available for food analysis [10].

12.3 GELLAN

Gellan gum was first used in food in Japan in 1988 where microbial polysaccharides are

considered natural materials. The FDA has approved it for use in the United States and in

Europe it is classified as E 148.

12.3.1 SOURCE

Gellan gum is the trivial name given to the extracellular polysaccharide secreted by the

previously unrecognized microorganism Sphingmonas elodea (originally called Pseudomonas

elodea [98,99] ). The bacterial source has occasionally, and mistakenly, been referred to as

Auromonas elodea. In the early literature, the polymer is often called S-60 or PS-60 rather than

gellan gum. The bacterium was first isolated from water plant (elodea) tissue by Kelco, as part

of a screening program intended to identify interesting new bacterial polysaccharides. The

polysaccharide was patented and produced commercially by Kelco [98–103]. Gellan is pro-

duced by aerobic submerged fermentation in batch culture [102,103]. The culture broth is

pasteurized to kill the bacteria, and gellan gum is isolated from the fermentation broth by

alcohol precipitation. It is possible to precipitate gellan by lowering the pH of the medium, but

this is not used commercially. The native product is esterified, and a de-esterified product can

be produced by alkali treatment (808C, pH ~ 10, 10 min) of the broth, followed by alcohol

precipitation. Clearly, by varying the extraction conditions it is possible to prepare a range of

gellan gums with varying degrees of esterification. Clarified products, freed from bacterial cell

debris, may be obtained by filtration of the hot fermentation liquor. The clarified, de-esterified

product is sold commercially under the trade name Gelrite1. Gelrite and a variety of grades of

gellan gum can be purchased as 60 mesh, free-flowing powders. Gellan is an off-white powder,

with a moisture content of ~11%, and ash contents between 4 and 12%. Both native and de-

esterified gellan are available for food use. Extensive toxicological trials have been carried

out [104]. The acute oral toxicity (LD50) value for rats is>5 g/kg. Eye and skin irritation

studies suggest that gellan is not an irritant. Twenty-three day dietary studies [104,105] on

humans revealed no significant effect on plasma biochemistry, hematological indices, urinaly-

sis parameters, blood glucose, plasma insulin concentrations, or breath hydrogen concentra-

tion. No significant changes were seen in concentrations of HDL cholesterol, triglyceride, or
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phospholipid [106], but a decrease in serum cholesterol of ~12% was noted. For the majority of

volunteers participating in the human dietary study an increase in fecal bulking was observed.

Thus, it was concluded that gellan produced no adverse effects, and that increases in fecal

bulking and decreases in serum cholesterol were desirable dietary attributes. Gellan gum is also

reported to shorten gastrointestinal transit time [107]. As gellan is a new polymer it is unlikely

that the gut microflora have enzymes that can degrade the polysaccharide. However, there are

reports of microbially produced gellan lyases [107,108], and it will be interesting to see whether

in the future gut microorganisms adapt to degrade this polymer.

12.3.2 STRUCTURE

Gellan gum is a linear, anionic heteropolysaccharide based on a tetrasaccharide chemical

repeat unit (Figure 12.7) [109,110]. The native product is partially esterified [109]: the (1!3)

linked D-glucose residue contains a C-2 linked L-glycerate and about 50% C-6 linked acetate

substituents. The native product and mixtures with the de-acylated form are likely to become

important in food applications.

X-ray diffraction data obtained for oriented fibers of gellan gum suggest a threefold helical

structure of pitch 2.82 nm [111–120]. The axial rise per chemical repeat is about one half the

extended length of the chemical repeat unit, suggestive of a double helical structure. Patterns

obtained for de-acylated gellan are more crystalline than those from the native parent,

and these data suggest that segments of gellan helices crystallize into a trigonal unit cell

(a ¼ b¼ 1.56 nm and c (the fiber axis)¼ 2.82 nm) [113–115]. Molecular modeling studies

based on the x-ray data suggest that gellan adopts a left-handed threefold double helical

structure [114–116]. More recent modeling studies are concerned with the influence of the

different acyl substituents and the role of cations on helix formation and association [118–120].

12.3.3 FUNCTIONALITY

Gellan is marketed as a broad-spectrum gelling agent [121]. The native acylated product

produces soft, elastic gels, whereas the de-acylated product forms hard, brittle gels [122].

Mixtures of the two can be used to generate a variety of textures [123,124]. Cold-setting gels

can be prepared by the addition of electrolyte to suitably concentrated aqueous gellan

dispersions. Cations can be introduced by slow release methods from partially soluble salts

or by dialysis. At appropriate polymer concentrations and ionic strength, gellan forms

thermo-reversible gels. Raising the ionic strength does not alter the setting temperature of

the gel, but does raise the melting temperature. At high enough ionic strengths the gels

become thermally irreversible. Hence gellan can be used to form cold-setting, thermo-setting,

thermo-reversible, or thermo-irreversible gels. This is the basis of its proposed use as a broad-

spectrum gelling agent. At low ionic strengths and lower polymer concentrations the gels are

transparent. Increasing the ionic strength leads to increasingly turbid gels. Clarity can be

restored by the addition of sucrose, although it is not clear whether this is due to the sucrose

inhibiting polymer aggregation, or whether the sucrose raises the refractive index, thus

reducing the intensity of the light scattered by the aggregates within the gel.

6-0 Acetate

2-O-L Glycerate

3)βDGlc(1→4)βDGlcA(1→4)βDGlc(1→4)αLRham(1→

FIGURE 12.7 Chemical repeat unit of gellan gum. The acyl substitution is incomplete in the native

polysaccharide.
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The literature on the functionality of gellan is growing rapidly. There are two proceedings

of conferences dealing with the solution properties and gelation of gellan gum. These have

been published in Food Hydrocolloids (volume 7, number 5, 1993) and Carbohydrate Polymers

(volume 30, parts 2 and 3, 1996). In the following discussion certain papers have been selected

that illustrate the key features of gellan required for understanding the properties important

in food applications.

12.3.4 SOLUTIONS

Dilute aqueous solutions of gellan gum are highly viscous, and exhibit marked shear-thinning

behavior. Mechanical spectroscopy [125–127] and creep compliance studies [128] suggest that

the shear-thinning behavior results from the breakdown of a weak gel-like structure under

shear. This resembles the behavior discussed earlier for xanthan preparations, and implies

that aqueous gellan samples may be aggregated dispersions rather than true solutions.

Samples of low acyl gellan in dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) show lower viscosities and

markedly reduced shear-thinning behavior [128,129]. Light scattering studies of gellan

in DMSO suggest that gellan behaves as a high molecular weight (1–2� 106) polymer coil

[128–130], and comparative transient electric birefringence studies [128] of gellan gum in

water and DMSO suggest that the structure is more extended and stiffer in water. It is likely

that gellan is dissociated in DMSO. The enhanced rigidity observed in water may imply

adoption of an ordered (helical) structure and reflect molecular aggregation.

Rheological studies suggest that the gelation of gellan gum is dependent on both the type

and concentration of associated cations [131]. Bulky tetramethylammonium (TMA) ions

appear to inhibit gelation, resulting in viscoelastic fluids (Figure 12.8), although gelation

may apparently occur at sufficiently high ionic strengths. Studies carried out using a variety of
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Disordered state
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FIGURE 12.8 Mechanical spectroscopy for TMA gellan samples. Polymer concentration is 1%. Dis-

ordered state �0.1M TMACl, 308C; ordered state �0.25M TMACl, 58C. Data represented as storage

modulus (G’, ~) , loss modulus (G’’, 4), complex viscosity (h*, &), and viscosity (h, &).
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physicochemical methods [125–140] provide evidence in favor of a thermo-reversible order–

disorder transition upon heating and cooling. In the presence of TMA ions the transition is

fully reversible, and shows no thermal hysteresis. The optical rotation data have been inter-

preted in terms of a thermo-reversible helix–coil transition. The reciprocal of the midpoint

transition temperature (Tm), as monitored by either differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

or optical rotation, decreases linearly with the logarithm of the salt concentration, showing

behavior that is consistent with the counterion screening of a charged helical structure. An

increase in ionic strength stabilizes the helix, raising Tm. At sufficiently low polysaccharide

concentrations, in the absence of added counterions, Tm can fall below ambient temperature.

Progressive addition of TMA salts induces a disorder–order transition, which can be detected

by viscosity or optical rotation measurements. Nongelling samples of TMA gellan flow like

spectroscopy measurements suggest that at temperatures above Tm, the samples show shear-

thinning behavior [125–127] typical of that associated with random-coil polysaccharides

[141]. When the temperature falls below Tm the gellan samples exhibit weak gel-like behavior

reminiscent of that found for xanthan gum [125–127].

Light scattering studies [134,142,143] suggest that gellan is a double-stranded stiff

macromolecule with a mass-per-unit length consistent with that expected for the double

helical structure proposed on the basis of x-ray data, and the large value found for the

persistence length (>100 nm) also indicates adoption of the ordered helical structure in

solution. Analysis of dynamic light scattering data is consistent with the idea of a stiffened

semiflexible polymer [144]. Rinaudo and coworkers [136] report studies on gellan gum at

temperatures above and below Tm. The light scattering data suggest that heating leads to a

decrease in both the molecular weight and the radius of gyration by a factor of two. This is

assumed to favor a double helix to coil transition, although the preparative conditions for the

light scattering studies are not specified, and the light scattering data on the high-temperature

sample have not been analyzed in detail. Such experiments are difficult to perform for gellan

samples [136], and it is probable that any light scattering study on gellan gum samples will be

influenced to some extent by aggregation of the gellan molecules. Talashek and Brant [145]

have studied gellan in the ordered and disordered states, induced at room temperature by

varying the ionic strength, and by heating and cooling the samples: their results were inter-

preted in terms of an equilibrium between monomeric and aggregated gellan molecules [145].

Additional light scattering studies [146] on ordered TMA gellan suggest the presence of

filamentous elongated aggregates. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies [147] of TMA

tures. The images show no evidence for side-by-side aggregation of gellan helices, suggesting

that the elongation and branching result solely from double helix formation, a result consist-

ent with the lack of thermal hysteresis observed for TMA gellan samples.

12.3.5 GELS

Common monovalent and divalent salt forms of gellan gum will gel at sufficiently high

polysaccharide concentrations. The type of gel formed depends on the degree of acylation

of the polysaccharide, and the type and concentration of cations [122]. The effects of common

monovalent and divalent cations on the shear modulus [132,148] and fracture strength

rise to stronger gels with higher elastic moduli. A systematic study [132,148] of the effects of

various monovalent and divalent cations on the mechanical properties of gellan gels suggests

that gelation may be sensitive to the cation type as well as cation valency. If the ionic strength

is increased, then both the elastic modulus and the fracture strength rise, pass through
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fluids above and below the order–disorder transition [125,127] (Figure 12.8). Mechanical

gellan (Figure 12.9) show direct evidence for extended, partially branched aggregated struc-

[122,149] are shown in Figure 12.10. At an equivalent ionic strength, divalent cations give



maxima, and then decrease. Increasing the ionic strength leads to an increase in the turbidity

of the gels. This turbidity appears to result from intermolecular aggregation and addition of

sucrose can be used to restore the clarity of the gels. The strongest gels are obtained under

acidic conditions [133].

The nature of the junction zones in the gels has been deduced from analysis of x-ray

diffraction data from oriented gellan fibers. In the solid-state, gellan adopts a left-handed

threefold double helical structure. Partial or complete de-acylation of gellan markedly affects

the mechanical properties of the gels [122], a change reflected in the x-ray diffraction patterns

obtained [112,130]. Aceylated gellan gels are soft and elastic, whereas de-aceylated gellan gels

are hard and brittle [122]. De-acylation does not alter significantly the helical structure of the

polysaccharide, but does improve intermolecular association and crystallization. Dehydra-

tion of partially de-acylated fibers [130] does not significantly alter the helical structure of the

polysaccharide, or the degree of alignment, but does reduce the level of crystallinity, suggest-

ing that the x-ray patterns are not artifacts of dehydration, and do reflect the structure of the

junction zones within the hydrated gels. Gelation is therefore considered to involve the

formation of junction zones comprising helical segments packed together into a trigonal

unit cell. Molecular modeling based on the x-ray data suggests [117–120] that it is the

FIGURE 12.9 Atomic force microscopy image of aggregated TMA gellan. Note the presence of

elongated branched aggregates. Image size 700� 700 nm.
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glycerate substituents, and not the acetyl substituents, that inhibit association and crystal-

lization.

The x-ray data suggest that the glycerate substituents are protected in the ordered form.

Thus alkali treatment at low temperatures preferentially removes acetate substituents. Alkali

treatment at high temperatures, when the gellan is disordered removes both substituents.

Thus it is difficult to selectively remove glycerate. Mutant gellans have been identified [150]

that lack glycerate, and it is possible that such polymers could be prepared by selective

engineering of the biosynthetic pathway, if the gene coding for the enzyme that adds glycerate

could be identified.

When gellan gels are prepared at low salt concentrations they are thermo-reversible and

exhibit no marked hysteresis effects on setting and melting. However, at higher salt concen-

trations Robinson and coworkers [125] observed biphasic melting behavior (Figure 12.11).

At low salt concentrations gellan shows a single endothermic DSC transition on heating and a
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FIGURE 12.11 DSC heating scans for Naþ gellan (0.1 K min�1). Polymer concentration 1.0%. Devel-

opment of biphasic behavior in the presence of increasing additions of NaCl. Total Naþ concentration:

(a) 25mM, (b) 67 mM, and (c) 115mM.
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corresponding exothermic DSC peak on cooling. At higher salt concentrations the cooling

exotherm remains as a single peak, showing the expected increase in transition temperature

with increasing ionic strength. This peak has been assigned to a coil–helix transition on

cooling. However, the heating endotherm was found to split into two peaks, one matching

The total enthalpy associated with the two endotherms was found to be constant, although the

contribution from the higher temperature peak became progressively larger at higher

salt concentrations. On the basis of such studies a model for gellan gelation was proposed

(Figure 12.12).

Thus Robinson and coworkers [125] suggested that at high temperatures gellan exists as a

flexible coil (Figure 12.12). Cooling is considered to give rise to reversible double helix

formation. Association of these helices by weak interactions (e.g., van der Waals forces)

into domains was considered to give rise to weak gel formation. In the presence of gel-

promoting cations additional helix–helix aggregation is considered to occur, leading to higher

melting point aggregates and accounting for the biphasic melting behavior. Recent nmr

studies have been taken to suggest selective binding of certain alkali metal ions [151] and it

has been reported that the transition temperature is sensitive to cation species [152].

Heat

Heat

Heat

Cool with o

Cool without  o

FIGURE 12.12 Robinson and coworkers’ schematic model for gellan gum gelation. o-Gel-promoting

cation.
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the cooling exothermic peak, and the other occurring at higher temperatures (Figure 12.11).



An alternative model for gellan gelation shown in Figure 12.13 [148,153], which differs

mainly in the detailed nature of the aggregation, was proposed on the basis of light scattering

[146] and AFM data [147]. In the absence of gel-promoting cations (e.g., TMA cations) gellan

shows a reversible helix–coil transition with no hysteresis. Light scattering studies [146]

suggested that, at moderately high concentrations, helix aggregation led to the formation of

filamentous aggregates. Visualization of these structures by AFM [147] showed that they can

these filaments, plus the absence of thermal hysteresis, suggests that association arises purely

through double helix formation. In the presence of gel-promoting cations these filaments are

taken to associate into thicker bundles forming a more permanent network, the associated

bundles giving rise to the hysteresis on setting and melting of the gels. This model is illustrated

schematically in Figure 12.13. The fibrous structure of gellan gels has been confirmed by

tion of the cation type and polysaccharide concentration it was possible to isolate and image

the branched filaments formed by the TMA salt form and the thicker fibers formed in the

presence of gel-promoting cations [147]. The fibrous model is consistent with light scattering

[154] and small angle x-ray scattering data [155–157] that provide information on the side-by-

side packing of gellan helices. The model shown in Figure 12.13 is also consistent with the

high transparency of the gels, and the fibrous structures revealed by electron microscopy

[158–160] and AFM [147,161].

A number of potential food applications of gellan involve high sugar systems. Such high

sugar, low water gels are of considerable commercial interest. The properties of high sugar

biopolymer mixtures have been reviewed by Kasapis [162,163]. Scientific studies of high

sugar gellan systems have begun to define their properties [163–173]. These systems are

proving to be intriguing topics for scientific study and models for their structures are just

starting to appear. In these glassy materials the added sugar is considered to reduce the level

of association of gellan helices, leading to a more flexible polymeric network. Support for this

‘Coils’

“Filaments” 

Cool

“Loose end”

Double helical
linkage

Heat
Gel-promoting
cations o

Temperature

“Fiber” formed
by association of filaments

Me4N cations

FIGURE 12.13 Morris and coworkers’ schematic model for gellan gum gelation. The gel is considered to

be composed of fibers formed by side-by-side association of gellan filaments. The junction zones are not

discrete units but are continuously distributed within the fibers. o-Gel-promoting cations.
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branch (Figure 12.9), and even associate into weak, tenuous networks. The constant size of

AFM images of hydrated films (Figure 12.14) and gels (Figure 12.15). By careful manipula-



idea comes from electron microscopy data on these systems [165]. Work on even more

complex high sugar binary mixtures containing gellan is starting to appear [174].

12.3.6 APPLICATIONS

The potential food applications of gellan have been described in several articles [175–177].

Gellan can be used to replace currently used hydrocolloids at substantially lower polymer

concentrations. Gellan can be used in a variety of food applications, which include confec-

tionary products, jams and jellies, fabricated foods, water-based gels, pie fillings and pud-

dings, icings and frostings, and dairy products such as ice cream, yoghurt, milkshakes, and

gelled milks [176]. Gellan has been used as a hydrocolloid coating for cheese [178]. It can also

replace agar in a number of Japanese foods such as hard bean jelly, mitsumame jelly cubes,

soft red bean jelly, and tokoroten noodles, where gellan results in organoleptically sensitive

products at lower gum levels. Gellan is used in the preparation of other Japanese products

including Karasumi-like food and Laver food, and in the manufacture of tofu curd. An

interesting feature of low acyl gels is their excellent flavor release properties. Gellan gum can

be used in the pet food industry, often in combination with other hydrocolloids, to produce

both meat chunks and gelled pet foods. The moisture barrier properties of edible gellan films

have been investigated [179,180].

FIGURE 12.14 Atomic force microscope image of an aqueous gellan film. The image demonstrates the

fibrous nature of the gel network. Scan size 800� 800 nm.
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Several authors have discussed nonfood applications of gellan [177,181–184]. The two

most prominent uses are as an agar replacement for microbial growth media and as medium

for plant tissue culture. Gellan has been reported to give improved growth under certain

conditions when used as a microbial growth medium [185,186]. Potential advantages are the

high purity, clarity of the gels, and, in the case of thermophilic microorganisms, the ability to

withstand incubation at high temperatures for prolonged periods [187]. Disadvantages of

gellan, when compared with agar, are the difficulties associated with remelting certain media,

difficulties in streaking, and the hemolysis of blood in blood plates caused by the high setting

temperatures [185]. However, in many applications as a microbiological medium gellan shows

properties superior to agar. Gellan has been considered a suitable gelling agent in microbio-

logical media for PCR applications [188].

Gelrite shows promise as a medium for plant tissue culture, as it may be employed at lower

polysaccharide concentrations than agar, affords good resistance to contamination with

molds, and has given improved growth for the plant species investigated [189]. The medium

permitted clear observation of root and tissue development, and was easily washed from the

plant tissue prior to transplantation.

Industrial applications include the production of deodorant gels, soft gelatin microcap-

sules, photographic films, and the process of micro-encapsulation. Microcapsules are nor-

mally produced by the coacervation of gelatin and gum arabic. The potential of gelatin-low

acyl gellan mixes for coacervation has been demonstrated [181,190]. Gellan has been

suggested as a promising candidate for preparative electrophoretic separation [191] and gellan

films have been suggested as implants for insulin delivery [192]. Several papers deal with the

use of gellan for drug release applications [193–196].

Owing to the complex nature of food products containing gellan, and the possible

interference of other components in methods designed for its detection, it is difficult to

FIGURE 12.15 Atomic force microscope image of an aqueous (1.2% w/w) gellan gel confirming the

fibrous nature of the gel network. Scan size 2.5� 2.5 mm.
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develop a simple test for gellan in food products. Graham has proposed a semimicro method

for the quantitative determination of gellan in foods [197]. The test is based on a colorimetric

estimation of rhamnose, and assumes that any rhamnose detected arises from gellan. How-

ever, it should be noted that pectins, and some other plant polysaccharides, do contain

significant levels of rhamnose. More recently capillary electrophoresis and capillary electro-

phoresis mass spectrometry (CE-MS) have been shown to provide a basis for detection of

gellan in food products [198].

12.4 MIXED BIOPOLYMER GELS

Increasingly, there is interest in blending hydrocolloids to generate new and interesting

textures. The possible structures that can be formed by mixing one or more biopolymers

are vast. It is worth considering the types of generic structures that can be formed, and then

describing particular examples involving bacterial polysaccharides in more detail.

12.4.1 BINARY GELS

The simplest type of mixture contains two components. Even these systems can form a variety

of different structures when mixed and gelled [199–201]. Figure 12.16 shows schematic models

of the four basic types of gel structures that result. It is a question of semantics as to whether

these should be called binary gels or gels formed from binary mixtures. The structure shown

in Figure 12.16a occurs only if just one component associates to form a network. Figure

12.16b represents the case when each biopolymer associates to form independent networks.

These are termed interpenetrating networks. For most mixtures some form of de-mixing often

occurs, forming phase-separated gels: each biopolymer gels independently, but they are

restricted to discrete, spatially separated phases (Figure 12.16c). Finally, if one biopolymer

binds to another, then a new type of coupled network (Figure 12.16d) is formed. These

simplistic models provide guidelines for discussing the more complex gels formed in food

samples.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIGURE 12.16 Schematic model illustrating the possible structures for binary gels: (a) single polymer

network containing a second polysaccharide; (b) interpenetrating network; (c) phase-separated network;

(d) coupled network.
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12.4.2 XANTHAN–GALACTOMMANNAN MIXTURES

Although xanthan alone only forms weak gel-like structures, mixtures of xanthan with certain

galactomannans lead to useful thermo-reversible gels.

12.4.2.1 Galactomannans

Galactomannans are storage polysaccharides extracted from plant legumes. Two galacto-

mannans are of commercial importance for the food industry: carob or locust bean gum, and

guar gum. The structure of galactomannans is described in detail in the review by Dea and

The primary structure consists of a b(1!4) linked mannan backbone, irregularly substi-

tuted with a(1!6) linked galactose side-chains (Figure 12.17). The side-chain substitution

increases the solubility of the polysaccharide. The level of substitution can be characterized by

the mannose–galactose (MG) ratio. This tells only part of the story, because a given sample

will consist of a mixture of polysaccharides with different MG ratios, and different distribu-

lobus has an MG ratio of �1.55, whereas carob from Ceratonia siliqua has an MG ratio

of �3.55. Other galactomannans with potential food use, or those that show interesting

synergistic interactions with xanthan, are tara gum (from Caesalpinia spinosa, MG� 2.7–

3.0), fenugreek (from Trigonella foenumgraecum, MG� 1.1), and Cassia tora galactomannan

(MG� 3.0). Solubility in water at different temperatures can be used to fractionate galacto-

mannnans such as carob into components with different mean MG ratios.

Many of the physical properties and applications of galactomannans depend on their

source and their consequent MG ratio [202]. C. tetragonolobus can be grown as an annual crop

and harvested mechanically, whereas C. siliqua trees generally grow wild, and the carob pods

are picked by hand. Furthermore, carob trees take many years to mature before producing

high yields. Thus guar gum is easy to produce and is cheaper than carob. Therefore, there has

been interest in the enzymatic de-branching of guar to produce a carob-like product. Enzym-

atic methods are preferable to chemical treatments that will also partially degrade the

polysaccharide. Use of a-galactosidases to alter the functionality of guar has been demon-

strated experimentally [203,204]. De-branching enzymes can be isolated from germinating

seeds, or from microorganisms that grow on guar, by means of affinity chromatography, a

process that removes contaminating enzymes that will cleave the backbone [203–205].

The solid-state structure of galactomannans has been deduced from x-ray diffraction

studies of oriented fibers [206,207]. Segments of the galactomannan chain crystallize in an

orthorhombic unit cell. The polysaccharide adopts a twofold helical structure with an axial

repeat per disaccharide of 1.04 nm, characteristic of a fully extended ribbon-like structure. The

ribbons pack into parallel sheets with the galactose side-chains projecting into the interplanar

spacing. This interplanar spacing is sensitive to the MG ratio and the level of hydration of the

galactomannan [206,207]. The crystal structure is based on the equivalent mannan II structure,

but the interplanar spacing is increased to accommodate the galactose side-chains.

4)βDMan(1→4)βDMan(1→4)βDMan(1→

αDGal

(

(

6

1

FIGURE 12.17 Primary structure of a plant galactomannan. MG ratio is determined by the plant source

and the method of extraction.
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tions of the side-chains along the mannan backbone. Guar gum from Cyamopsis tetragono-

Morrison [202] and also in Chapter 6.



In solution the galactomannans adopt a flexible coil-like structure [208,209]. However, the

rheological properties show significant departures from the expected classical random coil-like

behavior, this being attributed to intermolecular association at concentrations exceeding the

overlap concentration (c*), the concentration at which interpenetration of individual polymer

chains occurs [210]. Less soluble galactomannans, such as the hot water-soluble fraction of

carob (MG� 4.5), develop a gel-like structure, presumably as a result of intermolecular

association, upon standing at room temperature for several days. Such effects are more

pronounced in galactomannans with high MG ratios, and can be enhanced by freeze-thawing,

a process that may lead to the formation of self-supporting rubbery gels [211].

12.4.2.2 Strong and Weak Gels

Xanthan forms transparent thermo-reversible gels when mixed with the galactomannans

carob or tara [202]. Progressive replacement of xanthan with galactomannan leads to an

increase in gel strength, followed by a subsequent decrease in gel strength at higher levels of

replacement [212]. These gels are interesting because gelation of the mixtures occurs under

conditions for which the individual components alone do not gel. Although xanthan–carob

mixtures gel rapidly on cooling, there is evidence from rheological studies that there is a

complex and time-dependent change in the gel structure on standing [213].

The tendency for galactomannans to gel synergistically with xanthan mirrors their ten-

dency to self-association, and hence is sensitive to the MG ratio of the galactomannan [202].

Carob (MG� 3.5) and tara (MG� 2.7) form strong gels, whereas guar (MG� 1.55) yields

weak gels, which manifest themselves as an enhanced viscosity [204,214]. Enzymatic de-

branching of guar leads to the formation of strong gels with xanthan [205]: gel strength and

melting temperature increase with MG ratio, and both gel strength and the storage modulus

increase as the galactose content decreases toward an MG ratio of 7.0. At higher MG ratios

these properties decrease, possibly due to the progressive insolubility of the modified galac-

tomannan.

The level of galactose substitution is not the sole factor influencing gelation. Galacto-

mannans from Leucaena leucocephala have an MG ratio similar to guar, but yet form weak

cohesive gels with xanthan at polymer concentrations as low as 0.1% [214]. Similarly, the

galactomannan from Sophora japonica has an MG ratio similar to that of hot water soluble

carob, but shows substantially weaker self-association and synergism with xanthan [214,215].

These studies demonstrate that synergism (and also self-association) depends not only on the

MG value, but also on the distribution of side-chains along the backbone, a property difficult

to define. Early models for side-chain distribution were based on an analysis of the type, and

number of fragments produced by enzymatic digestion with a-galactosidase, or b-mannanase

[216,217], and suggested that blocks of unsubstituted backbone were alternated with fully

substituted regions [216,217]. On this basis it was then proposed that self-association [211] or

synergism [211,218] involved binding via unsubstituted blocks with the

substituted regions solubilizing the network. Later studies, using purer enzymes [204],

have suggested a more random distribution of side-chains, although there are still likely to

be blocks of mannan backbone that are regularly or irregularly substituted on one face of the

ribbon-like backbone, the clear unsubstituted faces acting as the source of self- or synergistic

interactions (Figure 12.18b).

12.4.2.3 Applications

There are a wide range of applications for xanthan–galactomannan gels in foods [219–221].

The commonly used combination is xanthan–carob. This mixture forms a cohesive elastic gel
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(Figure 12.18a),



[220], and its texture is often modified by the addition of other hydrocolloids or fat. Product

applications include uses in dips and spreads, acidified milk gels, icings and confectionary

products, aspic, paté, luncheon meat, puddings, bakery and pie fillings, and pet foods.

Using xanthan–tara gum mixtures can lessen certain undesirable features of xanthan–

carob gels. These gels are less cohesive and have a more desirable texture. Presently tara has a

Codex A1 status for food use and is temporarily accepted as an additive, with a provisional

maximum ADI of <12.5 mg/kg according to the FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius Commis-

sion. At present tara does not have an E-number, but it is permitted for food use in Finland

and Switzerland.

Xanthan–guar mixtures do not gel but do show enhanced viscosity. Guar is cheaper than

xanthan and the partial replacement of xanthan with guar reduces costs.

12.4.2.4 Mechanisms of Gelation

This topic is covered in detail in recent review articles [222–224]. Only the key aspects are

discussed here. It is generally accepted that xanthan–galactomannan gels are coupled net-

intermolecular binding that is considered to occur. Evidence for intermolecular binding is

xanthan–tara fibers are new and unique [201,225], enzymatic hydrolysis of galactomannan

backbones is inhibited by xanthan [226], and gel-permeation chromatography (GPC) con-

firms the binding of partially depolymerized galactomannan to xanthan and to depolymerized

xanthan [227,228]. Gel melting point measurements and optical rotation data [229,230], and

recent DSC and electron spin resonance (ESR) experiments [231] all support the idea of

xanthan–galactomannan binding. Gelation is dependent on the acetate and pyruvate content

and the length of the side-chains of the xanthan molecules [211,229,232,233]. Noticeably,

those changes that weaken the stability of the xanthan helix tend to favor synergistic gelation

of xanthan with galactomannans.

The earliest models for the gelation of these mixtures suggested a binding between

Galactose
side-chains

Mannan
backbone

(a) (b)

FIGURE 12.18 Schematic models for self-association of galactomannans: (a) binding between unsub-

stituted bare mannan blocks and (b) binding between blocks showing a bare mannan face.
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works (Figure 12.16d), but the models for gelation differ in the details of the mode of

fairly strong. The x-ray diffraction patterns obtained for xanthan–carob (Figure 12.19) and

unsubstituted blocks or faces of the galactomannan backbone with the xanthan helix (Figure

Later models suggest that intermolecular binding is between the denatured xanthan helix and

12.20) [211,218]. The stereochemistry of these models seems inconsistent with the x-ray data.



the galactomannan [201,225]. Support for such studies comes from investigations that looked

at the influence of factors stabilizing the helix on the extent of gelation [203,211,225–230,234].

These studies favor the formation of new heterotypic junction zones between the galacto-

mannan and segments of the denatured xanthan helix [223,224]. The x-ray patterns for

xanthan–carob and xanthan–tara fibers appear to be similar to galactomannan patterns,

with systematic absences corresponding to the interplanar spacing between parallel sheets

single denatured xanthan chain cocrystallizes with the segments of the galactomannan mol-

ecules, with the larger side-chains of the xanthan molecule disrupting the interplanar spacing.

Although early modeling studies [235] suggested that steric clashes prevented the xanthan

backbone from adopting the required extended ribbon-like structure, later studies [236]

confirmed that xanthan may adopt such a structure. The sensitivity to MG ratio probably

reflects the tendency for junction zones to nucleate and grow. Too low a level of galactose

100%
Xanthan

100%

Carob

75% Carob50% Carob
50% Xanthan

25% Xanthan

Fiber axis

FIGURE 12.19 X-ray fiber diffraction data for oriented samples of xanthan, carob, and two xanthan–

carob gels. The fiber axis is vertical. Note that the mixed gel patterns are unique: they resemble the carob

pattern but certain key reflections are absent. The mixed gel patterns also contain a xanthan pattern

showing the presence of some aligned xanthan helices.

Xanthan helix

Unsubstituted
face of mannan

backbone

Galactose
side-chains

FIGURE 12.20 A schematic model for intermolecular binding between xanthan and galactomannans.

The Dea and coworkers’ model suggests interaction between the galactomannan and the xanthan helix.
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of galactomannan backbone [201,225]. A simple model (Figure 12.21) is that a segment of a



substitution will make the galactomannan insoluble, and too high a level will hinder associ-

ation due to the high solubility of the galactomannan. At intermediate values cocrystalliza-

tion can occur trapping the xanthan. It is envisaged that these new junction zones consolidate

the weak gel structure formed by xanthan alone. The practical implications of such a model

are that synergistic gelation is less likely to occur in food systems in which the ionic strength

is high. However, if gelation does occur at low ionic strength, and then the ionic strength is

raised, this will consolidate rather than weaken the gel structure.

Studies of the interaction of the xanthan-like polysaccharides acetan and CR1/4, and their

deacetylated derivatives with galactomannans [237–240] are compatible with the idea that

stabilization of the polysaccharide helix inhibits gelation.

There are similarities in the interactions between guar and xanthan, and those observed

for xanthan–carob and xanthan–tara mixtures. It has been noted that enhancement of the

viscosity occurs when guar is mixed with xanthan in the disordered form, but that this is

inhibited when the xanthan helix is stabilized [241]. These observations were taken to support

interactions between the mannan backbone of the galactomannan and the cellulose backbone

of the disordered xanthan chain [241]. Synergistic gelation has been claimed [242] for

xanthan–guar mixtures if the sample is cooled to 08C. However, it is not clear whether

these effects arise from guar–guar interactions on cooling, or guar–xanthan interactions.

On the basis of the model suggested above for xanthan–carob or xanthan–tara interactions,

it is possible that xanthan–guar nuclei form, but never grow under normal conditions.

Perhaps cooling could then promote growth of heterotypic junction zones. As galactoman-

nans with MG ratios approaching unity will still crystallize there is no stereochemical reason

why they should not form mixed junction zones. Rather it is likely that it is the driving force

for the formation of such structures that is lacking under normal conditions.

Proponents of intermolecular binding [222–224] agree that the heterotypic junction zones

involve binding of galactomannan to denatured xanthan chains, although there is still some

controversy over the details of the association under different preparation conditions. Other

authors remain unconvinced about the detailed nature of the interaction, and some still assert

that intermolecular binding may not be necessary to explain gelation [233,243].

12.4.3 XANTHAN–GLUCOMANNAN MIXTURES

In addition to the synergistic interactions observed for xanthan–galactomannan mixtures,

xanthan also shows synergisms with the glucomannan konjac mannan.

Galactomannan

Galactomannan

Xanthan

b
a

c

FIGURE 12.21 An alternative schematic model for intermolecular xanthan–galactomannan binding.

Morris and coworkers’ model suggesting cocrystallization of denatured xanthan chains within a galac-

tomannan lattice.
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12.4.3.1 Structure of Konjac Mannan

Konjac mannan is a partially acetylated polysaccharide produced from the tubers of Amor-

phophallus konjac, which has been used for many years as a food component in India,

Pakistan, and Japan. The polysaccharide is essentially a linear polysaccharide containing

b(1!4)-linked mannose and glucose residues [244] in a ratio of about 1:6. Partial acid

hydrolysis [244], or enzymatic hydrolysis [245,246], yields a series of oligosaccharides that

suggest that the polysaccharide does not contain a regular repeating sequence, or substantial

lengths of either mannan or cellulose blocks. Between 5 and 10% of the sugars are acetylated,

but the substitution pattern is not clear [246]. Konjac mannan is water-soluble and produces

highly viscous, pseudoplastic solutions. It forms strong, elastic gels when treated with alkali

to remove acetyl substituents.

X-ray diffraction studies of oriented fibers of konjac mannan (Figure 12.22) show [247–

249] that it crystallizes into a structure related to mannan II [250]. Molecular modeling studies

suggest that isomorphous replacement of mannose by glucose in the mannan lattice is

acceptable on pure steric considerations. The effects of acetyl substituents have also been

studied by this approach. It was shown that not all the substitution sites were acceptable.

Substitution of mannose at O3 or O2 introduced unacceptable over-short nonbonded con-

tacts, and substitution of glucose at O2 or O6 is also problematic. On the basis of these studies

it was concluded that alkali treatment leads to gelation by creating more and longer blocks of

unsubstituted glucomannan backbone, which can associate and cause gelation.

12.4.3.2 Mechanisms of Gelation

The formation of mixed gels, under conditions for which the pure components do not gel, is in

itself suggestive of intermolecular binding between the two polysaccharides. The x-ray data

for the mixed fibers [247] reveal a new diffraction pattern (Figure 12.22), indicating formation

of a novel sixfold helix [222,223]. These data are incompatible with earlier models of gelation

Dilute mixtures of xanthan and konjac mannan show a substantial enhancement of viscosity

X-ray : Xanthan−Konjac mannan

1:1 Xanthan−Konjac mannanXanthan Konjac mannan

FIGURE 12.22 X-ray fiber diffraction pattern from oriented xanthan and konjac mannan samples and a

mixed xanthan–konjac mannan gelled sample. Note that the first strong reflection on the meridional for

the mixed sample lies on the sixth layer line, suggesting formation of a novel mixed sixfold helical

structure.
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[202,211], which proposed that the glucomannan is bound to the xanthan helix (Figure 12.23).



[251] and the mechanical spectra of such mixtures show gel-like behavior [251–253]. Data

from DSC, ESR, and rheological studies provide further support for intermolecular binding

[251–254]. Experiments, designed to test the effect of stabilizing the xanthan helix on gelation,

suggested that factors that disrupted the helix promoted gelation [247]. Similarly, deacetyla-

tion of xanthan, which destabilizes the helix, is also found to enhance gelation [251,255]. It is

tempting to propose that the new x-ray patterns result from a structure formed by a

combination of a glucomannan backbone with the free cellulose face of a denatured xanthan

molecule, to form a heterotypic mixed double helix.

Although there is strong evidence for intermolecular binding there is still some contro-

versy over the type of binding. The mixing experiments performed by Brownsey and cow-

orkers [247], and similar studies by Dalbe [256], support the idea that progressive

denaturation of xanthan offers a bare backbone as nuclei for heterotypic binding. Other

authors still argue that the binding can occur to the ordered helix, prompting subsequent

disruption of the helix, and then formation of new junction zones [253–255]. These two

opposing views have been discussed in detail in recent reviews [222–224].

The present disagreement is probably more semantic than real. The x-ray data show that

the final structure involves a new type of binding between the two polymers. Formation of

this structure must involve unwinding of the xanthan helix. Thus factors that destabilize the

helix will promote gelation. The effects of helix stability on gelation have been probed by

studies involving chemically modified xanthans, variants of the xanthan structure, and

xanthan-like polysaccharides [222–224,238,240,251]. All such studies support the idea that

stabilizing the helix inhibits gelation, whereas reducing stability enhances gelation. X-ray data

for mixtures of konjac mannan with the xanthan-like polysaccharide acetan also reveal

formation of a novel sixfold helical structure [247]. Recent modeling studies have established

the feasibility of a mixed double helix for the related aceton-konjac mannan system [257].

The practical outcome of these studies is that the synergistic interaction is inhibited by

increased total polymer concentration and increased ionic strength. This means that the

interaction may be ineffective in certain foods.

12.4.4 OTHER MIXED GELS

Many combinations of biopolymers can be used in industrial applications. For binary

of synergistic interactions of xanthan with galactomannans or glucomannans have already

been discussed. There are other types of food macromolecules that have appropriate chemical

structures amenable to interactions with xanthan. Xanthan is added in baking applications

where interactions could occur with soluble pentosans. These arabinoxylans have unsubsti-

tuted blocks of xylan backbone that are stereochemically compatible with denatured xanthan.

Xanthan helix

Glucomannan

FIGURE 12.23 Early schematic model for the intermolecular binding between xanthan and konjac

mannan. The model suggests binding between the xanthan helix and the ribbon-like structure of the

glucomannan.
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mixtures the types of possible interactions are shown schematically in Figure 12.16. Examples



Although such interactions are possible, there is currently no evidence that they occur in food

systems. Gellan has a novel chemical structure. There are no obvious target structures that

might generate coupled gels.

Most mixtures of gellan or xanthan with other food biopolymers will produce phase-

separated networks. These systems are being widely studied and offer the opportunity to

modify and tailor the properties of food systems [258]. Mixtures of xanthan or gellan with

starch may appear to show synergistic interactions. In this case, it is likely that the major

effect arises from the effects of gelatinization of the starch. On heating the starch will compete

for water during gelatinization and swelling. This may alter the gelatinization process, and

will certainly concentrate the nonstarch polymers outside the granule, causing apparent

enhancement of viscosity.

There are a couple of interesting types of mixed systems that can be formed with gellan.

Normally mixtures of biopolymers will phase separate. However, if gellan is mixed with a

neutral polymer, such as agarose, then phase separation would lead to localization of mobile

counterions in the gellan-rich phases. This would give rise to a large change in entropy of

mixing that effectively inhibits phase separation. Studies [259,260] suggest that these types of

applied to interpret the rheology of these gels. IPN structures have also been reported for

gellan–maltodextrin mixtures [261]. Finally, it is possible to generate a range of textures by

blending high acyl and low acyl gellans [123,124]. Given that the structures only differ in their

noncarbohydrate decoration with acyl groups it might be assumed that the two structures

could freely interact to form mixed helices. However, it appears that the setting temperature

of gellan is sensitive to acyl content. In mixtures it is possible to detect separate melting of the

high and low acyl forms, suggesting that they undergo separate coil–helix transitions and

form separate networks. Whether these are interpenetrating networks or partially phase-

separated networks appears to depend on the relative concentrations of the two forms and

the total polymer concentration [262]. In general, however, gellan will form phase-separated

gels when mixed with most biopolymers. A good example is gellan–gelatin mixtures [263–

265]. Application of shear during gelation can, and has been used to manipulate the micro-

structure of phase-separated gels [266]. Studies on binary mixtures have even been extended to

look at high solids mixed gels [167].

Real foods will often contain more than two biopolymers. The classification used to

describe binary mixtures can easily be extended to ternary or more complex mixtures. The

majority of systems will be phase separated and the higher number of possible phases makes

the description of the system more complex. Examples of interpenetrating or coupled net-

works may still occur, and such structures can occur conjointly within phase-separated foods.

There is obviously greater scope for developing and manipulating coupled mixtures of three

or more polymers. Thus, in principle, the simple scheme proposed for binary gels provides a

descriptive basis for food gels.

12.5 CONCLUSIONS

Xanthan and gellan are the two main bacterial polysaccharides currently used as additives in

the food industry. The molecular basis underpinning their applications has been reviewed and

used to explain their functional behavior. In the near future, it seems unlikely that new

bacterial polysaccharides will be approved for food use as additives. Instead it is likely that

food technologists will employ blends containing bacterial polysaccharides to extend and

optimize performance. To this end, the behavior of blends containing xanthan and gellan has

been briefly reviewed, and simple conclusions have been drawn about the type of behavior

expected to occur. An alternative approach that is likely to become increasingly important is
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mixtures form interpenetrating networks (IPNs) (Figure 12.17b), and such models have been



the replacement of additives with natural alternatives. In the case of fermented products the

main food approved bacterial systems are Acetobacter and Lactic acid bacteria. Both classes

of bacteria have been shown to produce polysaccharides with interesting thickening or gelling

properties. At present the literature on these systems is too sparse to review adequately in

relation to food applications. However, it seems likely that choice and blending of bacterial

systems will increasingly be used to naturally texture fermented food products.
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13.1 INTRODUCTION

Gum arabic and to a lesser extent polysaccharides from larchwood, gum tragacanth, gum

karaya, and gum ghatti are tree gum exudates that have application in foods and other

products, principally as thickeners and emulsifying agents [1–22].

Although it is evident that conditions of stress, including deliberate physical injury and

fungal attack promote the production of gum [1,2,4], it is equally clear that the synthesis of

their complex molecular structures, including as it does the transformation of glucose and

other sugars into the monosaccharides required as units in the polysaccharide gums and their

assembly into recognizable structures, is under strict enzymatic control [23–26]. For a discus-

sion of the sites of biosynthesis in the cambial zone and inner bark of Acacia senegal gum the
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paper of Joseleau should be consulted [27]. Although fungi or other microorganisms may well

be involved in stimulating gum synthesis, the species of the parent plant governs these

processes. Association with protein is a factor in the composition [28,29] and, presumably,

biosynthesis of gums [30–33]. While the resulting molecular structures do not enjoy the

uniformity possessed by those bacterial and fungal polysaccharides, which comprise well-

defined repeating units of sugar assemblies [34,35], advances have recently been made in

demarcating the limits of tolerance exercised in the synthesis. Gums and other complex

heteroglycans are polydisperse in the sense that although no discontinuities in structure and

properties may be observed after applying efficient fractionation procedures, there may well

be variations from one molecule to the another in the extent to which additional, peripheral

sugar units become attached to an otherwise reasonably regular core [36–39]. While the gums

considered here are structurally related to one of the major polysaccharide types [25,40,41],

namely, substituted arabinogalactan (A), galacturonan (B), or glucuronomannoglycan [42]

(D), there appears to be considerable variation, for a gum from a given plant species, in the

extent of aggregation (i.e., molecular mass) or in the proportions of peripheral units. An

important feature is the conservation of the relatively few modes of glycosidic linkage

between the constituent sugar units in a gum from a single species. Furthermore, the

constituent units always include carboxylic acids, D-GlcA and D-GalA, often in quite high

(up to 40%) molecular proportions, and this is an important structural characteristic inas-

much as they affect function. Acetate ester groups may replace hydroxyl, and with the

methyls of L-Rha, L-Fuc, and 4-O-Me-D-GlcA, and some methyl ester groups, constitute

hydrophobic centers within the assemblies of sugar units. The relative ease of cleavage of

furanosidic linkages [43] means that gums rich in L-Araf are liable to undergo modification

should conditions promoting hydrolysis prevail.

In summary, the plant gums are polyhydroxylic, and consequently largely hydrophilic,

compounds of high, variable molecular mass, made up of a selection of the less-common

monosaccharide units mutually linked as glycosides in a limited number of modes of anomeric

configuration and position of attachment. Incorporation of acidic sugars results in the ability of

gums to bind mono- or divalent cations, variations in solubility, viscosity, and ability to form

gels, resulting from changes in the pH of the dispersing medium (invariably water).

It does not seem possible to resolve satisfactorily the problem as to whether a plant

exudate or extractive should be called a gum (tacky) or a mucilage (slimy) [2], as dictionary

definitions are inadequate. In practice, there is agreement that most of the products discussed

in this chapter be referred to as gums; they are in some cases adhesive, but may also be

mucilaginous. As clearly defined exudates from tree surfaces they form a recognizable group.

The name mucilage tends to be applied to seed extractives or substances that flow from barks

or soft stems. Examples are okra (from Hibiscus esculentus); psyllium (from Plantago spp.;

Plantaginaceae, Scrophulariales [44] ); linseed (Linum usitatissimum; Linaceae, Geraniales);

and ruredzo (Dicerocaryum zanquebarium; [45] ). Of these (all acidic polysaccharides), a few

will be mentioned as used in food preparations. Perhaps the distinction between gum

and mucilage is too fine to warrant continued use of the two terms as if they meant different

things [1].

13.2 PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL GUMS

13.2.1 GUM ARABIC AND OTHER ACACIA GUMS

Gum arabic is the exudate from African Acacia trees, species A. senegal and to a lesser

extent A. seyal that grow in different major geographical areas, namely the Sudan region,

French-speaking West African countries, and Nigeria [1,2,5,6]. In view of its abundance and
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widespread industrial use, much attention has been paid to the cultivation, marketing,

chemistry, and study of the physical properties of gum arabic [19,20,22,36,46–48]. It is

now recognized that the gum consists of three main fractions that differ in molecular mass

and protein content [19,22]. Only gum from A. senegal and A. seyal is approved as an additive

for food use [19]. The best grades of gum, hand-sorted, are often converted to a spray-dried

powder after they are dissolved in hot water and clarified, preferably by centrifugation.

Plantations have been established to augment the supply [4a]. Annual world production

was given as ~60,000 tonnes [19], of which the major proportion finds its way into food

preparations, notably confectionery and beverages [17,50]. The great bulk of the product is

imported into Europe (30,000 tonnes per annum) and the United States (10,000 tonnes per

annum) [19]. The cost varies considerably from ~$2,500 to $5,000 per tonne due to fluctu-

ations in availability [19].

The terms gum arabic and Acacia gum have been used synonymously in the past [51], so it

is crucial to take into account the variation in composition of exudates from different species

of the genus. In addition to extensive analytical studies made principally by Anderson and his

colleagues [28,51–63] and by others [64–68], the molecular structures of Acacia gums from

many species have been investigated by various research groups [25]. The limits of structural

variations to be expected of samples from a given species have been determined [69–78], and

the concept of species specificity for gum structures has been developed within the limitations

various Acacia species [79].

In general, structural variations among the examples given, for each series, are not large,

but it could be of significance in the development of other Acacia gums (along with those

from different genera) for special purposes [80] that there are extreme differences in molecular

mass and in uronic acid and deoxyhexose content among other Acacia gums, particularly

those from other taxonomic series. The extremely high cost of developing new food additives

and having them approved for public use is, however, a serious deterrent to the wider

exploitation even of natural, unmodified gums.

13.2.1.1 Structure of Gum Arabic

The gum exuded from A. senegal trees has been submitted to extensive structural studies [19,

22]. Over a century ago, the gum was shown to be the neutralized salt of an acidic polysac-

charide that on acid hydrolysis produced arabinose and galactose. Heidelberger et al. [81]

reported the reaction of gum arabic solutions with antisera from Type II and Type III

pneumococci, indicating certain structural resemblances between the gum exudate and the

bacterial capsule, and in the same year Butler and Cretcher [82] found that rhamnose and a

biouronic acid composed of galactose and glucuronic acid were released on hydrolysis of the

polysaccharide. Identification of the anomeric configuration and position of linkage in the

aldobiouronic acid was the prelude to a study of the partially hydrolyzed gum by methylation

analysis [83], which established a partial formula involving a short branched chain of D-Galp

units involving (1,6)- and (1,3;1,6)-linkages, with the D-GlcA groups terminating the side

chains. Arabic acid (the gum without its attendant cations) was shown similarly to contain

terminal groups comprising L-Araf and L-Rhap so providing a clear picture of the structure of

the complex polysaccharide. This molecular model, with a number of peripheral sugar units

surrounding an inner core of Gal and GlcA residues that are relatively firmly linked by

glycosidic bonds and so resist mild acid hydrolysis, has formed a basis for several structural

refinements. Inclusion of b-L-arabinopyranose-(1,3)-L-arabinofuranose units and the se-

quence of a-L-rhamnopyranose-(1,4)-b-D-glucuronic acid-(1,6)-D-galactose-(1, [84–86] were

later shown to form part of the periphery. A formula representing one of very many possible
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imposed by such variations. Table 13.1 gives typical analytical figures for gum samples from



arrangements, based on methylation and multiple, sequential Smith degradation experiments,

previously treated with a-galactosidase still furnished some galactosyl-arabinose, indicating

that some of the a-D-Galp units involved are not necessarily terminal (possibly having

Araf attached [88]). It should be noted that while L-Rhap groups are frequently encountered

attached to O-4 of GlcA in Acacia gums, a common alternative is that O-4 be methylated [89].

The number of possibilities perceived for the branched core structure was reduced on further

Using a quantitative approach that had earlier been applied to less complex gums from a

number of different Acacia spp. [90], a sample of purified gum from A. senegal (Mw 560,000)

yielded after one Smith degradation two components, clearly resolved by gel permeation

chromatography (GPC), having molecular masses of the order of 67,000 and 32,000. A

second degradation again furnished two components (Mw ~30,000 and 16,000), indicating

the regular occurrence of sugar units linked in a manner rendering them periodate-vulnerable

and such units joining together large coherent blocks of sugars (comprising Ara, Gal, and

GlcA) that were not oxidized. Three successive Smith degradations were required to remove

all the Ara, indicating that some of the (1,3)-linked Araf chains present were at least three

TABLE 13.1
Chemical and Physicochemical Characteristics of Acacia Gums

Series Species

[a]D

(8)
N

(%)

Uronic

Acid

(%)

Rha

(mole%)

Gal

(mole%)

Ara

(mole%)

[h]

(ml/g) Mw

Series 1

Phyllodineae

Subseries 6

Unierves A. mabellae þ4 5 3 78 14 13,000

A. pycnantha �7 5 2 67 26 12,000

Subseries 7

Plurinerves A. Cyclops �21 0 15 62 3 12,000

A. implexa �28 23 24 50 2 28,000

Subseries 8

Juliflorae A. longifolia �30 20 20 55 5 330,000

A. saligna �24 23 23 47 7 230,000

Series 2

Botryocephalae

A. baileyana þ6 4 4 80 12 16,000

A. elata þ6 3 3 77 17 22,000

A. mearnsii �35 10 11 34 41 300,000

Series 4

Gummiferae

A. arabica þ112 0.1 10 Tr 32 57 10 2,300,000

A. drepanolobium þ78 1.1 9 1 38 52 18 950,000

A. karroo þ54 0.2 14 5 37 44 17 1,800,000

A. sieberana þ206 0.35 8 5 28 60 12 1,300,000

A. seyal þ51 0.1 12 4 38 46 12 850,000

Series 5

Vulgares

A. campylacantha �12 0.4 9 8 54 29 16 312,000

A. laeta �35 0.65 14 13 44 29 21 725,000

A. mellifera �56 1.5 21 9 43 27 24 410,000

A. senegal �30 0.3 16 13 44 27 13 384,000
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was published by Anderson et al. [87] (Figure 13.1). Partial acid hydrolysis of a gum sample

consideration of the course of Smith degradation [46], as illustrated in Figure 13.2.



units long, with the residual Gal-rich product nearly of uniform size and molecular mass

~2,000. By prior removal of Araf units by partial hydrolysis, the remaining sugar residues (in

an unresolved product, Mw 260,000 according to GPC) were largely exposed to periodate

attack, and one Smith degradation furnished quite small blocks of sugars comprising in the

main ~12 Galp units (1,3)-linked. 13C-NMR spectroscopy has confirmed many of the struc-

tural features [91,91a] of A. senegal gum. A putative structure, again, one of numerous

The composition and molecular mass of A. senegal gum has been shown to vary consid-

erably with the source [67,69,77,78,92]. Idris et al. [92] determined the molecular mass of

gum samples, obtained from trees of varying ages from two locations with different soil

conditions in Sudan, using GPC coupled to multiangle laser light scattering (MALLS). They

found that the molecular mass varied between 250,000 and 790,000 and that the highest

values were from trees that were 15 years old. There was no significant difference in the values
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A = L-Araf-, or L-Arap- terminated short chains of (1→3)-linked L-Araf-,
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FIGURE 13.1 A partial segment of A. senegal gum as proposed by Anderson et al. (From Anderson,

D.M.W., Sir Edmund Hirst, and Stoddart, J.F., J. Chem. Soc., 1959, 1966. With permission.)
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FIGURE 13.2 A possible arrangement of units in the product of two sequential Smith degradations of

A. senegal. (From Street, C.A. and Anderson, D.M.W., Talanta, 30, 887, 1983. With permission.)
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obtained for the two different locations. The results are summarized in Table 13.2. Details are

possibilities, accommodates the bulk of the evidence adduced thus far (Figure 13.3).



also given of the values obtained for the intrinsic viscosity, [h] (from viscometry), the radii of

gyration, Rg (from GPC MALLS), and also the hydrodynamic radii, Rh (from dynamic light

scattering). The Mark–Houwink exponent, calculated from the results, was found to be 0.47,

indicating that the molecules had a compact structure in agreement with previous structural

analysis [67]. The Rg/Rh ratio was ~0.8 for all samples, which is again consistent with a

compact spherical structure.

It has long been recognized that Acacia gums contain a proportion of proteinaceous

material that is covalently linked to the carbohydrate [19,22]. Analysis has shown that the

main amino acids present are Hyp, Ser, and Asp and this is common for a range of Acacia

hydroxyproline and oligoarabinoside residues following hydrolysis with barium hydroxide.

Treatment of the gum with sodium hydroxide and sodium borohydride indicated the presence

of serine–carbohydrate linkages. They found that the gum precipitated with Yariv antigen

confirming that the molecule was a type of arabinogalactan–protein complex (AGP). Vande-

velde and Fenyo [48,93] characterized the gum by GPC and found that the protein was

associated with a high molecular mass fraction, which represented about 30% of the total.

Further GPC studies by Connolly et al. [94] showed that the molecular mass of the gum

A
A A

A

A
A

A

A

A A

R2

R2

R2

R1

R1 R1

R1

R2

R2

R2

R3

FIGURE 13.3 Putative molecular structure for an A. senegal gum. A¼ arabinosyl; {*}¼ 3-linked Galp

(Galp attached); {*}¼ 6-linked Galp (Galp or GlcpA attached), or end group; R1¼Rha-4Glc (Rha

occasionally absent, or replaced by Me or by Araf ); R2 ¼ Gal-3Ara; R3 ¼ Ara-3Ara-3 Ara. (From

Stephen, A.M. and Churms, S.C., Food Polysaccharides, Marcel Dekker Inc, New York, 1995. With

permission.)

TABLE 13.2
Variation of Molecular Mass and Hydrodynamic Dimensions for A. senegal Gum Obtained

from Trees of Various Ages in Different Locations

E5 E10 E15 E20 W5 W10 W15 W20

Mw/10�5 3.2 2.9 7.9 4.6 3.3 4.4 4.7 2.0

[h]/ml/g 12.7 12.5 19.8 15.4 12.8 14.9 15.5 10.4

Rg/nm 8.2 13.7 14.1 13.5 13.1 15.8 16.4 7.1

Rh/nm 12 14 19 15 12 17 21 10

‘‘E’’ refers to East Sudan (Kordofan region) which has sandy soil and ‘‘W’’ West Sudan (El-Mazmoum region) which

has clay soil. Numbers refer to the age of the tree in years.
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gums (Table 13.3). Akiyama et al. [47] reported the presence of covalent bonds between



decreased when samples were treated with proteolytic enzyme. As there was no change in

optical rotation or equivalent weight it was concluded that there had not been any structural

modification of the gum molecules and that the molecular mass decrease was due to hydroly-

sis of the polypeptide moieties present. They suggested that the gum had a wattle blossom-

type structure, with a number of polysaccharide blocks with molecular mass ~250,000

attached to a protein core typical of other AGPs (Figure 13.4). Williams and coworkers

[19,22,95–104] have shown by GPC using refractive index, UV, and light scattering detectors

that the gum consists of three main molecular mass fractions, which have varying protein

also yielded values for the hydrodynamic radii (Rh) of the eluting species is shown in Fig-

Figure 13.5d shows the UV absorbance elution profile. The molecular mass and radii of

gyration (Rg) values reported in Figure 13.5b and c were obtained using MALLS. Refractive

index is a sensitive measure of the concentration whereas light scattering is dependent on

TABLE 13.3
Amino Acid Composition (Residues/1000 Residues) of Some Acacia Species

A. senegal A. goetzii A. gerrardii A. seyal

Asp 91 91 72 65

Hyp 256 215 320 240

Thr 72 62 55 62

Ser 144 121 80 170

Glu 36 56 49 38

Pro 64 64 58 73

Gly 53 41 59 51

Ala 28 56 42 38

Cys 3

Val 35 88 60 42

Met 2 3

Ile 11 15 36 16

Leu 70 59 52 85

Tyr 13 26 30 13

Phe 30 35 18 24

His 52 33 25 51

Lys 27 31 23 18

Arg 15 5 12 11

%N 0.365 0.89 1.86 0.147

Polypeptide chain

Carbohydrate blocks

(~400 amino acid residues)

(molecular mass ~250,000)

FIGURE 13.4 Wattle blossom model for the high molecular mass fraction of gum arabic showing

carbohydrate blocks attached to a common polypeptide chain. (Adapted from Connolly, S., Fenyo,

J.-C., and. Vandevelde, M.-C., Carbohydr. Polym., 8, 23, 1988. With permission.)
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ure 13.5a. Figure 13.5b and c shows the elution profiles using refractive index detection and

contents (Figure 13.5). The elution profile using dynamic light scattering detection, which



molecular mass. UV absorbance is sensitive to the chemical nature of the eluting species,

particularly the proteinaceous components. Most of the gum elutes at peak 2 that makes up

~90% of the total. This component contains very little protein [98] and has a molecular mass

of ~250,000. The Rg and Rh have values of ~10 and ~15 nm, respectively. A second component
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FIGURE 13.5 Gel permeation chromatograms of A. senegal gum monitored by (a) photon correlation

spectroscopy, (b) refractive index, (c) multiangle laser light scattering, and (d) absorbance. (From Islam,

A. M., Phillips, G.O., Sljivo, A., Snowden M. J., and Williams, P. A., Food Hydrocoll., 11, 493, 1997.

With permission.)
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corresponding to peak 1, represents ~10% of the total, contains ~10% protein, has a molecular

mass of ~1,500,000, an Rg of ~30 nm and an Rh of ~45 nm. The third component, correspond-

ing to peak 3, represents only ~1% of the total and contains up to 50% protein. It has a

molecular mass of ~200,000, an Rg of ~10 nm and an Rh of ~10 nm. The values obtained for

the Rg and Rh indicate (as above) that the molecules have a compact spherical structure (i.e.,

Rg/Rh < 1). Williams and coworkers [97,98,103] have reported a number of studies under-

taken to fractionate the gum using hydrophobic affinity chromatography. Samples were

passed through a Phenyl Sepharose column using 4.2 M NaCl, 2 M NaCl, and water as

eluents and the respective fractions were collected. The bulk of the gum showed very little

affinity for the column and eluted in 4.2 M NaCl. The fractions eluted using 2 M NaCl and

water contained significantly more proteinaceous material. Typical sugar and protein ana-

lyses of samples obtained are reported in Table 13.4. Although the neutral sugar contents

were found to be similar, the protein-rich fractions were found to contain significantly less

glucuronic acid. The highly branched nature of the carbohydrate component for each of the

fractions was confirmed by NMR and methylation analysis [95]. Interestingly, while hydro-

xyproline and serine are the main amino acids for the fractions eluted in 4.2 and 2 M NaCl,

the fraction eluted from water has a significantly different amino acid profile, with serine,

aspartic acid, and hydroxyproline being the most abundant. All of the fractions were found

to be polydisperse. Treatment of the fractions isolated by hydrophobic affinity chromato-

graphy with proteolytic enzyme showed that only the high molecular mass component

corresponding to peak 2, which contains about 10% protein, was degraded. This is illustrated

before and after treatment with enzyme. The reduction in molecular mass of the high

molecular mass fraction (peak 1) is supportive of the wattle blossom-type structure. As

the molecular mass of this fraction decreases from ~1,500,000 to 250,000, it was suggested

that five or six large carbohydrate blocks are linked to the polypeptide chain [97]. Interest-

ingly, peak 3, which consists of material highly rich in protein, is not degraded. This is not

unexpected as it has been reported that AGPs are generally highly resistant to proteolytic

enzymes [33]. Peak 2, which corresponds to the protein-deficient component is, as expected,

unaffected by the enzyme.

Qi et al. [105] fractionated the gum by preparative GPC and collected the high molecular

mass fraction corresponding to peak 1. The fraction was deglycosylated using hydrofluoric

acid and it was found that the remaining protein consisted of ~400 amino acids containing

TABLE 13.4
Characteristics of A. senegal Gum and Fractions Obtained by Hydrophobic Affinity

Chromatography

Whole

Gum

Fraction Eluted

in 4.2 M NaCl

Fraction Eluted

in 4.2 M NaCl

Fraction Eluted

in 2 M NaCl

Fraction

Eluted in Water

% Yield 89.4 4.7 4.4 1.5

% Rha 14 18 12 10 n.d.

% Ara 27 27 31 28.5 n.d.

% Gal 35 32 33 28.5 n.d.

% Glucuronic acid 21 23 16 17 3

% Protein

(from amino acid analysis)

2.4 0.7 7.8 16.2 24.2
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in Figure 13.6, which shows the (GPC) elution profiles as monitored by refractive index



~130 hydroxyproline residues with a 10- to 12-residue repetitive motif of [Hyp4 Ser2 Thr Pro

Gly Leu His]. Following alkaline hydrolysis it was concluded that the carbohydrate was

attached to the peptide through hydroxyproline and that the carbohydrate blocks consisted of

by Akiyama et al. [47] was not reported. The molecular mass of the fraction was estimated to

be 220,000, which is significantly less than values reported for the whole gum itself. These

findings are clearly at odds with the molecular mass values reported by others [92–103] for the

high molecular mass component. Further work by Goodrum et al. [106] suggested a 19-

residue consensus motif [Ser Hyp3 Thr Leu Ser Hyp Ser Hyp Thr Hyp Thr Hyp Hyp Leu Gly

Pro His]. The motif was twice the size anticipated and hence it was concluded that it contained

six Hyp-arabinosides rather than three and two Hyp-polysaccharides rather than one. Qi et al.
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FIGURE 13.6 Gel permeation chromatograms of A. senegal fractions monitored by refractive index

before and after treatment with enzyme. (From Osman, M.E., Menzies, A.R., Williams, P.A., Phillips,

G.O., and Baldwin, T.C., Carbohydr. Res., 246, 303, 1993. With permission.)
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about 30 sugar residues (Figure 13.7). The occurrence of serine–carbohydrate links as found



[105] performed transmission electron microscopy experiments, which indicated that the

polypeptide was ~150 nm long and was rod-like. It was concluded that the molecules

resembled a twisted hairy rope. The concept that the molecules are rod-like is inconsistent

with light scattering and viscometric data, which indicate the molecules are compact and

spherical [92–103]. The linear polypeptide chains observed by transmission electron micro-

scopy are likely to adopt a very different conformation in solution.

In summary, it is noted that there is general agreement that the carbohydrate present in

the gum from A. senegal is highly branched and that it is covalently attached to polypeptide.

The gum contains a high molecular mass fraction that consists of about 10% protein and

within this fraction carbohydrate blocks are linked to the protein through hydroxyproline and

possibly serine residues. There is some debate about the size of the carbohydrate blocks. It is

likely that proteolytic enzyme does not fully degrade the polypeptide chain and that the

carbohydrate blocks attached to it have a molecular mass of considerably less than 250,000

reported [97]. Qi et al. [105] concluded that the blocks consist only of about 30 sugars

corresponding to a molecular mass of ~5000, however, their estimate of the molecular mass

of the high molecular mass fraction is much lower than expected (220,000). Irrespective of the

size of the carbohydrate blocks the molecules must adopt a compact spherical structure in

13.2.1.2 Structure of Other Acacia Gums

Anderson and Dea [52], in their review of a large number of Acacia exudates grouped

according to species of origin, contrasted some of the characteristics of gums, as there was

a significant difference in the sign of optical rotation (due very probably to differences in

proportions of the peripheral units, notably L-Ara and the biouronic acid). These values fall

and rise, respectively, on successive Smith degradations (which remove peripheral units

(Phyllodineae). Many are rich in Gal, contain Ara residues, and have low average molecular

mass (cf. and low viscosity [53,58,59]. Although GPC shows a number of

components, differing in molecular mass, in most of the gums described in Table 13.1, they

are all degraded by the periodate approach to apparently monodisperse products with
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FIGURE 13.7 Hypothetical statistical model of the high molecular mass fraction of A. senegal gum.

(From Qi, W., Fong, C., and Lamport, D.T.A., Plant Physiol., 96, 848, 1991.)
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Table

preferentially). Structural similarities exist among many gums from Acacia spp. in series 1

13.1)

solution and a possible conformation is illustrated schematically in Figure 13.8.



molecular mass ranging from 2000 to 6000 and containing Gal as the only constituent sugar.

The significance of these findings in terms of the occurrence of subunits of structure in the

gums has been extensively reviewed [26,107]. On the other hand, high Rha and uronic

acid contents characterize the gums of A. cyclops, A. implexa [58,108], A. saligna [109], and

A. longifolia (subseries Juliflorae) [110]. The Ara content of gums from A. fragilis and

A. victoriae is low, whereas the OMe content of A. pruinocarpa gum is high [61]. Smith

degradation yields products of low molecular mass from A. cyclops gum in one step, from

A. implexa and A. longifolia gums in two, and from A. saligna gum in three. The last two gums

are similar in many respects. Some gums from series 1, for example, those from A. torulosa

[56] and A. murrayana [58], have very high protein contents (up to 45% [56] ). Synthetic work

directed at the oligosaccharides characteristics of the arabinagalactans has been carried out

up to the hexasaccharide level (110a).

The physical properties and chemical constitution of some gums from species placed in

series 2 (Botryocephalae [53,57], further subdivided [220] as group B) resemble certain of

high molecular mass and Ara content, and [a]D is strongly negative. One Smith degradation

causes breakdown to a single product of molecular mass 6000. The polysaccharide exudes in

jelly-like form, often deeply discolored by bark extractives, but it is abundant.

Authenticated A. seyal samples have been studied to establish the molecular character-

istics of this species and the differences between the two variants A. seyal var. seyal and

A. seyal var. fistula belonging to the Gummiferae series [100,101,111]. The weight average

molecular mass of A. seyal is at least three times greater than that of A. senegal. From average

values var. fistula has a significantly higher molecular mass than var. seyal, contains less

protein, and more inorganic ash residue. Yet, despite the high molecular mass, the intrinsic

viscosities of A. seyal have been shown to be less than for A. senegal, indicating a more

compact molecular structure, which is supported by the root mean square radii measurements

giving molecular size ratios of A. seyal to A. senegal of 0.77 to 1. The Mark–Houwink plots

for A. senegal confirm the differences in shape and size compared with A. seyal. The average

molecular mass for var. fistula is 2.1 � 106, and for var. seyal 1.7 � 106.

13.2.1.3 Gum Arabic Functional Properties

13.2.1.3.1 Rheological Behavior
The importance of gum arabic in food processing and formulation stems from its extremely

high solubility in water, coupled with the low viscosity of solutions of this gum at the

FIGURE 13.8 Schematic illustration of the possible conformation of the high molecular mass fraction of

A. senegal gum. Blocks of highly branched carbohydrate covalently linked to a polypeptide chain

adopting a pseudospherical conformation in solution.
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those from series 1 (Table 13.1). A. mearnsii gum (group A) [111] is very different, having a



concentrations normally used in food products. Some comparative data are shown in

Figure 13.9 for gum arabic and other gums, from which it is apparent that only larch

arabinogalactan produces solutions of lower viscosity at a given concentration. This unique

rheological behavior has been ascribed [87] to the spheroidal molecular shape arising from

the highly branched molecular structure of the A. senegal gum polysaccharide, a conclusion

that is substantiated by the observation that viscous solutions are only obtained at high

concentrations, that is, ~40% [5,19,21,22]. The onset of intermolecular interaction of gum

arabic molecules in solutions of concentration above ~40% is demonstrated clearly by the

results of Gaı̈a et al. [113]. They determined the rate of change of viscosity with temperature

(over the range 25 to 358C) for solutions of different concentrations (6 to 48%) and calculated

values of Ev, the energy of activation required to overcome resistance to viscous flow, at each

concentration by application of the Arrhenius equation. The values of Ev varied only slightly

(between 17 and 20 kJ mol�1) up to a concentration of 40%, but increased rapidly beyond this

(to 42 kJ mol�1 at 48%). At such concentrations, therefore, higher shear rates are required to

bring about flow, hence the observed shear-thinning. Goycoolea et al. [114] determined the

shear viscosity and viscoelastic properties of gum arabic solutions as a function of concen-

tration. The shear and dynamic viscosities were superimposable in accordance with the Cox–

Merz rule and only slight shear-thinning was observed at high concentration (50%). Sanchez

et al. [115], however, reported shear-thinning for samples with concentrations ranging from 3

to 32% at shear rates less than 10 s�1

tory measurements it was also noted that solutions displayed structured liquid viscoelastic

properties with the slopes of the plots of G’ and G’’ against frequencies of 1.4 and 0.8,

respectively. After ageing the systems displayed solid-like mechanical properties. This is

illustrated in Figure 13.10b, which shows G’ and G’’ against frequency of 6% gum arabic

solutions over a period of time.
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FIGURE 13.9 Comparison of the viscosity of solutions of natural gums at various concentrations (?

karaya; * tragacanth; ~ ghatti; _ Arabic; ‘ larch; ). (Adapted from Stephen, A.M. and Churms, S.C.,

Food Polysaccharides, Marcel Dekker Inc, New York, 1995. With permission.)
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(Figure 13.10a). Following small deformation oscilla-



The effects of pH and the presence of electrolytes on the viscosity of gum arabic solutions

the polyelectrolyte character conferred by the uronic acid groups in the structure of gum

arabic, the viscosity of solutions of the gum is strongly influenced by both pH and the

presence of electrolytes. If other factors are kept constant, the viscosity of a gum arabic

solution passes through a broad maximum at pH 4.5 to 7, decreasing to ~50% of this value as

the pH falls to 2 or rises to 12 [5,19,21,22]. The pKa of gum arabic is such that aqueous

solutions normally have a pH of 4.5 to 5.5, representing a high degree of ionization, in the

region of maximum viscosity. The addition of electrolytes results in a decrease in viscosity, the
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FIGURE 13.10 (a) Viscosity shear rate curves for gum arabic solutions at varying concentrations at pH

4.2 and 258C. Open symbols are for increasing shear rate and closed symbols for decreasing shear rate.

(b) Mechanical spectra for 6% gum arabic solutions at pH 4.2 and 258C after leaving for different rest

times in the rheometer before taking measurements. (From Sanchez, C. et al., Food Hydrocoll., 16, 257,

2002. With permission.)
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have been widely studied and comprehensively reviewed (see, e.g., [2,5–7,19,22] ). Because of



proportion of which increases with the concentrations of both gum and electrolyte and the

valence of the cation, the presence of more than one electrolyte giving an additive effect [5].

All of these effects may be ascribed to changes in the degree of ionization and shielding of the

acid groups, and hence in the average distance between charged points in the polymer chain.

One electrolyte which, in contrast to other salts, increases the viscosity of gum arabic

solutions is sodium citrate [5]; this is probably a consequence of the added complexing

power of citrate hydroxyl groups.

The viscosity of gum arabic solutions decreases on ageing, but this effect can be minimized

by the addition of preservatives such as benzoic acid (0.2%) [5], which prevent bacterial action

and consequent depolymerization. Although normal mechanical treatment has no effect,

reduction in viscosity has been reported [5,6] on prolonged exposure of solutions of the

gum to ultrasonic vibration or ultraviolet irradiation. This is attributable to depolymeriza-

tion, believed [5] to be due, at least in part, to glycosidic fission as well as disruption of

physical aggregates.

13.2.1.3.2 Emulsification Properties
Gum arabic (notably gum from A. senegal ) is widely used as an emulsifier to stabilize flavor

oil emulsions for the soft drinks industry. Anderson [53] suggested that the superior emulsi-

fying power of gum arabic may be related to the significant proportions (<10 mol%) of

terminal Rhap groups, which possess hydrophobic centers. However, in explaining emulsifi-

cation by gums the critical role assumed by the protein component is now recognized.

Although unaffected by irradiation with g rays [116] or UV light [117] the emulsifying

power of gum arabic is lost on heating, which causes some precipitation of proteinaceous

material [96]. Randall et al. [96,104] showed that >12% gum arabic solutions were required to

stabilize 20% orange oil emulsions and that it was the high molecular mass protein-rich

fraction that preferentially adsorbed at the oil–water interface. They postulated that the

more hydrophobic polypeptide chain adsorbed at the surface of the oil droplets with the

hydrophilic carbohydrate blocks attached to the chain protruding out into the aqueous phase

providing an electrosteric barrier inhibiting droplet aggregation (Figure 13.11).

Dickinson et al. compared the emulsification properties of a number of Acacia gums with

varying protein contents. They showed that the limiting interfacial tension was found to be a

function of the protein content but that there was no correlation between protein content and

emulsion stability [118–121]. The interfacial properties were found to be very dependent on

the nature of the oil phase and studies showed that the surface viscosity was reduced only very

slowly over many hours on dilution of the bulk phase. It has also been reported that treatment

with proteolytic enzyme results in a loss in emulsification behavior [104,122]. Buffo et al.

[123] found no correlation between protein content and emulsion stability whereas minerals

present decreased stability presumably due to an electrostatic screening effect.

Hydrophilic
carbohydrate blocks

Hydrophobic
polypeptide chain

Water
Oil

FIGURE 13.11 Schematic illustration of the adsorption of the high molecular mass gum arabic fraction

at the oil–water interface. (From Randall, R.C., Phillips, G.O., and Williams, P.A., Food Hydrocoll., 2,

131, 1988. With permission.)
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13.2.1.3.3 Gum Arabic in Confectionery Applications
The importance of gum arabic in the confectionery industry stems in large measure from its

interaction with other carbohydrate constituents of such products. At the high concentrations

(40% or more) [7] used in the manufacture of pastilles, lozenges, and gum drops, the gum

interacts strongly with sugar, also present in high concentration, thereby preventing its

crystallization and giving a product of smooth, uniform texture. A similar strong interaction

occurs between the gum and the polyols (sorbitol and mannitol) that replace sugar in dietetic

confections [6], and the corn starch and maltodextrins (corn syrup) that are additional

ingredients of chewy or hard sweets [2] are also prevented from aggregating.

In confections containing fats, such as caramels and toffees, gum arabic acts also as an

emulsifier, keeping the fat uniformly distributed [2,5–7].

13.2.1.3.4 Encapsulation
It is evident that the role of gum arabic in encapsulation of the volatile compounds that give

aroma and flavor to food products, is one of its major functions in food processing. This a

consequence not only of its film-forming properties but also of the regions of hydrophobicity

arising from the proteinaceous moietees, that give rise to its surface activity and hence

emulsifying power.

Emulsification is an essential part of the technique of microencapsulation used in the

fixation of flavors and aromas. An oil-in-water emulsion containing the required compound

and gum arabic is spray-dried, so that the water is removed very rapidly, with exposure of the

compound to a minimum of heat, resulting in little damage even to delicate and sensitive

flavors [2]. These spray-dried powders, containing flavor or aroma compounds encapsulated

within a protective film of gum arabic, are widely used in products such as dry mixes that give

puddings, cakes, soups, or beverages on subsequent dissolution in an aqueous medium, which

removes the gum arabic coating, releasing the flavor or aroma. Such products have been

found to retain these properties, without deterioration due to evaporation, oxidation, or

absorption of atmospheric moisture, for long periods, the gum arabic itself imparting no taste

or odor [2]. Though claims have been made for the superiority of other methods of fixation,

for example, starch complexes of decanal, menthone, and (�)-limonene have been reported

[124] to retain these compounds completely for over 100 days, even on storage at 458C, under

which conditions of encapsulation by gum arabic preserved only 20 to 60%, very little loss of

aroma has been noted [125] on long storage of gum arabic-encapsulated methyl anthranilate

at humidities below the water monolayer level. Scanning electron microscopy [125] has

revealed that the capsule formed by gum arabic is much superior to that formed by mal-

todextrins. Gum arabic is also used in an admixture with maltodextrins and corn syrup of low

DE for the encapsulation of flavorants such as lemon oil [126], which can be preserved for up

to 1 year at 218C without the addition of antioxidants.

Other applications reported [7] for encapsulation by gum arabic include the production of

clouding agents for beverages by spray-drying emulsions containing gum arabic and hydro-

genated vegetable oil; the resulting powder gives the turbidity of natural fruit juices when

dispersed in water. Protective coatings for oil-soluble vitamins used as food supplements may

also be prepared from gum arabic by this method.

The importance of microencapsulation in the preservation of flavors and aromas has been

reviewed [127–131]. The merits of different carbohydrates (gum arabic, maltodextrins, or

modified starch) have been discussed [130], together with those of various techniques includ-

ing spray-drying, spray-chilling, freeze-drying, inclusion complexation, co-crystallization,

and extrusion [129,131]; choice of technique depends on the properties of the material to be

encapsulated. Spray-drying is the favored method for flavorants encapsulated by gum arabic

alone or mixed with maltodextrins [132], though a cold dehydration process has also been
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recommended [133,134]. This involves atomization of an emulsion containing gum arabic and

flavorant into ethanol; the resultant slurry of microcapsules is then vacuum-dried.

Gum arabic and gelatin coacervates are also used for encapsulation. A carefully con-

trolled reaction between the oppositely charged polymers results in the separation of a liquid

phase containing a complex (the coacervate) that will enrobe dispersed oil droplets to yield

individual, microencapsulated spheres. This technique, reviewed in some detail by Glicks-

man [127], requires adjustment of pH so that the gelatin (isoelectric point at pH 8) is

positively charged and will interact strongly with the uronate anions of fully ionized gum

arabic. Mixing of the gelatin dispersion with that of gum arabic, in which the oil is

emulsified, occurs at a temperature high enough to prevent gelation, but after sufficient

time has been allowed for enrobement of the individual oil drops by the coacervate, gelation

of this phase is brought about by cooling, and hardening of the protective coating by

adjustment of the pH to alkaline levels. Gelatin–gum arabic coacervates have been used

to encapsulate flavors for inclusion in such products as cake mixes, confections, chewing

gum, and soluble coffee [127]. In addition to pH, the presence of salts and the proportions

of the two polymers are critical in controlling coacervation. When present in higher

proportions, gum arabic can form soluble complexes with gelatin; such an effect has been

utilized, for example, in pet foods [135]. The general considerations governing interaction

between proteins and polysaccharides in food systems have been extensively reviewed [136–

138]. Although hydrogen bonding and van der Waals forces must contribute, interaction

between proteins and neutral polysaccharides is low, and it is generally recognized that the

major attractive force is ionic, as it is strongly dependent upon the number and distribution

of charged sites in both protein and polysaccharide: maximal interaction occurs at minimal

net charge of the resulting complex [136]. Thus, the pH and proportions of protein and

polysaccharide should be adjusted so that positive and negative charges are maximized and

balance in the aggregate; this balance is, of course, affected by the presence of salts, and an

excess of polyanions results in solubilization of the protein–polysaccharide complex

[136,138,139]. These factors explain the different behavior of gum arabic with gelatin in

the two applications discussed above.

There have been several developments in the technique of coacervation [140]. Albumin has

been used in place of gelatin as the protein component in some applications: the effects of pH,

ionic strength, and the properties of the two polyelectrolytes on such systems have been

studied [141], and spontaneous formation of small-sized (~6 nm) particles of albumin–gum

arabic coacervate has been reported in cases where specific conditions close to but not at the

optimum for maximum yield were employed [142]. The complex coacervate is then more

viscous by three orders of magnitude than the corresponding gelatin–gum arabic coacervate.

Under the conditions for maximum coacervate yield the viscosity of the coacervate phase in

the albumin system becomes too high for microcapsule formation. The microcapsules pro-

duced spontaneously by albumin–gum arabic coacervation do not require heat or a cross-

linking agent for stability. Glutaraldehyde used as a crosslinking agent results in a stronger

coating for gelatin–gum arabic coacervation [143]. Addition of a nonsolvent produces

microcapsules of higher density and lower permeability than those formed on thermal

coacervation [144].

Establishment of the optimum conditions for coacervation necessitates a rapid method for

determining the electrical equivalence point (EEP) of protein and polyuronate, using a

streaming current detector (SCD) [145]. The technique permits rapid, simple determination

of polymer charge density, so that the pH for maximum yield of coacervate, and any

deviations due to salts (CaCl2 or Na2SO4), are readily established. Schmitt et al. have studied

the complex coacervation between b-lactogloblin and Acacia gum [146]. Electrophoretic

mobility measurements and chemical analysis revealed the formation of soluble and insoluble
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coacervates and complexes. Wienbreck et al. [147] also reported the formation of soluble and

insoluble complexes between gum arabic and whey proteins.

The effects of pH, salt concentration, and proportions of protein and polysaccharide on

the formation of complexes have been exploited in a different manner by Tolstoguzov and

coworkers [148–152], who have established the conditions unfavorable to such interaction,

but favorable to self-association between the protein molecules, by investigation of phase

equilibria in systems consisting of water, casein, and various polysaccharides including gum

arabic [148,149] and larch arabinogalactan [149]. The objective of this study was to maximize

association of the protein molecules and their exclusion from the polysaccharide-rich phase of

a biphasic system, which was proposed as a method of concentrating the proteins of skimmed

milk [150,151]. Gum arabic proved more efficient than larch gum in this application, the

threshold of incompatibility of polysaccharide and protein being reached at a much lower

concentration [150], but highly esterified apple pectin was superior in this respect, and is thus

the polysaccharide of choice for the purpose [150,151].

Gum arabic has been successfully applied [153] in promoting the precipitation of lipid–

protein complexes from the globulin fraction of baker’s yeast; the relatively hydrophobic

complex precipitated almost completely when the concentration of gum arabic in the solution

(pH 8.0) reached ~5%. The solubility of the free proteins and protein–nucleic acid complexes

present is not appreciably affected by this concentration of gum arabic if the salt content of

the medium is low, but added NaCl (0.3 to 0.7 M) reduces the compatibility of the proteins

and, to a lesser extent, the nucleic acid complexes with the polysaccharide solution [154]. A

low concentration of salt is necessary, therefore, to minimize losses of the main protein

components of the yeast fraction on removal of the lipid–protein complexes by this method.

In the applications just considered, gum arabic serves as a process aid. The role of the gum

in clarification of wines [155] and fruit juices [156] may be similarly described [157], as the

gum acts primarily to inhibit the formation of protein–tannin complexes or the condensation

of flavonoid tannins.

13.2.2 LARCHWOOD ARABINOGALACTANS (LARCH GUM)

Because of the strong resemblance in its molecular structure to that of certain Acacia gums,

larch gum is like gum arabic itself in being extremely soluble. While the gum does collect on

bark surfaces, the most practical method of extraction consists of hot water treatment, using

countercurrent flow, of the drilled or chipped heartwood from Western larch (Larix occiden-

talis, Pinaceae, Coniferales) [9,158], which contains quantities (up to 35%) of the arabinoga-

lactan in vacuoles [159]. Although other spp. of Larix, pinewood, spruce, or fir may provide

alternative sources of supply, there seems to be no need to look beyond western larch, of

which abundant quantities were once available [9,160], and from which the arabinogalactan

could be isolated at a price competitive with that of gum arabic. The product, which is

relatively free from extraneous polysaccharides and has good storage properties, but which

is also devoid of nitrogenous material, contains a small proportion of uronic acid groups,

gives highly concentrated solutions in water, with Newtonian flow behavior, and has marked

surfactant properties. Although commercial production of larch arabinogalactan has de-

clined, a patent describes the purification of this useful polysaccharide for incorporation as

a food additive [161].

13.2.2.1 Structure

The chemical composition and structure of larchwood arabinogalactans have been exten-

sively studied [9,162]. [a]D varies within narrow limits, with values of þ88 to þ138, and
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apart from D-Gal, units between 10 and 20% of L-Ara is normally present. White [163] and

Bouveng and Lindberg [164,165] established for the product from Western larch the (1,3)-

linked b-D-galactan backbone, which is further substituted at O-6 on most of the residues by

other, single or (1,6)-linked, b-D-Galp units. Some of the latter are further substituted at O-3

(Figure 13.12). Terminal L-Araf or b-L-Arap-(1,3)-L-Araf moieties are attached variously to

O-6 of the main chain, or to O-3 or O-6 of Galp in the side chains [166]. L. leptolepis (Japanese

larch) gum has similar sugar components, the structure of the galactan chain proven by Smith

degradation [167]. A simple, essentially linear structure does not adequately represent the

arabinogalactan, as there are a limited number of much longer side chains [168], and the low

viscosity of aqueous solutions is consistent rather with multiple branching and a compact

molecular envelope.

The molecular mass patterns of L. occidentalis arabinogalactan and those of other Larix

spp. are of interest. Two clearly differentiated components of molecular mass ~16,000 and

100,000, respectively, have been observed in water extractives from the heartwood of L.

occidentalis and L. lyallii (Alpine), while similar treatment of L. sibirica (Siberian) and

L. laricina (tamarack) furnished only the smaller component [169,170]. A significant feature

of the molecular structures of the four arabinogalactans named is that a single Smith

degradation gave a chromatographically unresolved product of molecular mass 2,200 (largely

Gal, traces only of Ara) from each, irrespective of whether the low molecular mass arabino-

galactan alone or both components were present. This demonstrated, as has been shown for

other substituted arabinogalactans of comparable or much greater complexity [26], that

periodate attack must occur at sugar residues that are distributed at regular intervals along

the chains of (1,3)-linked, and therefore protected, D-Gal units. These subunits, from which

peripheral sugar units (~50% of total) are removed during the degradation, are ~4,000

molecular mass units in size in the undegraded gum. In the larch arabinogalactan component

of molecular mass ~16,000 there would be four such subunits, which on degradation become

detached from one another; the component of larger molecular mass containing a corres-

pondingly larger number (of the order of 20).

13.2.2.2 Functional Properties

Larch arabinogalactans exceed gum arabic in solubility in water (up to 60% at room

temperature [2,9] ) and even the addition of ethanol, as much as 70% of the original volume,

does not precipitate these polysaccharides from aqueous solution if the alcohol is added

solutions of larch gum in the concentration range 10 to 40% are much lower than those of

gum arabic solutions. Newtonian behavior is observed at concentrations as high as 50% [2], so

that larch gum is even more effective than gum arabic in imparting a slimy mouthfeel to food

β-D-Galp-(1→3)-β-D-Galp-(1→3)-β-D-Galp-(1→3)-β-D-Galp-(1→3)-β-D-Galp-(1

R = One of β-D-Galp-(1, L-Araf-(1, or β-L-Arap-(1→3)-L-Araf (1

β-D-Galp R→3)-β-D-Galp β-D-Galp

β-D-Galp

6
↑
R

6
↑
R

6
↑
1
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1
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FIGURE 13.12 Structural features present in larchwood arabinogalactan. (From Stephen, A.M. and

Churms, S.C., Food Polysaccharides, Marcel Dekker Inc, New York, 1995.)
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slowly, with continuous stirring [2]. As shown in Figure 13.9, the viscosities of aqueous



products. These rheological properties are clearly due not only to the highly branched

molecular structure, which indicates a spheroidal molecule, but also to the relatively low mole-

cular mass (Mw < 105, the actual value depending upon the proportions of the two components

[9,159,169,170] ).

Viscosities of solutions of larch gum decrease with increasing temperature, but return to

their original values after cooling [2], which indicates that no depolymerization or irreversible

breakdown of ordered structure occurs at elevated temperatures. Neither change of pH (over

the range 1.5 to 10.5) nor the presence of electrolytes (sodium and calcium salts at 0.1 M

concentration) affects the viscosity of larch gum solutions (5 and 20%) [2,9]. This major

difference from the other gums discussed in this chapter arises from the absence of polyelec-

trolyte character in the essentially neutral arabinogalactan.

free larch gum [2,9,158]. However, the loss of this property after delignification of the gum

suggests [9] that the presence of the lignin-like phenolic compounds constituting about 3% of

the technical grade gum is responsible. This serves to emphasize that analysis of gums for

tannin is important in compiling specifications. However, the similar molecular shapes of

gum arabic and larch arabinogalactan and the identical effects of gum concentration, pH, and

added electrolytes on the surface activity of both indicate that the molecule of larch arabi-

nogalactan per se must be involved. In both cases, the decrease in surface tension produced by

the gum is greatest at low pH [5,9], and the addition of electrolytes also enhances surface

activity, with the monovalent cations more effective than divalent ones [2,5,171]. These

results suggest that hydrophobic association, rather than ionic interaction, is the main

cohesive force in the monolayer at the surface. That such a monolayer is formed is indicated

also by the fact that surface and interfacial tension decrease rapidly with increasing gum

concentration only at low concentrations, reaching a plateau at ~4% for both gums [2,5,9],

which is indicative of saturation of the aqueous surface by a monolayer at this concentration.

The phenolic compounds, which are strongly associated with the larch arabinogalactan

(mainly with the component of higher molecular weight [172] ), possibly extend above the

monolayer to produce hydrophilic–lipophilic bridging.

13.2.3 GUM TRAGACANTH

Astragalus spp. are shrubs, of which the most important as sources of gum are A. gummifer

(L.) (Leguminosae, Fabales) and A. microcephalus, found principally in dry, mountainous

terrain in Iran and neighboring countries such as Turkey [1,2,10,12]. Gum exudes from

incisions made in the plant and is collected in the form of ribbons or flakes, sorted, and

ground after they are allowed to dry. As with other gums, numerous factors (climatic,

economic, and political) affect the availability, quality, and cost of the product, known as

gum tragacanth (goat’s horn, bassora gum). Production levels are generally at ~3% of those

of gum arabic, but the price is normally far higher (approximately $100 per kg).

13.2.3.1 Structure

Gum tragacanth, the exudate from Astragalus spp. (e.g., A. gummifer) is, apart from minor

quantities of extraneous material (starch and protein), a mixture of two polysaccharide

components. From 30 to 40% is a typical branched arabinogalactan (tragacanthin) compris-

ing (1,6)- and (1,3)-linked Gal and terminal (1,2)-, (1,3)-, and (1,5)-linked Ara [173,173a]. The

bulk of the gum is a pectic polymer (tragacanthic acid) consisting of a (1,4)-linked a-D-

galacturonan substituted at O-3 by b-D-Xylp groups or short side chains in which a-L-Fucp or

b-D-Galp are attached to the Xyl [1]. In consequence, the equivalent weight of the pectic
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The surface activity of gum arabic has been related to its protein content (see Section

13.2.1.3.2). No similar explanation can be offered for the observed surface activity of protein-



component (once known as bassorin [12] ) is scarcely higher than that of an aldobiouronic

acid, and the structural model (Figure 13.13) of what may be regarded as a segment of the

molecule implies the occurrence of ionizable carboxyl groups at short, regular intervals along

a main chain. The side chains terminate in structurally different groups, most of which are

neutral, the L-Fucp units contributing some hydrophobic character at intervals. Although the

sequences of sugars in the neutral side chains have been firmly established by enzymatic

hydrolysis [174] and by specific chemical methods [175] adapted to releasing them intact and

attached to modified GalA residues [176], the precise distribution of the side chains them-

selves is not known. Complex as the molecular structure appears, it is simplified as there are

relatively few (1,2)-linked in-chain Rhap residues that might impair the regular structure of

the (ribbon-like) D-galacturonan chains, and by the absence of branching in the short chains.

On the other hand, this work [176] employed a sample virtually devoid of Gal groups, and

earlier experiments indicated [177] that certain of the side chains may be terminated by

D-GlcA a(1,4) to Gal and b(1,4) to Fuc. The presence of saponifiable methoxyl groups

[178] demonstrates that some of the uronic acid in the gum is esterified.

Sedimentation and diffusion measurements give a molecular mass of 840,000 [179], and

indicate an overall molecular shape that is elongated, with length >200 times the width

[11, 12]. If the molecular model (corresponding to ~1,500 molecular mass units) was repeated

linearly about 550 times to give this molecular mass, the length:width ratio would be over

three times the value suggested. It seems then that several chains may aggregate parallel to the

long axis.

Variable amounts of protein (1.0 to 3.6%) have been found in gum from Astragalus species

(A. gummifer, A. microcephalus, and A. kurdicus) with the proportions of the major amino

acid constituents (Asp, Hyp, Ser, Pro, and Val) also varying [180–182]. Gum tragacanth may

now be derived from liquid cultures of hairy Astragalus roots [183] by a patented procedure.

13.2.3.2 Functional Properties

As noted above, gum tragacanth contains two fractions, one soluble in water and the other,

major, component swelling to a gel. The two fractions are chemically distinct. The highly

acidic tragacanthic acid fraction occurs associated with Ca2þ, Mg2þ, and Kþ [2,12], and the

presence of the Ca2þ ions may well contribute to the gelling properties of this component. The

solubility of the neutral arabinogalactan component is obviously a consequence of its highly

branched molecular structure [11,12]. However, the properties of the gum are largely those of

the major component, tragacanthic acid, with its high Mw and elongated (rod-like) molecular

and the fact that pseudoplasticity is exhibited at concentrations as low as 0.5% [10]. No yield

stress has been observed at low concentrations and shear rates [184], but aqueous dispersions

containing more than ~2% of the gum form thick pastes having the texture of soft gels [12].

β-D-Galp

β-D-Xylpβ-D-Xylpβ-D-Xylp

α-L-Fucp

3
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3
↑
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3
↑
1

→4)-α-D-GalA-(1→4)-α-D-GalA-(1→4)-α-D-GalA-(1→4)-α-D-GalA-(1

FIGURE 13.13 Partial structure of the pectic component of gum tragacanth. (From Stephen, A.M. and

Churms, S.C., Food Polysaccharides, Marcel Dekker Inc, New York, 1995.)
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shape, which account for the high viscosity of gum tragacanth dispersions (see Figure 13.9)



At the concentrations permitted in food, gum tragacanth dispersions are rated [185,186] as

comparable with those of gum karaya in mouthfeel, that is, relatively nonslimy, as expected

from their high degree of pseudoplasticity.

In general, gum of the ribbon type gives dispersions of higher viscosity than does that

from flakes, but the quality of both types varies to the extent that there is some overlap in

viscosity between high-grade flake and low-grade ribbon types, 1% dispersions of flake and

ribbon grades having viscosities in the range ~300 to 1500 cP and 1200 to 4000 cP, respectively

[187]. The viscosity of gum tragacanth samples generally increases with the proportion and

methoxyl content of the tragacanthic acid component [10].

The viscosity of fully hydrated 1% dispersions of this gum decreases by ~25 to 50% on

heating from 25 to 908C [187]. In this case the dispersions revert to almost their initial

viscosities after cooling, but if heat is applied during hydration there is an irreversible loss

of viscosity (approximately one third) that has been ascribed [11] to autohydrolysis, which is

more pronounced in the incompletely swollen gum owing to the closer proximity of reactive

sites. However, heating does have the advantage of accelerating hydration, which requires 24 h

at 258C but only 2 h at 508C [10]. As flake-grade gum tragacanth gives aqueous dispersions

having, on average, lower viscosity than comparable dispersions of ribbon-grade gum it is

molecules.

At room temperature, the viscosity of gum tragacanth dispersions is exceptionally stable

to changes of pH. The normal pH of 1% dispersions is 5 to 6, but viscosity remains virtually

unchanged up to pH 10, and decreases by only ~30% as the pH falls to 2 [187]. This unusual

stability under acid conditions, exemplified by the very small (~20%) and slow loss in viscosity

of 1% gum tragacanth dispersions in 1% acetic acid over 21 days [11], was the reason for the

extensive use of gum tragacanth in food products, such as salad dressings and sauces for

which maintenance of viscosity at low pH is required. Nowadays, xanthan gum is commonly

used instead as it is more readily available, has excellent rheological characteristics and

competes favorably on price. The stability of tragacanth to acid is clearly related to the

molecular structure of tragacanthic acid, with the main skeletal chain comprising acid-

stable linkages between contiguous Galp A units, and the acid-labile Xylp and Fucp units

in side chains, mainly as terminal groups, so that any hydrolysis of these does not result in a

large decrease in Mw or change in molecular shape. The minor arabinogalactan component

also has much of the acid-labile Araf in peripheral positions [173]. The small decrease in the

viscosity of gum tragacanth suspensions that is observed at low pH is due mainly to the lower

charge density, resulting from suppression of ionization of the carboxylic acid groups. When

all the acidic groups are ionized there is little change in viscosity on addition of further alkali,

as cations are less effective in shielding charges in this molecule, with its chain of contiguous

uronic acid residues. This explains the stability of the viscosity of gum tragacanth dispersions

at pH 7 to 10; a slight decrease at higher pH has been ascribed [11] to some b-elimination

(base-degradation) involving the (1,4)-linked uronic acid residues.

Gum tragacanth dispersions are also unusually stable to microbial attack, and have

long shelf lives without loss of viscosity, or microbial growth [11]. If preservatives are

needed, benzoic acid or a combination of the methyl (0.17%) and propyl (0.03%) esters of

p-hydroxybenzoic acid are most effective [10].

The role of gum tragacanth in emulsions was long believed to be purely that of a stabilizer,

by virtue of its large effect on the viscosity of the aqueous phase [10]. However, Stauffer and

Andon [11,187] demonstrated clearly that gum tragacanth is a bifunctional emulsifier, not

only does it thicken the aqueous phase but also lowers the interfacial tension between oil and

water to a very marked extent. In this case, the minimum surface and interfacial tension is

reached at a gum concentration of only 0.25%, flake-grade gum producing lower values at a
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possible [cf. 10] that the former contains a higher proportion of spheroidal tragacanthin



given concentration than ribbon-grade gum [187]. The reason for this difference is obscure;

Stauffer [11] suggested that crystalline regions, hydrating more slowly than amorphous

regions, may be present to a greater extent in flake-grade gum than in the ribbon type; if

the crystalline regions are regarded as ‘‘hydrophobic’’ centers, this may produce the difference

in hydrophilic–lipophilic balance (HLB) between the two grades. However, it seems unlikely

that an effect of this type, if it exists, could account for the HLB of 11.9 reported [11] for gum

tragacanth. As the molar proportion of a-L-Fucp, which is present in tragacanthic acid as

terminal groups, linked through O-2 of b-D-Xylp in side chains, is ~1 in approximately 10 or

12 units, it may be possible that the observed HLB results from deoxyhexose units giving rise

to some localization of hydrophobicity in the side chains.

The greater surface-activity of flake-grade gum than the ribbon type at the same concen-

tration may stem from a more cohesive surface film due to closer packing in the monolayer. A

similar explanation could be advanced for the superior emulsions produced from, for ex-

ample, citrus oil when gum arabic is added to gum tragacanth. The role of the protein

component (1 to 3.6%) of gum tragacanth [180,181] remains to be investigated. The emulsi-

fying properties of the gums of Cochlospermum gossypium and Anogeissus latifolius, and of

their methoxyl and carboxymethyl derivatives, have also been studied [188], with C. gossypium

gum and its carboxymethyl derivative the most effective.

13.2.4 GUM KARAYA

13.2.4.1 Introduction

Karaya is the name given to the dry gum obtained from Sterculia urens R. and other Sterculia

spp. (Sterculiaceae, Malvales) and also (unusually) from a different genus, Cochlospermum

(Cochlospermaceae, Violales) [13,15]. S. urens is a large tree found and cultivated on the

highlands of central and northern India, with gum production stimulated by tapping. The

usual sorting and blending processes follow, and the product is marketed as gum karaya

(otherwise India gum or Indian tragacanth). Toxicological studies of this material, produced

in quantities somewhat in excess of those of gum tragacanth, have confirmed its status as a

food additive [14,15]; the gum is digested only to a very minor extent, if at all [15,189]. The

high solution viscosity of the gum, which because of its acetate ester content [13] may be

difficult to disperse, is a valuable characteristic (in whipped cream preparations for example).

The molecular structure of this complex, highly acidic pectic gum (of type B) has been

investigated in considerable detail.

13.2.4.2 Structure

Gum karaya is chemically a partially acetylated polysaccharide of the substituted rhamno-

galacturonoglycan (pectic) type. The composition of the gum is dependent on the species, and

there is more than average variability in the proportions of amino acids in the proteinaceous

components [190]. Treatment of the gum of Sterculia urens with dilute alkali to saponify

acetate groups has furnished a water-soluble and relatively homogeneous product [191], of

which about 60% of the sugar residues are neutral (Rha and Gal), the rest acid (GalA and

GlcA) [192]. Extensive investigations involving partial acid hydrolysis, acetolysis, methylation

analysis, and Smith degradation employing both the gum and its carboxyl-reduced derivative

led initially to the conclusion [42,192,193] that a main chain of alternating GalA and Rha

residues, such as has been observed for other pectic substances, was interspersed with

domains in which GalA was joined repetitively to Gal, which is unusual. However, applica-

tion of the hex-5-enose degradation to carboxyl-reduced, methylated S. urens and also

S. caudata [175,193] has demonstrated unequivocally the presence of an uninterrupted,
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substituted rhamnogalacturonoglycan, with Gal occurring only in side chains. Major struc-

tural features are illustrated in Figure 13.14. End-groups include Rha as well as Gal and GlcA

[86]. The general structure would appear to be that of an elongated framework with a

multiplicity of ionizable acidic groups interspersed with hydrophobic areas provided by the

methyl groups of Rha units, and, in the native gum, of OAc.

The cacao tree (S. setigera) [194] and S. caudata [195,196] yield gums that on partial

hydrolysis afford acidic oligosaccharides that resemble those obtained from S. urens gum.

Methylation analysis shows that the same types of linkage are present as in S. urens gum. These

and other gums from the Sterculiaceae are clearly similar, but systematic structural studies on

a species basis are wanting. It is remarkable that the gum of Cochlospermum gossypium, from

a different family and order, shows such similarities in molecular structure to the Sterculia

gums [195]. The presence of saponifiable methoxyl groups in S. caudata gum has been

reported [196]. Amino acid analyses of the protein (<1%) in the gum of S. urens, S. setigera,

and S. villosa have shown Asp to be the preponderant amino acid constituent in all cases

[190], but the proportions of other amino acids vary widely with the species.

13.2.4.3 Functional Properties

Gum karaya [2,13–15], the least soluble of the commercial exudate gums forms true solutions

only at very low concentrations (<0.02% in cold water, 0.06% in hot) [197], but highly viscous

swells in water, to many times its original volume, but does not dissolve. The rate of

hydration, and thus of viscosity development, is dependent upon the particle size of the

gum, with finely powdered gum (i.e., that of highest surface area) hydrating more rapidly

than more coarsely ground samples [13–15]. Very high viscosity is reached at a concentration

as low as 3% and thick, nonflowing pastes, resembling spreadable gels, are formed at

concentrations above 2 to 3%. At room temperature, it is impossible to obtain dispersions

containing more than 4 to 5% of gum karaya, but heating, especially under pressure, results in

the formation of smooth, physically homogeneous, colloidal solutions containing up to 20%

of the gum [15]. However, viscosity is permanently lowered by such treatment.

The normal pH of a 1% dispersion of gum karaya is ~4.5 to 4.7. If unhydrated gum is

added to the solution, the variation of viscosity with pH is similar to that shown by gum

arabic, maximal at pH 5 to 7, and decreasing rapidly as the pH falls to 2 or rises to 11.

However, hydration of the gum prior to pH adjustment results in both higher viscosity at each

pH and greater stability to changes in pH, particularly at pH > 7, under which conditions the

viscosity does not fall, but rises [14,15]. Under alkaline conditions there is a ninefold increase

in solubility [197] and the dispersion is, in fact, transformed into a ropy mucilage; this change,

which is irreversible, has been ascribed [2,13–15] to removal, by saponification, of some or all

of the acetyl groups that are significant components of the polysaccharide structure of gum

karaya. De-O-acetylation makes possible the solubilization of the larger polymeric chains,

β-D-Gal β-D-GlcpA β-D-Galp
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→2)-α-L-Rha-(1→4)-α-D-GalA-(1→2)-α-L-Rhap-(1→4)-α-D-GalA-(1

FIGURE 13.14 Structural elements of gum karaya. (From Stephen, A.M. and Churms, S.C., Food

Polysaccharides, Marcel Dekker Inc., New York, 1995.)
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colloidal dispersions are produced at concentrations up to ~5% (Figure 13.9). Gum karaya



and acetyl-free gum, a random coil, undergoes pronounced depolymerization following

sonication [197].

The gum occurs naturally with Ca2þ and Mg2þ ions associated with the uronic acid

groups. The role of Ca2þ in determining the intrinsic viscosity has not yet been ascertained,

but the observed effect of this metal ion on the viscosity and solubility of the gum of Khaya

grandifoliola [198], which has similar structural features [199], suggests that it could be

significant. However, the degree of acetylation of gum karaya may be more than twice that

of the Khaya gum [198], so that interchain association through Ca2þ ions may well be more

hindered in the former. This is indicated also by the fact that the usual decrease in viscosity

due to shielding of charges is the predominant effect when electrolytes such as sodium,

calcium, or aluminum chloride, or aluminum sulfate, are added to gum karaya dispersions

[14,15]. The normal viscosity (~400 cp) of a 0.5% dispersion drops to ~60 cp before the salt

concentration reaches 1%; thereafter the viscosity remains stable as the electrolyte concen-

tration increases to as high as 25%. A slight rise in viscosity after the concentrations of

calcium or aluminum salts have exceeded 20 and 15%, respectively [14], not observed where

the added electrolyte is sodium chloride, may indicate some degree of aggregation through the

polyvalent cations at these concentrations.

The viscosity of gum karaya suspensions, though remaining stable for several days,

decreases gradually with ageing unless preservatives, such as benzoic acid, are added to prevent

bacterial action. The intrinsic viscosity of the gum declines on storage even in the dry state,

the decrease greater for powdered material than for crude gum and most rapid shortly after

grinding, especially if the gum is stored at high humidity and temperature. Cold storage

minimizes the viscosity loss, which appears to be due to structural degradation. The decline in

Mw, from the very high values (9.5 � 106, by Svedberg’s method [200] ) in the native state may

be related to the reported gradual release of free acetic acid from the gum [2,14,15].

Irradiation with g rays at sterilizing doses reduces the potential to swell and solution viscosity

of gum karaya, not because of depolymerization but on account of breakdown of the

macromolecular network [201]. At dosages of <1 kGy an initial rise of viscosity has been

reported [188], followed at higher doses by viscosity loss attributed to hydrolysis. Sonication

has a similar effect [197].

Gum karaya dispersions show considerable deviation from Newtonian behavior, even at

very low concentrations (from ~0.5%) [13–15]. Thus, at the concentrations used in food their

mouthfeel is generally rated as low on the sliminess scale [185,202].

The viscoelasticity (which has been related to textural attributes such as spreadability

[203] and thickness [204] ) of suspensions of gum karaya has been studied in some detail by

Mills and Kokini [205], who demonstrated marked differences in rheological behavior be-

tween this and guar gum (a neutral galactomannan), notably in the existence of a yield stress

for karaya, but not guaran, dispersions. At shear rates below 100 s�1 values of this yield

stress, determined as the shear stress below which viscosity tends to infinity, were ~0.6 and

1.0 Pa, respectively, for 2.0 and 3.0% dispersions of gum karaya at 23 to 248C. This behavior

(approaching true plasticity) is a consequence of a high degree of ordered structure in gum

karaya and its large, heavily branched molecular network, which absorbs, and thus immo-

bilizes water very strongly and therefore offers considerable resistance to flow. The contrast

with guar gum may be attributed [205] to the linearity of this galactomannan, which forms no

such network but may easily experience entanglement of long chains; it is readily dispersed in

water, forming pseudoplastic systems [206].

There is evidence from light scattering measurements and viscometry that fully de-

O-acetylated karaya gum has a more expanded molecular conformation than the native

gum and behaves as a random coil in solution [197]. The acetyl groups obviously have a

profound effect upon the solution properties of gum karaya.
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Gum karaya is used in foods such as mayonnaises and dressings, however, its main use is

in medical and pharmaceutical applications. For example, it is used as an adhesive for

colostomy bags and for dentures and also as a bulk laxative.

13.2.5 GUM GHATTI

13.2.5.1 Introduction

Gum ghatti, or Indian gum, originates from India and the main species is Anogeissus latifolia

(Combretaceae, Myrtales), a large deciduous tree found in dry areas [16,18]. Gum exudes

naturally, sometimes darkened by noncarbohydrate contaminants, and the dried product is

sifted and ground in the usual manner. World tonnage is relatively low, and European

countries have embargoed its use, but Ghana, among other countries, is now being explored

as a further, potential source. The GRAS (Generally Recognized As Safe) status of gum

ghatti is tempered by very low maximum usage allowances [16–18]. However, the cost is

favorable, comparable with that of gum arabic.

13.2.5.2 Structure

The molecular structure of gum ghatti has been extensively studied together with that of A.

leiocarpus (formerly schimperi) gum [207–210]. Complex arrays of neutral sugar units (Galp,

Araf Arap) and GlcA are attached to a molecular core of alternating b-D-GlcA and D-Man

residues, the former linked through O-4 and the latter through O-2. Figure 13.15 displays the

arrangements of constituent units as shown by various fragmentation and methylation

analyses and Smith degradation experiments [207–209]. The periodicity of acidic groups in

the main chain is an important feature, and there are others scattered through the periphery.

(1,3)- and (1,6)-Linked Gal units occupy side chains, and the structure is complicated by

D-Man residues present as double branch-points. Recently, methylation and 13C-NMR

analyses have been undertaken on three successive controlled Smith degradation products

[210]. The studies have shown that the side chains contain mainly 2-O- and 3-O-substituted

arabinofuranose units. The second degradation eliminated the remaining furanose units and
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FIGURE 13.15 Structural features of gum ghatti. (From Stephen, A.M., and Churms, S.C., Food

Polysaccharides, Marcel Dekker Inc., New York, 1995.)
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their b anomers became evident. The proportion of galactopyranose units gradually increased

in the form of nonreducing end galactopyranose although 3,6-di-O- and 3,4,6-tri-O-substituted

galactopyranose units diminished. After three degradations groups with consecutive 3-O-

substituted b galactose units were formed and the proportion of periodate resistant 3-O and

2,3,-di-O-substituted mannopyranose units was maintained.

Although A. leiocarpus gum shows a qualitative resemblance [211–213] to gum ghatti from

A. latifolia, two different polysaccharide constituents have been isolated from this gum by

making use of a method that distinguishes the components on the basis of their different

uronic acid contents [213,214]. The fractionation procedure involves differential precipitation

with Cetavlon; the more soluble, minor component, leiocarpan B, is not dissimilar in com-

position from leiocarpan A, but does contain fewer GlcA residues. A number of experiments

were devised to demonstrate the existence of substituted glucuronomannoglycan chains in

leiocarpan A [86,175,215,216]. One method involved acetolysis of the carboxyl-reduced (a

substituted glucomannoglycan) to yield oligosaccharides [217]. This result, combined with

others from Smith degradation and methylation analysis [218], led to a formulation [211] that

represents a part of the molecular structure. Man residues are doubly branched with single-

unit b-D-Xylp at O-6 and L-Arap residues, which terminate the short b-D-Gal-containing

chains at their reducing ends, attached at O-3. Exterior to the branched Gal chains are L-Araf,

L-Araf-(1,3)-L-Araf, or b-D-GlcpA groups.

13.2.5.3 Functional Properties

At concentrations of 5% or more gum ghatti is not completely soluble in water, but forms

colloidal dispersions. Because of this limited solubility it is impossible to attain the concen-

trations reached with gum arabic. The viscosity of dispersions is very variable from one batch

of gum to another: for example, the viscosity of a 5% dispersion of grade 1 gum ghatti is

reported [16] as varying between 30 and 400 cp. This has been ascribed [219] to the presence in

the gum of two fractions, one soluble in cold water, the other forming a dispersible gel, the

viscosity produced in water varying with the proportion of the latter, which is 10 to 30 times

more viscous than the soluble fraction. The gelling component, which was found in propor-

tions varying between 8 and 23% (w/w) in four different commercial batches of the gum, can

be dissolved to some extent (~20% of the total) by stirring the gum at 928C for about 2 h, but

complete dispersion requires maceration. This produces stable dispersions of concentration

up to 50 g/l at room temperature, up to 90 g/l if maceration is preceded by heating the

suspension to 928C. The viscosity of gum ghatti solutions can be made more reproducible by

such treatment or by blending gum samples from different batches in ratios determined by the

proportions of the gelling component in each batch [219].

The presence of these two fractions, differing in physical properties, may be a consequence

of chemical heterogeneity of the gum. Variations in the length or degree of branching of the

polysaccharide chains could well produce very marked differences in solubility and viscosity

between the two fractions. However, further investigation [220] of these fractions, including

potentiometric titration and determination of acyl groups and of cations (Naþ, Kþ, Ca2þ,

and Mg2þ

were largely in salt form (the proportion of free acid was <10% in both), and the only

significant difference revealed by this study lay in the proportions of the different cations

present. Whereas the soluble fraction contained Ca2þ, Mg2þ, Kþ, and Naþ in the mass ratio

80:7:40:1, that is, Ca2þ constituted ~62% of the total metal ion content, the dispersible gel

fraction was largely a calcium salt, containing no Naþ and very small proportions of Mg2þ

and Kþ (respectively, 4 and 2%, w/w, of the total metal). These results suggest that the higher
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), showed no appreciable differences in the proportion of uronic acid (cf. gum

tragacanth) or the degree of acylation of the polysaccharides (cf. gum karaya). Both fractions



viscosity and lower solubility of the gelling fraction are due to aggregation, through inter-

action between the divalent Ca2þ ion and anionic groups on different molecules, as is well

known in the case of alginates [221]. In view of the comparatively low molecular mass (Mn

11,860) indicated by osmotic pressure measurements [2,18] of the soluble fraction, the much

higher viscosity of the dispersible gel indicates very extensive aggregation.

Removal of Ca2þ, by precipitation with sodium carbonate, reduces the viscosity of gum

ghatti dispersions; this effect is not reversed on subsequent addition of Ca2þ which, on the

contrary, further decreases viscosity owing to the usual effect of divalent cations on charge

distribution in the polyelectrolyte. In this respect, the behavior of gum ghatti contrasts with

that of alginates and of the gum of Khaya grandifoliola [198], for which viscosity lost on

removal of naturally occurring Ca2þ is restored on addition of Ca2þ, though the decrease due

to shielding of charges is observed after the concentration of added Ca2þ exceeds approxi-

mately twice that in the original sample. Gum ghatti seems to differ from these other

polysaccharides.

The effects of other cations, and of pH, on the viscosity of gum ghatti dispersions [16–18]

differ little from those observed with gum arabic. Addition of sodium salts decreases

the viscosity [18,220], as does change in pH outside the range at which viscosity is maximal

(~6 to 8) [16–18,220]. In contrast to gum arabic [114], the viscosity of gum ghatti dispersions

increases with time (e.g., for a 5% dispersion, pH 5.6, at 258C, the viscosity rose from 93 to 104

cP after 1 week, to 112 cP after 2 weeks) [16,17]. This is probably due to increase in the degree

of aggregation of the polysaccharide molecules. The effect of this evidently outweighs that of

any depolymerization due to glycosidic fission, to which the polysaccharide backbone of gum

ghatti, containing uronic acid residues, will be more resistant than will the arabinogalactan

framework of gum arabic.

The overall molecular shape of gum ghatti is generally described [16,18] as rod-like, and

therefore chain entanglements producing structural viscosity, and consequently pseudoplas-

ticity, occur at relatively low concentrations. Gaı̈a et al. [113] have demonstrated that the

rheology of gum ghatti dispersions ranging in concentration from 2 to 5% can be described by

a power law equation. In terms of a proposed correlation [202] of perceived sliminess food

products containing gum ghatti differ very little in this respect from those containing gum

arabic at low concentration [185].

Gum ghatti has excellent emulsifying properties and the high viscosity produced by the

sions and suspensions. It has been used in the preparation of concentrated barium sulfate

suspensions used as x-ray opaque media [221].

13.2.6 OTHER ACIDIC POLYSACCHARIDES

Okra (gum or mucilage [1,222] ) from pods of Hibiscus (Abelmoschus) esculentus Linn.

(Malvaceae, Malvales) has long been used in the food industry, and the pectic character of

the polysaccharide component was shown by partial acid hydrolysis to give a typical D-

galactobiose and biouronic acid [223,224]. Proteinaceous material is also present [225,226],

and controversy regarding the composition of okra has in part been resolved by more recent

work [227]. The multiplicity of components has been demonstrated by fractionation using

Cetavlon and chromatography on DEAE–cellulose. A homogeneous preparation, albeit a

minor fraction, was shown by GLC analysis, before and after carboxyl-reduction, to contain

Rha, Gal, and GalA in molar proportions ~1:3:1; no GlcA was detected.

The difficulty of successfully fractionating other acid mucilages, obtained from seeds and

from bark, is recognized [211], and neutral polysaccharides may also be present. Another

acidic mucilage, regarded as a valuable food because of its texture, is the so-called Junsai,
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gum in solution (Figure 13.9) makes it a superior stabilizer for dense pharmaceutical emul-



extracted from the leaves and stems of Brasenia schreberi J.F. Gmel (lotus family; Nym-

phaeaceae, Nymphaeales); the highly complicated molecular structure was studied by methy-

lation and Smith degradation experiments [228].

13.2.6.1 Functional Properties

Of the various acidic mucilages used in African and Asian countries to impart a slimy

consistency to soups and stews, only that from okra pods [222] has attracted general interest.

Although solutions of okra mucilage have significant viscosity at concentrations as low as

Newtonian systems under these conditions (which correlates with their slimy mouthfeel)

[222,225,226]. Viscosity increases rapidly as the concentration rises to 1%; dispersions of

okra mucilage at higher concentrations in water at room temperature requires maceration

[225,226], though the native mucilage may be solubilized (to ~80%) in aqueous NaBH4 [229].

Heating improves solubility, but results in irreversible loss of viscosity [225]. At pH 6 to 9,

viscosity of 0.5% solutions of native okra mucilage is maximal, declining at lower or higher

pH [225], as for gum arabic and gum ghatti, and the addition of calcium ions to such a

solution at pH 6.0 also lowers the viscosity [222,225]. In this respect, okra mucilage behaves

as a typical polyelectrolyte. The viscosity of the borohydride-solubilized fraction, on the other

hand, is maximal at pH 4 to 6 [229], and solutions are pseudoplastic; water-soluble additives,

with the exception of maltodextrins, lower the viscosity. This fraction has gelling and foam-

stabilizing properties, and strengthens soft wheat dough. The protein (approximately 6 to 7%)

associated with the polysaccharide, which persists despite treatment with trichloroacetic acid

during purification, and co-elutes with the polysaccharide by GPC on Sephadex G-100 [225,
2þ and

Mg2þ ions present [225]. This applies also to the highly acidic, proteinaceous (16% protein)

mucilage from jute leaves (Corchorus olitorius; Tiliaceae, Malvales), used for culinary pur-

poses in Egypt [226], and to that from the leaves of the baobab tree (Adansonia digitata Linn.,

Bombacaceae, Malvales), used in West Africa. The latter, similar in protein content but

having much higher uronic acid content than okra mucilage, produces more viscous solutions

but parallels okra mucilage in rheological behavior [225].

13.2.7 PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

The recent revival of interest in the nutritional and physiological effects of edible gums, which has

generated several reviews of the still incomplete knowledge in this area (e.g., [230–239] ), has been

prompted not only by more stringent legal requirements for food additives [233], but also by the

recognition of the gums as components of dietary fibre [231,232,238,239].

Although gum polysaccharides are poorly digested by the action of mammalian enzymes,

they may serve as substrates for intestinal flora, and thus as possible nutrient sources. Bacteria

capable of fermenting plant polysaccharides have been isolated from the human colon, among

them are species acting on gums arabic, ghatti and tragacanth, and larch arabinogalactan [231].

Microbiological degradation of gum karaya does occur in vitro, and has shed some further light

on the complexity of the molecular structure of this gum (including data construed as evidence

for three different domains, one of which may incorporate a short oligorhamnan chain [240] ).

However, the absence of rhamnose from the urine of five subjects after ingestion of gum karaya

at a level (10 g per day) much greater than that approved in foods was considered indicative that

the gum was not digested or degraded by enteric bacteria [189].

Gum arabic has been found to be ~70% digestible [231], but the low caloric value of this

gum, coupled with the viscosity of its dispersions, which differs little from that of sugar
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0.5% (Figure 13.9), there is little shear-thinning and okra solutions may be regarded as

226], may contribute to the relatively high viscosity (cf. gum arabic), as may the Ca



solutions at low concentrations, gives it yet another function, as a bodying agent in dietetic

beverages and confections [2,7,230]. Larch arabinogalactan, which is similar to gum arabic

in both caloric value and rheological properties, has also been approved for use in nonnu-

tritive sweeteners [2,9].

Protein digestibility may be decreased by gums and mucilages [230,231,241], to an extent

that appears to depend upon both the degree of branching and the number and extent of

ionization of uronic acid groups, as the digestibility of casein in vitro was decreased by gums

in the order karaya> ghatti> tragacanth [241]. This indicates that both ionic interaction and

restriction of proteins within the gum matrix are involved. The antienzymatic activity of

baobab mucilage, which strongly inhibits papain and, to a lesser extent, pepsin and a-amylase

[230], may well indicate similar interaction.

Although gums of high uronic acid content might be expected to affect the mineral

balance, especially the absorption of calcium, there is no convincing evidence of this [230a,

230,231]. Data on the effects on vitamin metabolism are very scanty: examples include the

observation that gum arabic (like other constituents of dietary fiber) does not bind pyridoxine

in vitro, under conditions simulating the intestinal milieu, which indicates that the gum does

not affect bioavailability of vitamin B6 [242]. In contrast, excretion of niacin is increased by a

diet containing 3% of baobab mucilage [243].

Strongly hydrophilic gums, which absorb a high proportion of water in passing through

the gastrointestinal system, are largely indigestible and are excreted, together with the bound

water, thus reducing intestinal assimilation of water. This has been observed with the

galacturonan gums [230] and baobab mucilage [243]. The well-known laxative properties of

gum karaya have been related to its water-holding capacity [13].

Little is known of the effects of gums on lipid metabolism, but the lowering of serum

cholesterol in subjects consuming increased amounts of gum arabic (25 g per day) or gum

karaya (0.75 g per 420 kJ of diet) for 3 to 4 weeks [230a] has implications in the prevention of

cardiovascular disease. Evidence has been obtained from animal studies that the gums ghatti

and tragacanth also have this effect [236]. The binding of bile salts by the gums has been

suggested as a likely reason for this behavior [230,230a,231,236]. The ability to produce high

viscosity in the intestinal tract is clearly not involved, as the gums arabic and ghatti appear to be

as effective as karaya and tragacanth. In contrast, the rise in serum insulin and blood glucose

following a meal containing carbohydrate, which is significantly reduced by gum tragacanth

[230,230a], is not affected by gum arabic [230a], which indicates a correlation with viscosity in

this case, possibly by virtue of delay in gastric emptying [244,245] or intestinal absorption [230a].

Gums producing high viscosity may thus be of value in the management of diabetes. A similar

viscosity effect could account for the reported antitoxic properties of gum karaya [245,246].

Although affirmation of GRAS status for the gums arabic, ghatti, karaya, and tragacanth

by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in 1976 was based on, inter alia, tests for toxicity,

mutagenicity, and teratogenicity, the European Union subsequently demanded more detailed

evaluation of the safety of these gums as food additives, and lack of the required information

has resulted in the deletion of gum ghatti from European lists of approved additives [18,233].

Further examination of the toxicological status of the gums arabic, karaya, and tragacanth,

with references to reports of allergenicity [6,11,14], has been reported [233–236]. In the case

of Combretum gums, which are not permitted food additives, analytical data have been

collated [246].

13.3 CONCLUSION

The gums and mucilages described in this chapter represent a diversity of molecular

structures, with uronic acid units a major feature of practically all of them. Despite the
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considerable amount of work that has been undertaken on gum arabic there is still

debate about its molecular structure and conformation. Other gums have received less

attention.

The acidic gums act as typical polyelectrolytes and this property and the hydrophilicity

arising from the numerous hydroxyl groups present in the polysaccharides profoundly

influence the rheology of dispersions of the gums, as does the overall molecular size and,

especially, shape. Although many of the properties determining the functions of gums in food

products, such as their viscosity and hence thickening power and effect on perceived texture,

their water-holding capacity and ability to control the crystallization of sugars and other

polar solutes, and the interactions of some, notably gum arabic, with proteins, depend upon

hydrogen-bonding and ionic association, it is becoming evident that hydrophobic regions in

the gum molecules can also play an important part. The intrinsic emulsifying power of gum

arabic and gum tragacanth may well arise from such amphiphilicity, and the film-forming

properties of these gums, which enable them to stabilize emulsions, suspensions, and foams,

or, in the case of gum arabic, encapsulating delicate flavor and aroma compounds, obviously

depend upon hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic interactions. It is evident that investigations

of such interactions, and of their physiological effects, must precede any further elucidation of

the functions of gums in food products and processing.

It is also recognized that, as little is known about the effects of heat (traditional cooking or

microwave) on gums, particularly when they are blended with starch and gluten (in bakery

products) or with meat and vegetable constituents (in soups), this topic should also receive

attention in the future. Although the pyrolysis of polysaccharides has been investigated in

depth, and the degree of heating to which gums and other carbohydrates in foods are

submitted is normally considerably less, much remains to be discovered about the processes

of disaggregation, depolymerization, dehydration, oxidation, or decarboxylation as they take

place during cooking. Pentoses are especially prone to decomposition in hot, acid solutions

and the subsequent interaction of unsaturated breakdown products with amino acids and

other substances (such as tannins) is liable to result in unpleasant or otherwise unwanted by-

products [247,248]. Apart from this, decomposition of the gum would necessarily modify and

finally eliminate its useful functionality.
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14.1 INTRODUCTION

As a structural polysaccharide in animals with an outer skeleton, and as a component of the

cell walls of certain fungi and algae, chitin is found in abundance and is second only to

cellulose in nature, whereas chitosans have so far only been found in the cell walls of certain

fungi. The raw material for all commercial production of chitosans is chitin, and the annual

production of chitin has been estimated to be 2000 metric tonnes (year 2000) [1]. Chitin is also

used for substantial production of glucosamine, with an estimated annual production of 4000

tonnes [1].

In simple chemical sense chitosans are the 2-deoxy 2-amino derivatives of cellulose. In

chitin, the amino groups are highly acetylated, but chitosan, the water-soluble polymer,

contains between 100 and 40 mol% of the deacetylated form. As the amino groups are very

electronegative and can take up a proton and become positively charged, and as the
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N-acetylated amino groups are hydrophobic, chitosans can be regarded as a family of reactive

amphiphilic polymers with very different chemical, physical, and biological properties. This

simple fact, which has so far not been fully recognized, will make it necessary to optimize the

type of chitosan needed for a given application to obtain the desired functionality.

Our intention in this chapter is not to discuss how a certain physical property of chitosan

is utilized in a food product, but to present a state-of-the-art review of the structure–function

relationships of chitosans as polysaccharides, excluding all the possible derivatives of chitin

and chitosan. Those interested in derivatives are referred to a review article by Kurita [2].

Functional properties such as solubility, viscosity, stability, ion binding, film forming, and

antimicrobial properties are factors relevant for the use of chitin and chitosans in food

applications. The application of chitosans in food for human consumption will involve

regulatory approval in the West, although chitin and chitosan could generally be recognized

as safe based on their traditional uses in different national food products. Chitin may be

found in foods that consist of chitin-containing organisms [3], such as unpeeled shrimp

products and edible fungi containing chitin, including Aspergillus niger [4], Agaricus campes-

tris [3], and Schizophyllum commune [3]. Chitosans are also found in foods, such as the

traditional Norwegian old cheese (gamalost) where the yeast Mucor mucedo, which contains

chitosan in the cell wall [5], is used in the fermentation process. Chitosans are currently

only used in Asia in human food applications, and in the West attempts are underway to

obtain generally recognized as safe (GRAS) status from the Food and Drug Administration

(FDA) for the use of chitosans as supplements in food. Some potential uses of chitosans in

In the food industry, the requirement for commercially available chitosans with well-

characterized and reproducible chemical and physical properties is absolute, for triggering the

development of new products and to obtain approval for their usages. It is hoped that the

present review of the structure–property relationship of chitosans based on our present

knowledge, obtained in part by some 15 years of research in our laboratory, may have an

effect in increasing the interest for chitosans and thereby helping to enhance the utilization of

the whole family of chitosans. As the structure–property relationship is in focus in the present

review, the literature cited and discussed deals mainly with the effect of the degree of

acetylation and the molecular weight on the physical and biological properties, and a large

fraction of the literature on other aspects of chitosan has been omitted.

In spite of the large number of potential uses and the abundance of chitin as the raw

material for chitosan, its commercial use today is minimal compared to, for examples,

cellulose and cellulose derivatives.

14.1.1 ISOLATION OF CHITIN

shells are treated with dilute acid to extract the calcium carbonate (CaCO3). In the second

step, the shells are treated with alkali at elevated temperatures to remove proteins. After

washing away the solubilized proteins, the chitin is dried and milled. Some producers include

extraction with an organic solvent to remove pigments and fat, depending on the source of the

chitin and the isolation procedure.

14.1.2 PRODUCTION OF CHITOSAN

The raw material for all current commercial production of chitosan is chitin. However, it is also

possible to isolate chitosan from certain fungi [7–10] and to prepare chitosans with different

fractions of acetylated units, FA, by reacetylation of highly deacetylated chitosan [11].
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food applications are listed in Table 14.1 [6].

The extraction of chitin from crustacean shells is shown schematically in Figure 14.1. The



Deacetylation of chitin can in principle be performed by hydrolysis under acidic or

alkaline conditions, although the use of acidic conditions for deacetylation will result in

severe degradation of the polysaccharide. The acetamido group of chitin is, however, rela-

tively resistant to alkaline hydrolysis, although much less resistant than the glycosidic linkage

in chitin, as only a limited degradation occurs during the drastic alkaline conditions required

for the production of chitosan from chitin.

Chitosans can be prepared from chitin by two different methods, that is, homogeneous

deacetylation [12,13] and heterogeneous deacetylation procedures. The latter is limited to the

production of fully water-soluble chitosans (at acidic pH-values) with a relatively low FA, that

is, less than 0.2 to 0.3. Attempts to prepare more highly acetylated chitosans using the

TABLE 14.1
Potential Applications of Chitin, Chitosan, and Their Derivatives in the Food Industry

Area of Application Examples

Antimicrobial agent Bactericidal

Fungicidal

Measure of mold contamination in agricultural commodities

Edible films Controlled moisture transfer between food and surrounding environment

Controlled release of antioxidants

Controlled release of nutrients, flavors, and drugs

Reduction of oxygen partial pressure

Controlled rate of respiration

Temperature control

Controlled enzymatic browning in fruits

Reverse osmosis membranes

Additive Clarification and deacidification in fruits and beverages

Natural flavor extender

Texture controlling agent

Emulsifying agent

Food mimetic

Thickening and stabilizing agent

Color stabilization

Nutritional quality Dietary fiber

Hypocholesterolemic effect

Livestock and fish feed additive

Reduction of lipid absorption

Production of single cell protein

Antigastric agent

Infant feed ingredient

Recovery of solid materials Affinity flocculation

Food processing wastes Fractionation of agar

Purification of water Recovery of metal ions, pepsticides, phenols, and PCBs

Removal of dyes

Other applications Enzyme immobilization

Encapsulation of nutraceuticals

Chromatography

Analytical reagents

Source: Potential uses based on the patent literature taken from Shahidi, F., Trends Food Sci. Technol., 10, 37, 1999.

With permission.
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heterogeneous deacetylation process has been described, and it was found that the fractions

were composed of an acid-insoluble chitin-like fraction and an acid-soluble chitosan fraction

[14,15]. Such heterogeneously deacetylated chitosans with a high FA could only be obtained

by careful control of the time of deacetylation and subsequent extraction of the product by

dilute acid. Recently, a new heterogeneous method to prepare more highly acetylated chit-

osans with full acid solubility has been reported [16].

14.2 COMPOSITION AND MOLECULAR MASS

14.2.1 CHEMICAL STRUCTURE

The linear polymer chitin is composed of (1!4)-linked 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-b-D-glucose

(GlcNAc; A-unit) and is insoluble in aqueous solvents. Chitin shares many structural simi-

larities to cellulose, as for example, the conformation of the monomers and the diequatorial

glycosidic linkages. Chitosans may be considered as a family of linear binary copolymers of

not refer to a uniquely defined compound, but to polysaccharides having different propor-

tions of A- and D-units and of varying chain lengths. Chitin and chitosan can be defined on

the basis of their differences in solubility in aqueous acetic acid, that is, chitosan as soluble

and chitin as insoluble in dilute acetic acid [17]. Commercially produced chitosans are

normally prepared by alkaline deacetylation of chitin.

Several methods have been proposed and used for determining the degree of N-acetylation

of chitosans such as infrared (IR), ultraviolet (UV), gel permeation chromatography (GPC),

colloid titration, elemental analysis, dye adsorption, and acid–base titration methods [17].

An enzymatic method based on complete hydrolysis of chitosan for determining the FA has

been proposed [18], in which quantification of GlcNAc and GlcN was done either by

colorimetric or by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis. Also, a similar

method based on acid hydrolysis of the N-acetyl groups and detection of acetic acid by HPLC

analysis and UV spectrometry has been reported [19]. This method is advantageous in that

both chitosan and chitin (soluble and insoluble material) can be analyzed. Proton NMR

Demineralization

Deproteinization

Ca, CO2
HCl, washing

Organic solvent, washing

NaOH, washing

Crustacean shells

Demineralized
crustacean shells

Chitin

Chitin

Proteins

FIGURE 14.1 Isolation of chitin from crustacean shells (schematically). The order of the demineraliza-

tion and the deproteinization steps may be reversed.
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(1! 4)-linked A-units and 2-amino-2-deoxy-b-D-glucose (GlcN; D-unit) (Figure 14.2), and do



spectroscopy is a convenient and accurate method for determining the chemical composition

used for determination of FA. NMR measurements of aqueous solutions of chitosans are,

however, limited to samples that are soluble in the solvent, which confines the analysis to

chitosans with FA-values lower than ca. 0.7 in aqueous solutions. To determine the chemical

composition of samples containing water-insoluble fractions, CP-MAS NMR spectroscopy

may be used [15,22–24].

14.2.2 SEQUENCE

High-field 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopies have been used to determine sequential para-

meters in chitosans. High-resolution spectra (Figure 14.3) are required to obtain information

on sequence parameters (diads and triads) of chitosans [21,24]. From experimentally deter-

mined diad and triad frequencies and comparison with frequencies calculated from random

(Bernoullian) statistics, it was concluded that the units were randomly distributed in water-

soluble, partially N-acetylated chitosans prepared from chitin by alkaline de-N-acetylation

[21,24].

Characterization of the compositional distribution of chitosans has been attempted.

Chitin-like particles could be isolated from heterogeneously deacetylated chitosans,

which can be explained if the swelling of the chitin particles is the rate-limiting step in the
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FIGURE 14.2 Chemical structure of chitin (a) and chitosan (b).
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of chitosans [20,21], and a typical proton NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 14.3, which is



deacetylation process [15]. The compositional distribution of chitosans that are fully soluble

at acidic pH-values has been characterized as a function of the molecular weight and FA, and

found to be consistent with prediction from theory when assuming random degradation of

chitosans with a random (Bernoullian) distribution of the units [25].

Nitrous acid degradation was used to degrade heterogeneously deacetylated chitosans to

produce fully N-acetylated oligosaccharides with a 2,5-anhydro-D-mannose unit at the new

reducing end [26], and it was found that the weight fractions of the oligomers were in

reasonable agreement with theoretical results from Bernoullian statistics. However, the

solubility of the fully N-acetylated oligomers will decrease with increasing chain length, as

noted by Tømmeraas et al. [27]. Other authors have claimed that heterogeneously deacetyl-

ated chitosans contain blocks of acetylated units [28,29].

It is generally accepted that chitosans prepared by homogeneous deacetylation of chitin

have a random distribution of acetylated and deacetylated units along and among the chains.

However, for chitosans prepared by heterogeneous deacetylation of chitin the same distribu-

tion is more controversial. It is clear that such heterogeneously deacetylated chitosans (with

FA larger than 0.2) can be separated into an acid-soluble chitosan fraction and an acid-

insoluble chitin-like fraction [14,15], and that this heterogeneous mixture of two molecular

populations has been misidentified as a block copolymer. There is a need for more sophisti-

cated methods to better characterize the distribution of A- and D-units among and along the

chains. Such methods which may in the future reveal more detailed information on the fine

structure of chitosans.

14.2.3 MOLECULAR MASS

Polysaccharides are in general polydisperse with respect to molecular weight, and chitosans

are no exception. The molecular weight of a chitosan is thus an average over the whole

distribution of molecular weights. The molecular weight heterogeneity of polysaccharides

can be described by several types of average molecular weight. The two most common

methods in use for averaging are the number-average, Mn (which weighs the polymer

HOD

H-1
(A-unit)

H-1
(D-unit)

ppm 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 0.0

H-2
(D-unit)

H-2/6

Acetyl-H

AAAD

FIGURE 14.3 1H NMR spectrum (600 MHz) of solutions of a depolymerized chitosan with FA¼ 0.46

(5 mg/ml) in D2O at pD 3 and 908C. The resonance at 0 ppm is the internal reference sodium-

(trimethylsilyl)-propionate-d4 (TSP). Other assignments are given in the figure.
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molecules according to the number of molecules having a specific molecular weight), and the

weight-average, Mw (which weighs the polymer molecules according to the weight of mol-

ecules having a specific molecular weight). In a population of molecules where Ni is the

number of molecules and wi the weight of molecules having a specific molecular weight Mi,

these two averages are defined as

Mn ¼
P

i NiMi
P

i Ni

(14:1)

Mw ¼
P

i wiMi
P

i wi

¼
P

i NiM
2
i

P

i NiMi

(14:2)

Static light scattering has been used to determine Mw of chitosan [30,31]. However, osmo-

metry is also a convenient method to determine Mn for chitosans [47], as the latter method is

much less influenced by the presence of aggregates [32,33].

14.2.4 MOLECULAR MASS DISTRIBUTION

The relation Mw/Mn is called the polydispersity index (PI). In a polydisperse molecule

population, Mw is always larger than Mn, while for a monodisperse molecule population

Mw¼Mn. Processes occurring during the production process or in the raw material prior

to extraction may affect the molecular weight distribution (MWD). For a randomly degraded

polymer, Mw¼ 2Mn. A PI of less than 2.0 may suggest that some fractionation has occurred

during the production process, such as precipitation, filtration, partial dissolution, or other

separating procedures that may have caused selective loss of the high or low molecular weight

part of the distribution. A PI of more than 2.0 indicates a wider distribution and may suggest

that a nonrandom degradation may have occurred, or indicate the presence of aggregates.

By combining classical GPC with a light scattering detector, the MWD can be determined

for the sample. It is important that the GPC-column separates the molecules over the entire

MWD, which may be a problem for high molecular weight samples. Ottøy et al. [34] have

reported on analytical and semipreparative GPC of chitosans. Typically, fractions with

relatively low PI-values (1.2–1.5) were obtained by fractionation of a normally polydisperse

sample with Mw¼ 270,000 using a size exclusion chromatography (SEC)-column (Sepharose

CL-4B and Sepharose CL-6B). Reversible interactions between chitosans and different col-

umn packings were found to influence strongly the log (molecular weight)–elution volume

relationships, showing that care must be taken when using SEC to determine MWD without a

profiles (refractive index (RI) detector) and plots of log (molecular weight) versus elution

volume for two chitosans of widely different FA [36]. Rather broad MWD were determined

for both samples, with PI of 3.2 and 2.4 for Chitosan A and Chitosan B, respectively.

14.3 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

14.3.1 ION BINDING

Chitosans form complexes with certain metal ions, particularly transition metal and post-

transition ions [17]. In relation to food applications of chitosans, such as the use of chitosan as

chapter), it is important to have knowledge on the (selective) binding of essential metal ions to
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molecular weight detector, as has previously been noted [35]. Figure 14.4 shows the elution

a cholesterol-lowering agent [37,38] and as a weight-reducing agent [39] (see Section 14.5, this



chitosans. Most studies of ion binding to chitosan have been aimed at determining whether or

not chitosan will bind to a given ion, whereas only a few studies have involved determination

of the selectivity in the binding of different ions to chitosans. In 2002, Rhazi et al. [40]

determined the selectivity of mixtures of the ions as Cu > Hg > Zn > Cd > Ni > Co¼Ca,

using potentiometric and spectrometric methods. Vold et al. [41] reported the selectivity of

different chitosans in binary mixtures of Cu2þ, Zn2þ, Cd2þ, and Ni2þ, showing that the

uncharged amino group of chitosans (FA of 0.01 and 0.49) could bind Cu in large excess of

the other metal ions, while low selectivity coefficients were found between pairs of the other

metal ions that were studied.

14.3.2 SOLUBILITY AND CHARGE DENSITY

The solubility at acidic pH-values and insolubility at basic pH-values is a characteristic

property of commercial chitosans. Generally, there are three essential parameters that deter-

mine the solubility of chitosans in water. The pH is the most obvious parameter, which is

linked to the charge of the D-units. The ionic strength of the solvent is also an important

parameter (salting-out effects). Furthermore, the content of ions in the solvent that specific-

ally interact with chitosans (e.g., Cu and multivalent negative ions such as molybdate) may

also limit the solubility of chitosans.

All chitosans are soluble at pH-values below 6, but solubility decreases as pH increases. In

the pH-area from 6 to 8, commercial chitosans will precipitate upon increase of the pH.

However, the solubility increases with increasing FA

of medium molecular weight with FA around 0.5 may be regarded as ‘‘neutral soluble.’’

Solubility differences may have a profound effect on the accessibility of chitosans to enzymes,

and on biological effects in the physiological pH range.

The charge density of chitosans, that is, the degree of protonization of amino groups, is

determined both by the chemical composition of the chitosan (FA) and external variables such

as pH and ionic strength. Values of the dissociation constant (pKa) for chitosan range from

6.2 to 7.0, depending on the type of chitosan and conditions of measurement [42–46]. The
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FIGURE 14.4 SEC-MALLS elution profiles (RI detector) and plots of log (molecular weight) versus

volume (calibration curve) for a chitosan with FA¼ 0.10 (Chitosan A) and a chitosan with FA¼ 0.50

(Chitosan B). Columns: TSK 6000 þ 5000 TWXL serially connected. Mobile phase: 0.2 M ammonium-

acetate, pH 4.5. (Data from Fredheim, G.E. and Christensen, B.E., Biomacromolecules, 4, 232, 2003.

With permission.)
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, as shown in Figure 14.5 [25]. Chitosans



titration behavior of chitosans has been studied by three different methods — colloid

titration, 1H NMR spectroscopy, and electrophoretic light scattering (ELS). The mean

electrophoric mobilities of three chitosans (FA of 0.01, 0.13, and 0.49) at an ionic strength

As pH increased from 4.0 to 7.8, mobilities decreased in a similar way for all chitosans

tested. At all pH-values, chitosans with higher FA, and therefore lower charge density, had

lower mobility, as expected. The continuity of the curves presented in Figure 14.6 suggests

that the ELS measurements were not affected by the partial insolubility of low FA chitosans

occurring at higher pH.

An important observation confirming proportionality between charge density and elec-

trophoretic mobility for chitosans is that the mobilities of fully charged chitosans (a¼ 1)

corresponding to the upper asymptotic values increase with FA. The pKa values calculated

from the inflection points of the regression curves showed that all three chitosans, irrespective

of FA, had nearly identical pKa values, ranging from 6.52 to 6.57.
1H NMR spectroscopy where the chemical shift of the H-2 resonance of D-units relative

to an internal standard was determined as a function of the pH for the same three chitosans

revealed that all chitosans had the same pKa values of 6.7, only slightly higher than the values

determined from the ELS study [44,46].

14.3.3 CHAIN CONFORMATION AND VISCOSITY

Polysaccharides are in general stiff molecules compared to most synthetic water-soluble

polymers, and chitosans are no exception. This stiffness often leads to highly extended chains.

There is little doubt that both the acetylated and deacetylated units in chitosans exist in the
4C1 ring conformation, which means that the chitosan molecule, independent of chemical
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FIGURE 14.5 Solubility versus pH curves of chitosans. ~ FA¼ 0.01, ^ FA¼ 0.17, & FA¼ 0.37,

& FA¼ 0.60. (Data from Vårum, K.M., Ottøy, M.H., and Smidsrød, O., Carbohydr. Polym., 25, 65,

1994.)
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of 0.1 M as a function of pH is shown in Figure 14.6 [46].



composition, consists entirely of diequatorial glycosidic linkages. When the geometry of the

glycosidic linkage restricts rotation in diequatorially linked polymers, as in cellulose and

chitosans, the stiffness leads to highly extended chains and high intrinsic viscosity in solution.

In chitosan, in its protonated form, an added ionic strength-dependent extension is a result of

its polyelectrolyte properties with electrostatic repulsion between the charged groups on the

Much work has been carried out by several research groups to elucidate the effect of the

N-acetyl group on the conformation of the chitosans in solution [47 and references therein].

The ionic strength dependence of the intrinsic viscosity of the type given in Figure 14.7

(chitosan with FA¼ 0.15) was determined for three series of chitosans with FA¼ 0, 0.15,

and 0.6 and different molecular weights, and the results were used to obtain a parameter,

B, reflecting the inherent stiffness of the chain backbone [48]. The slope, S, of the type of salt

tolerance curves shown in Figure 14.7 was determined by extrapolation to the condition of an

intrinsic viscosity of one (in dl/g) at an ionic strength 0.1 M, and termed B. The B-values

obtained in this way by Anthonsen et al. [47] were 0.02, 0.10, and 0.09 for chitosans having FA

values 0.6, 0.15, and 0, respectively. Similar values have also been obtained by Terbojevich

et al. [30].

and Christensen [49] where the B-values are correlated to the Kuhn statistical segment

length at u-conditions. It is seen that the two chitosans with the lowest FA have B-values

close to cellulose derivatives, but the lower value of B for FA¼ 0.6 suggests that these

molecules are stiffer than any of the other single-stranded molecules given in the figure.

Alternatively, as the charge density of this sample is only 40% of that of the fully de-N-

acetylated chitosan, the effective charge density (after Manning condensation) could be

slightly less than for the other two samples and cause the lower B-value. Smidsrød and

Haug found, however, that B was quite independent of the stoichiometric charge density for

pectins and polyacrylic acids in a broader range of charge densities than in the present

chitosan samples. However, no chain molecule with the charged groups situated at position

2 of the sugar ring was included in the study behind Figure 14.8, and it is possible that the

empirical correlation between B-values and the stiffness of the polysaccharide could be

different in such cases.
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FIGURE 14.6 Electrophoretic mobilities of chitosans at constant ionic strength (0.1 M) as a function of

pH. Symbols: .FA¼ 0.01, & FA¼ 0.13, !FA¼ 0.49. Solid lines indicate logistic regression.
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polymer chain as demonstrated in Figure 14.7 [47].

The B-values obtained are plotted in Figure 14.8 together with data given by Smidsrød



The fact that the salt tolerance is quite different for chitosans with FA¼ 0 and FA¼ 0.6

causes the intrinsic viscosity to vary differently with the molecular weight at increasing ionic

strengths [47]. A double logarithmic plot of the intrinsic viscosities against molecular weight

shows the number-average degree of polymerization, DPn, at which [h] is equal for chitosans
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FIGURE 14.7 Intrinsic viscosities of a chitosan with FA of 0.15 as a function of ionic strength. Similar

curves were obtained for two other chitosans. (Data from Anthonsen, M.W., Vårum, K.M., and

Smidsrød, O., Carbohydr. Polym., 22, 193, 1993.)
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for the two samples at different ionic strength gave curves crossing each other. Figure 14.9



with FA¼ 0.6 and 0, versus the ionic strength. It is seen that the higher the ionic strength,

the lower is the DPn at which the intrinsic viscosity of the chitosan with FA¼ 0.6 exceeds that

for the chitosan with FA¼ 0. The figure shows that for combinations of chain lengths and

of acetylation (FA¼ 0.6) has the higher intrinsic viscosities compared to the chitosan with

FA¼ 0. Similarly, for combinations of chain lengths and ionic strength lying below the

curve, chitosans with FA¼ 0 will have the highest intrinsic viscosities. Such complex behavior

suggests that when hydrodynamic data of chitosan are compared, chemical composition,

molecular weight, and ionic strength must all be considered before comparisons are made at

the molecular level of chain conformation and the shape and hydration of the hydrodynamic

particle.

A number of articles have been published to establish the relationship between the

intrinsic viscosity and the molecular weight of chitosans in the form of a Mark–Houwink–

Kuhn–Sakurada (MHKS) equation [34,47,30,50–58]

[h] ¼ KMa
v

where Mv is the viscosity average of the molecular weight, and K and a are constants for a

given polymer–solvent system. For nondrained Gaussian chains (the equivalent sphere model

of Flory) the exponent, a, equals 0.5. Values of a higher than 0.5 are obtained for stiff and

expanded molecules due to partial free drainage, and deviation from Gaussian segment

distribution is due to inherently stiff chain backbone, or chain expansion due to solvent or

polyelectrolyte effects. Theories based on the worm-like chain model are often used for

treatment of non-Gaussian coils [59].

Values of a and K obtained by Anthonsen et al. [47] by viscometry and Mn determinations

chitosan with FA¼ 0.6 than for the chitosans with FA¼ 0 and 0.15 for all ionic strengths,

suggesting higher chain extension or more freely drained hydrodynamic particles for this

sample compared to the other two. Wang et al. [60] obtained (solvent: 0.2 M HOAc þ 0.1 M

NaOAc) similar results from light scattering measurements and viscometry
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FIGURE 14.9 Number-average degree of polymerization, DPn, at which the [h]I is equal for chitosans

with FA¼ 0.6 and FA¼ 0 versus ionic strength.
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by osmometry are given in Table 14.2. Here it is seen that the exponent a is larger for the

ionic strength lying above the curve in Figure 14.7 the chitosan with the highest degree



log K ¼ �1:6800� 7:25FA

a ¼ 0:805� 1:01FA

using chitosans with FA ranging from 0 to 0.3.

Both Anthonsen et al. and Wang et al. proposed that the increase of the exponent a with

FA could be caused by hydrogen bond formation between the N-acetyl group and the C(6)OH

of the neighboring unit. They also considered that the bulky N-acetyl group would restrict the

rotation of sugar residues around the glycosidic bond. Statistical mechanical calculations of

chain extension of chitosan with different FA values carried out by Stokke [61] could

reproduce the same trend of increasing extension with increasing FA provided that formation

of hydrogen bonds with neighboring sugar units was allowed for in the calculation. The

calculation was carried out without allowing for any competition from water molecules in the

hydrogen bond formation. Mazeau et al. [62] also found that the average chain dimensions of

chitosans increased monotonously with FA by conformational analysis.

Berth et al. compared Mw–[h] data from a number of studies [30,34,50–54] with FA

obtained with some scattering a quite good correlation to a straight line in a log–log plot of all

the data, giving the following MHKS equation:

[h] (ml=g) ¼ 8:43� 10�3M0:93
w

All these ionic strengths were high enough to screen most electrostatic repulsions and are

therefore comparable, but the lack of dependency of the intrinsic viscosity on FA is apparently

in disagreement with the results discussed earlier of Anthonsen et al. [47] and Wang et al. [60].

In some of the studies, the radius of gyration was also determined, and these sets of data were

found to follow the equation:

RG;z ¼ 7:5� 10�2M0:55
w

TABLE 14.2
Values of a and K from the MHKS Equations at Different Ionic Strengths

FA 5 0.6 FA 5 0.15 FA 5 0

I (M) a K Ra a K Ra a K Ra

1b 0.95 6.22e–0.5 0.999 0.62 2.09e–0.3 0.979 0.47 1.11e–0.2 0.996

1.007 1.06 1.81e–0.5 0.999 0.66 1.75e–0.3 0.981 0.52 8.36e–0.3 0.997

0.107 1.06 2.18e–0.5 0.983 0.78 5.85e–0.4 0.978 0.58 5.59e–0.3 0.995

0.0131 1.29 2.31e–0.6 0.998 0.79 9.69e–0.4 0.960 0.64 5.20e–0.3 0.998

0.005 1.37 1.14e–0.6 0.998 0.81 1.01e–0.3 0.956 0.66 5.44e–0.3 0.998

aCorrelation coefficient from linear regression analysis.
bExtrapolated values.

Values of a and K from the MHKS equations at different ionic strengths.

Source: From Anthonsen, M.W., Vårum, K.M., and Smidsrød, O., Carbohydr. Polym., 22, 193, 1993. With permission.
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ranging from 0.11 to 0.52 and ionic strength ranging from 0.12 to 0.3 M (Figure 14.8), and



The two scaling coefficients (0.93 and 0.55) suggest, according to Berth and Dautzenberg, that

all the samples of chitosan behave in a manner consistent with a model of a nearly free-draining

worm-like chain (extended coil), and that differences between samples were less than had often

dynamic properties of chitosans are quite complex, and the bulky hydrophobic acetyl group

and the hydrophilic, charged amino group seem to affect chain extension and hydration in such

a way that the macroscopic solution properties are relatively little dependent on FA at moder-

ately high ionic strengths in the range of intrinsic viscosity/molecular weights commonly in use.

A complication in establishing the solution properties of chitosans using classical tech-

niques is their tendency to undergo a concentration-dependent aggregation in solution as

discussed by Anthonsen et al. [32], and aggregation has also been observed by Amiji [33].

Anthonsen et al. were unable to remove the aggregates by ultrafiltration and ultracentrifuga-

tion, but later work by Ottøy et al. [34] and Berth and Dautzenberg indicated that such

aggregates constituted only minor problems in determining molecular weights and MWDs

SEC methods, where the aggregates could be separated from the molecular disperse chitosan

prior to measurements of molecular weight, as also reported by Fredheim and Christensen

[36]. In summary, there seems to be a need for a collaborative study (a Round Robin study)

among established laboratories for comparative [h]�Mw determinations on the same set of

chitosan samples. Until then the commercial use and the regulatory aspects connected to this

use must rely on carefully obtained [h]�M relations set up with validated instruments in the

Good Laboratory Practice laboratories of the commercial suppliers.

14.3.4 CHEMICAL STABILITY

For many applications of chitosans, including food applications, it is important to be aware

of the factors that determine and limit the stability of chitosans, both in the solid state and in

solution, and the chemical reactions responsible for degradation. The glycosidic linkages are
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FIGURE 14.10 Comparisonof intrinsic viscosityversus theweight-averagemolecularweightof chitosans as

reported in the literature. . Ottøy et al., 1996 (FA¼ 0.15; I¼ 0.12 M) [34], � Ottøy et al., 1996 (FA¼ 0.52;

I¼ 0.12 M) [34], ! Errington et al., 1993 (FA¼ 0.11 and FA¼ 0.48; I¼ 0.2 M) [50], L Rinaudo et

al., 1993 (0.02 < FA < 0.21; 0.2 M < I < 0.3 M) [51], Berth et al., 1998 (FA¼ 0.25–0.30; I¼ 0.12 M)

[52], & Berth and Dautzenberg, 2002 (0.03 < FA < 0.53; I¼ 0.12M) [53], ^ Cölfen et al., 2001 (FA¼ 0.3;

I¼ 0.12 M ) [54]. (From Berth G. and Dautzenberg, H., Carbohydr. Polym., 47, 39, 2002. With

permission.)
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been claimed by the different authors. As discussed earlier here (Figure 14.9), the hydro-



susceptible to both acid and alkaline degradation and oxidation by free radicals. However, as

most applications of commercial chitosans are limited by their solubility at acidic pH-values,

it is mostly the stability at low pH that has been studied.

The acid-catalyzed degradation rates of chitosans have been found to be dependent on FA

(Figure 14.11), and the initial degradation rate constant was found to increase in direct

proportion to FA [63]. Acid hydrolysis was found to be highly specific to cleavage of A–A

and A–D glycosidic linkages, which was found to be about three orders of magnitude faster

than for D–D and D–A linkages. This is probably due to the combination of the decrease in

the rate when a positively charged amino group is present close to the glycosidic linkage to be

hydrolyzed, and the substrate-assisted mechanism by which a glycosidic linkage following an

A-unit is cleaved [64].

The stability of chitosan hydrochloride powders with different chemical compositions has

been studied at 60, 80, 105 and 1208C [65]. It was concluded that the dominant degradation

mechanism in the solid state of these chitosan salts is acid hydrolysis.

14.3.5 ENZYMATIC DEGRADATION

Chitosans may be enzymatically degraded by hydrolases widely distributed in nature. Lyso-

zyme may, in addition to its natural substrate that is the glycosidic linkage of certain bacterial

cell walls peptidoglycans, hydrolyzes chitin and chitosans [66,67]. Human lysozyme is found

in most body fluids (e.g., serum, tears, saliva, and urine) and tissues, in concentrations from

4 to 13 mg/l in serum [68] and from 450 to 1230 mg/l in tears [69]. Clearly, any food

application, or any other application of chitosans in the human body, will have to take into

account the degradation of chitosans by lysozyme.
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FIGURE 14.11 Degradation rate constants (K) for chitosan solutions in 0.4 M HCl at 608C, as a

function of FA as determined by a viscosity assay. (Data from Vårum, K.M., Ottøy, M.H., and

Smidsrød, O., Carbohydr. Polym., 46, 89, 2001. With permission.)
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We have used two different approaches to investigate the rates and the specificity of

lysozyme-catalyzed degradation of chitosans. The viscometric studies, where chitosans with

widely different FA and known Bernoullian distribution of monomers have been used [70,71],

offer an easy and convenient experimental technique to study initial degradation rates devoid

of any transglycosylation reactions. In Figure 14.12, the time course of human lysozyme

activity, measured as decrease in viscosity [D(1/(hsp/c))] of chitosans with widely different FA

is shown [71]. Figure 14.12 shows a very pronounced increase in the rate of lysozyme

degradation with increasing FA.

Similar dependency was obtained at different pH-values, at different ionic strengths and

for both hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) and human milk lysozyme [70,71]. When human

blood serum was added to chitosan solutions, the same strong degradation rate dependence

on FA was found, suggesting that lysozyme, or another chitinase with the same specificity, is

responsible for the chitosan degradation reactions in serum [72]. By a combination of the

degradation rate studies and NMR determination of the identities (A- or D-units) of the new

reducing and nonreducing end groups, it was suggested that a minimum of four acetylated

units had to be contained in the lysozyme binding site for obtaining maximum initial

that it could be possible to tailor chitosans with a predetermined degradation rate for use

in for example, the human body. Moreover, NMR studies of endo-enzymatic degradation of

chitosans offer the possibility of determining the specificities of enzymes with respect to

cleavage of the four different glycosidic linkages (A–A, A–D, D–A, and D–D) in chitosans

as determined by the identity of the new reducing and nonreducing ends, and in some cases

also the variation in the identity of the nearest neighbors to the new reducing and nonredu-

cing ends [73].

The binding of partially N-acetylated oligomers to lysozyme has been studied [74]. By

studying the binding of low-molecular weight chitosans with a very low FA to lysozyme, it

was found that an A-unit predominantly surrounded by D-units would bind preferentially

in subsite C (–2) with a dissociation constant of 0.11 mM, dependent on pH and ionic

strength, and without depolymerization of the chitosan chain [75,76]. These findings are in
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FIGURE 14.12 Time course of degradation of chitosans with different FA by human milk lysozyme.

�FA¼ 0.12; � FA¼ 0.27; * FA¼ 0.34; & FA¼ 0.42; D FA¼ 0.51; ^ FA¼ 0.60. (Data from Nordtveit,

R.J., Vårum, K.M., and Smidsrød, O., Carbohydr. Polym., 29, 163, 1996.)
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degradation rates [73], as illustrated schematically in Figure 14.13. These studies suggest



agreement with previous use of a chitosan having a low fraction of N-acetylated units as an

inhibitor of lysozyme [70]. Recently, it was demonstrated that immobilized lysozyme could be

utilized to fractionate chitosan chains without acetyl groups from those containing acetyl

groups [77].

14.4 TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

14.4.1 FLOCCULATION

Chitosans could be an alternative to synthetic polycations for application as flocculants, for

example, for humic acid removal from drinking water [78] and treatment of diverse waste-

waters or sludge dewatering. Suspended solids, dyes, heavy metals, pesticides, and other toxic

compounds may all be efficiently removed by chitosan.

The structure–function relationship of chitosans has rarely been addressed in flocculation

studies. As within other application areas, a commercial chitosan with FA between 0 and 0.2

has been used in most studies, and the flocculation efficiency of the chitosan has been shown

to increase with decreasing FA and pH, thereby increasing charge density. Consequently,

electrostatic interactions have been implied as playing a dominant role in interactions of

chitosans with negatively charged materials. However, by changing the chemical composition

of the chitosan and environmental conditions, the properties of chitosans may be altered

considerably. By studying systematically the effects of these properties on flocculation, the

relative importance of different interactions may be identified, giving an opportunity to

develop an optimal flocculant for a given application.

Flocculation of bacterial suspensions has been studied as a model system [79,80], where

flocculation was monitored by residual turbidity measurements. Experiments with Escher-

ichia coli and five different chitosans varying in FA from 0.01 to 0.62 revealed that the

chitosans with high FA caused flocculation at lower concentrations compared with those

Lysozyme
subsites

Products from
lysozyme hydrolysis −2   −1   +1  +2  

–A–A–A–A–                        –A–A       A–A–
–D–A–A–A–
–A–D–A–A–
–A–A–D–A–
–A–A–A–D–                       –A–A        A–D–
–D–D–A–A–
–D–A–D–A–
–D–A–A–D–
–A–D–D–A–
–A–D–A–D–
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–D–D–D–A–
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FIGURE 14.13 Schematic illustration of the specificity of hydrolysis of lysozyme toward the 16 different

tetrade sequences in chitosan. The tetrade sequences are positioned in the active site of lysozyme in such

a way that the tetrades are hydrolyzed at the arrow (between subsite �1 (D) and þ1 (E)).
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with low FA [79]. The relationship between FA and flocculation efficiency is clearly illustrated

in Figure 14.14. A parameter referred to as the critical concentration, x75, was determined

from the nonlinear regression of the experimental data, expressing the chitosan concentration

needed to obtain 75% flocculation. Chitosans with high FA were clearly better flocculants

in the study. The increase in FA resulted in a rather dramatic decrease of x75 concentrations,

in some cases by a factor of 10 or more. Similar relationships between FA and x75

were obtained at pH 5, where all chitosans are completely soluble and fully charged, and at

pH 6.8, where chitosans with low FA precipitate and the charge density is lowered to 50%

(Figure 14.14).

As both solubility and charge density of chitosans are dependent on pH, the flocculation

efficiency would be expected to vary with pH [81–83]. However, no such dependency was

observed in the bacterial flocculation study [79]. The chitosans of low acetylation had similar

x75 concentrations in the range of pH 4.0–7.5, and a further increase in pH resulted in a

dramatic increase in critical concentration, probably caused by the so-called sweep floccula-

tion with excess insoluble chitosans.

14.4.2 FILM FORMING PROPERTIES

Chitin and especially chitosan have been extensively studied for application as films or

membranes. The use of such films to improve the quality of foods has been examined, [84]

and is especially interesting due to the antimicrobial action of chitosan [85]. The preparation

of a composite film of cellulose and an almost fully de-N-acetylated and highly viscous

chitosan has been reported [86]. This chitosan film does not dissolve in water, and has good

wet tensile strength. This has been attributed to the formation of a Schiff ’s base between the

carbonyl groups on the cellulose and the amino groups on chitosan, but a probably strong

adsorption of chitosan has also to be considered because of the similarity of the conformation

of the two polymer chains.

14.4.3 GELLING PROPERTIES

So far no simple ionic and nontoxic cross-linking agent has been found that gives reprodu-

cible chitosan gels at low concentrations, such as for example, calcium ions for gelling of

alginates. However, aqueous chitosan gels cross-linked with molybdate polyoxy-anions have

been reported, resulting in transparent, thermo-irreversible gels that are able to swell several

times their original size in aqueous solution, depending on the ionic strength [87]. The gelling
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FIGURE 14.14 Chitosan concentration at 75% flocculation (x75) of E. coli as a function of FA after 24 h

of sedimentation at pH 5 (a) and pH 6.8 (b). (Data from Strand, S.P., Vandvik, M.S., Vårum, K.M., and

Østgaard, K., Biomacromolecules, 2, 126, 2001. With permission.)
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kinetics and the final elasticity of these gels were both influenced by the FA of the chitosan,

and it was suggested that interchain interactions between acetylated units were responsible for

these effects [88]. This was also suggested for a completely different gelling system, where

chitosans of varying FA were cross-linked with glutardialdehyde [89].

14.4.4 ANTIMICROBIAL PROPERTIES

The exact mechanisms involved in the antimicrobial activity of chitosans has not been

explained. It can be speculated that chitosans may prevent bacterial growth by their efficiency

as flocculants (see previous section in this chapter), or that chitosans can selectively bind trace

metals that limit the growth of certain microorganisms. They may also function through

inhibition of the activity of enzymes excreted by the microorganisms. A number of studies

support the contention that the polycation chitosan does actually prevent the growth of

certain microorganisms [90–93]. Such studies have again led to suggestions that chitosan

could be used as a food preservative [6].

14.5 DIETARY EFFECTS

Chitosan is biodegradable and is reported to be of low toxicity or nontoxic as a pharmaceut-

ical excipient [94]. When used as a food additive, chitosan dosages of 10 g/kg body weight/day

administrated orally to mice are nontoxic [95], and no adverse effects were observed when

chitosan constituted 5% of the total diet of rats, although higher contents were found, for

example, to severely reduce growth rate [96].

Overweight and hypercholesterolemia are considered to be important risk factors for

cardiovascular disease. Weight loss and cholesterol-lowering therapy reduce the risk of such

disease, and it is claimed that orally administrated chitosan can reduce serum cholesterol levels,

and that chitosan as a dietary supplement will result in weight loss. The cholesterol-lowering

effect of chitosan is relatively well documented in studies with animals and humans [38,97–

104]. The apolipoprotein E-deficient mouse develops cholesterol levels — seven to ten times

greater than normal mice without the extreme dietary modification required in other models of

hypocholesterolemia and atherosclerosis. When these animals were fed a diet containing 5%

chitosan for 20 weeks, their blood cholesterol levels were significantly lowered and athero-

sclerosis was found to be inhibited compared to the same animals fed a control diet [38].

The weight-reducing effect of chitosan is more controversial. It appears that the most

reliable studies regarding the human use of chitosan for weight reduction, that is, random-

ized, placebo-controlled, double-blind trials, all administrated chitosan in a low-calorie diet

[105–109] as noted by Ernst and Pittler [39]. In such a trial with humans no significant weight-

reducing effect was found when 2 g of chitosan per day was ingested [110]. However, in this

study no significant reduction in serum cholesterol levels in the chitosan group could be

detected, contradicting the cholesterol-lowering effect found in the previously mentioned

studies. A possible explanation is that the chitosan concentrations used in the study by Pittler

et al. were suboptimal. No characterization of the chitosan was given, nor was the supplier of

the chitosan used in the study identified.

14.6 CONCLUSION

Chitosans should not be considered as one specific compound, but rather as a family of

polysaccharides with properties, for example, viscosity, solubility versus pH, chemical stabil-

ity, and enzymatic degradation that can be tailored to specific applications. Food applications
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of chitosans are currently limited in the West, but we may well see an increased use in the

future when the functional properties such as film formation, gelation, and antimicrobial

action have been correlated with their chemical properties. This may well result in more

advanced and knowledge-based food applications, provided that chitosans with a wider range

of FA become commercially available.
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15.1 INTRODUCTION

Polysaccharides are important ingredients in many food products. In particular, polysacchar-

ides are found in the ingredients of a wide range of food emulsions, such as mayonnaise and

ice-cream [1]. The relevant functionalities originate from several molecular properties of the

polysaccharides and their interaction with emulsion droplets and other components in the

food systems [2,3]. Whereas proteins are present primarily as emulsion forming and stabiliz-

ing agents, soluble polysaccharides primarily function as thickening and water-holding

agents. Polysaccharides can be used in their natural form, but in many cases the functionality

is adapted by chemical modifications, for example, to improve the solubility and water-

binding capacity. A wide range of properties are found among the whole group of polysac-

charides [4], varying from insoluble forms (cellulose) to high swelling power and solubility

(starch, guar gum), low viscosity (gum arabic) to high viscosity (guar gum), and nongelling

(dextran) to gelling (agar). Gel formation is often thermo-reversible and the gel may melt on

heating (alginates, pectin) or set on heating (some cellulose derivatives).

In the practical application of polysaccharides, one is often confronted with instabilities

of the system, such as serum separation and complex-coacervation or incompatibility between

the polysaccharide and other biopolymers in the system, such as proteins [5–9]. In other

cases, the interaction with other components can be used to advantage, for example, in the
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case of mixed gelation behavior, complex formation between polysaccharides and proteins,

and the formation of covalent conjugates [10–16].

This chapter is a revision and extension of a previous chapter by Dickinson in the first

edition of this book [17]. It discusses the physical–chemical properties of soluble polysac-

charides in food emulsions. The approach is to start at the level of emulsion behavior, and

introduce the various ways by which the addition of polysaccharides can increase the viscosity

of the emulsion. Next, the various mechanisms will be discussed separately in relation to the

molecular properties of the polysaccharides and their interaction with proteins in solution.

15.2 POLYSACCHARIDES AS THICKENERS OF EMULSIONS

The viscosity of an emulsion in which the droplets only interact as hard spheres, can be

described by one of several semiempirical equations, such as the semiempirical Krieger–

Dougherty equation [18],

h ¼ h0 1� fe

fc

� ��5
2

fc

, (15:1)

which is valid for fe < fc. In this equation, h0 is the viscosity of the continuous liquid and fc

is the volume fraction at random close packing of spheres, which for monodisperse globular

particles is a number between 0.58 and 0.64. The Krieger–Dougherty relation is visualized in

Figure 15.1. At volume fractions above fc (e.g., for mayonnaise, with fc� 0.80) the droplets

are firmly packed together and deformed. Flow can only occur by further deformation of the

droplets leading to pseudoplastic behavior of the emulsion [19–23]. At volume fractions below

fc the viscosity quickly decreases on lowering the volume fraction. At f < 0.20 the increase in

viscosity is very small. Probably the orally perceived thickness remains close to that of the

continuous liquid. Three principal approaches exist to increase the viscosity of such an

emulsion, as can be understood within the framework of the Krieger–Dougherty equation:

1. Particles of similar size as the emulsion droplets can be added, increasing the total

volume fraction of dispersed material. As an example, the texture of reduced-fat

mayonnaise is often improved by the addition of starch in granular (non or partially

gelatinized) form. Other examples are fat replacers in the form of small whey protein

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
100

101

102

103

fe

fc

h/
h 0

FIGURE 15.1 Graphical representation of the Krieger–Dougherty relation, Equation 15.1, with fc ¼ 0.64.
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particles (e.g., Simplesse1) and inulin, which can form crystalline particles. In the case

of starch granules, the degree of swelling and gelatinization are important determinants

of the functionality, which are highly dependent on the source of starch (plants, breeds)

processing conditions. Moreover, perceived thickness in the mouth is usually strongly

affected by amylase breakdown [24].

2. Addition of polysaccharides to the continuous liquid increases the viscosity of the

continuous liquid, h0. The role of polysaccharides as thickener of the continuous

phase will be treated in Section 15.2.1.

3. The effective value of fe can be increased by flocculating the droplets, because the

volume of the aggregates is larger than the sum of volumes of the constituting droplets,

as water is included within the aggregates. If the aggregation process is sufficiently fast,

a network of emulsion droplets extending over the whole system can be formed.

Aggregation can be achieved by adding a coagulant such as calcium ions, by lowering

the pH. Also the addition of polysaccharides can induce flocculation of the droplets by

the depletion mechanism. This mechanism will be treated in Section 15.2.2.

15.2.1 POLYSACCHARIDES AS THICKENERS OF THE CONTINUOUS LIQUID

One of the main functions of polysaccharides in emulsions is to thicken the continuous liquid.

The intended effect is usually to impart a desired texture (increased viscosity or stiffness) to

the system and to reduce buoyancy-driven creaming or sedimentation of the emulsion

droplets and other particles in the system. Because of their highly swollen molecular structure

in solutions, leading to a high effective volume fraction at low concentrations, most polysac-

charides are very effective in providing a high viscosity at low concentrations.

15.2.1.1 Rheology of Polysaccharide Solutions

Nongelling polysaccharides such as guar gum and dextran are often added to increase the

viscosity, h, of an emulsion. Dilute solutions of nongelling polysaccharides behave almost

Newtonian, which means that the viscosity is almost independent of the shear rate. For

convenience, a number of rheological parameters are defined [25]. The relative viscosity is

defined as hr ¼ h=hs, where hs is the viscosity of the solvent at zero polysaccharide concen-

tration. The specific viscosity is defined as hsp ¼ hr � 1. The intrinsic viscosity is defined as

[h] ¼ lim
c!0

hsp

c
, (15:2)

where c is the polysaccharide concentration. The intrinsic viscosity is related to the hydro-

dynamic radius of the polysaccharide at infinite dilution, although the precise relation is

complicated by aspects such as the anisotropy of the molecules and the permeability for liquid

flow through the molecular coil [25].

It is convenient to represent the dependence of [h] on the weight-average molecular weight

Mw according to the empirical Mark and Houwink relation [25],

[h] ¼ KM
v

w, (15:3)

where K and v are constants [26]. The index v lies in the range 0.5–0.8 for a flexible

polysaccharide; for a compact or highly branched polymer it is lower, and for stiff linear

polymers it can increase up to 1.8. The parameter K is mainly dependent on the geometry of

the linkages between the sugar residues. If the polymer is ionic, the electrostatic repulsion

between chain elements tends to push the chain toward more extended conformations with
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higher v values [25]. Decreasing I leads to an increase in the electrostatic interactions.

Assuming that the polymer chain is homogeneously charged (i.e., it is not built up in positive

and negative chain segments), a decrease in I will therefore lead to a more extended conform-

ation and a stiffening of the chain, which is reflected by an increase in v. As a result, the

intrinsic viscosity of a charged polysaccharide varies with the inverse square-root of the ionic

strength I, according to the following equation [25,27]:

[h] ¼ [h]I!1 þ CI�1=2, (15:4)

where [h]I!1 is the intrinsic viscosity at infinite ionic strength (i.e., when all charges are

screened) and C is a constant depending on the chain stiffness and molecular weight.

For nongelling coil-type polysaccharides whose rheological behavior is determined by

nonspecific chain–chain interactions, a double logarithmic plot of the specific viscosity at zero

shear rate versus c[h] fall on a master curve, with two straight lines with slopes of approxi-

mately 1.4 and 3.3, representing the dilute and concentrated regions, respectively [28] (Figure

15.2). The crossover point corresponds to the coil overlap concentration c*, and usually

corresponds to the polysaccharide concentration where hsp� 10 and c[h]� 4 (i.e., c* � 4/[h] )

[29]. At the coil overlap concentration the heterogeneous structure of separate polysaccharide

molecules transforms into a state of homogeneously distributed polymer segments [30]. This

Below the coil overlap concentration, the polysaccharide solution behaves as a dilute disper-

sion and is only slightly shear thinning at high shear rates, related to the deformation of the

polysaccharide coils by shear forces. Above coil overlap concentration the viscosity quickly

increases with c and the solutions are strongly shear thinning. This shear thinning behavior can

be described by the Cross-equation, originally developed for flocculated particular systems [31]

h ¼ h _gg!1 þ
h _gg!0 � h _gg!1

1þ _ggtð Þm , (15:5)

Slope
 ≈ 1.4

Slope ≈ 3.3

c [h] ≈ 4

Lo
g 
h s

p

Log c [h]

hsp ≈ 10

FIGURE 15.2 Double logarithmic plot of the master curve for linear nongelling polysaccharides:

specific viscosity at zero shear rate, hsp( _gg ! 0), versus the polysaccharide concentration times the

intrinsic viscosity, c[h].
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where the exponent m is empirically found to be approximately 0.76 for a large range of

polysaccharides, and t corresponds to an average time of interpenetration of the coils or,

alternatively, the interaction between deformed coils [25]. The shape of Equation 15.5 is shown

in Figure 15.4. The value of t becomes larger for increasing polysaccharide concentration and

molecular weight, because the timescale for macromolecular disentanglement increases with

polymer concentration and chain length [30]. As a result, the _gg value below which the limiting

zero-shear viscosity h _gg!0 is reached is reduced with increasing polysaccharide concentration

and molecular weight. At the typical polymer concentrations encountered in food emulsions,

c� c*, and the value of h _gg!1may be larger than h _gg!0 by several orders of magnitude. Often, h

starts to decrease at shear rates in the range of 0.1 and 10 s�1, and h _gg!1 is not yet reached at the

highest accessible shear rate of the rheometer at about 1000 s�1.

In solutions of gelling polysaccharides (e.g., k-carrageenan, alginates, pectins), the for-

mation of bonds between segments of different polysaccharide molecules in solution can lead

to the formation of a space-filling network of biopolymer molecules [32]. The binding regions

in the gelled polysaccharides are often highly structured regular chain conformations, such as

double helices, bundles of double helices, egg-box, ribbon–ribbon and double helix–ribbon

configurations. A prerequisite for gel formation is that the regular molecular segments are

interrupted by nonbinding sequences, to form an open, water-holding structure [4]. Such a

network can resist a finite applied stress, below which there is no discernable flow. On

c < c* c c* c > c*c < c* c ≈ c* c > c*

FIGURE 15.3 Sketch of structure of polysaccharide solutions, demonstrating the transition of dilute to

concentrated solutions.

103
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g· (s−1)

hg· →∞

h/
h g

·  →
∞

hg· →0

FIGURE 15.4 Plot of h=h _gg!1 as a function of shear rate _gg according to the Cross-equation (Equation

15.5). Parameters: h _gg!0=h _gg!1 ¼ 1000, t¼ 10 s, and m¼ 0.76.
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increasing the applied stress, the structure is broken down, either at a molecular level (related

to a apparent yield stress) or at a macroscopical level (related to fracturing of the gel).

15.2.1.2 Creaming

Due to the difference in density between the emulsion droplets and the continuous liquid,

buoyancy forces lead to a gravity-driven vertical force acting on the droplets. For a droplet

with density r in a medium of density r0, the buoyancy force is given by

Fbuoyancy ¼ Vd r � r0j jg, (15:6)

whereg is theaccelerationdue togravity.The related stress at thedroplet surface isof theorderof

sbuoyancy � d r � r0j jg, (15:7)

The buoyancy force is counteracted by a viscoelastic force developed by the surrounding

medium. Assuming that the droplet has a lower density than the medium, the droplet will

move upward (creaming) with a velocity u. For a Newtonian medium with viscosity h, the

viscous drag force counteracting the buoyancy force equals

Fviscous ¼ 3phdu: (15:8)

The steady state velocity can be found by setting Fbuoyancy (Equation 15.6) equal to Fviscous

(Equation 15.8) and solving for u. For a typical emulsion droplet with d ¼ 10 mm and

r � r0 ¼ 100 kg m�3
�

�

�

�, a creaming rate of 5 mm s�1 is found.

For a nongelling polysaccharide, the medium is liquid-like, but shear thinning. The local

shear rate and the emulsion droplet of diameter d is of magnitude _gg � u=d, which for the

present example would be as low as 0.5 s�1. Therefore, in general, the viscosity relevant for

creaming is usually the low-shear limit h _gg!0.

For a gelled polysaccharide solution, creaming is completely inhibited (u ¼ 0) as long as

the gelled polymer network can withstand the buoyancy-driven stress given by Equation 15.7.

For the present example, this would imply that a yield stress larger than 10 mPa is already

sufficient to completely arrest creaming.

Many emulsions containing nongelling polysaccharide thickeners at c � c* have very

good long-term stability with respect to creaming or serum separation [33]. Such systems

when subject to rapid rheological testing often appear to exhibit an apparent yield stress

insofar as a plot of shear stress against shear-rate extrapolates to a positive intercept on the

stress axis [34]. However, careful measurements made at very low applied stresses invariably

show some emulsion flow behavior [35].

15.2.2 DEPLETION FLOCCULATION

The presence of swollen polysaccharide molecules in the continuous liquid of an emulsion is a

cause for instability due to an entropy-driven phase separation between an emulsion-rich and

polysaccharide-rich region in the emulsion, a process commonly known as depletion floccu-

lation [36–39].

Depletion flocculation is directly related to the size of the polysaccharide coils in solution.

Due to the large size of the swollen polysaccharide molecules, the centers of mass of these

molecules are excluded from the thin region adjacent to the droplet surface, the depletion

layer, with a thickness of approximately the radius of the swollen polysaccharide coil.

The corresponding increase in the free energy of the system is related to the transport of
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polysaccharide molecules from the depletion layer to the polysaccharide solution far away

from the interface and equals the number of molecules excluded from the depletion layer times

the osmotic pressure of the polysaccharide solution. Flocculation of the emulsion droplets

is thermodynamically favored in such a system because the combination of depletion layers

around adjacent droplets leads to a reduction of the free energy of the system (Figure 15.5).

The depletion interaction potential between two equally sized droplets at center-to-center

distance r is given by [37]

Udep(r) ¼ �
cRT

6Mw

� p de þ dps

� �3
1� 3r

2 de þ dps

� �þ r3

2 de þ dps

� �3

" #

, (15:9)

for de � r � (deþdps), where R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, Mw is the molecular

weight, de is the droplet diameter, and dps is the diameter of the polysaccharide coil. The

depletion potential is often too low to cause depletion flocculation by itself. However, the van

der Waals attraction between triglyceride droplets in an aqueous medium is quite large, and in

combination with the depletion interaction, the interaction may become sufficiently attractive

to cause flocculation. It can be shown that for a given emulsion system, depletion flocculation

starts at a sharply defined minimum polysaccharide concentration, which is dependent on the

volume fraction f of the emulsion [40]. This critical concentration can be estimated theoret-

ically from the interaction potential, following the approach of de Hek and Vrij [41], by

calculating the volume fraction of the oil droplets where spinodal demixing of the emulsion

into two phases with larger and smaller volume fraction of the droplets, which occurs at

fsp
e ¼

Ve

�4p
R

1

0

r2 1� exp � UT (r)
kBT

� �h i

dr

, (15:10)

FIGURE 15.5 Sketch of two emulsion droplets (dark grey) immersed in polysaccharide solution.

Around each droplet is a depleted layer (light grey), where the centers of mass of the polysaccharides

(coils) are excluded. The intersected region shows where these depleted layers overlap.
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where r is the distance between the droplet centers, Ve is the volume of a droplet and UT (r) is

the total interaction potential of the droplets, including the depletion, van der Waals, and

electric double layer interactions between the droplets [40]. Although this equation is only

true for low volume fraction of the droplets (f < 0.05), the estimate is often still reasonable for

volume fractions up to 0.20. The minimum polysaccharide concentration leading to depletion

flocculation is increased for smaller droplets, thicker adsorbed layers, higher electrostatic

repulsion between the droplets (related to a higher surface potential, and lower ionic strength)

and a smaller molecular volume of the polysaccharide molecules. As an example, Figure 15.6

shows the dependence of the minimum polysaccharide concentration leading to depletion

flocculation, as a function of the NaCl concentration [42]. Below approximately 0.01 M

NaCl, the electrostatic repulsion between the droplets is so large that it prevents droplet

flocculation at any dextran concentration.

Depletion flocculation is a fast process, determined by the encounter rate by (diffusional)

transport of the droplets. As a consequence, aggregated droplet network structures are

quickly formed in semidilute emulsions (volume fractions between 10 and 40% of the drop-

lets) [40]. However, because of the weak nature of the depletion bonds between the droplets,

the aggregates are easily disrupted by stress exerted on them by the shear) and because of this

found in such an emulsion may even remain unnoticed during handling, which usually

involves shear rates of several hundred s�1. A phenomenological model for this shear thinning

behavior is again the Cross model, Equation 15.5, where t is now a parameter related to the

elasticity of the bonds and distance between the bound droplets. A more accurate description

of the viscosity of aggregated dispersions was given by Wolthers et al. [43]. In this model,

based on the Krieger–Dougherty relation (Equation 15.1), the effective volume fraction fa of

droplet aggregates in the fluid is given by

fa( _gg) ¼ 4

3
pna( _gg)R3

h( _gg), (15:11)
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FIGURE 15.6 Regions of creaming emulsions with droplets that are not flocculated and serum-separating

emulsions with flocculated droplets in an emulsion stabilized by b-lactoglobulin (droplet size ~ 1 mm, pH

6.7). Dotted line is the concentration of dextran (Mw¼ 2Mda) as a function of the NaCl concentration in

the initial water phase, at the boundary between the two regions. (From Blijhdenstein, T.B.J., van Vliet, T.,

van der Linden, E., van Aken, G.A., and Hendriks, W.P.G., Langmuir 19, 6657 2003. With permission.)
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the emulsion is strongly shear thinning (Figure 15.7). The thickening effect at low shear rates



in which Rh is the hydrodynamic radius of the droplet aggregate and na is the number density

of the aggregates. Describing the aggregates by a fractal-like structure leads to the equation

Rh( _gg)

a
¼ k�df

fa( _gg)

f

� �1=(3�df )

, (15:12)

where � is the ratio between the hydrodynamic and fractal radii of the flocs, estimated by [44]

k ¼ Rh

Rc

¼ 0:72
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ 2=df

p , (15:13)

where df is the fractal dimension of the flocs. In addition, a break-up criterion is introduced,

which describes the maximum shear stress that an aggregate can withstand before breaking.

For this Potanin used [45]

h( _gg) _gg ¼ 2Crupkela
2

5pR3
h( _gg)

, (15:14)

where a is the droplet radius, Crup is related to the firmness of the bond between two droplets,

and kel is the spring constant of this bond. The high shear limit, reached at a shear rate of

about 1000 s�1, corresponds to the situation where all droplets are free and an estimate for the

viscosity is then given by the Krieger–Dougherty equation, Equation 15.1.
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FIGURE 15.7 Experimental values of the viscosity as a function of the shear rate for emulsions

stabilized b-lactoglobulin and varying oil content. The emulsions contained 2wt% dextran

(Mw¼ 2Mda) in the water phase. At low shear rates the viscosity is a strongly increasing function of

the oil content of the emulsion, which is likely caused by the presence of droplet aggregates by depletion

flocculation. The aggregates are (reversibly) disrupted by the shear flow, and as a consequence they are

shear thinning.
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After breaking up all the droplet aggregates by vigorous stirring, a homogeneous network

of aggregated droplets is quickly restored. Due to the homogeneity of the aggregated

structure, the rheological properties measured at colloidal length scale by diffusive wave

spectroscopy correspond well with macroscopically attained values. The elasticity of the

droplet network scales with the droplet volume fraction by

G0 / (f� fp)
u, (15:15)

where fp is the critical percolation limit for the aggregated droplets, typically 0.1 for weakly

flocculated droplets, and u was found to be close to 2 for depletion flocculated emulsions,

corresponding to an isotropic force, dependent on the distance between the droplets, but

allowing free rotation of the droplet bonds.

Because of the weakness of the bonds between the droplets, the network collapses under

gravity, separating an emulsion-poor serum layer (Figure 15.8).

This serum separation is sometimes referred to as ‘‘enhanced creaming’’ and usually

highly undesired [38,39,46–48]. Serum separation finally leads to a compact creamed layer

(with volume fractions of 0.5 and higher), due to the weak resistance of the droplet aggregates

to withstand gravitational collapse [49–51]. It is often preceded by an induction time needed

to coarsen the initial structure and to form channels through which the serum can be released.

This delay time was observed to scale as

tdelay � f�2 � h � Dr�1 � B�1 � h � Dr�1, (15:16)

where h is the low-shear viscosity of the serum, Dr is the density difference between the

droplets and the serum, f is the volume fraction of the droplets, and B is the permeability of

the aggregated droplet network [50].

Serum separation is slowed in the presence of high concentrations of sucrose, related to an

increase in viscosity of the medium [52], and slowed and reduced as a result of the formation

of firmer bonds between the droplets in the presence of Ca-ions [42].

(c)(b)(a)

FIGURE 15.8 Distribution of emulsion droplets in: (a) a stable emulsion; (b) a creaming emulsion in

which the droplets are not aggregated; (c) a serum separating emulsion in which an aggregated droplet

network has formed. The dotted lines and arrows in (a) and (b) indicate the position of the visual

boundary between a concentrated and dilute emulsion and the direction in which the phase boundary

moves, respectively.
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15.3 POLYMERIC BEHAVIOR OF POLYSACCHARIDES IN SOLUTION

The previous sections demonstrated the importance of the large molecular volume of the

polysaccharide molecules in solution. This molecular volume is related to the chain conform-

ation of the polymeric polysaccharide molecules in solution. In aqueous solutions, soluble

polysaccharides adopt a more or less swollen, hydrated, molecular configuration, which

depends on the balance between an entropy-driven swelling of the polymer molecule (larger

at higher temperature) and attractive and repulsive interaction between chain segments. For a

given polysaccharide, this interaction can be changed by altering the solvent properties, for

example, by adding sugar, alcohol and the like, and by changing the electrostatic repulsion

between chain elements (variation in pH and ionic strength).

This swelling is of fundamental importance for the functionality of polysaccharides.

It strongly affects the viscosity of the solution (intrinsic viscosity), the driving force leading

to droplet flocculation (depletion flocculation), and the water-binding capacity.

The most important parameters of the molecular structure determining the size of the

molecular coil are [53]:

. The molecular weight. For a linear polymer with a random coil distribution of the chain

segments, the molecular weight is proportional to M
p

w.
. The type of saccharide units and linkages between the saccharide units. These determine

the flexibility of the chain, and the conformation of less flexible parts such as linear

conformations and zig-zag conformations. Examples of resulting conformations are

extended or stretched ribbon-type (e.g., cellulose), strongly pleated ribbon-type (pectin;

in the presence of Ca-ions egg-box coupling may occur), hollow-helix (e.g., lichenin and

amylose), turns of large diameters including other compounds (clathrate), and more

extended helices, which may combine into double- or triple-stranded helices, zig-zag

pleated associations. The presence of regular and irregular parts is also important.

Homoglycans consist of one type of sugar unit. Heteroglycans can have periodic se-

quences of one or more structural units (e.g., cellulose, amylase, and hyaluronic acid),

can alternate between periodic and nonperiodic repetition of segments (e.g., alginate,

carrageenans, and pectin). or can be completely nonperiodic (as in carbohydrate com-

ponents in glycoproteins).
. The degree of branching and length of the side-chains:

-Perfectly linear chains (cellulose, amylose) can have strong interchain attraction, lead-

ing to insolubility at low temperatures. Sometimes they are soluble at high temperat-

ures, but then precipitate from solution forming partial crystallinity (e.g., starch

retrogradation). Solutions have very high viscosities.

-The presence of kinks in the backbone chain will lead to an obstruction of the crystal-

lization of the polysaccharides.

-In highly branched polysaccharides (amylopectin, glycogen) the interchain attraction is

reduced, resulting in a higher solubility than for linear chains. The viscosity of solutions

is lower when compared to linear polysaccharides with equal molecular mass, because

the effective chain length is shorter. At high concentration, sticky pastes are formed,

possibly related to entanglement of the side chains. Properties are also strongly depen-

dent on the distribution of the side-chains along the backbone chain (e.g., blocked or

random).

-Linearly branched polysaccharides (guar gum, alkyl cellulose) have a long backbone in

combination with numerous short side-chains. The long backbone renders a high vis-

cosity of the solution; however the interaction between molecules remains weak due to

numerous short side-chains that are too short to present entanglements. Therefore

solutions are stable even at high concentrations.
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. Charge of the molecules and distribution of charges along the molecule:

-Polysaccharides with carboxyl groups (pectins, alginates, carboxymethyl cellulose) are

very soluble as alkali-salts or in alkaline pH range, where the molecules are negatively

charged. As discussed in Section 15.2, due to this charge, the molecules are relatively

stretched, and mutually repulsive. This also leads to high viscosities of the solution (see

Equation 15.4), which is pH dependent. At lower pH the interactions between the

molecules become less repulsive and finally attractive, which may lead to precipitation

or gelation. Dimerization of carboxyl-groups due to H-bridges will also occur. At

neutral pH gelation can be achieved by the addition of divalent cations, which links

two molecules by the formation of egg-box structures.

-Polysaccharides with strongly acidic groups such as sulfuric and phosphoric acids

(furcellaran, carrageenans, modified starches) are very soluble in water and form highly

viscous solutions. Charge almost independent of pH.
. Modified polysaccharides:

-Derivatization with neutral substituents (methyl, ethyl, hydroxypropyl) of linear chain

polysaccharides lowers the interaction between the molecules, which as a result become

more soluble in water (more like linearly branched polysaccharides).

-Derivatization with acidic substituents (carboxymethyl, sulfate, or phosphate groups)

increases charge. This leads to move highly soluble, more extended chains and higher

viscosities.

15.4 INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS

In practical applications in food systems, the polysaccharide molecules can also interact with

other polymeric species, such as other polysaccharides and proteins. These interactions can

have a large impact on the behavior of the polysaccharide in food emulsion.

At concentrations close to or exceeding the critical chain overlap concentration of the

polysaccharide, where the presence of the polysaccharide leads to a substantial increase of

the viscosity of the continuous liquid, solutions of polysaccharide may demix into two

solutions, enriched in polysaccharide and protein, respectively. This demixing is a general

feature of concentrated solutions of incompatible polymeric species. In other cases,

biopolymers may form a condensed mixed phase that separates from an initial mixture

(complex coacervation). Many studies on demixing and complex coacervation in biopolymer

solutions are available from literature [5,8,9,54–57].

Some basic aspects of demixing of polymeric solutions can be understood from lattice

theories, such as the Flory–Huggins theory of polymer solutions, even though in this theory

polymeric species are strongly simplified to highly flexible homopolymer chains.

15.4.1 LATTICE THEORIES

In this Flory–Huggins theory for polymer solutions [58], the excess free energy of mixing in a

binary system of solvent (1) and an unbranched homopolymer (2) can be expressed as

DGmix ¼ x1m1 þ x2m2 � (x1m0
1 þ x2m0

2)

¼ (RTV=V 0
1 )[f1 ln f1 þ (f2=n2) ln f2 þ x12f1f2]; (15:17)

where V 0
1 is the volume of a solvent molecule, V is the total volume of the system, n2 is

the chain length of the biopolymer, and xi, fi, mi, and m0
i are the mole fraction, volume

fraction, chemical potential, and standard chemical potential of component i, respectively.
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The Flory–Huggins parameter x12 describes the enthalpic interactions between solvent mol-

ecules and chain elements of the polysaccharide and is given by [58]:

x12 ¼
(2e12 � e11 � e22)z

2RT
, (15:18)

where z is the coordination number of the lattice and «11, «12, and «22 are the solvent–solvent,

solvent–polymer, and polymer–polymer pair-interaction energies, respectively. The two loga-

rithmic terms in Equation 15.17 describe the entropic contributions of the solvent and

polymer, respectively. This entropic contribution always favors mixing (they are always

negative), whereas x12 favors mixing only if it is negative. For increasing n2 (increasing

chain length of the polymer), the entropic contribution of the polymer to DGmix decreases,

and vanishes for n2! 0. As a consequence, mixing becomes energetically less favorable, and

mixtures are more prone to the separation of a concentrated phase of the polymer. As the

concentration of polymer in the concentrated phase can be very high, this phase separation

can be viewed as a model for solubility for linear homo-polysaccharides.

In a good solvent (x12 � 0) the logarithmic entropy-of-mixing term in Equation 15.17

predominates and the polymer chains distribute themselves more or less uniformly through-

out the solution. As the solvent becomes poorer (x12 increases), the polymer molecules are

increasingly associated and when a critical value x 12
c is exceeded the system separates into

coexisting phases — one enriched in solvent, the other enriched in polymer. The phase

boundary for spinodal demixing into these two phases can be obtained by setting

d2DGmix=df2
2 equal to zero, yielding

x12 ¼
1

2
(1� f2)

�1 þ (n2f2)
�1

� �

: (15:19)

To demonstrate the meaning of this equation, Figure 15.9 shows a plot of x12 at the phase

boundary as a function of f2 for various values of the chain length n2. For n2¼ 1, that is, if the
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FIGURE 15.9 Plot of the Flory–Huggins parameter x12 at phase separation between solvent and

polymer as a function of the polymer volume fraction f2 for various chain lengths n2, as calculated

from Equation 15.19. The figure shows that, for larger n2, the minimum x12-value needed to obtain

phase separation decreases and the minimum shifts to smaller f2.
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polymer contains only one chain segment, the lowest value of x12 leading to phase separation

occurs at f2¼ 0.5. The corresponding minimum value of x12 is then 2. For smaller or higher

values of f2, demixing will only occur if the solvent becomes poorer (larger x12). On

increasing the polymer chain length, the minimum value for x12 leading to phase separation

decreases and shifts to lower f2. This means that phase separation will have already occurred

at the lower volume fraction of the polymer, and for a better solvent.

A special case is reached at the critical point of demixing, where the difference in phases

vanishes. At this point also d3DGmix=df3
2 is zero, yielding

fc
2 ¼ (1þ n

1=2
2 )�1, (15:20)

and by combination with Equation 15.19,

xc
12 ¼

(1þ n
1=2
2 )2

2n2

, (15:21)

which shows that xc
12 depends only on the polymer chain length. For a given composition, the

temperature and solvent at which critical demixing occurs are called U-temperature and

U-solvent, respectively. In the limit of an infinitely high molecular weight polysaccharide

(n2 !1), xc
12 ¼ 0:5.

In the ternary system of solvent (1) and two (unbranched) biopolymers (2) and (3), the

Gibbs free energy of mixing takes the form

DGmix ¼ x1m1 þ x2m2 þ x3m3 � (x1m0
1 þ x2m0

2 þ x3m0
3)

¼ (RTV=V 0
1 )[f1 ln f1 þ (f2=n2) ln f2 þ (f3=n3) ln f3

þ x12f1f2 þ x13f1f3 þ x23f2f3]: (15:22)

Here, xij is the Flory–Huggins parameter describing the enthalpic interactions between

solvent molecules or chain elements at adjacent lattice sites i and j, and is given by [58]:

xij ¼
(2eij � eii � ejj)z

2RT
, (15:23)

where z is the coordination number of the lattice and «ij is the pair interaction energy between

solvent molecules and chain elements on adjacent lattice sites i and j, respectively.

Critical conditions can be written down [59] for the ternary system in an analogous way as

for the binary system. In complex coacervation, one phase consists predominantly of the

solvent (component 1), and the polymeric components (2 and 3) are present together in the

other phase. In thermodynamic incompatibility [8,9], the polymeric components 2 and 3 occur

predominantly in two different solvent-rich phases. Whether complex coacervation or incom-

patibility occurs depends on the sign of x23. Complex coacervation is associated with a

sufficiently strong attraction between the biopolymers (x23 < 0), whereas incompatibility

occurs at a sufficiently large net repulsion (x23> 0). The larger the biopolymer concentrations,

the smaller are the absolute values of x23 required for phase separation. In thermodynamic

incompatibility, the value of x23 at the critical point is

xc
23 �

n
�1=2
2 þ n

�1=2
3

2(f2 þ f3)
, (15:24)
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showing that the value of xc
23 decreases for larger chain lengths and higher concentrations of

the polymers. As an example, for a system with f1 and f2 equal to 0.05 and n2 and n3 equal

to 104, xc
23 equals 0.1, showing that phase separation between long polymers has already

occured at much lower values of xc
23 than the values of xc

12 and xc
13 related to phase separation

in the single polymer solutions (close to 0.5).

15.4.2 ELECTROSTATIC COMPLEXES

Attractive interactions between polysaccharides and protein can lead to complex coacerva-

tion, leading to the formation of a highly condensed phase, in which the biopolymer concen-

tration is higher than that of the original solutions. Therefore, it can occur at polysaccharide

concentrations far below the critical chain overlap concentration of the polysaccharide. Strong

attractive interactions may occur directly between positively charged proteins (pH < pI) and

anionic polysaccharides, especially at low ionic strength.

Insoluble complex coacervates are formed when anionic polysaccharides are mixed with

positively charged proteins (pH <pI) at fairly low salt concentrations. As each successive

protein ligand attaches itself to the high molecular weight polysaccharide, the net charge on

the complex is gradually reduced. Insoluble complexes of globular proteins with anionic

polysaccharides usually contain excess protein and hence carry a net negative charge. Electro-

statically complexed biopolymers will interact further via hydrophobic and hydrogen bonds,

especially if the protein is disordered or denatured. This leads to a loss of functionality of the

protein and therefore insoluble complexes of this type have poor emulsifying properties.

Soluble protein–polysaccharide complexes can also be produced from mixtures of biopo-

lymers of the same or opposite charge [9,13]. Most soluble complexes of globular proteins with

anionic polysaccharides carry a net negative charge. Polysaccharides containing carboxyl

groups tend not to complex with globular proteins at pH> pI, but highly charged sulfated

polysaccharides can form soluble complexes at pH values well above pI (e.g., dextran

sulfateþ bovine serum albumin at pH¼ 8). Whether a complex is soluble or insoluble and

whether it is formed reversibly depends on the mixing conditions and the solvent conditions

(pH, ionic strength). At the same pH and ratio of protein to polysaccharide, complexes of

widely differing solubility can be formed. For the case of protein–dextran sulfate complexes,

Tolstoguzov [9] distinguishes between insoluble mixing complexes and soluble titration com-

plexes. The former are produced when dextran sulfate is directly mixed with the protein at

pH < pI. But if the same biopolymers are mixed together under alkaline conditions, where

complexing is inhibited, and the solution is then titrated with acid down to the same pH as

before (<pH), a soluble complex is formed. This titration complex remains soluble even under

conditions where the protein alone has a low solubility. Sedimentation studies have indicated

[9] that, at pH close to pI, the protein molecules in a mixing complex are distributed uniformly

over the polysaccharide macro-ions, whereas in a titration complex the protein distribution is

nonuniform. This difference arises from the fact that the protein binding to dextran sulfate in a

titration complex is cooperative; in contrast, in a mixing complex it is noncooperative. In fact,

the binding is an equilibrium-cooperative process only in a narrow range of pH values close to

pI. Well below pI, both mixing and titration complexes are nonequilibrium complexes.

Electrostatic complexation can also occur at interfaces, such as the oil–water interface of

emulsion droplets, forming a firm, stabilizing layer at the interface [60,61]. This was shown to

occur in bovine serum albumin with dextran sulfate at the oil–water interface, by an increase in

the surface viscosity and a high stability against coalescence of emulsion droplets stabilized by

an adsorbed layer formed by the interfacial complex [62–64]. Related to this, recent work by

MacClements has demonstrated the encapsulation of emulsion droplets by a multilayer of

lecithin and, leading to an improved stability of the emulsion to variations in external conditions

such as low pH, highmultivalentmineral content, thermal cycling, and freeze–thaw cycling [65].
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Electrostatic interfacial complexation can also lead to flocculation of the protein-stabil-

ized emulsion droplets. This may have at least two causes. First, complexation of the charged

(protein) layer by an oppositely charged polysaccharide reduces the net charge density and

surface potential of the droplet surface, thus reducing the barrier of electrostatic repulsion

between the droplets. If the electrostatic barrier is sufficiently reduced, droplet pairs may

jump into the primary minimum of the interaction potential, governed by the attractive van

der Waals interaction between triglyceride cores of the droplets. Second, at low concentra-

tion of the polysaccharide but high volume fraction of the protein stabilized emulsion

droplets may lead to bridging flocculation. Bridging flocs are held together by bridges of

individual polymer molecules spanning between the surfaces of two or more particles [66].

Bridging flocculation requires the adsorption of the added polysaccharide onto the surface of

adjacent emulsion droplets. It is maximized when the added polysaccharide concentration is

approximately half of that required for saturation coverage of the droplet surfaces by the

polysaccharide. When protein–polysaccharide attraction is very weak, it may be difficult, in

practice, to distinguish between depletion flocculation and bridging flocculation [67]. How-

ever, for emulsions (initial volume fraction of the oil of 0.1) stabilized by b-lactoglobulin and

addition of carboxy methyl cellulose at varying pH, the cause of flocculation could be

changed between depletion (at neutral pH, where both biopolymers are negatively charged)

and flocculation (at low pH, where carboxy methyl cellulose is still negatively charged, but

b-lactoglobulin is below its isolectric pH and positively charged) [50]. In both cases, extensive

emulsion flocculation was observed; however the difference in strength, reversibility, and

flexibility of the bonds between the droplets led to clearly different behavior.

For bridging flocculated emulsions, the droplets were firmly bound together and were

irreversible upon dilution (at constant pH). Stirring, including the stirring necessary for

mixing the polysaccharide with the emulsion, led to fracturing of the droplet network, leading

to the formation of a heterogeneous structure of a loosely bound assembly of remaining firm

flocs. The heterogeneity of the structure leads to a clear disparity between rheological

parameters obtained by diffusing wave spectroscopy and macroscopic rheometry. The

scaling exponent u in Equation 15.15 is considerably larger, approximately 5, corresponding

to the bending elasticity connected to the bonds at the droplets that are localized at the

droplet surfaces. Due to the heterogeneous structure, serum was quickly released out of

the structure initially (there was no noticeable delay time), but already ended at volume

fractions of 0.15.

15.4.3 COVALENT COMPLEXES

A new development is the production of highly functional covalent complexes between

proteins and polysaccharides. Because of the covalent linkage, these complexes are much

less sensitive to variations in environmental conditions such as pH, salt concentration, and

temperature.

Improvement in the emulsification properties of whey protein can be produced by cross-

linking the protein with propylene glycol alginate under alkaline conditions (pH 9–11) [68].

The reaction yields a covalent complex that is a better emulsion stabilizer than the corre-

sponding original mixture of whey protein and propylene glycol alginate [68].

Glycosylation of proteins by Maillardation changes the adsorption behavior. For the

Maillard products of b-lactoglobulin and fructose-oligosaccharides it was found that higher

surface loads and thicker surface layers were obtained, when compared to the native

protein; however the surface pressure and dilational elasticity were lower at the same surface

load. This was attributed to the strong adaptability to external stress of the bulky saccharide

groups [69].
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15.5 SUMMARY

Polysaccharides play an important role in the stabilization of food emulsions. Their main

functionality lies in their ability to thicken the emulsion, which is intended to reduce the

creaming rate and to improve the texture to the emulsion. Polysaccharides do this in three

main ways: (1) by increasing the viscosity of the continuous phase of the emulsion, (2)

flocculating the droplets into a gelled droplet network, and (3) some polysaccharides, such

as starch granules and inulin, are in particulate form and increase the viscosity of the

emulsion by increasing the total volume fraction of dispersed material. In practical applica-

tions, the polysaccharides can also interact with other biopolymers, such as proteins, which
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16.1 INTRODUCTION

Polysaccharides are widely used as stabilizing, dispersing, thickening, and gelling agents in

food manufacturing, processing, and cooking [1–4]. They are used to make processed foods

more palatable and convenient. It is indeed nice to have enough time for cooking, but when

one is busy one prefers to make a dish quickly and without loss of palatability.

With the ageing of society, the palatability of foods has attracted more attention than

before. It is no more of secondary importance in food as classified in the so-called three food

functionalities — nutrition, palatability, and physiological functionality, but it has become an

essential factor daily to improve the quality of life. It is believed now that palatability

improves the appetite, the secretion of saliva, and the functions of the digestive and
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absorptive organs. The problems of difficulty in mastication and deglutition need further

polysaccharide engineering that can help people who have such problems so that they need

not rely upon the extreme remedy of pouring nutritional ingredients via a tube inserted

through the nose into the stomach. It is well known that the masticatory, digestive, and

absorptive organs lose their ability to function very fast if not used. Some polysaccharides

such as xanthan and starches have already been used to make beverages easier to swallow for

persons with dysphagia mainly because of their thickening ability.

Most polysaccharides except starch have attracted attention also from the viewpoint of

their physiological functions as dietary fibers. A large amount of data has been accumulated

to substantiate that these polysaccharides reduce cholesterol and lower the blood pressure,

and hence prevent lifestyle-related diseases.

All these functions of polysaccharides are closely related to their rheological behavior. The

relation between the molecular weight and conformation of polysaccharides is not so well known

in comparison with synthetic polymers in organic solvents. Pullulan may be the best-

characterized polysaccharide in dilute solutions. It is known to behave as a random coil [5].

Many other polysaccharides are known to be stiffer than pullulan. Some polysaccharides are

used to increase the viscosity of food systems, and some others are used to gel. Most gelling

polysaccharides are known to be stiff molecules, and it has recently been shown by computer

simulation that the minimum concentration required to form a gel decreases with increasing

persistent length [6].

In the present chapter, the gelling processes of polysaccharides, suspensions, and weak gel

behaviors are described from the rheological point of view, and then the relation between

rheological properties and in-mouth perceptions is discussed. Although standard textbooks

on polymer rheology do not discuss the effects of colloidal aspects, and the shape, size, and

size distribution of particles on sensory properties, these topics are included in this chapter.

First, some rheological concepts are introduced for readers who are not familiar with the

term rheology. Rheology is the science of deformation and flow, and is based on the theory of

elasticity and fluid mechanics.

When force is applied to a solid, the solid is deformed. There are some simple deformation

modes: elongation, shear, expansion. Stress (a Greek letter s or t, or p is usually used for

elongational stress, shear stress, and pressure, respectively) is defined as the force (represented

by N) per unit area (represented by square meters). Note that the unit of the stress

(N/m2¼Pa) is the same as pressure. Consider first, the elongation of a solid bar. Let l be

the initial length of a bar, and the length of the bar increases as an elongational force f is

exerted on the end of the bar (surface area A) parallel to the axis. Then, the elongational strain

« is given by dl/l, and the elongational stress s is given by f/A, and thus s¼E«. The physical

meaning of the elongational modulus (Young’s modulus) is simple: the bar needs a larger

force to be elongated if E is larger. On the contrary, the bar can be elongated by a smaller

force if E is smaller. Elongational strain « is the ratio of the elongated length dl to the initial

length l, and therefore is dimensionless quantity (m/m). The elastic modulus (E) that is

usually used to denote elongational modulus (Young’s modulus) is a proportional coeffi-

cient between stress and strain: s¼E«. Poisson’s ratio n is defined as a ratio between

the longitudinal strain and transverse strain in the elongation of an elastic bar. When

an elastic bar of a length l and radius r is elongated dl, the radius will decrease dr, then n¼�(dr/

r)/(dl/l). Here, the negative sign is introduced to make the Poisson’s ratio positive because when

the bar is elongated (or compressed), the bar will become thinner (or thicker). Poisson’s ratio n is

known to tend to 0 for a porous material, and 0.5 for a rubber-like (incompressible) material.

For shear deformation or a volumetric deformation, strain is written as g or dV/V,

respectively. In the shear deformation of an elastic parallelepiped, the strain g is defined as

the angle between the basal plane and the edge. The shear stress t is given by the force F

exerted on the surface of the upper plane divided by the surface area A. Then, t¼Gg, where G

is called a shear modulus.
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When an elastic body of a volume V under a pressure p is subjected to a pressure change

pþ dp, the volume will become V þ dV (dV is negative), then, dp¼�kdV/V, where k is called

the bulk modulus.

All these three elastic moduli, E, G, and k have the same dimension of Pa as stress, and the

four parameters E, G, k, and n are not independent. Only two of these four are independent

because there are relations between these parameters, such as E¼ 2G (1 þ n), k¼ 3E/(1 � 2n).

It is known that the value of Poisson’s ratio tends to 0.5 for rubber-like materials, then it is

seen from the latter relation that the bulk modulus k of these materials is far larger than the

Young’s modulus E, while for k and E of other solid materials like plastics and metals

Poisson’s ratio is known to be around 0.3, and therefore the bulk modulus and the Young’s

modulus have the same order of magnitude. In rubber-like materials, it is evident from the

former equation that the Young’s modulus is about three times the shear modulus.

Viscosity of a liquid is defined as the ratio between the shear stress g and shear rate dg/dt. A

Greek h is used to represent the viscosity: t¼h dg/dt. This formula is valid only for a simple

liquid such as water or oil or some solutions of low molecular weight compounds (sugars and

alcohols),whichare calledNewtonian fluids.Most other liquids arenon-Newtonian, anddonot

comply with this formula. However, the viscosity is defined as for Newtonian fluids: the

viscosity is the shear stress dividedby the shear rate, and therefore the unit of the viscosity is Pa s.

Steady shear viscosity h is often measured as a function of shear rate dg/dt for non-

Newtonian fluids. In most liquids, h decreases with increasing shear rate, which is called shear

thinning. In the lower shear rate range, the viscosity does not depend so much on the shear

rate, and this viscosity is called zero-shear viscosity h0.

Most foods are neither pure elastic solids nor pure Newtonian fluids. One of the most

common materials is a viscoelastic body. A viscoelastic body shows a creep or stress relax-

ation. When a viscoelastic body is subjected to a constant stress (here, the word ‘‘constant’’

means that the stress does not change with the lapse of time), the strain increases gradually

with time, which is called creep, and is different from the behavior of a purely elastic solid or a

purely viscous liquid. When a stress is applied to a purely elastic solid, it deforms instantan-

eously without delay. On the other hand, when a viscoelastic body is subjected to a constant

strain, the stress required to keep it constant will decrease with the lapse of time, which is

called stress relaxation, and again is different from the behavior of a purely elastic or a purely

viscous material.

As the state of foods changes with the lapse of time, these so-called static methods to

determine the viscoelastic coefficients are not so convenient in comparison with dynamic

viscoelastic methods. In the latter methods, sinusoidal oscillational strain or stress is applied

to the sample, and the induced stress or strain with the same frequency is detected. It is

convenient to introduce a complex number to represent the oscillation. The elastic modulus in

the oscillational method is defined as the ratio of stress to strain as in the static method, but

the quantity in the oscillation is written with an asterisk; the strain is written as g*, and stress

t*, and the complex shear modulus is written as G*, therefore:

t* ¼ G*g*,

where G*¼G’þ iG’’, and i is the unit imaginary number i2¼�1. The real part G’ of the

complex shear modulus G* is called storage shear modulus because it is proportional to

the elastic energy stored in the viscoelastic body during a period of oscillation, while the

of the viscoelastic body during a period of oscillation. The ratio of the loss modulus to

the storage modulus is called the mechanical loss tangent tan d¼G’’/G’. For a purely elastic

(d is p/2). For more details, readers are recommended to refer to standard textbooks
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body, tan d tends to zero (d is zero), while for a purely viscous body, tan d tends to infinity

imaginary part G’’ is called loss shear modulus because it is proportional to the energy loss

on rheology [7–9].



Gelation kinetics has been studied by observing the time dependence of storage and loss

moduli of a polysaccharide solution at a constant temperature and frequency, and the

mechanical spectra — the frequency dependence of storage and loss moduli of a polysac-

charide solution at a constant temperature — have been studied to understand the gelation

mechanism of polysaccharide solutions. Thermal scanning rheological measurements, the

temperature dependence of storage and loss moduli of a polysaccharide solution at a constant

frequency, have been also performed [10].

16.2 GELATION OF POLYSACCHARIDES

Gels and gelling processes are important aspects of polysaccharide rheology in relation to in-

mouth perception. In the rheological control of the texture, gel–sol transition is an important

phenomenon. Many scientists have tried to define a gel, but no universal definition has been

approved unanimously [11–13]. The simplest definition is that ‘‘a sol flows and a gel does not

flow,’’ and can be judged by using a test tube inverting method. This method to define a gel is

not applicable in the universe of no gravity. Even on our earth, this definition encounters

difficulty when the gel flows very slowly. It seems strange that the definition of a gel depends

on the patience of the observer. If the viscosity of the sample is very high and the flow rate is

so low that the flow cannot be detected by the most sensitive apparatus, this sample may be

judged as a gel or a solid. In future years, when an apparatus is invented to detect a very slow

flow rate, and that the same sample is found to flow, then people will find that the judgment

of the previous observer was wrong.

16.2.1 FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF STORAGE AND LOSS MODULI

The most widely accepted criterion for gel–sol transition in polymer physics is that proposed

by Winter and Chambon [14,15]. It says that at the critical gelation point: (i) the shear storage

modulus G’ and the shear loss modulus G’’ as a function of frequency show the same power

law frequency dependence, G’~G’’~vn, and (ii) the mechanical loss tangent tan d¼ tan(np/2),

where n is the same as the exponent in the power law dependence. Many examples have been

reported to support this criterion [16,17] however, some exceptions have also been reported

for curdlan [18], bovine serum albumin (BSA) [19], and ovalbumin (OVA) [20].

It is so difficult to measure G’ and G’’ at extremely low frequencies that it is not easy to

visualize rheological behavior on a very long time scale. Ogino et al. [21] set up a rheometer that

measures viscoelasticity in the oscillationmode of the period of ~10,000 s. Thewell-known saying

of the prophetessDeborah ‘‘Even the mountains flowbefore theLord’’ (Judges 5:5) is interpreted

as follows: all solid-like substances may flow if we continue to observe them for a very long time.

If the time–temperature superposition principle is applicable to gel-like materials, it is possible to

extend the time scale or frequency range by observing the time or frequency dependence of

viscoelastic parameters such as creep compliance or relaxation modulus or storage and loss

moduli, at various temperatures. However, the time–temperature superposition principle that

has been proposed and found to be useful for rheological study on amorphous polymers is not

always applicable to all substances, especially when the internal structure changes [7].

Mechanical spectra (frequency dependence of storage and loss moduli) of agar gels are

Both storage Young’s modulus E’ and loss Young’s modulus E’’
were determined by the observation of longitudinal vibrations of cylindrically molded gels,

and are independent of frequency. A shallow dip of loss modulus was frequently observed in

concentrated polymer systems. The independence of both moduli from the frequency is a

characteristic behavior of a strong elastic gel.

It was well established that helix formation alone does not lead to gelation but that

aggregation is also necessary. Piculell and his coworkers [23] examined the effect of iodide
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shown in Figure 16.1 [22].



ions on the gelation of k-carrageenan solutions, and found that iodide ions did not prevent helix

formation, but prevented the aggregation of helices. Ikeda [24] studied the gelation of k-

carrageenan solution in the presence of sodium iodide. He found that a 1.5% k-carrageenan

solution in the presence of 2 mol/dm3 sodium iodide did not form an elastic gel and behaved as a

weak gel, that is, both G’ and G’’ showed only a slight frequency dependence, and that a 0.15%

k-carrageenan solution in the presence of 2 mol/dm3 potassium chloride formed an elastic gel.

The loss tangent delta for the latter elastic gel was far smaller than that for the former weak gel

exhibit a similar behavior [25]. In the presence of a small amount of urea, G’ is larger than G’’ at

all the frequencies and both moduli are only slightly frequency dependent. Both storage shear

modulus G’ and loss shear modulus G’’ were determined by the analysis of the oscillational
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FIGURE 16.1 (a) Frequency dependence of storage Young’s modulus E’ (circle) and loss Young’s

modulus E’’ (square) of 2.3 wt% (closed) and 4.6 wt% (open) agar gels at 258C. (From Nishinari, K.,

Jap J Appl Phys, 15, 1263, 1976. With permission.) (b) Frequency dependence of storage and loss shear

moduli of k-carrageenan solutions, 208C. &: G’, &: G’’ 0.15% KCl. in 0.2 mol/dm3 KCl, .: G’, �: G’’
1.5% k-Carrageenan in 0.2 mol/dm3 NaI. (From Ikeda, S., and Nishinari, K., J Agric Food Chem, 49,

4436, 2001. With permission.) (c) Frequency dependence of storage shear modulus G’ (closed) and loss

shear modulus G’’ (open) of 0.35% (square) and 0.70 wt% (diamond) KGM solutions at 58C. (From

Yoshimura, M., Takaya, T., and Nishinari, K., Carbohydr Polym., 35, 71, 1998. With permission.)
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as can be seen clearly from Figure 16.2. Mechanical spectra of xanthan solutions are known to



shear using cone and plate geometry. It is called a weak gel although this name is disliked by

some researchers. A weak gel behavior has also been observed for suspensions of microparti-

culated cellulose [26], and curdlan [18], and also for solutions of globular proteins [19,20]. It is

believed that this weak gel behavior is caused by the entanglement of long and stiff chains of

xanthan. Morris pointed out that the xanthan solution contains some aggregates and should be

recognized as a suspension from the microscopic observation [27].

Storage shear modulus G’ shows a crossover with loss shear modulus G’’ at a certain

frequency. This crossover frequency shifts to lower frequencies with increasing concentration

of polysaccharides. In the presence of 4 M urea, G’ of xanthan solution was shown to be

smaller than G’’ at lower frequencies, and the situation is reversed at higher frequencies [25],

and it was interpreted as follows: the macromolecular chains can disentangle during a long

period of oscillation at a lower frequency and thus the system behaves as a solution while the

entangled macromolecular chains do not disentangle during a short period at a higher

frequency and then the entanglement point plays a role of a knot of three-dimensional

networks, and the system shows a solid-like behavior.

A 2% guar gum solution [29] showed a similar behavior to KGM solution. However, G’’ is
larger than G’ at all the frequencies and both moduli are strongly frequency dependent in a 1%

guar gum solution. In the latter solution, G’ tends to be proportional to the square of the

frequency whereas G’’ tends to be proportional to the frequency at lower frequencies. This is

called a dilute polymer solution behavior.

16.2.2 TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF ELASTIC MODULUS

In most cases, foods are served at temperatures lower or higher by about 258C than body

temperature, for example, soup or tea may be appreciated better when served at 60 or 108C.

Not only the liquid foods but also solid or semisolid foods are served at these temperatures.

The temperature of foods is changed in the mouth after ingestion. The rheological charac-

teristics depend strongly on the temperature, and the temperature dependence of the elastic

modulus is important.

The temperature dependence of the elastic modulus of polysaccharide dispersions may be

classified into four categories [30]: (1) the so-called cold-set gels like agarose, carrageenans,

and gellan [31] that form a gel on cooling the solution, (2) the so-called heat-set gels like some

cellulose derivatives such as methyl cellulose (MC) [32], hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose

(HPMC), curdlan, and KGM that form a gel on heating the solution, (3) inverse re-entrant

gels like a mixed solution of MC and gelatin that forms a gel at higher and lower temperatures

and stays in a sol state at an intermediate temperature range [33]. Gelatin may be replaced by

some polysaccharides that form a gel on cooling, and (4) re-entrant gels like xyloglucan from

which some galactose residues are removed [34]. This forms a gel at an intermediate specific

temperature range and remains in a sol state at higher and lower temperatures outside of this

Gels belonging to the first class are mostly thermo-reversible and have been studied

extensively although the gelation mechanism has not been completely clarified at the molecu-

lar level. The other three classes have not been explained so well. Some polysaccharides like

MC or HPMC or curdlan form a gel on heating by itself, however, KGM forms a gel on

heating only in the presence of alkali that removes acetyl groups [35–37]. Some of these heat-

set gels are thermo-reversible (MC or HPMC gel, a so-called low-set gel of curdlan), whereas

others (KGM gel and a so-called high-set gel of curdlan) are thermo-irreversible.

It is important to understand the temperature dependence of the elastic modulus of

thermo-reversible gels. The gel–sol transition temperature may be controlled by changing
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Figure 16.1c shows the mechanical spectra of konjac glucomannan (KGM) solutions [28].

specific temperature range. (Figure 16.2).



the concentration, molecular weight, and other molecular characteristics such as degree of

branching, degree of substitution, and types of cations for anionic polysaccharides such as

carrageenans, gellans, and the like; and this is influenced strongly by co-solutes such as salt,

sugar, acid, and other polysaccharides.

If the transition occurs at a temperature range around 378C, it is evident that it will

drastically change the mouthfeel. The flavor intensity of jellies judged by panelists correlates

well with the gel strength of many gelling agents but a gelatin gel deviated remarkably from

this correlation because it melts in the mouth and gives a far better flavor release as described

later in Section 16.7.

A reel-chain model was proposed to understand the temperature dependence of the elastic

modulus of thermo-reversible gels [38]. In this model, it is assumed that the gel consists of

junction zones and somewhat flexible chains. A junction zone is the aggregation or bundles of

ordered macromolecules such as helices and rigid rods. These junction zones are connected by

flexible chains that are released from the junction zones when the temperature is raised.

Molecular forces that form junction zones are believed to be weak secondary bonds such as

hydrogen bonds. The temperature dependence of the elastic modulus of thermo-reversible gels

is determined by the bonding energy «, the ceiling number n, that is, the upper limit number of

the segments that are released from junction zones just before the gel–sol transition occurs, and

the average distance rm between junction zones. The temperature dependence of the elastic
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solution of sodium type gellan [31], (b) 3% solution of methylcellulose [32], (c) mixed solution of 2%

methylcellulose and 5% gelatin [33], (d) 1% solution of xyloglucan from which 43% galactose was removed

above ~658C. (From Nishinari, K., Macromol Symp, 159, 205, 2000; Miyoshi, E., and Nishinari, K., Prog

Colloid Polym Sci, 114, 68, 1999; Nishinari, K., Hofmann, K.E., Moritaka, H., Kohyama, K., and

Nishinari, N., Macromol Chem Phys, 198, 1217, 1997; Nishinari, K., Hoffmann, K.E., Kohyama,

K., Moritaka, H., Nishinari, N., and Watase, M., Biorheology, 30, 241, 1993; Shirakawa, M.,

Yamatoya, K., and Nishinari, K., Food Hydrocolloids, 12, 25, 1998. With permission.)
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[34]. In Figure 16.4d, the elastic modulus was measured only up to ~458C, and was expected to decrease

Temperature dependence of the elastic modulus of thermo reversible gels [30]. (a) 3%



modulus of thermo-reversible gels at the temperature range far from the gel–sol transition may

be classified into three categories (Figure 16.3): (1) monotonic increase that is seen in gels with

higher «, or longer rm, or larger n. This is a typical behavior seen in rubber-like materials;

(2) monotonic decrease that is seen in gels with lower «, or shorter rm, or smaller n. This is a

typical behavior seen in dilute gels of many cold-set gels like gelatin, agar, carrageenans, and

gellan; (3) intermediate behavior between the above two behaviors; increase up to a certain

temperature and then decrease with raising temperature. This has been reported for concen-

trated agarose, k-carrageenan gels, as well as for poly(vinyl alcohol) gels; MC and xyloglucan

from which some galactose residues are removed will also show similar behavior.

lus. Figure 16.2 shows the temperature dependence of the elastic modulus accompanying the

sol–gel transition while Figure 16.3 shows that of true gels that are outside of the tempera-

ture range of the gel–sol transition region although partial melting or helix–coil transition

may occur at this temperature range.

The texture and flavor release of dessert jellies should be influenced by the temperature

dessert jellies that become stiffer or softer in the mouth depending on the preference of

consumers. Not only are the tenuous gels that melt in the mouth liked, but so also are

some chewy gels by persons who like to masticate and enjoy the elastic texture.

Recently, we found some experimental evidence for helix–coil transition in self-supporting

gellan gels [40,41]. Loss Young’s modulus, and the specific ellipticity in circular dichroism (CD)

of a 1.6% molded gellan gel as a function of temperature showed a step-like change at a certain
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FIGURE 16.3 Three typical families of the temperature dependence of elastic modulus of thermo-

reversible gels.Rubber is a typical example of the first family I, in which bonding energy « is high.

Poly(vinyl alcohol) and agarose are typical examples of the second family II. Carrageenan and many

other thermo-reversible gels belong to the third family III, in which « is low. (From Nishinari, K.,

Watase, M., Kohyama, K., Nishinari, N., Koide, S., Ogino, K., Oakenfull, D., Williams, P.A., and

Phillips, G.O., Polymer J, 24, 871, 1992. With permission.)
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dependence of the elastic modulus of thermo-reversible gels. It may be possible to design

Both Figure 16.2 and Figure 16.3 show the temperature dependence of the elastic modu-



temperature where a heating curve of differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) showed an

endothermic peak (Figure 16.4). This specific temperature ~258C in heating and cooling

processes determined by rheology, CD, and DSC almost coincided at the scan rate of 0.58C/

min, and it was attributed to the helix–coil transition. In thermally scanning rheological

measurements at the temperature range from 5 to 958C, storage shear modulus G’ increased

steeply at 358C accompanying the sol–gel transition whereas G’ decreased steeply around 858C
accompanying the gel–sol transition. It was very important to use serrated geometry in shear

rheologicalmeasurements, if not, G’ apparently decreased at a far lower temperature than 858C.

These experimental findings indicate that helix–coil transition occurs in an elastic gel that

does not change its cylindrical shape and that the helices formedat lower temperatures are not so

thermally stable. At higher temperatures than this helix–coil transition temperature, thermally

stable helices and these aggregates still exist in a gel percolate spanning the whole space [38].

The occurrence of helix–coil transition in elastic gels has also been suggested for

k-carrageenan. The storage Young’s modulus of a cylindrically molded k-carrageenan gel

immersed in a salt solution was found to increase with the lapse of time. The concentration of

k-carrageenan gels slightly increased when immersed in salt solutions, however, the slight

concentration change could not explain the remarkable increase (more than 17-fold) in the

storage Young’s modulus. Therefore, the increase in the elastic modulus was attributed to the

structural change, that is, coil–helix transition, in gels [42].

E’’ for 20% corn starch gels. The moduli were observed at the interval of 58C, kept at each

temperature for 15 min. Both moduli decreased gradually with increasing temperature at the

temperature range from 25 to 608C where the second run heating DSC curve showed a broad

endothermic peak accompanying the regelatinization. Once the gels were heated to 608C, the

storage modulus did not recover the initial value at 258C before heating, and E’ at 258C was

far smaller than the initial value. As it takes a long time for E’ of starch gels to attain the

saturated value, E’ did not recover the initial value within the usual experimental time scale of

observation, that is, within a few hours [43].
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Figure 16.5 shows the temperature dependence of storage and loss Young’s moduli, E’ and



The retrogradation of starch is triggered by the gelation of amylose, which proceeds faster

in comparison with starch [44]. The storage shear modulus G’ of ca. 3% dispersion of amylose

reached the saturated value within a few hours, whereas G’ of 10% or more concentrated

dispersion of starch continued to increase even after several days.

The addition of sugars to starch pastes and gels has been shown to retard the retrograd-

ation, by many research groups [45–47].

The rheological properties and gelation mechanism of polysaccharides have been studied

by many research groups because they are widely used as texture modifiers in food industries,

and are useful to understand the basic properties of biological tissues. They are used as

capsular materials for controlled release in pharmacy, and some polysaccharides themselves

such as b-1,3 glucans are believed to be effective in preventing cancer.

16.2.3 VISCOSITY OF POLYSACCHARIDE SOLUTIONS AND SUSPENSIONS

The viscosity of polysaccharide solutions or suspensions depends on molecular weight,

temperature, shear rate, and concentration.

Not all polysaccharides are soluble in water, but are only soluble in alkaline solvent or

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) or other solvents that are not approved for food use. Pullulan

and dextran are neutral polysaccharides and well characterized in aqueous solution, and

thoroughly analyzed by well-established theories of polymer solutions.

16.2.3.1 Dilute Solution Properties: Intrinsic Viscosity and Molecular Weight

The intrinsic viscosity [h] is defined as follows:

[h] ¼ lim
c!0hsp=c,
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FIGURE 16.5 Temperature dependence of storage and loss Young’s moduli, E ’ and E’’, of 20% corn-

starch gels stored at 58C for 1 day and 7 days. (From Yoshimura, M., Takaya, T., and Nishinari, K., Food

Hydrocolloids, 13, 101, 1999. With permission.)
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where hsp is the specific viscosity defined as

hsp ¼ (h� hs)=hs

where hs represents the viscosity of the solvent, and h stands for the viscosity of the solution

with the concentration c. The ratio of the viscosity of the solution to that of solvent is called

relative viscosity hrel.

The intrinsic viscosity is determined by molecular weight and shape. The following Mark–

Houwink–Sakurada equation is known to relate the intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight:

[h] ¼ KMa

where the parameters K and a depend on the solvent. Values of these parameters have been

it is necessary to obtain various fractions with different molecular weights and with narrow

molecular weight distribution. The molecular weight distribution is usually characterized by

the polydispersity index Mw/Mn, the ratio of weight average molecular weight Mw and

number average molecular weight Mn.

Except for pullulan and dextran, these parameters are determined in salt solutions or in

DMSO, or in alkaline solutions because of their insolubility and also for preventing the sharp

turn up of the value in the extrapolation to zero concentration in polyelectrolyte. The value of

the exponent a for pullulan, flexible coil, is reported to be 0.65, and the reported value for

schizophyllan, very stiff chain, is greater than 1.0. The exponent for other polysaccharides

ranges between these two extremities.

The molecular weight and conformation of polysaccharides are dominant factors of

functional properties such as thickening, stabilizing, and gelling. Light scattering, ultracen-

trifuge and, osmotic pressure measurements have been developed to characterize the molecu-

lar size and shape of polysaccharides in solution. These techniques and method of data

analysis are described in textbooks of polymer physics [8,9].

16.2.3.2 Concentrated Solutions: Shear Rate and Concentration Dependence of Viscosity

The viscosity of polymer solutions generally depend on shear rate, but at low shear rate range,

it does not depend so much on the shear rate. The shear rate range where the viscosity does

not depend on shear rate is called the Newtonian region. The viscosity extrapolated to zero

shear rate is called zero shear viscosity h0 or the Newtonian viscosity. Most polymer solutions

shows the shear rate dependence of guar gum solutions.

The concentration dependence of the zero shear specific viscosity of polysaccharide

the concentration c with the intrinsic viscosity [h], is used for the abscissa. For homologous

polysaccharides with different molecular weights, the zero shear specific viscosity increases

with increasing concentration. The exponent of the double logarithmic plot log [h] versus log

c is about 1 at lower concentration range while that in the concentrated range is reported to be

about 3.3. The concentration at which the slope changes from 1 to 3.5 is known as the

commencement of the coil-overlap concentration c*. Below c*, each polymer chain does not

entangle, but above c*, the polymer chains entangle with each other. The coil-overlap

concentration c* shifts to higher concentrations with increasing molecular weight. Then, if

the abscissa is changed from the concentration c to the coil-overlap parameter [h] c, the

universal curve is obtained as shown in Figure 16.7. Xanthan solution forms a liquid crystal at
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determined for various polysaccharides (see table in Ref. [4] ). To determine these parameters,

show shear thinning behavior: the viscosity decreases with increasing shear rate. Figure 16.6

solutions is shown in Figure 16.7. In this figure, the coil-overlap parameter, the product of



higher concentrations. Then, its viscosity as a function of concentration shows a maximum at

a certain concentration.

16.2.4 GELATION MECHANISM OF COLD-SET GELS

The gelation mechanism of cold-set gels such as k- and i-carrageenans, agarose, and gellan

has been studied extensively. Rheological and related physicochemical properties of polyelec-

trolytes such as k- and i-carrageenans and gellan are strongly influenced by the cation type

and the amount of coexisting cations. It is therefore necessary to convert into a sodium type

or a tetra-methylammonium type to clarify the relation between helix–coil transition and sol–

gel transition. A collaborative research group on gellan gum was organized in the Research

Group on Polymer Gels affiliated to the Society of Polymer Science, Japan in 1989 because it

is essential to use the same common polysaccharides among different laboratories to compare

the experimental results directly.

different concentrations. Cation contents in samples used in Figure 16.8a were Naþ, 3.03%;

Kþ, 0.19%; Ca2þ, 0.11%; Mg2þ, 0.02% [50] whereas those in samples used in Figure 16.8b

were Naþ, 2.59%; Kþ, 0.009%; Ca2þ, 0.02%; Mg2þ, 0.001% [31]. As is clearly seen from these

figures, a slight difference in cation content affects remarkably the thermal behavior of poly-

saccharide solutions. These endothermic peaks in heating DSC curves are attributed to the

helix–coil transition that accompanies the gel–sol transition in concentrated solutions. The

reason why there appear multiple endothermic peaks in heating DSC curves for gellan gums

with higher content of potassium, calcium, and magnesium (Figure 16.8a) above the gellan

concentration of 3.2% was attributed to the existence of various junction zones with different

thermal stabilities.

Molecular chains of gellan are found to be in a coil state at higher temperatures around

408C and in a helical state at lower temperatures around 258C, and the molecular weight was

doubled when the temperature was lowered based on light scattering [51] and osmotic

pressure [52] measurements of dilute solutions of sodium type gellan gums. These studies

on dilute solutions confirm that gellan molecules in coil conformation exist in single chains

whereas they form double helices on cooling.
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FIGURE 16.6 Shear rate dependence of 0.5 wt% guar gum solutions at different periods during

enzymatic degradation. The concentration of b-mannanase is 0.0002 units/mL polymer solution.

(From Cheng, Y., and Prud’homme, R.K., Biomacromolecules, 1, 782, 2000. With permission.)
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Figure 16.8 shows the heating DSC curves of two types of gellan gum solutions of



On cooling the solution of gellan, helices are formed, but this does not lead to the gelation if

the concentration is not high enough so that the helices are linked to percolate the whole space.

the cooling DSC curves and the sol–gel transition temperature determined by the crossover

temperature of the storage and loss moduli as a function of the concentration of gellan.

Strictly speaking, this simplified method to determine sol–gel transition is not perfect

because this temperature depends on the frequency. The frequency dependence of storage and

loss moduli for gellan solutions was observed at different temperatures and the temperature at

which both moduli show the same power law frequency dependence was defined as the sol–gel

transition temperature and the exponent was found to be approximately 0.5 [31].

Recently, the gelation mechanism of sodium type gellan gum was studied using six

fractions with different molecular weights based on intrinsic viscosity, light scattering, CD,
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FIGURE 16.7 Concentration dependence of the zero shear specific viscosity of random coil polysac-

charide solutions. �, dextran; ., carboxymethylamylose (0.5 M NaCl); D, high-mannuronate alginate

(0.2 M NaCl); ~, high-guluroronate alginate (0.2 M NaCl); &, l-Carrageenan (0.075 M KCL); &,

hyaluonate (0.015 M NaCl). (From Morris, E.R., Cutler, A.N., Ross-Murphy, S.B., Rees, D.A., and

Price, J., Carbohydr Polym., 1, 5, 1981. With permission.)
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Figure 16.9 shows the coil–helix transition temperature determined by the exothermic peak in



and DSC [53]. The lowest molecular-weight fraction G6 (Mw¼ 17,000) did not show a steep

increase of the intrinsic viscosity with decreasing temperature, nor did it show any exo- or

endothermic peak in cooling or heating DSC curves like the other five fractions with higher

It was concluded that the lowest molecular-weight fraction did not form a double helix

and that the other five fractions (Mw higher than 32,000) formed a double helix on cooling

because the molecular weight doubled on cooling from 40 to 15 or 258C. Some fractions

with higher molecular weights show that the molecular weight increases more than double

indicating the possibility of further aggregation of molecular chains. Coil–helix transition

temperature shifted to higher temperatures ranging from 30 to 358C with increasing molecu-

lar weight and concentration.

The difference between these weak gels and elastic gels can be clearly seen in the response

of these systems to the large deformation. The latter elastic gel was broken in the large

deformation measurement (steady shear viscosity measurement by a rotational viscometer)

The possibility of the helix–coil transition in elastic gels indicates that the gel network is

sparse and that the long molecular chain can rearrange to change the conformation from

coil to helix and from helix to coil with decreasing and increasing temperature. Whether small

molecules of seasonings, sugars, acids, and salts interact or bind with coil conformers or

helical conformers has not been clarified yet. Most seasonings are hydrophilic and water

soluble; however, some flavors are hydrophobic and soluble only in oils. Flavor release

may be influenced by the conformational states of polysaccharide molecules contained in

gel-like foods.
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molecular weights (Figure 16.10).

while the former recovered the initial viscosity value after the first run (Figure 16.11).



16.2.5 GELATION MECHANISM OF HEAT-SET GELS

Solutions of MC have been known to form a gel on heating. The heat-set gel formation was

favorable to make fries with less oil because if it was mixed with batter for fries the oil cannot

penetrate into the batter through the resulting gel barrier of methylcellulose. The early work

to clarify the gelation mechanism was complicated by using a rotational viscometer to detect
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the rheological change in the gelation process. As the network is formed in the gelation

process, this structure is destroyed by the rotational viscometry. Later on, with the advent of

small deformation rheometry, Haque and Morris [54] showed clearly the gelation process by

dynamic viscoelastic measurements, especially that the frequency dependence of the solution

changed from a typical behavior of entangled macromolecular chains at a low temperature to

a typical elastic gel-like behavior at a higher temperature. They found the two-step increase in

the storage modulus during heating and the double endothermic peaks in the heating DSC

curves, and concluded that the gelation process proceeds in two steps. As they did not report

the effects of molecular weight on the gelation, we studied the gelling process by DSC

and thermal scanning rheological measurements using several fractions with different mo-

lecular weights, and found that the gelation temperature shifted to higher temperatures with

The effects of the degree of substitution on the gelation behavior of methylcellulose were

studied by Rinaudo and her coworkers [55]. They also observed the increase in the storage

shear modulus G’ in two steps, and attributed the first increase (at lower temperatures) to the

interactions between tri-substituted units, and the second one (~558C) to the di- and tri-

substituted units. They suggested that the one-step increase of G’ for the MC with lowest DS
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increasing molecular weight [32] (Figure 16.12).



is equivalent to the second-step increase for MC with higher DS due to their lower hydro-

phobic character.

The KGM is a polysaccharide extracted from the tuber of Amorphophallus konjac C.

Koch. It is cultivated in the Gunma and other prefectures in Japan, and grows in China and

other Asian countries. It is the main ingredient in the konnyaku gels used in Japanese

traditional dishes and later it, has also been used as a gelling agent mixed with k-carrageenan

or some other hydrocolloid in dessert jellies [56,57].

KGM consists of glucose and mannose, and its ratio is 1.6 to 1.0. It contains some acetyl

groups that confer solubility on the konjac polymer. It is said that there are some branching

points. It forms a gel on heting in the presence of alkali and the role of alkali is believed to be,

to remove the acetyl groups. The peak at 1730 cm�1 in the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

absorbance spectra of KGM film disappeared on alkali treatment, and was attributed to the

absorption by the acetyl group [36].

The time dependence of G’ and G’’ for 2% aqueous dispersions of KGM with different

molecular weights from 2.56� 105 to 5.96� 105 in the presence of 0.02 mol/L sodium

when the alkali was added. The observed curve for G’ as a function of time fitted well with an

equation for a first-order reaction. The gelation time t0, at which G’ began to deviate from the

baseline, became shorter and the saturated G’ increased with increasing molecular weight. The

time dependence of G ’ and G’’ for aqueous dispersions of KGM with the molecular weight

of 2.56� 105 with different concentrations from 1.0 to 3.0% in the presence of 0.02 mol/L

sodium carbonate at 658C also fitted well with an equation for a first-order reaction. The

gelation time t0 became shorter and the saturated G ’ increased with increasing concentration.

If the ratio of alkaline concentration (CAl) to DA was kept constant at 0.1, a similar time

course for all the samples except the fraction Ac32 with the highest DA (5.3%) was observed

Al/DA plays a crucial role in the gelation

process. The gelation rate is determined mainly by the ratio of alkaline concentration to the

degree of acetylation. However, the fact that Ac32 shows exceptional behavior should be

explored in the near future.

Curdlan was discovered by the late Professor Harada in 1966, and is a b-1,3-glucan

produced by bacteria such as Alcaligenes faecalis var.myxogenes [58]. It is not soluble in

water. The aqueous suspension of curdlan forms a gel on heating, and has been used in various
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carbonate at 608C is shown in Figure 16.13 [35]. The time t¼ 0 was defined as the time

as shown in Figure 16.14 [37]. It indicates that C



foods such as tofu, noodles, and jellies. Two types of gels, a high-set gel formed at higher

temperatures above Tc ~ 608C which is thermo-irreversible, and a low-set gel formed below Tc

which is thermo-reversible, have been reported [59,60]. This transition temperature Tc ~ 608C
should depend on the concentration and molecular weight of curdlan. Funami et al. analyzed

the temperature dependence of elastic gels of curdlan gels [61]. They also tried to make low

calorie doughnuts by reducing the oil content in the batter by mixing with curdlan because it

forms a gel on heating [62].

The frequency dependence of storage and loss shear moduli of aqueous suspension of curdlan

both at 408C and at 708C shows similar behavior; even before gelation at 408C, G ’ is larger than

G’’ at all frequencies and hardly dependent on the frequency, which is a so-called weak gel

behavior [18]. This aqueous suspension in a test tube flows down when the test tube is tilted. At

708C, both moduli increased and showed plateau values, and the loss tangent became far smaller

than that for the suspension at 408C. This is a typical behavior for an elastic gel.

When curdlan is dissolved in DMSO, the solution shows an ordinary mechanical spec-

frequencies because there is enough time for molecular chains to disentangle, while G’ is

dominant at higher frequencies because there is not enough time for chains to disentangle and

entanglement plays the role of a knot of in a three-dimensional network structure.
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trum for a flexible polymer solution (Figure 16.15a); G’’ predominates over G’ at lower



The reheating DSC curves for curdlan aqueous dispersions which have been heated below

508C for 60 min and then cooled, show almost the same DSC curve as in the first-run heating

DSC curve, and the reheating DSC curves for curdlan aqueous dispersions that have been

heated above 1108C do not show any endothermic peak. The degree of thermo-irreversible

gelation dG¼ 1� DH2T/DH1, where DH2T represents the endothermic enthalpy in the second

run heating after heating the sample at the temperature T for 60 min, and DH1 stands for the

endothermic enthalpy in the first run heating, for a 10% aqueous dispersion of curdlan as a

increased slightly with increasing temperature up to about 458C then decreased slightly up to

G’’ increased slightly and showed a steep increase at 408C, which may be attributed to the

strengthening of the network by hydrogen bonds. Whether this increase is due to the

re-formation of the triple helices or not should be explored in the near future. Once a gel is

formed, both G ’ and G’’ gradually decrease on heating, suggesting that the hydrogen bonds

are responsible molecular forces for the network. The steep increase of G ’ and G’’ at 408C was

observed again on cooling.

16.2.6 CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF ELASTIC MODULUS OF GELS

The concentration dependence of the elastic modulus of gels has been studied for a long time,

and it has been known empirically that the modulus is represented by a power law. The

exponent for agarose is larger than ca. 4 at lower concentrations and smaller than ca. 2 at

higher concentrations. Hermans [65] proposed a cascade theory predicting this behavior, and

later Clark and Ross-Murphy [11] extended this treatment taking into account the change in

functionality, that is, the number of chains released from the junction. This was applied to
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FIGURE 16.14 Time dependence of G’ of 2.0 wt% KGM aqueous dispersions in the presence of

Na2CO3 at 608C. The ratio of alkaline concentration to the DA kept constant at 0.1. v¼ 1 rad/s.

(From Huang, L., Takahashi, R., Kobayashi, S., Kawase, T., and Nishinari, K., Biomacromolecules,

3, 1296, 2002. With permission.)
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function of heating temperature, is shown in Figure 16.15b [63].

curdlan suspension at a scan rate of 18C/min [64]. On the first run heating, both G ’ and G’’

558C, before increasing gradually with temperature, and on cooling from 808C, both G ’ and

Figure 16.16 shows the thermal scanning rheological measurements of G ’ and G’’ for 2%



agarose [66] and amylose [67]. Oakenfull [68] also proposed a modified theory of rubber

elasticity to understand the concentration dependence of elastic modulus, and to determine

the size of junction zones. This was also applied to agarose [39], gelatin [39], pectin [69], and

k-carrageenan [70]. Both these theories predict that the exponent is larger at the lower

It is interesting to note that the elastic modulus of gels does not always increase (or

decrease) with increasing (or decreasing) concentration when the network structure changes,

as in swelling or syneresis.

Nagasaka and Taneya [71] reported that the elastic modulus of agar-agar gels decreased

with increasing syneresis although the concentration of gels increased after syneresis, and it

was attributed to the loosening of the network structure as a result of syneresis. Generally
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FIGURE 16.15 (a) Frequency dependence of G’ (open) and G’’ (closed) for aqueous suspension (square)

and DMSO solution (circle) of 2% curdlan. (b) The degree of thermo-irreversible gelation dG for a 10%

aqueous dispersion of curdlan as a function of heating temperature.
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concentration region and smaller at the higher concentration region, as shown in Figure 16.17.



speaking, concentration of gels increases by syneresis. A similar phenomenon was found in

rubber-like materials, and it was interpreted that the chain molecules connecting cross-linking

point become more flexible as a result of syneresis. The increase of the elastic modulus of a gel

accompanying the decrease in the gel concentration seems strange, but it has been reported

that the shear modulus of ionized poly(acrylic acid) gels [72] and partially hydrolyzed

poly(acryl amide) gels [73] increased with swelling ratio. This was attributed to the deviation

from Gaussian elasticity, and it was shown that the Langevin chain [74] could fit well the

observed relation between shear modulus and swelling ratio.

16.3 LARGE DEFORMATION AND FRACTURE

A simple extension test of a polymer gel was carried out to explore the possibility to

understand the structure and rheological properties using poly(vinyl alcohol) gels that were

prepared by freezing and evacuation in the frozen state and subsequent immersion in water

[75]. The stress–strain relation was analyzed by a Mooney–Rivlin plot, and fitted with

Treloar’s equation based on the Langevin chain model [74]. The remarkable increase in the

tensile force with increasing time of evacuation was attributed to the contraction and the

strengthening of the network by a decrease in the imperfection.

Recently, Nakamura [76] carried out a very slow uniaxial compression of a cylindrical

gellan gel, and discovered an interesting phenomenon. At a medium compression speed such

as 50 mm/min, the gel was broken as has been reported by many workers. However, when the

gel was compressed at a rate of 0.005 mm/min, it was compressed to a thin disc sheet (1 mm

thick) without an apparent fracture, and it recovered the initial shape and size when it was

immersed in water. No change in diameter was detected during compression, which indicates

that the Poisson’s ratio of this gel is 0 instead of 0.5 as taken for granted for many gels and

rubbers. Poisson’s ratio is defined as the longitudinal strain to the transverse strain ratio for an

elastic material from which no solvent exudes out, and this definition should not be extended

that is thought to be a typical example of porous materials.

As water molecules do not flow out from the mesh of gels, it was thought that the water in

gels is the so-called ‘‘bound water.’’ However, NMR studies on agarose gels have shown that

most water molecules are so-called free water [77]. Ohtsuka and Watanabe [78] also reported
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FIGURE 16.16 Storage and loss shear moduli, G’ and G’’, of a 2% suspension of curdlan at a scanning

rate of 18C/min. v¼ 1 rad/s. (From Zhang, H., Nishinari, K., Williams, M.A.K., Foster, T.J., Norton,

I.T., Int J Biol Macromol, 30, 7, 2002. With permission.)
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to a gel from which water does exudes as in gellan gels (Figure 16.18). It is similar to a cork
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reduced concentration for different functionalities. (b) Reduced modulus as a function of reduced

concentration Oakenfull. (From Clark, A.H., and Ross-Murphy, S.B., Adv Polym Sci, 83, 57, 1987;

Oakenfull, D., J Food Sci, 49, 1103, 1110, 1984. With permission.)
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that the diffusion coefficient of water molecules in gellan gels is identical to that of free water

or bulk water, that is, 2.25 � 10�5 cm2/s, by NMR measurements. The same conclusion was

drawn from a more recent dielectric study [79]. The state of water in gels may be closely

related to problems of flavor release, but has never been studied so far.

It is well known that the storage modulus of a gel does not depend very much on

the frequency, and shows a so-called rubber-like plateau, but if it is measured at extremely

low frequency, it may show a terminal flow region. It might be interesting to measure

the elastic modulus at a very low frequency using an apparatus described in Ref.15. There-

fore, the Poisson’s ratio obviously should depend on the deformation rate as other elastic

parameters, Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and bulk modulus.

Theocaris has discussed the frequency dependence of Poisson’s ratio [80]. Takigawa has

examined the Poisson ratio in poly(vinyl alcohol) gels [81].

Poisson’s ratio of the 3% agar gels was found to be 0.31~0.33 in the strain range 0~4%,

and the deviation from commonly reported value 0.5 was attributed to the air bubbles

contained in the gels [82]. It is regrettable that the influence of the deformation rate was

not examined in this paper although it was reported that the elastic modulus of 3% agar gels

was found to increase about 10 times when the cross head speed was altered from 1 mm/min

to 22 mm/min in the uniaxial compression test [82].

The large deformation of starch gels has been studied by many research groups, and it is

well established that the fracture stress increases whereas the fracture strain decreases with

increasing storage time at low temperatures [83,84]. The fracture stress of starch gels is found

to increase with increasing concentration, while as for fracture strain, there are some contra-

dictory reports. Some groups found that fracture strain increased with increasing concentra-

tion and the other group reported the opposite tendency [85].

FIGURE 16.18 Uniaxial compression of gellan gels at different compression rates: (a) 100 mm/min,

(b) 0.1 mm/min, (c) 0.005 mm/min. (1) before compression, 11.5 mm diameter and 10.0 mm height, (2) a

compressed gel by a cross head, (3) a compressed gel after removing the cross head, and (4) after soaking

in water for 2 days. (From Nakamura, K., Shinoda, E., and Tokita, M., Food Hydrocolloids, 15, 247,

2001. With permission.)
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Bayarri et al. found that fracture strain increased with increasing concentration for

k-carrageenan gels whereas they found the opposite tendency for gellan gum gels [86].

It has been shown that different results were obtained for uniaxial compression of gels for

two extreme conditions: lubricated by oil and preventing slippage by inserting emery paper

between samples and plunger [87]. Brennan and Bourne performed the compression of

cylinders of cheese and sausage, and found that cylindrical samples exhibited barreling in

the absence of lubrication, whereas they retained their cylindrical shape or showed only a

slight barreling when lubricated. They compressed these samples between a matched oppos-

ing pair of artificial molar teeth and compared the results with those compressed between

plates. They concluded that when these samples are compressed between molar teeth, the

anchoring effect of the cusp is likely to be greater than the lubricating effect of saliva in the

mouth, and that the surface should be lubricated for true rheological study, but there should

be no lubrication for simulating what happens in the mouth [87].

Bourne [88] examined the chewing rates in the mouth using a model food, chewing gum,

and found that the mean chewing rate is approximately 60 chews per minute. As the distance

between the upper and lower incisors and that between the upper and lower molars are

in the mastication. Bourne proposed a model to represent the effect of the toughness of foods

foods with toughness ranging from low to moderate. This constancy is achieved by increasing

the power output of the jaw during mastication. As the toughness of foods increases further,

the limit of the comfortable power output is reached. Beyond this limit, the power output

remains approximately constant, and this is achieved by slowing the rate of mastication.

16.4 TEXTURE AND MASTICATION

Preference for foods has been believed to be determined mostly by the texture since the

pioneering works by Szczesniak and Sherman. Szczesniak examined factors governing the

preference for foods by asking 100 persons mentioning 74 different foods (word association

test). The most important factors were found to be related to the texture [89]. As each nation

eats different foods, this result might not be applied to other nations. Some years later, the

research group in Japan conducted a similar examination and found a similar tendency [90].

Yoshikawa collected words used to represent texture in Japanese, and found about 500 words

most of which were onomatopoeic [91].

Szczesniak classified the textural characteristics of foods into mechanical (hardness, cohe-

siveness, viscosity, elasticity, adhesiveness), geometrical (size and shape of particles, orienta-

tion), and other properties (moisture and fat content) [92]. Then, a procedure for evaluating

Toughness

Chewing rate

Power o
utput

FIGURE 16.19 Schematic representation of the relation between the toughness of foods and the

chewing rate. (From Bourne, M., Food Texture and Viscosity: Concept and Measurement, 2nd ed.,

Academic Press, 48, 2002. With permission.)
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different when the mouth is opened, only the average chewing rate was estimated as 20 mm/s

on the chewing rate (Figure 16.19). The chewing rate remains approximately constant in



texture was proposed. According to this procedure, both mechanical and geometrical charac-

teristics are evaluated in the initial (first bite) and the second (masticatory) phase. Then, the

third (residual) phase detects the rate and type of breakdown, moisture absorption, and

mouthcoating [93]. Her research group proposed to measure the texture using a texturometer

that simulates the masticating process. From a texturometer curve, it was proposed to deter-

mine the hardness, adhesiveness, cohesiveness, and elasticity. This method is simple and can be

applied to any food to determine their textural characteristics. However, unfortunately, the

physical meanings of these parameters are not always clear. Many researchers modified this

method to evaluate the texture of various foods. Bourne proposed a uniaxial compression using

an Instron type machine instead of a nonlinear motion of a texturometer that imitates the

action of the jaw, and since then this method has been used in many laboratories [94].

It is difficult to find a good correlation between oral perception and instrumental meas-

urement [95]. The main reason is that sensory evaluation is based on the human sense that

detects many aspects or facets of material properties simultaneously.

Thesemany aspects, flavor, aroma, texture, appearance, color, acoustics, and other attributes

interactwith each other and it is difficult to extract only one attributewithout being influenced by

other attributes. Texture itself is also a sensory property as Szczesniak says, and it has many

facets such as hardness, stickiness, cohesiveness, elasticity, gumminess, and the like that have

been used frequently in the texture profile analysis [96]. These properties may not be independent

of each other. Therefore, it is obvious that it is not possible to measure all the facets of texture of a

food by only one measurement. The instrumental measurement can be more sensitive in one

aspect but cannot detect so many facets simultaneously. The reason why there are so many

methods of measurements of textures has been discussed by Bourne [97].

Rheological instrumental methods to measure texture are classified into three categories [98]:

1. Fundamental methods which are based on well-defined rheological quantities such

as elastic modulus, viscosity, and viscoelastic coefficients. These methods have merits

to be able to compare the data with other data because the results are represented by SI

units Pa for elastic modulus and Pa s for viscosity. However, the apparatus for the

fundamental methods are expensive, and the measurements and analyses obviously

need the basic knowledge of rheology, and in addition to these, not all food scientists

and technologists think that there is a good correlation between fundamental instrumen-

tal measurements and sensory evaluations. Therefore, these methods were not practiced

in the food industry until 20 years ago. Since the advent of commercial apparatus for

dynamic viscoelastic measurements, this situation has changed drastically, and now it is

not rare to see these types of apparatus in the research and development section of the

food industry.

2. Empirical methods have been and still are used extensively in the food industry because

these tests are well correlated with sensory evaluations, and are easy to perform, and in

most cases the equipment is inexpensive. However, the problem in empirical tests is that

measured parameters are poorly defined.

3. Imitative methods, using commercial apparatus such as Texturometer, Farinograph,

Amylograph, are also widely used in the food industry. These methods imitate the

handling and working of bread dough or processing of various foods. Imitative

methods are similar to empirical methods.

Although small deformation measurements have been performed in the rheological study

of materials such as synthetic polymers, food scientists tended to use large deformation

and fracture measurements because these measurements seem to be closely related to

texture perception in the mouth. Some trials to understand the large deformation of gels
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have been carried out, but these are still not so well established in comparison with small

deformation measurements.

Recently, some methodologies have been introduced in texture measurement, detecting

the force exerted on the teeth or palate in the mastication or the activity of masticatory

muscles, and tracking the location of foods and movement of tongue.

16.4.1 FORCE MEASUREMENT IN THE ORAL CAVITY

1. Electromyography measures the activity of muscles during mastication by using elec-

trodes attached on the face or temple, or jaw [99–103].

2. In-mouth sensors are installed in the oral cavity. A pressure sensor is set in a denture, or

the food is masticated between two thin sensors so that the mastication force can be

detected during mastication. Palatal pressure was measured for gelatin jellies using

sensors set on the hard palate [104], and was shown to depend on the concentration of

gelatin; palatal pressure was very low (about 100 gf/cm2) and the mastication time was

shorter than 2 s for 1% gelatin jellies, and the palatal pressure and mastication time

increased with increasing concentration of gelatin.

A multipoint sensor is installed in the mouth to cover the lower teeth and then foods are

chewed in as normal a manner as possible [105]. The spatial distribution of pressure on the

sensor is recorded during mastication.

A mastication robot is made to study the mastication process, but it does not seem so easy

to analyze the experimental results.

16.4.2 LOCATION OF FOODS OR TONGUE MOVEMENT

1. Electropalatography [106] records tongue movement during eating and swallowing.

In this method, a thin custom-made palate is molded to fit an individual’s hard

palate.

2. Videofluorography visualizes the foods from the instant of intake into the mouth until

the instant of the deglutition by making foods opaque to x-rays, usually by mixing

them with barium sulfate. Liquid foods are swallowed instantaneously, and the solid

foods are masticated and made into a bolus before being swallowed. These processes

can be visualized by videofluorography [107,108].

3. The Doppler effect is used to measure the velocity of foods that are swallowed in the

pharynx [109]. Movement of food in the mouth is monitored by a computer, tracking

the location of food sample in real time [110].

These methodologies are important to fill the gap between the sensory evaluation and

instrumental rheological studies. Instrumental measurements of force and deformation in

the oral cavity represent these values quantitatively, which sensory evaluation cannot do;

however, the results obtained will depend on the individuals as in the sensory evaluation.

16.4.3 AMBIGUITY OF TEXTURE TERMS

One of the most difficult problems in sensory evaluation is the ambiguity of terms that express

the textural properties of foods. Drake [111] compared vocabularies frequently used in

different countries with the help of more than 50 collaborators. A very important conclusion

was again obtained: although foods consumed in each country are different, a good agree-

ment was found; all the nations have a strong interest in texture.

Generally, the development of vocabulary to describe textural characteristics is required

in sensory evaluation, and the scale for each characteristic should agree with that of each
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sensory panelist. However, as each individual has his or her own differing sensitivities and

idiosyncracies, complete agreement between assessors is very difficult. To avoid such a

difficulty, a free choice profiling method was proposed to analyze the sensory evaluation of

appearance, aroma, and flavor of ports [112]. This method is based on the generalized

Procrustes analysis, where each panelist use their own vocabulary to describe sensory char-

acteristics. Then, each data is plotted on the coordinate axes, and the data points evaluated by

different assessors are brought close to each other by expansion and rotation. This method

was shown to be effective to group coffees and soft drinks [112b]. The advantage of this

method is that it does not require training of the sensory panel.

Different persons use different terms to express the firmness or hardness, or toughness of a

food. For example, it is not customary for a person to choose a specific criterion to express

the firmness or the hardness, or the toughness. Is it based on the elastic modulus of a food

that can be sensed in a small deformation range where the stress and strain may be in the

linear relation or the fracture stress that is the maximum stress at which the food is broken

elastic modulus, which is proportional to the slope of the force–deformation curve, is larger

for an agar gel while the fracture force is larger for a gelatin gel [113]. As shown for the

Poisson’s ratio of gels is very close to 0.5; therefore, the fracture stress can be obtained from

the force–deformation curve when the upper and lower end of the cylindrical gel is smooth

and the volume of the cylinder (the cross-sectional area multiplied by the length) is constant

[113]. Even after this calibration, it is obvious that the fracture stress of the gelatin gel is larger

than that of agar gel. Poisson’s ratio may be determined directly by photographs of the

compression of gels based on the definition within the linear viscoelastic regime.

A common understanding among a sensory panel is necessary to obtain reliable results.

According to Bourne, it takes a week to train the panel to reach an agreement on the rating

scales among different individuals [114]. It might be necessary to teach panelists the funda-

mentals of the fracture mechanics, at least the difference between the elastic modulus and the

fracture stress before they judge the hardness or stiffness or rigidity or firmness or toughness

of solid foods. The compression elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) is the slope of the stress–

strain curve at a small deformation range, which may be the first sensation in the mouth when

a solid food is ingested and before the mastication process begins. The fracture stress should

be directly related to the stimulus in the mouth at the first bite.

16.4.4 CONDITIONS FOR SWALLOWING

Hutchings and Lillford [115] proposed a mouth process model. According to this model, solid

foods should be masticated to lower the degree of structure (lower than the plane ABCD) and

should be mixed with saliva to increase the degree of lubrication (to pass the right side of the

plane EFGH) before they are swallowed. Therefore, solid foods should be masticated to

break down the structure and be lubricated enough, and should form a bolus, while liquid

Solid foods should be broken down into particles and mixed with saliva to form a bolus

before swallowing. They suggested that there is an optimum moment at which a cohesive

force between comminuted food particles becomes maximum, and the forced chewing after

this moment will lead the bolus to stray into the respiratory tract, caused by disintegration of

the bolus.

It is evident that a greater number of chewing strokes are required for harder food to be

swallowed. The electromyographic (EMG) activities of the mylohyoid muscle, masseter
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down? Let us take an example of the gels of agar and gelatin. As shown in Figure 16.20a, the

foods or a raw oyster are swallowed immediately (Figure 16.21).

Prinz and Lucas [116] examined the instant of the swallowing action (Figure 16.22).

compression of gelatin gels in Figure 16.20b, and as is well known for many other gels, the



muscle, and anterior digastric muscle were recorded during mastication of gummy candy,

peanuts, and mochi (glutinous rice cake) to examine the effect of ingested food texture on

tongue activity. The EMG amplitude in most cases decreased during mastication of these

three kinds of foods, while the EMG amplitude of the mylohyoid muscle increased signifi-

cantly during mastication of peanuts and mochi [117]. Shiozawa et al. studied the influence of

salivation during mastication on the commencement of swallowing by examining the number

of chewing strokes and the volume of salivary secretion until swallowing, using gummy candy
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FIGURE 16.20 (a) Force–deformation curves for uniaxial compression of 4.4 wt% agar gels and 25 wt%

gelatin gels. Cylindrical gels with 20 mm diameter and 30 mm height were compressed at 10 mm/min.

The curves GI and GII were obtained with approximately equal probability. Measurement temperature:

158C. (From Nishinari, K., Horiuchi, H., Ishida, K., Ikeda, K., Date, M., and Fukada, E., Nippon

Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi, 27, 227, 1980. With permission.) (b) Uniaxial compression of a 25 wt%

gelatin cylindrical gel with 20 mm diameter and 30 mm height at 10 mm/min. Measurement temperature:

158C. (From Nishinari, K., Horiuchi, H., Ishida, K., Ikeda, K., Date, M., and Fukada, E., Nippon

Shokuhin Kogyo Gakkaishi, 27, 227, 1980. With permission.)
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and mochi. Significantly, fewer chewing strokes were required for each food after acid

stimulation (filter paper soaked in 0.2 M tartaric acid was placed on the dorsal surface of

the tongue) than after distilled water stimulation (control), but salivary secretion was not

influenced by the two stimulations. They concluded that the volume of salivary secretion until

swallowing is constant during mastication of the same food [117b].
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FIGURE 16.21 Process from mastication to deglutition in the mouth. The structure should be broken

down below the plane ABCD and should become lubricated enough beyond the plane EFGH. (From

Hutchings, J.B., and Lillford, P.J., J Texture Stud, 19, 103, 1988. With permission.)
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FIGURE 16.22 Cohesive force plotted against the number of chews taken in the masticatory sequence

for raw carrot (.) and brazil nuts (&). The variability seen derives from iteration of the packing

simulation. Despite the variability, the cohesive force becomes maximum at about 20–25 chews. (From

Prinz, J.F., and Lucas, P., Proc R Soc Lond, B264, 1715, 1997. With permission.)
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Some special types of foods, such as blender foods that are made by mashing solid foods,

or cut foods (kizami-shoku) that are made by cutting solid foods by knives, or paste-like

foods that are made by pulverizing solids foods by mixers or juicers. Aged persons judged the

minced foods (carrot and fish, cut into small pieces, respectively) with thickening agents

(xanthan, guar, and locust bean) were thick, easy to be swallowed, and good in taste [118].

However, in many cases, persons who are served these foods complain that all these foods

have similar textures. Hospitalized handicapped persons who have some problems in masti-

cation and deglutition require a variety in textures just as Israelites coming back to their home

country from Egypt did. Bourne [119] cited this episode in the Numbers of the Old Testament

to show the importance of the variety of textures. Israelites could not endure everyday foods

with exactly the same texture although this everyday food is nutritious and tasty. Even though

the food, manna, was good, because the same food was given everyday without any change,

people complained and required variety. If people who have difficulties in mastication are

patients, is it easier for them to eat cut foods than bulk foods? Yoshimura et al. examined this

problem using kizami-shoku with and without xanthan. The mastication frequency and time

increased with decreasing size of foods without xanthan [118]. This suggests that the fre-

quency of mastication does not depend only on the size. Even if a solid food is cut into

small pieces, it is necessary to form a bolus. A large size food may be formed into a bolus

during mastication as it is mixed with saliva. A portion of food cut into small pieces needs

more mastication to be formed into a bolus, and xanthan may help this process although it

cannot replace all the functions of saliva such as conferring digestive enzyme [118].

Cooked rice is a staple food in Japan, and may not be equivalent to bread in western

countries. Japanese people prefer sticky cooked rice, which is very different from the prefer-

ence in western countries. Take out sushi began to appear in Paris at the end of 1990, and it

seems to be liked not only by a connoisseur but also by ordinary people. Although Japanese

people have a rich vocabulary to describe the different textures of various foods, they do not

complain even if they are served cooked rice everyday. The preference has been shown to be

well correlated with stickiness in the texture profile analysis [120–122]. Starch components

that determine the texture of cooked rice have been studied by many workers. Hizukuri et al.

[123] observed that chemically isolated rice amylopectin, upon debranching, yielded three

groups of anhydroglucose chain populations, long-B, intermediate-B, and A plus short-B.

Bhattacharya et al. [124] proposed that the long-B chains of amylopectin made the starch

granules strong and resilient, and led to the firm texture of the cooked rice, while the lack of

such chains led to weak starch granules and therefore cooked rice became soft.

16.5 SUSPENSIONS — WEAK GEL BEHAVIOR AND GRITTINESS

Suspensions of insoluble polysaccharides like curdlan (as described above) and microparti-

culated cellulose show a weak gel behavior. Recently, suspensions of cellulose with micron

particle size with a cream-like appearance were prepared. The storage modulus of such a

suspension as a function of time begins to increase with the lapse of time just after stopping to

shear. It suggests that some three-dimensional network is formed when the suspension is left

quiescently [125].

Hiraiwa [126] found that the steady shear viscosity of microparticulated cellulose suspen-

sions shows a thickening after the well-known shear thinning behavior. It was shown

by microscopic observation that most clusters are broken with increasing shear rate and

that some clusters are re-formed at a certain stage. It shows a solid-like behavior in

small deformation rheology: storage shear modulus is larger than loss shear modulus at all

frequencies even when it is diluted to 2%.
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Similar rheological behaviors have been reported for dispersions of curdlan [18], OVA

[20], and BSA [19]. Ikeda discusses the molecular origin of the repulsive force between BSA,

which stabilizes the solution, and he pointed out that the stability cannot be explained by a

classical Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (DLVO) potential. There is no universal

explanation for this behavior. Some suspensions containing insoluble particles like curdlan

in water, microparticulated cellulose in water as well as some solutions of globular proteins

like OVA and BSA show a similar rheological behavior at small deformation oscillatory

measurements. This behavior is called weak gel behavior. the storage modulus is larger than

the loss modulus at all the frequencies and both moduli are only slightly dependent on the

frequency.

shear viscosity as a function of shear rate decreased at a certain critical shear rate, and then

showed shear thickening behavior, and the more conventional shear thinning behavior was

restored with increasing further shear rate [127]. This behavior was also observed for low

molecular weight xanthan in concentrated solutions [128].

Lee and Brant also showed that both steady shear and oscillatory shear viscosities of

xanthan solutions as a function of concentration showed a maximum, and explained this by

the phase change from isotropic solution in the low concentration region to an anisotropic

phase in a concentrated solution through the biphasic phase in the intermediate concentration

region.

Xanthan [129] is used widely in the food industry because the viscosity of the solution is

relatively independent of salt concentration, and is not affected strongly by the temperature.

It is used to make a mayonnaise with low calorie-reducing oil content without changing the

texture so much. It is also used as a thickening agent for beverages for persons having

difficulty in deglutition [130].

Fluid gels have been produced using a number of polysaccharides such as carrageenans,

agars, alginates, pectins, and gellans, and found to be effective to mimic the fat/emulsion-like

behavior [131]. They can be produced by either forming the gel during shearing or by

chopping or shearing gels into small particles. Foster et al. [132] showed that agar fluid gels

can produce similar flow curves and mechanical spectra of xanthan solution. The temperature

dependence of the elastic modulus of agar fluid gels is different from that of ordinary

(quiescently formed) agar gels in that the modulus increased with increasing temperature

because particles heal into larger connected structure, and then decrease. The viscosity of a

fluid gel system decreased more drastically on dilution in comparison with xanthan gum

solution where transient associations still form effective network structures. Dilution of

particulate networks can quickly move beyond the critical packing fraction [132].

Starch granules, Sephadex particles, and agar spherical microgels have been shown to

follow the Hertzian force law [133] whereas fluid gel systems do not. This difference has been

attributed to the different particle shapes: fluid gel particles are nonspherical and often have

tails [132].

The presence of particles affects the textural properties of foods. The feelings of size,

shape, and roughness of discrete particles in the mouth are called geometrical properties by

Brandt et al. [93] and particulate properties by Hutchings and Lillford [115]. (See also Bourne,

food particles [134]. It is necessary to prepare the samples with narrow particle size distribu-

tion and with various shapes to examine the threshold value of graininess.

It is interesting to note whether the threshold value of the degree of graininess changes if

the persons are trained. In some foods like chocolate or cream, a smooth texture is preferred

and particles in these foods are designed to be as small as possible and not form an aggregate.
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Xanthan solutions showed a behavior similar to that shown in Figure 16.23a: the steady

the mouth and the size, shape, solubility, and other related physicochemical properties of

Ref. 88, p. 39.) Imai and coworkers examined the relation between the graininess perceived in



However, in other foods like mashed potatoes or pumpkins, or red beans (one of Japan’s

favorite dessert ingredients), remaining particles are preferred by some consumers rather than

to have these particles made too small.

Tyle [135] found that grittiness became apparent for relatively small particles (11–22 mm)

if particles were hard and irregular in shape, and that soft and round particles were not
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FIGURE 16.23 (a) Time dependence of storage and loss shear moduli of microparticulated cellulose

suspensions at 5, 25, and 458C. v¼ 1.0 rad/s. (b) Steady shear viscosity and dynamic viscosity for

microparticulated cellulose suspensions of various concentrations at 258C. (From Hiraiwa, Y., Ikeda, S.,

Takaya, T., and Nishinari, K., Proc. USM–JIRCAS Joint International Symposium: Lignocellulose —

Material of the millennium: technology and application, 2002. With permission.)
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perceived gritty if the diameter did not exceed 80 mm. In this study, suspensions of model

particles of garnet, micronized polyethylene, and mica were used for assessment.

Kokini et al. [136] studied the frequently-used attribute vocabulary describing liquid

texture in the mouth and concluded that these attributes could be reduced to a smaller

number without great loss of predictive power. They chose three attributes thickness,

smoothness, and slipperiness, because they thought these three could predict the other

attributes for further study using cereal hydrolysate, guar, and carboxymethyl cellulose

(CMC). According to their results thickness was proportional to the viscous force between

the tongue and the roof of the mouth, and smoothness was inversely proportional to the

frictional force caused by the contact between the tongue and the mouth. Slipperiness was

shown to be inversely proportional to a known average of viscous and frictional forces.

Kokini concluded that creaminess was related to an exponential function of thickness and

smoothness [137,138].

Smoothness may be related to the size and the size distribution from the viewpoint of

structure, and on the other hand it is related to the viscous behavior; that is, the system

that flows with low shear stress may be felt as less frictional and therefore may be judged

as smoother. However, the assessment may be affected by the terminology of each

subject.

Daget, Joerg, and Bourne studied the factors determining creamy perception using

model caramel creams containing four levels of dairy fat and thickened with xanthan

gum, and found that optimum liking does not coincide with that for maximum creaminess,

that is, the highest creaminess is not necessarily related to optimum liking. Liking consist-

ency was found to be more related to perceived thickness than creaminess, whereas,

creaminess was found to be more related to viscosity and flow behavior index (the exponent

of the power law fluid) [139].

Water-holding capacity may be closely related to rheological properties. Syneresis during

storage is generally disliked, but the syneresis induced in the mouth may enhance the

slipperiness and may be sometimes liked. To prevent syneresis before eating, many hydro-

colloids have been tested.

Slippage during rheological measurement is an important problem. A maximum in the

storage modulus of k-carrageenan solution during gelation was reported that was attributed to

a change in the microstructure network of the gel [140] and Richardson and Goycoolea [141]

did not find a maximum for a similar solution when they used a special geometry that was free

from slippage. Zhang et al. [36] used a compression method during the gelation of KGM

because the maximum of the storage modulus was found in shear oscillational measurements,

and they concluded that the maximum of the storage modulus found in the gelation process of

KGM was an artifact induced by slippage. This problem of slippage in the shear oscillational

rheological measurements is not found in all the food biopolymers. Gelatin solutions and starch

paste are free from slippage. The occurrence of slippage in the shear oscillational rheological

measurements should be related to the slipperiness in the mouth. This is also related to the

lubrication problem in the compression test described in the previous section.

16.6 ORAL PERCEPTION AND INSTRUMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITY
FOR LIQUID FOODS

Viscosity is defined clearly in fluid mechanics although the term seems not to be used in such a

rigorous sense in daily life. The terms ‘‘thickness’’ and ‘‘viscosity’’ are used interchangeably.

Saliva is known to act as a lubricant and reduce the friction between foods (and bolus) and

the tongue and the palate. It may reduce the viscosity of liquid foods by dilution, but the time
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needed to swallow is very short, and this effect may be neglected in most cases. Components

of saliva are known to influence the taste, and on the other hand the secretion of saliva is

induced by taste stimuli [142]. Van der Reijden et al. [143] observed the viscoelastic properties

of whole saliva and glandular salivas (parotid, submandibular, sublingual, and palatal) of

healthy persons, and showed that all these behaved as shear thinning fluid. They also showed

that sublingual saliva was intrinsically more elastic than submandibular saliva, and tried to

design a better artificial saliva using various polysaccharides [144]. Prinz and Lucas [145]

reported that saliva shows a remarkable shear thinning behavior and that the viscosity of

saliva decreased greatly by adding tannin.

The relation between rheological properties of various hydrocolloids solutions and in-

mouth perceptions was studied by Szczesniak and Farkas [146]. They classified hydrocolloid

solutions into three groups: group A (cornstarch, amylose, xanthan), group B (guar, traga-

canth, carrageenan, okra, fucoidan, cactus, karaya), group C (pectin, LM pectin, locust bean,

agar, Arabic, amylopectin, mesquite, ghatti, sodium alginate, CMC). From the sensory

evaluation aspect, group C was classed as very slimy, group B intermediate, and group A

was nonslimy. Instrumental measurements of viscosity as a function of shear rate showed that

group A was the most shear thinning, and group C the least shear thinning. A similar

conclusion was arrived at later by Stone and Oliver [147].

Wood [148] tried to find the shear rate in the mouth by comparing two liquids, a syrup

which is a Newtonian liquid and a soup which is non-Newtonian. Both these liquids are

estimated to have the same viscosity by sensory panelists. As the viscosities of these liquids

the shear rate of 50 s�1, the shear rate in the mouth was estimated as 50 s�1. Shama and

Sherman extended this method to many liquids, as the crossover shear rate may be different

are swallowed with a higher shear stress and the shear rate is limited to 10 s�1, whereas

less viscous liquids are swallowed at a higher shear rate and with a lower shear stress around

10 Pa.

Kokini et al. [136] also studied the relation between the shear stress and shear rate of 16

values appeared to have less curvature in comparison with those shown in Figure 16.24, and

the reason for this discrepancy was not discussed.

This problem was studied later by Christensen [150,151]. She prepared solutions of CMC

with different molecular weights, and found that a solution of higher molecular weight CMC

was more shear thinning than that of lower molecular weight CMC. The perceived viscosity

was reported by a method of magnitude estimation, which is a psychophysical procedure.

Panelists are instructed to give higher numbers to increasingly viscous solutions. The per-

ceived viscosity of CMC solutions was shown to be a power law function of viscosity

determined by a rotational viscometer, and the exponent was found to be 0.29, indicating

that a tenfold increase in solution viscosity is perceived as only a twofold increase. This

conclusion is partially consistent with that obtained by Szczesniak: a solution with a behavior

closer to Newtonian is perceived to be thicker than a solution with a more shear thinning

behavior. Christensen concluded that panelists take ‘‘multiple viscosity measurements’’ at a

range of shear rates and that the resultant perception of a solution’s viscosity may represent

some form of average viscosity reading.
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for liquids with different viscosities. They studied the in-mouth perception of viscosity of

as a function of shear rate measured by a rotational viscometer showed a crossover at

liquid foods by using many kinds of liquids that are Newtonian and non-Newtonian. Figure

available liquid foods, and found a similar result as shown in Figure 16.24. However, their

liquids consisting of cereal hydrolysate, guar gum, CMC, and some other commercially

16.24 shows the results of Shama and Sherman [149]. According to this figure, viscous liquids



Recently, Houska et al. [152] studied this problem using five different methods for

sensory evaluation of viscosity, (1) mixing with a spoon, (2) pouring, (3) slurping, (4) pressing

between the tongue and palate, and (5) swallowing. Generally, they confirmed the relation-

ship to be similar to the previous work; however, although the viscosity as a function of shear

rate tended to 10 s�1 in the work of Shama and Sherman, they found that the shear rate

Morris and his coworkers [153] studied the relation between the viscosity of liquids

measured by instruments (rotational viscometer and oscillatory rheological apparatus) and

the viscosity by sensory evaluation. They found a good correlation between instrumental

viscosity (rotational viscometer) and sensory viscosity for polysaccharide solutions like guar

gum. However, the viscosity of xanthan solution deviated from this relation. The difference

between guar gum and xanthan is that the former makes a true polymer solution whereas the

latter behaves as a weak gel when dispersed. Therefore, the former follows a Cox–Merz rule,

that is, the steady shear viscosity as a function of shear rate and the complex viscosity as a
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tended to far lower rates with increasing viscosity above 10 Pa s (Figure 16.25).

function of frequency show the same behavior (Figure 16.26). Morris and coworkers found



that the viscosity of many polysaccharide solutions determined at 50 s�1 correlated well with

panel scores as suggested by Wood. However, they found that the viscosity of xanthan

solutions deviated from this group, and the perceived thickness was underestimated [154].

They also found that the dynamic viscosity of most polysaccharides including xanthan

measured at 50 rad/s correlated well with panel scores.

Christensen [150,151] studied the correlation between perceived thickness and instrumen-

tally determined viscosity, and obtained the power law with the exponent 0.34–0.39. Stevens

and Guirao [155] determined the relation between the perceived hardness and the instrumen-

tally determined elastic modulus using rubber samples, obtaining the power law with

an exponent ca. 0.7, while they observed a similar relation for the perceived thickness and

the instrumentally determined viscosity using silicone oil with the power law exponent 0.4.

For these nonfood samples, they used nonoral assessments. The experimental results showing

that the exponent for hardness or elastic modulus of solids ca. 0.7 is higher than that

for thickness or viscosity of liquids ca. 0.4 are interpreted as follows: human beings are

more sensitive to change in the hardness or elastic modulus of solids than to change in the

thickness or viscosity of liquids.

Generally, the relation between the instrumentally observed quantity w and the perceived

quantity c is represented by a power law in psychophysics: c¼ kwn [156]. This is known to

hold for the perceived brightness of light or loudness of sound, or the warmness or coldness of

water perceived by hands.
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triangle symbols represent data by Shama and Sherman shown in Figure 16.24. (From Houska, M.,



EMG was used to assess the thickness and to detect the tongue movements. It was found

that the peak height of EMG correlates well with perceived thickness of semifluid systems.

Dea et al. found that dynamic viscosity measurements at a frequency of 50 rad/s correlate

closely with the activity of the muscles that control tongue movements as measured by

electromyography [157,158].

16.7 FLAVOR RELEASE

It has been known that the perceived intensity in the mouth of basic tastes decreases with

increasing viscosity. It was reported that thresholds for sucrose, sodium chloride, caffeine,

and tartaric acid were lowest in water, and intermediate in a foam base, and highest in a gel

[159]. The threshold concentration for caffeine, quinine, and saccharin was reported to

decrease with increasing viscosity by using methylcellulose [160]. A similar phenomenon

was also reported for sucrose [147]. Stone and Oliver studied the relation between suprathres-

hold taste intensity and viscosity. They showed that the perceived intensity of sweetness in

thickened solutions was rated higher than that in pure water. These solutions were thickened
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by cornstarch, gum tragacanth, carboxymethylcellulose, methylcellulose, and pectin. Most

of the later studies show that the sweetness decreased with increasing viscosity. Arabie

and Moskowitz [161] reported that the slope of the double logarithmic plot of sweetness

and viscosity was between �0.2 and �0.25 for sucrose and saccharin solutions thickened

by carboxymethylcellulose. They also reported that the power exponent for other tastes,

salty, bitter, and sour, ranged from �0.1 to �0.3 [162]. As these studies have dealt with

hydrocolloid levels imparting relatively high viscosities up to 100 mPa s and have been limited

to taste modalities, Pangborn et al. [163] investigated the effect of low concentrations with

viscosity range from 4 to 25 mPa s of HPC, CMC with high and low molecular weights,

sodium alginate, and xanthan, on the intensity of taste compounds. These low levels of

hydrocolloids are encountered in many beverages. They studied the effects of these hydro-

colloids on the flavor and aroma intensities of tomato juice, orange drink, and soluble

coffee, and found that without exception, increasing the hydrocolloid concentration signifi-

cantly depressed the perceived intensities of flavor and odor, and basic tastes of all beverages

at both low (108C for tomato juice and orange drink, and 228C for coffee) and high (228C
for tomato juice and orange drink, and 608C for coffee) temperatures. Xanthan was found

to be the most effective in reducing odor intensity, and they interpreted that its high

viscosity at zero shear (having yield stress) prevented the volatile molecules from escaping

into the headspace resulting in the reduced odor intensity. HPC was found the least

effective in reducing flavor intensity. Sourness was found to be the most affected of the

four basic tastes.
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FIGURE 16.26 (Continued ) (b) Correlation of perceived thickness T of sample thickened with guar gum

(�), starch (D), and xanthan (.) with dynamic viscosity at 50 rad/s Dashed lines show the confidence

limit (p¼ 0.95) on panel scores. (From Morris, E.R., Food Hydrocolloids. Structures, Properties and

Functions, Plenum Press, New York, 1993. With permission.)
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Earlier works on the effect of hydrocolloids on the taste intensities have been summarized

by Pangborn et al. [164]. There have been contradictory conclusions on the effect of thicken-

ing agents: some basic tastes are found to be intensified by thickening agents and in other

cases the opposite tendencies have been reported.

Morris et al. [154] showed that the flavor intensity of liquid foods thickened with

polysaccharides remaining constant at a low concentration range, but began to decrease

Katsuta et al. and Aishima et al. (unpublished works) concluded that a slight increase in

the viscosity of liquid foods intensifies the flavor although only slightly. It can be interpreted

as the residual time of basic taste compounds becoming longer and interacting with receptors

more effectively than in the absence of thickeners. This can be seen if we examine carefully the

data of Morris et al. reported in Figure 16.27. Whether this slight increase can be a true effect,

or this should be estimated within an experimental error and should be stated that the taste

was perceived constant up to a certain viscosity just as Morris interpreted, is a difficult

problem to solve for the moment.

Morris found a good correlation between the intensity of the flavor release and the

fracture strain rather than fracture stress for gel-like foods [154]. The logarithm of perceived

sweetness and flavor intensity was shown to decrease with the increasing in the logarithm of

yield strain for gels of gellan gum, k-carrageenan, calcium alginate, and xanthan/locust bean

Recently, Clark [165] showed that the overall flavor intensity decreased linearly with

acyl gellan, xanthan, and locust bean gum was cohesive and the flavor release was not as

good as in other gels, because the flavor remained trapped in the gel. Although gelatin gel is

cohesive, it shows a good flavor release in the mouth because it melts at body temperature.

A temporal aspect of flavor release from cornstarch, gelatin or k-carrageenan gels was

studied using three flavors, benzaldehyde, D-limonene, and ethyl butyrate [166]. Panelists

were asked to chew gels at a constant rate and to swallow after 15 s. The maximum flavor
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around a coil-overlap concentration of polysaccharides (Figure 16.27).

gum (Figure 16.28).

increasing hardness for dessert gels (Figure 16.29). However, a gel consisting of 0.4% low



intensity was reduced with increasing gel strength in accordance with previous studies,

however, the time at which maximum flavor intensity was perceived or the duration of

flavor perception was not found to be affected by gel strength. Wilson and Brown [167]

examined the flavor release using 5–25% gelatin gels with sweeteners and 1% banana flavors

based on EMG and descriptive sensory assessment. Increasing the concentration of gelatin

resulted in longer chewing times and lower flavor intensity, and more prolonged flavor

perception. While Guinard and Marty [166] did not find any significant difference in tmax

(the time at which the maximum intensity of flavor perception occurs), Wilson and Brown
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FIGURE 16.28 Flavor intensity of polysaccharide jellies versus concentration of polysaccharides, .,

gellan gum; �, k-carrageenan; &, calcium alginate; &, Xanthan–locurt bean. (From Morris, E.R., Food

Hydrocolloids. Structures, Properties and Functions, Plenum Press, New York, 1993. With permission.)
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FIGURE 16.29 Dependence of overall flavor (sweet, sour), intensity (sensory) score of dessert gels made

from various polysaccharides by sensory evaluation on the fracture stress. (From R. Clark, Gums and

Stabilisers for the Food Industry 11, Roy Soc of Chem, Cambridge, 2002. With permission.)
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found that tmax shifted to longer times with increasing gelatin concentration, and attributed

this difference to the difference in the experimental protocols. Guinard and Marty asked

their subjects to swallow all their samples after 15 s whereas Wilson and Brown placed no

restriction on when the subjects were to clear the samples from their mouths [167].

Sensory properties of instant cocoa drinks with special focus on mouthfeel and how the

sensory impression was affected by the three main ingredients, cocoa, milk, and sugar, and

by a stabilizer xanthan gum, were studied. Mouthfeel in cocoa drinks was found to depend

on both viscosity and flavor properties perceived by the tactile and chemoreceptors in the

mouth. It was concluded that xanthan promoted cocoa flavor while it subdued sweet and

milk flavor [168]. There have been many studies on the use of fat substitutes because of

consumer awareness of the need to reduce fat intake. As the simple reduction of fat or

replacement with water is not suitable because it changes the texture and flavor unfavor-

ably, many polysaccharides have been used to provide reasonable mimicry. Lawless et al.

studied a cocoa butter substituted partially by guar gum and microcrystalline cellulose

(MCC) using descriptive sensory analysis, time intensity profiling, and DSC. On adding

guar or MCC, the sweetness, flavor, and the rate of melting decreased while viscosity,

perceived amount of particles, hardness, adhesiveness, mouthcoating, and mouth drying

increased. These changes were found to be concentration dependent and more pronounced

for guar than for MCC [169].

The flavor release of gel-like foods may also be influenced by water-holding capacity or

syneresis.

The relation between flavor and texture was studied for milk jellies prepared from gellan,

milk, and Palsweet (1.7% aspartame and 97.7% maltose syrup) and for lemon jellies prepared

from gellan, citric acid, and Palsweet. Milk or lemon flavor and sweetness by sensory

evaluation decreased with increasing fracture stress [170,171].

16.8 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this Chapter has attempted to describe in detail the physicochemical phenom-

ena of gel formation and fracture, and to relate these physical characteristics of polysacchar-

ides to the sensations experienced upon eating these substances as they occur (with many

other components) in food products. Taste and mouth-feel are as perceived by individuals;

hard scientific data are impersonal. Correlation of the two will undoubtedly remain a

challenge long into the future.

It will be necessary to prepare monodisperse samples or various fractions of different

molecular weights with very narrow molecular weight distributions to understand the relation

between the structure and rheological properties of polysaccharides, a challenging task. For

polyelectrolytes such as carrageenans, gellans, and xanthans, it is necessary to control their

ionic content as well as molecular weight. Although it is time consuming and painstaking to

remove all other ions than one, and we do not eat these ‘‘purified’’ samples, it is nevertheless

necessary to use such samples to identify both rheological and related properties more clearly.

The recent development of texture measurements based on sensors in the oral cavity, or in

detecting movement of foods and beverages, is expected to provide a missing link between

subjective and objective measurements of texture. The collaboration between different dis-

ciplines is necessary to develop further understanding of the mechanism of silent aspiration,

which is now becoming a serious problem for elderly. As Brillat-Savarin says, to create a new

tasty dish is more important for human beings than to discover a new planet. It is desirable to

be able to offer many different types of dish to sick persons with weak appetites. Collabor-

ation between scientist and the public is both essential and urgent.
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17.1 INTRODUCTION — BIOPOLYMER INCOMPATIBILITY

Two types of phase separation are typical of mixed aqueous solutions of dissimilar macro-

molecules. Phase separation is caused either by thermodynamic incompatibility of biopoly-

mers or the formation of insoluble interbiopolymer complexes [1–12]. These types of phase

separation are also referred to as simple and complex coacervations or segregative and

associative phase separations, respectively. Figure 17.1 schematically illustrates the difference

between these phase separation processes. They are methodologically distinguished by ana-

lyzing the composition of the coexisting phases [12–17]. Biopolymer incompatibility results in

a state in which the biopolymers are mainly in different phases while interbiopolymer com-

plexing leads to the concentration of the biopolymers in the same phase, normally, the bottom

phase. Attraction between different macromolecules usually leads to interpolymer complexes,

which can be either soluble or insoluble. Repulsion between different macromolecules results

from the fact that macromolecules tend to be surrounded by molecules of their own type.

Incompatible macromolecules, macromolecular associates, and soluble complexes form sep-

arated phases when the bulk biopolymer concentration exceeds a certain critical level. The

latter decreases with an increase in particle size, for example, from macromolecules to

colloidal polymer particles [17–21]. This difference corresponds to the transition from phase

separation caused by biopolymer incompatibility to depletion flocculation [13,17].

Biopolymer incompatibility was first discovered more than a century ago, in 1896,

when Professor Beijerinck found that starch macromolecules are not miscible with gelatin

in the common solvent, water [22,23]. The mixing of homogeneous solutions of starch and

gelatin led to a liquid biphasic system, a water-in-water emulsion. Droplets of one of the

biopolymer solutions were dispersed throughout the solution of another biopolymer. Because

Interbiopolymer
complexes

Soluble and insoluble

Incompatibility
below and above 

Phase separation threshold

Biopolymers are in
the same phase

Biopolymers are in
different phases

Attraction Repulsion
between dissimilar
macromolecular

particles

Colloidal particles

Pourable gels   Bridging flocculation

Protective colloids

Colloidal particles

Macromolecular associates,
Soluble interpolymer complexes,

microgels 

Depletion flocculation

Mixed
synergistic

gels

Complex gels

Synergistic or antagonistic
effects 

Filled mixed gels
Antagonistic or
synergistic gels 

Mixed biopolymer solutions

FIGURE 17.1 Schematic illustration of the phase behavior of mixed biopolymer solutions containing

molecular and colloidal particles. (From Tolstoguzov, V.B., Food Hydrocolloids, 4, 429, 1991;

Tolstoguzov, V.B., J. Thermal Anal. Calorimetry, 61, 397, 2000.)
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of the difference in concentration and density between the coexisting phases, they settle either

of Beijerinck. The figure represents the phase separation of gelatin–starch and polysaccharide

mixtures studied by Grinberg and To1stoguzov and Antonov et al. [24,25], respectively and

gives the composition of the coexisting phases formed by phase separation. The figure also

shows the composition of the coexisting phases formed by phase separation of a mixed

starch–gelatin solution [24,25]. The term, water-in-water (W/W) emulsion, was later proposed

[26] to distinguish these systems from oil-in-water and water-in-oil emulsions [18,21,27].

Beijerinck believed that demixing was a specific feature of starch-containing mixed solutions,

as he did not find phase separation in mixed agar–inulin, agar–gum arabic, and agar–dextrin

solutions. Three decades later, Ostwald and Hertel showed differences in phase behavior

between wheat, rice, and potato starches in mixtures with gelatin and the effect of pH and salt

concentration on the phase separation thresholds [28]. Then, Dobry and Boyer-Kawenoki

found that the incompatibility of macromolecules in aqueous media is of a general nature

[29,30]. These authors showed that among 35 pairs of such water-soluble polymers as

methylcellulose, sodium carboxymethylcellulose, polyvinylalcohol, polyacrylic acid, polyvi-

nylpyrrolidone, and such biopolymers as gum arabic, starch, glycogen, inuline, gelatin, serum

albumin, and serum pseudoglobuline, only four polymers form homogeneous mixed solu-

tions. The authors reported that the phase separation threshold depends upon the molecular

weight and the pH value. Their conclusion was that polysaccharides are immiscible with

synthetic polymers whereas mixtures of many polysaccharides are stable possibly due to the

chemical similarity of the polysaccharides studied. The hypothesis that molecular mimicry of

biopolymers was a reason for their high compatibility was proposed later [31–33].

Pectin — Methylcellulose 

Starch — Gelatin 

Starch — 1.5% wt.
Gelatin — 8.7% wt. 

Starch — 4.5% wt.
Gelatin — 4.5% wt. 

Starch — 7.5% wt.
Gelatin — 0.02% wt.  

45°C, pH 5.0, 0.5 M NaCl

Pectin — 0.88% wt.
Methylcellulose — 0.76% wt. 

Pectin — 0.012% wt.
Methylcellulose — 13.2% wt. 

Pectin — 17.1% wt.
Methylcellulose — 0.02% wt. 

20°C, pH 5.0, 0.5 M NaCl 

Pectin — 0.44% wt.
Arabic gum — 5.0% wt. 

Pectin — Arabic gum 

Pectin — 0.88% wt.
Arabic gum — 3.2% wt.  

Pectin — 0.05% wt.
Arabic gum — 6.7% wt.  

20°C, pH 5.0, 0.5 M NaCl 

FIGURE 17.2 The phase separation of biopolymer mixed solutions. The composition of the initial

system and the coexisting phases. (From Grinberg, V.Ya., and Tolstoguzov, V.B., Carbohydrate Res.,

25, 313, 1972; Kolloidnyi Zhurnal 33, 666, 1971; Antonov, Yu.A., Pletenko, M.G., and Tolstoguzov, V.B.,

Vysokomolekul Soed [Macromolecules USSR] A29, 2477, 2482, 1987.)
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The first systematic investigation of W/W emulsions performed by Albertsson [34,35] was

aimed at providing a novel technique for the separation of native biopolymers, cell organelles,

and cells (e.g., proteins, nucleic acids, viruses, mitochondria, and chloroplasts) using their

selective partition between the two bulk aqueous phases and the interfacial layer. The two

important features underlying this application of aqueous polymer two-phase systems (i.e.,

W/W emulsions) are: first, the chemical compositions of the phases are quite similar to each

other as water is their main component (80–99% wt.) and biopolymers are partly co-soluble in

very low. These features underlie the use of W/W emulsions as the two immiscible solvents of

very similar properties for fractionating biomaterials under mild conditions, that is, without

damaging sensitive cellular particles. Albertsson used such polysaccharides as dextran, chem-

ically modified polysaccharides (e.g., dextran sulfate, hydroxypropyldextran, carboxymethyl-

dextran, methylcellulose, carboxymethylcellulose) and synthetic polymers (e.g., polyethylene

glycol, polyvinylalcohol, and ficoll) as phase forming polymers yielding immiscible aqueous

phases. A quite limited difference in the chemical structure of the two polysaccharides was

sufficient to achieve incompatibility with each other. This novel technology, which gained

increasing importance, required the development of phase diagrams for different polymer

mixtures and establishing the effects of such factors affecting the phase equilibrium as

molecular weight, pH, and concentration of salts [34]. Albertsson described the first phase

diagram for an aqueous mixed polysaccharide (methylcellulose-dextran) solution [34].

Albertsson and Zaslavsky [34–36] subsequently determined phase diagrams of many other

water-soluble polymer mixtures. The first phase diagrams for the mixtures of important food

components, amylose and amylopectin, were determined by Kalichevsky, Orford, and Ring

[37,38].

The first systematic studies of the effect of chemical composition, structure, and conform-

ation of polysaccharides on phase behavior of the polysaccharide–polysaccharide and poly-

saccharide–protein mixtures were accomplished by Antonov et al. [39,40], Grinberg et al. [25],

and Semenova et al. [41–43]. Experimental studies have shown that limited thermodynamic

compatibility (or a limited co-solubility) is a common property of biopolymers differing in

structure and chemical composition [18–21]. It has been shown that phase equilibria in

biopolymer-1–biopolymer-2–water systems can be predicted on the basis of the interaction

parameters between the system components. The pair-wise interaction parameters may be

determined by measuring the second virial coefficients of individual biopolymers and their

mixtures in dilute solutions using light scattering techniques [13,41–44]. This approach has

also been used successively to determine the phase diagram of the guar–dextrin–water

system [45].

Concerning polysaccharides the phenomenon of incompatibility is of applied and funda-

mental significance for the following reasons: (i) mixtures of polysaccharides are typical of

food raw materials and foods, (ii) polysaccharide additives are widely used to control texture

and stability of foods, and (iii) polysaccharides and proteins are the main structure-forming

components of foods, whose properties depend upon the phase behavior of these macromol-

ecular components [1–7,13–18,46–52]. Several processes typical of food processing favor the

phase separation of polysaccharides and proteins in foods. They are: (i) self-association due to

denaturation and the high concentration of food macromolecules, (ii) crosslinking of macro-

molecules by metal ions, polyphenols, (iii) interactions with amino acids, (iv) complexing with

other polysaccharides, proteins, polymeric phenols, and (v) inclusion complexing of starchy

macromolecules with low molecular weight hydrophobic compounds. The phase behavior of

polysaccharide mixtures used as thickening and gelling agents, structure stabilizers in dough,

ice-creams, other foods, beverages, and for encapsulation becomes increasingly important to

the development of novel formulated and functional foods. It has been proposed that
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the coexisting phases (Figure 17.2), and second, the interfacial tension in W/W emulsions is



incompatibility could underlie important biological functions of polysaccharides, and these

selectable properties drive their molecular evolution [21,32,33,53–57]. Accordingly, the in-

compatibility of polysaccharides is important to their functions in foods and chyme, for food

processing, nutrition, and health [11–21,54].

This chapter addresses the thermodynamic incompatibility of polysaccharides in mixtures

with one another and with proteins. Its main objective is, however, to discuss the phase

behavior of the mixtures of dissimilar polysaccharides, as the thermodynamic incompatibility

in polysaccharide–protein mixtures has been considered in several review papers [13–21,25–27]

and because the association of both similar and dissimilar polysaccharides in liquid

solutions and gels is discussed in several other chapters of this book and many reviews

[1–13,18–20,46–50]. Thus, the main aim of this contribution is to examine polysaccharide

functionality in food and biological systems from the viewpoint of their thermodynamic

incompatibility.

17.2 THERMODYNAMIC INCOMPATIBILITY OF POLYSACCHARIDES

Thermodynamic incompatibility of macromolecules arises from the low entropy of their

mixing. The entropy difference between the two-phase and the single-phase state of a

molecular mixture, which is a driving force for mixing different compounds, is low for

macromolecules. The entropy of mixing is several orders smaller for polymers (corresponding

to the polymerization degree) than that for monomers. In other words, dissimilar macromol-

ecules are incompatible when there is no attraction between them, that is, if the entropy

difference (T.DS) exceeds the enthalpy of mixing (DH). Although in the common solvent

water, glucose, sucrose, and many other low molecular weight sugars are normally co-soluble

with each other and with amino acids, different polysaccharides are usually not miscible with

one another nor with proteins. This transition from a mixed monomer to a mixed polymer

solution corresponds to that from a good to a very limited co-solubility, which normally

decreases with an increase in molecular weight of the polysaccharides [13,18,52].

It should be noted that because the complexing of macromolecules is also accompanied by

a low entropy change the weak intermacromolecular interactions are sufficient to stabilize an

interbiopolymer complex. Such interactions are especially typical of unfolded chains able to

form a maximum number of interchain contacts. The interaction cooperativity between

unfolded biopolymer chains additionally increases the stability of inter-biopolymer complexes

typical of polysaccharide mixtures and protein–polysaccharide mixtures than is the co-

mixed solution or when their soluble interbiopolymer complexes are formed.

It should be noted that the physical chemistry of mixed polysaccharide solutions is quite

poorly developed. A limited number of works have been devoted to the phase behavior of

found to be phase separated [39,58–68].

17.2.1 PHASE DIAGRAMS FOR POLYSACCHARIDE–POLYSACCHARIDE SYSTEMS

Biopolymer incompatibility is described quantitatively by phase diagrams, which depict the

typical phase diagram plotting polysaccharide (A) concentration versus polysaccharide (B)

concentration. The solid line is the binodal. The region lying below the binodal corresponds

to single-phase mixed polysaccharide solutions while the region lying above the binodal
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polysaccharide mixtures. Table 17.1 presents those polysaccharide mixtures that have been

compared to similar complexes of low molecular weight reagents [18]. Therefore (Figure

solubility of these biopolymers. Normally, biopolymers are only co-soluble either in a dilute

17.1), both thermodynamic incompatibility and complexing of macromolecules are more

phase behavior and phase equilibrium in a given system [18,34,53]. Figure 17.3 shows a



represents the biphasic systems. The tie-lines connect the points corresponding to the com-

positions of the coexisting equilibrium phases.

For instance, on mixing a polysaccharide solution A with a polysaccharide solution B a

mixed solution C breaks down into two phases: phase D rich in polysaccharide A and phase E

rich in polysaccharide B. The phase volume ratio is estimated by the inverse lever rule. The

phase D to phase E volume ratio equals the ratio of the tie-line segments: EC/CD. Point F

represents the phase separation threshold, that is, the minimal critical concentration of

macromolecules required for phase separation to occur. The rectilinear diameter passes

through the mid-tie-lines and the critical point G where both coexisting phases have the

milk protein–polysaccharide mixtures [39,40,60]. The association of a biopolymer, which

association usually increases with concentration, normally decreases both the excluded vol-

ume of macromolecules and the affinity for the solvent water. Figure 17.4 shows that this

results in nonparallel tie-lines on the phase diagram [26]. Gelation of coexisting phases

hinders their separation at rest and by centrifugation. Gelation of one of the coexisting

phases stops the partitioning of water between them, and it is this phenomenon that corres-

ponds to a high water-binding capacity of gels [18,20,21].

TABLE 17.1
Phase State of Mixed Polysaccharide Solutions

Polysaccharide

Amylo-

pectin Pectin

Gum

Arabic

Carob

Gum Xanthan Dextran

Locust

Bean Gum

Alginate sodium 3 3 3 3 3

Gum arabic 3 3 3 3

Carob gum 3 3 3

Carrageenan 3 3 3 3 3 3

Guar gum 3 3 3 3 3 3

Locust bean gum 3 3 3 3 3 3

Agarose 3

Pectin, esterified

unbranched with

de-esterified, branched

3

Oxidized starch 3

Methylcellulose 3 3 3 3 3

Carboxymethyl-cellulose sodium 3 3 3 3 3

3, phase separated; blank, unstudied.
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FIGURE 17.3 Phase diagram typical of polysaccharide–polysaccharide mixed solution.
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same composition. Figure 17.4 shows phase diagrams for some polysaccharides and skimmed



protein–polysaccharide mixtures containing both molecular and colloidal (casein) dispersions

lation [13,18]. Table 17.2 also gives examples of protein–protein systems [25,39,87].

17.2.2 DETERMINATION OF PHASE DIAGRAMS

Normally, single-phase and two-phase systems can be identified by turbidity and demixing into

two layers using techniques of light microscopy, centrifugation, turbidimetry, and viscosimetry

[53]. The cloud point method is useful for constructing a phase diagram when initial biopoly-

mer solutions have a low optical density and a sufficiently high difference in the refractive

coefficient of their components [79]. The latter is not always the case of polysaccharide

mixtures. Viscosimetry is used to determine the binodal points [88,89] and to estimate the

interactions of biopolymers in dilute mixed solutions [90]. An equilibrium between the phases is

experimentally obtained by mixing the biopolymer solutions under different time–temperature

conditions. Separation of the phases by centrifugation provides a measurement of the volume

ratio of the phases. The closer the system composition is to the critical point, the smaller the

difference in density between the phases and the more difficult it is to achieve their separation

by centrifugation. The concentration of the polysaccharides in each of the phases separated by

centrifugation can be determined at 490 nm by the phenol–sulfuric acid method [91] or

quantified by optical activity, far-UV spectroscopy (190–220 nm), Fourier transform infrared

(FTIR) spectroscopy, electrophoresis, HPLC, or other chromatographic and radiometric

(radiolabelled biopolymer) techniques [24,25,34,92]. Analytical high-temperature (808C)-gel

filtration chromatography has been used to determine the phase diagrams for agarose-dextran

systems containing different molecular weight dextrans [58]. The phase volume ratio method

was developed to determine phase diagrams without chemical analysis [93].

The experimental data obtained by these various methods are usually checked by the

material balance of equilibrium phases. The critical point can be determined by extrapolation

of the rectilineardiameter.Thephase separation threshold is graphicallydeterminedas thepoint

of contact of the binodal with the line intercepting equal lengths on the coordinate axes [93].
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FIGURE 17.4 Phase diagrams for: (a) Methylcellulose–pectin. (From Antonov, Yu.A., Pletenko, M.G.,

and Tolstoguzov, V.B., Vysokomolekul Soed [Macromolecules USSR] A29, 2477, 2482, 1987. ) (b) Guar

gum–waxy maize starch. (From Closs, C.B., Conde-Petit, B., Roberts, I.D., Tolstoguzov, V.B., and

Esher, F., Carbohydr Polym. 39(1), 67, 1999.) (c) Pectin–skimmed milk proteins. (From Antonov,

Yu.A., Grinberg, V.Ya., Zhuravskaya, N.A., and Tolstoguzov, V.B., Carbohydrate Polym., 2, 81,

1982.) (d) Arabic gum–skimmed milk proteins.
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Table 17.2 shows various phase diagram parameters for mixtures of polysaccharides and

of biopolymers (Figure 17.1), that is, corresponding to incompatibility and depletion floccu-



TABLE 17.2
Phase Diagram Parameters: Critical Point Coordinates and Phase Separation Thresholds for

Some Biopolymer Solution Mixtures

Conditions

Temperature(8C),

pH, Salt

Critical Point

Coordinates,%wt.
Separation

Threshold,

Biopolymer Pair Concentration Polym 1 Polym 2 %wt. Ref.

Amylose

(MW. 700 kDa)þ
dextran (MW. 472 kDa)

758C 5.0 [37]

Amylose (from pea,

leached at 708C, MW

560 kDa, 1100 kDa, from

potato leached at

70–908C)þwaxy-maize

amylopectin

(MW. 65–400000 kDa)

708C and 908C [38]

Agarose-dextran X25,

T40 and T70

808C [58]

MW � 25 kDa 24.8

MW � 40 kDa 14.4

MW � 70 kDa 14.4

Maltodextrin

(potato)þ locust

bean gum

458C, 0.1 M NaCl 6.3 [3]

Maltodextrin

(potato)þ gum arabic

458C, aqueous

solution

>47

458C, 0.1 M NaCl 16

Maltodextrin (potato)

þ carboxymethyl

cellulose

10.8

Pectin (MW. 69 kDa;

esterification degree

62.7%)þmethyl cellulose

(MW. 70 kDa)

208C, pH 5.0,

0.5 M NaCl

0.58 0.62 1.20 [39]

Pectin (MW. 69 kDa;

esterification degree

62.7%)þ locust

bean gum

208C, pH

5.0, 0.5 M NaCl

0.42 0.45 0.86

Pectin (MW. 69 kDa;

esterification degree

62.7%)þ arabic gum

(MW. 219 kDa)

208C, pH 5.0,

0.0–0.5 M NaCl;

pH 2.5–7.0

0.26 4.10 3.10

Pectin (MW. 69 kDa;

esterification degree

62.7%) þ dextran sulfate

08C, pH 5.0,

0.5 M NaCl

0.74 3.10 3.5
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TABLE 17.2 (continued)
Phase Diagram Parameters: Critical Point Coordinates and Phase Separation Thresholds for

Some Biopolymer Solution Mixtures

Conditions

Temperature(8C),

pH, Salt

Critical Point

Coordinates,%wt.
Separation

Threshold,

Biopolymer Pair Concentration Polym 1 Polym 2 %wt. Ref.

Pectin, esterified

unbranched þ pectin

highly branched

de-esterified

208C, 0.5 M KOH 0.25 0.2 [66]

0.4–3.2

0.5–4 M KOH

Pectin, esterified

unbranched þ
hemicellulose

Amylopectin þ guar

gum

208C 2.8 0.22 3 [60]

608C 5.0 0.27

Waxy maize

starch þ guar gum

208C 0.27 0.08 0.4

608C 0.2 0.15 0.3

Amylose þ
k-carrageenan, 341 kDa

258C 1.3 [67]

Gelatin (MW 170 kDa)þ
dextran (MW 2000 kDa)

42.58C, pH

4.9, pH

4.6–5.4, 408C,

pH 6.0, 0.2 M NaCl

�1.5 [24]

Gelatin (80 kDa, IEP

4.75)þ pectin (MW 330

kDa; DE¼ 67.2%)

408C, pH 6.0 2.6 1.0 3.4 [69,13]

Gelatin (80 kDa, IEP

4.75)þ alginate (MW 400

kDa; MG¼ 50%)

408C, pH 8.0 2.4 0.95 3.3

408C, pH 6.0,

0.2 M NaCl

1.65 0.25 1.67

Gelatin (80 kDa, IEP

4.75)þ alginate (MW

400 kDa; MG¼ 20%)

408C, pH 6.0,

0.0–0.5 M NaCl

1.25 0.3 1.36

Gelatin (243 kDa)-

k-carrageenan

(MW. 356 kDa)

408C, pH 5.0,

ionic strength

0.35 NaCl

0.75 0.84 1.24 [70]

Gelatin alkaline (MW

243 kDa) and locust

bean gum

408C, pH 5.0,

ionic strength

0.002

1.66 0.35 1.47 [71]

Locust bean gum

MW 1510 kDa

Gelatin acid (IEP 7.9)

(MW 100 kDa)þ locust

bean gum

Locust bean gum

MW 1470 kDa)

2.21 0.27 1.87

continued
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TABLE 17.2 (continued)
Phase Diagram Parameters: Critical Point Coordinates and Phase Separation Thresholds for

Some Biopolymer Solution Mixtures

Conditions

Temperature(8C),

pH, Salt

Critical Point

Coordinates,%wt.
Separation

Threshold,

Biopolymer Pair Concentration Polym 1 Polym 2 %wt. Ref.

Locust bean gum

MW 1770 kDa)

1.96 0.47 2.25

188C, pH 9.0, ionic

strength 0.002 M

0.92 0.018 0.17 [72]

188C, pH 4.3, ionic

strength 0.002 M

0.80 0.033 0.57

Gelatin alkaline (IEP

4.9) (MW 100 kDa)þ
188C, pH 4.0, ionic

strength 0.002 M

0.59

locust bean gum (MW

1500 kDa)

188C, pH 5.0, ionic

strength 0.1 M

0.76 0.062 0.433

188C, pH 5.0, ionic

strength 0.002 M

0.64 0.11 0.29

Gelatin alkaline (IEP

5.4) (MW 243 kDa)þ
408C, pH 5.0, ionic

strength 0.1 M

2.67 0.51 3.13

locust bean gum

(MW 1500 kDa)

408C, pH 5.0, ionic

strength 0.002 M

1.66 0.35 1.47

188C, pH 5.0, ionic

strength 0.002 M

0.92 0.015 0.18

Soybean globulinsþ
sodium alginate

(MW 150 kDa)

208C, pH 9.0 6.7 0.36 4.9 [73,74]

Soybean globulinsþ
carboxymethyl

cellulose (MW 136 kDa)

208C, pH 9.0 9.5 0.32 4.5

Soybean globulinsþ
pectin (MW 40 kDa)

208C, pH 9.0 7.7 0.2 4.3

Soybean

globulinsþ arabic gum

(MW 497 kDa)

208C, pH 9.0 18.0 0.35 7.2

Soybean

globulinsþ dextran

sulfate (MW 500 kDa)

12.63 0.37 5.6

Soybean

globulinsþ dextran

(MW 500 kDa)

208C, pH 9.0,

0.25 M NaCl

12.2 0.35 7.3

11S soybean globulin

(glycinin)þ sodium

pectinate (MW 240 kDa,

esterification degree 58%)

258C, pH 8.0,

0.01 M, 0.1 M and

0.3 M NaCl

mercaptoethanol

9.0 0.28 3.8 [75]

11S globulinþk-

carrageenan (470 kDa)

108C, pH 7.8, 0.1 M

phosphate buffer

0.005 0.001 [76]
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TABLE 17.2 (continued)
Phase Diagram Parameters: Critical Point Coordinates and Phase Separation Thresholds for

Some Biopolymer Solution Mixtures

Conditions

Temperature(8C),

pH, Salt

Critical Point

Coordinates,%wt.

Separation

Threshold,

%wt.

Biopolymer Pair Concentration Polym 1 Polym 2 Ref.

Broad bean (Vicia faba)

protein isolate (acetylated

and nonacetylatedþ agar

agar

408C, pH 7.8, 0.1 M

phosphate buffer

0.02 0.005

11S Vicia faba globulin

(legumin)þ dextran

(M.W. 48, 270, and

2500 kDa)

258C, pH 7.8, 0.1 M

NaCl. dextran: MW

270 kDa

3.1 1.3 [77,43]

Caseinate

(sodium)þ sodium

alginate (M.W. 124 kDa)

258C, pH 7.2 5.0 0.5 2.8 [78]

Caseinate

(sodium)þ sodium

alginate (M.W. 150 kDa)

208C, 0.1 M NaOH 5.24 0.8 3.0 [79–81]

Caseinate

(sodium)þ arabic gum

(M.W. 200–300 kDa)

208C, 0.1 M NaOH 6.8 3.2 9.0

Caseinate (sodium)þ
carboxymethyl cellulose

(M.W. 135 kDa)

208C, 0.1 M NaOH

258C, 0.15 M NaCl;

pH 6.5

4.25 1.65

Caseinate (sodium)þ
amylopectin

(M.W. 38,000 kDa)

208C, 0.15 M NaOH;

258C, 0.15 M NaCl;

pH 6.5

4.30 3.90 8.0

Caseinate

(sodium)þ dextran

(M.W. 2000, 484, 154 and

34.5 kDa)

208–408C, pH 6.5,

0.15 M NaCl; 208C,

258C, 0.15 M NaOH;

0.0, 0.15, 0.30 and

0.5 M NaCl

4.50 3.65 7.8

Milk proteins (Micellar-

caseinþwhey

proteinsþ gum arabic

(M.W. 219 kDa).

208C, pH 6.4 6.7 [40]

Micellar-casein and

whey proteinsþ apple

pectin (M.W. 69 kDa,

esterification degree 62.7)

208C, pH 6.4 0.9

Micellar-casein and

whey proteinsþ
arabinogalactan

(M.W. 29 kDa)

208C, pH 6.4 2.4

continued
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17.2.3 EFFECTS OF STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION ON COMPATIBILITY OF POLYSACCHARIDES

As many polysaccharides are polyelectrolytes, factors such as pH and salt concentration

significantly affect their interactions with each other and with the solvent. Normally, salt

concentrations exceeding 0.2 M NaCl encourage the self-association of single biopolymers

and their incompatibility with other biopolymers [11,18,19,25,94]. The polyelectrolyte nature

of polysaccharides enhances their co-solubility due to the contribution of low molecular

weight counterions to an increase in the mixing entropy. Similar phase behavior of anionic

and some neutral polysaccharides could reflect specific ion binding by neutral polysaccharides

[11,90]. Normally, food polysaccharides that have linear or branched chains are industrially

produced by a partial destruction of cross-linked cell-wall polysaccharides, and by the

isolation and fractionation of exuded gums and microbial exopolysaccharides. Generally,

the main polysaccharide chain contains from one (homopolymers, e.g., cellulose) to several

(e.g., heteroglycans made up of as many as 5–7) neutral or charged monomer units connected

TABLE 17.2 (continued)
Phase Diagram Parameters: Critical Point Coordinates and Phase Separation Thresholds for

Some Biopolymer Solution Mixtures

Conditions

Temperature(8C),

pH, Salt

Critical Point

Coordinates,%wt.

Separation

Threshold,

%wt.

Biopolymer Pair Concentration Polym 1 Polym 2 Ref.

Micellar-

caseinþdextran

(MW 519 kDa)

208C, pH 7.0, 0.25 M

NaCl

7.4 0.6 4.8 [82,83]

Micellar-

caseinþdextran sulfate

(MW 500 kDa)

208C, pH 7.0, 0.25 M

NaCl

>5.8

Micellar-caseinþk-

carrageenan (sodium)

508C, pH 7.0, 0.25 M

NaCl, 0.05 M

NaCl þ 0.01 M KCl

1.0 0.12 0.4

Micellar-caseinþk-

carrageenan (potassium)

508C, pH 7.0, 0.25 M

NaCl

0.5

Micellar-caseinþ guar

gum

208C, pH 7.0, 0.25 M

NaCl

0.8 0.09 0.4

11S Vicia faba globulin

(legumin)þovalbumin

pH 7.0, 7.8, ionic

strength 0.1, 258C
8.5 19 [84]

[43]

Ovalbuminþ soybean

seed storage globulins

pH 6.6, 208C <10 >15 15.4 [85]

Ovalbuminþ
thermodenatured

ovalbumin

208C, pH 6.6–6.8 10.4 3.6 13.3 [86]

Bovin serum albumin þ
thermodenatured

ovalbumin

208C, pH 6.6–6.8 <10 >15 17.2
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in different subsequences, for example, randomly distributed along the chain, and forming

blocks (e.g., pectins, carrageenans, and alginates).

One of the most studied polysaccharides is the bacterial exopolysaccharide dextran. Its

incompatibility with many other polysaccharides, with synthetic water-soluble polymers, and

the absence of its complexing with proteins underlie a wide range of uses of dextran to

prepare: (i) two-phase polymer systems for fractionating proteins and other biomaterials

[35,36], (ii) materials for gel-filtration chromatography, and (iii) blood extenders [95]. It was

also shown that dextran is incompatible with locust bean gum and forms a two-phase system,

the upper phase of which is enriched with locust bean gum and contains dextran, whereas the

lower phase contains only dextran [62].

Corresponding presumably to their evolved biological functions, polysaccharides usually

contain side groups and side chains that differ in the chemical nature, length, and the

distribution of monomers along the main- and side chains. Typically, branched polysaccharides

exhibit lower excluded volumes, higher solubilities, and higher phase-separation thresholds

than linear polysaccharides of the same molecular weight. Accordingly, side chains contribute

greatly to such functional properties as solubility, viscosity, and gelation. The effect of side

chains on the functionality of pectin has been reviewed [96].

The minimal differences in the chemical composition and structures of polysaccharides

appear to be sufficient to explain their incompatibility. For instance, amylose and amylopec-

tin, which are presumably the most chemically similar polysaccharides, were found experi-

mentally to be immiscible [37,38]. Normally, such flexible chain polymer homologues are

thermodynamically compatible, form transparent single-phase systems and usually tend to

self-associate and crystallize. As only one monomer is involved in the formation of amylose

and amylopectin chains, what is the reason for their immiscibility with one another? The first

reason may be a difference in the length and flexibility between the amylose chains and the

amylopectin side chains. This difference may prevent their mutual recognition as possessing

the same chemical nature. The second factor could be a difference in the regularity of the

chains and their tendency to self-association. Normally, conditions promoting self-

association favor incompatibility of biopolymers. The third reason may be the interaction

with starch lipids. This inclusion complexing can increase the difference between the polymer

chains in hydrophilicity and rigidity. As a result, both the phase separation threshold and the

phase-diagram asymmetry depend on the starch’s botanical origin [56,57], which interestingly

corresponds to the findings of Ostwald and Hertel [28]. One more interesting finding by

Professor Ring’s team was the incompatibility of the two pectin fractions from the pericarp of

unripe tomatoes: (i) an esterified relatively unbranched pectin and (ii) a highly branched de-

esterified pectic acid. These incompatible pectin fractions were extracted using different

solvents, cyclohexane diamine tetracetic acid, Na2CO3, and KOH, respectively [66].

17.3 THE SPACE OCCUPANCY CONCEPT

Excluded volume interactions of macromolecular segments arise from the impenetrability of

molecules by each other [97]. In dilute solution, polysaccharides interact minimally with one

another and are co-soluble. Intramolecular excluded volume effects result in the mutual

repulsion of segments belonging to the same chain and in the swelling of molecular coils.

The same impenetrability of molecules and the mutual repulsion of chain segments of

different macromolecules underlie intermolecular excluded volume effects, that is, a mutual

that is present in a dilute solution excludes a certain volume, U, called the excluded volume.

The solution volume available for the second macromolecule is therefore lower than the entire

volume. In other words, an increase in the excluded volume decreases the free volume of the
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repulsion of macromolecules at shorter distances. Figure 17.5 shows that the first molecule



solution accessible for macromolecular solutes [13,27,32,44,53]. The excluded volume for

rigid rods is described by U¼ 1/2 pDL2. Linear rigid macromolecules are relatively independ-

ent in solution, when the distance between them exceeds their length. Excluded-volume effects

rise with an increase in the rigidity and size of the macromolecules. The phase separation of

mixed biopolymer solutions normally occurs at a certain critical bulk concentration corre-

sponding to a particular occupancy of the solution space by the macromolecules. In

semidilute solutions, polysaccharide macromolecules come into contact with each other and

do not mix in all proportions. The excluded volume effects determine the solution space

solution space is normally between 1 and 3% for mixtures of some polysaccharides, 3–4% and

higher for mixtures of polysaccharides with globular proteins, exceeding 5–10% for some

other polysaccharide mixtures and 12% for mixtures of globular proteins [11,13,25,87].

17.4 MOLECULAR MIMICRY

Table 17.2 summarizes the observations that the co-solubility of many biopolymers is sur-

prisingly high, up to tenfold higher than that of synthetic linear polymers of comparable

molecular weight. It has been proposed that such high co-solubility of biopolymers results

from a phenomenon termed ‘‘molecular mimicry,’’ which tends to maximize chemical resem-

blance of hydrophilic surfaces of biopolymer molecules and thus, provides the co-solubility of

the biopolymers [31–33]. In other words, molecular mimicry or likeness of biopolymer

molecules increases their co-solubility and their phase-separation threshold. Molecular mim-

icry would explain the molecular miscibility of biopolymers that is required for the efficiency

of enzymes. Evolutionary selection presumably developed such molecular mimicry and this

basic physical chemistry principle could underlie many other biological functions of macro-

molecules, for example, allowing the remarkably high biopolymer concentrations in the cell

cytoplasm and blood.

Molecular mimicry appears to begin at the submolecular level, for example, with the

helical chain segments. Helical structures increase the similarity between cylindrical chain

L

D

Dilute solution

Semidilute solution

FIGURE 17.5 Schematic presentation of excluded volume of macromolecular chains.
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occupancy by the macromolecules and their phase-separation threshold (Table 17.2). The



segments of individual chains in their shape, rigidity, and surface hydrophilicity and this

similarity favors helix–helix (side-by-side) association. Molecular mimicry at this level could

minimize intramolecular excluded volume effects and provide dense packing of polypeptide

and polysaccharide helices in native biopolymers, for example, globular proteins and starch

granules. Densely packed helices are typical of amylopectin, k-carrageenan, and the like. Just

as the mimicry of globular proteins in which their hydrophobic interior is hidden inside a

hydrophilic globule, the formation of polysaccharide helices results in a hydrophobic mo-

lecular interior and a resemblance of their hydrophilic cylindrical surfaces. Furthermore,

the hydrophobic molecular interior of polysaccharide helices, underlies the formation of

inclusion complexes of amylose with lipids [56–57].

One more mechanism of molecular mimicry is based on the biosynthesis of conju-

gated macromolecules, for example, formation of a protein–polysaccharide conjugate or a

polysaccharide–polysaccharide conjugate composed of covalently bound chain segments

linking incompatible biopolymers, whose compatibility must then be improved. In such

situations, two biopolymers could become compatible in the presence of the third biopolymer

(the compatibilizer) that contains chain segments in either the main- or side chains that are

typical of these incompatible biopolymers. In other words, addition to a mixed solution of

two incompatible biopolymers of a third polymer, compatibilizer, with conjugated macro-

molecular segments containing chain segments typical of each of these two incompatible

biopolymers could increase their compatibility. The two incompatible polysaccharides

could then formahomogeneous stablemixed solutionwhen in the presenceof a third polysaccha-

ride, the compatibilizer, containing chain segments typical of both incompatible polysaccharides

and in a weight ratio corresponding to the critical point of the incompatible biopolymers.

This type of mimicry is a possible explanation for the widely observed mixtures of combined

polysaccharide molecules in biological systems [14,53]. For instance, the mucopolysacchar-

ides could play the role of the compatibilizer in egg white [14]. In actuality, both types of

molecular mimicry could play important roles in the net biological functions of polysaccharides

[21,31,53–55].

17.5 MOLECULAR SYMBIOSIS

Molecular mimicry involving the similarity of macromolecules reduces, however, the range of

properties of their mixtures, which become more difficult to control simply by changing the

mixture’s composition. It has been therefore proposed that there is another thermodynamic

tool developed through evolution that acts in the opposite direction to molecular mimicry.

This tool is molecular symbiosis [21,32,33] meaning that a mutual influence of dissimilar

biopolymers, would favor the biological efficiency of at least one of them. The principle of a

symbiotic interaction of dissimilar macromolecules differing in structure, conformation, and

chemical composition, is based on both excluded volume and phase-separation effects.

Because of excluded volume effects, macromolecules mutually concentrate each other in a

mixed solution where each behaves as if it was in a more concentrated solution. For instance,

it was shown that small amounts of dextran added to a gelatin solution increase both the rate

of gelation and the modulus of elasticity of the gel [4,12,98]. These effects take place in the

region of the bulk biopolymer concentrations that lie below the binodal, and effects increase

with the molecular weight of both biopolymers. Depending on the composition and the

volume fraction ratio of the phases, phase separation results either in synergistic or antagon-

istic effects that are typical of liquid and gel-like foods [4,12,15,20,21,47,98].

Due to the relatively high concentration of macromolecular components in biological

organisms, molecular symbiosis could be highly pronounced in biological and food systems.
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For instance, molecular symbiosis based on high excluded volume exopolysaccharides could

result in an increase in the effective concentration and activity of exocellular enzymes in the

vicinity of the cell. Generally, the effective concentration of an enzyme can be increased

without its additional synthesis due to the dissociation of a macromolecular co-solute of high

excluded volume. Molecular symbiosis could thus underlie the predominance of the two

extreme conformations and structures typical of biopolymers: globular and rod-like, linear

and highly branched [21,33].

17.6 PHASE SEPARATION EFFECTS ON THE STRUCTURE–PROPERTY
RELATIONSHIPS IN FOOD

Normally, foods are phase separated and highly volume-occupied systems where molecular

mimicry and symbiosis govern their structure–property relationships. Biopolymer inter-

actions greatly influence the composition of the coexisting phases. Of interest therefore in

both liquid and gel-like foods are the effects of the excluded volume of polysaccharides on the

partition of water and other macromolecules between coexisting phases.

17.6.1 PARTITIONING OF WATER BETWEEN THE COEXISTING PHASES — MEMBRANELESS OSMOSIS

The partition of water between coexisting phases depends on the competition between

macromolecules for the space of these phases. The greater the difference in excluded volume

(dependent on the molecular weight) of the biopolymers, the greater the difference in water

content between their phases; the greater the phase diagram asymmetry, the greater the shift

of the binodal toward the concentration axis of the biopolymer of lower excluded volume,

of two incompatible biopolymers of different excluded volumes, one of them is diluted

and the other is concentrated. For instance, protein concentration in phase D is higher

than in the initial protein solution A and the mixed solution C. Accordingly, the initial

polysaccharide solution B is diluted to the point E. This process driving the partition of water

between the phases of foods is called ‘‘membraneless osmosis’’ [40,99]. Membraneless osmo-

sis processes were first proposed to account for the concentration of milk proteins by the

addition of apple pectin or other polysaccharides as a means to produce a full-fat milk

substitute based on skimmed milk and the methods of producing cheese without renneting

[17–20,100,101]. Membraneless osmosis can also be used to concentrate a polysaccharide

solution using another incompatible polysaccharide of higher excluded volume and

hydrophilicity [102].

17.6.2 PARTITIONING OF PROTEINS AND POLYSACCHARIDES BETWEEN THE POLYSACCHARIDE

PHASES — GEL FILTRATION

The partition of proteins between the phases of W/W emulsions formed by incompatible

polysaccharides is important during food formulation and processing. This problem remains,

however, poorly studied. Few studies have been devoted to this subject. The partition of a

protein (b-lactoglobulin) within the two-phase guar gum–amylopectin system [60,61] and the

partition of bovine serum albumin, b-lactoglobulin, micellar casein within the two-phase guar

gum–dextran system are the only systems that have to date been well studied [64]. The

dextran-rich bottom phase was found to be slightly more enriched in protein than the guar-

enriched top phase. Micellar-casein, however, displayed a significantly different and more
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that is, molecular weight [11,26,40,99]. Figure 17.3 shows that normally, on mixing solutions



uneven partition at concentrations above 0.5% w/w, which was attributed to the larger size of

the casein particle [64].

In single-phase solutions, polysaccharides also affect the partition of proteins, namely

between the interfacial or surface layer and the bulk of the solution [13,14]. Due to the usually

higher excluded volumes and the hydrophilicity of polysaccharides compared to those of

proteins, the addition of a polysaccharide increases the adsorption of the protein molecules

onto the air (or oil)/water interface. Excluded volume effects thus underlie the capacity of

polysaccharide additives to increase the stability of foams and emulsions stabilized by

proteins [13,44,77,103].

An increasing interest in mixed polysaccharide gels has been stimulated by the need to

control the composition–property relationships in formulated and functional foods and by

the problem of finding a replacement to the highly functional ingredient gelatin [15,47].

Because gelation always reduces the amount and mobility of space-filling particles (i.e.,

their excluded volume), gelation increases the co-solubility of biopolymers at the gel state

of one of them. The dispersion medium of a gel becomes a better solvent for nongelled bio-

polymers than in the initial solution before gelation. This increase in the co-solubility of

biopolymers caused by gelation underlies: (i) the preparation of mixed gels with interpene-

trable networks, (ii) the preparation and use of porous polysaccharide gels as chromato-

graphy materials, for example, for size exclusion chromatography (SEC), and (iii) the key

importance of the gel state of chyme for food digestion. An increased solubility of enzymes

within biopolymer gels results in the phenomenon that digestion rate is proportional to the

volume rather than to the surface area of the gel-like chyme particles [21,32,33]. Similarly, the

mechanism of SEC, widely believed to be the geometry-dependent partition of macromol-

ecules between a liquid flowing phase and a porous stationary gel phase, can now be seen to

be based on the partition coefficient of macromolecules that differ in excluded volume

between the liquid and the gel phases [104].

Many polysaccharide mixtures exhibit a synergistic widening in the gelation conditions

and a synergistic increase in the viscosity and in the mechanical properties of their gels

[4,12,15,47–49,98]. Physical properties of a W/W emulsion reflect its morphology, phase

volume ratio and the partitioning of macromolecular components and other features of the

phase chemical composition, especially of the continuous phase. Normally, both the continu-

ous and dispersed phases of W/W emulsions are semidilute viscoelastic mixed solutions. They

are separated by an interfacial layer and can behave rheologically as three-phase systems in

flow [78,88]. Their physical properties are crucially changed by the phase inversion of the

emulsion. At small and slow deformation, a gel network can be used as a viscometer with

extremely high porosity (capillarity). For instance, the measurement of compliance of

Ca-alginate and Ca-pectinate gels has been used to measure the relative viscosity change during

the gelation of starches and proteins and the formation of gelatin–calcium alginate, gelatin–

calcium pectinate, albumin–calcium alginate, and starch–calcium alginate mixed gels [12,15,20].

The well-known synergistic and antagonistic properties of gels prepared using polysac-

and complex gels [4,15,46–50]. For instance the synergistic gelation of xanthan–

galactomannan (guar gum and locust bean gum), alginate–casein, carageenan–casein,

alginate (pectinate)–gelatin mixtures has been studied extensively [1–4,49,105–107]. As

experimental studies of complex polysaccharide gels, that is, with junction zone networks

formed by different polysaccharides or by polysaccharide–protein complexes are more

advanced, synergistic polysaccharide gels are considered in other chapter of the book
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with phase separation and phase inversion or from interpolysaccharide complexing (Figure

mixed

charide mixtures can generally result either from the incompatibility of the polysaccharides

17.1). Such effects and underlying mechanisms were also found for protein–polysaccharide

(Chapter 12 and Chapter 15).



17.6.3 PARTITIONING THE FLAVORS BETWEEN THE COEXISTING PHASES — COFFEE

AND TEA FLAVORS

The composition and concentration of macromolecular components determine the phase

state, colloidal stability, viscosity, turbidity of most liquid foods, and beverages, and affect

their flavor. Flavor binding by macromolecules, the partition of individual flavors between

coexisting phases and interfacial layers, and the volatility of flavors from the continuous

phase influence the quality of many beverages [21,27,32,33]. Macromolecular ingredients of

black tea and coffee extracts, their composition, heterogeneity, and phase behavior appear to

have some features in common, for example, both have an upper critical temperature of phase

separation. Generally, macromolecular components of drinks cover: polysaccharides, poly-

phenols, proteins, polypeptides, complexes of these macromolecules, and the products of their

chemical modification. It has been assumed that phase separation caused by incompatibility

of polysaccharides with polymeric phenol–polysaccharide and other interbiopolymer com-

plexes and the partitioning of flavors between the phases formed are important for the quality

of coffee and tea [21].

On cooling black tea infusions below 608C, phase separation occurs [108,109]. Phase

separation results in the formation of dispersed phase particles (so-called ‘‘tea cream’’), in

turbidity and in worsening flavor. An increase in the concentration of tea raises both the

amount of tea cream and the rate of its formation. When the concentration of a tea infusion

exceeds 40%, phase inversion occurs. Both the phase inversion and the spherical form of

the dispersed particles provide visible evidence for the liquid–liquid phase separation of

black tea infusions. The detailed chemical analyses of tea infusion phases carried out by

Chao and Chiang [110] showed that the dispersed phase, that is, the tea cream, contained

mainly polyphenol–protein complexes, while the continuous tea phase itself contained pectin–

polyphenol complexes. Both complexes were probably highly heterogeneous triple complexes:

pectin-Fe-polyphenols and protein-Ca-polyphenols stabilized by coordinative interactions

with cations, hydrogen bonds, and hydrophobic interactions. The significant chemical differ-

ence between the complexes determines the remarkable asymmetry of the phase diagram of

teas. Owing to the higher hydrophobicity of its components, the tea cream phase is a better

solvent for flavors and caffeine.

Soluble coffee contains variable amounts of melanoidins (15–35%), polysaccharides

(18–50%) [111], phenolic polymers, proteins (21%), and their complexes. Galactomannans and

arabinogalactans are the main polysaccharides in coffee extracts [112]. Phenolic polymers can

be formed by thermal decomposition of chlorogenic, caffeic, and other polyphenolic acids

[113]. Phenolic polymers form complexes and condensation products with polysaccharides,

proteins, and with multivalent cations. The concentration of extracts used for manufacturing

dry instant coffee usually exceeds 50% by weight of solids. Thus, highly concentrated coffee

liquors containing chemically highly different and physically heterogeneous macromolecular

components cannot be thermodynamically stable. Polysaccharides, including polysaccharides

modified by the Maillard reaction, presumably, form the continuous phase of coffee extracts,

while phenolic polymers and polysaccharides chemically modified by polyphenolic acids (of

low and high molecular weights) are thought to be concentrated in the dispersed phase. Phase

separation of coffee extracts and liquors, which as a process has found some applications,

remains, however, practically unstudied. For instance, the phase separation of coffee liquors on

cooling was used to separate phenolic components, a process that was necessary for iron

fortification of coffee [114]. Normally, the dispersed phase of coffee liquors containing phenolic

compounds could be a better solvent for coffee flavors. The drying of liquors is accompanied by

nonequivalent flavor losses from both phases and the encapsulation of the dispersed phase by

the continuous phase components both of which can change the flavor profile and intensity.
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The phase separation of coffee extracts on cooling could therefore underlie the well-known

difference in flavor quality between a soluble coffee and a classical freshly prepared coffee [21].

17.6.4 PARTITIONING OF LIPIDS BETWEEN THE FOOD PHASES CONTAINING POLYSACCHARIDES

17.6.4.1 Polysaccharides as Fat Replacers

Systematic studies by Albertsson, Walter, and Zaslavsky [34–36,115–117] showed

(Figure 17.6) that in two-phase aqueous polymer systems (i.e., W/W emulsions), hydrophobic

particles, for example, cells and cells organelles, are usually adsorbed within the interfacial

layer and in one bulk phase. The same adsorption of lipids and other hydrophobic

compounds within interfacial layers of W/W emulsions (formed by polysaccharide mixtures

or protein–polysaccharide mixtures) could result in the formation of low-fat spreads

[14,17,27,118]. Normally, the partitioning of lipid droplets occurs between the interfacial

layer and a protein-containing bulk phase. The primary coalescence of lipid droplets

adsorbed within the interfacial layer between the phases of a W/W emulsion can result in a

lipid capsule around the dispersed particles. Coalescence of these lipid capsules (i.e., second-

ary coalescence) leads to a three-dimensional honeycomb-like construction. This honeycomb-

like lipid phase can encapsulate up to 80% of the aqueous phases and has been used in butter

replacers. In such low-fat spreads, maltodextrin–gelatin mixed solutions are often used to

prepare small gel granules separated by lipid layers. During spreading, the small gel granules
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FIGURE 17.6 Schematic illustration of adsorption of cells and lipid droplets within the interfacial layers

between aqueous polymer phases. Formation of honeycomb-like lipid structure.
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rotate and behave much like ball bearings [118]. This ball-bearing phenomenon results in a

lubricant effect and is proposed to be responsible for the fat mimetic properties (i.e., fat-like

texture) of many foods and cosmetics [33,118]. Spreadability, in practice, depends on the type

of fat used and many other factors including fat–gel adhesion. Fine granular materials with

low adhesion between spherical particles, such as microparticulated gels and cosmetic starch

rice powders, usually have a pronounced fat-like texture [21,54–57].

17.6.4.2 Polysaccharides as Ice-Cream Stabilizers

Phase separation in milk protein–polysaccharide (e.g., pectin, alginate, carrageenan, etc.)

mixtures presumably underlies the mechanism by which polysaccharide-stabilizers function

in ice-cream formulations and is responsible for the control of ice crystal size and ice-cream

texture. Thin lipid layers forming honeycomb-like constructions (similar to that of low-fat

spreads) appear to be typical of ice-cream mixes. This common function of polysaccharides as

an ice-cream structure stabilizer induces phase separation of the aqueous phase and provides

the formation of a three-dimensional honeycomb-like lipid structure [17,21,27].

17.7 INCOMPATIBILITY IN LOW MOISTURE FOODS — THERMOPLASTIC
EXTRUSION AND THE EXTRUDATE STRUCTURE

The phase behavior of protein–starch mixtures governs the structure–property relationships

of many extruded foods [119–121]. The formation mechanism of fibers and anisotropic

materials in the processing of two-phase liquid systems has been called spinneretless spinning

[119]. Figure 17.7 illustrates the mechanism of spinneretless spinning, which affects the

microstructure and texture of many foods [18–21,118–121]. Figure 17.7 shows that the

stresses developed in a dispersion medium of a flowing W/W emulsion can deform and orient

the liquid dispersed particles when their viscosity is lower than that of the dispersion medium.

The flow conditions of extruded W/W emulsion control the balance between deformation,

break-up, and coalescence of dispersed particles, that is, the system morphology, and could in

turn, orient polysaccharide chains in the continuous phase. Asymmetry in the phase diagram

is important in describing and predicting phase inversion and the structure–property rela-

tionship in foods produced by thermoplastic extrusion, drying, and solidification of the

extrudate. It was shown that the expansion of cereal starch jet leaving the extrusion die

goes through a maximum in the vicinity of 50% amylose content [122]. This behavior could

Spinneretless spinning process
High deformability of dispersed particles in W/W emulsions 

Droplet  coalescence

Filament
breaking down

W/W
emulsion

Dynamic equilibrium

Liquid
filament

Droplet
deformation

FIGURE 17.7 Spinneretless spinning process caused formation of fibrous, granular, and capillary

structures in foods.
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reflect the incompatibility of amylose and amylopectin [38] and the phase inversion of the

extruded system [33]. Phase diagram asymmetry and phase volume ratio govern the porosity

of thermoplastic extrudates and dry foods, in particular. Generally, relatively higher water

contents of the dispersed phase result in porous dry products. On the contrary, lower

water content leads to materials of an increased density. The capillarity of dry fibrous instant

foods affects their rehydration behavior, for example, splitting and lumping of the dispersed

particles, their swelling and dissolving rates [120,123,124].

17.8 PARTITIONING AND FUNCTIONALITY OF POLYSACCHARIDES
IN WHEAT FLOUR DOUGHS

Wheat flour doughs and other doughs are other examples of phase-separated protein–

polysaccharide food systems [21,118]. During the mixing of flour with water, the water-

soluble starch (from damaged starch granules), pentosans, albumin, and globulins are

dissolved and form a liquid aqueous phase immiscible with the swollen particles of glutelins

and gliadins. During the mixing and kneading steps, the dispersed particles of the gluten

proteins coalesce and build up a new continuous gluten phase of the dough. Aggregation of

the gel particles of the gluten phase serves to minimize contacts with the nonwettable liquid

phase. Accordingly, bread dough initially formed, contains two continuous phases, the gluten

thixotropic gel phase and the liquid phase. The liquid continuous phase that is a saturatedmixed

solution of the polysaccharides and soluble proteins of wheat flour, exhibits high foaming and

emulsifying properties [118]. Starch granules are fillers within both dough phases. Both the

starch granules and the continuous gluten phase in doughs are limitedly swollen. The elasticity

back pressure of the swollen gel particles compensates for the osmotic pressure of the

surrounding liquid dough phase and stops further swelling of the gel. The phase-separated

nature of wheat flower doughs has been shown in and studied by several laboratories [125–128].

Mechanical treatment greatly affects the equilibrium between coexisting dough phases

and controls the structure–property relationship of doughs. Mechanical treatment transforms

the continuous liquid polysaccharide–protein phase into the dispersed phase, reduces the size

of liquid, gas dispersed particles, decreases the thickness of gluten strips, and forms a

basic mixing and deformation mechanisms of doughs include: (i) spinneretless spinning of

phases, (ii) ball-bearing effects providing high fluidity of doughs due to revolving starch

granules in shear flow, and (iii) the migration of starch granules toward the higher shearing

gradient. Starch gelatinization during baking results in the formation of a new liquid poly-

saccharide phase absorbing the water from the dough phases, dewatering of the gluten phase,

and fixation of structure, shape, and volume of the final bread loaf [21,118].

17.9 INCREASE IN CONCENTRATION OF MACROMOLECULES
AND LE CHATELIER’S PRINCIPLE

Many food-processing techniques make use of polysaccharide and protein additives and

increase the bulk concentration of macromolecular components. The reaction of a food

system to an increase in concentration of macromolecules corresponds to Le Chatelier’s

principle, which states that a system at equilibrium, when subjected to a perturbation,

responds in a way that tends to minimize the effect of this perturbation. According to Le

Chatelier’s principle, an increase in the concentration of a biopolymer favors the processes

that reduce the excluded volume [21,33,54–57,118]. Several physicochemical processes can do
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honeycomb-like construction (similar to that of low-fat spreads, Figure 17.6) [118]. The

gluten strips (Figure 17.7) formed between oriented capillary tubes of the liquid and gas



this due to a decrease in the amount, volume fraction, and mobility of space-filling particles.

These processes are: self-association of macromolecules and their segments, gelation, crystal-

lization, and the formation of interbiopolymer complexes (including enzyme-substrate com-

plexes) [17,21,32,33,35,118].

For instance, according to Le Chatelier’s principle, the crystallization of both amylopectin

and maltodextrin is greatly enhanced in the presence of gelatin. Doi and Nikuni [129,130] first

described the crystallization of amylopectin in highly concentrated gelatin gels. Their study

modeled bread staling and showed that an increase in concentration of dough favored bread

staling [118]. An increase in space occupancy with an increase in the concentration of starch

encourages the rate of starch retrogradation in bread. Another example of excluded volume

effects on recrystallization of starch molecules [131] can be seen in the higher content of so-

called ‘‘resistant starch’’ (with a decreased rate of digestion) in pasta products than in bread

[56,57,132–135]. The amylase–amylopectin incompatibility and the high local concentration

of amylopectin inside the swollen granule presumably increases the rate of leaching of

amylose out of the granule. As the rate of leaching can either exceed or be lower than the

rate of amylose retrogradation, the amylose can be retrograded either between the granules

and within the starch granules. The latter seems to lead to resistant starch, while the former

results in a starch gel [21,54–57].

For the same reasons of incompatibility and an increase in space occupancy, the addition

of guar gum increases the amount of resistant starch in drinks or meals [136–139]. It was

shown that gelatinized starch and amylopectin are incompatible with guar gum [60], so that

the addition of guar gum can result in phase separation, encapsulation of the starchy phase by

the guar gum enriched phase, and stop leaching of the amylose. This could also increase the

concentration of macromolecules inside the swollen granules, the rate and degree of amylose

retrogradation, that is, the formation of resistant starch. This in summary means that the

mechanism explaining the activity of guar gum in bread for diabetics appears to be based on

its incompatibility with starch [21,33,56,57].

17.10 INCOMPATIBILITY ASPECTS OF BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS

Thermodynamic considerations of the biological functions of polysaccharides and their

possible evolution in terms of incompatibility are important from the viewpoint of explaining

existing and predicting future applications of polysaccharide mixtures in biotechnology and

food technology.

17.10.1 POLYSACCHARIDES CAME FIRST

It is still being actively debated: what was the first biopolymer with catalytic, replicating, and

information storage functions and what types of biopolymers came second. Was the first

biopolymer RNA or protein? This is not yet clear. Some scientists have suggested that it was

neither DNA nor proteins but that the lipid world was first [140]. Others believe that an RNA

world came first prior to the arrival of either the DNA or protein worlds. The idea that RNA

macromolecules could act as enzymes was first formulated by Francis Crick [141] and Orgel

[142–144] and has been developed further by the laboratories of Tom Cech and Sid Altman

[145,146]. At the moment, the hypothetical RNA world as based on the autocatalytic and self-

replicating functions of RNA molecules, is the most widely accepted [147–153]. The next

hypothetical stage of abiogenesis that presumably occurred in the primordial soup was the

formation of coacervates, that is, dispersed droplets that separated from and interacted with

the bulk medium. Oparin was the first to propose this hypothesis of coacervation [154]. The

author of the term ‘‘coacervation’’ and the pioneer of the systematic investigations of
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coacervates was Bungenberg de Jong [155–158]. The system that was studied most intensively

was gelatin–gum arabic mixed solutions. Bungenberg de Jong showed that depending upon

the pH and the ionic strength, the mixing of aqueous solutions of gelatin and gum arabic can

in the same single bottom phase (complex coacervation) or in different phases of a two-phase

system (simple coacervation). Complex coacervation has been intensively studied on both

polyelectrolyte and biopolymer solutions during more than 50 years [11–13,18–21,159,160].

Oparin believed that the complex coacervation of oppositely charged biopolymer macromol-

ecules was of most importance for the emergence of life [9,10,154].

Both the hypothetical fundamental stages of abiogenesis, the RNA world and coacervates

as initial steps to proto-cells, do not however appear sufficiently logically persuasive, for

several reasons. It is certainly true that dispersed droplets of complex coacervate result from

nonspecific electrostatic interactions of oppositely charged macromolecules and result in the

formation of insoluble interpolymer complexes. Such coacervate droplets could however be

stable only under sufficiently low salt concentrations, which was not likely the case for the

primordial soup formed under conditions of cooling of hot solutions. The primordial soup

ought therefore to have been saturated by salts. Normally, under high salt concentrations,

interbiopolymer complexes of carboxyl-containing polysaccharides are dissociated. If

electrostatic interbiopolymer complexing was to be of crucial biological importance, more

stable sulfated biopolymers would have preference during evolution compared to the carb-

oxyl-containing macromolecules. However, just the opposite, the latter are typical of biopo-

lymers including anionic polysaccharides. One more reason is that interpolymer complexing

of both anionic polysaccharides with globular proteins and between oppositely charged

globular proteins, which occurs at low pH, usually decreases the conformational stability of

proteins, that is, favors the unfolding of the proteins. The reason is that an unfolded

conformation of polyelectrolytes bearing opposite charges increases the number of their

contacts and their mutual neutralization [11–13,18–21]. The advantages of unfolded con-

formations for interpolymer complexing could not simultaneously favor the evolutional

development of molecular mimicry, helical conformations of polysaccharides, and globular

protein conformations [13,44]. Moreover, electrostatic interactions of macromolecular chains

are strong, nonspecific, and would decrease the diffusion rate of the chain segments and the

chemical evolution of the system. An important disadvantage of unfolded conformations of

proto-proteins is their lower chemical stability relative to the globular conformation in which

the chemical information is hidden within the hydrophobic molecular interior.

Normally, under neutral pH and ionic strength above 0.3–0.5, the macromolecular com-

ponents of interbiopolymer complexes are incompatible. After the dissociation of interpolymer

complexes their macromolecular components tend, therefore, to separate into two phases.

Consequently, the incompatibility of macromolecules would cause phase separation in the

heterogeneous primordial soup transforming them into locally different W/W emulsions.

Thus, phase separation caused by the incompatibility of macromolecules appears to be a

more probable explanation for the concentration of the primordial soup macromolecules.

Moreover, the phase separation that is caused by incompatibility can involve both charged

and neutral macromolecules and fractionate them according to co-solubility and mutual

affinity based on a large set of intermolecular interactions. Because of the law of concentra-

tion, chemical and structural heterogeneity of initial-versions of future biopolymers in the

primordial soup, proto-biopolymer macromolecules could not find each other during the

presumed short time of their chemical stability. This situation could be typical of both proto-

nucleic acids and proto-proteins. This means that both the RNA world and the protein world

could not be formed without phase separation at a sufficiently low phase-separation threshold

of initial macromolecules. Normally, phase separation, caused by incompatibility occurs at
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yield two kinds of two-phase systems (Figure 17.1) with the biopolymers concentrated either



neutral pH’s where macromolecules are more chemically stable, and increases concentrations

of several macromolecular species within dispersed phase particles. Phase separation with the

formation of a concentrated dispersed phase, requires the presence of highly hydrophilic

polymers adding high excluded volumes to the dispersion medium. These requirements

correspond more closely to polysaccharides, which are the most hydrophilic and the most

chemically simple polymers, which could form long rigid macromolecules. This is also evidence

that among the three main future biopolymer species (proteins, nucleic acids, and polysac-

charides), only polysaccharides could have been the first functional polymers. It is also of

significance that nucleic acids have a sugar backbone (of ribose or deoxyribose) and consist of

more complex modified monomers than polysaccharides. Such a preexisting biopolymer

system was likely necessary for the matrix biosynthesis of proteins. The synthesis of other

chemically more complex proto-biopolymers in the bulk of the polysaccharide solution would

have been assisted by their phase separation and concentration within the dispersed phase

formed. Phase separation induced by polysaccharides with other proto-biopolymers could

thus help these macromolecules to find each other in the bulk of the primordial soup. In other

words, polysaccharides were necessary to form macromolecular communities, to overcome

the immiscibility of other macromolecular species. The latter is needed for both catalytic and

replicating activities of biopolymers, to provide for their collaborative molecular evolution.

Another principal result of the phase separation caused by biopolymer incompatibility is

that according to Le Chatelier’s principle (Section 17.9), an increase in the concentration

of macromolecules could favor the development of both molecular mimicry and symbiosis of

macromolecules within the dispersed particles (i.e., the cytoplasm of future proto-cells [53]).

The remarkable property of mimicry of proteins allows one to assume that such a property

has resulted from and is likely stimulated by the incompatibility and symbiotic collaboration

of polypeptides with nucleic acids and with polysaccharides. The phase separation caused by

incompatibility could be the most efficient way for the preparation of functional polymer

mixtures, for example, of different functional proto-proteins, proto-nucleic acids, and

their mixtures. In effect, this could underlie the formation of both globular proteins, nucleic

acid mimicry (e.g., viruses), and the first proto-cells.

Presumably, just because of the incompatibility of polysaccharides with proteins, and

protein solutions, normally polysaccharides are not typical components of the cell cytoplasm

where they are usually present only in their mimic forms, that is, various conjugates,

mucopolysaccharides, glycoproteins, and others [14,53–57]. The phase separation in the

cytoplasm could be induced by the newly synthesized and modified proteins and nucleic

acids [32,53]. Because of the general nature of biopolymer incompatibility, the absence of

polysaccharides would also be typical of the cytoplasm of proto-cells.

Considering hypothetical scenarios of prebiotic molecular evolution in terms of polymer

incompatibility suggests that polysaccharides were the first proto-biopolymers, the first among

macromolecular compounds required to overcome the incompatibility of other chemically

soup could have been a solution of heterogeneous mixtures of polysaccharides. These poly-

saccharides could have had a sufficiently high co-solubility with each other and a low co-

solubility with proto-proteins and proto-nucleic acids. Sufficiently high concentrations and

molecular weights of polysaccharides were necessary for the phase separation of dispersed

particles containing either different proto-RNA, or different proto-proteins or mixtures

(conjugates or complexes) of these two types of biopolymers. Polysaccharides were necessary

for the concentration, fractionation, and interaction of other macromolecules to evolve as

functional biopolymers. The formation of other functional biopolymers could therefore have

only occurred later under the physical chemical support and protection of polysaccharides.
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proto-proteins, and polypeptides, such as gelatin (Table 17.2), and their ability to concentrate

and structurally different polymers. Figure 17.8 illustrates this idea. In essence, the primordial



Polysaccharides would therefore have come first to start to form the bioworld as its first

functional component needed to involve metabolic and replicative biopolymer collaborations

and initiate molecular evolution toward living entities.

Phase separation caused by incompatibility results in W/W emulsions whose important

features are low interfacial tension and an interfacial layer around aqueous dispersed particles

[14,20,21,53]. The concentrated dispersed droplets would be a good solvent for different

organic low and high molecular weight compounds including monomers and oligomers

(Section 6.3). According to the mass action law, an increase in the concentration of monomers

favors the formation of macromolecules. Polymerization within the dispersed particles could

result in phase separation, encapsulation of some heterogeneous internal structures (future

organelles), and involve a complex structural hierarchy into the bulk of dispersed particles.

Because of their low interfacial tension, dispersed particles can coalesce, assembling their

internal functional components, and dramatically increase the structural complexity of proto-

cells. The interfacial layers between aqueous phases can in turn adsorb lipids (Section 17.6.4,

proto-cells. From such considerations, polysaccharides were necessary to isolate and concen-

trate other biopolymers from the medium, to organize and evolve interactions with the

surroundings, to extract, transform, and expel different compounds including monomers

and proto-enzymes, to form lipid membranes, and to start molecular evolution.

When the concentration of different proto-cells grew, a keen competition for nutrients and

dietary energy arose and was accompanied by the development of cell-wall polysaccharides

and exopolysaccharides as a means of protective (nonspecific immunity and recognition)

tools. An exopolysaccaride system would make it possible to identify foreign cells covered by

The primordial soup as water-in-water emulsion
polysaccharide solution 

with dispersed particle contaning aqueous proto-biopolymer solutions 

Proto-
proteins

Proto-
proteins

Proto-
proteins

Proto-
proteins

Interfacial layers
between the
polysaccharide medium
and dispersed particles  

Proto-
nucleic
acids

Proto-
nucleic
acids

Proto-
nucleic
acids

Proto-
nucleic
acids

Coalescence
of  dispersed droplets

Adsorption of lipids
within the interfacial layer
between dispersed particles and
the surrounding polysaccharide
solution

Proto-proteins
+ proto-nucleic

acids

Lipids

Incompatible
polysaccharide
medium

Heterogeneous mixture
of  polysaccharides,
their complexes and
conjugates 

Proto-proteins
+ proto-nucleic

acids

FIGURE 17.8 Schematic presentation of the primordial soup structure. Phase separation in poly-

saccharide media results in dispersed particles that could exchange their ingredients and adsorb lipids

to form surface membranes.
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Figure 17.6), which could have thus been the stimulus to form the first membranes around the



incompatible polysaccharides to be repulsed and, on the contrary, like (same) cell types with

compatible exopolysaccharides would be recognized and aggregated to form homogeneous

cell colonies, that is, a favorable surrounding for each cell. Thus, this overall hypothesis based

on polymer incompatibility at its foundation proposes that the phase-forming and protective

functions of polysaccharides are also helpful to understand the evolution from nonspecific to

specific macromolecular interactions.

17.10.2 EXOPOLYSACCHARIDES

It has been proposed that from the earliest evolutionary stages, the two main functions of

polysaccharides were to provide both nonspecific (universal) immune defense and nutrition

for the living cell [33,54–57]. As the protective and digestive systems face a wide variety of

foreign biopolymers, at the earliest stages of molecular evolution, both nonspecific immune

defense and nutrition could be thought of as controlled by the same physical chemical

processes based on both biopolymer incompatibility and interbiopolymer complexing

[21,33]. Figure 17.9 illustrates these functions of exopolysaccharides. Neutral and charged

anionic exopolysaccharide fractions secreted by many bacteria can be either incompatible

with foreign proteins or can bind foreign proteins into protein–polysaccharide complexes

separation with foreign macromolecules in the medium to facilitate their hydrolysis, which

would both protect the cell and nourish it. Exopolysaccharides form an exocellular layer that

is impenetrable to foreign proteins, other macromolecules, and viruses. The exopolysacchar-

ide layer around the cell is, however, perfectly penetrable for low molecular weight organic

compounds. This exopolysaccharide solution layer could, therefore, be regarded as both an

alimentary and protective capsule of the cell. Branched exopolysaccharides would be particu-

larly efficient in providing this dual nonspecific immunity and nutrition to the cell because of

the high local concentration of side chains, possible self-association of side chains, and the

ability of side-chain helices to bind ligands by insertion complexing [32,33,55–57].

According to Le Chatelier’s principle (Section 17.9), the self-association of macromol-

ecules, for example, branched amylopectin-like molecules, can be intensified by the presence

of foreign macromolecules. This means that the density of the protective exocellular capsule

formed by branched exopolysaccharides would be increased by the presence of foreign

macromolecules and supermolecular particles (e.g., phages and viruses) in the vicinity of

the cell.

Cell

An alimentary
and protective
capsule formed by
exopolysaccharides

Foreign protein
molecules:

Bound proteins
Immiscible proteins

Exopolysaccharide
molecular chains

Medium:
Heterogeneous mixture
of  various polysaccharides,
their complexes and conjugates

FIGURE 17.9 Schematic illustration of alimentary and protective exopolysaccharide capsule covering

the cell.
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(Figure 17.1). Exopolysaccharides, both covered and leaving the cell, would induce phase



Figure 17.10 shows that if the exopolysaccharide capsule materials are incompatible with

macromolecules within the medium (foreign proteins, polysaccharides, nucleic acids, their

conjugates, and complexes) this capsule must in turn be separated from the medium by an

interfacial layer. This depletion low viscosity layer forms a spherical corridor around the cell,

which could provide fast two-dimensional diffusion flow of nutrients around the cell and thus

intensify its nutrition. Another contributory factor to cell nutrition is that hydrophobic

nutrients are concentrated within the interfacial layer around the cell (Section 17.6.4).

Figure 17.11 shows that when identical cells approach one another, their interfacial

exopolysaccharide capsules overlap and form a microvolume in which the concentration of

chain segments differs from that of the medium. This difference in concentration corresponds

to a chemical potential gradient of the solvent, water. This situation is similar to that of

depletion flocculation of colloidal particles [13,18]. The thermodynamic consequences of the

overlapping of interfacial exopolysaccharide layers together with the thermodynamic incom-

patibility of the exopolysaccharides covering different cell species could favor the formation

of homogeneous cell colonies pierced by capillaries, that is, the harbingers of multicellular

life forms.

It is proposed that the exopolysaccharide capsule surrounding the bacterial cell developed

during evolution into both vegetable cell-wall polysaccharides and into the mucopolysacchar-

thermodynamic affinity between these groups of exopolysaccharides would be a molecular

Cell

Medium:
macromolecular
solution,
polysaccharides,
proteins, etc.

Interfacial or
depletion
layer around
the cell 

Bidimensional diffusion of
nutrients around the cell 

FIGURE 17.10 Interfacial layer between the exopolysaccharide capsule covering the cell and the

medium; its contribution to the nutrition of the cell.

CellCell

CellCellCellCell

Water
flowing
in/out

Microchannel

Overlapping
interfacial layers

Interfacial or depletion layers between the cells and
the medium. Their role in the formation of cell colonies

Medium: Macromolecular (Polysaccharides,
proteins, nucleic acids, etc.) solution

FIGURE 17.11 Schematic presentation of the mechanism of formation of cell colonies.
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ides of the brush membrane lining the gut. Figure 17.12 illustrates this idea. The relative



consequence of their coevolution and underlie the efficiency of food fibers as prebiotics,

which favor a preferential colonization of the intestinal tract by symbiotic bacteria. Molecular

symbiosis in polysaccharide mixtures, which is taken advantage of in food technology and

usually termed functional ‘‘synergy’’ of polysaccharides (Section 17.6.2), would thus reflect

the intermolecular interactions of cell-wall polysaccharides with each other, and with poly-

saccharides covered and leaving the cell [21,33].

17.10.3 EVACUATION OF METABOLITES AND SPECIFIC IMMUNITY

polysaccharides, and glycopolysaccharides are usually incompatible with cell-wall polysac-

charides and neutral exopolysaccharides. For instance, incompatibility between pectin and

gum arabic has been used to concentrate pectin solutions [11,40,99,102] (Section 17.6.1).

The incompatibility of certain exopolysaccharide fractions could achieve an interesting

phenomenon in which discrete fractions covered and leaving the cell result in an evacuation

technology of metabolites from the cell. Figure 17.13 illustrates this idea. Thermodynamic

Relative thermodynamic compatibility
between exopolysaccharides of different 

microflora cells and
mucopolysaccharides

Symbiotic cell colony

Mucopolysaccharides
of the brush

membrane lining the
gut

Cell Cell
Formation of a colony

Dietary fiber

Cell Cell

FIGURE 17.12 Competitive adhesion of the microflora cell to the mucopolysaccharides of the brush

membrane.

An alimentary and
protective capsule, an
exopolysaccharide-rich
phase

Cell

Interfacial
layer

Medium:
foreign
macromolecules,
polysaccharides,
proteins, etc.

Garbage-bin for cell
metabolites adhesive for
colloids and parasites

Exudate gum-like
exopolysaccharides
leaving the cell, e.g.,
Arabic gum-like,
incompatible with the
cell wall
polysaccharides could
act as garbage-bin 

FIGURE 17.13 Schematic presentation of the evacuation of metabolites from the cell.
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Table 17.1 and Table 17.2 summarize the observations that charged polysaccharides, muco-



incompatibility between exopolysaccharides could have developed during evolution by the

introduction of polar and charged side groups into the exopolysaccharide chains and by

crosslinking the polysaccharide chains by polypeptides. The modified exopolysaccharides

leaving the cell would have exhibited a tendency to bind, encapsulate, and thus evacuate

nondesirable and toxic metabolites from the cell. From this basic idea it is logical that during

evolution, the exomucopolysaccharides and exopolysaccharides leaving the cell developed

into the vegetable gums [56]. In other words, incompatibility of the exopolysaccharides

leaving the cell with the cell-wall polysaccharides and exopolysaccharides surrounding the

cell would provide a selective molecular advantage by virtue of their functioning as dynamic

containers for undesired metabolic products (i.e., as garbage-bin) and also for facilitated

export of parasites. The ongoing evolution of cellular metabolism could only be enhanced by

processes that achieved the continuous identification and separation of different metabolites:

(i) to be used by the cell and (ii) to be evacuated from the cell as self-produced toxins (the first

type of auto-antigens). As proteins are the main instruments of metabolism and thus possess

the capabilities to hydrolize virtually all cellular components, they are the most important

self-produced antigens to be bound and evacuated.

17.10.4 AN OCTOPUS EFFECT

Figure 17.14 shows another proposed contributory factor to cell nutrition. The exopolysac-

charides surrounding the cell could work like the arms of an octopus selecting, adsorbing, and

transporting nutrients to the cell from the interfacial layer surrounding the cell [54]. Revers-

ible adsorption of nutrients by chain segments could be based on the same mechanism

underlying ligand exchange chromatography [161] and the inclusion complexing by the helical

polysaccharide cavity [162]. Both these types of nutrient–polysaccharide complexes are typ-

ically insoluble and would precipitate [163] and dissociate on the surface of the cell. The

precipitation of inclusion complexes orient a bound hydrophobic (e.g., lipid) molecule by

virtue of its polar or charged functional group to the surface of the cell. Branching of

exopolysaccharide chains increases the number of tentacles with suckers able to form

inclusion complexes with nutrients. A more efficient fuel, lipids, when transported by the

exopolysaccharide to the cell would preserve the exopolysaccharide as an energy reserve for

the future [56]. A further elaboration of this theme could have led some lipids, such as

glycolipids, to evolve with a selective advantage to form irreversible inclusion complexes,

change the end-group of the exopolysaccharide chain, and alter the adhesive properties and

nutrition of the cell [54–57].

Cell

An octopus  effect
acts as a conveyer for
individual molecules of
nutrients Exopolysaccharides binding

nutrients and precipitating them
on the surface of the cell

FIGURE 17.14 Schematic presentation of octopus effect.
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17.10.5 CELL-WALL POLYSACCHARIDE FUNCTIONALITY

Bacteria and plants cannot produce specific antibodies, thus, their nonspecific versatile

defense must be robust and could not be based solely on the exocellular polysaccharide

capsule, but also take advantage of both physical and chemical tools and receptors concen-

trated within cell walls. Cell walls are powerful ingredients of this protection. The cell walls of

bacteria, fungi, and plants perform mechanical protection of the cells against osmotic pressure,

mechanical shock, and abrasion, and contribute to the cell’s homeostasis by preventing the

penetration of foreign macromolecules, heavy metal ions, other toxic substances, and various

pathogens. Other functions are presumably related to cell adhesion, recognition and retaining

some exopolysaccharide fractions, and the production of the phytohormones, oligosaccharins.

The cell walls are composed of several types of macromolecular materials. The main cell-

wall macromolecules of bacteria are a cross-linked polysaccharide–peptide complex (murein)

and co-polymers of sugars and glycerol (ritinol) (teichoic acids). The four main types of

plant cell-wall polymers are: pectins (alginates), hemicellulose (branched polysaccharide

co-polymers cross-linked with the cellulose macrofibrils), lignins (phenolic polymers), and

proteins (structural and functional). Pectins (and alginates) are anionic polysaccharides

making up both a cell-wall layer and a layer between adjacent cell walls, the middle lamella.

The middle lamellae bind the cells together. Short fragments of pectin chains, called oligo-

saccharins [164–166], are released by the attack of a pathogen, and thus inform and initiate

the production of a defensive reaction by both the cell itself and neighboring plant cells.

The great diversity of chemically and structurally different cell-wall polymers could not be

thermodynamically compatible. Their thermodynamic incompatibility argued in this chapter

is of vital biological importance. Incompatibility could underlie various functional features of

polysaccharides and must play a major role in determining the multilayered construction of

cell walls. Thermodynamic incompatibility of different cell-wall polymers would result in an

interfacial layer between the layers within cell walls, similar to both the interfacial layer

between aqueous immiscible solutions in W/W emulsions, and the depletion layer between

the cell and the medium [53–55]. The intermembrane depletion nanolayer (nanovolume)

could act as a bioreactor for the hydrolysis of foreign macromolecules and as a sluice-way

for nutrients to intensify the nutrition of the cell.

Incompatibility control of cell-wall polysaccharides with each other and other biopolymers

of the cell wall could control the attraction and repulsion between cell-wall membranes, the

permeability and mechanical properties of cell walls, and could act as a tool for directed

transport of different compounds inside and outside the cell. In fact, the attraction and the

repulsion forces between the membranes could change the intermembrane volume and form a

pump for the pumping of some substances inside and outside the cell. The attraction and the

repulsion between the individual cell-wall membranes depend on the conditions inside and

outside the cell, for example, pH fluctuations due to a flow of the short chain fatty acids

produced by the intestinal microflora cells during fermentation of food fiber. Both oligosac-

charides and oligosaccharines could be adsorbed by cell-wall exopolysaccharides, control their

flexibility, and affect the incompatibility of cell-wall polysaccharides with each other and

exopolysaccharides. As oligosaccharins ostensibly behave as a solution of flexible chain poly-

saccharides with independent motion of chain segments, oligosaccharine–exopolysaccharide

mixtures are similar thermodynamically to incompatible amylopectin–amylose mixtures.

17.10.6 INCOMPATIBILITY ASPECTS OF FOOD DIGESTION

Hydrolysis as the means to remove the foreign origins of food macromolecules is the main

activity within the alimentary canal. Application of the general principles of incompatibility
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could explain the efficient digestion of mixed diets due to the mutual concentration of

proteins, polysaccharides, and interbiopolymer complexes and their hydrolysis within separ-

ated phases [21,33,54]. Digestion of starch starts in the mouth, before digestion of proteins,

and finishes with fermentation in the colon. Soluble food polysaccharides including macro-

molecular products of starch hydrolysis, could facilitate swallowing, provide the phase-

separated chyme, and increase the hydrolysis rate of both proteins and polysaccharides.

The intestinal indigestibility and low rate of intestinal fermentability of soluble and gel-like

dietary fibers, such as pectins, pentosans, resistant starch, and the like, their low co-solubility

with proteins and higher excluded volume, favor a phase-separated chyme with a concen-

trated dispersed protein-rich phase (microreactors). The coexisting continuous phase rich in

polysaccharide, contains the peptides produced by digestion. Phase separation results in the

partition of enzymes between those chyme phases that are enriched in the corresponding

substrates as better solvents. Amylolytic enzymes would be expected to partition into the

continuous starch-rich phase, while proteolytic enzymes would be expected to partition into

the dispersed protein-rich phase. This partition of the proteolytic enzymes between chyme

phases could underlie the protective mechanism of the intestinal walls against self-digestion

[21,54,55]. The continuous phase of the chyme, which is rich in polysaccharides, could

contribute to the protection of the alimentary canal walls from proteases, such as pepsin,

trypsin, and chymotrypsin. Complexing with anionic polysaccharides could control the rates

of protein digestion due to unfolding of protein molecules on the polysaccharide matrix

[12,13,44]. Another important factor could be a shift in the pH activity optimum of proteo-

lytic enzymes due to the suppression of dissociation of enzyme side groups in the electrostatic

field (microenvironment) of the anionic polysaccharide [167–170]. This effect could occur in

the vicinity and within the brush membrane lining the gut and protect them against self-

digestion. A decrease in the excluded volume accompanying gelation (Section 17.6.2.) could

reinforce the gel state of chyme phases increasing the co-solubility of enzymes, the rates of

hydrolysis, and the diffusion of enzymes and their hydrolysis products (Section 17.6.2).

It should also be noted that intestinal and colon microflora, presumably, lives under

conditions reminiscent of those on a more ancient Earth. These conditions in the colon

include the absence of O2, a reductive atmosphere containing H2, hydrocarbons, and other

gases produced by fermentation, and a limited amount of water. In fact, a highly heteroge-

neous set of bacteria appears to be typical of the planet at the initial stage of biological

evolution. Such conditions are reflective of the continuous chyme phase of the intestinal

lumen, enriched in polysaccharides. Interestingly an excess of polysaccharides in the colon,

promoting the fermentation of polysaccharide mixtures by the microflora bacteria yielding a

variety of exopolysaccharides due to the large number of microbial species within the chyme,

is increasingly recognized as a condition of improved health for the animal host.

17.11 CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that polysaccharides, according to the arguments

presented in this chapter, came first, and a polysaccharide world created the necessary

conditions for the development of functional collaboration between other biopolymers, their

mimicry and symbiosis. The polysaccharide world could be a necessary background for the

formation of the RNA and the protein worlds, their protection, evolution, and individualiza-

tion of initial living entities. Recent advances in the phase behavior–property relationships

of polysaccharide mixtures have revealed their multiple functions in food and biological

systems. Fundamental functions of polysaccharides are proposed to be the controlling

features of the thermodynamic compatibility and partitioning behavior of the two other

biopolymers, proteins and nucleic acids, in the primordial soup, the formation and protection
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of proto-cells, and the emergence of cells. As the third type of biopolymer, polysaccharides

could be seen as playing a valuable protective function achieving a form of universal nonspecific

immunity, as the main molecular tool of biopolymer incompatibility [1–3]. Complex molecular

and supramolecular structures of polysaccharides could reflect the evolution of their

multiple functions; for example, amylopectin and starch were initially more than sources of

energy. Physical and chemical modifications of polysaccharides and proteins during food

processing usually reduce both the molecular mimicry and co-solubility of macromolecules.

Phase separation is, therefore, more typical of foods than of biological systems, and

phase separation will become increasingly important for understanding and designing new

food structures and processes. The main advantages of long-chain polysaccharides are

their low phase separation threshold with each other and with proteins, their low critical

concentration for gelation, their high viscosity, and their ability to complex with proteins.

One more conclusion that emerges from this treatment is that nonspecific macromolecular

interactions contribute greatly to the structure–functionality relationships in biological and

food systems, and beverages. Symbiosis in mixtures of polysaccharides and protein–polysac-

charide mixtures provides functional synergy in food formulation.

More detailed discussions of the phase behavior of polysaccharide mixtures are difficult

because, to date, data related to the phase behavior of polysaccharide mixtures remain

limited. This includes the lack of information on the thermodynamic properties of polysac-

charides, protein–polysaccharide conjugates, and their mixtures. It also includes the lack of

information on the thermodynamic incompatibility of cell-wall polysaccharides with each

other, with exopolysaccharides, exudated gums, and exocellular enzymes, and the absence of

information on the compatibility of polysaccharides with nucleic acids, and on the effects of

pH, lipids, oligosaccharides and oligosaccharins on the compatibility of cell-wall with other

polysaccharides and protein–polysaccharide conjugates. There is little known about the

partitioning and solubility of monomers and other low molecular weight compounds within

the phases formed by the phase separation of different biopolymers. This informational gap

when closed will accelerate scientifically-based applications of polysaccharide mixtures to

foods.
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18.1 INTRODUCTION

It is perhaps unusual for a single nutritional concept to have such an immediate and

widespread impact as the dietary fiber hypothesis formulated and promulgated by Burkitt

and Trowell in the early 1970s [1–4]. Since that time belief in the beneficial effects of a high

plant fiber intake has formed part of a growing awareness of nutritional issues among health

professionals and the general public, which has led to modified patterns of food consumption

in many industrialized countries. Public health authorities now strongly advocate an increase

in fiber consumption, and most have issued or backed recommendations specifying the

amount that should be included in a daily diet [5–7].
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18.1.1 PANACEA, PROPHYLACTIC, OR PLACEBO

Central to Burkitt’s hypothesis was the observation that there is a range of disorders,

prevalent among industrialized nations but much more rarely found in nonindustrialized

countries, whose incidence could be related to dietary differences between the two popula-

tions. Specifically, it was suggested that incidence could be inversely related to a degree of

protection afforded by the consumption of complex carbohydrate in the form of fiber rather

than refined carbohydrate such as sucrose. Epidemiological surveys backed by laboratory

investigations have subsequently implicated fiber, or rather its absence, in a wide range of

human diseases or conditions including diverticular disease, diabetes, colorectal cancer, and

ischemic heart disease. A rather wider list is provided in Table 18.1.

On the basis of such claims it would appear that dietary fiber, if not a panacea, is at least a

universal prophylactic. However, evidence for the role of fiber in many disorders is less and

supporting evidence has not been forthcoming. In the view of Jenkins and Jenkins [12], in the

long term, the greatest value of the dietary fiber hypothesis may be the increased awareness it

has engendered of differences between foods, the effect of food processing, and the presence

of antinutritional factors. This is a somewhat extreme view, and perhaps one that the

instigator himself would not wholly support. It does go some way, however, to offset some

of the scientific hyperbole that has accompanied work in the dietary fiber area. At the very

least, evidence for dietary fiber having a role in diseases of the gut or conditions that relate to

the gut seems well founded. Increased consumption of fiber has found value also in the

treatment or control of a number of disorders, notably diabetes [13–15].

What is evident from the diverse studies made of fiber and its role in promoting health is

that the physiological basis on which fiber depends for its effect is very unlikely to be the

same in all cases. The mechanism involved in ameliorating the diabetic condition, for

instance, is clearly not the same as any mechanism that might act to prevent colorectal

cancer. Dietary fiber, therefore, must be considered as having multiple effects exerted at

TABLE 18.1
Diseases in Which Dietary Fiber Is Believed to Have a Protective Role

Appendicitis Hiatus hernia, heart disease

Atherosclerosis Hemorrhoidsa

Colorectal cancer Inflammatory bowel diseases (ulcerative colitis,

Constipationa Crohn’s disease)

Diabetesa (etiology of type II and therapeutic value Irritable bowel syndrome

for types I and II) Obesity and weight managementa

Diverticular diseasea Renal calculi

Gallstones Varicose veins (deep vein thrombosis)

Gastric and duodenal ulcers Virus diseases

aDietary fiber used as a component of therapy.

Source: From Spiller, G.A., and Kay, R.M., eds., Medical Aspects of Dietary Fiber, Plenum Medical Book Company,

New York, 1980; Trowell, H., Burkitt, D., and Heaton, K., eds., Dietary Fibre, Fibre-Depleted Foods and Disease,

Academic Press, London, 1985; Vahouny, G.V., and Kritchevsky, D., eds., Dietary Fiber, Basic and Clinical Aspects,

Plenum Press, New York, 1986; British Nutrition Foundation, Complex Carbohydrates in Foods, Report of the British

Nutrition Foundation’s Task Force, Chapman & Hall, London, 1990; Pujol, C.A., Esteves, J.M., Carlucci, M.J.,

Ciancia, M., Cerezo, A.S., and Damonte, E.B., Antiviral Chem. Chemother. 13, 83, 2002; Schulze, M.B., Liu, S.,

Rimm, E.B., Manson, J.E., Willett, W.C., and Hu, F.B., Am. J. Clin. Nutr. 80, 243, 2004; Bird, A.R., Jackson, M.,

King, R.A., Davies, D.A., Usher, S., and Topping, D.L., Brit. J. Nutr. 92, 607, 2004; Murtaugh, M.A., Jacobs, D.R.,

Jr., Jacob, B., Steffen, L.M., and Marquart, L., Proc., Nutr. Soc. 62, 143, 2003.
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different sites in the gastrointestinal tract and, in the view of Heaton [16], is not a single

concept but a spectrum of concepts.

The term ‘‘dietary fiber’’ itself has been recognized as potentially misleading, particularly

when the inclusion of gel-forming polysaccharides in this category leads to the apparently

contradictory term ‘‘soluble fiber.’’ Several alternatives have been proposed including plantix,

complantix, plant cell wall residue, plant fiber, nonnutritive fiber, indigestible residues, and

even edible fiber. None has been widely accepted, and the term ‘‘dietary fiber’’ appears firmly

established by general usage.

If the precise effects of dietary fiber are difficult to specify, equally difficult is the

description of fiber itself. Perhaps the only certain statement that can be made is that

insoluble fiber emanates from ingested plant material. Thereafter the nature of dietary fiber

becomes a question of definition. Commonly cited is that first used by Trowell [17], who

defines dietary fiber as all plant polysaccharides (including storage polysaccharides and plant

gums and mucilages) and lignin that are resistant to hydrolysis by human digestive secretions.

This physiological definition proved too imprecise for analytical chemists required to devise

routine methods for fiber estimation. Their solution was to redefine dietary fiber as the sum of

lignin and all nonstarch polysaccharides (NSP) in a food [18]. Others have considered any

component of the diet not digested and absorbed in the foregut to be a component of fiber,

thereby including undigested protein, minerals, and phytate [19–22]. A further extension is the

inclusion of host endogenous secretions, such as the mucopolysaccharides, release of which

may be stimulated by other fiber components [23].

All such definitions have their limitations. Measurement of dietary fiber content is

restricted to those components of the food that can be isolated and for which sound

analytical methods can be developed. Such analytical methods, by their very nature, fail

to recognize properties possessed by the whole — the ion-exchange capacity, water-holding

ability, or absorptive properties of a fiber, for example. They also imply that fiber is a static

entity passing unchanged through the digestive tract, rather than presenting a dynamic view

in which fiber is constantly modified during passage through the gut [24]. Precise definitions

may also lead to the inclusion or analysis of dietary components, which are not relevant to

the physiological process under study. All of these limitations are well recognized by

clinicians and chemists alike. It has been suggested that, since the necessary physiological

knowledge of what constitutes the active fraction of a plant-based diet is lacking, a purely

chemical description of dietary fiber should be used until the necessary additional informa-

tion becomes available [25]. There are dangers if this approach alone is taken to dietary

fiber research. Emphasis is continually placed on structures, which can be perceived and

analyzed, and not on function or biological property. It can be argued that what is needed

for research purposes is not a more accurate analysis of fiber in plant foods, but a

functional approach that relates more directly to physiological effects. The glycemic index

[26–28] is an example of a functional measure in current use. Others might include meas-

urement of water-holding capacity (WHC) or effect on viscosity. Adoption of a functional

approach to fiber would at least have the advantage of rendering unnecessary the seemingly

endless debate on which biological polymer or compound should or should not be included

as a component of dietary fiber.

Twenty years on, it is interesting to note that some six years ago the definition of

dietary fiber was reviewed by an expert committee, with the result that the same food

components considered as dietary fiber from the begining, with addition of the novel

fructans and synthetic dietary fiber analogues, are still regarded as such; accordingly, little

change will be necessary on the analytical front apart from the development of bioanaly-

more clearly [28a].
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18.1.2 DIETARY FIBER AS AN ENERGY SOURCE

A considerable amount has been written about the possible role of fiber in maintaining health.

Few such studies have made anything other than passing reference to fiber as a source of energy

in humans. The human colon, like that of pigs and other hindgut fermenters, contains large

population of microorganisms capable of degrading plant polysaccharides and assimilating the

sugars released. End products of the microbial fermentation of these sugars are the gases CO2,

H2, and, in some individuals, CH4 and the volatile fatty acids (VFA) acetic, butyric, and

propionic acids. Heat of fermentation and VFA absorption and utilization by humans can

make a substantial and often overlooked contribution to the total energy budget. The size of

this contribution varies considerably and is obviously strongly influenced by the choice of diet.

As a guide, approximately 70% of carbohydrate entering the hindgut is fermented [29] and two

thirds of the energy produced becomes available to the host (2 kcal available energy/g CHO).

The remaining third is lost as microbial biomass voided as feces [11,30]. The digestible energy

value of soluble and fully digestible carbohydrates, such as gum arabic or guar gum, is

somewhat higher and is close to the predicted value of 2.9 kcal digestible energy/g CHO

[31,32]. Values of 5–10% of total energy intake have been estimated for individuals consuming

Western diets, with higher values when diets low in refined carbohydrate are regularly con-

sumed [33]. The lower value is based on an intake of NSP of 30–40 g/day, which approximates

to the maximum fiber intake generally recommended. However, a small proportion of con-

sumed starch will also escape digestion in the upper digestive tract and contribute to the supply

of fermentable carbohydrate [34–36]. For most individuals, starch fermentation probably

provides more energy than fermentation of dietary fiber [34,36].

18.2 PLANT POLYMERS CONTRIBUTING TO DIETARY FIBER

Dietary fiber in plant-based foods can be equated with the plant cell wall, together with

fractions of the wall such as pectin and with other biological gums and exudates, a definition

that would approximate to the concept of fiber used by Burkitt and Trowell in developing

their hypothesis. The vast majority of other plant compounds found in the cell lumen and not

associated with the cell wall, the soluble sugars, and proteins are usually rapidly and effect-

ively degraded and absorbed in the upper digestive tract. Only rarely do cooking or other

forms of processing adversely affect the capacity of the gut to utilize these dietary compon-

ents. Starches, including modified starches, are also generally hydrolyzed readily and effi-

ciently and absorbed as glucose by the gut. Some starches, however, are not fully degraded

due to intrinsic structural properties, retrogradation or, in modified starches, due to a more

extensive cross-linking or substitution than is customary. Because starch forms such a large

component of human diets relative to the intake of other plant polysaccharides, the escape of

even a small proportion from the foregut can mean that starch becomes the major source of

carbohydrate entering the hindgut compartment [34,36a].

The plant cell wall, unlike fiber, is a biological entity with the plant, which can be isolated

and described for its physical and chemical properties. The walls of plant cells are, however,

variable in composition, depending on the cell type from which they derive and the phylogenic

origin of the plant. It is difficult to imagine a diet in which a single plant cell type is consumed

and in which the source of dietary fiber would be totally homogeneous. Even when a single

plant food is consumed, several cell types with walls having different chemistries will be

present, each differing in behavior on passage through the gut. It is an impossibly long and

arduous process to fractionate this heterogeneous material and to analyze the separated

fractions, so that in practice an overall composition is determined. However it is important

to recognize that this heterogeneity exists [36b]. Variations in the amount and composition of
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dietary fiber are found in different plant parts, reflecting the different populations of cells

present, and between graminaceous and dicotyledonous (dicot) plants, reflecting the substan-

tial differences in the structure of their cell walls [37,38].

18.2.1 PLANT CELL WALLS AND THEIR STRUCTURAL POLYSACCHARIDES

All vegetative plant cell walls have a common basic structure in which randomly oriented

cellulose microfibrils contribute to a network formed in association with the other cell wall

polymers. Differences in cell wall structure, and hence the chemistry of dietary fiber, relate to

differences in the type and proportion of these noncellulosic or matrix polymers. The primary

walls of cells that remain metabolically active within the plant and retain their cytoplasmic

contents are little changed in the mature plant. Other cells, which assume a skeletal or

protective function or which form part of the plant’s system for the transmission and trans-

location of water and solutes, undergo a process of secondary thickening. During this process

the primary wall is substantially modified, additional cellulose gets deposited in discrete layers

in which the microfibrils are more clearly orientated. Other polysaccharides also are deposited,

and the entire polysaccharide network becomes extensively lignified as the result of the

polymerization of phenolic compounds in situ. During secondary thickening the cell dies and

its contents are lost. Humans, like most animals, select against lignified or woody plant

material unless persuaded otherwise by nutritionists. Bran, the outer part of cereal grains, is

usually the only extensively lignified fiber source consumed by choice.

Hydrolysis of cell wall material invariably produces the same nine sugars and uronic

The proportions of these nine sugar residues recovered may, of course, vary considerably

losonic acid (KDO) may also be found on occasions. The different sugar units potentially

able to contribute to plant polysaccharides are fewer in number, and, as only a single type of

covalent bond is formed between sugars (the glycosidic bond), it might be assumed that the

potential for complexity among polysaccharides is limited. This is to ignore the fact that

there are 22 different ways in which two identical hexose sugars can be linked, depending on

the carbon atoms involved and the configuration of the linkage (a and b anomers). As

the degree of polymerization (DP) also may be high (DP ~ 10,000), the potential for

variation in structure is infinite. In practice, a considerable degree of regularity is found

within cell wall polysaccharides, permitting polymers with common structural features to be

identified and grouped. However, although polysaccharides may share basic structural

features, their fine structures are likely to show marked differences, depending on the tissue

examined, its phylogenic origin, and, not insignificantly, the method chosen for extraction

and purification.

A variety of noncellulosic polysaccharides can be extracted from the cell walls of higher

plants. Three types of polysaccharides predominate: rhamnogalacturonans, xyloglucans, and

(glucurono)arabinoxylans [38b]. The ratios in which they can be recovered from cell wall

preparations vary considerably and are often indicative of the plant part or type from which

they originated (Table 18.2). Conventionally, cell walls of monocotyledonous plants are said

to contain a far lower proportion of pectic polysaccharides and xyloglucan than walls from

dicotyledonous plants. However, while low levels of rhamnogalacturonan are typical of the

Gramineae, levels in other monocotyledons, such as onion (Allium sp.), equal or exceed that

of many dicot plants [46]. Similarly, although the proportion of xyloglucan in monocot walls

in which arabinoxylan is the major matrix polysaccharide rarely approaches that of dicot

walls, where arabinoxylan is found only in small amounts [47,48], the ratio of xyloglucan to

cellulose is very similar in both groups [49].
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(Table 18.2) [38a]. Trace amounts of other carbohydrates such as apiose or ketodeoxyoctu-

acids (Figure 18.1) in amounts that account for approximately 80% of dry matter present.
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FIGURE 18.1 (a) The nine sugars commonly contributing to plant structural polysaccharides in the

configurations in which they occur. (b) An example of the glycosidic linkage formed between two hexose
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Models of primary vegetative cell walls, based on microscopic and chemical evidence,

show these polymers organized into two distinct, but intermeshed networks [37]. The

first discrete network consists of cellulose in association with xyloglucan and the

second only of the pectic polysaccharides. Vegetative cell walls of cereals and related species

differ somewhat from this basic pattern. In these plants, the amount of xyloglucan is

much reduced and its role in cross-linking between cellulose microfibrils is replaced by

arabinoxylan.

18.2.1.1 The Cellulose–Xyloglucan Network

The plant glucans, of which both cellulose and starch are specific forms, are among the few

only of glucose residues, differences in their glycosidic linkage pattern and in their secondary

structure produce polysaccharides with remarkably different properties. It is difficult to

imagine, for example, two glucans with such divergent properties and functions within the

plant as starch and cellulose.

Cellulose [49a] is formed from linear chains of b-(1!4)-linked D-glucopyranosyl units

TABLE 18.2
Monosaccharide Composition of the Cell Wall Polysaccharides (NSP) from Various Plant

Seeds, Storage Organs, Fruit, and Vegetation Consumed by Humans

Monosaccharides (% Total NSP)

Plant Source Dry Matter (%) 6-Deoxy Hexosea Ara Xyl Man Gal Glc UAb

Seeds

Barley 15.0 0.5 14.7 25.1 2.7 1.9 51.8 3.3

Oats 27.9 0.4 7.1 33.7 1.6 2.4 50.5 4.2

Rice 2.0 0 21.3 34.2 — 5.4 42.1 6.9

Rye 13.7 0.7 22.1 37.0 4.5 4.2 28.4 3.1

Wheat 10.9 0 20.9 33.8 4.1 4.3 33.0 3.9

Peas (dried) 21.5 0.9 18.6 8.5 0.9 3.7 58.1 9.3

Storage organs

Potato 5.2 1.4 7.6 1.7 0.7 29.4 34.7 24.5

Carrot 22.7 3.3 8.1 1.5 2.0 12.0 28.2 44.9

Fruit

Apple — 2.4 14.8 4.0 5.2 6.9 27.3 39.4

Banana 3.9 0 7.0 6.0 14.8 4.9 31.3 36.0

Vegetation

Cabbage 19.1 3.6 14.8 4.5 0.7 8.6 37.9 29.9

Lettuce 24.3 3.5 5.1 4.4 3.9 8.8 35.0 39.2

aPredominantly rhamnose with small amounts of fucose found in some Gramineae grains.
bGalacturonic and (4-O-methyl)glucuronic acids.

Source: From Selvendran, R.R., and King, S.E., Carbohydr. Res., 195:87 (1989); Stevens, B.J.H., and Selvendran, R.R.,

Carbohydr. Res., 135, 155, 1984; Stevens, B.J.H., and Selvendran, R.R., Carbohydr. Res., 128, 321, 1984; Englyst, H.N.,

and Cummings, J.H., Analyst, 109, 937, 1984; Graham, H., Rydberg, M.G., and Åman, P., J. Agric. Food Chem., 36,

494, 1988; Stevens, B.J.H., and Selvendran, R.R., Phytochemistry, 232, 107, 1984; Ryden, P., and Selvendran, R.R.,

Carbohydr. Res., 195, 257, 1990.
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homopolysaccharides found within the plant kingdom (Figure 18.1). Although they consist

(see Chapter 5). The DP is usually of the order of 8,000–10,000, which produces chains of



4,000–6,000 nm in length, with a molecular weight of well over a million. Individual glucan

chains aggregate to form fibrillar structures, clearly visible by light microscopy, which are

referred to as cellulose microfibrils. This association of glucan chains is stabilized by extensive

intra- and interchain hydrogen bonding. Although generally a weak form of interaction, the

sheer numbers of noncovalent bonds formed produce a three-dimensional molecular struc-

ture, hydrophobic in nature, which demonstrates a resistance to chemical or enzymatic attack

far greater than that shown by the individual glucan chains. The degree of order found within

microfibrils is not uniform. Regions in which the antiparallel glucan chains are precisely

aligned and hydrogen bonding is maximal (crystalline region) are found interspersed with

regions in which the degree of order is far lower (amorphous region). Much is made of

crystallinity and its effects on the properties of cellulose molecules. However, the cellulose

typical of food plants possesses a very low order compared with that of cotton or wood, on

which most observations have been made. Cellulose is the major cell wall polysaccharide

found in higher plants, often accounting for more than 50% of the total carbohydrate present.

This is not a universal rule, and walls not fulfilling a structural function may have a far lower

cellulose content. The cellulose content of the endosperm wall of barley grain, for example, is

only approximately 3% of dry matter [50].

Cellulose owes its properties to the ability of the glucan chains to align closely and to the

interactions formed between adjacent glucan chains. Introduction of substituent groups into

cellulose interferes with the orientation of the chains, limits the extent of bonding possibility,

permitted under European Community legislation for use as emulsifiers and thickening

agents in virtually all foods except bread (Table 18.3). Methylcellulose is also used as the

basis of some slimming aids. All the six forms could contribute to measures of total dietary

fiber, depending on the method of analysis used.

walls of dicotyledonous plants and generally in lower amounts in the corresponding vegeta-

tive tissues of cereals and grasses [45]. Hydrolysis of xyloglucan yields glucose and xylose as

major products, together with lesser amounts of D-galactose, L-fucose, and L-arabinose.

Examination of the structural fragments released by treatment with endo-b-(1!4)-glucanase

has shown that the polymer consists of a main chain of b-(1!4)-linked glucopyranose units

to which D-xylopyranose residues are attached a-(1!6) to between half and three-quarters of

may be further extended by the addition of galactopyranosyl or arabinofuranosyl residues

linked to C-2 of xylose. More rarely, b-L-fucopyranosyl-(1!2)-b-D-galactopyranosyl units

TABLE 18.3
Modified Celluloses Permitted under European Community

Regulations for Use as Emulsifying and Thickening Agents

Code Number Compound

E460 Microcrystalline cellulose

E461 Methylcellulose

E463 Hydroxypropylcellulose

E464 Hydroxypropylmethylcellulose

E465 Ethylmethylcellulose

E466 Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC)
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all in-chain glucose units (Figure 18.2). Xylose may be present as terminal units, or side chains

and promotes solubility (see Chapter 5). Six chemically modified forms of cellulose are

Xyloglucans (see Chapter 6) are found as major structural components of the primary cell



may be found similarly linked to xylose, forming a trisaccharide side chain. Many different

sources have been investigated [49b–e].

Despite the presence of substantial number of side chains, xyloglucans occur in the wall

that are extensively hydrogen-bonded to cellulose. So strong is this interaction that cellulose

isolated from plant walls invariably still contains xylose units. In dicotyledonous plants,

single xyloglucan molecules may bind to one or more cellulose microfibrils with the unbound

portion of the molecule acting as a cross-link between microfibrils. The cellulose–xyloglucan

network so produced may be visualized by electron microscopy after chemical extraction of

the pectic polysaccharides [50]. It is not known whether there are structural differences

between bound and unbound regions of the molecule, but binding would be favored by

contiguous glucose residues with reduced substitution.

18.2.1.2 The Galacturonan Network

Virtually all cell walls contain a heterogeneous group of polysaccharides, which, on hydroly-

sis, yield galacturonic acid and the 6-deoxysugar rhamnose, together with varying amounts

of arabinose, galactose, xylose, methanol, and acetic acid (see Structural

analysis has shown that the hydrolysis products arise from rhamnogalacturonans in which

linear chains of a-(1!4)-linked D-galacturonic acid residues are interspersed with in-chain

L-rhamnopyranosyl residues linked 1,2 to adjacent uronic acid residues. Carboxylic groups of

the uronic acid residues may be esterified with methanol to varying extents [44]. In pectic

acids, the degree of esterification is low (<5%), while in pectinic acids it ranges from 30% (low-

methoxyl pectins) to >70% (high-methoxyl pectins) of all available acid groups. Galacturonic

acid residues may also be acetylated at C-2 or C-3 and carry single phenolic acid residues

ester-linked at C-2 [52,53].

Methylation analysis of rhamnogalacturonans invariably shows the presence of both

2-linked and 2,4-linked rhamnose residues, indicating branching through C-4 of some units.

There is some evidence that chains of other neutral sugar residues, notably polymers rich in

arabinofuranosyl and galactopyranosyl residues, are linked to rhamnogalacturonan through

this position. The terms ‘‘pectic polysaccharides’’ or ‘‘pectic substances’’ are often taken to

include rhamnogalacturonan and any associated arabinogalactans. Other sugars, notably

xylopyranose, occur as terminal units and are probably linked to C-2 or C-3 or uronic acid

residues. There is considerable heterogeneity within the galacturonic acid-rich polymers that

are extracted from cell walls, ranging from homogalacturonans, virtually free of neutral sugar

residues, to highly branched rhamnogalacturonan (RG) structures. Of the latter, those in the

walls of suspension-cultured sycamore cells have been the best described. Referred to as RG-I

[54,54a] and RG-II [55,55a–f], they closely resemble rhamnogalacturonans found in many

food plants. It is not known whether all galacturonic acid residues exist within a single

polymer system consisting of regions rich in homogalacturonans (smooth blocks) interspersed

with RG-I structures (hairy blocks) or in a more dispersed form. The ease of extraction of

galacturonans containing low levels of neutral sugars with chelating agents in the cold

suggests that homogalacturonan is probably not covalently linked to hairy regions. Evidence

α-Xylp-(1-6)

α-Fucp-(1-2)-β-Galp-(1-2)α-Xylp-(1-6)

-β-Glcp-(1-4)-β-Glcp-(1-4)-β-Glcp-(1-4)-β-Glcp-(1-4)-β-Glcp-(1-4)-β-Glcp-

FIGURE 18.2 Structural features of xyloglucan (Glcp, glucopyranosyl; Xylp, xylopyranosyl; Galp,

galactopyranosyl; Fucp, fucopyranosyl).
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Chapter 10).



provided by the dual use of electron microscopy and chemical extraction, which indicated a

discrete polymer network in onion walls that could be removed with chelating agents,

supports this view [51]. It seems likely that RG-I (and possibly RG-II like structures) is

covalently linked to the cellulose–xyloglucan (arabinoxylan) network and provides the link to

the homogalacturonan network predominantly through calcium bridging (Figure 18.3).

Treatment of tomato cells grown in suspension culture with the herbicide 2,6-dichlorobenzo-

nitrile, a potent inhibitor of cellulose biosynthesis, left just such a homogalacturonan–rham-

nogalacturonan network cross-linked through phenolic acids and, presumably, hydrogen

bonding and calcium bridges [56].

Noncovalent interactions are common between rhamnogalacturonan chains, and the gel-

forming properties of these polymers are well known and extensively used in the food industry

the polymer. Cation bridging occurs between chains in which the degree of esterification and

in-chain rhamnose content are low (homogalacturonans). Rhamnogalacturonans containing

a higher proportion of rhamnose units and a greater degree of esterification exhibit all of the

properties of pectins and will form gels that are not stabilized by cation bridging. Extracted

pectins used as food additives often contain rhamnogalacturonans of this type but in which

any neutral sugar side chains have been reduced to the length of oligomers by severity of

extraction procedures.

Extraction of rhamnogalacturonans is invariably accompanied by the coextraction of

polysaccharides rich in arabinose and galactose residues. In virtually all food plants

studied, both sugars occur as Type I arabinogalactans in which a linear chain of b-(1!4)-

linked galactopyranose residues is substituted to varying extent with side chains consisting

of one or more arabinofuranosyl residues. Typically, arabinose units are linked a-1,5 to

Homogalacturonan network

Cellulose–xyloglucan network

Cellulose–xyloglucan network
with rhamnogalacturonan block

FIGURE 18.3 A diagrammatic representation of a possible dual homogalacturonan and rhamnogalactur-

onan–xyloglucan network in dicotyledenous cell walls, constructed to show the ease of homogalacturonan

extraction with chelating agents and the release of rhamnogalacturonan on mild hydrolysis.
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(see Chapter 10). The nature of the interaction is strongly influenced by the fine structure of



other arabinose residues and a-1,3 to in-chain galactose units. Potato appears somewhat

atypical in that the degree of arabinose substitution is very low, leaving a virtually pure

galactin [45].

The more complex type II arabinogalactans in which the galactan backbone is a 3,6-

branched structure have not been described in food plants or gums of commercial import-

ance, other than exudates, although they are reported to be present in seeds of the radish [57].

Homopolymers of arabinofuranose units are rare and tend to occur in seeds, occasionally as

discrete polysaccharides or, more often, linked to rhamnogalacturonan [58]. Arabinans of

vegetative tissue are more likely to be degradation products, as found in cabbage [44]. Isolated

arabinans are almost invariably highly branched polymers based on linear chains of a-(1!5)-

linked arabinofuranose residues further substituted at O-3 (and, to lesser extent, O-2) with

single arabinose units or arabinooligomers. Monomethyl derivatives of arabinose can also be

detected in small amounts following methylation analysis, implying the presence of double

branches.

18.2.1.3 Heteroxylans

The family of polysaccharides based on a linear backbone of b-(1!4)-linked D-xylopyranosyl

units is widespread in occurrence and highly variable in composition. They are the major

polysaccharides of the primary vegetative cell wall of grasses and cereals, where they substi-

tute for xyloglucan in cross-linking cellulose microfibrils and the polysaccharides laid down

with cellulose during the secondary thickening of all plants. Because hydrolysis of xylans

releases xylose and arabinose as the predominant sugars and they are often referred to as

pentosans. This is something of a misnomer as, in most cases, glucose, galactose, and

glucuronic acid and its 4-O-methyl derivative are also released [58a,b]. The two major sources

of heteroxylans, the vegetative parts of monocots and lignified tissues from both monocots

and dicots, rarely form part of the human diet and do not contribute greatly to dietary fiber.

Most xylan consumed has its origin in cereal grains, coming from the arabinoxylan of the

walls of the endosperm and aleurone layers and, in the form of bran, from the lignified walls

The arabinoxylans of wheat grain have received particular attention from cereal

chemists, food scientists, and nutritionists [58c,d]. Walls of the starchy endosperm com-

prise of approximately 70% arabinoxylan and are the principal source of fiber in flour.

Despite contributing only about 2–3% by weight to white flour, arabinoxylans have

marked effects in cereal processing and the properties of cereal products [50]. In particular,

water-soluble arabinoxylans leached from the endosperm form high-viscosity solutions

able to hold ten times their weight in water [59]. This gel-forming capacity may have

antinutritional effects in some farmed livestock fed cereal-based diets, notably in broilers,

but positive effects in humans. Studies with 1H- and 13C-NMR made on oligosaccharides

released from wheat arabinoxylans have added greatly to the knowledge of the fine

structure and the distribution of substituent groups and effects of fine structure on

functionality [60–62].

Xylans found in the walls of primary cells are extensively substituted, usually in the O-3

position, but also at O-2 with terminal a-L-arabinofuranosyl or, less commonly, with

branched arabinooligomers, glucuronic acid, and other residues depending on phylogenic

origin [63]. In contrast, xylans laid down during secondary thickening tend to carry

fewer substituents with single 4-O-methylglucuronic acid units predominating. Most xylans

are acetylated at the O-2 position, those contributing to the secondary wall more extensively

acetylated than xylans found in the primary wall or primary wall layer of secondary-

thickened cells. The phenolic acid, ferulic acid, is commonly associated with xylans found
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of the testa and pericarp (Figure 18.4).



in the Gramineae [64] and is said to promote cross-linking between xylan chains by the

formation of diferulic acid, truxillic and truxinic acid dimer bridges [64,65,65a–c]. However,

in primary cell walls much of the ferulic acid does not dimerize but exists in monomeric form

ester-linked to arabinose side chains [64,66]. In lignified walls ester-linked ferulate may be

further ether-bonded to lignin, acting as one form of lignin–carbohydrate bridge [67,67a]

and reviving earlier suggestions that ferulic acid act as initiation sites for lignin formation.

Over half of the ferulic acid present in lignified cell walls of grass and cereals is ether-linked

and not released by treatment with alkali at room temperature [68]. Certain complex xylans

are found as water-soluble exudates [68a].

18.2.1.4 Other Polysaccharides Associated with Cell Walls

A number of other polysaccharides are found in plant cell walls and contribute to dietary

fiber. In some cases, such as the glucomannans, linear copolymers of b-(1!4)-linked glucose

Endosperm arabinoxylan

Bran glucuronoarabinoxylan

α-Araf-(1-3)

α-Araf-(1-2) α-Araf-(1-3)

α-Araf-(1-3)

-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-

-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-(1-4)-β-Xylp-

Acetyl-2

Bran

Germ Endosperm

Seed coat
aleurone layer (part of

the endosperm but
separated with bran)

Thin-walled cells filled with
starch granules in protein

matrix

Embryo

4-O-methyl-α-GlcpA-(1-2)

FIGURE 18.4 Origin and structural features of the heteroxylans found in cereal grains (Xylp, xylopyr-

anosyl; Araf, arabinofuranosyl; GlcpA, glucopyranosyluronic acid).
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and mannose units, they are of minor importance, and their role, if any, in cell structure has

not been determined. In other cases, they can function both as structural and storage

polysaccharide or only as a storage polysaccharide. Xyloglucans are a typical example of

the former, occurring as integral structural components of the primary walls of most plants

but fulfilling a storage role in seeds of some dicotyledonous plants. The extensive layer of

galactomannans laid down on the inner walls of legume seeds is an example of the latter.

Mixed-linkage glucans from barley and oats have been extensively studied because of their

importance in brewing and their effects when included in the diets of humans and farm

animals. They are characteristic of cereals and grasses, where they appear to have a transitory

importance during the earliest stages of cell wall development. Their function is rapidly

replaced in developing vegetative wall by cellulose, and, as a result, they form a diminishing

proportion of the total polysaccharides present. In grain cell walls, which do not have a

skeletal function, mixed-linkage glucans are not replaced by cellulose to any extent. As a

result they form a far larger proportion of the mature wall than in vegetative cells [50,69,70].

In barley grains, they account for 75% of the endosperm and 26% of the aleurone cell wall

[50]. Corresponding figures for wheat endosperm and aleurone are 20 and 29%, respectively

[71]. Mixed-linkage glucans are linear polymers in which approximately 70% of linkages are

b-(1!4) and the remainder b-(1!3). Examination of oligosaccharides released by chemical

and enzymatic hydrolysis has shown that the majority of b-(1!4) linkages occur in blocks of

two and three units interspersed with a b-(1!3) linkage (Figure 18.5). Longer blocks of

contiguous b-(1!4) linkages, which are cellulosic in nature, have also been detected in

regions of adjacent glucan chains offer an explanation for the high viscosity shown by

mixed-linkage glucans in solution.

Galactomannans have a restricted distribution and are foundonly in the endosperm walls of

a variety of leguminous seeds, where they appear to combine a structural with a storage

function. Like the glucomannans, the galactomannans are essentially linear molecules with a

b-(1!4)-linked mannan backbone to which are attached single a-D-galactopyranosyl residues

can range from virtually total substitution to less than 20%. The galactomannans are readily

extracted from crushed seedswith hot water and are often referred to as seed gums or mucilages.

The importance to industry of two such extracts, guar and carob (locust bean) gums, has

Mixed-linkage glucan

Galactomannan

-β-Glcp-(1-4)-β-Glcp-(1-4)-β-Glcp-(1-3)-β-Glcp-(1-4)-β-Glcp-

-β-Manp-(1-4)-β-Manp-β-Manp-(1-4)-β-Manp-(1-4)-Manp-

α-Glcp-(1-6)

α-Galp-(1-6)

FIGURE 18.5 Structural features of mixed-linkage glucan and galactomannan (Glcp, glucopyranosyl;

Galp, galactopyranosyl; Manp, mannopyranosyl).
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barley b-glucans [50, cf. 71a]. Junction zones formed by hydrogen bonding between cellulosic

the category of dietary fiber are hydrocolloids of bacterial (Chapter 12) and algal origin [71b–h],

at C-6 of mannose (Figure 18.5). The extent of substitution with galactose is species-specific and

ensured that the galactomannans have been extensively studied (Chapter 6). Included also in

and plant gum exudates [71i–n] (Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 13).



18.2.2 RESISTANT AND RETROGRADE STARCH

digestive tract, some starch can resist or not be accessible to host amylolytic enzymes and thus can

be considered as contributing to dietary fiber [72,72a,b].Resistance to digestion in the foregut can

arise in a number of ways, some intrinsic to the starch granule and some a consequence of food

preparation and storage [73,73a–f]. The distinction is conveniently recognized in the classifica-

tion of starch for nutritional purposes proposed by Englyst and Kingman [34] and reproduced in

Table 18.4. Most starch falls into the categories rapidly digestible starch (RDS) or slowly

digestible starch (SDS) and, under normal circumstances, is fully digested in the small intestine.

However, some of the starch (RS1) that would otherwise be considered as RDS may be protected

by intact cell walls, which prevent or reduce access by host amylase. This is most commonly

encounteredwhen intact cereal grains are consumed as part of a diet but may also be true of other

starchy foods [74,74a]. Inherently resistant starch (RS2) is relatively uncommon and, since it is

related to the structure of the intact starch granule normally disrupted during cooking, is

applicable only to foods such as bananas [75], which are consumed raw.

Heating of starch [75a–d] in the presence of water causes an irreversible swelling of the

starch granule accompanied by a loss of molecular order, a loss of crystallinity, and the

solubilization of the amylose, but not the amylopectin, component of the starch grain.

Cooking thus produces porous, gelatinized, and swollen granules with an amylopectin

skeleton in an amylose solution, which, on cooling, gives rise to a viscoelastic paste or elastic

gel [76,76a]. During cooling and on prolonged storage (staling), [76b] a certain amount of

recrystallization (retrogradation) can occur, usually involving only the amylose fraction of

starch (RS3) [76c]. The recrystallization product is stabilized by a substantial increase in

interchain hydrogen bonding and, typically, shows increased resistance to redispersion in

water and to hydrolysis by mammalian enzymes. Resistant starch forms a relatively low

proportion of most cereal-based products, representing little more than 1% of the starch

consumed [77]. However, since starch forms the major part of carbohydrate intake, even this

low value can make a substantial contribution to the carbohydrate passing into the colon.

Once in the hindgut, most forms of resistant starch are at least partially degraded and utilized

by the microflora [34] but may also contribute significantly to fecal bulking [78].

Transgenic plant sources of starch have yielded a great variety of products with different

amylose to amylopectin ratios and modified structures, with physical properties that corres-

pond [78a–d]. It is furthermore clear that using purified enzymes will broaden the range of

modified starches, having new technical and biological properties [78e].

TABLE 18.4
Classification of Digestible, Resistant, and Retrograded Starches

Starch Type Digestion in Small Intestine Source

Rapidly digestible starch (RDS) Complete Freshly cooked starchy foods

Slowly digestible starch (SDS) Slow but complete Most raw cereal grains

Resistant starch

Physically inaccessible (RS1) Slow and partial Partly milled grain and seeds

Resistant granules (RS2) Slow and partial Raw potato and banana

Retrograded starch (RS3) Partial to fully resistant Cooled, cooked potato, bread, and cornflakes

Source: From Englyst, H.N., and Kingman, S.M., Dietary Fiber (Kritchevsky, D., Bonefield, C., and Anderson, J.A.,

eds.), Plenum Publishing Corporation, New York, 1990, p. 49.
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Although a storage polysaccharide (see Chapter 2) is normally readily degradable in the upper



18.3 DETERMINANTS OF THE PROPERTIES OF DIETARY FIBER

The gut can be thought of as consisting of two compartments, the upper digestive tract

(foregut) in which the ingested food is subjected to host enzymatic attack and where the

products of hydrolysis are absorbed, and the lower digestive tract (hindgut) in which any food

material escaping digestion and absorption in the foregut is potentially available as a sub-

strate for the gut microflora. In practice, the division between the two compartments is not as

rigid as implied above and the foregut supports some microbial activity, particularly towards

the terminal ileum. Stabilizers, thickening agents, and polysaccharides that leach out of

ingested cell walls, collectively referred to as soluble fibers, are generally restricted in

their direct effects to the upper parts of the foregut since most are rapidly depolymerized by

microbial action, starting even in the lower ileum and certainly at the entrance to the hindgut

compartment. Insoluble fiber, on the other hand, has the potential to act directly throughout

the gut since it is, by definition, not attacked by host enzymes and is much more slowly

metabolized by microorganisms in the hindgut compartment.

18.3.1 SOLUBILITY AND SOLUBLE FIBER

Composite recommendations for fiber intake that do not specify the source of the fiber or the

relative proportions of soluble and insoluble NSP are reminiscent of the roughage model of

insoluble dietary fiber and fail to recognize that many of the effects of fiber relate to the

nature and amount of polysaccharide solubilized in the upper digestive tract.

In the diets that rely heavily on manufactured foods, water-soluble polysaccharides added

as thickening agents form a substantial and sometimes the only source of soluble fiber. In

contrast, structural polysaccharides leached from the plant cell walls are a far more important

source when meals prepared in the home from raw ingredients are consumed. The solubility

of some structural polysaccharides is much enhanced by cooking. Boiling of vegetables will

substantially increase the solubility of cell wall pectic polysaccharides, in effect a hot water

extraction. The starchy endosperm of cereal grains, consumed directly or as products manu-

factured from flours, is another important source of soluble fiber. These contain mixed-

linkage glucans, arabinogalactans, and arabinoxylans in various proportions depending on

the cereal examined [70]. Wheat and rye endosperm and flours prepared from these grains

typically contain appreciably more arabinoxylan than do those from barley and oats; one

third or more of the arabinoxylan is soluble in water. The structure of soluble arabinoxylans

does not differ greatly from that of the insoluble fraction, although there are indications that

the water-soluble arabinoxylans have a lower degree of branching [60] and a substantially

higher molecular weight [50,70]. Oats and barley are characterized by a high content of

soluble mixed-linkage glucan, which also has a high hydration capacity and a similar ability

to increase viscosity [69,70].

Many of the presumed and known beneficial actions of soluble fiber appear to be a direct

consequence of the ability to increase viscosity in the digestive tract. Acid hydrolysis or

treatment of viscous polysaccharides with the appropriate enzymes invariably reverses any

positive effects detected. In addition to concentration, structural features that enhance gel-

forming capacity, such as a low degree of chain branching and high molecular weight, would

be expected to promote the action of soluble fibers. This has yet to be confirmed, and most

laboratory and clinical experiments have simply involved comparisons of fiber from various

sources or different amounts from the same source. Unrecognized structural variations may

confound some clinical studies, since the same polysaccharide type from different sources can

have distinctly different properties, including solubility [80].
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18.3.1.1 Rate of Nutrient Uptake

The observation that soluble polysaccharides with high intrinsic viscosity added as a dietary

supplement could delay and reduce the peak concentration of blood glucose seen in the first

hour after eating and could generally flatten the blood glucose curve triggered a considerable

amount of research on the effects of soluble fiber on nutrient uptake [81]. Insoluble fiber or

insoluble fiber components such as cellulose were shown to have little or no effect on the

postprandial glucose response, although it was recognized that the cellular integrity of the

fiber source could reduce nutrient availability and slow the rate of starch breakdown [82,83].

The mechanism underlying the observed effects on nutrient uptake remains controversial,

although the weight of evidence points to the action of viscous polysaccharides in impeding

access of solutes to the mucosal surface. Other effects, notably delayed gastric emptying and

mouth-to-cecum transit time, appear to be of secondary importance [84]. Intestinal villi are

naturally covered by a poorly stirred boundary layer, usually stabilized by mucin and other

secretions of the mucosa. The presence of gel-forming polysaccharides from the diet contrib-

utes to the further suppression of convection currents in this layer, increasing the effective

path length for solute diffusion. Thus the addition of guar gum-inhibited hydrolysis of

maltose and a dipeptide by mucosal enzymes in experiments made with intact jejunal tissue

but had no effect when added to mucosal homogenates in which the boundary layer had

been disrupted [85]. Peristaltic mixing of the contents of the gut lumen has been shown to

be essential for the demonstration of a viscosity-dependent reduction in nutrient uptake

[86]. This observation explained the puzzling discrepancy between experiments made with

intestinal loops in which flow or peristalsis was maintained and reduced uptake observed

[87–89] and those in which both flow and peristalsis were absent and in which addition of

polysaccharide had no effect [90,91].

18.3.1.2 Dietary Intervention

18.3.1.2.1 Modification of Carbohydrate Metabolism
The therapeutic use of fiber is well established and has become central to the management of

the diabetic condition, as the prime aim is to maintain blood glucose concentrations close to

those found in normal subjects (5–9 mmol/l). With good dietary control, most noninsulin-

dependent (type II) diabetics can hope to avoid the use of drugs and exogenous insulin, at

least in the early years of diagnosis. Dietary recommendations stress the importance of the

increased consumption of both dietary fiber and starch (high-carbohydrate, high-fiber diets).

The short-term effects of increased fiber consumption are essentially those described earlier.

Virtually all starches show a slower release of glucose and thus a delayed and reduced peak

blood glucose value compared to that produced by the consumption of an equivalent amount

glucose from starch is delayed by the restricted access of amylases to any substrate contained

within intact cell walls and by the presence of viscous polysaccharides acting to slow the rate

of uptake of glucose. Oats and some pulses are probably the only foods able to match added

polysaccharides such as guar gum in increasing the viscosity of the gut lumen [92–94], and

they are favored components of a diabetic diet. Other foods are best judged on the basis of

their glycemic index [28,95,95a,95b].

High-fiber diets appear to have beneficial long-term effects, evoking a smaller plasma

insulin response in normal subjects and noninsulin-dependent diabetics [96]. Plasma glucagon

values are also lower on high-fiber diets than on those containing low levels of fiber [14].

Glucagon acts to oppose the action of insulin, and lower serum levels increase tissue sensitivity

to insulin, thereby improving glucose uptake. The observation that the insulin requirements
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of free sugar (Figure 18.6). The blood glucose curve can be further flattened if the release of



of insulin-dependent diabetics could be reduced by dietary means also suggests that fiber can

increase the sensitivity of tissues to exogenous insulin. The reasons for this increased sensi-

tivity are not known but appear to be a product of both an increased number of insulin

receptors and an increased affinity for insulin.

18.3.1.2.2 Modification of Lipid Metabolism
Inclusion of soluble polysaccharides (guar gum, pectin) and foods rich in soluble fiber (oat

bran, barley) in the diet markedly reduced levels of total and low-density lipoprotein (LDL)

cholesterol in serum of normal and hypercholesterolemic subjects [97–100,100a–c]. Values for

high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol generally are little affected and may be slightly

elevated by some fiber sources such as wheat bran. Pectin appears particularly effective at an

intake of 10–15 g/day [99]. The response to oat and barley (reductions of 3–26% total serum

cholesterol) is more variable and generally less than that achieved with soluble polysaccharide

additives. Reasons for this range of response may lie in the degree of initial hypercholester-

olemia of the subjects, compositional differences in the oats and barley products consumed,

and differences in levels of dietary cholesterol and saturated fat in test meals. It also appears

that not all observed effects can be attributed solely to NSP since serum cholesterol levels

were higher in rats fed solvent-extracted oat bran compared to those fed untreated bran [101].

Two mechanisms for the cholesterol-lowering action of soluble fiber have been proposed,

one related to increased bile acid excretion and the second to reduced uptake of fats. As these

are not mutually exclusive, it is possible that both operate in the upper digestive tract. Bile acids

are normally reabsorbed in the lower ileum and return to the liver via enterohepatic circulation

unless sequestered and excreted. When this occurs, part of the cholesterol pool is redirected to

the synthesis of primary bile acids to replace the missing fraction. This is the presumed mode of

action of the bile-sequestering agents used to treat hypercholesterolemia in humans, and, since

soluble fiber appears to promote steroid excretion in animal studied [102], some soluble

polysaccharides probably have similar effects. However, the most effective fiber sources

carry no charge (galactomannan) or are negatively charged (galacturonan) and are unlikely

to bind directly with bile acids. Bile acids are more likely to be entrapped by viscous digesta,

and the uptake of a significant proportion may be delayed beyond the normal point of

reabsorption. Lignin will also strongly bind bile acids by a hydrophobic mechanism [103],

although insoluble fiber, including wheat bran, the only lignified fiber normally consumed in
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FIGURE 18.6 Blood glucose response following consumption of glucose alone (A, B solid lines), glucose

in the presence of guar gum (A, dotted line), and glucose in the form of starch (B, dotted line).
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significant amounts, has little or no effect on serum cholesterol or triglyceride values [cf. 103a].



The sources of soluble NSP that lower total serum cholesterol and triglyceride triacylgly-

cerol values are also those that delay gastric emptying and reduce the rate of glucose uptake.

Fiber-induced alterations in glucose metabolism and insulin secretion could influence the

hepatic metabolism of cholesterol and contribute to the lower values observed. Similarly,

insulin is important in the regulation of triglyceride synthesis in the liver and in the activation

of capillary-bound lipases. Reductions in insulin levels would tend to depress triglyceride

synthesis and the breakdown of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins [15]. Both effects would act to

reduce levels of serum triglycerides without requiring any change in triglyceride absorption,

although this is probably a contributory factor. Certainly guar gum and oat mixed-linkage

glucan have been shown to reduce the uptake of dietary cholesterol in vitro [94,104]. Sugges-

tions that propionate, a microbial fermentation product formed in the large bowel at the

expense of NSP, could have a role in reducing plasma cholesterol by the inhibition of

hepatic synthesis [105,106] now seems unlikely [107]. The concentration of propionate required

to produce a hypocholesterolemic effect is higher than normally encountered, and the effects of

NSP can still be seen in ileostomy subjects in which the large bowel is dysfunctional [108].

A major interest in the effects of fiber on lipid metabolism arose because of possible links

with the incidence of coronary heart disease. Such a link is difficult to demonstrate, and

present evidence would suggest that any protective benefits come from diets characterized by

high NSP rather than any direct physiological effect of NSP itself [6,108a]. Resistant starch

shows potential both for lowering lipid concentration and as a constituent of weight loss diets

for treatment of heart disease and Type 2 diabetes [108b]. The importance of diet in counter-

acting the increasing prevalence of obesity, a global, serious health hazard, is widely realised

[108c–e].

18.3.1.3 Mineral Absorption

An element of concern has always surrounded dietary recommendations advising an increase

in fiber intake, on account of possible adverse consequences for mineral nutrition. Plant cell

walls have a strong cation-binding capacity [109] because of the presence of negatively

charged groups associated primarily with polymers rich in uronic acid ( [rhamno]galacturo-

nans), phenolic residues, and any phytate (myo-inositol hexaphosphate) associated with NSP.

Fiber, particularly those fiber sources rich in phytate such as wheat and oat brans, affects the

absorption of a wide range of minerals and trace elements [109,110,110a,111]. Although a

substantial proportion of any inhibitory effect on uptake can be ascribed to phytate, studies

made with low-phytate cereal products show that cell walls are a contributory factor [112].

However, although absorption may be reduced in the presence of dietary fiber, homeostasis

generally is maintained by reduced urinary excretion, and most in vivo studies made with

healthy subjects have failed to demonstrate a significant reduction in mineral bioavailability

[113]. Exceptions may be found when the consumption of phytate or oxalate is particularly

high among particular groups within a population, whose dietary supply of one or more

minerals and trace elements is marginal or inadequate.

18.3.2 INSOLUBLE FIBER: THE ROUGHAGE MODEL

The presence of insoluble fiber in the diet appears to provide an element of protection against

a number of large bowel conditions, notably colorectal cancer and diverticular disease. Both

conditions are slow to develop, tending to appear later in life. This makes direct intervention

studies difficult, even with small animal models. Consequently, evidence for the protective

role of fiber in bowel cancer comes indirectly from correlations made between estimates of

fiber intake and the incidence of colorectal cancer in various population groups, case–control
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studies, and long-term prospective studies [114,114a–c]. Experimental models have been used,

but these depend on induction of lesions using chemical carcinogens. Although both forms of

study indicate that dietary fiber reduces the incidence of colorectal cancer, they differ in the

relative importance ascribed to different fiber sources, epidemiological studies emphasizing

the value of vegetable fiber and chemical-initiated cancer studies, the value of wheat bran

[115,115a].

Diverticulosis, characterized by hernia developing in the muscle wall of the colon, is one of

the few cases in which the effect of fiber consumption on the incidence of a disease condition

has been directly investigated, albeit in an animal model. Life-span trials made with rats fed a

variety of diets containing cereal and legume fiber have conclusively demonstrated an inverse

relationship between the amount of fiber ingested and the number of animals affected [116,

117]. Although all fiber sources provided some protection, oatmeal and wheat bran were

particularly effective, reducing the incidence of diverticulosis from approximately 50% of the

population fed a fiber-free diet to below 20%. However, the fact that the first diverticulum

was not detected until rats were 18 months of age, the trials requiring some three years to

complete, points to the difficulties involved with this form of experimentation. Physiological

studies in humans from East and West have been reported [117a], and a case study of U.S.

male professionals has been presented [117b]. In summary, the risk of developing diverticu-

losis is decreased if a diet including fiber mainly from fruit and vegetables but low in fat and

red meat is followed, accompanied by more physical activity. The insoluble (cellulose)

Any protective effects of dietary fiber can be ascribed largely to two inversely related

properties: the WHC of fiber and its ability to act as a bulking agent in the hindgut, and the

extent to which it provides a carbon source for the gut microflora.

18.3.2.1 Water-Holding Capacity and Transit Time

In fiber sources that maintain their cellular integrity, most water is found as free water in the

cell lumen, with a smaller amount existing as bound or free water within the pores of the cell

wall itself. Water may also be integral to the hydrated networks formed by isolated polysac-

charides [80]. Retention of WHC in the digestive tract is little affected by mastication and is

almost wholly dependent on the susceptibility of the fiber source to microbial attack. Thus the

viscosity and WHC of isolated polysaccharides is readily destroyed by microbial enzymes, a

process that may start at the ileal side of the ileo-cecal junction, but that occurs rapidly once

the polysaccharides have entered the hindgut compartment. Fruit and many vegetable tissues,

although possessing a high-intrinsic WHC because of the presence of primary cells with large

cell lumens, rapidly lose capacity in the hindgut [117a]. Walls of primary cells are highly

susceptible to disruption by microbial enzymes and to the loss of luminal water. A limited

WHC remains associated with cells from the more resistant vascular tissue and with cell wall

residues. Coarse wheat and oat brans have a far lower intrinsic WHC than most fruit and

vegetables, but this capacity is retained throughout the digestive tract because cell walls are

resistant to microbial attack and cell integrity is retained [117b]. Fine grinding of bran to a

point at which the integrity of most cells is substantially disrupted reduces its WHC and its

laxative effects [118].

Attempts to correlate the intrinsic WHC of foods with fecal bulk tend to indicate an

inverse relationship, with fiber sources that hold the least water in vitro, producing the largest

change in stool weight [119]. However, these correlations take no account of the differential

metabolism of fiber in the colon. When allowance is made for microbial action, the overall

WHC of a fiber source is more directly related to its bulking ability. Thus, inclusion of

insoluble fiber resistant to microbial attack in the diet increases fecal weight and encourages
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component of the dietary fiber was singled out for its beneficial effect (cf.117c, d).



production of softer stools and more frequent defecation. Feeding studies suggest that each

gram of cereal fiber consumed increases stool weight by 3–9 g (Table 18.5) [120]. Approxi-

mately 150–300 g of feces per day is needed to avoid constipation. Coarse wheat bran can

form a useful inclusion to the diets of adults whose fecal output falls below this range and who

suffer from mild symptoms of constipation. Use of bran supplements is, however, contra-

indicated in cases of severe constipation.

TABLE 18.5
Digestibility of Vegetable (Swede) and Cereal (Wheat Bran) Dietary Fiber and

Effects on Organic Acid Production, Bacterial Numbers, Transit Time, and Fecal

Bulking, Measured Using 70 kg Pigs as Models for Humans

Fiber Source

Parameter Cereal Vegetable

Diet (g/kg dry matter)

Total fiber 250.0 250.0

Soluble fiber 22.9 71.2

Uronic acid residues 8.2 96.5

Lignin 19.8 2.9

Water-holding capacity (g H2O/g) 2.9 32.1

Digestion of dietary fiber (%)

Overall digestibility 41.5 87.8

Digestibility measured at the terminal ileum 4.6 45.2

Cecal digestion of ileal digesta 38.8 71.5

Ileal digestibility of uronic acids 2.1 48.2

Median particle size (mm)

Diet 1197 2398

Digesta at terminal ileum 1041 560

Feces 907 228

Organic acid production (mmol/kg dry matter)

Total VFA — terminal ileum 124 191

Total VFA — cecum 1180 3035

Total lactate — terminal ileum 757 191

Total lactate — cecum 0 303

Bacterial numbers (log10 c.f.u./g dry matter)

Total viable anaerobes — terminal ileum 10.5 8.2

Total viable anaerobes — cecum 10.4 11.2

Total cellulolytic — terminal ileum 0 4.3

Total cellulolytic — terminal ileum 0 4.3

Total cellulolytic — cecum 0 6.8

Total pectinolytic — terminal ileum 0 4.3

Total pectinolytic — cecum 8.4 10.0

Transit time (h) and fecal bulk (g)

Overall transit time 36 58

Fecal wet weight/g fiber consumed 4.5 3.0

Source: From Millard, P., and Chesson, A., Br. J. Nutr., 52, 583, 1984; Chesson, A., Richardson, A.J., and

Richardson, J.A., Beretning Statens Husdrybrugsforog, 580, 272, 1985; Robertson, J.A., Murison, S.D.,

and Chesson, A., J. Sci. Food Agric., 37, 359, 1986; Robertson, J.A., Murison, S.D., and Chesson, A.,

J. Sci. Food Agric., 58, 197, 1992.
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The time taken for digesta to pass through the body and the hindgut is inversely related to

stool weight, with rapid transit associated with high-stool weights. Not surprisingly, ingestion

of sources of fiber that resist microbial digestion (or are only slowly degraded) and promote

increased fecal mass (wheat bran, cellulose) accelerates transit, while those sources rapidly

metabolized in the hindgut have little effect (guar gum, pectin, most fruits and vegetables)

relate to digesta bulk and transit time. The lumen of the colon decreases in size when bulking

agents are depleted and in this contracted state becomes prone to complete constriction.

Subsequent peristaltic movements are thought to increase the pressure on the colon wall and

produce the conditions likely to favor development of diverticulum [117]. Part of the protect-

ive role of fiber against colorectal cancer is also assumed to be related to the dilution of colon

contents and increased transit time. Wheat bran reduces the number of tumors induced by

chemical carcinogens and has been shown to decrease fecal mutagenicity, assessed with the

Ames test [121]. However, simple bulking and increased transit time are unlikely to account

fully for the protective properties of fiber. Secondary metabolites and fermentation products

produced by the gut microflora at the expense of degradable polysaccharide in the hindgut are

also likely to have a contributory role.

18.3.2.2 Products of Microbial Fermentation

Soluble polysaccharides and starch-escaping foregut digestion, which are rapidly and fully

degraded, are assumed not to have a direct effect on colonic function. However, it is now

recognized that they have a marked indirect effect mediated through increased microbial cell

mass, the end products of fermentation, and the production of secondary metabolites.

Increased bacterial cell numbers can be detected in feces after consumption of soluble

polysaccharide, either directly as total and viable cell counts or indirectly as particles less

than 5 mm in diameter (Table 18.5), but they do not necessarily have a detectable effect on

stool weight.

The term probiotic applies to ingested microorganisms that limit, through colonization

resistance and influencing by enzyme activity the concentration of pathogens such as

Clostridium perfringens in the digestive tract [124a]. Prebiotics (so named in 1995), on the

other hand, are food ingredients such as fructooligosaccharides (FOS) that stimulate bacteria,

the fermentation of FOS in the colon results in increased calcium and magnesium absorption,

shortening of gastrointestinal transit time, possibly lowering of blood lipid levels, and

influencing the immune system, effects shared with other prebiotics [124b–h].

VFA (volatile fatty acids, sometimes called short-chain fatty acids (SCFA)) are the major

end products of polysaccharide fermentation [124i– l]. The predominant acids produced are

acetic, propionic, and n-butyric, in the approximate molar ratio of 60:25:15 [125]. In addition to

contributing to the carbon economy of the host, VFA have a number of trophic and systemic

effects, which appear to be related to maintaining gut function and health [126,126a]. They have

been shown to stimulate colonic blood flow and to accelerate electrolyte absorption. All VFA

disappear rapidly from the lumen of the colon but only acetate and propionate enter the portal

blood supply. Butyrate is preferentially taken up and used as an energy source by colonocytes,

the cells lining the surface of the colon [127,128]. This acid has been shown to enhance the

proliferation of colonic crypt cells [129], to reduce the growth of human colonic cancer cells, and

to facilitate DNA repair in vitro [130,130a]. VFA production will be greater in the presence of

soluble and fully degradable polysaccharide sources than in the presence of bran and

other partially fermentable substrates. Increased colonocyte turnover coupled with the

antiproliferative properties of butyrate may offer an alternative protective mechanism against
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(Table 18.5). Many of the protective effects of fiber against diseases of the hindgut appear to

notably Bifidobacteria and Lactobacilli, that have beneficial effects (see chapter by Franck);



colorectal cancer and explain the apparent discrepancybetween case–control studies and results

obtained with animal models [114].

18.4 ANALYSIS OF DIETARY FIBER

A great deal of effort has been spent in devising methods to estimate accurately the relatively

small amounts of plant cell walls and related polysaccharides present in foods that are

generally rich in starch and protein. These have been extensively reviewed elsewhere [72,

131–133,133a–f ] and have been the subject of many national and international ring tests [38a,

119,122–126,131,134–138].

18.4.1 METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF SOLUBLE, INSOLUBLE, AND TOTAL DIETARY FIBER

Common to most methods is the initial removal of starch and protein by enzymatic or solvent

extraction followed by estimation of the insoluble residue gravimetrically or, after hydrolysis,

as component monosaccharide residues. Problems arise because some polysaccharides are

wholly or partially soluble under the conditions used to remove starch and protein and, unless

specifically recovered, are lost to the analysis.

The simplest of all methods, the neutral detergent fiber (NDF) method, was developed for

the routine estimation of fiber in animal feeds and feedstuffs [139,140]. Plant material is

extracted under reflux with a solution of neutral detergent (sodium lauryl sulfate) and the

residue, the NDF, estimated gravimetrically after drying. The method is effective within its

original context, when it was applied to forage Gramineae and cereal grains, but suffers from

drawbacks when applied to some foods. Foremost of these are the loss of water-soluble

polysaccharides and pectic polymers extracted by the detergent and the failure to remove

starch completely. However, starch extraction can be improved by inclusion of amylase [141].

Overall, the NDF method provides a rapid and valid estimate of the cell wall content of cereal

and cereal products, which typically have a low galacturonan content, and remains the

method of choice of the American Association of Cereal Chemists.

Attempts to simulate digestion in the human digestive tract gave rise to a group of

methods based on the removal of starch and protein with mammalian [142,143] or bacterial

[144] enzymes followed by a gravimetric estimation of the residue. Provided that starch is

almost fully degraded and not present as limit dextrins (avoided by inclusion of amylogluco-

sidase), any polysaccharide solubilized during extraction can be precipitated with ethanol and

separately measured as soluble fiber [135] or included in the gravimetric estimation of total

fiber. This combination of enzymatic and gravimetric procedures has been formally adopted

by the Association of Official Analytical Chemists for the determination of total dietary fiber

in foods [135]. The dietary fiber measured by this method closely accords with the physio-

logical definition used by Trowell [17].

A third group of methods further fractionates and characterizes the residue recovered

after starch [20,25,42,145,146]. Initial methods relied on colorimetric assays for the carbohy-

drate components of residues and a gravimetric estimate of lignin, but recently colorimetric

methods have been retained only for the estimation of uronic acids. Neutral sugars released

by acid hydrolysis are now routinely separated and estimated as their alditol acetates [147] by

gas chromatography. The sum of the neutral sugars and uronic acid is usually taken as the

measure of the nonstarch-carbohydrate content of the food [42], which, in turn, may be used

as a measure of dietary fiber, either alone or in combination with an estimate of lignin

content. As previously, any polysaccharide solubilized can be separately analyzed and used

to provide separate estimates of soluble and insoluble NSP [39]. Current U.K. recommenda-

tions advise that dietary fiber should be defined as NSP for food-labeling purposes [6].
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Comparisons of different methods have been made using common reference material.

Such comparisons show that the detergent methods tend to provide slightly higher values

than other methods for cereal products and, as would be expected, values that are substan-

tially lower than those given by other methods when applied to fruit and vegetables. The

method described by Southgate [18] and once used extensively in the U.K. is now recognized

to give high values for foods rich in starch and will be replaced by NSP determinations. NSP-

based methods give comparable results when allowance is made for the inclusion/exclusion of

lignin [132]. Unfortunately, comparisons are rarely made with multiple samples, and the

extent of natural variation associated with many products has not been adequately docu-

mented. Minor variations in values for fiber produced by different methods probably lie

within the range of this natural variation. Certainly this was the experience of the animal-feed

trade, which routinely makes practical use of composition tables in the formulation of

compound feeds.

Throughout the work on the analysis of dietary fiber [147a,b], emphasis seems to have

been placed on precision at the expense of biological relevance, and it is questionable whether

any of the methods currently used for food labeling have a value beyond that of a marketing

tool. A single figure value for total dietary fiber content has little meaning unless used to

compare or rank closely related products and has the major disadvantage that it promotes

spurious comparisons between products of very different origins. The division of total fiber

into soluble and insoluble fractions has merit in that it helps to distinguish between fiber

sources and to identify those likely to have a physiological effect in the foregut. However,

when the determination of soluble polysaccharide or total NSP is coupled with an analysis of

component sugars, it is difficult to see who is the end user of the information. The informa-

tion content is insufficient for most research purposes and evidently too great for the purposes

of the labeling, since individual sugar values are combined to give a single value for NSP.

Despite its many disadvantages, the modified NDF procedure probably is sufficiently accur-

ate for labeling purposes and, since it tends to exaggerate the fiber content of foods that are

traditionally associated with roughage and to underestimate fiber in other foods, should find

favor in the food industry.

18.4.2 FUNCTIONAL ALTERNATIVES TO COMPOSITIONAL DATA

Production of values for soluble, insoluble, or total dietary fiber is insufficient or inappro-

priate for most experimental and many practical purposes and does little to facilitate the

forecasting of the functional properties of fiber. Since the sugar composition of most groups

of food plants does not greatly differ, the additional information provided by knowledge of

practice, the NSP composition of common foods and food products can be predicted with

reasonable accuracy provided the phylogenic origin of the raw ingredients is known. At best,

knowledge of the monosaccharide content of soluble fiber allows an estimate to be made of

the amount of soluble glucan, galactomannan, or galacturonan present in a food. Prebiotics

belonging to the dietary fiber group, which includes low molecular weight inulin and fruc-

tooligosaccharides as well as resistant starch, are disclosed by their fructose content [115a].

Unfortunately, the concentration of soluble polysaccharide is a poor guide to its effect on

viscosity, which is equally influenced by the fine structure of the polysaccharide and its

molecular weight distribution [80]. Direct measurements of intrinsic viscosity of an additive

or food extract could be developed as a functional measure to predict effects on nutrient

uptake and to detect otherwise unrecognized differences in samples of the same polymers

from different sources. However, the relationship between the concentration of a viscous

agent in the diet and viscosity of digesta appears not to be straightforward. As the soluble
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the monosaccharide composition of NSP adds little to single-fiber values (Table 18.2). In



polysaccharide concentration in the diet increases, a feedback mechanism apparently acts to

increase the total volume of digesta, offsetting to an extent the effect on viscosity [80].

The WHC of a food is another functional property that is readily determined [146,147]

and can be related to the bulking effect of dietary fiber. However, WHC, like many other

properties of fiber, can be substantially modified by microbial action during gut transit, and

its effects in vivo cannot be correlated with measurements made with foods prior to ingestion

[24]. The WHC of most fruit and vegetable fibers is high, often some 20 times greater than

that of wheat bran, for example, but loss of cellular integrity ensures that much of this

capacity is lost, together with any bulking effects [117a,b]. Lignin is the only dietary marker

likely to indicate the susceptibility of a fiber source to microbial attack. Although lignin is

included in the fiber value produced by most analytical schemes, with NSP remaining the

notable exception, it is not separately identified. Predictive equations that make use of

qualifying parameters such as lignin content and that are commonly used in animal science

to estimate nutrient supply appear not to have been developed for human nutrition. Regres-

sion equations, which are important tools for the study of hindgut stoichiometry and

prediction of VFA supply to the host tissues, could be so formulated to allow the predictive

use of WHC and properties similarly modified by the gut flora (e.g., cation-exchange capacity

and bile acid absorption).

The only measure related to dietary fiber that is currently used to predict the effect of fiber

is the glycemic index, a numerical value assigned to a food that derives from physiological

measurements made on the host rather than fiber itself [95a,147c]. Index values are calculated

amount of a reference sugar source, which may be glucose or its white bread equivalent [28].

been recorded, with legumes generally having values among the lowest [95]. The glycemic

index is developing an importance beyond that of a research tool. There is evidence that

values for individual ingredients can be used to estimate the blood sugar response to meals

containing those ingredients in both normal and diabetic subjects [27]. This has obvious merit

for the design of diabetic diets. However, the present list of food ingredients for which a

glycemic index is available is limited, and often the effects of food preparation are not known.

Both the food and pharmaceutical industries have a real need for predictive measures

[148,149]. Well over 100 isolated or concentrated fiber sources are available to manufacturers

[150], who need some guide as to their likely effect on consumers when incorporated in a food

and how this effect may be modified by processing conditions [151]. It is well recognized, for

example, that conventionally cooked cornflakes have higher levels of resistant starch than

extruded cornflakes. Many of the fiber sources currently marketed are by-products diverted

from animal-feed use to the potentially more lucrative use as a human food. By-products are

notoriously variable in composition and properties, and suitable means of monitoring for

quality will have to be developed.

18.5 CONCLUSION

Existing methods of assessment reflect the current understanding of the role of dietary fiber in

the diet. Where physiological effects can be directly related to a specific property of a fiber

source — to the concentration and structure of a polysaccharide for example — appropriate

methods of analysis can be devised. All too often, however, evidence is circumstantial or

epidemiological in nature, and the etiology of the disease states associated with fiber-depleted

diets is characterized by a long development time and a multifactorial origin. This obviates

the use of acute experimentation and makes causal relationships, which are very difficult to
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from the ratio of the area under a 2-h blood glucose response curve measured (see Figure

Many common food ingredients have been thus assessed, and a wide variation in values has

18.5) after consumption of the test meal to that measured after consumption of the same



establish. Animal experiments can help to bridge the gap, although these are expensive and

few laboratories can afford to devote the time and personnel to life span studies. In most

cases, the ranking of foods by soluble and total dietary fiber content remains the only viable

option. It is, however, important to recognize that the information provided by this form of

analysis is very limited and may be a wholly inappropriate guide to the value of some plant

polysaccharides in the diet.
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19.1 INTRODUCTION

Improved crop production, and the pressing need to avert famine on the one hand and to

obtain modified foodstuffs that will be competitive in developing world markets on the other,

led to the extensive genetic engineering projects undertaken inorder to achieve these ends.

This chapter outlines the present position regarding a subject that is of global importance and

a matter of considerable debate.

19.2 CLASSICAL PLANT BREEDING OF FOOD CROPS

Plant breeding involves controlled crosses between selected parent plants. Breeders take two

different varieties of a plant, each of which has individual characteristics or traits that make it

attractive, such as high yields and insect resistance. They cross-pollinate these varieties, collect

the seed, and evaluate the offspring. The plants that result from this process represent a

random mix of tens of thousands of genes from each of the parent plants. The breeders then

select those plants that show both high yields and insect resistance. Unfortunately, due to the

randomness of the process, the selected plants may have acquired an undesirable trait not

observed in either parent. For example, the new variety might be sensitive to a plant virus that

did not affect either parent strain but became a problem when their genes were mixed. These

plants would have to be discarded and others found. Conventional plant breeding is an

extremely inexact and time-consuming process.
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Thousands or tens of thousands of plants may need to be screened to obtain a plant with

the desired characteristics and no undesirable changes. However, an abundance of new crops

and crop varieties has been developed in the past 10,000 years using these techniques.

Perhaps the scale of improvement of crops by conventional breeding can best be illus-

trated by the development of soybeans [1]. This crop is native to eastern Asia, where it is

known to have been cultivated for over 4000 years. No more than eight soybean cultivars

were grown in the United States before 1898. Between 1898 and 1923, more than 1000

cultivars were introduced, mostly by research stations or grain merchants.

As soybeans became more popular, the U.S. Department of Agriculture sent plant explorers

to Asia and by 1947 they had introduced over 10,000 different varieties. Only a limited number of

these have been used to develop new cultivars. Soya breeding programmes selected for charac-

teristics such as yield, reduced plant height (for easy harvesting), seed size and quality, oil quality,

and resistance to insects, nematodes, and diseases. Genetic improvement resulted in 25% increase

in yield between cultivars released before 1940 and those released in 1970.

These genetic improvements depend on cross-pollination between plants with different

characteristics. However, soybean flowers carry both the male and female organs. When the

pollen is shed, it drops onto the female part of the same flower, resulting in self-pollination.

Fortunately for plant breeders, the stigma (part of the female organ) is receptive to pollen at least

one day before the anthers (the male organs) are sufficiently developed to shed pollen. This lag

time permits the breeder to introduce pollen from another soybean plant to obtain hybrid seed.

Breeding soybeans is a tedious process. The flowers are only about 6 mm long and the plant

breeder must use tweezers to transfer pollen from the anthers of the donor plant to the stigma of

the recipient flower. One person can cross-pollinate about 50 to 150 flowers per day. Less than

half of these are likely to set seed because many flowers abort after the crosses are made.

After the first hybrid offspring has been produced, it is crossed with the parent plant that

is getting improved. This technique is called backcrossing. The parent used in the backcross is

called the recurrent parent because it recurs, or is used repeatedly for crossing. The other

parent is the donor parent because it contributes the desirable genes.

During hybridization, the genes of the donor parent mix with those of the recurrent parent

in a random fashion. The purpose of backcrossing is to recover any desirable genes from the

recurrent parent that may have been lost in the formation of the original hybrid plant. Each

backcross recovers an additional 50% of the genes of the recurrent parent, amounting to 75%

after the first backcross and 87% after the second. Breeders continue backcrossing until they

have recovered the desirable level of genes from the recurrent parent. It usually takes three

backcrosses to recover virtually all of the original genes.

19.3 GENETIC ENGINEERING OF FOOD CROPS

Genetic engineering of plants requires a gene to be introduced, or transformed, into the plant

making it transgenic. Plant transformation is possible because plants are totipotent. A single,

isolated plant cell can grow into an entirely new plant. If a single cell of a plant is subjected to

tissue culture, a whole new plant can regenerate and grow. Thus, if a gene is transferred into a

single plant cell, every cell of the regenerated plant will contain the gene.

Transformation of dicotyledonous plants (dicots) is usually mediated by the soil bacter-

ium, Agrobacterium tumefaciens. A. tumefaciens infects plants and produces a tumor due to

the transfer of DNA from the bacterium into the plant nucleus. Scientists have succeeded in

introducing foreign DNA into this transferred DNA while preventing the formation of

tumors. Thus A. tumefaciens has been developed into the perfect vehicle for introducing

genes into dicots. Important dicot food crops that have been genetically engineered by

A. tumefaciens include tomatoes, potatoes, and soybeans.
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Initially, A. tumefaciens was unable to transfer DNA into monocotyledonous plants

(monocots). Therefore, these plants are usually transformed by a process called particle

bombardment or biolistics (biological ballistics). The term derives from the fact that the

prototypes of the apparatus resembled a gun and the genes were propelled into the plant by

gunpowder. The apparatus, although now powered by helium gas, is still called a gene gun.

To transform plants biolistically, DNA carrying the genes to be transformed into the plant

is coated onto micromolar particles of gold or tungsten. The gene gun is used to shoot these

particles into plant cells. After bombardment the plant cells are regenerated into plants using

tissue culture techniques.

For the foreign gene to be expressed in the plant it must have a plant-compatible promoter

sequence. This allows the gene to be transcribed into RNA by RNA polymerase. One of the

earliest promoters to be used in the transformation of dicots is still widely used. It is the 35S

promoter of the cauliflower mosaic virus, commonly referred to as the 35S promoter [2]. In

monocots the promoter of choice is usually derived from a maize ubiquitin gene and is

therefore called the ubiquitin promoter [3].

It is often advantageous to develop a transgenic plant in which the gene of interest is only

expressed in certain tissues or under certain conditions. For example, genes that cause delayed

ripening of fruit should be expressed in the cells of the fruit only. Similarly, only stalk cells of

maize need to express the gene for resistance to stalk borer. To achieve this, specific pro-

moters are used that are only recognized in a particular tissue or part of the plant. A tissue-

specific promoter is used to improve the nutritional value of rice, a staple food for more than

2 billion people in Asia. Figure 19.1 shows the global area of genetically modified crops

grown world wide from 1996 until 2005(3a).
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FIGURE 19.1 Biotech crop production worldwide. (From James, C., ISAAA Briefs, No. 34, 2005. With

permission.)
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19.4 IMPROVED YIELDS OF FOOD CROPS VIA GENETIC ENGINEERING

In his book The Doubly Green Revolution [4], Gordon Conway, past president of the Rock-

efeller Foundation, states that more than three quarters of a billion people live in a world

where food is plentiful, and yet they are denied it. If we were to add up the world’s food

production and then divide it equally among the world’s population, each man, woman, and

child would receive a daily average of over 2700 calories of energy. This is enough to prevent

hunger and is probably sufficient to allow everyone to lead a healthy life.

The reality, however, is harshly different. While Europeans and North Americans enjoy an

average of 3500 calories per day, people living in sub-Saharan Africa eke out an existence on far

less. Tim Dyson [5] has calculated the food shortage that sub-Saharan Africa could experience by

the year 2025. He bases this on the average cereal yield during the period 1989 to 1991 of 1.165

tonnes per hectare. He projects an average yield of 1.536 tonnes per hectare by the year 2025. If

that is the case, sub-SaharanAfricawill experience a grain shortfall of 88.7million tonnes in 2025.

Other regions are even worse off. For example, the Middle East would have a grain shortfall

of 132.7 million tonnes. In Conway’s eyes the solution lies in a ‘‘Doubly Green Revolution.’’

The Green Revolution, which started in the 1940s in Mexico, aimed to improve the yields

of basic food crops such as maize and wheat. Using genetic breeding techniques, scientists

bred high-yielding lines using indigenous plant varieties suited to Mexican conditions. Success

came very quickly. In 1948 farmers planted 1400 tonnes of improved maize seed and for the

first time since 1910 Mexico did not need to import maize. By the 1960s maize yields were

averaging over 1000 kg per hectare. Total production had increased from two to six million

tonnes. Improved breeding programmes spread to South America, India, Asia, and Africa,

resulting in similar yield increases in wheat, rice, and other crops. By the 1980s new Green

Revolution varieties dominated half of sub-Saharan Africa’s maize and wheat crop.

However, yield improvement was not solely attributable to the new varieties. They were

necessary but not sufficient for success. Their potential could only be realized if the crops were

supplemented with fertilizers and optimal supplies of water. Both of these are in short supply

for most African farmers and the Green Revolution was least successful in sub-Saharan

Africa. Cereal yields have changed little over the past 40 years and cereal production per

capita has steadily declined. Most of the yield gains in maize occurred in the 1950s and early

1960s. Since then yield increases have been very erratic.

In The Doubly Green Revolution, Conway argues that the only way to improve crop

production is to combine conservation of the environment with productivity. He calls for

scientists and farmers to forge genuine partnerships in an effort to design better crops.

Genetic engineering has a special value for agricultural production in developing countries. It has

the potential . . . [of] creating new plant varieties . . . that not only deliver higher yields but contain

the internal solutions to biotic and abiotic challenges, reducing the need for chemical inputs such

as fungicides and pesticides, and the increasing tolerance to drought, salinity, chemical toxicity

and other adverse circumstances. Most important, genetic engineering is likely to be as valuable a

tool for the lower-potential lands as for those with high potential. It can be aimed not only at

increasing productivity but also at achieving higher levels of stability and sustainability [4].

19.5 IMPROVED NUTRITIONAL QUALITY OF FOOD CROPS
VIA GENETIC ENGINEERING

19.5.1 GOLDEN RICE

One of the most exciting advances in genetically modified (GM) food crops so far has been the
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development of golden rice, an important starch source (Chapter 2). This provides consumers



with both vitamin A and iron. Vitamin A deficiency is a global problem. According to the World

Health Organization (WHO), 250 million children are at risk annually, and vitamin A deficiency

is responsible for significant illness and death in about 10million people. This deficiency results in

impaired vision, reduced immune function, and protein malnutrition as vitamin A affects the

absorption and use of amino acids. A diet of rice can exacerbate iron deficiency, which is the

primary micronutrient shortage. It afflicts up to 3.7 billion people, particularly women, leaving

them weakened by anemia and susceptible to complications during childbirth [6].

The best sources of vitamin A are the carotenes, particularly b-carotene, found in many

fruits and vegetables. The body converts carotenes into vitamin A and it is generally accepted

that it is safer to consume carotenes than vitamin A itself. To address these problems,

scientists have inserted genes from inter alia the daffodil to produce b-carotene and boost

the level of iron in rice [7]. The grains of this transgenic rice are light golden-yellow in color.

19.5.2 PHYTOSTEROLS AND VEGETABLE OILS

Cardiovascular disease, linked to high levels of dietary cholesterol, is becoming ever more

prevalent worldwide. While people with very high cholesterol levels are prescribed drugs,

these are expensive and not recommended for people with intermediate levels of blood

cholesterol. Plant sterols (phytosterols) can reduce cholesterol by 10 to 15% by interfering

with cholesterol adsorption in the gastrointestinal tract. Phytosterols are not currently

available in adequate quantities in the foods we eat and scientists are actively engaged in

increasing the phytosterol content of several grains [8].

Vegetable oils are another example of how genetic engineering can improve the quality of

a food product. Canola and soybeans, the source of most of the cooking oil in the Western

world, often contain trans-fatty acids that may increase the risks of heart disease. GM

varieties that are free of these acids are now being evaluated for commercial viability.

Furthermore, unsaturated fatty acids are healthier than saturated fatty acids. Oleic acid

and linoleic acid are both unsaturated fatty acids but oleic acid is more stable in frying and

cooking than linoleic acid. Scientists have succeeded in increasing oleic acid concentrations in

the seeds of genetically modified varieties from 25 to 85% [9].

duction of mutations or by genetic engineering. These are all variants of canola, which was

itself selected as a variant form of oil-seed rape, Brassica napus.

As oils are often used in the preparation of starch-containing foods, such as potatoes, the

will make an interesting study.

19.5.3 THE FLAVR SAVR TOMATO

A good example of genetic modification to improve food quality is the Flavr Savr tomato,

which came on to the market in the United States in 1994. It was the first genetically modified

fresh fruit or vegetable to reach the market. Commercially available tomatoes often have very

little flavor because they are picked too early, largely for transportation and marketing

reasons. They have thus not been able to absorb the flavor-enhancing compounds from the

vine. If the ripening process could be slowed down, tomatoes could be left on the vine longer

and taste better. One of the genes involved in the ripening process produces an enzyme called

pectinase that breaks down the pectin in tomatoes. Pectin is found in the walls of plant cells

and gives the tomato its firmness. As it breaks down the tomato ripens and softens.

Scientists slowed down the ripening process by decreasing the rate at which the gene

produces pectinase [11]. They did this using antisense RNA technology, whereby the gene for
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pectinase was inserted into tomato DNA in the opposite orientation to the normal gene.

The inserted gene’s RNA will therefore be complementary to the normal pectinase RNA and

slow down the translation process, resulting in the delayed production of pectinase. Another

advantage of tomatoes with delayed ripening properties is that they have a lower water

content and therefore make better tomato pastes.

19.6 IMPROVED POLYSACCHARIDE CONTENT OF FOOD CROPS
VIA GENETIC ENGINEERING

Scientists have altered the composition of potatoes to increase their starch content by 24%.

This was done by inserting a bacterial gene for the enzyme ADP glucose pyrophosphorylase

(ADPGPP), which is not sensitive to feedback inhibition by cellular starch accumulation [12]

advantageous when they are fried. High-starch potatoes contain less water. During the

frying process water is replaced by oil and therefore the high-starch potatoes absorb less

oil. The resulting fried potatoes are more nutritious and healthier due to the decrease in oil

content. They also fry more quickly, which is an advantage in the fast food industry. These

potatoes survived long-term storage temperatures and were less likely to sprout than their

unmodified counterparts. However, they were more susceptible to blackspot bruising and

steps will need to be taken to prevent this oxidative browning before these potatoes can be

commercially viable [13].

In a different approach to the regulation of ADPGPP, Leaver [14] claimed that the

starch content of potatoes could be increased by reducing the activity of NAD malic

dehydrogenase (NAD-ME), the enzyme that catalyzes the oxidative decarboxylation of

malate to pyruvate, via antisense technology. This technology inserts the gene of interest

TABLE 19.1
Existing and Future Changes to the Composition of Fatty Acids in Canola Oil Derivatives

Fatty Acid Composition (%)

Oil Type Method Used

Saturated

Fats

Oleic

Acid

Linoleic

Acid

Linolenic

Acid In Use

Canola Selection 7 61 21 9 Yes

Low linolenic Mutations 7 63 25 <2 Yes

High oleic/low linolenic Mutations 7 76 15 2 Yes

High linoleic Genetic modificationa 7 57 28 6 No

High oleic Genetic modificationb 7 84 5 3 No

Low saturated fats Genetic modificationc 3 66 21 10 No

Low saturated fats/high oleic Genetic modificationd 3 90 5 3 No

Note: The numbers in bold indicate favorable levels.
aDeveloped by DuPont.
bDeveloped by DuPont: gene only active in the embryo where oil is produced.
cDeveloped by Calgene: any oil with less than 7% saturated fats can be labeled in the United States as containing low

saturated fats.
dStill in the development stage.

Source: From Downey, R.K. and Taylor, D.C., Oleagineaux Corpa feA KUOUSWA, 3, 9, 1996.
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in the reverse orientation to the parental gene. When this reverse sense (antisense) gene is

transcribed it produces a molecule of RNA complementary to the sense strand mRNA.

The antisense RNA binds to the sense strand mRNA, preventing or delaying the latter’s

translation into protein. In this case, inhibition of NAD-ME resulted in the accumulation of

glycolytic intermediates, for example, 3-phophoglycerate and phosphoenolpyruvate, which

stimulate ADPGPP [15]. The authors noted that due to the similarity in enzymes associated

with carbohydrate metabolism across a variety of plants, the same technology was feasible

in maize, rice, wheat, peas, soybeans, cassava, other root vegetables, and tomatoes, among

others.

Oligosaccharides such as fructans have been recognized as having health benefits via

maintenance of healthy microbial flora in the gut [16]. Sevenier et al. [17] have transformed

sugar beet into a crop that produces fructans. They isolated the gene encoding 1-sucrose:

sucrose fructosyl transferase (1-SST) from Helianthus tuberosus and introduced it into sugar

beet. 1-SST converts sugar into low molecular weight fructans. In the transgenic sugar beet

almost all the stored sucrose was converted into fructans. Despite the storage carbohydrate

having been altered, the phenotype and growth rates of the plants were not altered.

Amylose-free potato starch has some interesting physicochemical characteristics com-

pared to amylose-containing starches. Granule-bound starch synthase (GBSS; EC 24.1.21)

determines the presence of amylose in reserve starches. Potato plants transformed to produce

antisense RNA to the GBSS gene contained 0 to 30% of the enzyme. The former were

completely amylose free. The availability of high-amylopectic and amylose-free starches has

opened up new possibilities to assess the relationship between the structural characteristics

and physicochemical properties of potato starch [18,19]. Amylose-free starch has a faster

response to heating and rheological analyses demonstrated that the gels formed were less

rigid, smoother, and shorter. The breaking of amylose-free gels required less strength than

those of amylose-containing gels. In addition, the starch produced a strong gel that remained

clear under cold temperature conditions, characteristics ideal for certain food applications.

High-amylose starch is in great demand by the starch industry for its unique functional

properties. The ratio of amylose (linear glucose polymers) to amylopectin (branched glucose

polymers) has the greatest influence on the physicochemical properties of starch. For many

applications it is desirable to have a pure or enriched fraction of either amylopectin or

amylose. In most crops, starch contains 20 to 30% amylose and 70 to 80% amylopectin.

Schwall et al. [20] have succeeded in genetically modifying potatoes to contain very high levels

of amylose (60 to 89%) with insignificant levels of highly branched amylopectin. They

accomplished this by inserting antisense genes to the two isoforms of starch branching

enzymes (SBE A and B). This led to the inhibition of the enzymes to below 1%.

A much desired property of starches is the freeze–thaw stability of gelatinized starch

pastes for use by the food industry in products that are frozen. Under freeze–thaw conditions

conventional starch retrogrades (glucan chain reassociation) resulting in syneresis, the separ-

ation of the starch gel into a solid and liquid phase, and a deterioration in product quality.

The long, unbranched amylose chains have a greater tendency to retrograde than the shorter,

branched chains of amylopectin. Low amylose or waxy-type starches are known to have

slightly improved freeze–thaw stability. Currently freeze–thaw stable starches are produced

by chemical modification. However, recently, Jobling et al. [21] have created a freeze–thaw

stable potato starch by using genetic modification to alter the starch composition. An

amylose-free starch with short-chain amylopectin was produced by simultaneous antisense

downregulation of three starch synthase genes. These are starch synthases II and III, and

granule-bound starch synthase. The expression of each of these genes was reduced to a barely

detectable level and the freeze–thaw stability of the resultant starch was excellent.
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19.7 CONCLUSION

It is clear that the use of genetic modification to improve or change the quality or quantity of

carbohydrates in crop plants is still in its infancy. However, products such as high-starch

potatoes, high-fructan foods, amylase-free potatoes, high-amylose starch, and freeze–thaw

stability of gelatinized starch are all in the pipeline. It will be interesting to see how consumers

and the public at large respond to these nutritionally improved products.
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20.1 THE PRESENCE OF POLYSACCHARIDES IN FOODS

Polymers categorized under the common heading polysaccharide are varied with respect to

constituent monomers, conformation, molecular size or weight, and resulting functionalities

within a food product. Common to all polysaccharides though is the persistence of their

occurrence within food products. They can easily be classified into two categories: those that

occur naturally in a food product and those that are added to food products.

Naturally occurring polysaccharides are those present in a food system because they are

an intrinsic or innate part of the components that make up the said product. Starch is an

obvious example; it represents ~70% of flour, the main ingredient in bread and many other

commonly consumed baked goods. Starch, from grains such as rye, wheat, and oats, is also an

integral component of many dry breakfast cereals prevalent in the Western diet. Commonly

consumed, minimally processed foods such as potatoes (and products thereof such as french

fries and chips) and corn also contain high amounts of starch.

Pectin too is found naturally in many food products, as it is a component of the primary

cell walls and intercellular regions of higher plants and therefore a key textural determinant in

fruits and vegetables [1,2].

Chitin, a copolymer of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and D-glucosamine connected via (1!4)-

linked b-glycosidic linkages, occurs naturally in mushrooms, soft shell crabs, and escargot [3],

but perhaps more abundantly, it occurs in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, otherwise known as

bakers yeast, an ingredient frequently used in baked goods.

The polysaccharides mentioned above and a myriad of others are also isolated, purified,

and added to food systems to achieve the desirable taste or textural properties.

Pectins are added to jams and jellies because they form desirable gels under appropriate

conditions [4]. Galactomannans such as guar and locust bean gum (LBG) are used for their

stabilizing properties in ice cream and in bakery products to improve bread quality [5]. Agars,

from seaweed, bind water and form high melting point thermoreversible gels, making them

important functional ingredients for baked goods. They are used to reduce stickiness in icings

and meringues and as antistaling agents for bakery items [6]. Carrageenans are key stabilizers

in ice cream [7], and are used as gelling agents, particularly in the dairy industry because of

their synergistic interaction with caseins in milk [8]. Alginates, which form rigid, irreversible

gels in the presence of divalent cations are used to form structured food products such as

pimento olive fillings and formed onion rings [9]. Xanthan gum, which does not occur

naturally in foods, has a relatively stable viscosity profile over a wide temperature range

[10], and generates high viscosity at low concentrations, making it ideal for use as a stabilizer

in emulsions and suspensions, especially for products that must maintain their viscosity

profile across a wide temperature range such as salad dressings and chocolate syrup.

Other than added polysaccharides and those naturally present, polysaccharides may also

be present in a food as a by-product of bacteria, as in yogurt. Polysaccharides are also present

in wine as a by-product of yeast during fermentation [11,12].

In general, polysaccharides are added to foods to modify their texture, but their use is not

always dictated by their functionality. In recent years, interest in the health benefits and

nutritional quality of food has peaked, spurring research into both soluble and insoluble

polysaccharides, termed dietary fiber. Polysaccharides such as galactomannans [13–15] and

b-glucan [16,17] are of interest because of their postulated ability to reduce serum cholesterol

and attenuate blood glucose levels. Psyllium gum, a branched acidic arabinoxylan [18] is used
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as a laxative [19] and its intake has been implicated in the reduction of plasma cholesterol

levels in animal subjects [20,21].

Whether they have been added or are present in a food system naturally, polysaccharides

are important ingredients and functional additives. The ability to detect and quantify

polysaccharides in a food system is important when quality control and government regula-

tions demand their absence or presence in a food within defined limits. Additionally, the

ability to determine the purity of a polysaccharide additive is important to producers and

users of the product.

The type of polysaccharide information required (quantitative or qualitative) will depend

on the situation. Sometimes, simply identifying the presence of a polysaccharide is sufficient,

but quite often quantitative data are also needed. When presented with an unknown sample,

simple qualitative tests such as the ones outlined in the next section provide information

about the identity of the polysaccharide.

20.2 DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF POLYSACCHARIDES IN FOOD
SYSTEMS — QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Food systems can be quite complex, hampering the task of detecting and identifying a specific

compound without extensive purification procedures. Often the presence of lipids, proteins,

or other carbohydrate material can interfere with analyses. Polysaccharides or food gums

themselves, by their very nature, pose a problem for those trying to detect and quantify them.

Polysaccharides are a very heterogeneous group, varying in charge (neutral, anionic), shape

(linear, branched), and solubility. Even within one type of polysaccharide there is consider-

able variation. Notwithstanding, there are several methods available that permit the acquisi-

tion of qualitative data based on the characteristic properties of certain polysaccharides.

20.2.1 CHEMICAL AND ENZYMIC METHODS

20.2.1.1 Identification of Carboxymethylcellulose

The test for the presence of carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) is based on the detection of a

colored derivative formed when 2,7-dihydroxynaphthalene is reacted with glycolic acid [22].

The carboxymethyl component of CMC is present as glycolic acid when a sample containing

the polymer is subjected to acid hydrolysis. A clear blue-red color indicates the presence of

CMC. A quantitative method for the determination of CMC in complex food systems using

2,7-naphthalenediol has been developed [23]. By making modifications to an earlier method

[24], extraction of CMC from ice cream was obtained with fairly high recoveries even in the

presence of other gums. The highest recovery values were obtained when CMC was used

alone in the ice cream mix (96.73%) and the lowest recovery values were for CMC in a 1:2

ratio with LBG (91.26%). This method requires sample treatment with papain to remove any

CMC bound to proteins followed by steps to remove sodium alginate as its calcium precipi-

tate, to remove carrageenan as its cetylpyridinium complex, and to precipitate CMC with

cetylpyridinium chloride. The precipitated gum was mixed with 30% H2SO4 and 2,7-naphtha-

lenediol to generate a colored product and the absorbance was measured at 540 nm.

20.2.1.2 Identification of Carrageenan

This test is based on the reaction of methylene blue with anionic polysaccharides to yield a

purple solution. If carrageenans are present, the solution color should change to blue upon

heating and change back to blue-purple when cooled [22]. This test should be used on purified

material, as certain salts and proteins can interfere. Harris and coworkers [22] detailed a

method whereby 1 ml of polysaccharide solution is mixed with two drops of 0.1% aqueous

methylene blue and the mixture is heated to boiling and then cooled to room temperature.
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The presence of carrageenan is based on the observance of the characteristic color changes

outlined above. The reaction between carrageenan and methylene blue has been exploited by

others [25] who have developed a simple, sensitive, and rapid colorimetric method for the

quantitative determination of carrageenan.

20.2.1.3 Identification of Starch

Amylose and amylopectin, the two major components of starch absorb iodine to form deep

blue and light red complexes, respectively [26,27]. This fact can be exploited to qualitatively

determine the presence of starch in an unknown sample by treating it with iodine in potassium

iodide. Quite simply, 1 ml of sample is treated with one or two drops of 0.5% iodine in 5%

aqueous potassium iodide and the color change, if observed, indicates the presence of starch

[22]. Lipid-soluble material can interfere with binding [26], so samples should be lipid free.

Iodine binding has also been exploited for the determination of amylose [26,28].

20.2.1.4 Identification of Pectin

An enzymic method has been developed that permits the qualitative determination of pectin.

Pectins represent a structurally diverse group of polysaccharides, making their assay difficult.

At the very minimum, pectins are complex polysaccharides consisting of an a(1!4) linked D-

galacturonic acid backbone [29], but the homogalacturonic regions are methylated to varying

degrees and this structure is occasionally interrupted by a-(1!2) linked L-rhamnose. Neutral

sugars, mainly rhamnose, arabinose, galactose, glucose, and xylose are present in side chains

[30,31], although the concentration of these neutral sugars is dependent on the pectin source.

Sugar beet pectin also contains acetyl groups [32]. The common structural feature of all

pectins is the presence of polygalacturonic sections in the backbone. In the method proposed

by Hansen and coworkers [33], endo-pectate lyase, an enzyme specific for polygalacturonic

acid, is used to identify pectin after a de-esterification step. The action of pectate lyase causes

cleavage of the glycosidic bond via trans-elimination of hydrogen from the 4 and 5 carbon

position of the galacturonic residue. The formation of a double bond results in an increase in

absorbance at 235 nm.

A pectin sample is dissolved in deionized water to make a 1 mg/ml solution. To de-esterify

the pectin molecules the pH is adjusted to 12 with 0.5 M NaOH and the solution is permitted

to sit for 15 min at room temperature. The pH is lowered to 7 using 0.5 M HCL and the

sample solution is adjusted to 0.05% with deionized water. Pectate lyase is dissolved in 0.5 M

Tris–HCL buffer (pH 7.00) containing 0.001 M CaCl2 to a concentration of 0.035 units per ml.

One unit is defined as the enzyme activity that produces 1 mmol of unsaturated product per

minute [33]. The sample (1 ml), buffer (0.5 ml), deionized water (0.5 ml), and enzyme

preparation (0.5 ml) are combined in a quartz cuvette and the absorbance at 235 nm is

measured at t¼ 0 min and t¼ 10 min. The absorbances at t¼ 0 and t¼ 10 min are also read

for an enzyme blank, containing sample (1 ml), buffer (0.5 ml) and deionized water (1 ml),

and a sample blank containing buffer (0.5 ml), enzyme (0.5 ml), and deionized water (1.5 ml).

The concentration (mol/liter) of unsaturated product is then given by

DUnsaturated product ¼ DAbs=I � «235

where DAbs is the change in absorbance given by absorbance at t¼ 10 min minus absorbance

at t¼ 0 min, I is the cuvette path length, and «235 is the extinction coefficient. As this is a

qualitative assay, it is not the absolute value of unsaturated product produced that is

important, rather it is its position above or below a specified value that indicates the presence

or absence of pectin. A value of >0.5� 10�5 indicates the presence of pectin and conversely
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an unsaturated product concentration of <0.5� 10�5 indicates the absence of pectin. The

assay gave positive results for a variety of pectins of differing degree of esterification (DE),

degree of acetylation (DAC), and galacturonic acid content. The specificity of the assay was

tested with several other hydrocolloids that are commonly found in food products including

agar, LBG, carrageenan, CMC, xanthan, gellan gum, and sodium alginate. All nonpectin

samples gave negative results for pectin, confirming the utility of this assay as a simple, rapid,

and specific method for the identification of pectin. This assay is available in kit form from

Megazyme (Co. Wicklow, Ireland).

20.2.2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

20.2.2.1 Rheology

There are many techniques at the disposal of an analyst when presented with a sample

containing an unknown polysaccharide or polysaccharide of suspected identity. There are

the relatively simple tests outlined above and quite obviously there are absolute quantitative

methodologies (GC–MS, HPLC, etc.), but the analyst may also choose to use some charac-

teristic physical properties, such as the rheological behavior of known polysaccharides, to

help delineate the identity of a sample. This method is not necessarily conclusive on its own,

but does provide clues as to polysaccharide identification or, in combination with other data,

aid in conclusive identification.

The rheological behavior of polysaccharide solutions is a function of many factors

including primary structures, molecular weight, charge, shape, and the solvent system.

Rheological measurements can therefore be used to facilitate the acquisition of information

about molecular size, shape, solvent and polysaccharide interactions, and intermolecular

network formation [34]. The rheological behavior of a solution can therefore provide clues

as to the nature of a polysaccharide in solution because certain polysaccharides display

characteristic rheological behavior owing to their particular molecular structure.

For example, the bacterial polysaccharide xanthan has several distinguishing rheological

characteristics and this knowledge may be exploited when presented with an unknown

sample. Xanthan is composed of a b-(1!4)-linked glucose backbone with a trisaccharide

branch on alternating glucose residues. The trisaccharide unit is composed of two mannose

residues and a glucuronic acid, with the mannose residues acetylated or pyruvylated [35].

Dilute xanthan solutions are thixotropic, displaying high viscosity at low shear rates and

reversible shear thinning [36]. Because of the size and shape of the xanthan gum molecule,

solutions of this polymer typically display high viscosity at low concentrations and a yield

stress at low shear rates [10]. The mechanical spectra of xanthan gum solutions can also be

used to distinguish it from other polysaccharides. While the response of polysaccharide

solutions to oscillatory shear measurements is dependent on many factors, including solution

concentration and polysaccharide structure, there are certain generalities of behavior dis-

played by polysaccharide solutions with respect to the frequency dependence of storage

modulus and loss modulus G’ and G’’, respectively. For concentrated solutions this behavior

is typified by the predominance of G’’, or liquid-like behavior over G’, solid-like behavior at

low frequencies, the convergence of these two parameters at intermediate frequencies, and the

eventual predominance of G’ over G’’ at higher frequencies [37]. Examples of this behavior

abound, including aqueous solutions of 0.8–3% galactomannans [38,39] and 1–3% xyloglucan

[40]. Dilute solution behavior is typified by the predominance of G’’ over G’ across all

frequencies and by contrast, gel-like behavior is characterized by the predominance of G’
over G’’ and the frequency independence of these parameters [37]. Mechanical spectra

reported for xanthan gum solutions of 0.5% [41] and 1 and 2% [42] displayed a frequency

dependence of G’ and G’’, but differed from that of typical random coil polysaccharides in

that G’ predominated over G’’ across all frequencies. This behavior is typical of a weak gel and
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therefore distinct vs. the behavior of concentrated solution of random coil polysaccharides.

Xanthan gum is also able to interact synergistically with LBG to form gels [43,38] at total

polysaccharide concentrations as low as 0.5% [44]. Xanthan gum–LBG gels can be prepared

by combining a 0.5% galactomannan solution in a 1:1 ratio with a 0.5% xanthan gum solution

at 90–958C for 10–15 min followed by cooling to 58C [38].

Alginic acid salts, or alginates are cell-wall polysaccharides from marine algae. They

consist of b-(1!4)-linked D-mannuronic acid (M) and a-(1!4)-linked L-gulucuronic acid

(G) of varying M/G ratio and distribution [36]. Alginates precipitate or gel rapidly and

irreversibly in the presence of Ca2þ [29]. Carrageenans too have distinguishing rheological

characteristics. Carrageenans are commercially available in their kappa (k), lambda (l), or

iota (i) forms. These fractions are the same in that they are all sulfated galactose polymers

linked via alternating a-(1!3) and b-(1!4) glycosidic linkages, but differ in the proportion

of galactose residues that are sulfated and the proportion of galactose units that are present as

3,6-anhydro-D-galactose [29]. These structural differences lead to differing rheological prop-

erties; k-carrageenan forms strong gels, i-carrageenan forms weak gels, and l-carrageenan

does not gel at all. These properties were exploited by Roberts and coworkers [45] when trying

to flush out the identity of a commercial carrageenan sample. These researchers, employing

capillary electrophoresis (CE) to separate and quantify carrageenans, found that a sample

labeled k-carrageenan had the migration time of a l-carrageenan. The identity of the sample

was confirmed by preparing a 6 mg/ml solution of the sample in question and a k-standard,

heating to 758C and observing their behavior upon cooling to 48C. The standard formed a

strong gel while the k-carrageenan sample remained a viscous liquid, a behavior characteristic

of l-carrageenan.

Rheology can also be used in combination with enzymes to determine the presence of a

particular polysaccharide because depolymerization of a polysaccharide induced by the

presence of an enzyme will manifest itself as a viscosity decrease. There are commercially

available enzymes that are specific for polysaccharides such as lichenase (EC 3.2.1.73, specific

for (1!3)(1!4)-b-D-glucans), b-mannanase (EC 3.2.1.78, specific for (1!4)-b-D-mannans),

b-xylanase (specific for pentosans), and glucoamylase (EC 3.2.1.3, specific for a-D-(1!4),

a-D-(1!6), and a-D-(1!3) linkages of starch). For example, a solution containing a galacto-

mannan, when subjected to the action of b-mannanase, will display a decrease in viscosity.

The utility of this technique hinges on the purity of the enzymes, as contamination of one

enzyme with another will lead to erroneous results.

20.2.3 MONOSACCHARIDE PROFILES

The identity of a polysaccharide sample may also be examined by assessing its monosacchar-

ide profile. If the sample in question is sufficiently pure, it may be hydrolyzed to yield its

component monosaccharides. If the polysaccharide in question is in a more complex food

may then be utilized to assess the identity of released monosaccharides, including chromato-

Identifying a polysaccharide from its monosaccharide profile is possible because many

polysaccharides have well-established monosaccharide profiles. This of course means extract-

free of simple sugars. An acid hydrolysis that yields only galactose and mannose is likely from

a galactomannan. Similarly, a sample that yields arabinose, galactose, rhamnose, and glu-

curonic acid upon hydrolysis could be gum Arabic or other acidic polysaccharides, such as

pectin. It should be noted that this method provides information about the type of mono-

saccharide present, but nothing of how those sugar residues are linked to one another.
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system, extraction may need to precede hydrolysis (see Section 20.3.1). Several techniques

graphic or enzymatic methods (see Section 20.3.2 and Section 20.3.4, respectively).

ing a reasonably pure polysaccharide sample first (see Section 20.3.1) and ensuring that it is



Therefore, an acid hydrolysis that yields glucose only may be the result of starch or b-glucan

present in a sample and further identification techniques are required to arrive at a conclusive

identification. Additionally, a monosaccharide profile may indicate that there is more than

one polysaccharide present.

20.3 QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF POLYSACCHARIDES

20.3.1 POLYSACCHARIDE EXTRACTION

Quantitatively analyzing polysaccharides in a mixed system, whether it is a complex food

product containing lipids, proteins, and other carbohydrate material or a whole seed, kernel,

or legume, can be an arduous task. Extraction and reasonable purification of the polysac-

charide in question must precede quantification. Extraction itself is composed of multiple

steps that essentially remove extraneous material such as lipids, proteins, and other carbohy-

drate material from the sample. Not surprisingly then, the steps used in an extraction depend

wholly on the composition of the sample and the type of polysaccharide that is extracted (and

of course, the available equipment). Nevertheless, a general extraction scheme can be devised

outlining the various steps and underlying principles required to extract, purify, and quantify

polysaccharides in food systems. There are several step-by-step extraction schemes available

in the literature [46,22].

food system. It is ideal to start with a dry sample.This may mean freeze drying a wet sample or

oven drying a dry sample followed by grinding to fracture the sample into pieces of suffi-

ciently small size (i.e., 100 mesh). For samples containing lipids or nonpolar material,

extraction with a 95:5 chloroform–methanol mix [46] in a Soxhlet-type apparatus is required

to render the sample fat-free. Hexane has also been used for this purpose [47], its advantage

resting solely in its relative safety as a solvent vs. chloroform. The resulting fat-free sample,

once dried, is treated with hot 80% ethanol to extract low molecular weight sugars, minerals,

pigments, organic acids, free amino acids, and low molecular weight peptides. The 80%

ethanol extraction also deactivates any enzymes that might be present in the sample. This

step is followed by treatment to remove protein. Several methods have been developed over

the years for removing protein from polysaccharide material including treatment with chloro-

form and 1-butanol or 1-pentanol [48], and trifluorotrichloroethane [49], but the easiest

method requires treating the sample with a proteolytic enzyme such as pronase or papain

and then precipitating the extracted polysaccharide material (extracted by water) with four

volumes of ethanol or isopropyl alcohol (IPA). Any residual starch can then be removed. This

is usually accomplished by digesting the samples with a-amylase or amyloglucosidase fol-

lowed by centrifugation. The resulting pellet is composed of insoluble material, perhaps

celluloses or hemicelluloses. Polysaccharide material in the supernatant (which contains

hydrolyzed starch) is isolated by precipitation with ethanol or IPA. The polysaccharide

precipitate is dialyzed against distilled water at 48C for 24 h. Dialysis tubing (molecular

weight cut-off 12,000–14,000) containing the sample is submerged in distilled water and the

bulk liquid is gently agitated (i.e., a slowly turning stir bar). The water should be changed four

or five times over the 24-h period. If it is not possible to execute the dialysis at 48C, sodium

azide should be added to the bulk water to prohibit microbial growth and the final water

change should be with azide-free water.

20.3.2 ANALYSIS OF EXTRACTED POLYSACCHARIDE MATERIAL — CHROMATOGRAPHIC METHODS

Once polysaccharide material has been isolated and purified, analysis by other techniques is

required to determine both qualitative and quantitative information. There are many
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Figure 20.1 displays an analysis scheme for extracting polysaccharide material from a



methods available; traditional methods rely on analyzing the sugar residues released from an

acid hydrolysis of the isolated polysaccharide either as is (high-performance liquid chroma-

tography, HPLC) or as labile alditol acetate derivatives (gas chromatography, GC). The

success of a polysaccharide analysis, when success is defined as accurately identifying and

quantifying the constituent monosaccharides, is dependent on several factors. Complex

heteropolysaccharides containing both acidic and neutral sugars, pectin for example, are
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FIGURE 20.1 Polysaccharide extraction procedure.
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difficult to hydrolyze quantitatively. Neutral sugars are rather easily hydrolyzed compared to

polymers containing uronic acids, but once released, uronic acids are more susceptible to

degradation [50]. An effective hydrolysis protocol needs to balance the more severe hydrolysis

conditions required for uronic acids with the subsequent degradation of released monosac-

charides that accompanies excessive hot acid treatment. Methanolysis has been used to cleave

glycosidic linkages because the released monosaccharides are minimally degraded [50] but

methanolysis tends to release complex mixtures of glycosides that can lead to complex

chromatograms. Trifluoracetic acid (TFA) is used to hydrolyze polysaccharides [22] because

it is volatile and therefore easy to remove prior to monosaccharide analysis. However De

Ruiter and coworkers [51] found that hydrolysis with 2 M TFA at 1218C for 1 h did not lead

to complete hydrolysis of pectic material (containing galacturonic acid) and glucuronic acid

containing fungal polysaccharides. Furthermore, Garleb and coworkers [52] found hydrolysis

with H2SO4 superior to TFA for releasing neutral sugars from fibrous samples such as xylan,

wheat bran, apples, and alfalfa. Hydrolysis with H2SO4 has been used to release the constitu-

ent monosaccharides from food gums such as pectin, sodium alginate, gum tragacanth and

xanthan gum [53], gum Arabic [54], and an acidic polysaccharide from the fruit Cordia

abyssinica [55]. The disadvantage of H2SO4 hydrolysis is that further analysis of the

hydrolyzate usually requires removal of the acid, thereby adding additional tedious, time-

consuming steps to an analysis protocol.

Polysaccharide cleavage needs to be followed by identification and quantification of the

released monosaccharides. Despite the increase in the number of techniques available for the

qualitative and quantitative analysis of polysaccharide material, the workhorse in this area is

definitely HPLC or GC, which will be described in the following sections.

20.3.2.1 High-Performance Liquid Chromatography

HPLC is probably the most popular method for analyzing monosaccharides released from

hydrolysis of a polysaccharide material. HPLC has been used for decades for the separation

and identification of carbohydrates as evidenced by the extensive body of published material

on the subject [56–60] and the number of research papers utilizing the technique. HPLC has

several advantages over GC; the analysis tends to be rapid and no preanalysis derivatization

of the sample is required. HPLC is also able to resolve complex mixtures of mono and

oligosaccharides.

A wide variety of stationary phases, eluants, and detectors are amenable to the analysis of

carbohydrates. Normal phase chromatography, where the stationary phase is polar (com-

monly amine-bonded silica gel), has been successfully used to analyze fruit juice monosac-

charides, fruit and vegetable extracts, cellulose hydrolyzates, and tomato cell wall

hydrolyzates [61]. Legume mono- and oligosaccharides have also been analyzed employing

a microbonded silica glass-packed column and water–acetonitrile as eluant [62]. There are

many detection systems available for HPLC (UV, fluorescence, electrochemical) but by far

the most popular is refractive index (RI). The obvious advantage of RI is its universality but it

has the disadvantage of being unsuitable for gradient elution, which is often necessary to

separate mixtures of mono-, di-, and oligosaccharides.

Reversed phase chromatography, where the column packing is hydrophobic (silica gel

with bound C18 alkyl chains or phenyl groups) has also been used in the analysis of mixtures

of simple sugars and oligosaccharides [63]. The use of reversed phase columns for carbohy-

drate analysis is somewhat hampered by the short retention time of monosaccharides (owing

to their relative nonaffinity for the hydrophobic phase), leading to their elution as a single

peak. Cleavage of glycosidic linkages in gelling carrageenans by methanolysis though yields

methyl glycosides that can be well resolved on reversed-phase columns [64]. Reversed-phase
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chromatography has been successfully coupled with methanolysis in a method permitting the

detection and quantification of food hydrocolloids in complex food systems [65,66]. Under

mild methanolysis conditions (methanolic 0.2 mM HCL, 858C, 1 h) the presence of i- or

k-carrageenan could be quantitatively determined in the presence of other hydrocolloids

(pectin, alginate, xanthan, galactomannan) and in mixed food systems containing lipids and

proteins (yogurt, pâté) without purification and extraction steps. The selectivity of this

method for carrageenan is based on the mild methanolysis conditions, which are insufficient

to hydrolyze linkages in pectins or alginates, but release the 3,6-anhydrogalactosyl residues of

carrageenan. Conversely, under stronger methanolysis conditions (methanolic 2 M HCl,

1008C, 4 h), conditions that destroy 3,6-anhydrogalactosyl residues, sugar residues from

pectin, alginate, and xanthan gums are released [66]. These gums were qualitatively deter-

mined by their characteristic monosaccharide, namely galacturonic, mannuronic, and glu-

curonic acid for pectins, alginates, and xanthan, respectively. A refractive index detector was

used to determine concentration.

Anion exchange chromatography with pulsed amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD) is

increasingly becoming the method of choice for the separation and identification of simple

sugars and oligosaccharides. The eluant, typically dilute NaOH alone or mixed with NaAC,

has a pH between 12 and 14 at which point carbohydrate hydroxyl groups ionize, permitting

their separation on an anion-exchange column. Column packings are typically a pellicular

polymeric resin characterized by an inert polymeric core surrounded by a thin microbead

latex layer containing ion exchange sites. Detection is achieved via amperometry, which

measures the current resulting from the oxidation or reduction of sample molecules on a

gold or silver electrode. With PAD, carbohydrate levels as low as 10 pmol can be detected.

The combination of anion exchange chromatography with PAD permits baseline resolution

of sugar alcohols (alditols), monosaccharides, disaccharides, and oligosaccharides. It is

advantageous in that complex mixtures of sugars can be separated in one run by gradient

elution, the detection limits are low and the required buffers are cheap and relatively

nonhazardous. Sample preparation is also minimal and short run times mean eluting mono-

saccharides are not likely to be affected by the high pH.

High-performance anion exchange chromatography with PAD enabled baseline separ-

ation of 11 sugars and sugar alcohols in under 90 min with low detection limits ranging from

0.3 to 1.1 mg/l [67]. The detection of these 11 sugars and sugar alcohols in commercial

candies and baked goods was possible using a Dionex CarboPac MA1 column and a gradient

elution of NaOH buffer. Despite good linearity, repeatability, and accuracy, the method

suffered in that fructose and maltitol were poorly separated. Others have used HPAEDC-

PAD to separate and quantify the sugar composition post acid hydrolysis of cell wall material

from sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas cv. Kokei), cassava (Manihot esculenta), and potato

(Solanum tuberosum cv. Danshaku) [68]. Rogers and coworkers [69] evaluated the compos-

itional changes in coffee beans during ripening by examining mono- and oligosaccharide,

organic acid, sugar alcohol, and myo-inositol content using HPAEC with pulsed electro-

chemical detection (PED). Sugar alcohols, including myo-inositol, D-sorbitol and D-mannitol,

and simple sugars (glucose, fructose, and sucrose) were quantitatively determined in extracts

from fruits, fruit jam, and vegetables using HPAEC-PAD with added divalent cations (Ba2þ

and Sr2þ) to boost separation of sugar alcohols and simple sugars [70].

De Ruiter and coworkers [51] found that methanolysis combined with TFA hydrolysis

facilitated complete release of neutral and acid sugars from pectins and sugar residues could

be separated and identified with HPAEC-PAD. Identification and quantification was

achieved by comparison with standards subjected to the identical treatment protocol as the

sample. It was reported that this protocol was superior to other traditional methods of

analysis such as H2SO4 or TFA hydrolysis with derivatization to aldtitol acetates and GLC
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analysis for several reasons. Incomplete hydrolysis (if present) was readily evident from

HPAEC chromatograms; there was no need for derivatization, small sample sizes (~20 mg)

could be used, and both TFA and methanolic HCl could be removed in a stream of nitrogen.

Additionally, traditional acid hydrolysis with derivatization to alditol acetates requires a

separate analysis for uronic acids (carbazole or m-hydroxydiphenyl) whereas neutral and

acidic sugars were determined in one run without derivatization using the hydrolysis protocol

outlined by De Ruiter and coworkers [51] and HPAEC-PAD.

A novel method utilizing reductive hydrolysis and HPAEC-PAD has been developed

for the analysis of polysaccharides containing 3,6-anhydrogalactose units, such as carrageenans

and agar [71]. Polysaccharides containing 3,6-anhydrogalactose units are difficult to analyze

because the 3,6-anhydro bridge is susceptible to destruction by acid. However, acid-induced

hydrolysis followed by HPLC or GC analysis is the predominant method used to determine

the sugar composition of polysaccharides. Destruction of the 3,6-anhydro bridge converts

3,6-anhydrogalactose to galactose or 5-hydroxy-methyl-furfurol; in either scenario the deter-

mination of galactose and 3,6-anhydrogalactose residues originating from the same polysac-

charide is not possible. In the method developed by Jol and coworkers [71] reductive

hydrolysis with a methylmorpholine–borane (MMB) complex in an acid environment is

used to hydrolyze and reduce a sample into its constituent alditols. The released alditols

can then be separated and quantified on an HPAEC-PAD system fitted with a CarboPac

MA1 column (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA). A two-step reductive hydrolysis protocol was used

whereby 100 ml of a 10–20 mg/ml polysaccharide solution was first subjected to heating at

808C for 30 min in the presence of 50 ml of MMB (80 mg/ml) and 100 ml of 6 M TFA followed

by cooling, the addition of 50 ml of MMB, and drying with nitrogen gas. The second

hydrolysis step was with 200 ml of 2 M TFA at 1208C for 1 h, followed by cooling, the

addition of 100 ml of MMB, and drying with nitrogen gas. After drying, the sample was

treated with 500 ml of acetonitrile followed by evaporation with nitrogen gas. Prior to

dissolution in water and HPAEC separation, the sample was subjected to the addition and

evaporation of methanol twice. This method has several advantages. It is more rapid to

execute than a traditional GC analysis; losses are minimized because the entire reaction can be

performed in one vial and incomplete hydrolysis and reduction are readily apparent from

HPAEC chromatograms. Standard deviations of this method were 2–3%, highlighting its

reproducibility.

Our laboratory has used HPAEC-PAD extensively over the past decade for the analysis of

polysaccharides. Its principle use has been to determine the purity of polysaccharide samples

by quantifying the constituent monomers post hydrolysis. It is also used to quantify the

cellotriosyl and cellotetrasyl oligosaccharides released from the enzymatic hydrolysis of

b-glucan [72].

As stated previously, monosaccharides released from the hydrolysis of polysaccharides

can be analyzed using HPAEC-PAD but care must be taken when choosing a suitable

hydrolysis procedure. Some researchers prefer not to hydrolyze polysaccharide samples

with H2SO4 prior to analysis by HPAEC-PAD [51], because the presence of sulfate in the

samples can adversely affect the column. In this instance, H2SO4 can be removed by precipi-

tation as barium salt (using barium hydroxide) or on an ion-exchange resin. Other researchers

have used H2SO4 to hydrolyze wheat [73] and oat [72] b-glucans prior to monosaccharide

analysis by HPAEC-PAD. Problems associated with the presence of inorganic acid in samples

can be addressed by sufficiently diluting samples so as to diminish the concentration of acid.

A regeneration step (usually run 10 min with 200 mM sodium hydroxide at a 1 ml/min flow

rate) is recommended as it can remove carbonate and other strongly bound contaminating

materials including peptides and amino acids [74]. A suitable hydrolysis procedure for neutral

polysaccharides employing H2SO4 requires accurately weighing ~10 mg of a fairly pure
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polysaccharide sample into a glass test tube with a screw top and adding 1 ml of 1 M H2SO4.

The sample is heated in an oil or glycerol bath for 3–4 h at 1008C, cooled, and diluted with

deionized water. The sample should be diluted so as to fall within the range of a constructed

standard curve extending from 10 to 60 mg/ml. Clearly, a sample of higher purity will require

more extensive dilution than a sample of lower purity. If the use of H2SO4 is to be avoided,

hydrolysis with TFA can be performed according to the method of Albersheim and cow-

orkers [75] bearing in mind that TFA does not yield uronic acids quantitatively [50,51]. In this

procedure ~2–5 mg of dry polysaccharide sample is mixed with 0.5 ml of 2 M TFA at 1218C
for 1 h. The acid is then removed under a stream of nitrogen or by rotary evaporation. The

released monosaccharides can then be dissolved in an appropriate amount of deionized water

(the amount depends on the final concentration desired). Standards are prepared by formu-

lating a 1 mg/ml solution of the appropriate sugar standard or standards using deionized

water. The sugar mixture is diluted appropriately to obtain five or six standards (10–160 mg/

ml) and these are run with each set of samples analyzed. Regardless of the hydrolysis protocol

used, all standards and samples are filtered through a 0.45-mm filter prior to analysis. Most

monosaccharides can be separated under isocratic conditions using 16 mM NaOH, but

gradient elution is often used to separate more complex mixtures. For example, a NaOH

gradient was used to separate mixtures of monosaccharides and alditols on a CarboPac MA1

column [67], a column designed to separate mono- and disaccharides alditols, and a mixed

NaOH–NaOAc gradient was used to separate rhamnose, arabinose, galactose, glucose, and

galacturonic acid released from TFA hydrolysis of pectin on a Dionex (Sunnyvale, CA)

CarboPac PA1 column [51].

Figure 20.2 displays a chromatogram from fenugreek gum subjected to H2SO4 hydrolysis.

Notice that the only peaks present correspond to galactose and mannose, indicating that the

hydrolysis protocol facilitated complete release of constituent monomers. Oligosaccharides

present due to incomplete hydrolysis would elute at higher retention times. Separation of the

hydrolysis products was accomplished using 15 mM NaOH. At the end of each sample run

the column was regenerated for 5 min (150 mM) followed by a phase where the column was

allowed to re-equilibrate for 5 min. Because of the low base concentration required to

separate these monosaccharides, postcolumn addition of 300 mM NaOH was used to opti-

a six-sugar standard mix of rhamnose, arabinose, galactose, glucose, xylose, and mannose.

The separation of all six sugars, in particular glucose and galactose, which have similar
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FIGURE 20.2 HPAEC-PAD chromatogram of fenugreek gum acid hydrolyzate.
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structures, was possible on CarboPac PA1 column (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA). The run

protocol for this set of sugars has been optimized for H2SO4 hydrolyzed samples and as

such includes a 15-min regeneration step (300 mM NaOH) followed by 10 min at 15 mM

NaOH to re-equilibrate the column before the next sample is injected. Seven minutes after

injection the buffer changes to 100% deionized water for 33 min.

Hydrolysis with H2SO4 is often the method of choice for neutral polysaccharides because

it generally gives higher recoveries [52] than other methods. Issues surrounding the removal of

H2SO4 prior to HPAEC analysis often prohibit its use. Houben and coworkers [76] developed

a method for the quantitative determination of wheat flour pentosans using 2 M HCl (1008C,

90 min) that produced repeatable results and did not interfere with column efficiency. In this

method hydrolyzates were diluted prior to analysis and a 6-min regeneration step using

500 mM NaOH was included in each run.

20.3.2.2 Gas Chromatography

Gas Chromatography has historically been the method of choice for the separation and

identification of carbohydrates, but the advent of HPLCand extensive development of superior

stationary phases and detection systems have rendered it more popular than GC. The predom-

inant inhibiting factor for GC is the need for extensive sample pretreatment to generate volatile

carbohydrate derivatives. Several derivatives are possible, but alditol acetates and TMS de-

rivatives are commonly used for polysaccharides containing neutral and acidic polysaccharides,

respectively. Detailed procedures for the preparation of alditol acetates [22,46,77] and TMS

[22,46,78] derivatives are available. Extracted neutral polysaccharide material (~2 mg) is first

hydrolyzed using 2 M TFA (0.5 ml, heated at 1218C for 1 h followed by evaporation of acid

under a stream of nitrogen) and then reduced to alditols using excess sodium borohydride

dissolved in ammonium hydroxide. Residual sodium borohydride is destroyed by the addition

of acetic acid. The mixture is dried and borate ions are removed by coevaporation with

methanol (removed as methyl borate). Resulting alditols are acetylated using acetic anhydride

at 1218C for 3 h and cooled. Water is added to decompose any remaining acetic anhydride. The

mixture is brought to dryness and the residue dissolved in chloroform or dichloromethane.

The alditol acetates are identified by their retention times relative to an internal standard,

typically inositol hexaacetate or myo-inositol. Flame ionization detection (FID) is often used as

the detection system, butGC coupledwithMSdetection can also be used to confirm the identity

of separated alditol acetates. Alditol acetate standards can also be run to facilitate more

conclusive identification of sample sugars.
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Quantification from a GC analysis in which inositol has been used as an internal standard

may be accomplished using response factors. These have been tabulated for many commer-

cially available polysaccharides elsewhere [22].

The above procedure is appropriate for sugar residues from neutral polysaccharides. If

the sample for analysis contains uronic acid residues (as determined using the carbozole test

or m-hydroxydiphenyl assay) the derivatization process must be altered such that TMS

derivatives are produced. The hydrolysis protocol outlined above may be used, bearing in

mind that the yield of uronic acids will not be quantitative. The reduction procedure is as

that for neutral sugars except that the dried TFA hydrolyzate is dissolved in sodium

carbonate prior to treatment with excess borohydride. At this point uronic acids and

aldoses present in the sample have been reduced to aldonic acids and alditols, respectively.

To prepare TMS derivatives the preparation of dried aldonic acids from the reduction step

are combined with a mixture of pyridine, hexamethyldisilazane, and TFA. Docosane

is added as an internal standard and this mixture can be injected onto the GC column

[22,46].

Other hydrolysis and derivatization procedures are reported that do not require separate

analyses for neutral and acidic polysaccharides [79,80]. Instead of a traditional acid hy-

drolysis, methanolysis, where sample material is combined with methanolic HCl at elevated

temperatures, (808C) is used. The advantage of this hydrolysis technique is that it is suitable

for both neutral and acidic polysaccharides, and released methyl glycosides are more

resistant to breakdown in an acidic environment; as a result, the yield is likely to be higher

than a traditional acid hydrolysis. After hydrolysis, the solutions are cooled, brought to

dryness under a stream of nitrogen, and mixed with an excess of TMS reagent (Trisil1) for a

specified length of time (20 min and 2 h have been reported) at 808C. Again, the mixture

is brought to dryness under a stream of nitrogen and then mixed with hexane. This

procedure is suitable for very small sample quantities; 100 mg [79] and 1000 mg have been

reported [80].

The application of this hydrolysis and derivatization procedure in combination with GC-

MS for identifying neutral sugars and uronic acids based on their characteristic mass spectra

has been demonstrated [80]. Trimethylsilylation of methyl glycosides has the potential to

yield up to four peaks for each sugar corresponding to a and b forms of pyranose and

furanose sugars. The number of derivatization products formed and their retention times

were characteristic for each sugar examined, including arabinose, xylose, rhamnose, fucose,

glucose, mannose, galactose, galacturonic acid, and glucuronic acid. The identification of

plum tree gum, gum tragacanth, and gum Arabic was possible by the characteristic chro-

matographic profile generated by each after methanolysis and trimethylsilylation. Tri-

methylsilylation of methyl glycosides in combination with GC has been used for the

identification and quantification of soluble polysaccharides from apples, carrots, and wine

polysaccharides [79].

It is clear from the preceding paragraph that GC analysis of carbohydrates has several

disadvantages. It requires considerable sample pretreatment and sugars released from acid

hydrolysis must be reduced and then derivatized to a peracetate ester or TMS ether. At each

step there is the opportunity for losses due to incomplete reactions (hydrolysis, reduction or

conversion to ester/ether) or evaporation. On the other hand, GC with FID or MS detection

has low detection limits and hence requires very little sample. In addition, techniques

applicable to GC analysis of monosaccharides are well developed.

Despite the predominance of hydrolytic and chromatographic techniques for the analysis

of polysaccharides there are other spectrophotometric and enzymatic methods that can be

used for the identification and quantification of polysaccharide materials. These will be

covered in the following sections.
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20.3.3 ANALYSIS OF EXTRACTED MATERIAL BY SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC/FLUOROMETRIC METHODS

20.3.3.1 Phenol–Sulfuric Acid Assay

The phenol–sulfuric acid method is a classic method for the determination of reducing sugars.

This colorimetric method, based on the condensation of furan derivatives (produced by

carbohydrate material in strong acid) with phenol to produce colored compounds, is simple,

rapid, accurate, sensitive, and specific for carbohydrates [46,81,82]. It is applicable to mono-

saccharides, derivatized sugars, oligosaccharides, and polysaccharides provided a suitable

standard curve is prepared. In this method, aqueous samples containing a small amount of

carbohydrate material (~1070 mg in 1 or 2 ml) are mixed with phenol (1 ml of a 5% solution)

and then subjected to a direct stream of concentrated sulfuric acid (5 ml). After a time interval

sufficient to permit color development (~20–25 min) absorbances are measured at 490 nm for

hexoses and 480 nm for pentoses and uronic acids. As indicated in Figure 20.4, the absorption

curve is different for each sugar examined and the absorbance for hexoses and pentoses is 490

and 480 nm, respectively. Care must be taken to exclude extraneous carbohydrate material

(e.g., cellulosic material from laboratory paper towels or from the sample tubes) as they will

react with the reagent, leading to an overestimation of carbohydrate material. This method is

accurate to +2% under ideal conditions.

20.3.3.2 Anthrone Assay

This colorimetric method requires reacting carbohydrate containing samples with chilled

anthrone reagent, heating in a boiling water bath, followed by cooling and absorbance

determination at 625 nm [83]. Early procedures used anthrone (9,10-dihydro-9-oxoanthra-

cene) in concentrated sulfuric acid [82,83], but later methods suggest that an anthrone–

thiourea solution made in 66% sulfuric acid produces a more stable reagent [27]. This method

can be adapted as a qualitative test for hexoses, aldopentoses, 6-deoxyhexoses, and hexuronic

acids [84], but under the conditions outlined above it is appropriate as a quantitative method

for hexoses provided a suitable standard curve is constructed. The standard curve must be
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constructed using the sugar in question because each sugar produces a different calibration

curve [85].

A more recent procedure utilizing anthrone for the determination of total carbohydrate

concentration requires the addition of anthrone and sulfuric acid separately and excludes the

boiling step [86]. One ml of a sample solution containing up to 50 mg of carbohydrate material

is mixed with 0.5 ml of anthrone reagent (ethyl acetate saturated with anthrone) in a glass test

tube. Concentrated sulfuric acid (2.5 ml) is added quickly, the mixture vortexed and allowed

to cool to room temperature. A blank is prepared similarly using water instead of a sample

solution, and the absorbance is read at 610 nm.

20.3.3.3 Quantification of Uronic Acids

The carbazole assay detects the presence of uronic acid residues such as are found in pectin,

alginate, and gum tragacanth. There are several variations of this assay published [27,87] that

differ slightly in reagent make-up and heating and cooling protocols. Early methods used

carbazole in concentrated sulfuric acid [87]. The method was later modified to include

tetraborate ions in the carbazole reagent to increase the sensitivity of the assay. In essence,

a sample containing polysaccharide material is mixed with sulfuric acid, subjected to heat

(1008C) for a period of time and then reacted with Carbazole. Qualitatively, the presence of

hexuronic acids is indicated by a purple color. For quantitative purposes the solution

absorbance is measured at 535 nm in combination with the use of standards. The downside

to this method is that neutral sugars also react with hot concentrated acid to produce colored

products; therefore the presence of other sugars in a sample interferes with results. In

addition, the intensity of color production is less for uronic acid polymers than it is for free

acids [85].

This method was later refined by the replacement of carbazole with m-hydroxydiphenyl

[88], a phenolic compound specific for uronic acids. Samples (1 ml) containing between 5 and

100 mg/ml of uronic acids are pipetted into test tubes and cooled in an ice-water bath. When

sufficiently cool (a few minutes) 6.0 ml of 0.0125 M tetraborate in concentrated sulfuric acid

solution is added to each tube while still in the ice-water bath and the suspensions are

vortexed. The tubes are then subjected to heating at 1008C for 5 min followed by sub-

mersion in the ice-water bath. Once cooled, a 100 ml aliquot of 0.15% m-hydroxydiphenyl

in 0.5% sodium hydroxide is added and the solutions are vortexed again and permitted to sit

20 min to allow color development and bubble dissipation. Because there is considerable color

development when hot acid is mixed with neutral sugars, a sample blank is run where

m-hydroxyydiphenyl is replaced by 100 ml of 0.5% NaOH and the absorbance of this solution

at 520 nm is subtracted from that of the sample solution. A suitable uronic acid standard

(galacturonic acid is commonly used for pectin samples) is used to construct a standard curve

for quantitative purposes. It is reported that this method is suitable for the determination of

pectic substances in fresh fruits and vegetables because it is simple, accurate, and does not

suffer interferences from other sugars in the sample [89]. Kinter and Van Buren [90] found

that �200 mg/ml of neutral sugars in a pectin sample interfered with accurate determination

of uronic acid content (artificially increased the value) and suggested a sample blank correc-

tion procedure to account for samples with a high neutral sugar content (i.e., jams and jellies).

The method of Blumenkrantz and Asboe-Hansen [88] has also been adapted for use with a

microtiter plate reader [91], enabling all reaction steps to be carried out in the plate wells. The

adapted method eliminates the need for excessive handling of hot concentrated acid and

permits the determination of many samples at one time. It was found that the presence of

protein (bovine serum albumin) at levels over 0.25% (w/v) detrimentally affected recovery of

hyaluronic acid in a sample [91]. The use of o-hydroxydiphenyl (instead of m-dihydroxyphenyl)
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to quantitatively determine acidic polysaccharides in winemaking products was found to be

accurate, sensitive, and sufficiently selective for acidic polysaccharides [11].

20.3.3.4 Fluorescence-Dye Binding

Polysaccharides do not fluoresce by themselves, but the specificity of some polysaccharides

for compounds that do fluoresce can be exploited to obtain a quantitative analysis method.

Mixed linkage b-glucan, for example, will bind with the fluorescent dye calcofluor [92]. When

this occurs the fluorescence intensity of the dyes increases to an extent proportional to the

quantity of b-glucan in the sample. This phenomenon has been utilized in several ways.

A calcofluor flow injection analysis (FIA) system has been in use for many years, especially by

the brewing industry [93,94]. This system consists of two pumps, a sampler, mixing coil, and a

fluorescence detector. Buffer, a calcofluor-buffer solution, and sample are directed at a

specific flow rate to a mixing coil where all three components are combined and pumped

into a fluorescence detector. The increase in fluorescence is proportional to the quantity of

beta-glucan present. Several analysis schemes differing slightly in buffer make-up, sample

volume, flow rate, calcofluor concentration have been reported [93,94]. One particular

analysis scheme requires 10 ml of sample to be injected into a stream of calcofluor (0.0025%

w/v) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.0. The sample and reagent are combined in a mixing

loop at a rate of 2.0 ml/min. It is directed into a mixing coil and the resulting increase in

fluorescence is measured at an excitation and emission wavelength of 360 and 425 nm,

respectively [95]. Others have found that including 1% sodium chloride in the buffer increases

the range of molecular weight b-glucans that can be bound and therefore detected [93].

Because calcofluor is specific to b-glucan, the sample does not have to be ‘‘clean’’ and the

whole analysis is quite rapid. However, calcofluor does bind with other polysaccharides with

contiguous (1!4) linked glucose residues such as cellulosic materials and xyloglucans [92] so

samples that are analyzed must be free of these materials. While the calcofluor FIA method is

quick, simple, and suitable for the analysis of unpurified material, Izawa and coworkers [94]

reported that standardization of the FIA-calcofluor method would improve its reliability as

b-glucan values were variable depending on the type of peak integration (peak area vs. peak

height), size of sample mixing loop, temperature, and sample injection volume.

20.3.4 ENZYMIC METHODS

There are many enzymic methods for the analysis of specific monosaccharides, the majority

of which are available in kit form from major biochemical companies. To a lesser extent there

are enzymic methods applicable for the analysis of intact polysaccharides. The general

principle behind enzymic methods is polysaccharide cleavage to constituent monomers fol-

lowed by detection and quantification based on a color reaction. Enzymic techniques can be

used both qualitatively and quantitatively. As the focus of this chapter is polysaccharides,

enzymic procedures for their determination will be highlighted, while methods for common

monosaccharides will receive only cursory attention. However, the importance of monosac-

charide determination within the scope of polysaccharide analysis cannot be overlooked. The

analysis of monosaccharides released by the hydrolysis of polysaccharides is a frequently used

qualitative and quantitative technique. The reader is directed to other sources for detailed

information regarding enzymatic methods for the determination of monosaccharides [96].

With respect to whole polysaccharides, enzymic methods can be employed to determine

qualitatively the presence of one polysaccharide in a mixed system or may be used quantita-

tively. For example, the presence of b-glucan in a barley extract may be determined by

treating the extract with lichenase (EC 3.2.1.73). If b-glucan is present, it will be depolymer-

ized by the lichenase and this depolmerization (or lack thereof) may be monitored by
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viscometric measurements. Enzymic methods have several advantages over other methods;

they are specific, generally have low detection limits and can be used both qualitatively and

quantitatively.

20.3.4.1 Monosaccharides

20.3.4.1.1 Glucose
There are several enzymic methods available for the determination of glucose [97,98]. In the

glucose oxidase peroxidase method [27] glucose is oxidized to form peroxide with glucose

oxidase (EC 1.1.34) and this, in the presence of peroxidase, reacts with a dye, enabling

quantitative measurement spectrophotometrically or colorimetrically when an appropriate

standard curve has been established.

Glucose dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.47) can also be used [98]. In this reaction glucose reacts

with glucose dehydrogenase in the presence of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) to

form D-glucono-1,4-lactone, the production of which can be determined by measuring ab-

sorbance at 340 nm.

Glucokinase is another enzyme employed in the analysis of glucose [97]. In this instance,

the phosphorylation of D-glucose at the 6-position by ATP is catalyzed by glucokinase. The

phosphorylation is monitored by glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, which in the presence

of phosphorylated glucose, produces NADPH. The production of NADPH is assessed by

measuring the absorbance at 660 nm.

20.3.4.1.2 D-Galactose
Galactose is a common constituent of polysaccharides and glycoproteins from plants

and several commonly used food gums. Galactose can be determined enzymically using

D-galactose oxidase (EC 1.1.3.9) [99]. This enzyme oxidizes D-galactose at C6 to D-galacto-

hexodialdo-1,5-pyranose and hydrogen peroxide in the presence of oxygen. The hydrogen

peroxide can then be determined colorimetrically using 2,2’-azinobis[3-ethylbenzothiazoline-

6-sulfonic acid (ABTS).

20.3.4.1.3 L-Arabinose
Arabinose in the furanose form is commonly found in plant carbohydrates, often in hemi-

cellulosic material. It is often linked glycosidically to other sugars to form material such as

arabinoxylans and arabinogalactans. L-Arabinose can be determined enzymically using b-D-

galactose dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.48) [100]. In aqueous solution an equilibrium exists

between furanose and pyranose forms. The pyranose form, which is favored in the equilib-

rium, is converted by galactose dehydrogenase to L-arabino-1,4-lactone and NADH in the

presence of NAD. The increase in NADH concentration is measured spectrophotometrically

by monitoring absorbance at 340 nm. The presence of D-galactose in a sample will interfere

with results because it also reacts with galactose dehydrogenase.

20.3.4.1.4 D-Xylose
Several methods have been described for determining xylose enzymically, including a method

that employs D-xylose isomerase (EC 5.3.1.5) with L-glucitol dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.14)

[101]. Another quite simple method using glucose dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.47) [102] is based

on the fact that the enzyme has a weak affinity for xylose as compared to glucose. When a

sample containing xylose has been rendered free of glucose, it may be treated with glucose

dehydrogenase in the presence of NADþ, which produces D-xylonolactone and NADH. The

increase in NADH is proportional to the quantity of xylose and its production may be

monitored spectrophotometrically at 340 nm.
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20.3.4.2 Polysaccharides

20.3.4.2.1 Determination of (1!3,1!4)-b-D-Glucans
Mixed linkage beta-glucans are found in the endosperm cell walls of wheat, barely, rye, and

oats. The importance of determining the presence of these polymers originally arose out of

complications they caused in the brewing and malting process [93]. Now the need to deter-

mine their presence quantitatively is also due to the positive health benefits associated with

their intake by humans [16,17].

The ability to assay (1!3,1!4)-b-D-glucans in mixed systems hinges on the purity and

specificity of enzymes used. In the approved AACC (32–23) and AOAC (995.16) method,

beta-glucan is hydrolyzed to oligosaccharides by lichenase (EC 3.2.1.73), which in turn are

hydrolyzed to glucose using b-glucosidase (EC 3.2.1.21). Glucose levels are assayed color-

imetrically using glucose oxidase or peroxidase reagent (GOPOD). Whole oat, barley, and rye

grains as well as unsweetened cereal products may be analyzed using this method. It is also

applicable to high sugar cereal products provided simple sugars are removed by treatment

with aqueous ethanol prior to analysis. This method has several advantages; it is rapid,

simple, accurate to within 0.1%, and of sufficient specificity such that a purified sample is

not required. For hydrolysis, lichenase requires a (1!4)-linked b-D-glucopyranosyl residue

substituted on O-3 with another b-D-glucopyranosyl unit, thus it is prohibited from hydro-

lyzing cellulose or (1!3)-b-D-glucans.

20.3.4.2.2 Determination of Galactomannans
Galactomannans are polymers composed of a b-(1!4) linked D-mannose backbone grafted

at the C6 with a galactose residue [103]. Galactomannans are differentiated from one another

based on the quantity and distribution of galactose residues [104]. Two of the most commonly

used galactomannans in the food industry, guar (Cyamopsis tetragonolobus) and locust bean

gum (Ceretonia siliqua), have galactose:mannose ratios of 1:2 and 1:4, respectively.

Quantitative measurement of the galactomannan content of a sample employs 1,4-b-D-

mannanase (EC 3.2.1.78) to depolymerize the polymer and subsequent treatment with

a-D-galactosidase (EC 3.2.1.22) to yield free galactose [105]. The quantity of free galactose

is assayed using b-D-galactose dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.48) [99] and the quantity of galacto-

mannan present inferred from known galactose:mannose ratios [105]. The G:M ratio may not

always be known and in this case the sample is first depleted of simple sugars, solubilized,

treated with a mixture of b-mannanase and a-galactosidase, and the resulting mixture

(essentially free galactose and mannose oligomers) is assayed colorimetrically for total sugars

(i.e., phenol–sulfuric acid assay, or anthrone assay).

This method is most accurate and precise when analyzing galactomannans of known G:M

ratio. This essentially means either guar or LBG as they have been extensively researched and

very little intervarietal difference has been found with respect to G:M ratio [106]. For

optimum accuracy, the sample must be rid of small molecular weight sugars that may contain

a-linked galactose (i.e., raffinose), as these will lead to an overestimation of gum content.

20.3.4.2.3 Determination of Starch
There are many reports on the enzymic determination of starch, all based on the principle of

hydrolyzing starch to glucose followed by analysis of glucose content. One of the simplest

requires the use of glucoamylase (EC 3.2.1.3) to hydrolyze a-D-(1! 4), a-D-(1! 6), and a-D-

(1! 3) linkages, converting starch into free glucose ([107,108] AACC method 76.11). Starch

granules must first be gelatinized, ruptured, and solubilized for complete enzyme hydrolysis

to occur. This may require concerted effort depending on the sample type. For example, high

amylose maize starch and other samples that contain high levels of resistant starch are

difficult to gelatinize, which can lead to an underestimation of the starch content. Over the
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years several ways of addressing this issue have been developed. Southgate [27] suggests

preliminary treatment of the starch sample with a lipid solvent or hot methanol to remove

the granule lipoprotein coat and facilitate disruption of the granule prior to boiling in a water

bath. Others have advocated a combination of heat and pressure [108]. To ensure complete

starch solubilization, more recent methods use thermostable a-amylase at the gelatinization

or solubilization step of the procedure followed by amyloglucosidase treatment [109,110].

This enzyme partially hydrolyzes starch at high temperature (95–1008C), which facilitates

quick and complete solubilization and ensures complete conversion to glucose by amyloglu-

cosidase in subsequent steps. Samples difficult to gelatinize may also be treated with sodium

hydroxide or DMSO prior to the addition of amylase to facilitate complete dissolution.

20.4 OTHER METHODS FOR POLYSACCHARIDE ANALYSIS

20.4.1 IMMUNOASSAYS

Immunoassays utilize the interaction between antibodies and antigens to detect the presence

of a particular substance in a sample. Essentially, antigens, or the compound of interest in a

sample bind with an antibody that is specific for that antigen and once binding has occurred,

the complex is detected. Early immunoassays exploited the fact that many antigen–antibody

complexes precipitate when brought together in liquid media. More recent techniques involve

the use of antibodies labeled with a compound that permits detection. There are immuno-

assays that detect radioactivity (radioimmunoassay, RIA), fluorescence (fluorescence immu-

noassays, FIA), chemiluminescence (chemiluminescence immunoassay, CIA), or the activity

of an enzyme bound to the antibody as in enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs).

Although there are many types of immunoassay, ELISAs have attracted much attention

in the food industry. In an ELISA, the antibody (or antigen) is adsorbed onto a solid phase

and the amount of compound of interest (antibody or antigen) is detected by using a second

antibody labeled with an enzyme that catalyzes color-forming reactions with substrates,

permitting spectrophotometric detection. ELISAs are used frequently because they are

rapid and do not require hazardous chemicals.

Antibody–antigen binding is highly selective, requiring a very specific antibody–antigen

conformation. This specificity is an advantage because it enables the analysis of complex

samples with low detection limits. Immunoassays have found widespread use in the food

industry, often used to detect the presence of pathogens (i.e., Salmonella, Escherichia coli) and

allergens [111]. They are also used to diagnose diseases, to test for environmental pollutants,

and for drug testing. The use of immunoassays for polysaccharide analysis is at an early stage

of development, but interest in furthering methods applicable to polysaccharides is

burgeoning given the advantages associated with immunoassays. Successful use of immuno-

assays for polysaccharides rests with developing antibodies for specific polysaccharide epi-

topes (antibody-binding site). Nevertheless, there are several examples of the applications of

immunoassays to the detection and determination of polysaccharides. For example, an

antibody to an epitope of (1!4)-b-galactan and an antibody that recognizes a low-ester

epitope of homogalacturonan were used to distinguish between the homogalacturonan and

branched regions of apple and citrus pectins [112]. While this procedure facilitated the

acquisition of structural information, it could also be used qualitatively to detect pectin in a

mixed system. Similarly, Prescott and coworkers [113] used an anti-arabinogalactan antibody

to confirm the identity of arabinogalactans extracted from Larix occidentalis and Thurston

and coworkers [114] developed antibodies with the ability to recognize gum from Acacia seyal

and combretum gum present in gum Arabic. This is important because gum Arabic was

historically contained only in Acacia senegal, but gum demand has led to the inclusion of
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combretum gum and gum from Acacia seyal in commercial gum Arabic with corresponding

decreases in gum quality. The ability to identify contaminating gums in gum Arabic is

therefore of great importance.

An antibody specific for at least three consecutive b-(1!4)-linked mannose residues and

hence specific for guar and carob galactomannans has been developed and a method proposed

for its use in an ELISA [115]. This technique enabled the detection of locust bean (carob) or

guar gum in tomato soup, sweet and sour sauce, and salad dressing at concentrations as low as

5 ng/ml. Food samples required minimal pretreatment to remove lipids while isolation and

separation of galactomannans from other components, especially other food polysaccharides

was not required. The selectivity of the antibody in the presence of other food components was

tested by monitoring the percent inhibition caused by the presence of guar or LBG standards at

various concentrations and comparing the resulting percent inhibition vs. concentration curves

with those obtained by spiking various food samples with equivalent amounts of guar or LBG.

The results indicated that the presence of other food components did not interferewith the assay

and further reinforced its utility.

20.4.2 CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS

Electrophoresis is a technique whereby electrically charged particles are separated based on

their solution migration when subjected to an electrical field [116]. In a typical gel electro-

phoresis analysis, charged particles in aqueous buffer of appropriate pH are separated on a

gel network. Separation, or the mobility of the charged particles along the gel depends on the

size and shape of the particle, its net charge, and the applied voltage. The separated particles

in a complex mixture appear as bands on the gel after treatment with an appropriate stain

(Coomassie brilliant blue or silver stain are commonly used for proteins).

CE is similar to gel electrophoresis in that particles are separated on the basis of size

and charge. The two methods differ with respect to where the separation happens and how

it is detected. In CE capillary tubing is used instead of flat gels and the particles migrating

out of the end of the tube are detected using UV–visible, fluorescence, or conductivity

detectors now commonly, or increasingly they are coupled with a mass spectrometer (MS).

A typical CE system (Figure 20.5) includes a fused silica capillary column (internal diameter

ranging from 25 to 100 mm), a power supply, a detector, and two buffer reservoirs. Samples

Buffer
Reservoir

Inlet 
  

Buffer
Reservoir

Exit 

Voltage
Supply 

Detector

Capillary

Electrode

FIGURE 20.5 Schematic diagram of a capillary electrophoresis system.
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are loaded hydrodynamically and electrophoretic separation is achieved by applying a high

electric field.

Applications of CE have focused on proteins, as they have most commonly been analyzed

using traditional gel electrophoresis [117]. The development of CE methods to separate

mixtures of carbohydrates is far behind that of proteins owing to the fact that with a few

notable exceptions, most polysaccharides lack charge (rendering migration in an electric field

extremely difficult) or a suitable chromaphore (prohibiting UV detection). Analyzing neutral

polysaccharides thus requires derivatization such that an appropriate chromaphore is added.

The problem of poor electrophoretic mobility can be overcome by analyzing at high pH (pH

10–12) at which point hydroxyl groups ionize. Borate is commonly used as a buffer because

borate complexes with hydroxyl groups, conferring both a negatively charged unit and a

chromaphore to the carbohydrate [117].

Interest in the use of CE for carbohydrate analysis is high despite prohibitive factors

because CE offers several advantages including small sample size, high resolution, low oper-

ating costs (relative to HPLC), and reduced solvent usage (relative to HPLC). For a more

exhaustive review of CE analysis of carbohydrate the reader is directed to other texts [58,60].

Richmond and Yeung [118] describe a CE system, utilizing a buffer at pH 11.5 and laser-

excited indirect fluorescence detection for samples containing high molecular weight polysac-

charides. As outlined above, the high pH ionizes hydroxyl groups so that the polysaccharides

can be separated by charge. With this detection systemno sample derivatization is required. The

running buffer contains an anionic flurophore (1 mM fluoroscein) that is displaced in the buffer

by the presence of the charged carbohydrate (sample), resulting in a negative peak (so-called

indirect fluorescence detection). By means of the described indirect technique, the sensitivity of

fluorescence detection can be exploited with no need for sample hydrolysis or derivatization.

These researchers were able to detect dextran, amylose, amylopectin, algin, pullulan dextran,

hydroxyethylamylose, and carrageenan, but the migration time range was narrow, indicating

that not all of these polysaccharides could be separated if they were in a mix.

Nevertheless, recent research has addressed the use of CE as a means of identifying

commercial hydrocolloids [53,119] and characterizing the fine structure of pectin [120].

Commonly, polysaccharides are hydrolyzed by acid or enzymes and the derivatized hydroly-

sis products analyzed. This method has been applied to the analysis of commercially available

thickeners [53]. The monosaccharides released from an acid hydrolysis of CMC, gum Arabic,

pectin, sodium alginate, gum tragacanth, and xanthan gum were tagged with 2-aminoanthra-

cene (a fluorescent chromaphore) and analyzed in 200 mM borate buffer, pH 11.1. In essence,

this method was used to identify commercial hydrocolloids by their monosaccharide profile.

While the methodology outlined in this research did not separate arabinose or mannose, it did

permit separation of the other monosaccharides contained in the commercial gums and the

identification of pectin in a more complex food product (jam). Perhaps more importantly, it

was shown that an efficient and rapid method of testing for monosaccharides in simple and

more complex systems is possible.

Gellan gum has also been analyzed by CE, both in an intact form and after enzyme

hydrolysis [119] with no need for chemical derivatization. Gellan gum is composed of a four-

sugar repeating unit:

-(1!3)-b-D-Glucose-(1!4)-b-D-Glucuronic acid-(1!4)-b-D-Glucose-(1!4)-a-L-Rhamnose-

The carboxylic acid group contributes charge (and therefore electrophoretic mobility) to the

molecule and permits UV detection. A gellan degrading enzyme that hydrolyzes the polysac-

charide into its tetrasaccharide repeating unit was employed, which made the sample amenable

to MS detection. Assuming the structure did not deviate from the repeating tetrasaccharide

unit, the hydrolyzate should be composed of that structure exclusively. By employing the
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gellan-degrading enzyme, the presence of gellan gum in mixed food systems was detectable via

MS owing to the characteristic mass spectrum generated by that repeat unit.

Capillary electrophoresis has also been used to separate and quantify k- and i- carra-

geenan without hydrolysis [45]. Intact samples of k-, i-, and l- carrageenan were derivatized

with a fluorescent compound (trisodium 8-aminopyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonate (APTS)), separ-

ated by capillary electrophoresis and detected by laser-induced fluorescence detection. This

protocol enabled baseline separation of high molecular mass (~3�105) k- and i-carrageenan

and was useful in determining the purity of commercial carrageenan samples.

Pectins make ideal candidates for analysis by CE because they are charged (therefore in

possession of electrophoretic mobility) and contain a chromophore (carboxylate group),

making them amenable to UV detection. Recent research has evaluated the use of CE as a

tool for the characterization of pectin fine structure [120]. By analyzing samples of intact

pectin and endo-PG digests of the same material, these researchers demonstrated the usefulness

of CE in determining the average degree of etherification (DE), and the inter- and intramo-

lecular DE distribution.

Zhong and coworkers [121,122] have developed a CE methodology that permits the

quantitative determination of pectins in solution and the determination of DE. Lemon peel

linear regression curves resulted from plots of pectin mobility vs. charge over a 30–80% DE

range. Additionally, the DE of pectins from different sources with varying neutral sugar

contents could be determined [122] and the results were in good agreement with those

obtained by the classic titration method [123] and a method using ion-exchange chromatog-

raphy combined with size exclusion chromatography. Linear plots of lemon peel pectin peak

area vs. concentration in the range 0.5–5 mg/ml and pectins of differing DE produced

a weighed amount of pectin at 608C for 30 min to create a solution of between 0.5 and 5 mg/

ml. A 50 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 was used as the background electrolyte. The CE

system was composed of a Beckman P/ACE 5000 with a diode array detector at 308C, fused

silica capillaries (100 mm internal diameter, 57 mm length), and detection was via UV

absorbance at 192 nm. The capillaries were rinsed with 0.1 M NaOH (30 min) prior to use

and run protocols involved 2 min 0.1 M NaOH, 1 min deionized water, and 2 min phosphate

buffer washings between runs. Electrophoretic separations were carried out at a potential

difference of 15 kV. Quantification was achieved by constructing a calibration curve of

normalized peak area (obtained from electropherograms) vs. concentration using pectin

standards. The slope of the calibration curve is characteristic for pectins of different DEs,

so the calibration standard used must be equivalent to sample DE. This is not problematic

because it was found that there is a linear relationship between electrophoretic mobility and

average charge per residue [121]. Therefore, this method is also suitable for the determination

of DE (in combination with well-characterized pectin standards). The disadvantage of this

technique with respect to quantification was the relatively high detection limits.

20.4.3 NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has become the most powerful and non-

invasive physicochemical technique for determining polysaccharide structures. It can also be

used to confirm the presence of polysaccharides in foods. NMR spectroscopy is based on the

magnetic property of nuclei in atoms called spin. Most nuclei have a spin, however, only few

can be used in NMR studies, including 1H, 19F, 13C, 31P, and 15N. In the structural analysis of

polysaccharides, 1H and 13C are used frequently. 1H NMR signals are much more sensitive

than 13C signals due to their natural abundance. As a result 1H-NMR signals can be used for
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quantitative purposes in some applications. However, when polysaccharide content is less

than 20% in the sample, it is extremely difficult to obtain high-quality data even for confirm-

ation purposes. Therefore, application of the NMR technique requires isolation and purifi-

cation of the polysaccharides, as described in previous sections.

NMR spectra are presented in chemical shifts (d, ppm) relative to an internal reference

(e.g., TMS, tetramethylsilane). Typical 1H- and 13

In the proton spectrum, all chemical shifts derived from carbohydrates, including mono-,

oligo-, and polysaccharides, are in the range of 1 to 6 ppm from TMS. The anomeric protons

from each monosaccharide give recognizable signals depending on their a or b configur-

ations. For example, the a-anomeric protons will appear in the region of 5–6 ppm; while the

b-anomeric protons will appear in the 4–5 ppm range. Although 13C-NMR has a much

weaker signal, it has significant advantages over 1H-NMR spectroscopy in the analysis of

polysaccharides because the chemical shifts in 13C-NMR spectrum are spread out over a

broad range, as shown in Figure 20.8b. This broad distribution of signals helps to overcome

the severe overlapping problems associated with the proton spectrum. In the 13C spectrum,

signals from the anomeric carbons appear in the 90–110 ppm region while the nonanomeric
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FIGURE 20.6 Pectin electropherograms: (a) 70.3% DE, (b) 31.1% DE, and (c) a mix of 70.3, 47.2, and

31.1% DE pectins. (Adapted from Zhong, H.J., Williams, M.A.K., Keenan, R.D., Goodall, D.M., and

Rolin, C., Carbohydr Polym, 32, 27, 1997. With permission.)
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carbons are between 60 and 85 ppm. For polysaccharides with de-oxygen sugars, the –CH3

signals appear in a much higher field (15–20 ppm). Of the two types of anomeric protons,

signals derived from a-anomeric carbons appear in the region of 95–100 ppm region while

most of the b-anomeric carbons will appear between 100 and 105 ppm. For polysaccharides

containing uronic acids, signals from the carboxyl carbons will appear in a much lower field,

170–180 ppm. The signals of carbon atoms having primary hydroxyl groups, such as C6 in

pyranoses and C5 in furanoses, will appear at the higher field (60–64 ppm), while the signals

of carbon atoms with secondary hydroxyl groups (C2, 3, 4 in pyranoses and C2, 3 in furanoses)

will appear in the region of 65–85 ppm. For alkoylated carbon atoms (C5 in pyranoses and C4

in furanoses) the signal will shift 5–10 ppm to the lower field. To assign a NMR spectrum

from an unknown polysaccharide, the first step is to compare the obtained spectrum with

literature values [124]. Further assignment of the spectrum can be completed by using 2D

NMR and other techniques [125–127].

H1-NMR spectroscopy can be used for quantitative analysis of polysaccharides. The areas

under the peaks are proportional to the number of protons present in the sample. With the

use of a suitable internal standard, highly accurate results can be achieved. However, severe

overlap of the proton signals often prevents the quantitative analysis of polysaccharides in a

food material. 13C-NMR spectroscopy also has potential for quantitative analysis of poly-

saccharides because the signals from the anomeric carbons are well separated from other

signals in the spectrum. For detailed applications of NMR spectroscopy in the structural

analysis of polysaccharides, the readers are directed to other texts [125–128].

20.4.4 FT-IR SPECTROSCOPY

Infrared spectroscopy measures the vibrations of atoms in a molecule. When infrared or IR

radiation passes through a sample, molecules can absorb the infrared light of frequencies that

match the energy of changes in molecular vibrations. Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
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FIGURE 20.7 Pectin concentration curves obtained from 31.1% (*) and 70.3% (.) DE pectins. (Adapted

from Zhong, H.J., Williams, M.A.K., Keenan, R.D., Goodall, D.M., and Rolin, C., Carbohydr Polym,

32, 27, 1997. With permission.)
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obtains infrared spectra by first collecting an interferogram of signals using an interferometer

that measures all of the infrared frequencies simultaneously. Once an interferogram is

collected, it is translated into a spectrum (emission, absorption, transmission, etc.) through

the fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

There are four types of fundamental vibrations in IR spectroscopy: (a) stretching vibra-

tions (change of bond length), (b) planar bending vibrations (bond angles change), (c) out-of-

plane bending vibrations, and (d) torsion vibrations (the angle between two planes change).

Some functional or structural groups have unique vibrational wave numbers that can be used

to identify their presence in a sample. For example, the stretching vibration of the carbonyl

group always appears in the range 1650–1740 cm�1. IR frequencies and correspon-

combination of atoms, no two compounds will produce the exact same IR spectrum.

This allows IR spectra to be used as molecular fingerprints. In addition, the intensity of

peaks in the spectrum is proportional to the concentration of the material present.

(a)
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anomeric carbons
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FIGURE 20.8 (a) H1-NMR spectrum of (1!3)(1!4) mix linked b-D-glucan from wheat; and (b)
13C NMR spectrum of (1!3)(1!4) mix linked b-D-glucan from wheat.
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Combined with modern software technologies, FT-IR spectroscopy is also suitable for

quantitative analysis.

FT-IR spectroscopy has been successfully applied in the analysis of plant polysaccharides,

such as pectins, hemicelluloses, celluloses, starches, and polysaccharides derived from sea-

weed [129–139]. In the following section, examples will be given to demonstrate how to use

FT-IR spectroscopy to analyze polysaccharides.

20.4.4.1 Applications of FT-IR Spectroscopy in the Analysis of Cell Wall Polysaccharides

FT-IR has been frequently used to analyze plant cell wall polysaccharides, especially cellulose

and pectin [129–135]. FT-IR absorbance in the region 1200–850 cm�1 has been used as a

reliable and fast method for the evaluation of pectic and hemicellulosic samples derived from

orange and olive tissues [131,134] and it has also been used to follow the effect of processing in

cell wall polysaccharide extracts of fresh and dried pears [135]. Pectins are polysaccharides of

complex structure where the linear backbone is built up of (1!4)-linked a-D-galacturonan

with regions of alternating (1!4)-a-D-galacturonic acid and (1!2)-a-L-rhamnopyranosyl

residues. The rhamnosyl substituted regions are covalently bound neutral fractions of arabi-

nose and galactose residues creating heteropolysaccharide complexes of rhamnogalacturonan

with arabinans, galactans, and arabinogalactans. Despite the great diversity in chemical

TABLE 20.1
Assignment and Orientation of Cellulose, Pectin, and Xyloglucan FT-IR Absorption Bands as

They Were Observed in the Cellulose Composites

Frequency (cm21) Assignment Bond, orientation Origin

1740 n(C=O) ester, P

1426 dsCH2 C

1371 dCH2w XG

1362, 1317 dsCH2w ? C

1243 n(C–O) P

1160 nas(C–O–C) Glycosidic link, ring, k
1146 nas(C–O–C) Glycosidic link, ring, k P

1130 nas(C–O–C) Glycosidic link, ring, k XG

1115 n(C–O), n(C–C) C–2–O–2 C

1100 n(C–O), n(C–C) Ring P

1075 n(C–O), n(C–C) Ring XG

1060 n(C–O), n(C–C) C–3–O–3 ?
1042 n(C–O), n(C–C) Ring XG

1030 n(C–O), n(C–C) C–6–H2–O–6, ?
1015, 1000 n(C–O), n(C–C) C–6–H2–O–6, ? C

1019 n(C–O), n(C–C) C–2–C–3, C–2–O–2, C–1–O–1 P

960 ds(CO) ? P

944 Ring ? XG

895 d(C-1-H) b-Anomeric link C, XG

833 Ring ? P

Key: IR vibrations: n, stretching; d, bending; w, wagging; s symmetric; as asymmetric; C, cellulose; ?, perpendicular

orientation; P, pectin; XG, xyloglucan; k, parallel.

Source: Adapted from Kacurakova, M., Smith, A.C., Gidley, M.J., and Wilson, R.H., Carbohydr Res, 337, 1145, 2002.
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compositions, pectic polysaccharides and hemicelluloses in the cell wall can be evaluated by

FT-IR spectroscopy.

To identify particular polysaccharides, Kacuráková and coworkers [129] used infrared

data of model compounds representing individual polysaccharide types and their mixtures,

based on major sugar components with monosaccharide models measured in aqueous solu-

tions. FT-IR spectra in the 1200–800 cm�1 region gave information about the main polysac-

charides present in the complicated systems of mixed polysaccharides. The overall shape of a

polysaccharide spectrum is determined by the backbone polysaccharide composition but can

also be strongly influenced by the side chain constituents. Usually one intense band could be

identified for each particular polysaccharide structural moiety. For example, the IR bands of

b-(1!6)- or b-(1!3)-linked galactan occur at about 1078–1072 cm�1

relative position of axial and equatorial (OH) side groups also influence the main band

frequency positions at 1100–1000 cm�1 and the maximum assigned to ring and side group

vibrations can be related to the polysaccharide spectra. Therefore, the distinctive band

positions allow the identification of polysaccharide structures and their composition [129].

In a study by Ferreira and coworkers, the effect of processing conditions on polysacchar-

ide compositions was determined by FT-IR. The spectra analysis followed by chemometrics

[135]. These extracts contain pectic polysaccharides rich in galacturonic acid (GalA) and

hemicellulosic polysaccharides (xylans). The selection of the most important wave numbers

allowed the identification of the spectral region related to GalA in pectic polysaccharide

extracts in the range between 1120 and 990 cm�1. Coimbra and coworkers analyzed FT-IR

spectra of olive pulp cell wall polysaccharides in the region between 1200 and 850 cm�1 with

several multivariate procedures, such as principal component analysis (PCA), trimmed object

projections (TOP), canonical correlation analysis (CCA), and partial least squares regression

(PLSI) [131]. The combination of these chemometric techniques along with chemical infor-

mation allowed them to distinguish the types of polymers present, such as pectic polysac-

charides rich in uronic acid, pectic polysaccharides rich in arabinose, arabinose-rich

glycoproteins, xyloglucans, and glucuronoxylans. It is also possible to highlight the most

important and characteristic wavenumbers for each type of polysaccharide present. Using a

calibration model, quantification of monosaccharide residues in the polysaccharides was also

achievable [131,134]. For example, FT-IR spectra in the 1200–850 cm�1 region was used to

predict the amount of arabinose, as a molar percentage of the total sugars, in the pectic

polysaccharide samples [134].

20.4.4.2 Applications of FT-IR in Measuring the Degree of Methylesterification of Pectins

FT-IR spectroscopy is considered a simple, quick, and nondestructive method for the deter-

mination of degree of methylesterification (DM) in pectic polysaccharide cell wall material

extracts. For example, high and low methoxyl contents of pectic substances can be distin-

guished by FT-IR and the methoxyl content of different commercial pectins can also be

evaluated [136,137]. The estimation of DM is based on a calibration curve using samples of

standard pectins with a known DE and the spectral bands at 1749 and 1630 cm�1. These

absorptions are attributed to the esterified and nonesterified carboxyl groups of pectin

molecules, respectively. However, this method is not suitable for the determination of the

DM of pectic polysaccharides when other carboxylates and carbonyl ester groups are present,

such as those from cell wall phenolics.

In the study by Chatjigakis and coworkers a linear relationship between the DM [(number

of esterified carboxylic groups/number of total carboxylic groups)�100] and the ratio of the

area underneath the peak at 1749 cm�1 over the sum of the areas underneath the two peaks, at
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, as displayed in Table

20.2 [129]. The IR bands of other polysaccharides can be found from the same table. The



TABLE 20.2
FT-IR Frequencies of the Studied Plant Cell Wall Polysaccharides

No Compound (C–OH), (C–O–C), (C–C), ring (Cl–H), ring

1 Pectin 1144s 1100vs 1047, 1017vs 953 896 857 835

2 Rhamnogalacturonan 1150 1122 1070vs 1043vs, 989s 951, 916 902 846 823

3 Galactan 1155 1134 1072vs 1038vs 893 883

4 Arabinan 1141 1097 1070 1039vs 918 895 807

5 Arabinogalactan 1074vs 1045vs 897 868 808

6 Arabinogalactan 1139 1078vs 1043, 985 880 842

7 Arabinogalactan (Type II) 1156 1078vs 1040 916 892 879

Arabinogalactan (Type II)

8 þGlucomannan (9:1, w/w) 1146 1066vs 1034 896 872 809

9 Arabinogalactorhamnoglycan 1049vs 914 837 810

10 Xyloglucan 1153 1118 1078vs 1041vs 945 897

11 Glucan 1151 1104sh 1076sh 1041vs, 1026vs 916 840

12 Glucomannan 1150 1092vs, 1064vs 1034vs 941 898 872 814

13 Galactoglucomannan 1149 1064a 1034vs, 960 934 897 872 813

14 ArabinoglucuronoxylanþGalactoglucomannan 1161, 1151 1109 1070 1038vs 898 881 809

I Pectin 1152 1004vs 1082, 1051 1022vs, 972 891 834

II GX 1147 1084 1047vs, 985 897

III Starch 1155 1110 1082 1026vs 931 850

IV Cellulose 1162 1120 1059vs, 1033vs 930 898

aBand appears at 76% RH.

Key: vs, Very Strong; IR, Band Intensity; spectral data of compounds I–IV are taken from the literature.

Source: Adapted from Kacurakova, M., Capek, P., Sasinkova, V., Wellner, N., and Ebringerová, A., Carbohydr Polym, 43, 195, 2000.
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1749 and 1630 cm�1, was established based on the spectra of standard compounds, as shown

in Figure 20.9 [137]. The use of the second derivative and curve-fitting techniques allowed the

elimination of spectral interferences from other cell wall components. The DM of pectins

from Redhaven peaches immediately after harvest and during storage was effectively mon-

itored by FT-IR spectroscopy. During storage at 08C, the DM remained practically constant

up to 35 days. Storage at higher temperatures resulted in a significant decrease in DM, as

In a recent study, Barros and coworkers [136] used a combination of the absorbance

spectra in two infrared regions (1800–1500 and 1200–850 cm�1) to build a calibration model

for the determination of theDMof pectic polysaccharides. Thewavenumbers in the region 1800–

1500 cm�1 are related to the carbonyl esters and carboxylates and those in the region 1200–

850 cm�1 are related to the composition of sugars. The results allowed accurate measure-

ment and comparison of DM in commercial pectins and impure pectic polysaccharide

extracts [136].

20.4.4.3 Applications of FT-IR Spectroscopy in Seaweed Polysaccharides

FT-IR spectroscopy has also been used to determine the level of sulfate in seaweed polysac-

charides [138,140]. Sulfated polysaccharides exhibit recognizable IR bands due to their

unique structure features. Typical bands are listed in The band 1260 and
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FIGURE 20.9 (a) Calibration curve without deconvolution analysis of the FT-IR spectra: ratio of

the peak area at 1749 cm�1 over the sum of the peak areas 1749 and 1630 cm�1 vs. DE of pectins (%).

(b) Calibration curve with deconvolution analysis of the FT-IR spectra: ratio of the peak area at

1755 cm�1 over the sum of the peak areas at 1755 and 1611 cm�1 vs. DE of pectins (%). (Adapted

from Kacurakova, M., Smith, A.C., Gidley, M.J., and Wilson, R.H., Carbohydr Res, 337, 1145, 2002.

With permission.)
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shown in Figure 20.10.

Table 20.3.
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FIGURE 20.10 Changes in DE (%) of pectins from peaches stored at different temperatures (D — 08C,

� — 58C, & — 158C, and 0 — 208C). (Adapted from Chatjigakis, A.K., Pappas, C., Proxenia, N.,

Kalantzi, O., Rodis, P., and Polissiou, M., Carbohydr Polym, 37, 395, 1998. With permission.)

TABLE 20.3
Assignment of Most Important Bands in Agarocolloids

Wavenumber (cm21) Assignment

1370 Ester sulfate

1250 nas S¼O (ester sulfate)

1070 Skeletal mode of the galactan

930 Vibrations of the C–O–C of 3,6-anhydro-L-galactose

890 Agar-specific band

845 4-Sulfate galactose

830 2-Sulfate galactose

820 6-Sulfate galactose

805 Sulfate on C-2 of 3,6-anhydro-L-galactose

740 C–O–C bending mode in glycosidic linkages

716 C–O–C bending mode in glycosidic linkages

Source: Adapted from Mollet, J.C., Rahaoui, A., and Lemoine, Y., J Appl Phycol, 10, 59, 1998.
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1230 cm�1 is assigned to the antisymmetric O¼ SO stretching vibrations. The bands at 805

and 930 cm�1 are attributed to the 3,6-anhydro-L-galactose [140,141]. A good correlation was

reported between FT-IR data and other analytical techniques for sulfate concentrations

ranging from 2.4 to 20% [139]. It was concluded that FT-IR could be used to determine the

chemical composition of the polymers along with a semiquantitative estimation of the sulfate

content.

The presence of carrageenans in algae can also be detected by FT-IR diffuse reflectance

spectroscopy directly on only a few milligrams of dried, ground material. This provides a fast

simple analysis of raw materials without any lengthy extraction procedures; and because the

samples are minimally treated, the composition determined represents the natural compos-

ition of the plants [139].
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